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Dr B.R. AMBEDKAR UNIVERSITY DELHI

Minutes of the 19th Meetina of the Academic Council held at 11;30 AM on
09.01.2020at Committee Room. AUD KaramDura Campus, New Delhi

The 19,h Meeting of the Academic Council (AC) of the Ambedkar University Delhi 
(AUD) was held at 11:30 AM on 09.01.2020atCommittee Room, AUD Karampura 
Campus, New Delhi. The following were present:

Professor Anu Singh Lather 
Vice Chancellor

In the Chair

Professor K. Ramachandran
Nominee of the Government of NCT of Delhi

Member

Professor Panda A. Khan
Nominee of the Government of NCT of Delhi

Member

Professor Ash is Nandy
Nominee of the Government of NCT of Delhi

Member

Professor Safil Misra, Pro Vice Chancellor and 
Nominee of the Vice Chancellor

Member

Professor Gopalji Pradhan, SHS 
Nominee of the Vice Chancellor

Member

Professor Anita Ghal 
Nominee of the Vice Chancellor

Member

Professor Bodh Prakash
Dean, School of Undergraduate Studies&
Nominee of the Vice Chancellor

Member

Professor Rukmini Sen 
Nominee of the Vice Chancellor

Member

Professor Radharani Chakravarty 
Dean, School of Letters

Member

Professor Krishna Menon 
Dean, School of Human Studies

Member

DrSuresh Babu
Dean, School of Human Ecology

Member
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Professor Suchitra Balasubrahmanyan 
Dean, School of Design

Professor Babu P. Remesh,
Dean, School of Development Studies

Member

Member

Professor Kartik Dave
Dean, School of Business, Public Policy and 
Social Entrepreneurship

Professor Dhirendra Datt Dangwal 
Dean, School of Liberal Studies

Member

Member

Professor Sitansu Sekhar Jena 
Dean, School of Vocational Studies

Member

Shri Deepan Si vara man
Dean (Offg.), School of Culture and Creative Expressions

Member

Dr Sunita Singh
Dean (Offg.), School of Education Studies

Member

DrYogesh Snehi
Assistant Professor, School of Liberal Studies

Member

•M

Dr Nitin Malik, Registrar Member^ Secretary

Special Invitees:

Professor Jatln Bhatt, Pro-Vice Chancellor I
Professor Denys P. Leighton, Chairperson, International Affairs Division
Professors atyaketu Sankrit, Proctor & OSD, Kashmere Gate Campus
Professor M.S. Farooqi, Director, ACME
Dr Rohit Negi, Associate Professor, School of Global Affairs
Dr Anushka Singh, Assistant Professor, School of Law, Governance and Citizenship
Dr Rachna Mehra, Deputy Dean, Academic Governance & Assistant Professor, SGA

Regrets:

Professor A. K. Sharma, Nominee of the University Grants Commission; Professor 
Madhavan K. Palat, Professor Geetha Narayanan (Government nominees), 
Professor Suchitra Balasubrahmanyan, Professor Praveen Singh, Dr Anuj Bhuwania 
and Dr Kanwal Anil could not attend the meeting.
Smt Blndu Nair, Assistant Registrar (VCO & Governance) and Shri Mahesh Kumar, 
Assistant (Governance) assisted the meeting.
At the outset, the Vice Chancellor extended a warm welcome to the Members of the 
AC and the Special Invitees. She also welcomed Dr. Nitin Malik who joined the 
University as Registrar and thanked Professor Mohammad Sharique Farooqi, 
Registrar (Officiating) for his work. The Vice Chancellor apprised the members that 
the foundation stone for Dheerpur and Rohini campuses were laid on 23 August
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2019 by Hon’ble Chief Minister, Shri Arvind Kejriwal and Hon’ble Deputy Chief 
Minister, Shri Manish Sisodia.

The members took note that the Board of Management of University has approved 
the proposal for enhancement in Travel Grant entitlement of the Faculty for 
participating in/presenting papers at International Conferences/Seminars/Workshops 
once every year and for National Conferences twice every year.

The members also noted the institution of “Ambedkar University Research 
Fellowship Scheme (AURFS)” for 100 research scholars pursuing Doctor of 
Philosophy (Ph.D) programmes of the University from 2019-20 batch onwards. The 
Scheme will have such provisions as in University Grants Commission (UGC) 
scheme for Junior Research Fellowship (JRF) & Senior Research Fellowship (SRF) 
in Sciences, Humanities and Social Sciences as amended from time to time. The 
research scholars not covered by either UGC-JRF or AURFS,their monthly stipend 
has also been revised. The monthly stipend has been increased to Rs 16000/- for 
the PhD Scholars and for MPhil Scholars to Rs 10000/*.
The Registrar formally welcomed Professor Babu P. Remesh, Dean, School of 
Development Studies and Dr Suresh Babu, Dean, School of Human Ecology who 
attended the meeting for the first time.

The following resolutions were passed:
19.1 Confirmation of the Minutes of the 1 {^Meeting of the Academic Council 

held on 25.07.2019
The Council resolved to confirm the Minutes of the 18th meeting of the AC 
held on 25.07.2019.

19.2 Action Taken Report (ATR) on the minutes of the 18th meeting of the 
Academic Council held on 25.07.2019
The Council resolved to note the ATR on the decisions taken in its 18th 
meeting held on 25.07.2019, vide (Appendix-1).

19.3 The revised Code of Discipline for the Students
The AC took note that the Section 6(32) of the Dr. B.R. Ambedkar 
Vishwavidyalaya Act, 2007 provides for prescribing Code of Discipline for the 
students as under:

“Section 6 - Powers of the University

The University shall have the powers, namely -

(32) to prescribe a Code of Ethics for the teachers, Code of Conduct 
for other employees and Code of Discipfine for the students”

The Council resolved to approve the revised Code of Discipline for the 
Students with the following amendment:

Under General Rules a point be added that the Students shall abide 
and uphold the Constitution and respect its ideals and institutions.
Under Harassment, Caste based harassment and Mental and 
Physical/Disability be included.

(i)

(ii)
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Under other Prohibited Activities, instead of authorization of 
Dean/Competent Authority it be after informing the Dean and 
Director/OSD of the Campus.

(iii)

The revised Code of Discipline incorporating the suggestions recommended 
by the Academic Council is at Appendix-2.

19.4 The list of experts for Selection Committees for Physical Education / 
Sports
The AC considered the list of external experts from which the members of the 
Selection Committees for Director, Associate Director and Assistant Director 
Physical Education/ sports will be shortlisted. The AC resolved to approve 
the confidential list.

19.5 Recommendations of the Standing Committee Research (SCR)
19.5.1 The proposed MPhil Programme in Disability Studies as recommended 

by the Standing Committee Research (SCR)
The Council took note that the proposed MPhil Programme in Disability Studies 
is an interdisciplinary area of scholarship that analyses disability from the 
perspective of humanities and social sciences. Historically it has political and 
intellectual roots in the disability rights movements that started in the USA and 
UK in the mid^O^century. DS emerged as a growing area of academic research 

and professional education since the 1970s. More researches in the area are 
needed to help establish DS as a Discipline.

The AC further noted that the aim of the MPhil programme in DS is to create 
informed practitioners in the field of DS across vahous domains. Scholars wifi be 
able to undertake various kinds of employments as educators, curriculum 

developers, counsellors, NGO programme managers, professionals. As of now, 
institutions such as TISS, NALSAR, University of Delhi, JNU, and IGNOU have 
initiated academic programmes in DS. The programme shall have 36 credits 
spread across four semesters. The course work consist of the following courses: 
introducing DS as a discipline, research methods, fieldwork, and guided 
readings.

After deliberation, the AC resolved to approve the MPhil programme in 
Disability Studies (Appendix-3). The AC further directed that programme be 
reconfigured as PhD Programme as under the draft National Education Policy, 
MPhil programme will be discontinued.

19.6 Recommendations of the Standing Committee Professional, Vocational 
and Continuing Education Programmes (SCPVCE)

The AC took note of the minutes (Appendix-4) of the Meeting of Standing 

Committee Professional, Vocational and Continuing Education Programmes 
(SCPVCE) held on 20.12.2019 and resolved the following:
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19.6.1 The proposed courses to be offered in the BVoc Programme, School of 
Vocational Studies as recommended by the SCPVCE
After due deliberations, the AC resolved to approve the course outlines 
(Appendix 5) of the following new courses to be offered in the three verticals 
of the BVoc programme at SVS are as under:

(I) Retail Management

i. Retail Marketing (SVS1RM601)
ii. People and Process Management (SVS1RM602)
ill. Industrial Internship for the Job Role of Retail Store Manager-2 

(minimum 30 days mandatory) (SVS1RM603) 
iv. Field Based Project Study (SVS1RM604)

(M) Tourism and Hospitality

i. Industrial Training & Project (SVS1TH601)

(III) Early Childhood Centre Management and Entrepreneurship

i. Management of a Childcare Centre (SVS1EC601)
ii. Financial Management in a Childcare Centre (SVS1EC602)
iii. Mentoring in a Childcare Centre (SVS1EC603)
iv. Project (SVS1EC604)
v. Internship (SVS1EC605)

The AC further directed that the School of Vocational Studies be advised to 
prepare the graduate attributes and programme outcomes.

19.6.2 The proposed BA and MA course to be offered by SLGC

The AC resolved to approve the course outlines (Appendix* 6) of the 
following new BA and revised MA Dissertation course to be offered by the 
School of Law, Governance and Citizenship (SLGC):

BA Course
i) Constitutional Law-1

(I)

(ID MA Course
i) MA Dissertation

19.6.3 The proposed courses to be offered by School of Education Studies 
(SES) under Continuing Professional Development Education (CPD)//MA 
Education/MA Education (ECCE) (Elective) Coursesand MA Education 
Elective Courses

After due deliberation, the AC resolved to approve the course outlines 
(Appendix*7) of the following three Continuing Professional Development 
Education CPD/MA Education/MA Education (ECCE) (Elective) Coursesand 
four MA Education Elective Courses to be offered by School of Education 
Studies (SES):
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Three Continuing Professional Development Education CPD/MA 
Education (Elective) Courses

I) Instruction in Middle and Secondary School Algebra and Geometry 

ii) Science Education: Critical approaches to Curriculum and Pedagogy 

ill) Education, Vulnerability and Sustainable Development 
Four MA Education Electives Courses:

I) Perspectives In Education 

ii) Mapping Education Studies 

iil) Critical Literacy 

iv) Education and Social Mobility
19.7 Recommendations of the Standing Committee Academic Programmes 

(SCAP)

The AC took note of the minutes (Appendix-8) of the 45th Meeting of 
Standing Committee Academic Programmes (SCAP) held on 14.05.2019and 

resolved the following:

(I)

W

19.7.1 Theproposed new course titled ^Experiments in Psychology* to be 
offered in BA Psychology Programme, School of Undergraduate Studies

i

The AC resolved to approve the course outline (Appendix-9) of BA 
Psychology course titled Experiments in Psychology’ with the following 
suggestion:

(i) The course be titled '‘Experimenting Psychology” instead of Experiments in 
Psychology.

19.7.2 The revised course titled ‘Caste and Modernity in Colonial India’ to be 
offered in BA History Programme^ School of Undergraduate Studies

The AC resolved to approve the course outline (Appendix-10) of the revised 
version of the existing course ‘Caste and Indian Modernity* with new title 
‘Caste and Modernity in Colonial India*.

19.8 Recommendations of the Standing Committee Academic Programmes 
(SCAP)

The AC took note of the Minutes (Appendix-11) of the meeting of Standing 
Committee Academic Programmes (SCAP) held on 03.09.2019 and resolved 
the following:

19.8.1 The proposed revised courses to be offered under ‘Certificate 
Programme in Teaching English to Speakers of Indian Languages’ 
(CTESIL), Centre for English Language Education (CELE)
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The AC took note that the 17th Meeting of the Academic Council held on 

16.05.2019 had approved a three month Certificate Programme in Teaching 
English to Speakers of Indian Languages’ (CTESIL) to be offered by the 
Centre for English Language Education (CELE). The programme was offered 
on a pilot basis from the end of September till end of December 2018. On the 
completion of the programme an internal and external review was carried out 
by the Centre. Accordingly, after the review programme has been revised.

The council resolved to approve the revised course outlines (Appendix-12) 
of the following course to be offered as part of the Certificate programme by 
the Centre for English Language Education (CELE):

i) Contexts of English Language Education in India
ii) Teaching and Learning in Action
iii) English for Teaching English
iv) Practice Teaching and Project

19.9 Recommendations of the Standing Committee Academic Programmes 
(SCAP)

The AC took note of the Minutes (Appendix-13) of the meeting of Standing 
Committee Academic Programmes (SCAP) held on 11.12.2019, 17.12.2019 
and 19.12.2019and resolved the following:

19.9.1 The proposed new courses to be offered in BA and MA Programme, 
School of Global Affairs

The Academic Council Resolved to approve the course outlines (Appendix- 
14) of the following BA and MA new courses to be offered by School of Global' 
Affairs (SGA):

(I) BA Global Studies : Core Courses
i) Beginners Level - Chinese Language (Level-4)
ii) French IV - French Language (Level-4)

BA Sustainable Urbanism: Core Courses
i) Housing and Society
ii) Knowing the City

BA Programmes: Elective Courses
i) Literary & Cultural Dialogues in Latin America
ii) Understanding Global Processes in Northeast India
iii) Urban Rural Linkages 
Iv) Introduction to East Asia

MA Global Studies: Elective Courses
After Forced Migration I: Reparations & Restitution 

■ After Forced Migration II: Repatriation & Resettlement 
) Global Islam: Networks and Connectivities

(id

(HD

(IV)
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MA Urban Studies: Core Courses
i) MA Dissertation
ii) Writing Seminar
iii) Internship

MA Global Studies: Core Courses
i) MA Dissertation
ii) Capstone Workshop
iii) Guided Research Project

19.9.2 The proposal of new courses to be offered in MA Development Studies, 
School of Development Studies

After due deliberation, the AC resolved to approve the course outlines 
(Appendix*15) of the following new courses to be offered in MA Development 
Studies, School of Development Studies (SDS):

Reading and Understanding Ambedkar

Prejudice and Politics: Perception and Manifestation

Migration and Development in South Asia

(V)

(VI)

i)
ii)
iii)

The AC further resolved to approve the revised course outline (Appendix-16) 
of ‘Entrepreneurship and Development1 course to be offered in MA 

Development Studies.

19.9.3 The proposal of new BA Courses to be offered by School of Culture and 
Creative Expressions and School of Letters for BA Students, SUS

The Academic Council Resolved to approve the course outlines (Appendix- 
17) of the following new courses offered by the School of Culture and Creative 
Expressions (SCCE) to BA students of School of Undergraduate Studies 
(SUS) during the 4m and 6m Semester

Basics of Performance Making (Elective, four credits)

Introduction to Dance Movement Analysis (Elective, four credits)

The AC appreciated the system of offering Elective course to the BA Students 
by various Schools.
The four courses of BA Honours (English) were presented for ex-post facto 
approval. The AC noted that for various reasons including the unavailability of 
the course coordinator, great rush, and paucity of time, these courses could 
not be placed before AC for approval earlier. All the courses have been 
discussed in the Board of Studies of the SUS and the suggestions of the 
Board were incorporated.
After due deliberations, the AC resolved to approve ex-post facto, the course 
outlines (Appendix-16) of the following BA (English) Honours courses:

0
N)
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i) Mahabharata and its Modem Renderings in Fiction Drama and Films 
(Elective, four credits)

Literary Translation in Contemporary India (Elective, four credits) 

Understanding Cinema: An Introduction (Elective, four credits) 

Literatures of the Renaissance (Elective, four credits)

H)

iii)

iv)

19.9.4 The proposal of new MA Hindi Programme to be launched in the 
Academic Year 2020 and the courses to be offered under the MA Hindi 
Programme in the 1st Semester

After due deliberation, the AC resolved to approve the concept note for the 
proposed new MA programme in Hindi (Appendix-19) to be launched from 
the Academic Year 2020.

The Council took note that the proposed MA programme in Hindi will follow a 
comparative, interdisciplinary and experimental approach. It seeks to 
establish an academic alignment with other such programmes of the 
University, masters in Hindi in other universities, and the UGC's guidelines. 
One objective of the programme is to develop both the social and the 
aesthetic sensibilities among the students. It would also endeavor to promote 
creative imaginative capacities among students. The programme will create 
some openings towards other official languages of Delhi such as Urdu and 
Punjabi. Apart from a critical study of Hindi literature, the programme will also 
incorporate the literary traditions of other Indian languages and speech forms. 
The main focus will also be on the Internelations among teaching, research 
and social concerns. Apart from developing their literary knowledge, the . 
programme also seeks to develop various skills and specialties amonga 
students. The programme will pay special attention to processes of social* 
change and movements and the ways in which they relate to literature. In 
other words, the programme will focus on the dialogical relationship between 
social movements and literary articulations. The programme intends to 
prepare and train students who would be both trained with employable skills 
as well as be socially sensitive.

The programme will be of two years duration and will have 64 credits. It will 
comprise eight core courses of 32 credits. The students wilf earn remaining 32 
credits from elective courses and a Dissertation of eight credits. The students 
will have the option of choosing up to eight credits from other programmes.
The AC resolved to approve the course outlines (Appendix-20) of the 
following 6 Courses to be offered in the proposed new MA Programme in 
Hindi in the 1sl Semester:

(4 credit- core)
^ '.nei (4 credit- core)

(4 credit- elective)

i)
ii)
iii)

(4 credit- elective)
(4 credit- elective) 

aratiiVJri sfrc R+IU (4 credit- elective)

?friv)
V)

Vi)
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19.10 Recommendations of the Standing Committee Professional, Vocational 
and Continuing Education Programmes (SCPVCE)
The AC took note of the Minutes (Appendix-21) of the Standing Committee 
for Professional, Vocational and Continuing Education (SCPVCE) held on 
31.07.2019 and resolved the following:

19.10.1 Resolved to ratify the decision taken by the Vice Chancellor in approving the 
GEC Course (Appendix-22) titled 'Ethics in Business Practice’ offered by 
School of Vocational Studies.

19.11 Recommendations of the Standing Committee Professional, Vocational 
and Continuing Education Programmes (SCPVCE)
The AC took note of the Minutes (Appendix-23) of the Standing Committee 
Professional, Vocational and Continuing Education Programmes (SCPVCE) 
held on 15.10.2019 and resolved the following:

19.11.1 Resolved to ratify the decision taken by the Vice Chancellor in approving the 
recommendations of Standing Committee on Professional, Vocational and 
Continuing Education Programmes (SCPVCE) for approving the following 
course outlines (Appendix-24) of General Education Component (GEC) for 
the 6th semester of School of Vocational Studies:

a) Life Competencies for Sustainable Employability (LOSE): Expert Level 
(SVS1FC611)

b) • Business Communication Skills 2 (SVS1FC601)

c) Advance Computer Application (SVS1FC634)

d) Design Thinking (SVS1FC633)

e) Understanding Organization & Its Culture (SVS1FC631)

f) Understanding Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) (SVS1FC632)

g) Developing Soft Skills (SVS1FC635)

19.12 Recommendations of the Standing Committee Research (SCR) as 
emanating from it$45tn, 46th and 47,hmeetings held on 04.09.2019, 
24.09.2019and 29.11.2019

The AC took note of the Minutes of the Standing Committee Research (SCR) 
held on 04.09.2019, 24.09.2019 and 29.11.2019.

19.12.1 To ratify the decision taken by the Vice Chancellor In approving the 
Inclusion of 16 credits for the MPhil Mathematics programme and 
issuing a clarifying statement in respect of credits in the MPhil/PhD 
Mathematics Programme

Resolved to ratify the decision taken by the Vice chancellor In approving the 
following:

i) Inclusion of 16 credits for the MPhil Mathematics approved by the Vice 
Chancellor on the recommendations of Standing Committee Research is 
placed for the ratification by the Academic Council.
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fi) A clarifying statement be issued In respect of (ho MPhN/PhD Mathematics 
programme mentioning that the Research Methodology course of 
MPhil/PhD course worfc Is worth 02 credits and the other 4 core courses (2 
credits each) cover research methods such as quantitative methods, 
computer application, research ethics and review of published research in 
the relevant field l.e., broadly the 4 core courses have been Incorporated 
as part of the programme pedagogy. The 02 credits of the above course 
contribute further towards research methodology.

19.12.2 To ratify the decision taken by the Vice Chancellor in approving the 
extension/ do-reglstratlorUro-roglstraUon and dc^nrolmont of MPhll/PhD 
Scholars as recommended by the Standing Committee Research (SCR)

Resolved to ratify the decision taken by the Vice Chancellor in approving the 
extonslon/de-registratlon/re-reglstratlon and de*enrolment of the following 
MPhil/PhD Scholars:

\

i

SI. Nvm of Student A 
No. enrolment No.

Nuno of (ho 
PrpQrtmrm

Dot* of 
fioelitnllon

DocttlOft

1. Prpaenjetf Kumer
S1740HS01

UPfta H&ory 72S&20\7 DCHWT»lXtfB j
L.

lAPWJ History2. Yugank UishfS 
S174OHS07

14,08.2017 Extension
_____________ 14.082019(0 13.022020
03.082017 Extension3. Deepstfthe Oiettodoo

S1740MA1
MMl Mathematics

4. Suman Yadsv
S174OMA01

24.062017 Extension

5. Karan SamosvB
S13SAOS01

PhD Development 
StwSes

29.082013 Extension
31.082019 (0 29022020

«.

0. NI*Jn Kumar MJshra 
S135ADSW

PhD Development 
Studies

30106/2013 De-enfotmeAi
i

i7. Rldhl Anupriya TMay
S174CWC07

MRewes 28/07/2017 Extension 
2807-2010 to 
27-01.2020

i.

Santana Biswas
S174COP15

MPM Deveiopmeni 
Practice

17/07/2017 Extension 
17/07/2019 to 
10-01*2020»

0. Premetoihs
S174COP13

Oevetopmert
Practice

1&07/2017 Extension 
18-07-2019 to 
17-01-2020

4

10. John 8onlon Nays*
S1&4COP06

MPhfl Development 
Practice

1/8/2015 Re-ra^sustkon

11. Anchtf Ohbnen 
S1656E001

PhD Human Ecology Extenslcn tor synopsis 
defonco

31/&/2010 -

PhD Human Ecology12. Sonem MshsNrat 
S18SBE002

Extension for synopsis 
defonco

i WT016

13. SyedShoafcAS
S16S6ED03

PhOHtxnan Ecology 01/9/2016 Extension lor synopsis
defence
Extension
19.062019 to 18.022020

14.__ ftashmi Bata 
____ S164DHS05
15. Anup Kumar BaO 

S145GU01

MPM History 19/8/2016

PhD Literary An 29/8/2014 Extension
28062019 to 27.022020

10. vixes Singh 
S17SCWGO0

PhD Psychology 07.122010 □^-registration
20.112019
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19.12.3 To ratify the decision taken by the Vice Chancellor in approving the 

extension of three months to Mr. M. Ojlt Singh (S1356ED02), PhD 
Human Ecology to facilitate completion of his PhD programme

Resolved to ratify the decision taken by the Vice Chancellor in approving the 
recommendation of Standing Committee Research (SCR) for extension of 
three months to Mr. M, Ojit Singh (S135BED02), PhD Human Ecology to 
facilitate completion of his PhD programme.

19.12.4 To ratify the decision taken by the Vice Chancellor in approving the 
recommendations of Standing Committee Research (SCR) for award of 
MPhil/ PhD degree to the students

Resolved to ratify the decision taken by the Vice Chancellor in approving the 
recommendations of Standing Committee Research (SCR) for award of 
MPhil/PhD degree to the following research scholars:.

»

Date of AES 
approval 

(verification)

sr. Programme Name end 
School

Date of Dote of SCR 
approvedNomer No. Viva

t. MPhH in Development
Prooice, SHS

16.02.2019 06.06.2019Ma. Rosdlne
George
S124COP20

04.09.2019

30.05.2019 13.06.20192. Ms. Garime
S164CWG04

MPhil In Women’s ond
Gender Studies, SHS

04.09.2019
f

04.09.20193. Ms. Grace
Tungoe
S144CDP12

MPhl in Development
Practice. SHS

29.052019 13 06.2019

MPhff in Devetopment 
Practice, SHS

04.04.20194. Mr. Arp*! 
Galnd
S154COP04

13.062019 04.09.2019f
5. Ms. Preetf 

S1&4OH103
MPhil In Hindi, SIS 26.04.2019 13.06.2019 04.09.2019

MPhl In Women's and
Gender Studies. SHS

6. Mr. Abhbhek
Kumar
S164CWG01

20.052019 13.06.2019 04.092019

7. MPWI in Develepmem
Practice, SHS

Ms. Raphaete 
NgTock Mine 
S124CDP24

27.03.2019 09.062019 04.09.2019

MPhfl In Devetopment 
Practice, SHS

6. Mr, Himalaya 
Ahuja
S164COP04

25.02.2019 17.07.2019 04.09.2019

MPhl In Development 
Practice. SHS

9. Mr. Senjcev
Kumtu
S164CDP14

26.032019 17.07.2019 04.092019

PhD In Women's and
Gender Studies, SHS

10. Ms. Utlka
VasMst
S135CWG02

09.CM.2019 20.06.2019 04.09.2019

PhD In Women's end
Gender Studies, SHS

11. Mr. Ahdut 
Rahman KC
S13SCWG01 _________________
Ms. Sutanwi MPhl In Hhtory. SLS
Chaterjce
S154DHS06

13.05.2019 20 06.2019 04.09.2019

12. 20.072019 06.092019 24.092019
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Date of AES 
approval 

f verification)
SI. Programme Name and 

School
Date of 

Viva
Date of SCR 
approvedNameNo.

13. Ms Shrobona
Banerjee
S154DHS05

MPhil in History, SLS 02.06 2019 16.09.2019 24.09.2019

14. Ms. Harleen 
Kaur
S164DHS01

MPhil In History, SLS 07.06.2019 06.09.2019 24.09 2019

15. Mr. Naresh
Kumar
S154DHS03

MPhil in History, SLS 23.08.2019 06.09.2019 24.09.2019

16. Mr. Achuta 
Nand Mishra 
SieSDHIQ!

PhD in Hindi, SLS 24 07.2019 24 09.2019 24.09.2019

17. Ms. Ambika 
Singh
S154CPS01

MPhil in Psychoanalytic 
Psychotherapy, SHS

29.04.19 26.0919 0411.19

16 Ms. Chandrika MPhil in History, SLS 03.09.2019 07.10.19 04.11.19
Das
S154DHS01

19 Ms. Ragini
Sankrit
S135DHI01

PhD in Hindi, ScL 27,09.2019 15.10.19 04.11.19

20. Mr. Bijendra 
Singh
S124CDP04

MPhil in Development 
Practice, SHS

25.02.2019 31.10.19 04.11.19

21. Mr Mahendra
Prajapati
S145DHI02

PhD in Hindi, SoL 21.10.2019 24,10.19 04.11.19

22. Mr. Anant 
Vijay Paliwal 
S145DHI03

PhD in Hindi, SoL 16.10.2019 24.10.19 04.11.19

23. Ms. Nikita Jain 
S145DHI04

PhD in Hindi, SoL 22.10.2019 30.10.19 04.11,19'

24. Ms. Anasuya
Sreedhar
S16SCWG07

PhD in Women's and 
Gender Studies, SHS

01.10.2019 14 11.19 18.11.19

25. Ms. Anubha 
Sinha
S154CDP01

MPhil in Development 
Practice, SHS

06.11 2018 14.11 19 18.11.19

26. Ms. Ash meet 
Kaur Bilkhu 
S154CWG03

MPhil in Women’s and 
Gender Studies, SHS

04.11.2019 16.11.19 16.11.19

27. Ms Sunita 
S145DHI06

PhD in Hindi, SoL 13.11.2019 18.11.19 18.11.19

19,13 The AC took note of the revised composition of Research Studies Committee 
(RSC) of the School of Liberal Studies (SLS), School of Human Studies 
(SHS), School of Human Ecology (SHE) and School of Letters (SoL).

(a) School of Liberal Studies (SLS):

Prof. Dhirendra Datt Dangwal, Dean SLS 
Prof. Krishna Menon, SHS 
Dr. Urfat Anjem Mir, SLS

Chairperson
Member
Member
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Dr. Shailaja Menon, SLS 
Dr. Balchand Prajapati, SLS 
Dr. Taposik Banerjee, SLS

Member
Member
Convenor

(b) School of Human Studies (SHS)

Prof. Krishna Menon, Dean, SMS
Prof. Suchitra Ba la subram an i an, SDes
Dr. Seema Kazi (CWDS representative)
Dr. Parijat Ghosh (CDP representative)
Prof. Anita Ghai, SHS
Prof. Rachana John, SHS
Dr. Bindu KC, SHS
Prof. Anup Dhar, CDP
Ms. Neetu Sarin, SHS
Dr. Lovitoli Jimo, SHS

Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Convenor

(c) School of Human EcoloqyfSHE}

Dr. Suresh Babu, Dean (SHE)
Prof. Asmfta Kabra, SHE 
Dr. Pulak Das, SHE
Prof. Suchitra Balasubrahmanyan, SDes 
Dr. Budhaditya Das, SHE 
Dr. Oinam Hemlata Devi, SHE

Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member
Convenor

W) School of Letters (SoL)

Prof. Radha Chakravarty, Dean SoL 
Prof. Bodh Prakash, SoL 
Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit, SoL 
Prof. Denys P. Leighton, SLS 
Dr. Rachna Chaudhari, SHS 
Dr. Shad Naved, SoL

19.14 The AC took note of the change and creation of Research Advisory 
Committee (RAC), Title of synopsis and Completion of course work of the 
MPhfl/PhD Scholars as recommended by the Standing Committee Research 
(SCR)

Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member
Convenor

i) PhD Development Studies, School of Development Studies 

Approval of PhD Synopsis:
s. Name/

Enrolment No.
Topic Date of synopsis 

approval
Date of 
RegistrationNo

1 Tasha Aggarwai 
S175ADS02

Marriage Migration; A Study of 
Female Emigrants form India

19.08.201917.08.2017

2 Joshodhara 
Bertha kur 
S175ADS03

Indigenous Narratives on 
Land. Autonomy and 
Development with Karbi 
Anglongasa Case Study

19.08.201017.08^017
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ii) PhD Women's & Gender Studies, School of Human Studies

s. Name/
Enrolment No.

Date of 
Registration

Topic Date of synopsis 
approvalNo

1 Vikas Singh 
S175CWGQ6

07 12 201$ Gendered Aspirations: An 
Ethnographic Study of an 
Ancillary Film Training Institute 
in Noida, UP

iii) MPhi Women’s & Gender Studies, School of Human Studies

SI. Name/ Enrolment SCR accepted 
Title

Request for Change 
of Title

Reasons
No. No.

1. Sreejitha P.V. 
S154CWG10

Subject hood in 
Kamala Surayya

Travelling 
Consciousness and 
Emerging 
Subjectivities: A 
Psychoanalytic 
Feminist Reading of 
Kamala Surayya

Changes in ideas 
from the time of 
submission of 
synopsis.

2. Aakanksha D'cruz 
S174CWG01

Girlhood, Convent 
Education and 
Disciplinary 
Mechanisms: A 
Case Study of 
Convent of Jesus 
and Mary School, 
New Delhi

Girlhood & Discipline 
In Schools: Case 
Study of a Convent 
School In Delhi

Did not want the 
name of the school to 
be visible in title

19.15 The AC took note of the change of PhD Supervisor and reconstitution of RAC 
for Research Scholars

School of Culture and Creative Expression (SCCE)

*

*

si. Name & Enrolment No. New Supervisor New RAC
No.
1. Anup Kumar Bali 

S14SGLA01
Prof. Gopalji Pradhan Prof. Gopalji Pradhan, 

Dr. Akhil Katyaf

i) MPhil CUTS, School of Letters (SoL)

s. Name Enrolment No. Date of 
Enrolment

RAC (Supervisor first)
No.
1 Gaurav Kumar S184LCL01 09 08.2016 Prof. Rad ha Chakravarty, 

Dr. Shad Naved.
Prof. Tanuja Kothiyal (SLS)

2 Mmu Mathew S184LCL02 20.08.2018 Prof. Radha Chakravarty, 
Dr. Shad Naved,
Prof. Krishna Menon (SHS)

3 Shayantant Das S184LCL03 09.08.2018 Prof. Radha Chakravarty, 
Dr. Shad Naved,
Prof. RukminiSenfSLS)

4 Sunhaiblzhar S184LCL04 09.06 2018 Dr. Shad Naved 
Prof. Radha Chakravarty, 
Prof. Salil Misra (SLS)
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ii) PhD English, School of Letters (SoL) - 2018 Batch

si. PhD Scholar 
(2016 Batch)

Supervisor RAC members
No.
1. Sangeeta Jawla 

(S185LEN08)
Dr. Ainil Singh Dr. Diamond Oberoi Vahali, 

Dr. Lovitofi Jimo
Shiva nl Bhatt 
(Si65LEN09)

Dr. Diamond Oberoi Vahali Dr. Am il Singh,
Dr. Oninam Hemlala

2.

3 Dimpy Lochav 
(S165LEN03)

Dr Sanju Thomas Prof Radha Chakravarty, 
Dr MrityunjayTripathi

RuchiifaMachal
(S185LEN07)

Dr. Vikram Thakur To be decided4.

5. Archa Bhatnagar 
(S185LEN01)

Dr. UshaMudiganli Prof. Honey Oberoi Vahali and 
Dr. Diamond Oberoi Vahali

6. Mr. Hemchandra
Nameirakpam
S175LEN03

Dr. Amit Singh Dr. Kopal Ahlawat,
Dr. Santosh Singh, SGA

Ms. Ruchita Machal 
S185LEN07

Dr. Vikram Thakur Dr, Sanju Thomas,
Dr Shad Naved, SoL

7.

iii) MPhil Hindi, School of Letters (SoL)

RAC membersSI. Scholars Name 
Enrollment No

Supervisor
No.
1 Urwashi Kuman 

(S184LHI08)
Prof. Gopalji Pradhan Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit (Member) 

Dr. Vaibhav (SUS AUD Member)
Prof. Gopalji Pradhan Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit (Member) 

Dr. Awadhesh Tripathi (SUS AUD 
Member) 

2 Tej Pratap Yadav 
(S184LHI07)

Salman
(S164LHI06)

Prof. Gopalji Pradhan Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit (Member) 
Dr. Bajrang Bihari Tiwari (Member, 
Deshbandu College DU)

3

4 Nikki Kumari 
(S184LHI04)

Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit Prof. Gopalji Pradhan (Member)
Dr. Darshan Pandey (Member, Shivaji 
College, DU)

S Babita Yadav 
(S184LHI02)

Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit Prof. Gopalji Pradhan(Member) 
Dr. Mala Misra (Member, Aditi 
Mahavidyalaya, DU)
Prof. Gopalji Pradhan (Member)
Dr. Vikas Kumar (Member, SJK College 
Kalanaur, MD University Rohtak)

6 Anklt Dubey 
(S184LHI01)

Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit

lv) PhD Development Studies, School of Development Studies (SDS)

RACSI. Name/
Enrolment No.

Date of 
enrolment

Supervisor RAC
Member 1

RAC
Member 2 Member?No
OrTeena 
Anil, SGA

NA1 Aakansha
Gautam
S165ADS01

02.08.2018 Dr Moggallan 
Bharti

Dr Nand^ni 
Nayak, SDS

Anurani
S185ADS02

Dr Nandim 
Nayak

Prof Babu P
Remesh,
SDS

Prof
Sumangala
Damodara,
SDS

Prof2 02.08.2018
Oeepita
Chakravart,
SDS

Dr Nandim 
Nayak

NA3 Bhubaneshwar!
Subramanian
S185ADS03

03.08.2018 Dr Anirban 
Sengupta, SDS

Dr Manish 
Jam, SES
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4 RahuJ Yaduka 
S185ADS05

02.08.2018 Dr Ivy Dhar, Dr Or Abhdy
Kumar,
NCERT

NA
SDS Moggallan 

Bharfl, SDS

V) PhD Management, School of Business Public Policy and Social 
Entrepreneurship (SBPPSE)

SI. Name Date of 
enrolment

Supervisor RAC Member 1 RAC Member 2
No

1 DKvakar Singh 
S185F0001

13.08.2018 Dr. Richa Awasthy 
SBPPSE

Dr. Nidhi Kaicker Prof Rajen Gupta 
(Retired Prof.
MDI Gurgaon)

2. Richa Kathuria 
Si 85F0005

10.08.2018 Dr. Richa Awasthy 
SBPPSE

Dr. Nidhi Kaicker ProfTanuJa 
Sharma (MDI 
Gurgaon)

3. Neha Malhotra 
S185F0002

Prof Kartik Dave, 
SBPPSE,

10.06.2018 Dr. Krilika Mathur Dr Priyasha 
Kaul, SLS

4. Shifpy Malhotra 
S185F0006

09.08.2016 Dr.Kanwaf Anil 
SBPPSE

Dr. Valentina
Kancharla,
SBPPSE

Prof Babu P. 
Remesh, SDS

5. Varun Sharma 
Si 65F0007

10.08.2018 Dr.Kanwal Anil, 
SBPPSE,

Prof Sharique 
Farooqui (Co
supervisor)

Dr. Saibal Paul, 
Associate 
Director, Sadhan •

6. Preeti Oabar 
S185F0003

Dr. Valentina 
Kancharla, SBPPSE

13.08.2016 Dr. Kanwal Anil, 
SBPPSE

Dr. Dipa Sinha , •
i*SLS

vi) MPhil/ PhD Students, School of Liberal Studies (SLS) j

s. Name/ Enrolment Programme Date of 
Enrolment

Supervisor RAC RAC RAC
No Member 1 Member 2 Member 3
1 Abhlk Bhattacharya 

($185D$C01)
PhD 13.08.2016 Dr Urfat Dr Frahana 

Ibrahim, 
School of 
Humanities, 
III Delhi

Dr Biflhan 
Chandra 
Dash. SLS

NA
Sociology Anjem Mir, i

SLS

2 Manas Raturi 
(S185DSC02)

PhD 13.08.2018 Dr Rlnfu 
Rasaily

Prof. Harish Dr Urfat 
Anjem Mir, 
SLS

NA
Sociology Narlan Das, 

Centre for 
Study of 
Social 
Systems.

SLS

JNU
3 Priya Darshini 

(S185DSC03)
PhD 14,082018 Dr Niharika 

Banerjea,
Dr. Dr Urfat 

Anjem Mir,
NA

Sociology Anandini
DarSES, SLS
AUD

4 Ratna Bharat)
Bhamldipati
(S185DSC04)

PhD
Sociology

13.08 2018 Dr Priyasha 
Kaul, SLS

Dr Santosh
Kumar
Singh,
Associate
Professor,
SGA

Dr Yogesh 
Snehi, SLS

NA

S Yamime Sharma 
(S185DSC05)

PhD 10 08.2018 Dr Preeti 
Sampat

Dr Ngoru
Nixon,
SLGC,

Dr Bidhan 
Chandra 
Dash, SLS

NA
Sociology

AUD
6 Anandrta Sharma 

(S185DEC01)
PhD
Economics

01.08.2016 Dr Dipa 
Sinha

Dr Samik Dr Jyotirmoy 
Bhatlacharya

NA
Chowdhu ry
SGA

7 Mansi Mehta 
(S185DEC04)

PhD
Economics

01.082016 Dr Dipa 
Sinha

Dr Deepits 
Chakravart 
V. SDS

Dr Arindam 
Banerjee,

NA

SLS
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8 Shivam YaQav 
(SI 85DEC06)

01.06.2018 Dr KrisTina 
Ram

Dr Arirban 
Biswas

Dr Dips 
Sinha, SLS

NAPhD
Economics

9 Divya Sharma 
(S165DEC03)

PhD
Economics

01.08.2018 Dr Or. Pa rag
Waknis.
SLS

Or Arindam
Banerjee,
SLS

NA
Jyolirmoy
Bhatlachar
ya

10 Kavita Samant 
(S164DMA03)

MPhil
Mathematics

25.07.2018 Prof.
Geetha
Venkatara
man

Dr. Dr. Ramneak 
Khassa, SLS

Dr.
BalchanO Taposik

Banerjee,
SLS

Prajapati,
SLS

Or.11 Shre^itha
Chaturvedi
(S184DMA04)

MPhil
Mathematics

24.07.2018 Prof. Dr. Dr. Ramneek 
Khassa, SLSGeetha 

Venkatara 
man, SLS

Balchand Jyotlrmoy 
Bhattacha 
rya, SLS

Prajapati,
SLS

12 Bherti
(S154DMA02)

MPhil
Mathematics

24.07 2018 Dr. Krantl
Kumar,
SLS

Dr Pranay
Goswami,
SLS

Dr Mradul Dr,
Veer Singh, Anirban

Biswas,
SLS

SLS

13 Anjshi
(S165DMA01)

PhD
Mathematics

25.07.2018 Prof. 
Geetha 
Venkatara 
man, SLS

Dr. Dr. Ramneek 
Khassa

Dr. Radha 
Mohan,Balchand
St.Prajapati,

SLS Stephen's
College,
DU

14 Ashutosh Pandey 
(S185DMA02)

PhD
Mathematics

26.07^018 Dr. Prof Dr. Ramneek 
Khassa. SLS

Dr, Anuj 
Blshnol, 
Deptt. of 
Mathemati 
cs, DU

Balchand Geetha 
Venkatram 
an, SLS

Prajapati,
SLS

15 Or. Kranti 
Kumar

Dr. Dr. Mradui 
Veer Singh, 
SLS

Dr. Pranay
Goswami,
SLS

Manoj Kumar 
(S185DMA03)

PhD 30.07,2018
Mathematics Durvesh

Kumar
Verma,
Miranda
Houee.OU

16 Dr. Or. Krant) 
Kumar, SLS

Dr. Mradul 
Veer

Rachna Shokhanda 
(S185DMA04)

PhD
Mathematics

26.072018 Dr. Pranay
Goswami,
SLS

Mukund
Madhav
Mlshra.
Hansraj
College
(DU)

Singh,
SLS

vii) MPhil Women’s & Gender Studies, SHS

S.No Enrolment No Name Date of Registration Supervisor

1 S184CWG02 Mansa 1/8/2018 Dr. Rachana John 
RAC Members:
Prof. Krishna Menon 
(Co-Supervisor) 
Prof. Jatin Bhat

S184CWG03 1/8/2018 Dr, Vandana, CWDS and 
Dr. Seema Kazi (CWDS)

2 Megha Rani
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viii) MPhil Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy, SHS

si. Student Name/ 
Enrolment No.

Supervisor Co-
supervisor

RAC member 1 RAC member 2
No.

Asnctal
Bhalnagar
S174CPS01

Prof Anita Ghai 
(SHS)

Ms Naetu 
Sann (SHS)

Dr Ashis Roy 
(SHS)

Dr Shlvani Nag 
(SES>

1,

Anjali Verms 
S174CPS02

Prof Rachana 
John (SHS)

Prof Anup Dhar 
(SLS)

2. N.A Ms Anshumita 
Pandey (SHS)

Anuradha S.
Panchmatie
S174CPS03

Prof Rachana 
John (SHS)

3. N.A Prof Honey 
Oberoi (SHS)

Ms Anshumita 
Pandey (SHS)

4. Ayushl Medan 
S174CPS04

Dr Shrfa Haq 
(SHS)

N A Dr Usha 
Mudiganti (SLS)

Dr Aehi$ Roy 
(SHS)

5 Durgesh Ojha 
S174CPSC«

Dr Shffa Haq 
(SHS)

N.A Dr Mamatha 
Karolil (SHS)

Prof Ashok
Nagpal
(SHS)

Epshita Sandhu 
S174CPS07

Prof Honey
OOeroi
(SHS)

Ms Neetu
Sarin
(SHS)

Dr Ashis Roy 
(SHS)

Prof Rachana 
Johii (SHS)

6.

7. Gagandeep K
Aiiuwalia
S174CPS08

Dr Mamatha 
Karol lil 
(SHS)

NA Dr Shlfa Haq 
(SHS)

Ms Anshumita 
Pandey (SHS)

•j

Haj Bincee 
S174CPS09

Prof Anup Dhar 
(SLS)

N.A Ms Deepti 
Sachdev (SHS)

OrTawAzu (D.N 
Govt. College 
(Arunachal 
Pradesh)

6.

Indu Chauhan 
S174CPS10

Prof Anita Ghai 
(SHS)

Dr Ashis Roy 
(SHS)

Prof Honey 
OPeroi (SHS)

Dr Shffa Haq 
(SHS)

9.
—A “

Jayati Singh 
S174CPS11

Prof Honey 
Oberoi (SHS)

NA Prof Krishna 
Menon (SHS)

Prof Rachana 
John (SHS)

10.

JyotiSagar
S174CPS12

Dr Mamatha 
Karol lil (SHS)

N.A DrBindu KC 
(SHS)

Ms Deepti 
Sachdev (SHS)

11.

Rohan Prashar 
S174CPS13

Dr Dr Shelley 
Pandey (SHS)

12. Ms Ms Nupur 
Dhlngra (SHS)VatsalaSaxena NupurDhingra

(SHS)

13. Savi Khanna 
S174CPS14

Prof An up Dhar 
(SHS/SLS)

N.A Prof Rachana 
John (SHS)

Ms Deepti
Sachdev
(SHS)

Tarun Vohra 
S174CPS15

Prof Anita Ghai 
(SHS)

Dr Shifa Haq 
(SHS)

14. Ms Nupur 
Dhlngra (SHS)

Prof Ashok 
Nagpal

Ujjwafa Singh 
S174CPS16

Prof15. NA Ms NeetuSarln 
(SHS)

Prof Anita Ghai 
(SHS)RachanaJohri

(SHS)

16. Vasundhara
Singh
S174CPS17

Prof Anita Ghai 
(SHS)

Dr Ashis Roy 
(SHS)

Prof Rachana 
Johri (SHS)

Ms Neetu Sarin 
(SHS)
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SI. RAC member 2Student Name/ 
Enrolment No.

Supervisor Co- RAC member 1
No. supervisor

17. Verakholu Veyie 
S174CPS18

Prof Anile Ghai 
{$H$}

NA Ms Neetu Sarin 
(SH$)

Ms Shefall Singh 
(SHS)

18. Zenab An sari 
S174CPS19

Prof Honey 
Oberor (SHS)

NA Dr Urfat Anjem 
Mir($LS)

Dr Shifa Hag 
(SHS)

ix) MPhil Development Practice, SHS

Name/
Enrolment
Number

Date of 
Reglstrati

Supervisor RAC MembersDissertation Title

on
Dr. Byasdeb Dasgjpta 8 
Prof. Anup Dhar

Ankita Sanyal 
S184CDP01

17-07-18 Transform mg 
Padhashuna: Praxis of 
Learning and Education 
In Santfiali village

Dr. Manish Jain, 
School of 
Education Studies

Asioo Antal 
S184CDP02

19-07-18 Breaking the Silence: 
Bringing Solidarity 
between Women in 
Dungariya

Prof. Deepita 
Chakrovarty. 
School of 
Development 
Studies

Prof. Anup Dhar 8 Krishna Tiwan

Purty
S184CDP03

24-07-18 Re-imagining the 
Diverse Economic 
Possibilities: 
Alternatives to Migration

Dr, Partha Saha 
School of Global 
Affair

Prof. Anup Dhar & 
Shuvojrt Chakravarty

Carol Wilson 
S184CDP04

Dr. Shubhra Nagalia 8 Rashmi24-07-18 Kamzori Among Young 
Girls in Harratola, 
Madhya Pradesh: 
Reclaiming Gendered 
Bodies

Dr. Mamtha 
Karollil» Bhof

>

Chinmayi P
Ramaiah
S184CDPC5

10-07-18 Between JaduTona and 
Health: Working through 
Jalan and Perspectives 
to Healing in Gond- 
Baigalifewcrids

Prof. Anup Dhar Prof. Honey Vahali Oberoi A Mr. 
Sachin Pathania

Dr, Ngoru Nixon (School of law 
and Governance and 
Citizenship)
Shuvojlt Chakravarty

Dhanpai
Singh
S184CDP06

24-07-18 Politics in Practice: 
Claiming Citizenship at 
Tola Hare nsmgha, Block 
Chakai of district 
Jamuai in South Bihar

Prof, Anup Dhar,
CDP

Ekta Engaging with 
Development 
Communication 
in Baepliguda 
(Emaliguds). Odisha.

Prof. Krishna 
Menon (Dean 
SHS)

Prof. Anup Dhar {CDP) & 
Ashutosh Kumar

24-07-18
NiranJanSl84
CDP07

Kuldeep
Singh
S184CDP08

1^07-18 Practice of 
Collectivization

Dr. Partha Saha, 
School of Global 
affairs

Prof. Anup Dhar & BiDhubanta 
Barad

Dr. Pntpal Randhawa (SGA) & 
Mr .Debanjan Ghatak

M Memeenao 
S184CDP09

19-07-18 Change, VulneraOJIrty 
and Sustainability of 
Food Practices in 
Konkel, Jharkhand.

Dr. Rohit Negi 
(SGA)

Prof. Anup Dhar 
(CDP)

Dr. Partha Saha & Shiv SankalpManju Verma 
S184CDP10

19-07-18 Claim-making in Baiga 
Women: Exploring the 
experience of 'Darr' In 
everyday interaction in 
Kutelidadar, Madhya 
Pradesh.
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Prachi Das 
S184CDP12

19-07-18 Exploring and Working 
Together With 
Transversablles 
Subjective Journeys of 
Ku wi/Kond ha Ad ivasi 
Women Experleridng 
Singleness In 
Mabaguda

Dr. Sunalini 
Kumar (SGA)

Prof. Anup Dhar (CDP) & 
Ashutosh Kumar

Rahul Tiwah 
S184CDP13

27-08-18 Indigenous Knowledge 
and Ethncmedidne: A 
Study among the Sends 
of Kanker district 
Chhattisgarh with 
special reference to 
herbal medicine and 
healing practices.

Dr, Omam 
Hemlata Devi, 
School of Human 
Ecology

Mr. Surajit SarKar & Mr. Preetam 
Gupta (Field supervisor)

Ravi Kumar 
S164CDP14

24-07-18 Gendering Technology. 
Analyzing the role of 
ICT among the women 
of Bankpora

Or. Rachna Mehra 
(SAG)

Or. Teena Anil (SGA)& 
Salbi Kumar!

Sampurra
Goswaml
S1S4CDP15

The Making and 
Unmaking of Labour: 
From Commodification 
to Ways of Being in a 
Santhaiitifeworid,

19-07-18 Prof. Anup Dhar Mr.Vlnod R & Mr. Anlruddha 
Mukherjee

ShivamSagar
S184COP16

19-07-18 Unfolding of the 
Problem: From 
Corruption to 
Contradiction in Desire

Prof. Anup Dhar Or. Partha Saha & Mr. James ^ 
Tigga

Swati Tirkey 
S184CDP17

19-07*18 Reinterpreting Illness 
and Cure In a 
Santai Dishorn: 
Resistance and 
Conformity in a 
mutt verse of healing 
practices

Prof. Anup Ohar & Ms. Vmeeta 
Chetri

Dr. Rmju Rasaiiy, 
School of Liberal 
Studies

! <
t *

V

x) MPhil CLTS, School of Lottdrs (SoL)
si. Name of PhD 

Scholar
Enrolment Date of 

registration
Supervisor RAC Member 1 RAC Member 2

No. No.
1. Mr Gaurav 

Kumar
S184LCL01 09.08.2018 Prof. Radha 

Chakra varty
Prof, Tanuja 
Kothiyal (SLS)

Dr Shad Naved

2 Ms Shayantani S184LCL03 09.08.2018 Prof. Rad ha 
Chakravarty

Prof. Rukmlnl 
Sen (SLS)

Dr Shad Naved
Des

3, Mr S184LCL04 09.08.2018 Dr Shad 
Naved

Prof. Salil Misra 
(SLS)

Prof. Rad ha 
ChakravartySunhaiblzhar

4. Ms Aranpongla 
Jamir

S174LCL02 04.09.2017 Prof. Rsdha 
Chakravarty

Dr. Shad Naved Dr. Lovitoli Jimo

xi) PhD CLTS, School of Letters (SoL)
si. Name of PhD 

Scholar/ Enrolment
Date of 
registration

Supervisor RAC Member 1 RAC Member 2
No.
1, Mr Anlruddha Nagaraj 

S185LCL02
21.08.2015 Prof. Radha 

Chakravarty
Dr Bindu KC (SHS) Dr Shad Naved

2 Mr Rachit Verma 
S185LCL04

21.05.2015 Dr Shad Navad Dr YogeahSnehi 
(SLS)

Prof. Radha 
Chakravarty

3. Ms. Imchanda Tzudfr 
S175LCL01

10 08.2017 Dr Shad Naved Dr Mrityunjay 
Tripathi (SUS)

Prof. Radha 
Chakravarty

4. Ms. Nltza Angmo 
SI 75LCL02

10.08.2017 Prof, Radha 
Chakravarty

Prof. Honey Oberol 
Vahali (SHS)

Dr Shad Naved
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$. Ms Poofa Mann 
S175UX03

10.062017 Prof. Radha 
ChoJvmrty

Dr Diamond 
OborofVaheS

Dr Shad Navad

xii) PhD English, School of Letters (SoL) - 2017 Batch
si. Ntmt of PhD

Scholar* 
Enrolment No.

Date of 
registration

Supervisor RAC Member 1 RAC Member 2
No.

1. Ms. Vookaha
Vepmfta
SUSLENOS

August 2017 DvDsha
Mudiganti

August 2017" Dr.Vbuam Singh 
Thakur

Prof. RaAana John Dr Diamond
Oberol Vahafi

Piof. Bodh 
Prakash

2. Mokshda
MdlhJWH^cl
S175LEN05

Dr Anita Charlan 
(SCCG)

3. Noha Rond 
S17SLEN06

August 2017 Or Diamond 
OberolVfthall, 
Prof. Bodh 
Prakash (oo 
aupervaor)

Dr Shffa Haq (SHS) DrUsha
Mudlgantl *5

• 44 HatcNngthem
HaoUp
$175(.EN02

August 2017 DrSar^u
Thomas, Dr 
UshcMud^srtl 
(CO ^uporvborl

Dr Otnam Hemlata Dr Diamond 
Obemi Vataft

i'

5. SnrjM.O
S1751EN07

August 2017 Prof, Bodh 
Pmkash,

Dr. VBuam Singh 
Thakur

Or AnRa Chertan

6. J.brAalaAo
S17SLEN04

August 2017 OrBhoomlks Dr. B. R. Alamalu Or. Amtt SJngh

Or.Yogesh Snehl7. Ashutosh Kant
Prabhakar
S17StEN0l

August 2017 Dr. Amt) Singh,, Dr Diamond 
Oberoi Vafcal

August 2017Homchandra
Namelrakpam
$17$LEN03

Dr Amtt Shgn Prof. Smita Tevwi 
Jassal

Or. Kopsl AMffnat0. $ ♦
t
5
- xlli) MPhfl Kindi, School of Letters (SoL)

■
S.No Name of SchoUrf 

Enrolment No.
Date of 
registration

RAC members RAC Member 1 RAC Member 2
(supervisor
fir*}

1. To} PratapYadav
S1B4LHI07

August 2018 Prof.GoptfJ 
Pradhan

August 2018 Prof. Gopel£ 
Prodhan

Prof. Satyvketu 
Sank/I
Prof. Satyaketu 
Senkrt

Dr. Awsdhesh 
Kumer TdpetN

2. Urwashi KumaH 
S184LHI08

Dr. Valbhrv

3. NMJKumart
5184LH104

August 2018 Prof. Satyaketu 
SarArtt

Or. Darvhan 
Pardev

Prof. Ooptij 
Pradhan

4 Babha Yadov 
S1WIHE02

August 2018 Prof. Satyaketu 
Sankrit

Or. Mata Mishra Prof. GoodJ 
Predhan

S Salmon
S184LH1O0

August 2016

xlv) PhD Hindi, School of Letters (SoL)

S.No Name of PhD 
Scholar* 
Enrolment No.

Date of 
registration

Supervisor RAC Member 1 RAC Member 2

t. SNpre ShuMa 
S1750HI03

August 2017 Prof. Goptiji 
Prodhan

Prof. RekhaSctN Prof. Satyaketu 
SaTOutt

19.16 The AC took note of the change in the title of PhD Thesis of Ms. Sunita, PhD 
Hindi Scholar‘fttfuiifMtfjTftr Tfl:

i*
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19.17 The AC took note of the deferral of admission (to WS 2020) of Ms. W. Neetha 
Subhashini Senevirathna (from Sri Lanka) admitted under the international 
Students category to the PhD Hindi Programme in MS 2019

The AC further noted that Ms. Wagapedige Neetha Subhashini Senevirathna 
(a citizen of Sri Lanka: passport no. N7425211), had been duly admitted to 
the PhD Hindi programme in 2019 and she has obtained Researcher visa ($• 
1) no. VL3800769 (validity 20/12/2019- 19/12/2022). Ms. W. Neetha 
Subhashini Senevirathna had obtained leave from her employer (a university 
in Sri Lanka) at time of admission to AUD but had not yet been awarded a 
schoiarship by the Sri Lankan government.

19.18 The AC took note of the report on the Eight Annual Convocation held on the 
9^ of December, 2019

The Eight Annual Convocation of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar University Delhi for 
conferment of degrees/ diplomas to the students who had successfully 
completed all the assessment requirements of courses in the year 2018 and 
2019 was held on the 9th of December, 2019 at the Kashmere Gate Campus 
of the University.
The Chief Guest, Prof. Dhirendra Pal Singh, Chairman, UGC, New Delhi 
delivered the Convocation Address. The Hon bie Lt Governor of Delhi, Shn 
Anil Baijal, in his capacity as the Chancellor of the University presided over 
the Convocation ceremony. Shri Manish Sisodia, Deputy Chief Minister and 
Education Minister, Delhi was the Guest of Honour,

A total of 824 students who completed the prescribed requirements during the 
academic year 2019-20 were awarded PhD, MPhil, MBA, MA, BA (Hons) 
Degrees in various fields of studies. Post Graduate Diplomas in-Early 
Childhood Care & Education and Gender Studies were also awarded. The 
breakup of the students who received their degrees and diplomas is as 
follows:
(a) BA (Hons)
(b) MA

(c) MBA

(d) MPhil
(e) PhD

(f) PG Diploma : 5

(g) Ad. Diploma : 1
Out of the total number of students who were awarded degrees and diplomas, 
63.71 % were women.

The detailed break up of students who were conferred degrees/diplomas in 
the convocation is at Appendix-25.

a-

322

409
43

35

9
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19.16 Tho AC took role of (he following Fee Structure of Continuing and 
Professional Development (CPD) Courses for Educators:

Online
Application Foe 

per couro 
programme Re, 

510 for UR/OBC 
candidates

Student Welfare 
Fund (SWF)

Caution Deposit 
(Refundable)Tuition Fee per Credit

Ri. Rs. Rs.

1680 500 5000
(To be eterged 

ordy once for the 
candidates 

registering for more 
than one course)

(To be charged onfy 
once for the 

candidates registering 
for more than one 

_____ course)_____

for200
SC/ST/PD
candidates

School of Education Studies (SES) offers Six CPD courses duty approved by 
the Academic Council and have a per credit fee structure at par with MA 
programmes of AUD.
The fee for a 4 credit course as per above be going to be Rs.7220 + 5000 
refundable caution deposit and for a 2 credit course the fee be going to be 
R$'3860 + 5000 refundable caution deposit.

16.20 The AC took note of (he AES Calendar Winter Semester 2020 at Appendix*
26.

19.21 The AC took note of the AES Calendar for Research Programmes at 
Appendix»27.

19.22 The AC took note of the completion of admission process (Monsoon 
Semester 2019) for the following MPhil/PhD programmes:
PhD Development Studies, SDS

The SDS offered admissions to 02 candidates (seats were approved = 06) In 
the unreserved/general category which included one 08C candidate and one 
seat to UR candidate.

MPhll Development Practice, MPhll Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy and 
MPhll/PhD Women’s & Gender Studies, SHS

i)

H)

Programme UR SC ST OBC International Unfilled
aeats/Romark*
No unfilled teatMPhll

Development
Practice

1 4 1 4 N)

MPtil
Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy

Nj UROi RWO 
01 ONCT 

unfined seat ■ 01 
OBC

2 5 2 5

MPhH WGS 2 1 2 5 NB | No unfilled seat
‘ UR=01 PWD 

01 ONCT 
unfilled scat® 01

PhD WGS 4 1 1 3 Ui
(including 
1 PWD)

OBC

ill) PhD Human Ecology, SHE
The programme was allowed to admit 10 PhD students. Onty one (01) student 
got selected and was offered admission. No candidate was found suitable for 
admission against the reserved category seats.
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iv) MPhil/PhD CLTS, PhD English and PhD Hindi, SoL

Programme 
MPhil CLTS

UR SC ST OBC Unfilled seats
2 OBC=11 NA 0

PhD CLTS 3 0 NA 1 No unfilled seat
PhD English 4+1 1 NA 3 No unfilled seat

PwD
PhD Hindi 3 0 NA $C=12

v) PhD Education, SES

Programme UR SC ST OBC International Unfilled
seats/Remarks

PhD Education 07 01 NA 02 Nil No unfilled seat

vi) PhD programme In Management, SBPPSE

Programme UR SC ST OBC International Remarks
PhD 4 1 0 2 Nil As per norms, 

an SC
candidate who 
was in the merit 
list was given 
admission under 
the UR 
category.

(None
found
suitable)

programme in 
Management

<
vit) PhD Economics, PhD Sociology, MPhil/PhD History, MPhil/PhD Mathematics

Programme UR SC ST OBC International
PhD Economics 03 01 Nil 02 Nil
PhD Sociology 04 Nil Nil 01 Nil
PhD History 01 01 Nil Nil Nil '
MPhil History 01 02 Nil 05 Nil
PhD Mathematics Nil02 Nil 01 Nil
MPhil Mathematics 03 01 Nil 01 Nil

19.23 The proposed policy of Foreign Students admission

The AC took note that the scheme for admission of students to AUD under the 
Foreign Student category (15% supernumerary quota) was approved by the 
Academic Council in its 16th and 17* meeting held on 16.05.2019 and 
25.07.2019. The approved scheme outlined eligibility, application fees and 
tuition, admission procedures and requirements of registration and 
programme enrolment. No specific provisions were approved for 'late' or 
'deferred' admission, and the purpose of this proposal is to allow late 
registration and deferred admission under certain circumstances.

The AC further noted that the system of Foreign Student (FS) admission 
approved earlier in 2019 assumed that FS would begin their programmes at 
the same time as other students or with delays of at most a few weeks due to 
processes of issuing visas or other key documents. However, even after due 
provisional admission of FS, there could be delays in obtaining visas, 
clearances, permissions and the like, without which FS are unable to begin 
their AUD programmes. These delays can occur even when FS and the
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university are In full compliance with requirements of visa application and 
documentation. Moreover, F$ In employment In their home countries or 
having obtained official leave from emptoyment may still need to make 
arrangements (financial and other) before commencing study at AUD.

After due deliberation, the AC resolved to approve the following:

(I) The late registration of foreign student be allowed till 31* August as 
approved by the UGC.

(ii) FS who have been duly admitted in one academic year but are unable to 
)oin within six months or who cannot be reasonably expected to complete 
programme requirements of a full semester within a shorter period be 
allowed to Join their programmes in the next academic year.

The AC took note that the deferred admission end registration would require a 
recalculation of the number of FS seats (supernumerary).to be filled by other 
applicants during the year of actual admissiorVregistraUon. Deferred 
admission under conditions outlined above could be allowed only when It is 
evident that the FS applicant Intended to take admission and |oln the 
programme during the academic session Initially applied for but was unable to 
meet all registration requirements due to delay in Issuing of visa.

19.24 The AC resolved to ratify the decision taken by the Vice Chancellor in 
approving the following list of experts for the Selection Committee for the post 
of Assistant Director Physical Education/Sports:

$1. Name of the Expert Department/ Oroonliatlon DesignationNo.
Prof. Jatm Sonl Swamlm Gujarat Sports 

University
Saureshira University

Pounder Vice ChanceSorV

Presently Director, Physical 
Education

Prof. A.K. S rives leva Octhi Technology Urtivefslty Director, Physical Education2.
Prof. An3 Kumar Kolktf Universliy of Delhi Director. Physical Education 

and Sports. Delhi University 
Sports Counefl

3.

The meeting ended with a vote of thanks.

(Dr Nitln Malik) 
Registrar
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j Appendix-1

CODE OF DISCIPLINE FOR STUDENTS

(Under Article 6 ‘Powers of the University’ of the AUD Act, 2007)

Powers

Clause 6(32)to prescribe Code of Discipline for the students"

Preamble

(i) This Code of Discipline has been evolved to provide a dear statement of the 

University’s expectations of studentsm respect of their conduct.

(ii) Henceforth referred to as Code' in this document. The Code applies to all students 

of Ambedkar University Delhi (AUD), in respect of all actions and activities 

(including Inaction or inactivity) relating to or having impact on the University or its 

students and employees It must be read m conjunction with the Act, Statutes, 

rules, and resolutions of the University.
♦r ,

Definitions

In this Code, unless the context otherwise requires, ‘Student’ means a student of the 

AUD and ‘Employee’ means an academic or non-academic staff member of the AUD, 

(including full-time, part-time or casual staff)

•* «v

Commitment of the University

The University is committed to provide for its students
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(i) High academic standards, intellectual rigour and a high quality education:

(ii) Intellectual freedom and social responsibility:

(iii) Recognition of the importance of ideas and the pursuit of critical and open inquiry;

fiv) Tolerance, honesty and respect as the hallmarks of relationship throughout the 

university community.

Applicability of the Code

The Code shall be applicable to all the students admitted to the University or students 

who arc participating in any programme, activity or event conducted by the University 

or taking place in the University. The acceptance of an offer of admission by a student 

is regarded as a commitment to follow such University Rules and Regulations as are in 

force at any time during their period of study. Where a student has invited a guest to 

the University premises whether that guest is also a member of the University 

Community or not that student shaft be regarded as responsible for the conduct of 

her/his guest.

Responsibility of the students

It shall be the responsibility of the students

(i) to read, become familiar with and adhere to this code and any subsequent 

amendment(s) brought to this code.

(ii) to respect the law of the land, human rights and to behave and conduct 

themselves in the University Campus, hostels and premises in a dignified, 

responsible and courteous manner.

(iii) to foster and maintain a vibrant academic, intellectual, cultural and social 

atmosphere which ts consistent wffh the objectives of the Unrvers/ty.
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m
Reporting of misconduct

Any misconduct according to these rules should be reported to the Proctor.

The University promises that there will be no adverse action, retribution, or other 

reprisal for the good faith reporting of a suspected violation of this Code, even if the 

allegations ultimately prove to be without merit. The University will, however, pursue 

disciplinary action against any student of the University who is shown to have knowingly 

filed a false report with the intention to injure another.

Rules of Conduct .1.,

The rules of conduct have been divided into five parts. This list is indicative but not 

exhaustive. The University will be the final authority on deciding what constitutes 

misconduct.
/*:

(Refer to the Prevention of Sexual Harassment policy of AUD for additional and detailed 

rules).

r’

i *

1. Prevention of Sexual Harassment

(i) Any kind of sexual harassment is forbidden. Sexual Harassment means any act, 

conduct which

a) Involves unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favours, and verbal or 

physical conduct of a sexual nature that are, implicitly or explicitly, made a term 

or condition of teaching/guidance, employment, promotion, participation or 

evaluation of a person’s engagement in any University activity;

b) Verbal, non-verbal and/or physical conduct such as loaded comments, remarks 

or jokes, letters, notes, invitations, phone calls, text messages or e-mails, any 

kind of electronic communications, threats, slurs, epithets, sexual propositions, 

intentional touching, pinching, brushing against another’s body, impeding or
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blocking movements, gestures or public display of suggestive objects or pictures, 

cartoons, posters or magazines, exhibition of sexually explicit or offensive 

material in any medium including pornography, lurkj stares, physical contact, 

stalking, sounds or display of derogatory nature that have the purpose and/or 

effect of interfering with an individual's performance or of creating a hostile 

environment;
c) Deprecatory comments, conduct or any such behaviour that is based on the 

gender identity/sexua! orientation of the person(s) and/or when the classroom or 

other public forum or academic activities of the University is used to 

dc nig rate/discriminate against person(s). or create a hostile environment on the 

basts of a person's gender identity/sexua I orientation.

2. Anti-Ragging Rules

(Refer to the Anti-Ragging policy of UGC for additional and detailed rules)

<i) (ZERO TOLERANCE FOR RAGGING (NOT EVEN FOR FUN); Ragging in any 

form is strictly prohibited within the premises of the University.

(n) Ragging constitutes one or more of any of the following acts:

a) any conduct by any student or students whether by words spoken or written 

or by an act which has the effect of teasing, treating or handling with 

rudeness a fresher or any other student.

b) indulging in rowdy or undisciplined activities by any student or students which 

causes or is likely to cause annoyance, hardship, physical or psychological 

harm or to raise fear or apprehension thereof in any fresher or any other 

student:

c) asking any student to do any act which such student will not in the ordinary 

course do and which has the effect of causing or generating a sense of 

shame or torment or embarrassment so as to adversely affect the physique or 

psyche of such fresher or any other student;

d) any act by a senior student that prevents, disrupts or disturbs the regular 

academic activity of any other student or a fresher;
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e) Cxploiling the services of a fresher or any other student for completing the 

academic tasks assigned to an individual or a group of students.

f) any act of financial extortion or forceful expenditure burden put on a fresher or 

any other student by students;

g) Any act of physical or mental abuse (including bullying and exclusion) 

targeted at another student (fresher or otherwise) on the ground of colour, 

race, religion, caste, ethnicity, gender (including transgender), sexual 

orientation, appearance, nationality, regional origins, linguistic identity, place 

of birth, place of residence or economic background;

h) any act of physical abuse including all variants of it: sexual abuse, 

homosexual assaults, stripping, forcing obscene and lewd acts, gestures, 

causing bodily harm or any other danger to health or person;

i) any act or abuse by spoken words, emails, post, public insults which would 

atso include deriving perverted pleasure, vicarious or sadistic thrill from 

actively or passvely participating in the discomfiture to fresher or any other 

student;

j) any act that affects the mental health and self confidence of a fresher or any 

other student with or without an intent to derive a sadistic pleasure or showing 

off power, authority or superiority by a student over any fresher or any other 

student

3. Legal Rules

Ambedkar University Campus is a Drug free, Smoking free and Alcohol free 

Zone'. Possession and/or consumption of tobacco, alcohol, narcotic drugs or 

any other intoxicating substance is strictly prohibited in the Campus and 

Hostels and in the vicinity of the campus

Students shall not deface, disfigure, damage or destroy or vandalise 

(attempted or actual damage, Tampering with doors, or modifying any 

campus electrical, telephone or cable system or vending machine or game, 

Failure to use proper trash and/or recycling containers or the dumping of

(i)

00
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trash In inappropriate locations) or cause any loss in any manner to or 

regarding public, private property of the University in any form. The students 

are also expected to adhere to fire safety norms

Possession or usage of weapons, explosives or anything that causes injury/ 

damage to the life, limb or body of any human being or property is prohibited. 

Negligent and/or rash driving of any kind of vehicles in the University 

premises is prohibited.

(ni)

(IV)

With regard to the zero tolerance policy of the University towards the use of Alcohol 

and narcotic drugs in and around the University premises, the following clausesmay 

also be referred and adhered to -

1. Drugs:

a) The possession, use and/or sale or transfer of illegal drugs or controlled 

substances is prohibited on or off university properly. This prohibition applies 

to the misuse, distribution, sale or transfer of legally obtained prescription 

drugs. The University will uphold laws currently in effect m Delhi.

b) Students found to be engaged in the sale of drugs or in possession of 

misdemeanor or felony amounts of drugs (including marijuana) will face 

severe disciplinary sanctions, which would likely include suspension or 

expulsion from the institution

c) Students should be aware that their presence in an area where this drug 

policy is in violation will result m disciplinary action, regardless of their actual 

involvement in the use of drugs.

d) Drug paraphernalia is not permitted on campus.

2. Alcoholic Beverages

a) The possession, consumption, sale or transfer of alcoholic beverages by all 

students (regardless of age) or visitors on campus is not permitted. 

Exceptions to this policy apply only to academic programs and functions 

sanctioned by the University authority.



b) The University authority also holds students accountable for violations of law 

related to alcoholic beverages on or off campus.

c) Students and/or visitors should be aware that their presence in an area where 

this alcohol policy is in violation will result m disciplinary action, regardless of 

their actual involvement In the consumption of alcohol

d) Possession of or the display of empty or refilled alcohol containers, and the 

display of alcohol posters, signs or advertising outside doors and windows is 

not permitted.

e) Alcohol paraphernalia is not permitted on campus.

4. Conduct during field visits outside the University

Students are expected to conduct themselves responsibly during field visits, trips, 

immersions, internships or any such activity engagement that involves travelling 

away from the university to any venue or place outside the university
i

.. <<•

Since such trips might involve the use of and engagement with a variety of spaces 

that are very different from the university, students will be expected to be sensitive to 

these spaces and abide by the instructions of the faculty member/s accompanying 

them from time to time.

«v

(i) It is mandatory for students to sign an undertaking stating that they will abide by 

rules and regulations of the University and behave in a responsible and dignified 

manner with their peers and teachers The format of the undertaking will be 

made available by the school office.

(ii) Students are expected to abide by the rules, regulations and itinerary planned 

and agreed to before the trip is undertaken.

(ill) Changes in plans or itineraries can only be undertaken by the faculty member/s 

who may exercise his/her discretion in the interest of the learning objectives of 

the tour.
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(Iv) No student will be permitted to de-board and abandon the group in between the

trip.

(v) Misconduct during such trips as well as substance abuse of any kind is strictly 

prohibited.

5. Genera) Rules

(i) Students shall, at alt times, conduct his or her activities in accordance with the 

highest professionai and community ethical standards.
(ii) A Student is not allowed to deprive any student/ employee of the University of 

his or her physical or intellectual property.
(iii) Students are not permitted to use mobile phones and other electronic equipment 

(for example, laptops, computers, tablets) in the class room without the 

permission of the teacher. Use of mobile phone and Other electronic equipment 

during assessments is not permitted unless the particular assessment requires 

their use. Talking on mobile phones In the Library, Computer Centre/ Lab Is not 

allowed.

(rv) Acts of dishonesty, are prohibited this indude but arc not limited to the 

foDowJng:

a) Cheating, plagiarism, or other forms of academic dishonesty.

b) Furnishing false information to any university official or employee.

c) Forgery, alteration or misuse of any university document, record or 

instrument of identification.

d) Tampering with the documents reJaled to election of any University 

recognized student organization.

(v) Keeping under captivity or illegally confining any student/ employee of the 

University is prohibited.
(vi) The Students will respect the decorum of the classroom and also of other spaces 

of the University that they use.

-V
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(vii)No student shall enter or leave the classroom without permission of the teacher 

when the session Is on.

A student who is undergoing disciplinary proceeding under which he or 

she is prohibited from entering the campus may do so only after obtaining due 

permission of the competent authority.

(ix) Harassment: No student shafl threaten assault, haze or otherwise physically, 

verbally, or psychologically abuse any other person. This includes, but is not 

limited to, incidents of bias, acts of assault or abuse, or incidents of verba), 

physical, or psychological harassment or abuse. It is a violation of university 

regulations to engage in harassment, or to retaliate against anyone bringing forth 

an honestly perceived complaint of harassment. It is also a violation of university 

policy to engage In a course of conduct or by repeatedly committing acts, which 

places a person in reasonable fear of physical injury, such as stalking or 

unwanted following.

The act of retaliation and/or assisted retaliation against any individual including 

but not limited to students, university officials, faculty and staff Is strictly 

prohibited.

(VIII)

k' >.*

ft

(x) Bias-Related Harassment: The University does not tolerate harassment based 

on an individuals race, religion, ethnic origin, gender, sexual orientation or 

physical condition. The University treats bias related incidents very seriously 

and any student found responsible for a bias related incident can expect severe 

disciplinary action Moreover, the University will use its influence to encourage 

the entire community to treat its students, faculty, staff and visitors in a manner 

consistent with the principles of this policy. Any bias actions, verbal or physical, 

that interfere with an individual's personal liberty or that may lead to injury, 

emotional distress, humiliation or discomfort are prohibited.

i •»

(xi) Prohibited Items When in campus, individuals are not permitted to use nor have 

in their possession the following items:
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a) Any weapon, including but not limited to. spring-fired, gas-fired, 

electrically-fired or explosively-fired devices or fro arms, which includes 

rifles, pistols. B9 or Pellet guns, bows, slingshots, "stun-guns". blow guns 

and/or darts, any ammunition associated with these devices (ie. paintballs. 

SB's, blow darts, etc.) or use of any object with intent to harm or intimidate 

another individual including knives and/or any similar devices.

b) Firecrackers, explosives, explosive ammunition, or dangerous chemicals.

c) Knives of any sort (including ‘box cutters*) with the exception of approved 

knives or tools used for academic purposes. Any tools or knives approved 

for academic purposes that are stored rn residence hall rooms or earned 

on campus must be kept secure in locked tool boxes, trunks or 

appropriate storage units.
<j) Toy guns, water guns, cap guns or any type of imitation pistol or rifle.

Faflurcto comply with the directives of a university official, faculty or staff 

member, or law enforcement officer acting in the performance of their duties 

and/or the failure to produce Identification to these persons when requested 

to do so, will be treated as violation of the Code.

(xti)

(xili) Computer Usage: It is a violation of University policy to engage in any of the 

following activities:

a) The use of Campus Technology Resources to pubtldy display or promote 

obscene messages, images and/or sounds, or to send threatening, obscene 

or harassing messages, images and/or sounds to any individual, regardless 

of whether he/she is a student is prohibited. This indudes not just e-mail 

and (he Internef, but the use of any university computer facility, personal 

computer, or off-campus computer system. Students should be aware that 

the University's policies on harassment apply equally to eledronic 

communications as wcli as the more traditiona} means of display and 

communication.
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b) Users shoufd be aware that Indian Law specifies penalties for harassment, 

the transmission of indecent material to all people, and the transmission and 

availability of indecent materials to persons under the age of 18 even at 

their request, inappropriate display of offensive material may be considered 

harassment.

c) The University policy forbids the use of any computer to obtain access to 

the following: confidential information, grades, pin numbers, personal 

computers, or any computer system on or off campus to which students do 

not have access. It also forbids viewing or using another person’s 

username, password, computer programs, files or data without authorized 

permission, and/or changing another person's password.

d) Setting up or attempting to set up an unauthorized server, modifying any 

computer system or software, or engaging in any activity that would interfere 

with normal computing operations or networking in any unauthorized 

manner is prohibited. This would include any use of invasive or malicious 

software such as: Vorms*, “viruses*, “spyware" and/or “SPAM".

e) The use of Campus Technology Resources and/or facilities for private 

monetary gain Is prohibited.

The Campus Technology Resources and facilities are for the exclusive use 

ol students, faculty and stalf belonging to Ihc University.

(xiv) Other Prohibited activities:

a) The running of any business or catting of protest in University campus without 

authorizafron of DeartfCcmpefenMutftority Js prohibited.
b) Hanging unapproved banners, flags or displays from windows or doors of 

campus rooms/offices.

c) Unauthorized possession, duplication or the use of keys to any university 

premises or unauthorized entry to or use of unrvemity premises, including buf 

not limited to, unauthorized entry to student rooms or unauthorized sharing of 

any University key or Identification Card by students or thcV guests that 

compromises the security of personal or University property. All students

4^
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found In possession of such items that intentionally impede recovery of same 

by the owner or University officials will be considered knowingly participating in 

the use of these unauthorized Items.

d) The turning in or activation of a false fire alarm or bomb threat.

e) The opening of window security screens and/or the use of open windows for 

any reason other than as an emergency exit.

f) Violation of Indian law or university regulations, on- or off-campus, including 

university sponsored or supervised activities and trips. A finding of a violation 

under this rule docs not require proof of a conviction In any non-campus legal 

proceeding.

The above Rules shall not restrict the powers of the University to proceed against any 

other misconduct whether or not connected with the misconduct within the purview of 

these Rules.

Procedures for Resolving General Conduct

Participation In any of the adMlies mentioned above, or otherwise prohibited by law 

may result In suspension of student. University disciplinary action, and criminal or civil 

prosecution.During the pendency of inquiry proceedings, a student can be suspended 

by the University.

Disciplinary Measures

Any case of a student exhibiting such a behavior as prohibited by the Code shall be 

subjected to any of the following disciplinary measures depending upon the gravity of 

the misconduct or its recurrence. Ail cases reported to Proctor shall be dealt with in 

accordance with the provisions made in the Code. The CPSK will investigate 

misconduct faifrng under the PSH rules and the Anti Ragging committee wiW Investigate 

misconduct falling under Ragging rules.

i
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The list below is indicative only and non-exhaustive.

a) Warning or Reprimand: The student engaged in any prohibited behaviour may be 

issued a warning letter with a direction not to repeat the same behaviour in future.

b) Tendering Apology: The student engaged in any prohibited behaviour may be 

asked to tender an apology for his/her act, undertaking that he/she shall not indulge 

in such or any of the prohibited behaviour in future.

c) Debarring or refusal of admission for further Higher Studies at AUD: The 

student may be debarred for admissions to higher studies at AUD for a specified 

period

d) Imposition of Fine: The student may be punished with a fine for an amount to be 

specified in the order.

e) Withholding of result The result of the student may be withheld for a specified 

period, for example, a semester or semesters.

f) Rcstriction/Deniat of access to facilities: The student may be denied access or 

granted onfy restricted access to various facilities in the university.

g) Suspension: A student may be suspended from the University for violation of any of 

the provisions of this Code. The period of suspension and conditions, if any, in each 

case shall be cleariy indicated in the communication addressed to the student and 

may differ from case to case.

h) Rustication A student may be rusticated for a specified period from the University 

for Violation of any of the provisions of this Code and/or the University may declare 

any part or the entire Campus out of bounds forth© student.

i) Restitution: Restitution Implies reimbursement In terms of money and/or services to 

compensate for personal injury or loss, damage/disfiguration to property of the 

Institute or any property kept in the premises of the Institute in any manner. The 

students/group of students may be asked to compensate for the loss that has been
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caused to any person or property of the Institute or any property kept in the premises 

of the Institute due to the act of vandalism perpetrated by the students The 

students/group of students shall also be liable to put in their service to restore any 

loss or damage caused to any property and thereby bringing it to its original form if it 

is possible.

j) Forfeiture: Caution deposit of any student engaged in any prohibited behaviour may 

be forfeited.

k) Expulsion: This is the extreme form of disciplinary action and shall be resorted to 

only In cases where stringent action is warranted Expulsion is the permanent 

dismissal of a student from the University. Such a student will not be eligible for 

readmission to any of the programmes of this University.

Appeal

A student(s) who is aggrieved with the disciplinary measures undertaken by Proctor's 

Office, may appeaf fo the Vice-ChanceKor whose decision in (his regard shaif be final 

and binding on the parties.
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AMBEDKAR UNIVERSITY DELHI

Minutes of the 45ih Meetina of tho Standina Committee of Research (SCR) held on
04,h September 2019, Kashmere Gate Campus, AUD

The 4501 Meeting of the Standing Committee Research (SCR) of AUD was held on 04,rt 
September 2019, AUD. The following were present:

Dr. Ashish Roy 
Dr. Anita Cherlan 
Dr. Suresh Babu 
Dr. Urfat Anjem Mtr 
Dr. Balchand Prajapati 
Prof. Ohlrendra D. Dangwal 
Prof. Bodh Prakash 
Dr. Deepita Chakrvarty 
Dr. Hemlata Oinam 
Prof. An up Dhar 
Dr. Mamatha Karol HI 
Prof. Gopal Ji Pradhan (For Dean SoL)
Prof. Sanjay Kumar Sharma 
Prof. Geetha Venkataraman 
Prof. Babu P Remesh 
Prof. Salil Misra
Prof. Suchltra Bala Subrahmanyan 
Dr. Sunita Singh 
Dr. Shad Naved 
Dr. Taposlk Banerjee 
Dr. Monimallka Day

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Convenor
Member
In the Chair
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Regrets: Dr. Anuj Bhuwania, Dr. Kanwal Ami, Dr. Bindu K.C, Prof. Denys P Leighton, 
Mr. Deepan Sivaraman, Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit, Prof. Krishna Menon. Prof. Kartik 
Dave, Prof. Praveen Singh, Prof. Rachana John, Dr. Santosh Singh and Prof. Sitansu 
Sekhar Jena

Dr. Sunita Tyagi, Assistant Registrar (Coordination), assisted the SCR in its 
deliberations.

The following agenda items were discussed:

i
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1. To consider Prof. Nakkeeron Nanjoppon'e request regarding to be a co-guWe to 
Dr. Leyanna Susan George in her PhD thesis worfc (student of Department of 
Community Modrdno, Amnia School of Medldne. Kochi)

The SCR consider the request of Prof. Nekkoeran Nanjappan and recorded.

, 2. To discuss the recommendations of the Research Studies Committee (RSC) of
r School of Liberal Studios (SLS) on the following:

l> a) To consider a coned ion In MPhfl Mathematics programme document 
regarding the inclusion of 16 credits for the MPhll dissertation.

The SCR accepted the recommendations of the RSC of the SLS regarding 
to Indudo 16 credits for tho MPhll Mathematics dissertation.

b) To consider a statement clarifying the credits related to research 
methodologies In the course work of the MPhll and PhD programme 
document in Mathematics.

The SCR accepted I he fnduslon of the foSowJnp darffylng statement to the 
MPhll and PhD programme document in Mathematics.

The Research Methodology course of the MPhll/PhD course work Is worth 
02 credits. The other A core courses (2 credits each) do cover research 
methods such as quantitative methods, computer application, research 
ethics and review of published research In the relevant held. Broadly the 4 
core courses have incorporated as part of their pedagogy a further 02 
credits contribution towards research melhodotcgy.

The SCR will forward the revised document to the Academic Council for Its 
consideration and approval.

To consider the RSC recommendation on de-enrotment of Mr. Prasenjeet 
Kumar (S174DHS01). MPhll student of History (Dale of Registration- 
22.08.2017)

«)

The SCR accepted the recommendation of tho RSC of the SLS for De- 
enrolment of Mr. Prascnjcet Kumar, MPhll student of History in SLS 
from thn programme. The SCR wifi forward It to the Academic Council for 
approval.

To consider tho extension cases Of Mr. Yugank Mrshra, student of MPhll 
History under clause 11 (tx) of RSR for MPhll:

The SCR accepted tho recommendation of RSC of SHS and granted ex
pos! facto approval for extension to tho student ns per the following details:

III)

Date of Extension
Registration (Prom - To)

S.No Name/
Enroflmont No

Programme

2
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Mr. Yugank Mishra MPhil History 14.06.2017 
(S174DHS07)

14.08.20191
to
13.02.2020

To discuss the matter related to admission of wait listed MPhit & PhD 
students till the end of the first week since the beginning of the classes 
(which could be late August or early September), in case of withdrawal.

Iv)

After detailed deliberations the SCR agreed on the following:
• The general admission process for all research programs should be 

completed by the end of August. It was recommended that the exact 
date will be communicated later, after consultation with the Dean 
AES.

• In case of withdrawal after the general admission process is 
completed and if the school still has a list of waitlisted candidates, 
then the waitlisted candidates may be admitted till 15 September in 
case of vacancies against the respective categories.

During the discussion, SCR also raised the concern that other mandatory 
actions such as preparation of Students \ Card, Student's profile entry in 
ERR etc. should be done before the orientation day for research students.

v) To note the appointment of Dr. Taposik Banerjee as RSC Convenor

The SCR noted the appointment of Dr. Taposik Banerjee as RSC Convenor 
in SLS. The RSC members are now as following:

1. Dean, SLS
2. Prof. Krishna Menon
3. Prof. Denys K. Leighton
4. Dr. Balchand Prajapati
5. Dr. Urfat Mir
6. Dr. Taposik Banerjee

Chair
External Member
Member
Member
Member
Convenor

To note about the application for maternity leave submitted by Ms. Rachna 
Shokhanda (S185DMA04), student of PhD Mathematics under clause 12 (v) 
of RSR for PhD.

vi)

The SCR took note for the same and recorded.

vir} To note the extension cases of the following students under clause 11 (viil) 
of RSR for MPhil:

Programme Date of 
Registration

S.No Name/
Enrollment No

03.08.20171 Deepshikha Chalterjee MPhil
Mathematics

MS.
(S174DMA1)

24.06.2017Ms. Suman Yadav ($174DMAQ1) MPhil History2

3
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The SCR too4c note (or the same and recorded. Also, It was dartffed that as 
women students pursuing an MPJill, an extension was not required as their 
normal registration period b for 3 years. '

vIH) To noto the RAC reports of the following MPhIV PhD etudents

S.No Name Enrollment No Programme
Ashwln Varghcse S175PSC02 PhD Sociology

S17SDSC07 PhD Sociology
S175DSC01 PhD SodcHogy

1
Prabudh Singh2

•A

3 Abhllasha Chattopadhyay
PhD MathematicsCham Gupta S175DMA024

DcepshIKha Chatterlee S174DMA01 MPhll MathematicsS
h- •44< S174DMA03 MPhll Mathematics

S174DMA04 MPhll Mathemate
Shalini Rana6r Shlvanl Sharma7

4;

The SCR took note for the same and recorded.
r

T
3. To discuss the recommendations of the Research Studies Committee (RSC) of 

School of Development Studies (SDS) on the following :

Report on completion of admission process In the PhD programme of SDS

The Convenor of RSC in SDS presented the report on completion of the 
admission process of PhD programme In SOS for MS 2019. The SCR noted 
that SDS offered admbslons to 02 candidates (seats were approved » 06) In 
the unreserved/gen era I category which included one OBC candidate and one 
seat to UR candidate. Dean SDS explained that OBC candidate had 
performed relatively better (46 out of 100), hence SDS decided to offer one 
position to this OBC candidate. The SCR accepted the report and endorsed 
the admbslons of two (02) candidates.

I)

Abo the SCR recommended that the Student Services Division conduct a 
dear briefing on how the cut-off b decided for categories where no seats 
were available under the roster for admission.

i
0

II was also recommended that Student Services Division announce the roster 
for the next admission cycle by November of the currant academic year. 
They should clarify the status of NCV ONCT scats for research programmes.

To discuss the matter of extension of the following PhD students: 
a. Mr. Karan Sachdeva (E. No.* S135ADS01) - In new RSR 17

li)T

The case of second and last extension (as per RSR 17) to Mr. Karan 
Sachdeva (S135AOS01). PhD Student for completing hb PhD 
programme, was dbcussod. -

4
\
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After detailed discussion, on the recommendation of the SDS RSC, 
SCR granted approval for second extension to Mr. Karan Sachdeva 
from 31.06.2019 to 29.02.2020 to complete his PhD thesis.

b. Mr. Nitln K. Mishra (E. No.- S135ADS04) - in new RSR

The case of extra extension to Mr. Nitin K. Mishra (E. "No.- 
Si 35ADS04), PhD Student for completing his PhD programme was 
discussed. The SCR noted the RSC recommendations which were 
based on the RAC decision and are reproduced here "w/r/n k. Mshra,
PhD student, SDS has already been granted two extensions of six months each 
after completing the first five years period of PhD. His second extension gets 
over on 30 August 2019. He has thereby exhausted the entire period of active 
registration permitted to e PhD student as per PhD regulations of AUD. 
However, he has spplied for an extension of s/x more months to complete his 
PhD. A copy of the application from the student is attached.

While he has mentioned that substantial pari of review of literature is complete, 
he is yet to submit a detailed write-up which may be considered as a chapter. Ho 
has not submitted first draft of any of the chapters. The PhD supervisor and 
other members of his RAC has examined his ease. The RAC is not sure whether 
he will be in a position to satisfactorily complete his PhD thesis even if he Is 
granted another extension of six months. Hovrever, the RAC felt that this Item 
may be placed in SCR for cons/deradoft".

After detailed discussion, SCR considered the RSC recommendations 
and recommended for de-enrolment of Mr. Nitin Kumar Mishra from 
the PhD programme as he has not submitted draft of any chapters and 
also has not published research paper in any refereed journal, not 
presented paper in any Seminar/workshop/conference etc. and 
exhausted the entire period of active registration (including two possible 
extension time).

The SCR will forward Its recommendation for his de-enrolment to the 
Academic Council for approval.

Hi) To note the approval of PhD synopsis (batch 2016-2017) of the two 
students:

ofS. Name Date of 
Registration

Topic Date
No synopsis

approval
19,08.201917.08.2017 Marriage Migration: A 

Study of Female 
Emigrants form India 
Indigenous Narratives 
on Land, Autonomy

1 Tasha
Aggarwal
($175ADS02)

17.08.2017 19.08.20192 Joshodhara
Borfhakur

S
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(S175ADS03) and Development with 
Kerb) Angfong asa 
Case Study

The SCR took note for the same and recorded.

Iv) To note the reports of St* Monthfy work-tn-progress of two PhD Students

Duration/DateBatch Date of 
Registration

S.No Name Enrollment no
of
presentation

S135ADS06 2013- 19.08.201929.08.2013Sweta
Sumen

1>
2014

16.08.2017 19.082019S175ADS03 2017-2 Vijay Boh at
2016

The SCR look note for the same and recorded.

4. To discuss the recommendations of the Research Studies Committee (RSC) of 
School of Human Studies (SHS) on the following:
a) Report on completion of admission process in the fottowlng programmes:

I. MPhfl Development Practice 
H. MPhfl Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy 

tii. MPhB WGS 
hr. PhD WGS

Programme Coordinators of the MPhil Development Practice and MPMI 
Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy programmes presented the reports on 
completion of admission process in their respective programmes for MS 
2019. The SCR accepted the reports and endorsed the lists of admitted 
students. As per (he reports of all the programs (he foKowtng is the status of 
admissions in 2019:

V

Unfilled
ttftts/Kemarks

SC SI* cue Intern illonolPfognmint UR

Nil No unfilled featMHul
Development
Practice

4 1 4l

ur=oi vsm
01 ONCT 

OTififini teat = 01
one

2 S NilMPhil
Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy

2 S

e
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Admission report of MPhil WGS and PhD WGS programmes cojld not be 
discussed as the programme Coordinators of these programmes were unable to 
attend the meeting. Hence these were deferred to the next meeting.

b) To discuss the draft document of the proposed MPhil Disability Studies 
Programme

The matter was deferred to the next meeting of SCR.

c) To note the completion of course work* and formation of the Research 
Advisory Committee (RAC) of the following Students of PhD WGS (2018 
batch)
(* The courseware hr the entire batch is in confomrty with the stipulated number of credits (8) as 
enumerated h AUO Pcsoerch Roguiotrons 20i 7 The detailed rationale oi course work credits was 
approved in 42th SCR meeting.)

The SCR took note for the completion of course work of the following 
Students of PhD WGS (2018 batch) and recorded.

Date of RegistrationS.No Enrollment Name
30/7/2018S185CWG01 Ajcya Deep1
30/7/2018Alpaxee Kashyap2 S185CWG02
30/7/2010Chaitanya Khandelwa)3 S185CWG03

Hemantika Singh 30/7/2018S18SCWG044
30/7/20185 S185CWG05 Jasleen Arora
30/7/2018S18SCWG06 Kunfcnng Angmo6
30/7/2018S165CWG07 Riya Singh7
30/7/2018S165CWG08 She fall Kish ore8
30/7/2018Vandana Chaudbary Palta9 S185CWG10

A
Iso, SCR decided to refer back the matter of formation of RAC of these 
students to the RSC to re-submit it in the approved composition.

A format will be evolved by the SCR office to fill the RAC details and will be 
circulated among the members.

d) To note the completion of course work* and the formation of the Research 
Advisory Committee (RAC) of the Students of MPhil WGS (2018 batch) C201S
botch MPhil WGS sludents have ell completed their Guided Study (2 Credits) and elective 
course (4 credits, SHS3WG122) successfully)

The SCR took note for the completion of course work of the following 
students of MPhil WGS (2018 batch) and recorded.

2-icihi
7
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Further, SCR decided to refer back the matter of formation of RAC of these 
students to the RSC to re-submit it in the approved composition.

MPhUWGS (2018)
Date of RegistrationS.No Name

Enrollment No
Abliishek (S184CWG01) 30/7/20161
Mansa (S134CWG02) 30/7/20182
Megha Rani (S184CWG03____
Priyanka Nirwan (S184CWG04)

1/8/20183
30/7/20184

Rohini Tyagi (S184CWG0S) 30/7/2018S
Soumya )ohri (S184CWG07] 30/7/20186
Soparna Majumder (S164CWG08) 30/7/20187
Swat) Ratnoo (53&4CWC09) 30/7/201B8
Tanushrl Barman (SI84CWGJ 0)9 30/7/2018

e) To consider the extension cases of the following MPhit WGS/ MPhit 
Development Practice student (Batch 2017):

The SCR accepted the recommendations of the RSC of SHS for the 
extension (under clause 11 (ix) of Research Study Regulations) of the 
following MPhil scholars and granted ex post facto 6 months extension to 
them from the date mentioned below:

Extension 
Sought from*Rale of 

Registration
SupervisorS.No Programme Name

to
MPhil WGS Rldhi Aimpriya

Tirkey
S174CWG07

28/07/2017 Dr. Rachna 
Chaudhary and 
Dr. Lovitoli fimo

26*07-20101
to
27-01-2020

Dr. ParthaSahaMPhil
Development
Practice

Sanjana Biswas 
S174CDP1S

17/07/2017 17/07/20192
to
16-01*2020

MPhil
Development
Practice

Prof. AnilaGhalPremalatha
S174CDP13

18/07/2017 18-07-20193
to
17-01-2020

f) To note the Six monthly progress reports of MPhil (2017) and PhD (2015, 
2016, 2017) students of WGS

The SCR took note of the presentation of six-monthly progress by the 
students of MPhil (2017) and PhD (2015, 2016, 2017) students of WGS to 
their RACs. Details of the scholars are enclosed as Annexure-1

8
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g) To note the Six monthly progress reports of MPhil Development Practice 
(2017)

The SCR took note of the presentation" of six-monthly progress by the 
students of MPhil Development Practice (2017) to their RACs. Details of the 
scholars are enclosed as Annexure-N

h) To note the course work completion report of the following PhD WGS 
students (2019):

SLNo. Roll No Name

Isha Yadav1 19670025
19670019 Garima2

Ziana Razianreiliu Panmei3 19670088

(Some students of the WGS Ph.D 2019 batch have already done core courses in M.Phf} 
programmes they have completed. It was decided by CWDS’AUO WCS Research 
Programmes' joint meeting that they need not do the two courses, Feminist Theories 
(SHS31010S) and Research Methodologies through Exemplary Works (SHS310108))

The SCR took note for the completion of course work of the above students 
of PhD WGS programme and recorded.

i) To consider the approval of the PhD synopsis In WGS of the following 
student:

Title Accepted: 'Gendered Aspirations: An Ethnographic Study of an 
Ancillary Film Training Institute in Noida, UP*.

'I

RAC MemberSupervisor RAC
Member *1

Enrollment Kamo Date of 
Registration

S.No
• 2

Dr. Bindu Dr. Shikha 
Jhtngan

Vikas Singh 07/12/203 6 Dr. Anita 
Cherian

S17SCWG061
KC

The SCR endorsed the recommendations of the RSC of SHS and accepted 
the PhD synopsis titled 'Gendered Aspirations: An Ethnographic Study 
of an Ancillary Film Training institute in Noida, UP of Mr. Vikas Singh.

Further SCR suggested to review the members of RAC of Mr. Singh as per 
the approved composition.

Also SCR sought clarification about the difference in Enrolment No. and date 
of registration of Mr. Vikas Singh,

9
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j) To note the change of title in tho following dissertations of the following MPhll 
students

Name/
Enrollment no

SCR accepted 
TUIe

Request for Oiao£C of 
Title

Reasons$.No

Oungcs in Ideas
from the tlme of 
submission of 
synopsis.

Sreejhha P.v. Subject hood In 
Kamala Surayya

Travelling 
Consciousness and 
Emerging Subjectivities: 
A Psychoanalytic 
Feminist Reading of 
KamaJa Surayya

1

S154CWG10

Did not want the
name of the sdiool 
to be visible in title

Girlhood, Convent 
Education and 
Disciplinary 
Mechanisms: A 
Case Study of 
Convent of Jesus 
and Mary School, 
New Delhi

Girlhood A Discipline In 
Schools: Case Study of a 
Convent School In Delhi

2 AakankshaD'cniz

S174CWG01

The SCR Accepted Ihe change of title In the dissertations of the above MPhll 
students.

k) To discuss I ho matter of concerning supervisory elfocation in MPhit 
Psychotherapy and MPhil Development Practice programmes

the matter of concerning supervisory allocation in MPhll Psychotherapy and 
MPhil Development Practice programmes was discussed. In view of the facts 
that were submitted by the $H$ and acute shortage of dedicated faculty In 
SHS. SCR endorsed the recommendation of RSC and recommended that 
supervisor allocation for the sludents of both of these programmes who have 
submitted their theses but yet to have their viva examination; not to bo 
counted towards the calculation of total numbers of research students that a 
professor has allocated to him/her.

*

I) To note - change of the supervisor of Ms. Sutanuka Bhattacharya (PhD 
WGS ) 

Date of 
Registration

Lx StwSJio TitleName
SupervisorSupervisor

’rof. Anup Dr. Hindu KC19/01/1SSutanuka Bhattacharya 
nsscwcoi

WrIUng Trans Subjectivities 
^o-Th I nkl ng Gcmlcr*Scxual I ty 
Through Identities And 
Rdat tonalities

1
)har

10
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The SCR accepted the recommendation of the RSC of SHS and noted the 
change of supervisor of Ms Sutanuka Bhattacharya, PhD student 
(S155CWG01). Dr. Bindu KC will now be her new supervisor in place of Prof. 
Anup Dhar. • “

m) To note the revised composition of RSC of SHS

It was noted that the RSC of SHS was reconstituted since some members have 
finished their two year terms. The RSC is constituted as follows:

i) Prof. Krishna Menon (Dean, Chair)
Prof. Suchitra Balasubrahmanyan
Dr. Seema Kazi (CWDS representative)
Dr. Parijat Ghosh (CDP representative)
Prof. Anita Ghai
Prof. Rachana Johri
Dr. Bindu KC
Prof. Anup Dhar
Dr. Ash is Roy
Dr Mamatha Karollil (Convenor)

fl)
Hi)
iv)
v)
vl)
vii)
viii)
ix)
>5)

n) To fix the date as the starting date in the calculation of total enrolment period 
of research programmes

It was decided that from the admissions of MS 2020, the starting date for all 
research students admitted during normal admission period will be taken as 
I5* September for the purpose of calculation of total enrolment period of 
research programmes. For waitlisted students admitted against vacancies 
during 1-15 September, date of start will be taken as 15 September.

Also, it was decided that the last date of grade submission as proposed in 
AES Calendar for respective Research Programmes will be taken as the 
date of completion of course work, provided the grades are submitted by the 
respective course coordinators.

o) To ratify the following action taken by the Chairperson, SCR on its behalf:
j Re-registration of Mr. John Bonion Nayak (E. No. S154CDP08) a 

student of MPhll Development Practice 
li. Change of the supervisor of Mr. John Bonion Nayak

The SCR took note for re-registration of Mr. John Bonion Nayak 
and recorded the change of his supervisor. Now his new supervisor 
Is Dr. Imran Amin.

n
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5. To discuss the recommendations of the Research Studies Com mil too (RSC) of 
School of Human Ecology (SHE) on the following:

' o To discuss the reconstitution of the RSC of the School of Human Ecology 
(2017-19)

IT'
The matter was deferred to the next meeting of SCR.

II) Report on completion of admission process In the PhD programme of SHE

tt was reported to the SCR lhat admission process In PhD. In Human 
Ecology In the SHE for 2019 has been completed. A detailed report on 
admission was placed before the SCR. The programme was allowed to 
admit 10 PhD. students. It was reported to the SCR that only one (01) 
student has been selected for these scats and offered admission. No 
candidate was found suitable for admission against the scats of reserved 
categories. Details of the admitted students and reservation breakup are in 
the submitted report.

*

M

i

* (

•»

lii) To note the Six monthly progress reports of the following Ph.D students In
SHE

Oat# of 
Regbtrrttofi

fiJfo Enrollment Wo. Kamo of the Ph.O Scholar

2MJ2/70OS13&8ED01 Kopaf Chaubey1.

S13SBEO02 MaysngtBTTOsm 0$ Kumar Singh 3008/20132.

S1356E004 ShahaSehgaJ 294)8/20133.

S1550ED01 RaVtfnlShgh 05/02/20154.

31 WT015$1050ED01 AnchalOMnanS.
•» 01/09/2010S16SBEDQ2 Sonam Mahatnui0.

014)9/2010S1SSDGD03 Syed Shoatb AK7.

S175BED01 A^ay Immonue) Gcr^ 08/08/20176.

08/06/2017S175BED02 SteshsnX Bhertfwaj9.
08W201710. $1750 ED03 SonaB Chftutian

<06/08/2016S1S56ED01 Anbho Yedav s11.
\

304)7/201612. S1856ED02 Vfuyiakahml Siman

The SCR took note on the presentation of the above PhD Scholars, who had 
presented the six monthly work-in-progress to their RACs.

»
t
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Iv) To note the pre'submlsslon presentation of PhD student Mr. M. 0;it Singh. 
E.No.S1350EDO2 (his resist re Iron period after availing all possible extension 
has completed on 31.08.2019) .. .

The SCR took note on the presentation of PhD student Mr. M. OJIt Singh. It 
was pointed out that as per RSR 17, Mr. OJit Singh's registration period after 
availing all possible extension was completed on 31.09.2019 and as per 
regulation he had to submit his thesis before 31.08.2019.

The Dean, SHE and convenor RSC briefed the SCR about his progress report. 
It was mentioned that Mr. Singh Is very dose to submitting his thesis and his 
supervisor has also .Commended that he be given some more time for 
completing his thesis. *

In view of the RAC recommendation that Mr. Singh progress Is In a very 
satisfactory position and he wilt complete his thesis If he is granted some extra 
time, SCR recommended to fadlrtale this. Since he exhausted all his possible 
extension, the SCR feft that the matter of extra time may bo referred to the 
competent authority.

To discuss the matter of extension for time for synopsis defence by the 
following PhD students

v) ' i
JOne of RegistrationSt. No. enrolment Name

No.
S1G58E001 Ancto! Dhfrnan 31/6/2016t

2 S16S6E002 6on«m Mahshval 1/9/2016
616S6ED03 Svcd Shosft> Aft 01/9/20163

Of) the recommendation of tho RSC of SHE, SCR granted extension for 
synopsis defence to the above PhD students (to the end of 6lx semesters) 
as per dauso 12(m) and recorded.

Due to paucity of t/me. It was decided that the remaining Items on the agenda will be 
taken up In (he next meeting of the SCR which Is scheduled on Tuesday, the 24* of 
September, 2019.

(Geetha Venkatareman) 
Convenor

(
Chairperson

13
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School of Human Studies, Ambedkar University Delhi

; Report on the six monthly work-in-progresses of SH S PhD fWomon’s and Gender Studios nrogrammo) Students as on 2018 Monsoon______  _______
Pnie presentflfion of Six Monthly work-in-progress seminars of research scholars at SHS was held on 29 November 2C18. The DACs were held separately/or jointly for individual students and 
! Hie comments are being collated here.______________ _____________________ __________________________________ ______________________________________

Programme: Women's and Gender Studies

Semester: Winter Semester 2019
Comments and suggestions \ Comments and Suggestions Supervisor 

during Presentation
! SIMo. RAC mein hersBrief description of work 

presented
Marne of Student, Enrolment 

Number and Date of 
Registration/ Admission

from RAC

2015 Batch
1 [ Arpita Anand/S155CWG03/

| 22/01/20111
Prof. Mary 
John

Maitrayec 
Chaudhuri, 
Shubhra NagaUa.

A restructured outlinc'ofthe entire 
thesis was presented, giving the 
structure of five chapters.

Comparisons with other 
interdisciplinary and identity- 
based fields were suggested to 
sharpen the arguments.

Progress was deemed 
satisfactory and it was 
suggested that writing should 
proceed as per the outline 
presented.

Rachana Johri. j 
AUD & Maitreyee j 
Chaudhary.INI) ;

iA chapter on food and cooking in 
middle class househild was presented

tune use studies in south east asia 
to understand cooking and time 
use

histrocise how market changes 
1 cooking post 1990s.

Prof N 
Neetha

2 j Aanchal Dhull/ S1S5CWG02/ 
I 22/01/2015

2016 Batch
Prof. Mary Poonam Batra, 

K.C. Bindu
1 | Renu Singh/S 165CWG03/

!13/01/2016
j presented my detailed chapter plan 
and outline alongwith some details of 
the fast round of field work.

To present a gender and 
education history of communities 
from which these girls belong too.

Critically engage with the 
narratives of AU being seat of 
excellence provided by teachers.

To look at the literature on 
housework, care and emotional 
labour in more composite way for 
the chapter on emotional labour. 

Chapter on agency and

1 To describe ail the 
spaces (formal and informal].

To write description as 
much as possible oftheir lives.

3 read Bourdieu on 
education and play and Susie 
Tharu’s book on humanities and 
social composition of HE 
institution.

1
John

2.
2.

3.

3

To read history of other 
state and central university to
4.

4.
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contextualize AU and It'x faUfn^
ofaaidcmlc standard. To u«c 
novel and films as well to 
provide narratives.
S. To define non- 
metropolis and why Allahabad 
is one.

choice needs to deal with current
debates on liberal feminism In 
more sharped way.

t .Jr*

i

1t
To write few paragraph 

on caste lobbies and where are 
women placed In these lobbies, 
it's impact on student politics 
and on hostels.

6.
t A
i 1A
.>1

Prof. Sumangala 
Da mod.iran, 
AUD & Prof.

The confusion regarding the word 
childhood was pointed out. It was 
suggested by Prof. Uindu that one 
section In the chapter should be 
dedicated In the Chapter to have 
clarity on definldon of ehlHShood In -' 
the chapter.

On Chapterisatlon: Rajni said 
that rather than having a 
chapter on Literature Review 
leading to the research 
question. This chapter to 
discuss in light of what Is 
available in the form of 
literature and therefore why 
this Study Is important. This 
chapter will also discuss what 
follows later and why and bring 
marriage, 
socialisation and State after this 
chapter. Both of them fell the 
following chapter should be on 
how we find women and their 
work when they are being 
Interviewed as informal sector 
and then address the 
socialisation, marriage and 
migration, 
marriage, can be one or two 
chapters on family and work. 1

Prof. N\ 
Ncctha

Between October to March, the data 
collection was completed. The first 
draft of one Chapter was presented to t 
the RAC members and also during the 
semstcr presentation. The Chapter 
presented was oh Childhood to capture 
the work orgaafsatJon and socialisation 
around work organisation during 
childhood from the narratives of the 
informal sector workers Interviewed 
for the Study, chapterisatlon was also 
presented.

Sudeshna Sengupta/
SI 65CWG05/13/01/2016

2
v

t
Rajni Palriwala,
DU <

}
rto*

*

i-

migration.

J
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Childhood and
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Chapter
Chj]dhood:Rajni had issues with 
the way childhood is defined. 
Rajm suggested that Sudeshnn 
reads
childhood and adolescents to 
see how childhood is defined 
and how it got recognized 
during the course of history. 
She also suggested to build on 
the notion of "play”, which is 
tli ere in only one paragraph

needs 
data

On the on

literature onmore

that
iex p an si o n. Every where 

need to be presented through 
what is coming across as 
common and where the 

different.

1
V*experience 

Sumarigala felt the data needs
in *

A*
to be mapped. She said she on 
help if required.Rajni also 
suggested readngs for the 
Childhood and Marriage 
Chapter

J7r> $
. t

Dr. Anshu
Malhotra
(External)
Dr. Indu
Agnihotri
(Internal)

Presented insights from field work, on 
how religion played an important role 
in the struggle which emerged in the 
region of Chhchartha. Also provided 
personal insights, on how emergence of 
such revolutionary figures has an 
impact on other family members and 
ideoloy of the future generations, role 
played by oral history in the same*

Suggested to dwell more on 
theoretical aspect of the social 
movement and understand the 
difference 
movement as it emerged, and the 
labor movement as it emerged in 
Chhehartha. movement. Discuss 
how the labour movement was 
framing social relations at that 
point .

When working class 
movement emerges, entire 
family gets involved, involved 
Their

Dr. Rachna 
Chaudhary

Aastha Dang/S16SCWG04/ 
13/01/2016

3

between social
understanding of class and 
gender relations is integrated 
and inter related. Also, once the 
women get involved with the 
movement, they can become 
prime movers and motivators.

.v

5i6
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In time. For
* Read up on 'dcclassfiriation* 
of the comjnunlsU at that time

•Read up and theorise on Proet 
Nagar and the spatial location, 
its Importance to the labour 
movement as it emerged

• Read up on negotatlng social 
reality of the working class 
family from the lens of an 
activist '

Anuja Aggrawal I

and San jay 
Sharma

Nancy Yadav/S16SCWC02/ 
13/01/2016

4 Presented chapter 3, Tribal 
Representation and Identity. Sustaining 
the discourse from the second chapter 
(how texts/narratives informs us/form 
our understanding on Bonda) in this 
chapter I sought to understand how the 
tribal identity is constructed by the 
repository of works available on tribe 
In general and Honda tribe In particular.

Suggestions to look into PTGs
PVTGs and other tribes under the 
category Administrative 
documents on the categorisation 
of the PVTGs

Read Susan Bailey on History 
Works on Odia literature See 
the transition coming from odia 
literature. Tribals living In 
mineral rich areas, and the 
tensions they come under In 
present state presence. 
Represent Elwin and the way he 
represents the bonda and 
chronologically move to 
Pratibha Rays narrative.

Prof.
Rukmlnl Sen

S Dona Biswas/S16SCWG06/ 
13/01/2016

Presented on three core interviews 
taken in the field, 'participants from 
different location within the 
movement. Three interviews which 1 
have selected, bring narratives around 
why the mo\,cment started (the pre- 
movement and during the movement

One of the senior faculty Prof. Mary 
John, suggested me to understand 
the meaning that the narratives 
brought from the field work If h can 
be understood through the theory 
of the 'politics of me mo ry. I find 
the suggestions helpful, as I have 
also tried to talk about the

Meeting with External 
happened on 9th May 2019 
1. External Member's notes: 
She asked me to continue with 
transcripting the interviews 
taken, and follow for writing 
chapters.
However, she commented me to

Dr. Hindu Pa port Bora
(externa)
member),
Dharttry Narzary
(Internal
member)

K.C.

f

i
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Donthy Smith tried m her book The 
Everyday World as Problematic 
09871

\

Himani Bajaj/S165CWG01/ 
13/01/2016

Details of the finished end remaining 
field work. A priliminary look at the 
data gathered so far and the themes 
emerging which may answer research 
question. How to theorise experinccs, 
what analytical approaches may help 
and to within the parameters of the 
findings from the field the meaning of 
subjectivity and agency needs to to 
engaged with

6 Think about larger questions of 
rheoiy and discourse around 
heterosexuality which falls out of 
the context in the trajectory of 
coining in of Queer discourse 
when thinking about thematizing. 
Connect it to the theories of 
emancipation (connected to 
Contraception and sexuality) 
coming from the first world.
Flesh out the concept of 'single 
women' and it is being used in niv 
work

To focus on problematising the 
data gathered and move beyond 
it. To think about how will 
1'hematic anafyis help and how 
it can help answer the research 
questions. To collate data from 
different sources and think 
about the voices heard 
methodologically.

Prof.
Rachana
lohri,
AUD/Dr. 
Bijoya Roy, 
CWDS

Dr. Sadhna Ary a,
Sotyawati
College

i!
\%:s
i •

2017 Batch
G.S. Mamatha Devi/ 
S175CWG02/07/12/2016

A working draft of chapter 1 was 
presented, which looks at the formation 
ofCJTU and evolution of its ideas and 
efforts to organise working women and 
build women trade unionists at various 
levels of its structure.

7 It was suggested that i should 
look at how the Indian Left 
movement had addressed the 
question of women workers. 
Writings of 13 *1* Ranadivc, HMS 
Namboodiripad and others should 
be read. Using the names of big 
personalties like Engels, Bcbeh 
Lenin,
Experiences of women activists in 
the Left movement could be 
studied to better understand the 
journey of the union in terms of 
organising the women workers. 
'The paucity of literature in Indian 
context, on the trade union* and 
women workers organising, was a

Questions on how the 
information and data collected 
would be gendered were asked. 
It was suggested that I should 
bring in the dcbales between 
Marxism and Feminism, 
between the public and the 
private, in order to bring out 
the contestations within the
CITU

Prof. N 
Nectha

Prof. Krishna 
Me non, AUD & 
T.Cj. Suresh, )NU

could be tricky.
in addressing the 

concerns of women workers, 
and in building the women 
trade unionists. Concepts used 
in the chapter should be 
unpacked 
interpretation and implications 
of the various understandings

further.

Hi'JiL$.
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incidents) in ihc first place, bow ii is 
perceived by ihcm, by the Bodo youth 
of that lime that led to join in (he 
movement, wlial happened to Ihcir 
pci son al life, and how they witnessed 
the movement as first generation 
school going students.
The analysis [ made Irom those 
interviews is focus on the occurring 
theme in the field, on ‘Jndigenity* ot 
how to study and understand the 
indigenous question and to critically 
examine how ‘revivalism’ or ho go 
back to own tradition' may affect the 
women in that society. So, the attempt 
rs not to limit the understanding of/he 
community ideology and belief that is 
influenced in the process hut also how 
does it may changc/makelhe women’s 
role establishing the gender role in that 
particular context. As, 1 am also 
looking at the multi-ethnic society the 
historical amalgamation of them 
occurred during the'colonial and 
postcolonial time brings multiple 
challenges of language, religion, 
region, and gender. 1 would like to 
understand the question of identity and 
representation through the 
understanding of everyday life. To 
understand and problematice the 
“everyday life'* in the once disturbed 
area by the feminist approach like,

explore how the domination of 
Right Wings party in the region 
disturbing the already crisis 
situation of ethnic differences. 
Also to examine how the 
question of indtgencity arises in 
the present context and how it 
affects the Bodo society, as she 
mentions Neha Dixit’s article on 
Outlook, which talks about RSS 
taking away the Bodo girls ami 
training them to identify them 
with the larger Hinduised 
identity ot the nation.

memories of the movement, 
particularly women's life narratives 
which tell stones of being an 
informed citizen narrating about 
their village and their family, and 
the impact the movement bought 
into their eommunitydife.

r

Meeting with Internal 
happened on 33th May 2019 
2.Internal Member’s notes:
She examined my fieldwork 
writeup and said it re fleets 
engagement with the grassroot 
and able to point out the 
subjective-objective complexity 
of the field. However, she 
suggested to maintain 
consistency and clarity in the 
argument of the thesis which 
means reorganise the idea and 
thoughts in arranging the 
writeup.

— i
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concern that was ad mined by all. and sieps taken by the union, 
have to be brought to die fore. 
Tiie layers of meaning* hidden 
in the texts have to be 
comprehended

Shailly/Sl 75CWG04/07/12/2O16 A brief ouiline of chapter 2 construction
of Childhood explaining the historical 
context of childhood with reference ro 
Western
Approaches to studying childhood. Sites 
of construction of childhood 
Chapter 3 on School as a silo of the 
construction of boyhood. Briefly 
explained the theoretical perspectives 
on schooling. The Reid result presented 
on the undeTstanrihig of sell among 
girls and boys. Awareness of students 
prevailing societal expectations of 
gender roles.

H Prof Mary John enquired about the 
methodology of collecting the 
information from students. She 
emphasized to need to make a 
difference between norms and 
experiences
Prof. N. Meetha enquired about the 
chapters of the thesis.
Prnf. Rukmam Sen suggested 
reading on childhood by Ashish 
Nandy 
autobiography.
Dr Hindu suggested to refer 
Murlis dissertation from EFLLf- 
experiemiai narratives of dalil boy 
in school.

Shared chapter Construction of 
childhood with DAC members. 
Dr. Anadim discussed the 
chapter gave suggestion to 
explain how childhoods are 
constructed at different sites. 
Meeting with 
Snvastava was not possible as 
he is traveling. He will share his 
feedback over mail within 10 
35 days.

Prof. Krishna 
Menon

Pr.Anandmi Dar
Assistant
ProfessurSdiool
of Education
Ambedkar
University Delhi
Prof.Sanjay
Srivasatav
Institute of
Economic
Growth
Delhi University

and Indian context.
*
%

Pvof.Sanjay
* ■

j.

t

and Tulsi Ram’s *
* V

*3»
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9 Ashika Bhargav/ 
S175CWG0l/O7/l2/2Glf3

Presented Methodology in detail and 
data collection experience. Data 
Collection was earned out in phases 
between June 2018 to November 2018 
in Lucknow. Methodology was 
reworked subsequently to add Delhi 
NCR as a field site as well. The process 
of selecting the field site and 
approaching the field and participants 
along with the challenges in data 
collection were presented.

Suggestions: To read more on 
lender Verformativity.

.Suggestions: To document the 
field work space and personal 
observations. To distribute the 
field work between Lucknow 
and Delhi NCR and accordingly 
rework the Methodology 
section. To engage more with 
Visual Culture Theories. To . 
conduct interviews \i\ Delhi 
NCR till the time I could go back 
to Lucknow for more 
interviews.

Prof. Renu 
Addlakha

Dr, Anita Ghai 
and Dr. 
Shubhangi 
Vaidya

* -
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Santana/S175CWG0J/07/12/201610 TVit Uile ol my ihrsis is Scripptfng Dalit 
sdOiood: Dalit women writing In Hindi 
literature. In this semester I presented 
on each chapter in brief*. The research 
makes an attempt to engage with the 
diverse ways of scripting a Dalit 
selfhood through creative writings and 
each ehapert makes an attempt to Show 
eonsruction of dallt women selfhood by 
taking these questions in each chapter.

I was suggested to read book on 
Aesthetics by Hindu Mam. She 
suggested me Limbale. Also was 
suggested to read material on 
Phoolan Devi.

Prof. Mary ^ohn 
and Dr. Smlta

Mary Mam my Jtac member 
appreriatedmy work. Smlta 
Patll another Rac member 
suggested me to read a lot and 
to speed up my work.

Dr. Shubhrs 
Nftgalia

Patll

i
i

TKhyochano Ovung/
SI 75CWG05/Q7/t2/20l6

11 I presented by reviewing the literature 
on my first chapter which is 'Vhito 
Histories and Knowing : Indigenous 
Knowledge / learning Systems of Naga 
Communities.
Along with this, I gave a brief 
presentation on my fieldwork which 
was carried out Jn the month of 
February and March,20l9 in villages of 
Wokha district, Nagaland along with 
few respondents transcripts.

Following are the feedback and 
suggestions:*

1) To explore more fern In 1st 
theoretical readings 
pertaining to orallty and 
writing.

2) To read the book on 
'Modem Mizo’ focusing on 
print culture.

3) To narrow down my 
research field tospcbfic 
area.

A) To Interview more 
respondents and explore 
on archive materials.

Following arc the feedback and 
suggestions*

1) To narrow down the 
focus of my research
area.

2) To Include more 
respondents for 
Interview.

3) To be more specific and 
predsc regarding the 
questions prepared for 
the respondents.

4) To continue with my 
fieldwork and explore 
on archive materials 
pertaining to
colon taUnisslonary 
literature's from early 
19th century.______

Dr. Shut) hra 
Nagalla

Lovitoli If mo 
and Mary K.fohn

h
I

it
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Vikas Singh/
SI 7SCWG06/07/^ 2/2016

The work was updated with dear 
Research questions, objectives, more 
literature review, chap mirations and 
bibliography,
Twenty Interviews were conducted of 
male and female students respectively. 
Historical, sodal cultural educational 
and training part of these subjects were 
dealt. These need to be transcribe.

The chaptcrirjtion were asked to 
be more speeific with the 
questions.

12 Dr. Anita Dr. KC Hindu. 
Shlkha fhlnganChapter one on Located-ness, 

Chapter two on admission, 
advertisement, selling of the 
course. Chapter three on reality, 
providing 
promises, teachers, pedagogy, 
structure of the course.

Chcrlan/Prof.
tndu
Agnihotri

To bring the location, geography of 
filmdty, who, why and when 
started. The following title was 
accepted by the RAC: : ’Gendered 
Aspirations: An Ethnographic Study 
of an Anctilarv f ilm Training institute 
in Nokia, UP’

training over

TechnoVogy/camcni needs to be 
addressed.

if&
Gender gap to be questioned In 
the chapters. Accepted title: : 
*Gcndcred< Aspirations: An 
Ethnographic Study of an 
Ancillary Training Institute in 
NoWa, VP!___

Methodology to be Included from 
institutional history by Indra 
Chaudhary, CCK. Akhil Gupta, 
Shweta Kish ore. .. X

e! .VTitle was reframed.

iV-i
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School of Human Studies, Ambedkar University Delhi

Report on the six monthly work-in-progresses of SHS MPhil (Womens and Gender Studies .Students on 2019 Winter Semester 
The presentation of Six Monthly work-in-progress seminars of research scholars at SHS was held on 
individual students and the comments are being collated here.

. The KACs were held separately/or jointly for•*

SupervisorSLNo Name of Student, 
Enrolment 

Number and Date 
________ of Registration

RAC membersBrief description of work 
presented

Comments and 
suggestions during 

Presentation

Comments and Suggestions from 
RAC

2017 Batch

Anand/ 1 presented on the completion of my 
in-depth field interviews with 20 
women respondents from Re wan 
and Delhi. I shared my experiences 
and observations on the fieldwork 
and the persuasions I had to make 
with the respondents to come up 
with real answers to multi-layered 
queries which were too personal to 
them and probably were never 
confronted by them.

RAC meeting held on 25th April, 2019 
with 2 RAC members along with Dr. 
Mary John.

Prof. Mary John Shivani Kapoor, 
Vandana I

1 Chitra 
SI 74CWC04/27/07 
/2017

Suggestions given:

i) to explore the reasons 
why the traditional 
leather work is on 
dechne/reclinc;

Dr. Shivani Kapoor and Dr. Vandana 
have collaboralively appreciated the 
fieldwork and the intricacies involved 
in getting the responses of 
interviewees. They suggested me the 
following to be looked into and 
incorporate analytically in my research

h] May read and review 
Dalit literature on caste 
identity politics of 
leading authors; and

I also briefly outlined my progress 
on chapterization and how much 
work is left >

iii) Draw critical parallel 
between dalit literature 
and black literature

a) Gender socializing aspect of 
migration and how these people deal 
with the taste and kinship relationship 
along with upward mobility;
r*
b) Analyze nuances through the 
literature about caste identity.________

63



c) To read extensively books on da hi 
literature so as to assimilate what all 
have been researched and documented 
so far.

Kanlka 
S174CWG06/03/08 
/2017

Tyagi/2 The presentation comprised of a 
discussion of the fieldwork majorly 
along with the discussion around 
the chapterization of the 
dissertation. The major focus was 
on the core chapters of the 
dissertation based on all the 
interviews done during the 
fieldwork. Chaptensation of the* 
dissertation was also presented.

A comment was made to 
note as a researcher how 
Things have changed over 
a period of time in the 
community

a) Connect the field analysis with 
existing theoretical questions 

h) Discuss the challenges of the
field work

c) Potential to build new concepts 
using the Vernacular

Prof. N Neetha Prof Rukmini Sen, AIJD; 
Prof Deepita Chakrabarty, 
ADD

V

*
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Aakanksha Dcruz/ 
Si 7 4CWG 01 / 27 y 07 
/2017

3 For my semester progress* 
presentation, 1 presented parts from 
Chapter 2 and 3 from my 
dissertation. I shared my method of 
tabulating textual data, categorising 
themes etc. I also shared my 
experience of field* work, the 
progress 1 have made with respect to 
this and the insights interview 
responses offer.

1) Refrain from using the 
word ‘post-structural' as 
a blanket category to 
describe my method.

Discuss 
methodology in greater 
detail to explain how 
different types of
evidences and use of data 
from different media can 
be used together to look 
at girlhood.
3) The question of
religion Is a difficult one 
to locate, explain why 
this is so and discuss the 
problems with linking 
convent school education 
with religion in this 

_____ & ' i-

My RAC meetings for the Winter 
Semester of 2019 were held on Sth 
March 2019 and 18th March 2019 with 
RAC members. Prior to the meeting, I 
had submitted a draft of one of my 
chapters from the dissertation which 
was reviewed by all the RAC members. 
My written work was appreciated for 
being extensive, thorough, and well 
researched. Some issues with respect to 
my wriling style and paraphrasing of 
articles wore pointed by the RAC 
members wtiu also guided me on how 
to avoid them I was also given 
suggestions for further reading. 
Comments given by the RAC are as 
follows:

Prof. Krishna 
Menon

Krishna 
(Supervisor) Meenakshi 
Gopinath (RAC Rxternal 
Member)
Rachna Chaudhary (RAC 
Internal Member) ■' *

Menon
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dissertation. Dr Meenakshi Gupinath She asked me 
10 look al works of Weber and Calhoun 
Further, she gave inputs to fine-tune 
my u n d ersia rid i ng of. con oc pts I i ke 
conformity and resistance and on 
gendering discipline. During the 
meeting, she elaborated upon the 
comments given by her on specific 
paragraphs of my submitted chapter to
her
Dr. Rachna Chaudhary: She suggested 
that I look at works of Sangari and Void, 
Patricia Obcrui, Sanjay Srivastava etc. 
After the meeting, she personally 
emailed to me soft copies of important 
readings on narrative analysis, 
tradition-modernity debate etc She 
asked me to situate my literature to 
reflect the South-Asian context.

Shrutika Lakshmi/ 
$t?4CWGD9/27/D7 
/2017

Presented my chapters 2 and 3 
through methodological concepts of 
Textual Analysis and Foucauldian 
discourse analysis.

4 l.llow 
normative texts?
2 What are the findings? 
3.It seems like women 
are always ready to 
break the shackles and 
move out as reflected in 
Recasting Women by 
Suresh
Kumkum Sangari

7.Try to make proper connections 
between the past and the present 
2.Since there is a lot of time travel in 
terms of readings, prepare a roadmap 
kind of a thing.
B.Define the concept of 'time-use',
4.Readings like )anaki Abraham, Jaya 
Tyagi, Romila Thapar, Indira Jlirway 
were suggested.

Prof. Krishna 
Menon

Supervisor Prof.Krishna 
Menon Internal RAC 
m c mb ers. D r. Rachna
Chaudhary 
Prof Sumangala 
Damodaran

to interpret
F
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Vaid and
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TYit pmcnlatton briery shared the
work done in the third chapter titled 
9s 'Women's leisure at night* the 
spaces accessed, occupied and 
moved through'. The presentation 
briefly stated the mapping of the 
reproduction of Connaught Place, 
since here exploring the concept of 
night iime*spate was central in 
understanding women's experiences 
of leisure. It then shared the, 
meanings of leisure for women in 
the night spaces and lastly, 
attempted to highlight the nightlife 
venues accessed and occupied by 
women.

S Avni Xgarwal/ 
S174CWG02/27/07 
/2017

The comments given by RAC 
members nrc as follows:
1. To develop and state the 
definition of leisure used In the 
research study and simultaneously 
highlight if the participants viewed 
leisure in the similar context or not.
2. An emphasis to elaborate more on 
concepts including gendered 
fixation of night, seclo*spaila> 
dialectic, spatiality of social life, 
'second shift’ in global economy, 
privatised nature of night in the 
context of women, public-private 
distinction In the context of women 
and night.
3. A suggestion to bring out maps to 
convey the occupation of spaces by 
women and the process of 
gendering along with the text.
4. A suggestion also included to 
highlight the primary theoretical 
framework taken for the study.

The comments received 
during the presentation 
involved to state and 
define how leisure as an 
Idea was conceptualized 
by the researcher, to 
define and specifically 
mention when is the 
night beginning for the
women participants. A 
suggestion emphasised 
to look upon the women 
rag pickers and their idea 
of spatialization In the 
night spaces. Another 
suggestion pressed on 
exploring how the study 
might look at nightlife 
normatively since it Is 
mapping women and 
men.

Prof. Shi f pa Khatri Bab bar 
and Ms. Dlvya Chopra

Dr. Rachna
Chaudhary
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6 Shvnbhavi
Sharnia/
smWcog/
26/07)2017

Prof. Nlharita \ Banerjta and 
MrinalSafish

utanlni

Li! Sen

Isha Yadav/ Presented Chapter-2: the Visual 
Analysis
introduction the 
Methodology and all shortlisted 
visuals Prepared ground summary 
of all artist accounts. 13 Artist 
Interviews

Suggestion: (a) Rather 
than describing several 
artists* • works • and 
clubbing them together, 
•work with a few of them 
and tease thcrfi'out. (b) 
Maintain the conceptual

1, Received suggestions to think In 
terms of categories of visual 
analysis.
2. the chosen primary data Is too 
large to be a 'section', must rebuild 
the core analysis on Chapters: 
l.Body

Dr. Bindu K.C. Dr. Vcbhvrti Duggal 
(Internal)S174CWC0S/

01/08/2017
Section. Written and

Screenshot Dr. Bindu Men on fe
(External)

1tcomplete ;• and and Sexuality,

\
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transrrihed. distinction 
sources and knit them 
together to bnng >n a 
greater texture and verve 
to your analysis, c] 
Primary data is very rich 
and large. Deepen the 
analysis.

between P..Women Heroes and Movements,
3. Tradition, Religion and 
Resistance

8 Rhanu Priya Gupta/
S174CWG03/
17/07/2017

Presented chapter 3 tu progress 
presentation, which was around 
narrative analysis as a methodology 
for texts in diflereni forms, and 
selection of life writers was 
explained as disability rights * 
activists writing in the rights-based * 
framework, within the social model, 
around sexuality, and interacting 
with feminist spaces and debates.

Advised to look at the 
work of Michael Foucault 
and Shilpaa Anand. 
Emphasis needs to be 
laid on my selection of 
narratives un the basis of 
sexuality debates also, 
and how the feminist 
organizations that are 
hosting them also have a 
role to play in how 
sexuality is being 
discussed.

\ Since 1 am arguing fur We 
writing as a conscious, 
strategic, agential act, the 
shift that 1 am making from 
experience to narrative can 
be articulated through 
agency, honking at narrative 
and agency together may he 
more useful instead of 
experience and narrative. 
Whai is the limitation of 
using the category of 
experience? How do we 
formulate agency here? Js it 
because the writer is able to 
foreground sexuality, eic.?

2. Chapter 2 and .1 need io be 
more clearly separated.

3. Descriptive accounts of the 
authors and their work 
need to be avoided and 
rather be located in the 
disability movement.

4.. The methodology needs to 
be such that the three forms 
can be brought closer.

5. Is there a connection 
between rtiediurmperson,

Prof. Rachtma 
|ohri

Dr. Racbana johrl Dr. 
Rcmi Addlakha, Dr 
Rukmini Sen

t
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anrtwhercthcy arpin the 
movement? ti

Ridhl Anupriya
Tirfcey/
5174CWC07/
28/07/2017

9 Tlje progress presentation briefly 
talked about the fieldwork and the 
transcribed Interviews. Portions 
from draft chapter 2 and 3 were 
shared along with a few 
Insights/narratives from the 
fieldwork. The voices front the field 
have been contextualised and the 
position of tribal women In the land 
question is underway. Draft chapter 
4 Is In progress and a gist of the 
chapter was briefly shared, which Is 
toseehowcustomary lawand IcRa) ' 
rights co-cxfsL 
Additionally, the corrections 
received from the supervisors on the 
draft chapters are being worked 
upon.

The comments received 
during the presentation 
was a) If the work was 
also looking at the North 
Eastern tribes and if 
there is any correlation 
with Jharkhand, b) what 
Is the type of land that 
the researcher Is looking 
at. Whether h is 
agricultural land or 
forest land.
A suggestion was to look 
forest land. However In 
the researcher’s opinion, 
forest land would entail 
an entirely different 
course of development. It 
was then suggested not 
to venture In that area as 
the work will become 
broad. Essentially, In the 
introduction, the reasons 
for not taking the 
development course 
must be mentioned.
The work on Pathalgadi 
movement was 
appreciated. A rape case 
during the movement 
took place and It was 
suggested Jfltcanbc 
Incorporated.

The comments and suggestions 
given by the RAC members are 
given below:

1) to see how the larger 
community understands 
customary laws and takes 
decisions. U is Important to 
look up readings of 
customary law. The village 
head man/community 
perspective is essential.

2) to know more about the 
Mahlfa Mandal* It's 
Inception, the members, 
activities, state/cxternal 
Intervention,

3) to sec the difference 
between using land and 
owning land,

4) While talking about Mahtta 
Wanda I, to see (If) how the 
women are questioning 
their land rights>

5) Some of the pieces 
suggested were:
I) Towards legal literacy: An 
Introduction to Law in India 
by Kamala Sankaran and 
Ujjwal Kumar Singh.
II) Collective and Organic 
Farming In Tamil Nadu: 
Women's Participation, 
Empowerment ond Food

* ____5owre/onfyby DhruvPandc

Dr Kachna 
Chaudhary/Ms. 
Lovitoll Jimo

Dr. Nectha N. and Dr 
Dhruv Pandc
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and Munmun |ha, 
in] Turning rhe Tide in 
Forest Righto by Kamal 
Nayan iTht'ubey
iv) Published works by 
Gladson Dungdung.
v) Feminism, Marxism,
method, and the state: 
Toward feminiu 
jurisprudence by Catharine- 
MacKinnon ___
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Niharika Bancrfea and
MrlnalSailsh

to look Into the question of funding 
In the movement for rights of 
sexual minorities In India

Prof. KukminiWas asked to elaborate
further on the debates 
around privacy as they 
emerged in the right to 
abortion debate in the US 
context. Suggestion 
regarding reading 
ftavnectha Mofcfcil's work 
on lesbian suicides in Kercla

Presented on the first chapter of the
thesis which deals with reading legal 
texts around sexuality In India 
emerging In the period from 1994- 
2017.

Shambhavl
Sharma/
S174CWG08/
28/07/2017

6
Sen
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School of Human Studies, Ambedkar University Delhi

Report on the six monthly work-in-progresses of SHS MPhN or PhD (MPhil Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy, MPhil Women's and Gender Studies, MPhil 
Development Practice, PhD Psychology & PhD Women's and Gender Studies programme) Students as on

The presentation of Six Monthly work-in-progress seminars and RAC of MPhil Students of 2017-19 Satch at CDP/SHS was held on 14-16 March, 2019.

Programme: MPhil Development Practice

Semester Winter 2019
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Brief description 
of work presented

Comments end 
suggestions 
during 
Presentation

Comments end 
Suggestions from 
RAC

Supervisor RAC
members

Enrolment
Number

Gate of
Registration/
Admission

lName of 
Student

SI.No.

The proposal 
needs work on 
structure and 
detailed 
descriptions of 
experiences and 
Strong literature 
on marriage 
gender and caste, 
locket works of 
ATpa Shah, Nitya 
Rao and Patricia 
Oberol. There is a 
need to forge 
strongerreiation 
with women 
e«perjenceOhuku.

Prof Rukmini Or Ishlta Dey 
and
Debahjan
Ghatak

19/07/2017 The work looks 
into the adlvasl 
praaices of Ohuku, 
and its
stigmatfratlonfor 
women in Gumla 
Jharkhand. Its 
attempts to works 
collective 
sensibilities 
amongst women 
about, the 
exclusion and 
marginalfiationthe 
lay in the process.

Need to account 
for the variations 
in the practices 
of Ohuku from 
community to 
community, and 
caste and tribal 
groups as well as 
in cases of inter* 
community
marriages.

S174COP02-'Aarshi Jahan1.
Sena

i

19/07/2017 The action 
research hopes to 
revive and sustain 
traditional 
knowledge 
amongst diverse 
tribal communities 
of Uttar Bastar 
Kankcr district of 
Chattlgarh. it
hopes to identify . 
and revive Ik/./

The works needs 
constant 
reflections on his 
own
positionality and 
ethical issues.
He further need 
to elaborate 
more on the 
Impact access to 
mobile phones is 
having on the

Proposal 
incorporates the 
understanding of 
concepts of social 
reproduction but 
need further 
elaboration on its 
conceptual 
deliberations. 
Ethnographic 
works by 
Meenakshi

Or Anandlnl 
Dar

Or Klran 
Bhalrannava 
rand James

AbhiV Sengupta S174C0P032.
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practices through 
booklet prepared 
by senior 
secondary 
students in the 
region.

what and how 
Children play and 
reproduce 
cultural selfhood 
as well as its 
political
economy in the 
local context.

Thapan and 
methodological 
concerns ol 
reflexivity would 
further help the 
work. The works 
also needs to 
elaborate on the 
thematic to be 
covered in the 
collection of 
practices.

CNchuan Naik 18/07/20173. S174CDP05 The works looks at 
issues of Health 
and Nutrition in 
South Bihar.
Linking concerns of 
nutrition to 
changing dietry 
patterns as a result 
of changing 
agricultural 
practices, the 
works attempt 
revival of 
indigenous food 
Cultivation for 
consumption to 
deal with enous 
consequences for 
health by 
commercial 
agriculture

He need a better 
clarity of 
perspective and 
purpose of the 
agriculturalist in 
theirViift from 
indigenous to 
commercial 
agricultural 
practices. 
Deliberation on 
the issues 
without optical 
engaged with 
motivating 
factors will 
hinder collective 
action.

The students 
needs to ground 
his work more 
strongly in the 
political economy 
of food policy and 
poverty reduction 
and the shift from 
calorie based to 
nutrition based 
understanding of 
health. He also 
need to engage 
with literature on 
food regimes and 
actions of food 
sovereignty - 
movements. 
These will help 
him situate his 
work better in the

DrSantosh
Singh

Dr Imran 
Amin, and 
Shuvojit 
Chakrabarty

A*-,-
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larger literature 
available on the 
topic.

4 Devanshi tain 17/07/2017 The work^wth 
dalit and adivasi 
community 
dwelling and their 
difficult experience 
in relation with 
upper caste Hindus 
in the same villahe 
as well as eruption 
of violence. Using 
pedagogic tools in 
collective settings 
for children, the 
action research 
hope to explore 
ways of dealing 
with these 
experience in the 
daily lives of the 
people.

Given the intec* 
personal, inter- 
communal 
nature of the 
work to be 
undertaken, 
methodS'of

Working on issues 
of non-formaf 
education and 
pedagogic tools, 
the proposal 
needs to engage 
with literature and 
situate it in her 
context. The work 
needs to engage 
with psycho
analytical works 
on loss and 
recovery of 
selfhood and its 
negotiated and 
contingent 
practices through
free associations 
and interpretive 
process

S174CDP06 P?of. Anup 
Dhar

Ot

ManolaGaya 
tri and 
Debanjan 
Ghatak

processing 
experiences and 
framing of 
childhood and 
identity with 
education and 
futurity needs 
reflection. Also 
there are 
inherent concern 
when dealing 
with experience 
©'violence and 
need to be 
consciously 
planned

18/07/20175 Dhiraj Smgha S174CDP07 The work looks at 
the normahration 
of violence among 
women and how it 
challenges the 
path to justice in 
social governance.

The arrival at the 
SMC as the 
space for 
underta king 
actions needs to 
be situated in 
the discourse

Dr
•ManolaGaya 
trr and 
Scrangshu 
Banerjee

The work needs to 
explore the 
situated 
coordinates of 
patriarchy in the 
Santhali past and 
present as well as

Prof. Anup 
Dhar

rv



By working on the 
inclusion and 
participation of 
women in School 
management 
Committee, an 
attempt is to 
generate agency to 
engage with other 
concern of village 
governance to 
finally engage with 
issues of 
normalized 
violence and the 
injustice that lies 
therein.

through which 
you arrive at it. 
You also need to 
build a set of 
actions that you 
want to take up 
in the SMC and 
monitor the 
changes vis-a-vis 
gender justice.

critical
engagement with 
its practices and 
injustices 
embedded 
therein. It's the 
dialectics in the 
santhali life world 
between the 
vanishing past and 
hegemonic 
present that can 
offer avenues of 
exploring gender 
justice in the 
limited space of 
SMC.
It needs to further 
elaborate the’ 
process by which 
this idea 
development 
rather than giving 
the context and 
jumping to 
solution.

6. Padma Rigzin 18/07/2017 The work looks at 
education and 
hopes to develop a 
text book that 
reflect the one of 
thelbdhas with 
Nature in

S174CDP08 There is
substantial
literature on
alternative
childrens
education
emanating from

The work need to 
engage with 
similar initiatives 
being taken up 
across the world 
like by the 
Zapatista, it also

Prof Honey 
Oberoi

Prof Anup 
Dharand 
Prof. Sujit 
Slnha
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collaboration with 
teenagers from the 
community.

engagements 
with the adivasi 
life world, 
nature and 
critique of the 
the nature* 
culture devide.

needs to engage 
with the debate 
between the 
masters discourse 
and the slaves 
know how in the 
context of modern 
v/s traditional 
education. It also 
need to engage 
with discussion on 
onen learning and 
its pedagagogy.

Pramod Singh 
Negi

19/07/2C177. S174CDP10 The work explores 
the idea of 
sonfin the 
practices of 
Kabirpanthr and its 
linkages with the 
commercial 
agricultural 
practices and the 
idea of Natural 
Fa rming.

The linkage 
between 
Santusht Kheti 
and no-tilling 
farming and its 
linkages with the 
philosophies of 
Kabir seems 
confusing and 
needs better 
delineation. 
Futher how will 
this connection 
be enacted is yet 
not clear in your 
work

The proposal 
needs to choose 
an axis of 
transformation 
between either 
agricultural 
practices or 
oractice of 
spirituality. It 
further needs to 
clarify why 
santushti and 
natural farming 
appear to be 
connected. The 
linkages between 
faith and economy 
is and interesting
question to 
explore but its

Dr Imran 
Amin

DrSantosh 
Singh and 
□ebanjan 
Ghacak
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actionability 
needs more 
comprehensive 
understanding of 
both and their 
interlinkages.
The proposal 
needs xo engage 
with the literature 
on citizenship, 
practices of tiaim 
making especially 
vis*a-vis 
infrastructure 
projects. Also she 
needs to Situation 
the differem 
conflicts and 
constrain of the 
village vis*<j*vis the 
road in used as 
well as develop a 
rich users - 
perspective of the 
road The also 
needs to compare 
and contrast her 
work with those in 
the domain of 
rights based 
development.

17/07/20178. Pranamlka
Doimary

S174CDP11 The works looks at 
ImpJementation’of 
the promised 
governmental 
agendas of Byfi. 
Sdodk, aur Paani, 
and the frustration

There Isa need 
to look into the 
history of the 
villages, its main 
organiiations, 
institutionalsites 
and practices 
the reflect the 
feeling towards 
infra structural 
needs and 
usage.
A dose social 
mapping of the 
village is 
important to
understand
resource 
accesses and 
management 
processes m 
the village.

Dr Partha 
Saha and 
ShivSankalp

Dr Imran 
Amin

and
disappointment in
the community
that resuits from it 
While the 
community, in its 
collective 
deliberation, 
constantly 
demands these 
provisions and 
entitlements, they 
have nat been able 
to make collective 
claims in the 
process of 
implementation 
and use of these 
infrastructure. The 
action research
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hocwsto brings 
collective of 
women together in 
the
Implementation
end
governs nce/user
management of a 
road in the village 
of Mohgaon In 
Oindorl Madhya 
Pradejh.

17/07/20179. Praveena
Mahafa

S174COP12 The worV exploret 
the relationships 
that the balga 
community has 
with nature and 
the struggles of 
such selfhood In 
the onslaught of 
commercial and 
scientific ^utilitarian 
management of 
forest. The 
attempt is to 
recover the 
cultural knowledge 
syatems and folk 
practice to 
facilitate a 
community centric 
and relation rather 
than utilitarian

The work needs 
tosUuate the 
conflicting 
demand of the 
community 
better Is the 
action research 
plan. Also a 
review of 
oollciesof 
forestry
governance and 
governmental 
subjectivities 
needs to be 
incorporated In 
the work.

The proposal 
needs to locate 
Itself In works of 
ethics and nature, 
nature •culture 
dualism in works 
oftrkKata,
Nelson and 
Caflicot. John 
Sturat Mill on 
natural and 
natural will help 
situate the 
utilitarian 
argument better. 
The healing 
metaphor used for 
Baiga through 
ecological 
restoration needs 
further

Dr Imran 
Amin

Or Suresh 
Babu and 
Krishna

i
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management of 
forestJ.

elaboration along 
with engagement 
withkfessof co* 
evolution and 
pristine nature 
debate. Also the 
work needs to 
limit its lines cf
enquiry. i

19/07/202710. Premalatha V S174CDP13 The work engages 
with widows of 
Morpanl m 
Madhya Pradesh 
from two different 
communities and 
their coifectrve 
struggles in the « 
personal and 
public lives. By 
coming together as 
a collective over 
the course of this 
action research, 
these women hope 
to work through 
the demands and 
desires of their 
everyday life

If there is 
possibility of 
building on 
earlier action 
research works 
then bringing 
participants of 
those actions 
could offer 
facilitating tools 
for auctioning of 
the collective 
space. There is 
need to situate 
mutual support 
for possibilities 
of self
acceptance of 
desire is 
importantand 
needs to be 
highlighted.

The proposal has a 
significant 
research question 
about the need to 
create spaces for 
marginalized 
women and their 
multiplicity of 
experience of 
womenhood. How 
will this work be 
anchored into the 
larger discourses 
on widowhood as 
well as the 
personal
subjectivityof the 
researcher. *

Prof. Anita 
6hai

Or
ManolaGaya 
tri and 
Saheb
Bhattachary
a

—

18/07/2017 The action 
research is on

The challenge of 
starting and

Sanjana Biswas S174CDP1S The Or Partha 
Saha

Or13
positionalities of ManolaGaya
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forgings coifectivt 
of lodha, fn a 
collaborative 
manner to worlc 
through mistrust. 
Engaging vrith 
larger question 
subjectivities, well 
being and 
development and 
their relation with 
historically unjust 
oast,, the action 
research will work 
with existing 
modalities of. 
collective 
auctioning being 
taken up in the 
village. 

various 
narratives on 
mistrust will be 
critical for any 
researching to 
happenon the 
deliberation 
undertaken in 
collective action 
and their 
historicity. 
Further maintain 
the stability of 
spaces for such 
conversation to 
take place is yet 
another 
challenge.

sustain
conversation and 
dialogues on mis* 
trust with its 
painful history 
needs to be 
foregrounded. The 
work needs to 
engage with
cultural completes 
in the context of 
dealing with 
trauma and the 
kind of unpacking 
that happen in 
collective spaces.

trl
Sorangshu
Banerfe*

*

< e

Seikhongam
Haokip

19/07/201712 S174CDP17 The works looks at The works offers 
Interesting shift 
from the 
convention 
reading of 
identity politics 
and
development 
amongst 'tribal' 
in the region. 
The proposal 
needs to engage 
with social

The works 
attempts to 
explore a third 
between the 
binary Christian* 
Hindu
understandings of
religion of the 
Santhals. He 
needs to look at 
the literature on 
philosophy of 
religion, and

Prof. Anup 
Ohar

Or Imran 
Amin, and 
Shuvojit 
Chakrabirty

some as a 
socialization 
process In the form 
of religion and how 
situation of 
tragedy In people's 
lives manifests It. 
in an attempt to 
recover and collate 
ritualized practice 
against an 
onslaught by

*

*
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global forces that
seek x© represent
it mainstream 
religious 
dimension of 
christanlty v/s 
hinduism amongst 
Santhal of South

movemenj of
idemfry politics
in the region by 
looking at works 
of Stuart 
Corbridge, 
Sussana Oevalle. 
Amit Prakash 
and Ipshita Basu.

secularism and its 
implication for
santhal cultural 
ritual practices

13. 19/07/2017Suneex Kumat 9V74CDP18 This action 
research project 
works on 
transformation in 
livelihood and its 
linkages with the 
shifts in 
development 
discourse and its 
polict for poverty 
reduction in the 
rural agrarian 
context. By 
working with a 
group of landless 
farmers, the work 
highlights the 
linkage of Kondha 
Me wotid between 
land forest and 
livelihood.

The effort to 
move towards 
shared farms 
and collective 
farming need to 
situate itself in 
{he question of 
land and

The proposal need 
a clearer
delineationof the 
concepts of 
livelihood and <ts 
iinkages with 
public policy on 
poverty reduction. 
Also the linkage 
between land* 
forest* livelihood 
m the context of 
Kondha life world 
needs elaboration. 
The proposal 
needs a review of 
literature on 
collective action 
and group / 
process.

Or (mran 
Amin

Prof Anup 
Dharand Or. 
Qebal Deb

property 
regimes over it. 
The work need 
to historicitethe 
absence and 
simultaneous 
rise of private 
property rights 
over land as well 
as that of rice as 
a traditional 
crop and staple 
dieiofthe 0 
Kondha.

ht.i

8'£v
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AMBEDKAR UNIVERSITY DELHI

Mlnutos of tho 4^^ Mcctlno of the Standing Committ&o of Research fSCRl held on
24th September 2019. Kashmoro Gate Campus. AUD

The 4691 Meeting of the Standing Committee Research (SCR) of AUD was held on 24th 
September 2019. AUD. The following were present:

Dr. Akhil Katya I (For Dr. Anita Cherlan)
Dr. Surcsh 0abu 
Dr. Kanwal Anil 
Dr. Urfat Anjem Mir 
Or. Bindu K.C.
Prof. Ohlrendra 0. Oangwal 
Dr. Shailaja Mcnon 
Prof. Bodh Prakash 
Dr. Deepita Chakrvarty 
Dr. Hemlata Oinam 
Prof. Anup Dhar 
Prof. Krishna Menon 
Prof. Kanik Dave 
Dr. Mamatha Karollil 
Prof. Praveen Singh 
Prof. Rachana Johri 
Prof. Radha Chakravarty 
Prof. Sanjay Kumar Sharma 
Prof. Geetha Venkataraman 
Prof. Salil Mtsra
Prof. Such lira Balasubrahmanyan 
Dr. Sunita Singh 
Dr. Shad Naved 
Dr. Taposik Banerjee 
Or. Monimalika Day

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Convenor
In the Chair
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Regrets: Dr. Ashish Roy. Dr. Anu| Bhuwanfa. Dr. Balchand Prajapati. Mr. Deepan 
Stvaraman, Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit. Dr. Santosh Srngh. Prof. Babu P Remesh and Prof. 
SUansu Sekhar Jena

Special Invitees: Prof. Anita Ghal and Prof. Gopal Ji Pradhan

The following agenda items were discussed:

1. The Minutes of the 45th meeting of the Standing Committee Research (SCR), as 
circulated via email on 16.09.2019. were confirmed.

2. Under matters arising out of the minutes. SCR was informed about the reconstitution 
of the RSC of School of Liberal Studies. It was Informed that after the last SCR 
meeting, composition of RSC is as following:

3
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Prof. Dhirendra Dan^wal, Dean SLS • Chair
Dr. Shailaja Menon, SLS
Or. Bdlchand Prajapati, SLS
Dr. Urfat Anjem Mir, SLS
Prof Krishna Menon, external
Dr. Taposlk Ganerjee • Convenor

3. The Dean SLS with the permission of the Chair raised the matter of extension for 
Ms. Rashml Gala (S164DHS05}, an MPhil student of History in SLS. In view of her 
satisfactory RAC report and the recommendation of (he RSC, SCR granted an 
extra-ordinary extension of six months (ex*post facto) from 19.08.2019 to 
18.02.2020 to Ms. Rashml Gala to complete her dissertation. This approval will be 
treated as an exceptional case.

The Dean SLS also reported (hat Ms Bala has submitted her synopsis In Hindi and 
wanted to submit her thesis in Hindi. After discussion SCR suggested (hat in the 
light of the approved language policy for PhD programme her request could be 
accepted. However all language policy conditions shall be complied.

4. To discuss the recommendations of the Research Studies Committee (RSC) of 
School of Culture and Creative Expression (SCCE) on tho foOowfng :

I. Request for change of PhD supervisor and reconstitution of RAC of Mr. An up 
Kumar Bali (S145GLA01), PhD student of the Literary Art Program, SCCE

ft was noted that a change had been made in supervision of Mr. Anup Kumar 
Bali, PhD student of the Literary Art Program as Prof. Shrvaji Panlkar 
(supervisor) has retired from AUD. The SCR accepted (he recommendation of 
the RSC. Prof. Gopalji Pradhan. a member of his RAC wfl) now be hrs new 
supervisor in ptace of Prof. Shivali Peniksr. Dr. Akhll Katya I Is another member 
of his RAC. His RAC will be reconstituted as per the RSR17.

II. Recommendation for the extension to Mr. Anup Kumar Bali (S145GLA01). PhD 
student of the Literary Art Program for completing his programme.

The matter of extension of Mr. Anup Kumar Bali was discussed. As per new 
RSR 17, his normal registration period (five year tem)) has ended on 
28.08.2019. In view of Mr. Bail's progress report and the recommendation of 
RSC of SCCE, SCR granted ex-post facto approval of six months extension to 
Mr. Anup Kumar Bali from 26.08.2019 to 27.02.2020.

5. To discuss the recommendations of (he Research Studies Committee (RSC) of 
School of Letters (SOL) on the following:

a. Report on completion of admission process in the following programmes:
I. MPhil CLTS 
ii. PhD CLTS

2



ra. PhD English, 
fv. PhD Hindi

Programme Coordinators of the above programmes presented the reports on 
completion of admission process In their respective programmes for MS 2019. 
The SCR accepted the reports and endorsed the lists of admitted students. As 
per the reports of all the programs the following Is the status of admissions In 
2016:

Program mt UR SC___* 1ST jOBC Unfilled <e*t»
MPhfl CJ,TS 2 0 OBC=J1 HA

'• » *
No unfilled teatPhO CI.TS 3 0 NA’ 1

PhD No unfilled «eat4+1 1 NA 3
English 4PwD

PhD Hindi 3 0 SC=1NA 2

4

b. To note the withdrawal of PhD CLTS admission by Mr Jaideep Pandey 
(S165LCL03) on 03/08/2019. The Scholar has joined the PhD programme in 
Comparative Literature, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor In August 2019. X

1

The SCR took note of the same and recorded.

c. To note the approval of synopsis, formation of the Research advisory Committee 
(RAC) and Six-moothty wo(k*4n*progress seminsr (for the period OctobefZGIB - 
April 2019) of a PhD CLTS scholar, Ms fmchanola Tzudir

The SCR took note of the same and recorded.
j

d. To note the formation of the Research advisory Committee (RAC) of (he 
following MPhll CLTS students (2016 batch) of SOL:

S. Name Enrotmeot Datcof
enrolment

RAC (Supervisor finl)
No. no.
\ Gaurov Kumar S1S4LCL0I 09.09.201 S Prof. Radha Chakravarty. Dr. Shad Naved, 

Prof. Tanuia Koihi>iil (SIS)
2 Minu Mathew S164LCL02 Prof. Radha Chakravany, Dr. Shad Naved, 

Prof Krl&hna Menon (SHS) 
20.08.201 S

3 Sha)imtanJ Das S184LCL03 09.08.2018 

S184LCL04 09.08.2018

Prof. Radha Chakravariy, Dr. Shad Naved, 
Prof Rukmim Sen (SIS)
Dr. Shad Naved, Prof Radha Chakravany.
Prof. Salil Misra (SLS) _________

4 Sunhaib Iriiar

The SCR took note of (he same and recorded.
3
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o. To note the formation of the Research advisory Committee (RAC) of the 
following PhD English students (2016 batch) of SOL:

PhD Mhotiir (20i8 
batch)

Supervisor RAC members

Svigeeta Jawta 
(S185LEN08)

Dr. Amh Singh Dr. Diamond Obcroi Vohali, Dr. 
Lovitoli Jimou

Shivant Bhatt 
(SI85LEN09)

Dr. Diamond 
Oberoi Vohali

Dr. Amit Singh, Dr. Oninam Hem lata

Dimpy Lochav 
(S185LEN03) '

Dr. Sanju Thomas Prof Radha Chakra\*ariy, Dr. 
Mrityunjay THpothi

lRuchita Machat
(St83LEN07)

.Dr. Vikrom Thakur To be decid«t
i»

Archa Bhatnagar 
(SI85LHN0I)

Dr. Usha Mudiganti Prof. Honey Obcroi Vahali and Dr. 
Diamond Obcroi Vahali

1* *>
f

The SCR took note of the same and recorded.

f. To note the formation of the Research advisory Committee (RAC) of the 
following MPhif Hindi students (2016 batch) of SOL:

S.No Scholars Name 
EfttofenentNo

Supervisor RAC member*
♦

Urwashl Kumari
(S164LHI08)

Prof. Copa^i
Predhan

Prof. Satyaketu SenKrtt (Member)
2. Dr. Vafbhav (SUS AUD Member!

1

2 Te) Pratap Yadov
(S1S4LHI07)

Prof. Gopalji
Pmdhan

1. Prof. Satyahetu Sankril (Member)
2. Dr. Awsdhesh Trlpethi (SUS AUD Member)

Salman
(Sl64LHi06)

3 Prof.Gopal)l
Pradhen

f. Prof. Satyaketu Sankm (Member)
2. Dr. Bafrane Bfharl pwart (Member. Deshbendu 
CoBege DU)

NlkWKumari
(S1S4IHIC*)

Prof. Satyaketu
Sanknt

1. Prof. Gope$) Pradhan(Membef)
2. Or. Oorthan Pandev (Member.ShNafi Cofleoe. DU)

4

s • Batata Yadav
(S1B4LHI02)

Prof. Satyaketu
Sonkh}

1. Prof. Gopayi PradhanfM ember)
2. Dr. Mato Mora (Member. Aditi Mehavidvataya.OU)
1. Prof. Gopelji PradfwrKMember)
2. Dr. Vikas Kumar (Member..$JK College Katansur.
MDUnfvereftyRohtak)_________ ___

6 Anklt Dubey
(SIWLHfOl)

Prof. Satyaketu
Sankril

ea

The SCR took note ot the same and recorded.%
t •¥

g. To note the Six monthly progress reports of the following MPhll CITS students 
of SOL

s. Enrolment Tlllc RAC membersDate of 
Reebtrvtioo

Ntme
N& oo.

S174LCL0I Minor Uieratures: Tw>
Novels on the Bearys

I 31^7/2017 Ali Ahsan Prof. Radha Chakravny. 
Dr. Shad Naved, Dr. 
Anita Cheritn

i

s*

2 S174LCI03 MusicaJitv and Mir A01/09/20)7 Detpak Dr. Shad Na><ed.t
4
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Com pantiv-e Study of 
Mir TAqi Mir'i UnJu 
Ghazah In Performance

Prof.Radha Chaknviny, 
Dr. Awadhesh Tripaihl

»♦

09AD8/2017 Mohammad3 S174LCL04 Representatiofts of 
History in Modem Urdu 
Novels: A Critical Study 
of Qumtulain Hyder*s 
Aog kn Darya and 
Jntizar Hisain's Basti

Prof. RadhaChkanvrty, 
Dr. Shad Naved, Dr. 
Mrityunjay Tripalhi

Irfan

The SCR took note of the same and recorded.

h. To note the Six monthly progress reports of the following PhD Hindi students of 
SOL and thesis submissions

tr

SL Roll No. Name Supervisor Title Date ofPrc- 
subralutoB

Date of 
(heals 
tobmUaloa 
to ehilr 
SCR

No

j

4I SH5DHI03, Anant
Vijay
Paliwal

Prof. "Beeanvl shatabdi ki
hindi kahanlyon mdn 
aamprodayik undarbh: 
ek vishleahnaatmak 
addh>ynn“(Comcxt in 
Hindi storiea of 
twentieth century: an 
Analytical Rudy)

14-05-19 k 07.46-19ii

Sai^etu
Sankrit

>

%2 S145DH104 Nikita
Jain

Prof. 'Hindi ki Pramukh laghu
patrikaon ki vaicharik: ek 
vivechan, 1950se l9S0lk 
ke viiheah sandorfeh mdn* 
(Ideology of renowned little 
magazines of Hindi 
Utenuure: An analysis. In 
special context from 1950 to 
I9S0)

1445*19 4746-19
z iSatyaketu

Sankrit

r►

a t

Ragini
Sankrit

3 SI35DHI0I Prof. 'Hindi Khaani mein 
assadhintaa aandolan ka 
chimin; ek vishleshatmak 
adhayyan * (Depletion of 
^dependence movement In 
iindi story: An analytical 

study).

0444-19 1346-19
GopaJji
Pradhan J

* <
i

i

4 S145DH102 Mahendra
Prajapati

Prof.
Satyakdu
Softkrit

iindi cinema mein pmirodh 
: Dalit atree or Third gender 
1990 se udhian)*
Resistance in Hindi 
Cinema: Dalit. Women end

20-06-19 2746*19
»•

. ii t5
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third gnxlcr (From 1990 
onwards)",

5. Sl4$D)fl06 Soniu Prof. "Hindi lihitya mein ,
abhivyakt paani; el 
sarvasksham • (The Inter 
play of wiiei in Hindi 
I a icmture : A sun-ey).

25*06-19 02-07*19
Gopalji
Pradhan

The SCR took note of the same and recorded.

To note the Six monthty progress reports of the following PhD Hindi students of SOL

l. si Name of PhD Date of DiscussioraCommenti and Suggestions
student Registmio 

' nf
Admbsion

21 .OS ^017 RAC meeting wi Ih Ankita Chauhan, on 
19thiune 2019.
The scholar presented her synopsis titled 
"Strce Sampadit poinkaon mein stee 
prftsshhai*. The presentation was 
deemed satisfactory and the synopsis and 
the title were approved.

Date of 
synopsisAopic
approval

RAC members 
present in the , 
meeting

No. from RAC

I Ankita
Chauhan

18.05.2018 Prof Oopalji
Predhan, Dr Ajay 
Naurrs and Prof 
Satyaketu Sankiit 
(supervisor)

i

S175DHI0I

2 Dinesh
Kumar
Verma

RAC meeting with Dinesh Kumar 
Verma was held on 13thWay, 2019. 
Dinesh Kumar Verma apprised the 
committee of his title: "Hindi Dalit 
aauuntothao mein swaanubhuti ke 
pivtimaaiv yathanhwaad aw >aatlgas 
Sanrvchnaiycn: ek vishl«han".
Dinesh Kumar Verma presented the 
wort on the scope of his suggested topic. 
It was suggested by the committee that 
he focus on the peculiarities of his area 
by narrowing it and also had to add 
review of literature.

10.10.20)8 Prof Oopalji
Prsdhan
(supervisor).
Prof. Rajrang 
Bihari Tlwari and 
Prof. Satyaketu 
Sankrit

17.08.2017

SI75DHI02

3 Shipra
ShukJa

17.08.20)7 RAC meeiingwith Shipra Shuklv was
held cm 07th May, 2019 
Shipra ShukJa apprised the committee of 
her title: "ViklaangVtrrumh or Hindi 
Gadya Sahitya'
The committee members advised her to 
look at existing research on her subject. 
Shipm ShukJa agreed to wort on the 
suggestions and get back to her 
supervisor w ithin a mutually agreed time 
frame,

15.10.2018 Prof Oopalji
Pradtan
(supervisor),
Prof. Rekha Sethi 
and Prof 
Satyaketu Sankrit

S175DHI03

i
i

i;r

«
V

I
6
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RAC meeting with Anita was held on 
10th May 2019
Anita apprised the committee of her title: 
“Dalit Sahitya ki stapnaa mein Kajendra 
Yadav aur Omprakash Vaimiki ke 
yogdaan ka Tulnaunak adhayyan” 
Scholar has done her research work and 

writing. Advisory committee gave her 
some suggestions about new concepts. 
Scholar (old the committee that she 
already included some suggestions given 
by her supervisor. As soon as possible 
scholar will submit her chapters to her 
supervisor 

4 Anita 06.02.2014 18.05.2016 Prof. Gopalji
Pradhan
(supervisor)
Dr. Awadhesh 
Kumar Tripathi 
Prof. Satyaketu 
Sankrit

S145DHI05

5. Aakansha
Bhatt

RAC meeting with Akanksha was held 
on 10th May 2019
Akanksha apprised the committee of her 
title “Hindustaani academy aur Hindi 
Sahitya Samellan ka tulnatmak 
adhayyan”

01.09.2016 26.11.2018 Prof. Gopalji
Pradhan
(supervisor)
Dr.Mritunjay
Tripathi
Prof. Satyaketu
Sankrit

S165DHI02

Scholar has submitted two chapters. She 
was asked to consider contemporary 
cultural -political context in this 
reference.

6. | 01.09.2016 RAC meeting with Sapna was held on 
24th July 2019.
Sapna apprised the committee of her 
tentative title:
“Gulzaar ke lekhan mein Sahitya aur 
Cinema ke Anthsambandho ka 
Adhayyan”
Sapna's progress in the last 6 months has 
>een satisfactory. She is writing the 

chapters and was the advised to consult a 
ew additional readings suggested to her. 

She was advised to reflect on the 
relationship between filmy and non 
limy writings ofGulzar. The distinction 

has a larger history in Hindi Cinema and 
As. Sapna was advised to explore that 
'uture.

Prof. Gopalji 
Pradhan 
Prof. Sanjay 
Sharma
Prof. Satyaketu
Sankrit
(supervisor)

Sapna 26.11.2018

S165DHI04

7. Nirmal Rani 01.09.2016 IAC meeting with Nirmal Rani was 
tel d on 19th June 2019 
Nirmal Rani apprised the committee of 
her title:
“Prawasi Hindi Kahaniyon mein stri 
Cathakaron ka Yogdaan”

06.12.2018 Prof, Satyaketu
Sankrit
(supervisor)
Prof. Gopalji
Pradhan
Dr.Vaibhav

S165DHI03

In meeting the following Research 
Points were Presented:-

7
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[>au collection for dlfTertrc chaptert 
Presented a theoretical frimewort of 

her Research wort
Given detailed information about her 
Hm chapter
Research rrogras is satisfactory

The SCR (ook note for the same end recorded.
*

j. To conskjer the recommendation of RSC of SOL and request of Mr. Sukanl 
Suman (Enrolment No. S175DHI04), PhD Hindi scholar to continue In the PhD 
programme (Hindi) after taking up employment in a government organization.

The SCR took note for the same and recorded.

k. To note the appointment of Dr. Shad Naved as RSC Convenor In place of Dr. 
Diamond Oberoi Vahall for the academic year 2019-20

The SCR took note for the same and recorded.

I. To note the ex-post-fado approval regarding the change in title of the PhD 

thesis of Ms. Sunlta (ftil tilffcrV WRft : wrtnrrr). The dissertation

has been already submitted for evaluation by the external examiners.

The SCR took note for the same and recorded.

6. Report on the completion of the admission process for the PhD programme In 

Education of the SES

It was reported to the SCR that admission process to Ph. D. programme in 
Education Studies for the MS 2019 has been completed. A detail report on 
admission was placed before the SCR. The programme was allowed to admit 10 
Ph. D. candidates. It was reported to the SCR that 10 candidates have been 
selected and offered admission as per the following:

OBC loienutioniJ Unfilled 
i e ats/Rem arto

Profpimmc UR SC ST

PhD NA 02 Nil No unfilled seat07 01
Education

7. To discuss the draft document of the proposed MPhil Disability Studies Programme

The programme coordinator. Disability Studies made a presentation of the proposed 
MPhil programme in Disability Studies (MPhil OS). It Is an interdisdpllnary area of

s
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scholarship (hat analyses disability from the perspectfve of humanities and social 
sciences. Htstoricafty it has political and intellectual roots in (he disability rights 
movements (hat started In the USA and UK in the mkl^O* century. OS emerged as a 
growing area of academic research and professional education since the 1970s. More 
researches In the area are needed to help establish OS as Discipline.

The aim of the MPhil programme in OS is to create informed practitioners in the fteti 
of DS across various domains. Scholars should be eble to undertake various kinds of 
employments as educators, curriculum developers, counsellors, NGO programme 
managers, professionals and actMsts. As of now. institutions such as TISS. NALSAR, 
University of Delhi. JNU. and fGNOU have initiated academic programmes in DS. The 
programme has 36 credits spread across four semesters. The course work consists of 
courses introducing DS as a discipline, research methods, fieldwork, and guided 
readings.

The presentation was followed by discussion. It was suggested that the credits for 
coursework be disthbuted within the semesters instead of being placed In the period 
between the two semesters. Also (he programme structure should be designed in 
such a manner tha( it may be reconfigured as a PhD programme. This would be 
useful In the eventuality of MPhil programmes being scrapped altogether.

The SCR recommended that the MPhil programme In Disability Studies be placed at 
(he next meeting of the Academic Council for consideration.

%

8. Recommendation of award of MPhfl/ PhD degree to the students of SHS and SLS 
who have completed their respective programme requirements. ti

s. Name Programme Nome School Date of 
viv*

Date of AES 
approval 

(verl flea lion) a pproved

Date of 
SCRNo

] Ms. Roscline
George
S124CDP20

MPhil in
Developmem Practice

SHS 18.02.2019 06.06.2019 04.09.2019

2 Ms. Garima 
SJ64CWG04

MPhil in Women’s 
and Gender Studies

SHS 30.052019 13.06.2019 04.09.2019

3 Ms. Grace
Tungoe
S344CDP12

MPhil in
Development Practice

SHS 29.05.2019 13.06.2019 04 09.2029

4 Mr. Arpit
Gaind
S154CDP04

MPhil in
Development Practice

SHS 04.042019 13.06.2019 04.09.2019

Ms. Preeti 
S1S4DHI03

MPhil in Hindi SLS 26.04.2019 13.06.2019 04.09.2019 /

9



6 Mr. Abhishck
Kumar
S164CWG01

MPhil in Women’s 
and Gender Studies

20.05.2019SHS 13.06.2019 04.09.2019

7 Ms. Raphaele 
NgTock Mine 
S124COP24

MPhil in
Dt%*clopment Practice

27.032019SHS 09.08.2019 04.09.2019

4 8 Mr. Himalaya
Ahuja
S164CDP04

MPhil in
Development Predict

25.02.2019SHS 17.07.2019 04.09.2019

9 Mr. Sanjeev
Kumar
S164COP14

MPhil in
Development Practice

26.03.2019SHS 04.09.201917.07.2019

»
10 Ms. Ustika

Vashist
S135CWC02

PhD in Women's and 
Gender Studies

09.04.2019SHS 20.08.2019 04.09.2019

f ■4*t 11 Mr. Abdul 
Rahman K.C

___ S13SCWG01
12 Ms.Sutiinvvi 

Chateijcc
 S154DHS06

PhD in Women’s and 
Gender Studies

SHS 13.05.2019 20.08.2019 04.09.2019

*

MPhil in History SLS 26 07.2019 24.09.201906.09.2019

13 Ms. Shrobona
Banerjee
S154DHS0S
Ms. Harieen 
Kaur
S164DH501

MPhil in History 02.082019Si^ 16.09.2019 24.09.2019

14 MPhtl in History 07.08.2019SLS 06.09.2019 24.09J019

06.09.2019 24.09 201915 Mr. Naresh
Kumar
S154DHS03

MPhil in History SLS 23.08.2019

16 Mr. Achuta 
Nand Mishre 
S165DH101

PhD in Hindi 24.072019Si,S 24.09.2019 24.09.2019

i X

(Geelha Venkata ra man) 
Convenor

(Sail! Misra) 
Chairperson

10
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AMBEDKAR UNIVERSITY DELHI

Minutes of the 47th Meeting of the Standing Committee Research fSCRl held on
29th November 2019. Kashmere Gate Campus. AUD

The 47,h Meeting of the Standing Committee Research (SCR) of AUD was held on 29th 

November 2019. AUD. The following were present:

Ms. Neetu Sarin 
Dr. Anita Crierian 
Dr. Kanwal Anil
Dr. Bidhan Chandra Dash (For Dr. Urfat Anjem Mir)
Dr. Budhaditya Das 
Prof. Dhrrendra D. Dangwal 
Dr, Deepita Chskrvarty 
Dr. Hem lata Oinam 
Prof. Anup Dhar 
Prof. Krishna Menon 
Prof. Kartik Dave 
Prof. Radha Chakravarty 
Prof. Sanjay Kumar Sharma 
Dr. Suresh Babu 
Prof. Geetha Venkataraman 
Dr. Santosh Singh 
Prof. Suchitra Balasubrahmanyan 
Prof, Babu P Remesh 
Dr, Sunita Singh 
Dr. Shad Naved 
Prof. Bodh Prakash 
Dr. Taposik Banerjee 
Dr. Monimalika Day

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Convenor
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
In the Chair
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Regrets: Dr. Lovitoli Jlmo, Dr. Anuj Bhuwania, Dr. Balchand Prajapati. Dr, Bindu K.C, 
Dr. Shailaja Menon, Mr. Deepan Sivaraman, Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit, Dr, Mamatha 
Karoflil, Prof. Praveen Singh, Prof. Rachana John, Prof. Salii Misra and Prof. Sitansu 
Sekhar Jena

Special Invitees: Prof. Gopal Ji Pradhan

The following agenda Items were discussed:

1. Confirmation of the minutes of the last SCR Meeting (46m) held on 24,09.2019

Page lots*
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The Minutes of the 46th meeting of the Standing Committee Research (SCR), as 
circulated, were confirmed.

2. To ratify/note the following decision taken by the Chairperson, Standing Committee 
Research on behalf of the Standing Committee Research: 

a) To note that Dr. Anuj Bhuwania, SLGC has been appointed as a co-supervisor 
for the following two PhD students outside AUD: 

i. Mr. Satyanand Vatsa, South Asian University 
IL Ms Ayushi Verma, NT Kanpur

The SCR took note of and recorded the same.

b) Award of MPhii/PhD degree to the following students:

The SCR took note of the decision taken by the Chairperson, Academic Council on the 
recommendation of the Chairperson, SCR for the award of degrees to the following 
students:

S. Date of 
Viva

Date of
AES
approval
(verificat
Ion)

Date ofName Programme
Name

SchoolEnrollment
No. SCRNo.

approve
d

29.04.19 25.09.19 04.11.191, Ms. S154CPS01 MPhilin
Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy

SHS
Ambika
Singh

07.10.192. Ms. S154DHS01 MPhil in History SLS 03.09.2019 04.11.19
Chandrika
Das

3. Ms. Ragini 
Sankrit

PhD in Hindi Sol 27.09.2019 15.10.19 04.11.19S135DHI01

31.10.194. Mr. S124CDP04 MPhiJ in
Development
Practice

SHS 25.02.2019 04.11.19
Sijendra
Singh

5. Mr. PhD in Hindi SoL 21.10.2019 24.10.19 04.11.19S145DHI02
Mahendra 
Praia pati

24,10.196. Mr Anant
Vijay
Paliwal

PhD In Hindi SoL 16.10.2019 04.11.19S145DHI03

7. Ms. Nikita PhD in Hindi SoL 22.10.2019 30.10.19 04.11.19S145DHI04
Jain

01.10.2019 14.11.198. Ms. S165CWG07 PhD in Women s 
and Gender 
Studies

SHS 18.11.19
Anasuya 

I Sreedhar
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9. S154CDP01 SHS 14.11,19Ms, MPhll in
Development
Practice

06.11.2018 18.11.19
Anubha
Srnha

S154CWG0310 Ms. MPhil in 
Women’s and 
Gender Studies

SHS 04.11,2019 18.11.19
Ashmeet
Kaur
Bilkhu

18.11.19

Ms. Sunita S146DHI0611 PhD In Hindi SoL 13.11.2019 18.11,19 18.11.19

c) To note a change in the RAC erf the following PhD English students:

The SCR took note of the Research Advisory Committee (RAC) of the following 
students of the PhD programme In English:

Mr. Hemchandra Nameirakoam (S175LEN03)
i. Dr. Amit Singh (Supervisor)
ii. Dr. Kopal Ahlawat
iii. Dr. Santosh Singh, SGA

Ms. Ruchita Machal (S185LEN07)
I. Dr. Vikram Srngh Thakur (Supervisor) 
ii. Dr. SanjuThomas,
Iii. Dr. Shad Naved, SoL

3. To discuss the recommendations of the Research Studies Committee (RSC) of 
School of Development Studies (SDS) on the following :

0 To note the reports of Six Monthly work-in-progress of the following PhD 
Students :

S.No Name Enrollment no Batch Date of Registration

1 Tasha Aggaiwal S175A0S02 2017-18 17.08.2017

2 Tanya Chowdhry Si 65 ADS 02 2016-17 10.08.2016

3 Jashodhara
Borthakur

S175ADS01 2017-18 17.08.2017

4 Sweta Suman S135ADS06 2013-14 29.08.2013

5 Rahul Yaduka S185ADS05 2018-19 02.08.2018

6 Bhuvaneshwari
Subramanian

$ 185ADS03 2018-19 03.08.2018
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02.08.201SAnu Rani S185ADS02 2018-197

S185ADS01 02.08.2016Aakansha Gaulam 2018-198

S135ADS03 2013-14 29.08.20139 Nivedita Hazarika

S155ADS01 2015-16 04.09.201510 Swati
MohanaKrishnan

S175ADS03 2017-18 16.08.201711 Vijay Bohat
d,

Karan Sachdeva S135ADS01 2013-14 29.08.201312

13 PoojaAgarwa! S135AOS05 2013-14 29.08.2013

The SCR took note of the progress of the aforementioned students who have 
presented their six monthly work-in-progress to their RACs. (Report enclosed-F/B)4

ii) To note the formation of the Research advisory Committee (RAC) of the PhD 
students (2018-19 batch) of SDS

The SCR took note of the Research Advisory Committee (RAC) of the following 
PhD students (2018-19 batch) of SDS:

Supervisor RAC
Member 2

S. Name Enrol men 
t no.

Date RAC
Member 1

RAC
Member 3No of

enrol
ment

1 Aakansha
Gautam

02.08. Dr Moggallan 
Shartf

DrNandini DrTeena 
Anil, SGA

S185ADS NA
2018 Nayak,01

SDS
Dr Nandini 
Nayak

Prof Babu Prof
Sumangal

2 Anurani S185ADS 02.08.
2018

Prof Dee pita
Chakravart,
SDS

P Remesh,02
SOS a

Damodara,
SOSV

3 Bhubaneshwar!
Subramanian

S185ADS 03.08.
2018

Dr Anirban Dr Manish 
Jain, SES

DrNandini
Nayak

NA
Sengupta.03
SDS

4 Rahul Yaduka S185ADS 02.08. Dr Ivy Dhar, Dr Dr Abhay
Kumar,
NCERT

NA
2018 SDS Moggallan 

Bharti,
05

SDS

4. To discuss the recommendations of the Research Studies Committee (RSC) of . 
School of Business, Public Policy & Social Entrepreneurship (SBPPSE) on the 
following:

a) Report on completion of admission process in PhD programme in Management 
in SBPPSE for 2019 (MS)
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Programme Coordinator presented the report on completion of admission process 
in the PhD programme in Management for MS 2019. The SCR accepted the report 
and endorsed the list of admitted students. As per the report of the program the 
following is the status of admissions in 2019:

Programme SC ST OBC International RemarksUR
NilPhD 1 0 •2' As per norms, 

an SC candidate 
who was in the 
merft list was 
given admission 
under the UR 
category.

4
(None
found
suitable)

programme in 
Management

b) To note the formation of the Research advisory Committee (RAC) of the PhD 
students (2018 batch) of SBPPSE

The SCR took note about the Research Advisory Committee (RAC) of the 
following PhD students (2018-19 batch) of SBPPSE:

s. Name Enrol men 
t no.

Date of 
enrolment

Supervisor RAC RAC Member 2
No. Member 1

1. Diwakar
Singh

13.08.2018 Dr. Richa Awasthy 
SBPPSE

Dr. Nidhi 
Kaicker

Prof Rajen Gupta( 
Retired Professor, 
MDIGurgagn)

S185FOOO
1

2. Richa
Kathuria

10.08.2018 Dr. Nidhi 
Kaicker

S185FOOO Dr. Richa Awasthy 
SBPPSE

Prof Tanuja
Sharma(MDI
Guraagn)

5

3. Neha 
Mai hot r a

S185FOOO 10.08.2018 Prof Kartik Dave, 
SBPPSE ,

Dr. Kritika 
Mathur

Dr.Priyasha Kaul,
SLS2

4. Shilpy
MaJhotra

$185FOOO 09.08.2018 Dr.Kanwal Anil, 
SBPPSE

Dr. Prof Babu 
P.Remesh, SDSValentina

Kancharla.
SBPPSE

6

5. Varun
Sharma

10.08.2018 Dr.Kanwal Anil 
SBPPSE,

Prof
Sharique
Farooqui
(Co-
supervisor)

Dr.Saibal Paul, 
Associate 
Director, $a-dhan

S185F000
7

6, Preeti 
^D^bar

S185FOOO 13.08.2018 Dr. Valentina
Kancharla.
SBPPSE

Dr.Kanwal Dr. Dlpa Sin ha ,
Anil, SLS3
SBPPSE
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5. To discuss the recommendations of the Research Studies Committee (RSC) of the 
School of Liberal Studies (SLS) on the following:

I) To consider the request of Ms. Nidhi Pandey (S195DEC05), PhO student in 
Economics (2019) for zero semester

The SCR took note of Ms. Pande/s request for a zero semester and 
recommended that the necessary support should be provided to the student. The 
RSC Convenor was asked to put forward a format request for zero semester to 
the Chair RSC along with relevant supporting documents. Including certificate 
from a medical practitioner.

««i

n) To note the progress report (RAC) of Mr Moobeen Ahmad (S164DMS04). PhD 
. student In History

*
The SCR took note on the presentation of Mr Moobeen Ahmad who has 
presented hfs progress before the RACs. (Report endosed-F/C)

Hi) To note the formation of the Research advisory Committee (RAC) of the 
PhD/M Phil students (2018 batch) of SLS

The SCR took note about the Research Advisory Committee (RAC) of the 
following PhD/M Phil students (2018 batch) of SLS;

s. Nome/
Enrolment

RACProgramme Date of
enrolment

Supervisor RAC RAC Mer
No. Member 1 Member 2 3

no.
1 Abhlk

Bhattacharya
(S1850SC01)

PhD 13.08.2018 Dr Urfat Anjem 
Mir. SLS

Dr Frahana 
Ibrahim, 
School of 
Humanities, 
lit OcfN

Dr Bidhan 
Chandra 
Dash. SLS

NA
Sociology

2 Manas Raturi 
(S185DSC02)

13.08.2016 Or Rln)u 
Rasalty SLS

Prof. Hartsh 
Norton Das. 
Centre for 
Study of 
Soda I

Or UrfatPhO NA
Sociology Anjem Mir,

SLSi

Systems,
JNU

3 Prtya DarshJni 
(Si 65D$C03)

PhO 14.06.2018 Or Ntharfka 
Banerjoa,

Dr. AnandlnJ Or Urfat NA
Sociology DarSES, Anjem Mir.

AUD SLS
4 Ratna Bhareti 

BhamMipati
PhO 13.06.2018 Or Prfyasha 

KauLSLS
Or Santos h Or Yogesh 

Snohi. SLS
NA

Sociology Kumar Singh, 
As sedate 
Professor,

(SI C04)t

} SGA
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5 Yaminle 
Sharma 
{Si 85 DS COS)

PhD 10.08.2018 Dr Preeti 
Sampat

Dr Ngoru 
Nixon, SLGC,

Dr Bldhan 
Chandra 
Dash. SLS

NA
Sociology

AUD
6 Anandita 

S harm a 
(S185DEC01)

PhD
Economics

01.08.2018 Dr Dipa Sinha DrSamfk Dr Jyotlmioy 
Bhattacharya

NA
Chowdhury
SGA

7 Mansi Mehta 
(S185DEC04)

PhD
Economics

01.08.2018 Dr Dipa Sinha Dr Deeprta 
Chakravarty

DrAdndam
Banerjee,
SLS

NA

SDS

8 Shlvanl
Yadav
{S185DEC06)

Dr Krishna - - 
Ram

PhD
Economics

01.08.2018 Dr Anirban 
Biswas

Dr Dipa 
Sinha, SLS

NA

9 Divya Sharma 
(S165DEC03)

Dr Jyotlrmoy 
Bhattacharya

PhD
Economics

01.08.2018 Dr. Parag 
Waknis. SLS

Dr Arindam
Banerjee,
SLS

NA

10 Kavita
Samant
(S164DMA03)

MPhil
Mathematics

25.07.2018 Prof. Geetha 
Venkata ram an

Dr. Balchand 
Prajapati,

Dr. Ramneek 
Khassa, SLS

Dr. Tapos 
Banerjee, 
SLSSLS

11 Shreshtha
Chaturvedi
(S184DMA04)

Prof. Geetha 
Venkata raman, 
SLS

MPhil
Mathematics

24.07.2018 Dr. Balchand Dr. Ramneek 
Khassa, SLS

Dr. Jyotirr 
BhattachcPrajapati,

SLS SLS

12 Bharti
(S184DMA02)

MPhil
Mathematics

24.07.2018 Dr. Kranti 
Kumar, SLS

Dr. Pranay
Goswami,
SLS

Dr. Mradul 
Veer Singh,

Or. Am 
Biswas, S

SLS
13 Aaishi

(S185DMA01)
Prof. Geetha 
Venkata raman, 
SLS

Dr. Ramneek 
Khassa

PhD
Mathematics

25.07.2018 Dr. Balchand
Prajapati,
SLS

Radha 
Mohan, S 
Stephen': 
College, i

14 Ashutosh
Pandey
{S185DMA02)

PhD
Mathematics

28.07.2018 Dr. Balchand 
Prajapati, SLS

Prof, Geetha
Venkatraman,
SLS

Dr. Ramneek 
Khassa. SLS

Dr. Anuj 
Bishnoi. 
Depart m
of
Matherm
DU

15 Manoj Kumar 
(S185DMA03)

PhD
Mathematics

30.07.2018 Dr. Kranti 
Kumar

Dr. Durvesh 
Kumar 
Verma, 
Miranda 
House, DU

Dr. Mraduf 
Veer Singh,

Dr. Prana 
Goswami, 
SLSSLS

16 *achna
Shokhanda
S185DMA04)

PhD
Mathematics

26.07.2018 Dr. Pranay
Goswami,
SLS

Dr. Mukund 
Madhav 
Mishra, 
Hansraj 
College (DU)

Dr. Kranti 
Kumar, SLS

Dr. Mrad 
Veer Sin 
SLS

iv) To note the report of Six Monthly work-in-progress of Mr Virendra Kumar, PhD 
Student in Sociology (Enrolment No. S175DSC10)
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The SCR took note of the progress of Mr VIrend re Kumar who has presented his 
work before his RAC. (Report enclosed- F/0).

Report on completion of admission process In the MPhll/PhD programmes of 
SLS:

v)

Programme Coordinators of the MPhll/PhD programmes presented the reports on 
completion of admission process In their respective programmes for MS 2019. The 
SCR accepted the reports and endorsed the lists of admitted students. As per the 
reports of all (he programs the following is the status of admissions in 2019:

UR ISC 1 ST 1OBC International
I 02___ !_

Nd 'oi TNii

Programme
NilPhD Economics 03 01 Nfl

PhD Sodolopv 04 
PhD History 01
MPhfl History To7

NU
Nil Nil01 NU
05 NU02 Nil

NU 01 NilPhD 02 Nfl
Mathematics

01 NU 01 NilMPhil
Mathematics

03

6. To discuss the recommendations of (he Research Studies Committee (RSC) of 
School of Human Studies (SHS) on the following:

i) To note the revised composition of RSC of SHS

Tho SCR noted and approved the reconstitution of (he RSC of SHS. The RSC 

member* are as follows:

1. Prof. Krishna Menon (Dean, Chair)
2. Prof. Suchitra Balasubramanlan, SDc$
3. Dr. Seema KazifCWOS representative)
4. Dr. Parijat Ghosh (CDP representative)
5. Prof. Anita Ghai, SHS
6. Prof. Rachana John, SHS
7. Dr. BIndu KC. SHS
8. Prof. Anup Dhar, CDP

The new Members are
9. Ms Neetu Sarin, SHS
10. Dr. Lovltoli Jimo (Convenor)

ii) To discuss the proposal for PhD programme In Disability Studies 

The matter was deferred to tho next mooting of the SCR.
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iii) To discuss the proposal for PhD programme in Practical Philosophy

The matter was deferred to the next meeting of the SCR.

iv) To note the revised composition of RAC of Ms. Mansa (MPhif WGS)

The SCR took note about the Research Advisory Committee (RAC) of Ms. 
Mansa (MPhil WGS) as per the details:

S.No Name
Enrollment No

Supervisor RAC Member-1 RAC Member 2

1 Mansa
(S184CWG02)

Dr. Rachana John Prof. Krishna Menon 
(Co-Supervisor)

Prof. Jatin Bhat

v) To note- change of the supervisor of Ms. Megha Rani (MPhil WGS)

The SCR accepted the change of supervisor of Ms. Megha Rani, a MPhil 
WGS student.

S.No Enrollment Name Date of 
Registration

Supervisor
No

1 S184CWG03 Megha Rani 1/8/2018 Dr. Vandana, CWDS and Dr. Seema 
Kazi (CWDS)

vi) To note- temporary deregistration (PhD 2016) by Mr. Vikas Singh

The SCR accepted the recommendation of the RSC of SHS and granted ex 
post facto approval for temporary de-registration to Mr Vikas Singh (under 
Research Study Regulations 2016) as per the following details:

Enrolment
Number

Temporary de- 
registration from

S.No Student Name Data of 
Registration

S175CWG06 Mr, Vikas Singh 07/12/2016 20/11/20191.

vii) To note the formation of the Research advisory Committee (RAC) of the MPhil 
students of Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy (2017-20 batch) of SHS
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The SCR took note about the Research Advisory Committee (RAC) of the 
following MPhll students of Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy (2017-20 batch) of 
SHS:

RAC member RAC member 2Supervisor Co-supervisorStudent name/ 
Enrolment • 
number

1
»
r

Dr Ashls Roy 
(SHS)

Dr Shlvanl Nag 
(SES)

Prof Anita Ghal 
(SHS)

Ms Neetu 
Sarin (SHS)

Aanchal Bhatnagar 
S174CPS01

r> Prof Anup 
Dhar(SLS)

Ms Anshimlta 
Pandey (SHS)

Prof Rachana 
Johri (SHS)

N.AAnjali Verma 
S174CPS02

NA - Prof Honey 
Oberol (SHS)

Ms Anshumlta 
Pandey (SHS)

Prof Rachana ' 
Johri (SHS)

Anuradha S. 
PanchmaUa 
$174CP$03 a

r

*>•

Dr Ashts Roy (SHS)Dr Shi fa Haq 
(SHS)

NA Dr Us ha
Mudfganti
(SIS)

Ayushl Madan 
S174CPS04

<

Dr Mamatha 
KaroUl (SHS)

Prof Ashok Nagpal 
(SHS)

Or Shlfa Haq 
(SHS)

NADurgeshOJha
S174CPS06

Dr Ashls Roy 
(SHS)

Prof Rachana Johri 
(SHS)

Prof Honey
Oberol
(SHS)

Ms Nectu
Sartn
(SHS)

Epshlta Sandhu 
S174CPS07

DrShlfa Haq 
(SHS)

Ms Anshumlta 
Pandey (SHS)

Dr Mamatha
Karollll
(SHS)

NAGegandeep K
Afluwalla
S174CPS08

Ms Doepti 
Sachdev( 
SHS)

DrTaw Azu (D.N 
Govt. CoDege 
(Arunachal Pradesh)

Prof Anup 
Dhar (SIS)

NAHaj Blncoo 
S174CPS09 ^

DrShlfa Haq (SHS)Prof Honey 
Oborol (SHS)

Prof Anita Ghal 
(SHS)

Dr Ashls Roy 
(SHS)

Indu Chauhan 
S174CPS10

Prof Krtshna 
Menon (SHS)

Prof Rachana Johri 
(SHS)

Prof Honey 
Oberol (SHS)

NAJayatl Singh 
S174CPS11

Ms Decpti Sachdev 
(SHS)

Dr Blndu KC 
(SHS)

Dr Mamatha 
KaroOil (SHS)

NAJyoti Sagar 
S174CPS12

Dr Shelley Ms Nupur DNngra 
Pandey (SHS) (SHS)

Dr Vatsala 
Saxena

Ms Nupur 
Dhlngre (SHS)

)ehan Prasha r 
/o 1^4 CPS 13
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Prof Anup Prof Rachana 
John (SMS)

Savi Khanna
S174CPS14

N.A Ms Deepti Sachdev 
(SHS)Dhar

(SHS/SLS)

Prof Ash ok 
Nagpal

Taain Vohra 
S174CPS15

Prof Anita Ghai 
(SHS)

Ms Nupur 
Dhingra (SHS)

DrShifaHaq (SHS)

Ujjwala Singh
S174CPS16

Prof Rachana 
Johri (SHS)

N.A Ms Neetu 
Sarin (SHS)

Prof Anita Ghai 
(SHS)

Vasundhara Singh
S174CPS17

Prof Anita Ghai 
(SHS)

Dr Ashis Roy 
(SHS)

Prof Rachana 
Johri (SHS)

Ms Neetu Sarin 
(SHS)

Verakhofu Veyie
S174CP$18

Prof Anita Ghai 
(SHS)

N.A Ms Neetu 
Sarin (SHS)

Ms Shefali singh 
(SHS)

Prof Honey 
Oberoi (SHS)

Zenab Ansari 
S174CPS19

N.A Dr Urfat Anjem 
Mir (SLS)

DrShifaHaq (SHS)

viii) To note the approval of synopsis, formation of the Research advisory 
Committee (RAC) and Six-monthly work-in-progress seminar (for the period 14- 
16 September 2019) for the MPhil Development Practice students (Batch- 
2018)

The SCR took note of the approval of synopsis, formation of the Research advisory 
Committee (RAC) and Six-monthly work-in-progress seminar (for the period 14-16 
September 2019) for the following MPhil Development Practice students (Batch- 
2018) and recorded:

Name/
Enrollment
Number

Date of 
Registra

Diseerte 
tion Title

Brief
Deecriptio 
n of Work 
Presented

Comments & 
Suggestions 
during 
Presentation

Comments & 
Suggestions 
from RAC

Supervise RAC
Membersr

tion

Ankila 
Sanya I 
S164CDP01

17*07-18 Transfer
ming
Pedhash
una:
Praxis of 
Learning 
and
Educatio

Working 
with the 
children, 
teachers & 
parents on 
the idea of 
learning

The proposal 
reads well. Go 
ahead 
finalize it. fust 
go through the 
political 
economy 
deeply 8 the 
interaction of 

Santhal 
community with 
other
communities

Dr. Maniah 
Jain,
School of
Education
Studies

Dr.How you are 
asking
questions in a 
particular 
language or a 
manner need

Syasdeb 
Dasgupta 
& Prof. 
Anup Dhar

8

beto
focused 
Once you exit 
from 
village, how d 
will be carried
forward?
What action 
Is possible jn 
a certain time 
frame? To

n m
Santhali
village

the the
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ro^vbrk &
tptdfk in iho 
question of

In*y
learning, 
need to mtp 

context
of,
unlvervelty In 
educationloo 
ming. to 
educe tiorVfeo
ming are
being used 
Intei cJiangoa 
Wy? Action 
win be witWn 
or outside the 
school? 

•>
!•

■l 1

‘ fhot. 
Oeepiie 
CheKrsvart 
y. School

Prof. AnupNASuggested to
todi at power 
structures, 
caste, dssa 
hiemrehtea A 
their role In 
functioning of 
patriarchal 
system 
Influencing 
basis
Sdkloflry.
Exploring 
different 
shades 
violence, 
meaning 
people A their 
subjective 
experience 
gives to them. 
To bring In 
more 
research 
objectives

Introducfo
n of work 
A how 
trying to 
locate 
dovclopmo
eiX In 
personal 
subjective 
domain of 
the Bvoaof 
community

Breaking1&-07-18Arbo Antal
S184CDP02 AOhorthe Krishna

TtwarlSlence:
Bringing
SoOdarity
between
Women

of
Oevelopm
ent
Studiesin

ADungoriy
a

of

Discussed 
action plan 
& what my 
action 
research 
attempts 
to bring

of

IT

In.
*
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Prof. Anup 
Dhar & 
S^Jvojit 
Chakravart

Or. Partha 
Saha
School of 
Gfobal
Affair

ToWhat
mainstream
underatandin

Action 
Research 
js based 
on JK 
Gibson 
Graham 
& Karl 
Polanyi 
notion of 
economy. 
Work is on 
deconstruo 
ting the 
capita loce 
nine view

24-07-16 Re isPurty
S164CDP03 disaggregate

the migrant 
population in 
terms of their 
characteristics 

how

imagmin
g the
Diverse
Economi

of9
migration? To 
address the 
historical 
facts 
regarding 
migration, the 
causes, and 
places 
migration. To 
explore 
migration 
literature & to 
clarify 
characteristic 
s of migrants. 
Need to be 
bring clarity m 
the uee of 
research tool 
like focused 
group
discussion & 
PRA.
specifically 
what 
want out of 
them. 

y
c

&Possibiliti
community 
looks at the 
issue 
migration.
Trace 
genealogy, the 
adivasi & their
land.

es:
AHemativ 
es to 
Migration

of

of

of
theeconomy

&
rethinking
alternative
surplus
possibllitie
s of
migration.

you

Dr. Dr.N. ATo What 
repetitive
performatlvity 
? How It is 
being
located? Do 
women 
regulate other 
women's 
bodies more 
than men? To 
explore food

Kamjori
Among 
Young 
Girls in 
Harrstda 
, Madhya 
Pradesh:
Reclalml

is24-07-18Carol
Wilson
S184CDP04

Shubhra 
NagaJia & 
Rashmi 
Bhoi

Mamtba
Karollil

deconshuc 
t & rethink 
gendered 
kamiort, 
by locating 
lived
experience 
s of young 
girls & 
their
constitute

ng
Genders 
d Bodies
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chart from 
older womeri 
to young girls 
& domain of 
gendered 
knowledge 
Clarity on the 
gender theory 
deployed in 
this work, 
along with 
looking at 
sex/ gender 
theory 
adivasi world. 
How women 
from various 
sections of

n as a 
weaker 
subject by 
gendered 
power 
refe Cions 
To reclaim 
gendered 
bodies, the 
bodies 
which are 
rendered 
invisible 
yet so 
central to 
developme 
nt in
theory & 
practice.

rn

the
community 
look at their 
own bodies. 
To develop 
more 
body, subfed 
relation.
Along with 
understands 
g of the Gond 
Itfeworld & 
their belief 
system.

on

Chuvnay) P
Ramaiah
S164CDP05

Explore envy & 
jealousy varied 
meanings.
Look at world 
views
community. 
Needs 
engage with 
case studies to 
get a better 
understanding 
of the sense of 
Self in the 
Gond-Baiga 
life world

Prof. AnupBetween
Jadu
Tona and
Health:
Working
through
Jalan

Attempt at 
disaggreg 
ating Jalan

An attempt at 
rethinking 
psychoanalys 
is & cultural 
symbols in 
Adivasi 
contexts can 
be done 
through this 
work.

Prof, 
Honey 
Vahafi 
Oberol & 
Mr. Sachin 
Pathania

Dhar

&
ofunpacking

its
manifests ti 
on through 
Jadu Tona

to
and
Perspecti
vesto
Healing
in Gond-
Baiga
lifeworlds

and
heafth.

Prof. Anup
Dhar. CDP

Ohanpal
Singh
S1S4CDP06

Politics in
Practice.
Claiming
Citizensh
ipMTola
Haransin
gha,
Block

To What Is 
citizenship for 
you?
Understandm

What good 
would 
inclusion in the 
logic 
modernism, & 
state capital do 
to Adivasi? 
And

Dr. Ngoru 
Nixon ( 
School of 
law and 
Goyemano 
e and 
Citizenship

24-07-18
understan 
d local 
dynamics

this

of
& 9
Institutiona 
I politics of 
citizenship

of citizenshi 
p? (Legal 
right, how 1
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i i

Chakai of 
district 
Jamuai i 
n South 
Bihar

identity). If 
there already 
village 
organisation 
than why you 
reed to bujJd 
another one?

Adivasi Jook at 
the question of 
power/politics 
in their Jives?

Shuvojit
ChakravartIdentifying 

problem 
through 
community 
part ici patio

y

n &
preparing
action
research
plan
through
literature &
other
actions.

Ekta 24-07-10 Engaging Devefopm What is the Qovernm entail 
sm’ by looking 
at the meaning 
of government

Prof.
Krishna
Menon
(Dean
SHS)

Prof. Anup
NiranjanSlS
4CDP07

with ent aim of Dhar
Develop
ment
Commun
icatlon

in Emaligu 
da seems 
to be
commun rc 
ated in a 
top down 
manner 
within a 
participate

engaging & 
goal 
transformatio' ' 
n? Rethink 
concept of 
Government 

alised
Developmentr 
. Explain the 
terms you 
use.
Theoretical 
ciarity 
required. Not 
all NGO’s are 
government 
NGO’s. The 
term
governmental 

needs 
clarity. How

(CDP) &
Ashutosh
Kumar

of
&
govemmentaJJy 
before & after 
Foucault* To 

careful

in Baepli
guda
(Emaligu be
da). about

categorizing 
the functioning 
of ali NGOs as

Odisha.
ry
developme
nt same.

Explanation for 
the use of the 
term ’Harijan'. 
To look into 
Foucault’s 
concept of 
strategic 
reversibility. To 
think of the 
different kinds 
of responses 
that come up 
when the 
modalities of 
communication 
changes. Think 
of role of 
language in 
carrier 
governmental it

framework 
. Focusing

is

on
understan 
ding this 
situation 
through

♦ /
1*1

the ity
villagers’
own
account &
literature
review.
The action 
research 
will be an 
attempt to 
engage 
with
developme

askyou
question or 
interact In
different 
language/ma 
nner 
bring different 
results.

can

of

nt y.
commun ic
atlon
critically.
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To re-work 
the title, read 
more 
literature, 
specify 
research 
objectives, 
details 
village 
Akhras 
historical & 
contextual 
background.

Read literature 
trace

Dr. Partha 
Saha. 
School of 
Global 
affairs

Prof. AnupKuldeep
Singh
S184CDP08

19-07-18 Practice To build 
an extant Dhar &&of

historical 
existence of 
Akhra in your 
village/commu

Bibhubant 
a Barad

Collectivi
zation

yet
(displaced) 
adivasi 
practice of 
being in 
common in 
'Akhra* S 
trying to 
arrive at a 
sense of 
’Ekikaran' 
in the

nity.
on
&

hamlet 
Shivpur of
Kulhi
village.
Jharkhand

explore 
social mapping 
of the village, 
understand the 
social relation 
within 
outside of the 
village. Histone

To Dr. RohitM Overview 
of the 
village & 
phases of 

bility of immersion 
discussed 

Practices as how 
they lead 

Konkel, to arrival 
Jharkhan of action 

research

Change, 
Vulnerabi 
lity and 
Suslaina

To get more 
understandin

19-07-18
NegiMemeenao

S184CDP09 (SGA)on9
seasonality of 
food, 
access, food 
map & food 
pattern. To 
bring more 
clarity 
research 
problem & 
connect 
theoretically.

it’s
andFood

in
al
understanding 
of the changing 
patterns of 
food in the 
village.

on
d.

problem.
Explained
questions
that
arouses
through
the
problem &
the
theoretical 
framework 
. Ended
with
tentative 
action plan 
to be done 
with the 
community

* *

H
mm

we To understand 
psychologizin the difference 

the between
shame & darr 

of & subjectivity 
its of the Baiga

Prof. AnupManju
Verma
S184CDP10

Claim
making 
in Baiga 
Women: 
Exploring

Attempt to 
understan 
d the 
subjective 
experience 
s of Baiga

Are19-07-18
Dhar mCDP)g

problem?
Removal
tatoo;the
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cultural note. 
The problem 
of neglect of 
water, 
look at the 
historical 
context 
Baiga
understand 
their history & 
question of 
water needs 
to be explore 
historically & 
how it has 
shifted to the 
question of 
access

women & to 
explore the 
notion 
shame & fear; 
are they recent 
phenomenon? 
Are Baiga 
uniformly 
deprived?

expenen 
ce of 
'Darr* in 
everyday 
interactio 
n in
Kutelldad

women, 
how their 
Identity of 
Baiga 
woman is 
understoo 
d by other 
&by
themseive 
s. Critique

of
To

ol
toar.

Madhya
Pradesh.

the
universaliz
ed
category 
of woman 
&the
homogeniz 
ation of 
women's
experience
e in
meinstrea
m
developme
nt
schemes
&
empower
men!
program m 
es. To look 
into
everyday 
experience 
s of Baiga 
women & 
their dart 
which is 
different to
the
everyday 
expenence 
s of the 
Gond 
women.

Prachi Das
S184CDP12

19-07-18 Exploring Bringing
together
experience

What about 
dialogues, 
conversations 
. that can be

How immersion 
contributed In 
action research 
question? How 
ft was co
researched? 
How it became 

'shared 
problematic’ & 
at what point

Dr. Prof An up
and Sunalini

Kumar
($GA)

Dhar
Working
Together

(CDP) *
Ashutosh
Kumar

s of
With singleness lost In
Transver &

approach 
Subjectiv is to

understan 
Sumeys d together

translation? Is 
foregrounding 
the arrival at a
thee
problematic
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of the vorious QOfog
pefteption sustoen Itself? communicated 

Do you see ?
'differently the scope of How 
mistreated engaging with knowledge

production 
moved forward 
In your ongoing 

do work - track It 
see in your writing 

the future of A framework 
a building.

to was It
KuwVKon
dha s of
Adlvasl
Women
Experfen

has

men
ndng 'differently experiencing 

single* &
•being
system ice Q women

Stnglene
is In
Afehegud

singleness? 
How

%
o i

misheard’ such 
vrfthfn the coming 
shored p together, 
foefingcf since you are 
singleness researching 
, To not with them? 
merely . How sltUn i 
discover together lead 
singleness you 
but to 
witness 
wfthh H

t

to
research
question A 
what about 
struggles wfth 

Intricacies communlcstio 
of position, n, 
power, 
being, 
tolerance, 
bbor & 
other
transaction

*

the

s ther
community 
is boundr

RshuTnwarl
Sl$4CDPld

27-06-16 Indigeno Rearronging 
patterns of research 
knowledge objectives & methods 
system
across (he lystemafcalty Changes 
generation 
s In the 
form of 
different 
medical

The 1 > totalisation? 
Are hoofing

Or. Oinam Mr. SuraJH
Herniate Sarker &us «Knovrfed

geand
Ethnome
dldne: A
Study
among

Devi, Mr.
questions updating? School of Preetam 

Human 
Ecology

6 Gupta 
Reid *Reed trends to be 

articles end studied 
review 
kterature 
emphasising 

systems on ethno> 
medidne. To 
record the 
knowledge 
system 
present 
different 
categories of 

devetopme ege/gender

supervisor

the
Gondsof 
Kanfcer 
district, 
ChhatUsg 
arh with 
s pedal 
reference 
to herbal 
medidne

have j.
••changed 

due to 
various 
state and

r

n
natonal
level*

0 and
1 heaEng nt groups.

i
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The existence 
of already 
researched

arrival at Vani? Action 
plan need to be 
re*worked.
Need 
conceptualizati 
on. Is it confine 

only 
accessibility? It 
could lead to 
different kind of 
hierarchy 
between men 
& women Is 
giving mobile a 
solution?

among
the the

problem 
from my 
Immersion

women
of work. Engage more
Bankpor with

questions of 
girls
elopfng/migra 
ting? What to

twoa
experience 
s, & use of 
PRAto 
identify the 
problem & 
plan in 
third
immersion, 
in which 
explained 
tentative 
action plan 
& shared 
action

to

do with
mobile
phones?
Read
Amartya Sen 
& Nussbaum. 

.More than 
this action 
plan will be 
required.

review. 
Rost that I
explained
chaptehzat
ion.

Sam puma
Goswami
S184CDR15

19-07-18 The To How can we 
differentiate 
between 
labouring and 
way of being 
in the Santhal 
lifeworfd? 
Lifeworld

In work, labour, 
employment 
you missed out 
livelihood. How 
is livelihood 
differentiated 
from what we 
do to live?

Prof, Anup Mr. Vinod 
R & Mr. 
Ariruddha 
Mukherjee

Making
and
Unmakln

disag greg 
ate labour

Dhar

as
gof understoo 

d in the 
mainstrea

Labour: 
From 
Commod 
jfication 
to Ways 
of Being

V

m is
discourse something
of that

interpellate
body
movements, 
how do you 
see that In 
context of 
your work-* 
Oisaggregatio 
n is required. 
Commodified 

non- 
com modified 
understar din

economics
&in a

Santhali 
.ife world

developme 
nt. To 
examine 
how labour 
as a 
concept 
has
travelled to
the a
Santhal
lifeworld.

of9
labour/work.

Shivam
Sagar
S184COP16

19-07-18 Unfolding 
of the 
Problem: 
From 
Corruptio

Research! 
ng the 
various 
processes 
of action 
research

The work 
shows how 
the problem 
in action
research is 
not a static I

The work
seems to be
pushing the
action Into
something 
more

Prof, Anup Dr. Partha 
Saha & 
Mr. James 
Tigga

Dhar

X n to than
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Prepare 
detailed 
accounts of 
herbs used 
as medicine. 
Knowledge
system
present in 
different 
categories 
should not be 
clubbed to
politicise the
issue.

apractices programm 
es and 
policies. 
This
Knowledge 
system is 
also
influenced 
by various 
market 
and
privatizatio 
n oriented
approache

Emphasis 
should also 
be given on 
the changing 
aspects of 
herbal
medicine and 
healing 
practices that 
are arising

s
developed
through
the
process of 
globalize ti
on. The 
study 
examines 
the notion

due toof
globalization.traditional 

knowledge 
system in 
terms of 
herbal
medicine
and its
associated
healing
practices.
These
practices
are the
symbolic
representa
Oonsof
their
Adrvasi
ways of
living
which are
valued for
generation
s

Dr. Teena
Anri (SGA)

Dr.The age group
of girls/women
Interacted?
Which
tribe/clah
women?
Akash/Gram

Tentative ToGendehnRavi Kumar 
S184CDP14

24-07.18
Rachna
Mehra
(SAG)

problematize 
how ICT is 
empowering? 
Narratives/dla 
logues lost in 
translation?

title.9 &research
methodolo

Technolo
Salbi

9V KumariAnalyzin 
g the role 
of ICT

gy.
overview
of village.
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problem but 
rather 
dynamic 
strategically 
shifting 
problem.

Contradr 
ction in 
Desire

action, towards
practical
philosophy.

process.
a

Swati Tirkey 
S184CDP17

19-07-18 Rethink 
certain word 
(•action*, 'doi 
ng“), concept 
insertions &

Reinterpr 
ebng 
Illness 
and Cure

To Suggested 
some literature 
in order to 
bring 
clarity 
my arguments

Dr. Rinjj 
Ra sally, 
School of 
Liberal 
Studies

Prof. Anup
reinterpret 
different 
perception 
of illness & 
cure as 
understoo 
d in the 
Santal 
Oishom of 
Dulki. So 
that in 
times of 
chticel 
illness 
they can 
make 
informed 
choices to 
navigate 
between a 
complex 
Epitome 
Multi verse

Dhar &
Ms.
Vineeta
Cheth

more
toin a

Santal Di 
shorn: 
Resistan 
ce and 
Conform! 
ty in a 
multi vers

was
suggested su 
bstltutes for

&
concepts. Rea 
d on witchcraft, 
& possession, 

map

the
same. Rethin 
k If I was 
romanticizing 
the Dishorn 
as a space 
with its set of 
rules & laws, 
having 
overbearing.

To
healthcare 
systems 
proximity to the 
community in 
Dulki. To look 
if there was a 
different time- 
space fn the 
Santal world, if 
time as seen

e of in
healing
practices

an

.m
everyday one 
ntation 
as opposed 
to \\ being just 
a "way of 
life-. Why 
unregistered 
medical 
practitioners 
Important to 
them?

during
fflness was 
different. To 
look 
Multiplicities of 
Epistemes, 
rather than 
Pluralities

an

of into
Healthcare
.To •i

disaggreg 
ate the 
Multlverse
of
healthcare 
systems 
with their 
different 
epistemes 
&for this 
purpose 
we seek to 
create a 
monograp 
h of Santal 
Nosology 
& the 
treatment 
sought out 
in each 
case, so 
that they
are
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erabfed to
make
Informed
choices,
but also In
listing out
their
perception 
of illness & 
cures they 
have 
sought 
over the 
years, we 
hope to 
preserve 
therr own 
episteme, 
while also 
critically 
looking at
it.

7. To discuss the recommendations of the Research Studies Committee (RSC) of 
School of Letters (SOL) on the following:

To note the approval of synopsis, formation of the Research Advisory 
Committee (RAC) and Six-monthly work-in-progress seminar (for the period 
June 2019 - October 2019) of MPhil CLTS scholars

r.

The SCR took note of the formation of the Research Advisory Committee (RAC) 
and Six-month/y work-in-progress seminar (for the period 14-16 September 2019) 
for the foil owing MPhil CLTS scholars and recorded:

S.No Date of 
roglstratio

Discuss lore/Com m e n 
ts and Suggestions 
from RAC

Supervise RAC
Membe

RAC
Member 2

Name of
PhD
Scholar

Enrolment
No. r

r 1n
A. Approval of Prof.

Rad ha 
Chakravart

Prof. Dr Shad 
Naved

1. Mr Gaurav 
Kumar

S1S4LCL0 09.08.2018
coursework: Tanuia

Kothryal
(SLS)

1
The committee noted 
that the scholar has 
successfully completed 
16 credits of 
coursework in his first 
two semesters. No

y

further coursework is 
required.
6. Approval of
synopsjs:
The scholar informed✓
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the committee about hfs 
research topic and 
presented hfs synopsis. 
His synopsis was 
approved with the litre 
"Alekhaan Prem: 
Rethinking Love and 
Translation through 
Vijaydan Detha's 
Short Stories”, and it 
was decided that he 
can proceed with work 
on his dissertation.

Based on the 
discussion, he was 
offered the following 
advice:

C

To locate 
Detha's writings in their 
soclo-histohcal context.

To read Detha’s 
autobiographical 
writings in order to 
understand the 
contextual frame for his 
fiction.

1,

2.

s
o

To focus on the 
singulanty of Detha's 
oeuvre, especially his 
own distinctive 
vocabulary for terms 
such as 'love* and 
'desire'.

3.

To consider 
translation as a social 
act and explore different 
ways in which Detha’s 
works can be 
translated.

4.

To engage with 
Issues of language, 
bilingualism and the 
interface between 
orality and writing in 
Detha's work.

To visit 
Rupayan for material 
collection and 
interaction with scholars 
and translators 
associated with Detha's 
work.

5.

a.

The scholar agreed to 
foilow the advice

7
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offered bv the RAC.
Dr Shad 
Naved

Prof.Prof.Approval of coufsework:09.08.201 aS184LCL0Ms2 Rukmini
Sen
(SLS)

Radha 
Chakra vart

3Shayanta 
ni Dae The committee noted 

that the scholar has 
successfully completed 
16 credits of 
couraework In her first 
two semesters. No 
further coursework is 
required.
Approval of synopsis;

y

The scholar informed 
the committee about 
her research topic and 
presented her synopsis, 
titled 'The Self and the 
Cell: Prison Narratives 
by Indian Women". Her 
synopsis was approved, 
and it was decided that 
she can proceed with 
work on her 
dissertation.
Based on the 

discussion, she was 
offered the following 
advice;
To consult relevant 
sources as suggested, 
especially
ethnographies of prison 
writing, life narratives, 
and writings on prison 
reform.
To include Bengali 
language sources in the
main body of the
dissertation.
To focus on questions 
of genre in relation to 
temporality.
To consider 
autobiography as a way 
of engaging with the 
social.
To examine how the "I-, 
the voice of the subject, 
is constantly re-created 
through relationships, 
and encounters with the 
Other.
To look for information 
about changes In police 
and prison systems in
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the Indian context.
To think about the 
multiple tropes of 
confinement commonly 
found in representations 
of women and 
prisoners, to 
understand the complex 
construction of the T in 
the selected narratives.

The scholar agreed to 
follow the advice 
offered by the RAC.

S184LCL03. Mr 09.08.2018 A Approval of Dr Shad 
Naved

Prof. Prof.
Radha
Chakravart

Sunhaib
Izbar

4 coursework: Salil
Misra
(SLS)The committee noted 

that the scholar has 
successfully completed 
16 credits of 
coursework in his first 
two semesters.- No 
furthef coursework is
required.

V

Approval ofB.
synopsis;

The scholar informed 
the committee about his 
research topic and 
presented his synopsis. 
His synopsis was 
approved with the title 
‘Heresy and Eroticism 
in Mirza G ha lip's Urdu 
Poetr/1, and it was 
decided that he can 
proceed with work on 
his dissertation.

Based on the 
discussion, he was 
offered the following 
advice;

0.

To rethink the 
emphasis of •minority" 
in the initial synopsis 
and replace it with 
’heresy1' as a poetic 
trope and sensibility.

To clarify the 
use of "cultural history* 
and "hermeneutics- 
references to the 
synopsis. It was_____

1.

2.

s
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advised to change 
’hermeneutics" to 
Hindi/Urdu literary 
criticism.
3. To consider 
Ghalib’s Persian verse
(in translation) as 
possible case study for 
the argument

t

4. Include the
following secondary 
sources: Rehbar, M. 
Farooqui and 
Oalrymple.
5. Remove
references to Ghelib's 
personality and 
psychological make-up 
as these are extrinsic to
the present MPHI 
project.

To use the 
standard edition of 
Divan-e-Ghalib. rather 
than the Pritchett 
translation, as the 
primary text for 
analysis.

6.

The scholar agreed to 
follow the advice 
offered by the RAC and 
has reworked the initial 
synopsis.____________

To note the approval of synopsis and Six-monthly work-ln-progress seminar 
(for the period March 2019 - October 2019)for the PhD CLTS students (batch 
2018)

. «

The SCR took note the approval of synopsis and Six-monthly work-in-progress 
seminar (for the period March 2019 - October 2019) for the following PhD CLTS 
students (batch 2018) and recorded:

s.N Name of
PhD
Scholar

Discussions/Comments and 
Suggestions from RAC

Supervis RAC
Member

RAC
Member

Enrolm 
ent No.

Date of 
registratio. or

1 2on
t. Mr A Approval of Synopsis:

The scholar presented his 
Synopsis, which was approved 
with the title Scripting 
Pratiloma marriage: History, 
Caste and Gender In Modem 
Kannada Drama.
8. Conference paper:_______

Prof. Dr Bindu 
KC (SHS)

Dr Shad 
Naved

S185L
CL02

21.08.201
Amruddha
Nagaraj

Rad ha 
Chakrava

8

rty
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The scholar also reported that 
in partial fulfilment of the 
requirements of lh$ 
programme, he has presented 
a conference paper, as per the 
following details:
Title of the paper: Tracking 
Significance of 12lh Century 
Sharana movement in 
contemporary tlmas by 
analyzing Girish Kamad's 
play Tale'Danda’.
Conference topic: 'Kamad 
Moments: A Celebration’
Date and place: 21*22 August 
2019, Thiruvananlhapuram, 
Kerala.
Organizing institution: Institute 
of English, University of 
Kerala.
C, Advice
Based on the discussion, he 
was offered the following 
advice:
1. To develop the 

chaptehs4ti$n In more 
detail.

2. To keep the keywords in 
mind when working on the 
Bibliography.

3. To engage with debates 
on secularism in the 
Kannada sphere.

4. To consult the 
recommended sources on 
history, caste and gender.

5. To incorporate English 
translations of vachanas in 
the Bibliography,

6. To explore the reception of 
the selected plays, and 
their circulation in the 
public sphere through 
performance, screen 
adaptations etc.

The scholar agreed to 
follow the advice offered 
by the RAC.

MrRachit
Verma

Dr Shed 
Naved

2. S105L
CL04

21.06.201 A. Approval of synopsis:
The synopsis was passed with 
the following title 
'Metamorphoses of Sufi and 
Folk: Heer as Lyric and 
Performance in the Popular 
Punjabi Imagination*
B. Conference: Paper

Dr Prof.
Yogesh
Snehi
(SLS)

8 Rad ha 
Chakra va
rty

A
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presented et netiono! 
eenfercnco et Jemla Miftia 
lelernta. New Delhi.
C. Suggestions;
What Is meant Py “folk*?
Chrrtfy Dnk with ofeDty, genre 
of non-folk poetry end 
performative texts.
Question of Performance ond 
audience (Uve performance) 
that wfl Invoke theerfes of 
reception. How h is consumed 
as performance, end becomes 
folk? Think of 'popular* singers 
such as WodaO brothers, Kans 
Raj Hans, Gurdas Maim.
- Clarify Sense of time in the 
synopsis: HeerRen^a (17th • 
c.) end Its modem renditions.
• Work the argument around 
the transformations of folk to 
sufi tofoBc
• Indude Farina Mir book in 
bfefography.
- Focus on space and poOUca 
and the transformations of 
musical and lyrical form.
• indude AJoy Bhardwo/s fSm 
on Hecr Ran|ta and Amrfta 
Preetam (song and text on 
Heer)
- Basle Punjabi sources have
to be Induded. e.o. Sekhon. I

A

r-
9

r$

To note the Six-monthly work -in-progress seminar (for tho period March 2019 
- October 2019) of Ms Arenpongla Jamlr, MPhll CLTS scholar

in.

The SCR took note on tho presentation of Ms Arenpongla Jamlr, MPhll CLTS 
scholar who had presented her progress before the RACs and recorded.'«•

S.No Nama of 
Schofar

Enrolment Date of Discusstona/Commenl Supervisor 
raglstratlo s and Suggestions 

from RAC

RAC RAC
Membe Mam beNo.
r 1 r 2n

MS The scholar informed the 
committee that, after her 
Pro-submission Seminar 
which was held in Apr! 
20IP, she will be unable 

submit 
dissertation wtthln the 
three-month 
which expires on 22 
November 2016.

S174LCL0 04.09.2017 Prof. Dr. Dr.
Arar I 2 Radha

Chakravart
Shad
Naved

LovkoOVV*'Y
a Jamlr Jimo

> y

hertor

deadline.

i
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She reported that she 
has been reading 

theoreticalrelevant 
sources, and trying to 
refine her Ideas on
cultjraf conflict.

The scholar was offered 
the following advice:

To submit a 
complete draft of the 
dissertation for 
approval, before 
seeking to repeat the 
Pre-submission 
seminar.

• To submit a draft of 
e section of the next 
chapterby23 
November 2019.

• To remain in regular 
touch with the 
supervisor, seek 
advice, and submit 
work In progress 
periodically, as 
required

The scholar has agreed 
to work on these 
recommendations.

To note the Six monthly progress reports of the following PhD CITS scholars 
(Batch 2017-18) of SOL

IV.

The SCR took note the Six monthly progress reports of the following PhD CLTS 
scholars (Batch 2017-18) of SOL who had presented their progress before the 
RACs and recorded.

S.No Name of
PhD
Scholar

Date of 
registratio

Discuss ions/C ocnm an 
ts and Suggestions 
from RAC

RAC
Member

Enrolment Supervise RAC
Member 2No. r

1n
1 Ms. S175LCL0 10.06.2017 The scholar's research 

project "Whtlng and 
Identity: A Critical 
UnguisUd History of the 
Aos* has passed the 
synopsis stage but the 
scholarhas not 
submitted any chapter 
drafts to the supervisor. 
This is the fifth

Dr Shad 
Naved

Dr Prof.
Radha
Chakravart

imchanol 
a Tzudir

1 Mrityunja 
y Tripathi 
<SUS) V
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semester o( her 
retfstrstlon.

She has submitted one 
piece of tronstetion of a 
primary text In Summer 
2019. This was deemed 
satisfactory.

The committee 
members
recommended that the 

should!

1. Submit Ch 2 draft by 
31 December 2019 to 
oR the RAC members.
2. Focus on Ch 1 as the 
next milestone In writing i 
thethesb.
3. Be In touch «rith the 
supervisor reguftriy and 
not confine these 
interactions to the RAC 
meetings.

t

The scholar has agreed 
to work on these 
recommendations.

10.00.2017 The scholar offered an 
update on work done 
shce the previous RAC 
meeting. She spoke 
about her fieldwork in 
SpriN. and also 
reported her progress in 
learning the Tibetan 
language.

Prof. Prof. Dr Shod 
Ntved.

2. Ms. Ntzo 
Angmo

S17SLCL0
Radho
Chakravort

Honey
Oberoi
VahaR
(SHS)

2

y

•i

She Informed the 
committee that in 
partial fulfilment of the 
requirements of the 
programme, aha has 
presented a paper 
on 'The R eerier and the 
' ransfator Translation 
of raflgtous texts In 
Tibetan Buddhism' at 
an International 
conference 
on’Constmeting the 
■Pubfic mteflectuar in 
the Premodem World", 
hdd at Manchester 
University. l/K. on S

A

0
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and 6 September, 
2019.

In light of the progress 
made Dy student, 
further suggestions 
were given by the 
Research Advisory 
Committee:

1. To focus on 
questions of collective 
memory.
2. To provide an 
account of
textualizatfon and loss 
of improvisation In 
Buchen narratives
3. To create a record of 
Buchen performances 
tn the past.
4. To elaborate on the 
present as a moment of 
transition, marking the 
decline of the orator's 
agency with the 
institutionalization of 
religion.
5. To make sett- 
reflexive notes on her 
research.
6. To emphasize that 
the methodology for 
field work js not 
ethnographic, but 
participatory and 
interactive.
7. To develop a scheme 
for transliteration using 
diacritics.
$. To continue 
improving her 
proficiency in Tibetan, 
and her translation 
skills

The scholar has agreed 
to work on these 
recom mendations.

3. Ms Pooja 
Mann

S175LCL0 10 08.2017 The scholar offered the 
committee an update 
about her progress with 
research and writing 
since the previous RAC 
meeting._______

Prof. 
Radha 
Chakra vart

Dr Dr Shad 
Naved,3 Diamond

Oberoi
VaheliV
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In light of the progress 
made bylhe student 
since the previous RAC 
meeting, further 
suggestions were given 
by the Research 
Advisory Committee

1. To focus on 
questions of genre, 
paying special attention 
to elements such as 
line structure, sound, 
rhythm and melody.
2. To elaborate on the 
use of different 
registers of language.
3, To examine 
transformations in the 
songs, and ways in 
which content changes 
form.
4, To think about ways 
in which popular culture 
is reformulating folk 
forms.
4. To consult archival 
sources as advised.
5. To include formal 
elements such as 
notation systems in 
discussing the 
musicality of geet.
6. To complete the draft 
of the next chapter of 
the thesis

r*

The scholar has agreed 
to work on these 
recommendations.

To note the approval of synopsis and Six-monthly work-in-progress seminar (for 
the period July 2019 - December 2019) for the following PhD English students 
(Batch 2017-18)

v.

The SCR took note the approval of synopsis and Six-monthly work-in-progress 
seminar (for the period July 2019 - December 2019) for the following PhD 
English students of SOL (Batch 2017-18) who had presented their progress 
before the RACs and recorded.7*

S.No Name
PhD
Scholar

Data of Discussions/Commen Supervise RAC
Member

RAC
Member

Enrolment
registratio ts and Suggestions r 

from RAC 1 2n
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1. Ms. Veeksha 
Vagmrta

AugustS175LEN0 Ms Veeksha Vagmita 
presented her synopsis 
before the members of 
her RAC. It was 
advised that the 
research question be 
mentioned as a 
separate section. She 
elaborated on her aim 
to exptore a possibWfy, 
or perhaps, a politics of 
mutual sustenance in 
contemporary English 
fiction by Indian 
women, including 
diasporic writers. It was 
suggested that the first 
two chapters be 
collapsed into one 
single introductory 
chapter, which would. 
contain both the 
literature review and 
theoretical 
frameworks.
Tamarind Mem was 
mentioned as one of 
the 'problem texts" that 
would emphasise a 
divergence from the 
concept of mutual 
understanding and 
sustenance, 
foregrounds 
ambivalence 
mothers towards their 
children and their 
difficulty in relating, and 
devoting themselves to 
motherhood. The 
oppressiveness of 
patriarchal
motherhood, women’s 
subjectivity, 
mothers’ desire for 
escape and their 
distance from the 
expenence 
mothering can result in 

emotional 
withdrawal from the 
grown) children. This 

assertion of individual 
preferences addresses 
the contentious Issue of 
maternal ambivalence.

Dr Us ha 
Mudrganti

Prof.
Raohana
John

Dr
20178 Diamond

Oberci
Vahali

It
the
of

and

of

an
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a concept recognised 
by psychoanalytic 
theory, by Wlnnicott 
among others, but not 
by sodety.
Or. Rach ana Johrt 
advised that the
questions and conflicts 
around *the matemoT 
needed to be teased 
out. The attempt to 
delink rt from the 
feminine end recognise 
the maternal tn men. 
whose capedty to
mother end invest In 
ceregMng is also being 
explored by the
proposed study, would 
have to be clarified. 
Women's practical 
Involvement 
mothering leads to 
overtops with the
conceptual
understanding of 
‘maternal thinking' and 
'maternal practices*. 
The concept of *the 
motemar would have 
to be worked out to 
acknowledge the break 
wfth the essentialfet 
understanding of 
motherhood and the 
equation 
womanhood 
motherhood. This 
should happen right at 
the beginning. The 
other question raised 
was whether the sister 
igure was arbitrary and 

why sexuality was not 
In the picture. Veekshe 
explained that (he
conception
sisterhood had o 
sensual 
nduding 

connections.
' he Indhriduated self 
and location of the 
mother were Important 
aspects. There was a 
discussion

',a

h

ft

t:

in

m

of
and

4

of

component,
lesbian

f
!l

on
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hlstoridsing ai/tonorny. 
Ferr>irist writing would 
bring out the worst in 
the Mother, who 
beoame the Other, but 
it was important to give 
justice to the mother, 
who had made a huge

mothering Instead of 
her own self. The 
daughter needed to 
'give back’ some of the 
maternal to the 
mother.

W*i

Dr. Diamond
OberoiVahali 
suggested that the 
thesis title could be 
made more poetic. The 
chapterisation should 
be called 'tentative'.
The synopsis was 

withcleared 
suggestions and the 
title now reads, ’A 
Quest for Mutual 
Sustenance: Maternal 
Dynamics. Dialogues 
and Reflections in 
Contemporary English 
Fiction by Indian 
Women'

« 4m

2. Mokshda
Manchanda

S175L6N0 Suggestions offered by 
the RAC committee:
The research synopsis 
be edited and the idea 
of psychotherapy be 
omitted. Instead, it was 
suggested to look at 
the text as a finished 
entity and a work of art 
In itself.
Need to probfematize 
the presence of vanous 
selves in a literary text 
that claims to be 
autobiographical, 
especially since the 
texts selected are In 
the graphic medium.
The idea of 
transcendence of the 
self through art 
ventures into a generic, 
very basic field of I

Dr.Vikram
Singh
Thakur

Prof. :
Bodh
Prakash

August
2017

Dr Anita
Cherian
(SCCE)

S
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I research and should he 
avoided.
A more suitable title be 
adopted for Ihe re
worked synopsis; one 
that is not as vague as 
the current one.
The research question 
should instead 
centralize itself around 
the specificity of the 
graphic medium to 
depict trauma and not 
focus on the process of 
healing (which ventures 
into therapy).
The analysis of the 
author vrs-a-vis 
narrator can be done 
while specifically 
looking at arguments 
posed by both Barthes 
and Foucault

Resolution*
All these suggestions 
have been incorporated 
into an edited, re* 
worked synopsis with a 
new title.
The new title is: 
'Representation of Self 
and Trauma:
Examining 
Autobiographical 
Graphic Narratives by 
Women Writers",

3. Neha Rana S175LEN0 August
2017

The proposed title of 
the draft synopsis 
circulated by Neha was 
‘Kashmir Interrupted. 
From Lost Kashminyat 
to a New Formation*. 
After an extensive 
discussion, it was 
decided that "Kashmir 
Interrupted: A Study of 
Contemporary Fiction 
on Kashmir" could be a 
more appropriate tide.
It was suggested that 
the title could be more 
open so that it provides 
mobility and space to 
the research scholar in 
her iourney of

Dr Dr Dr Usha 
Mudigar6 Diamond 

Oberoi 
Vahali. 
Prof. Bodh 
Prakash

ShifaHaq
$H$) ti

V

CO
supervisor

Qy
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researcrt.
She was advised to 
focus on historical and 
political Interruptions 
which happened In 
Kashmir during the 
times of insurgency 
under the heading 
related to her Research 
Area as Neha in 
particular wanted to 
Study literature which 
focused on the years of 
unrest in Kashmir. It 
was further suggested 
that she should focus 
oh literature which 
emerged'during these
years and how several 
literary writers 
representing 
interruptions in diverse 
forms.
The following were the 
broad suggestions:
It was suggested that 

Neha should choose a 
time frame on which 
she could focus as 
otherwise the work may 
lose its focus.
The synopsis can focus 
on the tension between 
Kashmlriyat and the 
new emerging 
intermediary identities If 
she wants. The book 
titled Ghostly Matters 
was recommended as 
this work focuses on 
how past memones 
continue lo haunt new 
generations, as if they 
are the living ghosts.
It was suggested that 
she couJd elaborate on 
the fragmentation of 
the Kashmrn Identity 
and how this identity Is 
being reformulated 
through anger and 
trauma.
She was advised to 
look
ambiguous rone that 
the Kashmiris In these

were
these

into the
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conflict ridden times 
occupy and how 
multiple local identities 
negotiate with their 
Kashmiri identity. Thus 
it was stressed that the 
research question has 
to be articulated in a 
more nuanced manner. 
Neha was asked to 
look into trauma 
studies as it is through 
trauma that new 
identities are getting 
formulated in Kashmir. 
AJso. there was a 
discussion related to 
the diverse traumatized 
expressions of self 
emerging in Kashmir 
and the need to see 
how this aspect is 
represented 
literature written around 
Kashmir. The relation 
between trauma, self 
and identity could also 
become a key focus. 
What is the traumatised 
expression of self could 
be probed into.
She could also focus 

issues 
representation in more 
detail
She was asked to 
incorporate the names 
of the books/novels 
that she would be 
analysing within each 
chapter.
Neha was advised to 
edit her synopsis 
conceptually and to 
focus on her research 
question, existing 
research in the area 
and methodology in 
more depth. Neha was 
asked to submit a 
revised dreftof the 
synopsis after taking 
Into consideration the 
suggestions of the 
RAC.
The scholar has

In

ofor
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submitted a revised 
version of her synopsis 
after incorporating the 
suggestions of the 
RAC along with a 
modified title. The 
synopsis wfth the title 
'Kashmir Interrupted: A 
Study of Contemporary 
Fiction on Kashmir* has 
been approved by the 
RAC members.*

Hatchinglhe
m Haokip

4. S175LEN0 The RAC met with the
specific purposeto 
evaluate the synopsis. 
The research scholar 
made a detailed 
presentation of her 
synopsis and explained 
the aim, scope, 
research questions ahd 
research methodology 
including a tentative 
chaptehsatlon. After a 
discussion the 
committee came to the 
conclusion that the . 
synopsis can be 
passed after some 
modifications They are 
as follows:
The synopsis has to be 
organized more 
appropriately.
Objectives are to be 
clearly laid out.
The researcher will 
need to engage in 
visual ethnography.
This has to be 
mentioned in the 
synopsis.
Research methodology 
must involve analytical 
case study and the 
synopsis must include 
the tools one would use 
to read experiences of 
the survivors of the 
ethnic conflict.
The title of the 
proposed thesis 'Lives 
in Transition: A 
Reading of the 
Experiences of

Dr Sanju
Thomas. 
Dr Usha 
Mudiganti 
(co-
supervisor

August
2017

Dr Oinam 
Hemlata

Dr
2 Diamond

Oberoi
Vehali

)

i *

1.

/
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"Mz
SurvfyDn of lh« KuW- 
Nsgo Conflict' was 
Approved.
The resoorcher wos
Advised to make the 
cherish the 
cynopsfe and submit It 
to the supervisors.

*

S. Sruti M. 0 S17SLEN0 August
2017

The RAC for Srutl M.D
met on 14th November 
2019 for the 
presentation of her 
PhD synopsis. The 
draft erf her eynopels 
was drwtatcd emong 
the members. On the 
basis of her 
presentation members 
made the following 
suggestions:

Prof. Bodh
Prskash.

Dr. Dr Anita 
CherianVlkrsm

Singh
Thakur

7i

X•* -•

t
The title should 
hdicote the primary 
texts, directly or 
Indirectly.
The phrase 'secular 
urOenbm" has to bo 
used caretutty, as the 
Idea of the dty space 
being secular has been 
contested.
The research should 
focus on representation 
and contestation with a 
focus on reading 
autobiography against 
fiction
The scholar needs to 
explore the pessfblfty 
of studying the 
probfematics of 
eutoblogrephies and 
creative fiction alone, 
as It b a targe question 
h ftseff. Such a study 
of the selected texts 
would not be possible 
without raising 
questions on the dty- 
spaoe and 
post )m ode rrtty, 

because they are tied 
together.
A few additions to 
MMooraphy were_____

*

*

s
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suggested.
It was suggested Jeet 
Thayil'e
novel Narcopofls be ad 
ded to the primary 
texts, as it also 
explores the migrant in 
Bombay
The scholar Sruti M.D 
has incorporated the 
specific suggestions of 
the RAC in her revised 
synopsis.
The revised title 
Is ‘Migrant in 
Bombay/Mumbai: A 
Study of Identity, 
Resistance and the 
Promise of Modernity in 
Migration Narratives*. 
The RAC recommends 
the approver of her 
synopsis and Wte.

J.lmlikala Ao6. S175LEN0 August J. fmllkala Ao has 
made good progress 
since the last RAC 
meeting. The RAC 
received the fourth 
draft of her synopsis 
before the meeting and 
valuable feedback on it 
was given during the 
meeting. Imiikaiawas 
advised to rewrite the 
methodology section so 
that greater 
prominence was given 
to her tracing the 
journey of the legend 
from one village to 
another in 
Mokukchung. Some 
important insights were 
given on the method of 
chaptehzation.
The RAC also noted 
that the research was 
emerging gradually as 
largely ethnographic in 
nature Therefore, It 
was better to 
incorporate translations 
of songs within the 
larger chapters 
discussing the legend’s 
historicity and socio-

Dr Dr. Amit 
Singh

Dr. 6. R. 
Afameiu2017 Bhoomika4
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cultjral significance 
than to have them 
compiled in an 
independent chapter 
She was also advised 
to refer to the works of 
the subaltern group. 
The title was also 
reworked and finalized 
as 'Negotiating Ao 
Naga Identity: A Study 
of The Legend of 
Pentochepchep'
The synopsis was 
approved by the RAC.

7 Ashutosh
Kant
Prabhakar

S175LEN0 August
2017

Ashutosh Kant 
Prabhakar presented 
his synopsis before the 
committee for approval. 
The presentation was 
followed by a detailed 
discussion on the 
fundamental querfes on 
the title and the term 
'Justice0 therein was 
considerably 
Investigated, along with 
the literature review, 
fieldwork, methodology 
adopted, and the 
format of the synopsis. 
Some reordering of the 
structure of the 
synopsis was also 
suggested. The 
synopsis was 
approved, with the title 
Devtas of Garhwal: 
Memory, Performance 
and Tales for Justice”, 
by the committee 
provided all the 
suggestions made in 
this meeting are 
Incorporated In the 
revised draft of the 
synopsis.

Dr. Amit 
Singh,,

Dr.Yoges 
h Snehi

Dr
1 Diamond

Oberoi
Vahali

8. Prof.
Smita
Tewari
Jassal

Hemchandra
Nameirakpa

S175LEN0 August
2017

Hemchandra 
Nameirakpam 
presented his synopsis 
before the committee 
for approval. The 
presentation was 
followed by a detailed 
discussion on the 
methodology adopted

Dr Amit 
Singh,,

Dr.
Kopal
Ahlawat

3
m

//
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as well as tha tllle of 
the present research. 
The title of the synopsis 
was decided to be "The 
Khemba-Thoibee Epic 
Tradition of Manipur. A 
Study of Religion and 
Resistance in the 
Meitei Community" to 
reflect the subject 
matter of investigation 
in this research in a 
better way. The 
researcher was 
advised to investigate 
the methods and 
theories of ethnography 
to enrich his findings, 
through the fieldwork.
He was, also, advised 
to meet Shubha 
Chaudhun of the 
Archives and Research 
Centre for 
Ethnomusicolo^y in 
Gurugram who 
specialises in 
ethnomuelcology as the 
research has elements 
of performance 
tradition too. The 
synopsis was approved 
by the committee with 
the suggestion to 
incorporate all the 
changes made therein.

To note the Six-monthly work-in-progress seminar (for the period July 2019 - 
December 2019)ft>r the following PhD English (Batch 2018-19) scholars

VI.

The SCR took note the Six-monthly work-in-progress seminar (for the period 
July 2019 - December 2019) for the following PhD English students (Batch 
2018-19) who had presented their progress before the RACs and recorded.

s. Name of 
PhD 
Scholar/ 
Enrol me 
nt No.

Date DfscuesJona/Comments and 
Suggestions from RAC

Supervisor RAC MemberRAC Member
No. of 1 2

regie
tratio
n

1 Archa
Bhatnag

Augu A Presentation made by Archa on 
writings of women practising 
Buddhism in early India, focusing 
on the Therigatha, antholoovof

Dr.Usha
Mudigami

Prof. Honey 
OberoiVahali

Dr. Diamond 
Oberoi Vahalist

2018ar
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St85LE poems composed by senior nuns 
between third century BCE and 
sixth century 6CE.
The presentation discussed the 
following:
1. The accepted history of 
women's engagement with the 
Buddhist monastic order.

Existing scholarship on the 
status and role of women in 
Buddhism in indie from the ancient 
times to the 19* century and up to 
the present times, which 
highlighted the debates on women' 
status, role, experiences, voices 
within Buddhism and the role of 
religion in shaping gender 
relations in society and being 
constitutive of selfhood.

Contentious areas include 
authorship; construction of 
biographies of nuns from myths 
and legends; compilation of these 
poems into an anthology and the 
editorial intervention therein; 
translation from the original Pair 
language into English, German. 
Bangla, Sinhalese, etc ; and even 
whether Pali is the original 
language in which nuns composed 
trieir poems.

N01

2.

3.

The suggestions given by the 
RAC were the following:

1. Possible research 
questions and areas to focus on 
were diecuseed. These include: 
intersection of Buddhism and 
feminine consciousness to trace 
a genealogy of feminine spiritual 
consciousness, and the literary 
form it may have given shape to; 
whether this literary form differs 
from the writings of Buddhist 
men; tracing a literary 
hlstonography from within the 
writings of Buddhist women; 
review of the landscape of 
writings women have done; 
whether women's creativity could 
find an expression and what 
contribution has it made.
2. The existing trtle/subject - 
'Writings of women practising 

, Buddhism in early fndta’ should 
/T be refined to have a sharper

A
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focus.
3. Other forms of writings 
such as biographies and 
autobiographies - ancient and 
contemporary - should be 
explored
4. An MPhil dissertation by 
TseyangePaizon, AUD, on the 
internal journey of the Buddhist 
nuns should be consulted.

Nunneries in Dharamshala5.
could be visited to know about 
nuns' Buddhist practice and their 
experiences.

This semester should be devoted to 
explore Buddhist studies and the 
literary work of Buddhjst nuns.

2 Dimpy
Lochav

Augu Dimpy Lochav made a presentation
about her progress in research.
She expressed her wish to work In 
the area of Translation Studies and 
Readership in the context of the 
two different translations of the 
Premchand’s novel Nirmala. She 
informed the committee about the 
some of her apprehensions about 
the topic. Another topic she had in 
mind was about the psyche of the 
translator. After listening to her 
ideas, the committee advised the 
following:
1. The research scholar was 

advised not to venture into the 
psychology of the translator as 
It was too vast a topic and not 
conclusively quantifiable or 
evaluable.

2. The committee observed that a 
Jot of work has been done on 
Premchand and one should be 
very clear about what one 
would be doing new with regard 
to his works.

3. As the research scholar was 
interested m looking at multiple 
versions of the texts and 
readership she was also 
encouraged to look at the 
politics of contexts and 
readership through multiple 
versions of texts

4. She was advised to identify 
other literary texts that she 
would be interested in working 
with along with Premchand's 
novels.

Dr.Sanju
Thomas

Prof.
Radharani
Chakravarty

Dr. Mhtyunjay 
Tripathist

2018
S185LE
N03
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Augu The RAC for Ms. RuchHa MachtH Or. ^Krom 
held their first meeting wfth the Singh Thekur 
candidate on 21 November 201G.
Ms. MechaTs supervisor, Or.Vikram 
Singh Thakur reported to the RAC 
members that the eendWote has 
completed her mendotory course 
work and Is net roputred to do any 
more courses. She is now working 
towards her synopsis. After this, the 
candidate presented e brief write
up on the proposed erca of 
research. The committee made 
foAowtng suggestions to the 
research topic:

1. It was suggested that the 
‘ candidate do a further •

thematic study on the tenets 
of science fiction end 
speculative fiction in order to 
evaluate the prospect of both 
genres related to the 
research.

2. The second suggestion waste
investigate different mediums 
Eke manga, enlme, graphic, 
animation, comics, etc as a 
ground research for plausible 
primary secondary works. A 
brief survey of South Asian Sf 
works was also proposed to »
the eandttate.

3. The third suggestion was 
made fr> continuation with the 
second, tt was proposed that 
the candidate also look ot 
norv-£ngBsh and non-Westem 
works to understand the 
shifting paradigm of the 
contemporary $F.

4. The Tcnal suggestion was on 
the thematic underpinnings of 
reading Speculative fiction 
and the methods of 
understanding the 
representative model. It was 
discussed that the classical 
models have tneor 
different emblematic ways to 
address the sodo-Nstoric 
crisis. Contemporary SF may 
not necessarily folow a stmltar 
pattern. Thereby, it was 
suggested that the candidate 
look at different

Or. Shad 
Noved

Dr.San>j
Thomasst

2018
S1B5CE
NOT
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methodologies to irlerpret SF.
4 Sangeet

a Jawfa
Augu Sangeeta Jawfa apprised the 

members of the committee with the 
progress of her research. It was 
found that the researcher has done 
sincere fieldwork. However, it was 
suggested that she focuses on the 
specific aspects of her research as 
the consolidation of research area 
and topic at this stage is needed. It 
was advised that the researcher 
considers adopting ethnographic 
methods and theories in analysing 
the data gathered from the field, ft 
was felt that philosophical 
investigations related to the present 
research might be insightful. The 
researcher was. also, advised to 
start working on her tentative 
synopsis

Dr.Amit 
Singh,,

Dr. Diamond 
Oberoi Vahali

Dr. Lovftoli 
Jimost

2018
S185LE
N08

5 Shi van!
Shall

Augu The meeting began with a 
PowerPoint presentation that 
included the tentative title - 
Studying the intersection of Oratrty, 
Nature end Gender in the folk 
songs of Gerhw&i Himalayas. The 
themes, the main focus areas were 
discussed through the presentation. 
Some of the suggestions included: 
To focus or the methodology of the 
research especially in terms of folk 
songs, ethnographic field work, 
collection, understanding the 
various nuances of it (moving 
beyond the archival folk that was 
done until now).
To read vahous works of Verrier 
EJwin. prior to probing into the 
critique of ecological romanticism. 
To focus on the core and linking 
areas, the contemporary 
research(s) on the region.
To locate the research gaps 
present in the existing research of 
Garhwal region.
To think on the lines of the 
hybridization of nature, ecology and 
olksongs with respect to nature 

and music, nature and men, nature 
and women.
To study the attitudes, beliefs, and 
knowledge about cljmate change 
i historical and teleological study of 
the region).
Further, it was suggested to read 

/O f around the vahous socially

Dr. Diamond 
Oberoi,

Dr.Amit
Singh,

Dr.Ofnam 
Hem lata Devi, 
SHE

st
2018

Si 85LE
N09
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constructed nsmjlives that study 
nature (Hstoricaffy) versus reoMi/ne 
nature. Also, how nature Is 
constructed In the lore, the 
errtronmentei changes 
documented tn nature vts-^-vls 
human agency over them 
(deploying theories of 
Environmental determinism).
Tc study the various geographers' 
accounts of Paurl Gartrvml (the 
region the research scholar Is 
foregrounding} to understand the 
ecology (by addition) of the region. 
The title and the area of research 
were suggested to be rewertied on. 
in terms of Incorporating the 
various myths, beftefs. oral 
narratives In addition to the study of 
folksongs. For a nuanced study of 
the Folksongs emphasis was laid 
on the Cterary perspective, 
symbofism. Imageries, slgnlfters 
and signification. Also, 
understanding the seff reitadvtty of 
folksongs, how the myths Put ere 
contained within the songs can be 
studied alongside the angle of 
nature and gender. In the 
presentation, dure was a 
discussion on the folk be&ef 
assodated with Ohari D©vl and the 
subsequent suggestions included, 
gathering more Information on 
deities, prtanal ddtiea associated 
with nature and the belief system 
that encompass the intersection of 
nature wfth belief systems and 
myths,
It was also suggested that SMvartj 
should theoretically reed around 
discourse related to the soda) 
construction of nature as wefl as 
the folklore surrounding nature and 
should read theories around eco* 
feminism.
She could afso approach myths 
and legends around nature and 
ecology through folk songs.
She was asked to coflect folk songs 
end identify existing research on 
the same as well as translate and 
analyse some of these folk tongs 
and present the same to the RAC 
early next semester___________

t
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To note the approval of synopsis, formation of the Research advisory 
Committee (RAC) and Six-monthly wor1<-in-progress seminar (for the period 
Jufy 2019 • December 2019) for the following MPhil Hindi (Batch 2018-19} 
scholars

VII.

The SCR took note the approval of synopsis, formation of the Research 
advisory Committee (RAC) and Six-monthly wort<-in-prcgress seminar (for the 
period July 2019 - December 2019)for the following MPhil Hindi (Batch 2018- 
19) scholars and recorded.

S.N Name Enrolment Date of 
reglstretlo

Discusslone/Comment 
8 and Suggestions 
from RAC

RAC RAC
Member

RAC
Memberof No. members 

(supervise 
r first). .

o
Schola 1 2n
r

1. Te) Prof.
Gopaljf
Pradhan

S1&4LHI0 August
2018

fn the first RAC meeting, 
held on 6 November 
2019, Te) Pratsp Yadav 
made a brief 
presentation to apprise 
the RAC of the work he 
has done in the 
semester. Tej's 
presentation covered 
significant aspects of his 
MPhil work. He shared 
with the RAC the 
progress of his reading in 
the area of'Sahitayik 
Patrkaritamein kavi' kaa 
yogdaan*. The synopsis 
was approved by RAC 
members with 
suggestions were made 
to make his research 
methodology more clear 
and it was suggested to 
add the theme base 
bibliography of the 
magazine on which he is 
working as appendix. It 
was also suggested that 
through this work the 
sociology of literary 
efforts of that time should 
emerge.

Prof. 
Satyaket 
u Sank/it

Dr.
Pratap
Yadav

7 Awadhes 
h Kumar 
Tripathi

Urwashi
Kumsri

2. S184LHI0 RAC meeting with 
Urwashi Kumari held on 
5th November 2019 
Urwashi apprised the 
committee by her title. 
Comrade ka coat’ par 
hue vivaadon ka

Prof.August Prof. Dr.
8 Gopalji

Pradhan
Satyaket 
u Sank/It

2018 Vaibhav
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abchtnatmok 
edhsyayan*. The 
committee advised 
Urvmshi to edd some 
more details on the 
suggested topic ike 
stories, review of 
ttcfsture to describe the 
topic.

dr

3. Nttoi S1&4LHI0 RAC meeting with NMd
Ktmiari heU on 1 Uh
November 2019.
NiXXJ apprised the 
committee her ttde: 
Kimtef Wnersh eur 'Post 
box no. 203 Nets 
Soporo'
The committee members 
advised her to too*; at 
existing research on her 
subject. Nikki agreed to 
work on the suggestions 
and gat back to her 
supervisor within a 
mtfueBy agreed time 
frame.

Prof. Dr.August Prof.
Kumori 2018 Satyaketu

Sankrit
Dorshan
Pandey

Gopaijl
Pradhsn

4

h>..

* 4i

. t _ft

ft 1
-I

y

4 Babfta
Yadav

$1 $41 HKD August In the first RAC meeting 
of Babits. held on 11th 
November 2019. Babfta 
has presented her 
synopsis tided: Asgar 
va^shat ke yetra-vritUnt 
mein Sanjhl Sanskrit! 
(vlshesh sandarbfv 'raste 
kl talash mein' aur 'ehaito 
toh acha tha*). The title 
of her tope was fett to be 
very interesting. Babita 
also apprised the 
committee about her 
commitment towards the 
topic.
First RAC meeting with 
Salman.held on23rd 
October 2019 and has 
presented his synopsis 
entitled: 'Juthan' mein 
dafit Sanskrit!: ck 
vfshleshan.
The committee members 
advised him few changes 
in hto synopsis like 
differences between the 
tradition and daBt 
tradition. Salman agreed

Prof. Or. Mato 
Mishni

P/of.
Satyaketu
Senkrit

2 2018 Gopatj
Pradhen

ft

i

»

5 Salmon S104LHI0 August
6 2018

4

*/♦
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to work on the
suggestions and get 
back to his supervisor 
within a mutualty agreed 
time frame

To note the approval of synopsis, formation of the Research 
Committee (RAC) and Six-monthly work-in-progress seminar (for the p^° 

July 2019 - December 2019) for the PhD Hindi scholar

The SCR took note the Six-monthly work-in-progress seminar (for the p&^0<^ 

July 2019 - December 2019) for the following PhD Hindi schoiar

vm.

S.No Name
of PhD 
Scholar

Date of
registration

Discus sions/Commenta
and Suggestions from 
RAC

Supervisor RAC RAC 
Member Mem&*r

Enrolment
No.

1 2
Shipra
Shukla

August
2017

The scholar has
presented her'studies of 
the last six months 
which are related to her 
first chapter in which she 
has analysed different 
theories and aspects of 
disability regarding this 
she has enumerated 
many perspectives 
proposed by different 
theoretician.

Prof. Prof.1. S175DHI03 Prof.
Satyak**1'
Sankrit

Gopatyi
Pradhan.

Rekha
Sethi

These will help her in 
analysis of her proposed 
research material which 
is Hindi ficbon.

i.

To note the withdrawal of admission of one MPhil Hindi student, Mr. Rajkumar 
Verma.

ix.

it was noted that Mr Rajkumar Verma has withdrawn his admission from the MPhil Hindi 
programme at AUD on being offered admission and joining the PhD Hindi programme at 
the Central University of Gujarat

Ms. W. Neetha SubhashiniDeferral of admission (to WS 2020) of 
Senevlrathna (from Sri Lanka) who was admitted under the International 
Students category to the PhD Hindi Programme in MS 2019.

x.

It was noted that Ms W. Neetha Subhashini Senevlrathna, scholar from Sri Lanks 
admitted under the international students category to the PhD Hindi programme In MS 
2019, has been allowed to defer her admission to 7 January 2020, l.e. WS 2020. The 
AUD international Affairs Division has approved of the same.
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The SCR considered the recommendation of the RSC that Ms Senevlrathna would 
register for compulsory PhD Hindi coursowork of a (non-taught) guided reading course 
(4 credits) in Winter Semester 2020 and complete the rest of the courseworfc (f.e. one 
taught 4-credit course) In Monsoon Semester 2020.

xi. On the matter of award of MPhil CITS degree to the two students (Mr Deepak 
and Mr Mohammad Irfan), SCR authorised the Chairperson, on behalf of the 
SCR. to recommend award of M. Phil degree(s) in 2019 for those students) 
who ere still In the process of completing requirements for award of M.PhR/ 
Ph.D degree, provided these candidates satisfy all requirements of their 
respective degrees. SCR Chairperson shall send reports of completion to the 
Dean, AES for verification.

*

- It is understood that AES Division cannot guarantee award of degrees at the 
December 2019 Convocation if the documentation for degree completion is 
provided at e short notice before the Convocation. In such cases, however, 
Provisional Certificates can be issued to scholars Indicating their completion of 
programme requirements in 2019.

n

8. To discuss the report submitted by the Committee regarding use of URKUND software 
to check Hindi thesis (MPhil/PhO) for plagiarism.

The report of the three member committee (Prof. Sanjay Kumar Sharma, Prof. Gopalji 
Pradhan and Prof. Kartlk Dave) set up by the SCR in its 43rd meeting held on 07 & 14 
May 2019 to explore the possibility that text written in English/ Hindi could be checked In 
URKUND Software. The SCR discussed the report and gave the following 
recommendations:

1) URKUND may be used to check Plagiarism In all routine activities In English and 
Hindi for UG. PG and all research courses.

2) Since URKUND is being provided free of cost for ell Faculty members and 
Research Scholars but not for UG & PG students, therefore, AUD may purchase 
URKUND licences for UG & PG students, as per requirement.

3) There should be designated non-teaching staff In the IT Sendees Division and 
AUD library to assist students and faculty with the use of Tumitln and URKUND 
software.

4) Tumitln software may be continued to be used along with URKUND, as per 
requirements of the university.

%

\

9. To discuss the recommendations of the Research Studies Committee (RSC) of 
School of Human Ecology (SHE) on the following;

I. To note the revised composition of RSC of SHE

I

The SCR noted and approved the reconstitution of the RSC of SHE. The RSC 
members are as follows:

Dr. Suresh Babu, Dean (SHE)
Prof. Asrrdta Kabra, SHE

Chairperson
Member
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in. Dr, Pulak Das, SHE
iv. Dr. Oinam Hemlata Devi, SHE
v. Prof. Suchitra Balasubrahmanyan, SDes
vi. Dr. Budhaditya Das, SHE

Member
Member
Member
Member

10, To discuss the AUD’s Regulations Concerning Degrees of Doctor of Philosophy 
(Ph.D.), 2017 and Regulations Concerning Degrees of Master of Philosophy (M.Phil.) 
2017, including the clauses relating to the composition and qualifications of the RAC 
members, in light of the UGC (Minimum Standards and Procedure for Award of 
M.PhiJ./ Ph.D. Degrees) Regulations, 2016.

Deputy Convenor, SCR apprised the members about some discrepancies of the 
AUD’s Research Study Regulation 2017 in the light of the UGC regulation for research 
programmes. After discussion it was recommended that Chairperson, SCR will 
constitute a committee to propose the amendments in existing research studies 
regulations 2017 in the light of the UGC regulation for research programmes. The 
terms of reference of the committee will be as under:

(1) Compare the AUD and UGC Research Studies Regulations with the objective of 
pointing out gaps and lacunae in the AUD regulations and suggesting remedies for 
the same.

(2) To consider the rules for composition and eligibility criteria for membership of the 
Research Advisory Committee (RAC), including the eligibility criteria for co
supervision of a research thesis.

11, Any other matters) with the permission of the Chairperson.

a) Dean SHE informed the SCR about the matter of Ms Anchal Dhiman, PhD 
student, (Enrol, No - S166BED01, DoR- 31 August 2016). Ms Anchal Dhiman 
was given a three month extension (ending on 30,11.2019) to defend her PhD 
proposal. She submitted a draft proposal to the RAC, which has advised her to 
revise the proposal and resubmit it within a week (by 05.12.2019). Her 
supervisor also submitted that she will be able to revise her proposal and 
defend it successfully if given the opportunity.
In view of the above, SCR recommended that Ms, Dhiman may be given an 
extension of three weeks (ending on 21.12,2019) to submit and defend her 
thesis..

b) Dean (AES) raised the matter related to the transcript for the PhD students who 
have already completed their MPhil degrees from AUD and were exempted 
from course work in the PhD programme. After discussion it was recommended 
that Chairperson, SCR will constitute a committee chaired by the Dean AES to
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prepare/ design the transcript which will be used in cases of such PhD students. 
The template will be placed before the SCR for consideration, 

c) Report on completion of admission process in the following programmes of 
SHS:

I. MPhil WGS 
fl. PhD WGS

As per the reports, following is the status of admissions In MS 2019;a

SC ST OliC latenutional Unfilled
fteats/Rcmarkj

Programme UR

MPhn WGS 2 1 2 S Nil No unfilled iiear
PhD WGS 4(lnctudlnQ 

1 PWD)
3 Nil UR=01 PWD 

01 ONCr
unfilled seat = 01 
OBC

1 1

(Prof. Dhlrendra'Gatt Dangwal) 
Convenor

(Prof. Geetha Venkataramen) 
Chairperson
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Ambedkar University Delhi

School of Development Studies

11/11/19

Subject: Brief reports of the six monthly progress presentation seminars ofSDS PhD students

Brief reports of the six monthly progress presentation seminars of SDS PhD students, 21-22 October, 
2019

Supervis RACS Name Comments of the RAC
N or

lasha Agarwat's presentation was mostly on the literature 
review carried out so far on her identified research theme 
The RAC assessed that, overall, there is progress in the 
work It was pointed that due attention needs to be given to 
connect all the suitable theories identified for incorporating 
in her research with relevant research questions. The ideas 
from the theories need to be used for developing 
appropriate questions, to follow up different stated 
objectives of the study. Accordingly, it was suggested to 
begin with research-questions related to each of the 
objectives and see the theories in those light.

Prof. 
Babu P 
Remesh

Babu P 
Remesh, 
Partha 

Saha, 
Amrban 
Sengupta

1 Tasha
Aggarwai

Partha
Saha
Babu P
Remesh
(Rachna
Mehra
sent a few
written
comments

Prof. 
Babu P 
Re mesh

Tanya has presented the draft of the fourth chapter of 
her dissertation, in this chapter she has adequately 
referred secondary literature and 
incorporated documents and interviews from her 
extensive fieldwork. However the correlation between 
her different kinds of sources need to be worked out 
more. There are many interesting aspects which are 
emerging from her field visit and she needs to extract 
and develop them rather than attempting to 
theoretically buffer them. The secondary literature 
needs to be in the background rather than validate her 
own research. New ideas should be allowed to come 
from the field which may or may not have a structured 
framework to support it For instance 'Matkafod' 
movement, the campaign to get electricity, water and 
other amenities in a resettled colony and the idea of 
how small scale industries are settled vis a vis large

2 Ta nya 
Chowdhr
V

)
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industrial towns like Fariddbed should be explored in 
detail. She should elaborate on these aspects so that 
development in Nerela are highlighted end become 
the focus of her chapter.

tt was suggested to clearly explain/stote the 
framework and research questions that she is using in 
this chapter. The utility of referring census date was 
also highlighted,

rvy Ohar tvyOhar
Nirnjini
Naya*
DeepH*
Oiakravarty

Jashodht3- Jdsodhdra Borthakur has presented fn the progress 

Seminar held on 22nd October, 2019. She has got approval 
on her final proposal recently In August, 2019 and hence In 

this presentation she was trying to explain the plan of 
drafting her first chapter, which will broadly state the 

theoretical understandings. Her DAC members, Prof. 
Deoptta Chakrvarty and Dr Nandini Nayak, could not be 

present as they were on leave. Faculty members who were 

present at the time of presentation advised her. Since 

indigenous is the main concept to be explored in the thesis, 
she should attempt to conceptually theorize the term and 

understand the continuity, overlaps and change between 

the traditional and the modern aspects in demographics of 
the society In question; to carefully read literature and 

discuss about the Intersectlonality of land, autonomy and 

development; to be more cautious of not 
appropriating/reproducing methods to her study setting 

while drawing from the literature.

ra
Bertha ku
r

Ivy Dhsr Ivy Dhar
Rachna
Chaudhary
Nandini
Nayak

Sweta Suman has presented in the progress Seminar held 

on 22nd October, 2019. She has presented her last six 

months work in her August presentation, which consisted 

of findings of Chapter 3 and 4. As this presentation was In 

dose sequence, she chose to discuss comments received In 

the previous presentation and talked more about revision 

of her third chapter. Her presentation primarily consisted 

of theorising on gender. Institutions and development and 

how relevant are such studies In the context of Delhi 
Pradesh Congress Committee (DPCC). She looked at the 

functioning of DPCC, focussing on a few outreach

Sweta
Suman

k.
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programmes and the organisation's mobilisation strategies. 
She was also trying to question the issue of gender 
mainstreaming in such political institutions. She has been 

able to fairly address most of the concerns raised from the 

previous presentation. She was advised by fiachna 

Chaudhary, her DAC member to further delve critically Into 

some of the broad encompassing concepts used in the 

chapter; sharpen the presentation of views to distinguish 

clearly between those that are drawn from literature, field 
narratives and her own observation/analysis; she was also 

advised to read through certain scholarly work that can 

closely fill the missing gaps and draws linkage to her 

present work.

Ivy Dhar
Moggallan
Gharti
Abhay
Kumar

Ivy DharRahul
Yaduka

Rahul Yaduka has presented in the progress Seminar held 

on 22nd October, 2019. His DAC Is yet to be formally put in 

place. Proposed DAC member Moggallan Bharati was 

present. The main aim of the presentation was to look into 

the broad theoretical lens that can give a direction to his 

research work. He has discussed how disasters like floods 

has been politically amplified by state policies. He was 

advised to narrow down from many theoretical lens that 
are presently used and also understand its limitations; he 

needs to reflect on the term politics before trying to see 

how the context of study eaii be viewed politically; and as 

his study looks at questioning of natural science logic by 

using social science lens he needs to clarify these 

understanding by keeping an open view and by not 
restricting oneself to a particular domain of academic 

literature.

If-

Bhuvanesbwari Subramanian (Roll Number: S185ADS03) 
made her six monthly presentation on 21 October 2019. The 
faculty members from School of Development Studies who 

attended her presentation included Anirban Scngupta, Babu 
Remcsh, Moggallan Bharti, and Nandini Nayak. She was 
advised to further narrow down her research area as it is 
quite broad at present. In that connection it was suggested 
that she should decide the level at school that she wishes to

Anirban
Sengupt

Anirban
Sengupta
Nandini
Nayak
Maneesh

Bhuvane
shwari
Subrama
nian

a

Jain

P Uf,
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work on. She was also asked to clarify vshether she has any 
plans for intervention as a pan of her research, (n addition, 
some of the participants suggested that she may benefit 
from going through the writings of Paulo Kreire (Pedagogy 
of the oppressed), the process of educational choice* 
making, Prachi Srivnstava. Centre for Civil Society, System 
theories particularly that of David Easton and GnbHcl 
Almond, Michel Foucault (The Archaeology of 
Knowledge), and Louis Althusser (Ideological State 
Apparatus). In addition, discussion also took place around 
budget private schools and their shonfalls panicularly in 
terms of poor teaching stafT

ar

*

Any Rani (joined the SDS PhD program In 2018) has been 
working on developing a research proposal on the work of 
women workers In the transport sector In Delhi. 
Anu Rani's MPhil work was related to the nature of work 
and the workspace of women bus conductors in duster 
buses in Delhi. The PhD proposal Is armed at developing 
this work further, while also expanding the scope of the 
work, in a manner appropriate tor a doctoral research 
project Over the past six months Anu has made some 
minor progress related to reviewing literature relevant to 
her work. More importantly, she has also worked on 
attempting to 'map' the transport sector in Delhi, from the 
perspective of ownership (public / private / PPP), nature of 
engagement of workers 
Some of the questions being considered at this point 
Include which specific segments of the transport sector 
should be brought No the doctoral projed. 
On 21/10/2019 Anu Rani did a departmental presentation 
on her work in the last sex months.

Nandinl
Nayak

NandSni
Nayak 
Babu P 
Remcjh 
$u manga la 
Da mod a ran 
Detprta 
Chakravarty

Anu
Rani

1* i

f -a

women end men.

Moggatl MoggaTlan 
Bharti 
Nandini 
NaysV 
Teena Anil

Aaknnkshs ns part of her research work has been mostly in 
reading the literature phase, whereby in order to understand 
the meaning, origin and existence of caste in our society she 
has read numerous journals articles along with n couple of 
books. I have instructed her to formulate her research 
questions which she has successfully completed in time. 
Following are the objectives and research questions on 
which she needs to work upon in the upcoming semester. In 
order to understand the challenges of the youth among the

an
8* Aa Vans ha 

Gautam Bhartl
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scavenging commumtiea, as (0 what could be (he reason that i
they continue to engage in (his highly stigmatised 
profession, Aakanfc&ha has delved in few of the primary 
texts that informs the social and political construction of 
Castes in India. Jn the above context, fo/towing arc the 
research questions for her prospective study: How dignified 
is fife of a person who is not doing a scavenging job but 
being pan of the scavenging community? What are the 
stigma and vulnerability faced by Che scovengirtg 
community? Why sanitation work is forced on ftalmikis? 

What is the political awareness amongst the chrfcifert of 
scavengers? What are the challenges and roadblocks for the 
children of scavengers to leave this work and find 
employment in other professions? What are the future 
aspirations of the children from the scavenging community?
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Ambedk»f Unlversftv Delhi

School of Development Studies

Date: 28/11/19 i.

Subject: SCR egenda Item 1 addendum

Grief report of the presentations of S students who presented on later dates of 22/11/19 and 27/11/19

Grief report of the presentationsName Supervisor RAC
members

She has written four chapters of her thesis and 

presented the main findings of her work. She 

received the foHowtng suggestions from her DAC 

and other faculty members: (.She should 

integrate the autoethnogniphy component of 

her work with her thesis more coherently and 

also bring out the role of autoethnography in 

gendered analysis. 2.She has to make linkages 

between her field materia! on clustering and 

production organisation with the 

autocthnographic focus. 3.She should talk in 

detail about the role qf trade unions as well as 

of child labour. Nibcdiia should be able to 

complete her thesis in less than a year’s time if she 

keeps up with the progress.

Su manga la 
Da mod* ran 
Ivy Dhar 
Nandlnl 
Nayak

1. Nlvedlta Hazarika Sumangata
Damodaran

Swat!
M ohanakHshnan

Ms. Mohanakrishnan's presentation focused on the 
literature review chapter of the thesis. The 
theoretical frameof the ’right to the cit/and 
the 'everyday' by Henri Lefebvre which have been 
closely examined in the chapter were discussed and 
critiqued at the presentation with reference toother 
works drawing on the same frameworks such as 
that of scholars like Gautam Bhin(2009), Panha 
Chaiterjee<2009) and Ayona Dana(20l6) among 
others. The adaptability and appropriateness of the 
framework were also discussed with regard to the 
fieldwork completed no far. Next an overview of 
the scholarship on Delhi, fixusing on its spatial and

Prof.
Sumangala 
Da mod* ran

Anirban 
Sengupta. 
Nartdfni • 
Nayak,
Prof.
Sumjngala
Damodartn

2.
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planning aspects wi% also discussed to understand 
the heterogeneity of its urhan fabric.
Swatl hopes to ilnHh her thesis fn a year's time

Mr. Vi jay Bohat, PhD student. Sl)S. made a 

ptescniatiofl of the progress of his PhD wort, lie 

has been stating that he would like to work on 

Trade Unions in India, for which he wax advised to 

read relevant literature and make a presentation of 

the key issues confronting the trade union 

movement in India. Vijay made a presentation of 

trade union issues in the automobile sector based 

on some literature. Vijay is seen to have progressed 

to a reasonable extent in his capacity to put 

together relevant literature. He is however not yet 

in a position to present a proper reearch 

He received the following suggestions from his 

DAC and other faculty members:

I. It might not be a good idea to focus on 

automobiles as there is already n fair 

amount of published research on the 

automobile sector. He should look for a 

sector that has small scale firms and 

preferably in a cluster within Delhi or

Sumangala 
Da mod a ran 
Moggallan 
Bharti 
N and ini
Nayalt

3. Vijay Bohat manga fa 
Damodaran 
Moggallan 
Bhanl

sal.

NCR.
2. He should not focus on technological 

change as that is a complex area on its 

own. hut should look at how trade 

unions arc dealing with changes in the 

mode of work and composition of the 

workforce.

This present At ton focused on firms which were
involved in processing and packaging of 
products, and this presentntion wax based on

Part ha 
Saha

Partha Saha
Anlrban
Sengupta

Karan Sac hdeva4.



preliminaty findings of survey of 22 
firms. Whatever has been presented, needs to 
be pul in the form of a Chapter. Presently, only 
preliminary findings from differeul seclions oi 
the questionnaire tvas presented. \’alue chain 
framework is still missing. In this 
presentation, hardly anything was discussed 
on trust, which is an important component of 
this thesis. Focus should be on the process 
pari and for this more detailed analysis of 
qualitative questions should be included in 
addition to analysis of objective 
questions. Writing of Chapters while analyzing 
data should begin at the earliest. Also, 
literature must be taken into account while 
conceiving the chapters.

Arindam
Banergee

Poo|a Aga rwal Following are the comments and feedback 
received during presentation;

Nandinf
Nayak

Nandmi
Nayak

5

DipaSmha
Deepita
Chakravarty

Dipa Sinha• It was suggested to have more clarity 
on how 81 satnplc households were 
taken from 620.

• Several variables were considered 
during the selection of samples, these 
variables need more precision lo justify 
this decision.

• Also, few variables (not ail) 
representing socio-economic status of 
households can be given more 
preference in yustification and furlher 
addition of new samples, it required.

• Economic variables need further 
clarification. Either income should be 
considered in justifying the selection of 
samples or it can later evolve from the 
findings and analysis to understand the 
dynamics of difference in income, cost 
and how it impact cooking fuel choice.

• Theoretical framework should be re
considered in rationalization and 
conceptualization of these samples,

• Size of area (total number of 
households) under each anganwadi 
centre can also be considered in making 
decision related to the number of 
samples.
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I’hl) History Programnu'/ ScKik?! on.ibcral Studies

RESEARCH ADVISORY C0MM1T]‘EE REPORT FORM

Ihis foern u to be co<Ttpkted iTtcr rtch meeting;. One « proviiW vo tht student, the other sdded trt the 
irudent's Of in the ckpamnemif academic records. *Jhe Convenor of the RAC (Supervisor) will submit the 
report to SCR through RSC

7>atc of meeting V
Student: | J
Supcrvhor tytd»d L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~7 ~
Committee roembert: ^ . J,. Si, Z*t fJ+kv ‘ 7Z~hu-j6
Ivitemri: ✓> - ’

Sk&zfi {hr b* (
ImcrmI:

Written materiits submitted before meeting Y« n NfPT

Student's progress: 19a s exceeded eapeeta tk>«i

Has met expectation*

li briowespeeution* □

Is unnuiftetocy

As the Semester Progress Report, I certify the student a) has b) has not

made satisfactory progress over the last six months tmvrds cumpieiton of the mpurementi for the degree of 
PhDHiMnty

. D3^

□

% \
RAC (Ivatemal Member) RAC(lmefnaJ Member):S^
Nmw: SUrt^H (,f&V Name

Signature

S^nanttr

Supervisor (Convenor, RAQr 

N.mr .

Stpuwtr.
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Phl> Snclolo^)’ Piogrtmow/ School pf liberal StlfcJiw 
Rli^lURCH ADVISORY COMMUTUK RIil5< )RT I'ORM

Thai fonn n to be wrpUfed after etch rntfetirt^ On« cop7 • peovided to rhe »fuJen>. other added to 
the >ft>4mr‘ft file h the deputmmttl Kedwak ttewtlj. The Corirroot of rhe<lCSr(S4^rm*'v) vB 
tubetst the report to SCR through R5C

Dattgfjncetwfr 0?Augg>|9
V^tfmdn KuRur^fudeot;

5>upetvt*Or Dt. fhd>sn Chaodn Dii h , * : Co Suncftbof* I>^ Nf»nkh Jam .
Cot mv tree memhen:
Ekrefrui: Kumir(/NU)

Jntetml Dr. Amrb*n Sengupta (SD^AUD)

V%nrcTi matcoih tuhryatted before meeffii) Yei NY Ii

!' Jfa» exceeded expectations ’

!•
S'tuiient'a po«gra»:

Hts met expectation*

Ii Movexpeeationa .
%

(»uraatk&ctorr ' D

M the Scmetrct Pmgrrtt Report, t cerriiy rhe itudent .

made satiifscti try proytai mrr (he hi i *W mon^o fttwtrd* conpkwn of ihe mfutremenu |ix the 
decree of f^tD SncMnp
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> h) htr rwW
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RAC.finremaJ Mnnfxx)

Marx: Dr. Aittrfwn Scngupta (SPS/AUD) 
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f
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1/57 OF STUDENTS FOR A WARD OF DEGREE

S.No Name Enrollment Programme
Name

School Date of 
Viva

Date of 
AES

approva!(v 
erifi cation)

Date of 
SCR 

approved
No.

1. Ms. Roseline 
George

MPhil in
Development
Practice

S124CDR20 SHS 18.02.2019 06.06.2019 04.09.2019

2. Ms. Garima S164CWG04 MPhil in 
Women’s and 
Gender Studies

SHS 30.05.2019 13.06.2019 04.09.2019

3. Ms. Grace 
Tungoe

S144CDP12 MPhil in
Development
Practice

SHS 29.05.2019 13.06.2019 04.09.2019

4. Mr. Arpil 
Gaind

S154CDP04 MPhil in
Development
Practice

SHS 04.04.2019 13.06.2019 04.09.2019

5. Ms. Preeti MPhil in HindiS154DH103 SLS 26.04.2019 13.06.2019 04.09.2019

6. Mr. Abhishek 
Kumar

MPhil in 
Women's and 
Gender Studies

S164CWG01 SHS 20.05.2019 13.06.2019 04.09.2019

7. Ms. Raphaele 
Ng lock 
Mine

S124CDP24 MPhil in
Development
Practice

SHS 27.03.2019 09.08.2019 04.09.2019

8. Mr. S164CDP04 MPhil in
Development
Practice

SHS 25.02.2019 17.07.2019 04.09.2019
Himalaya
Abuja

9. Mr. Sanjeev 
Kumar

MPhil in
Development
Practice

S164CDP14 SHS 26.03.2019 17.07.2019 04.09.2019

10 Ms. Latika 
Vashist

S13SCWG02 PhD in 
Women's and 
Gender Studies

SHS 09.04.2019 20.08.2019 04.09.2019

11 Mr. Abdul 
Rahman K.C

S135CWG01 PhD in 
Women's and 
Gender Studies

SHS 13.05.2019 20.08.2019 04.09.2019

12 Ms.Sutanwi
Chaterjee

MPhil in
History

S154DHS06 SLS 26.07.2019 06.09.2019 24.09.2019

13 Ms. MPhil in 
History

S154DHS05 SLS 02.08.2019 16.09.2019 24.09.2019
Shrobona
Ranerjee

1
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iA Ms. Horiecn 

Kour
MPhil in 
History

S164DHS01 SI^ 07.09.2019 06.09.2019 24.09.2019

15 Mr. Narcsh 
Kumar

MPhil in 
Historv

S154DHS03 sus 23.082019 06.09.2019 24.09.2019

16 Mr, Achuta 
Nam) Mishn

S165DHI01 PhD in Hindi SLS 24.07.2019 24.09.2019 24.09.2019

17 Ms. Ambika 
Singh

MPhil in
Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy

S1S4CPS01 SHS 29.04.2019 25.09.2019 04.11.2019

18 Ms. MPhil in 
History

S1S4DHS01 SLS 03.09.2019 07.10.2019 04.11.2019
Chandrika
Das

19 Ms. Ragini 
* Sonkrit

20 Mr. Bijendra 
Singh

S135DHI01 PhD in Hindi SoL 27.09.2019 15.10.2019 04.1U019

S124CDP04 MPhil in
Development
Practice

SHS 25.02.2019 31.10.2019 04,11.2019

S14SDM10221 Mr. PhD in Hindi SoL 21.102019 24.10.2019 04.11.2019
Mahendrn
Prajapati

22 Mr. Anant 
Vijay PhHwdI

PhD in Hindi SoLS145DHI03 16.10.2019 24.10.2029 04.11.2019

23 Ms. Nikita PhD in Hindi SoLS145DHI04 22.10.2019 30.10.2019 04.11.2019
Jain

Ms. Anasuya S16SCWG07 
Sreedhar

24 PhD in 
Women's and 
Gender Studies

SHS 01.10.2019 14.11.2019 16.11.2019

25 Ms. Anubha 
Sinha

Mphil in
De>'elopmenl
Practice

S154CDP01 SHS 06.11.2016 14.11.2019 18.11.2019

26 Ms. Ashmeet 
Kaur Bilkhu

S1S4CWG03 MPhi) in 
Women's and 
Gender Studies

SHS 04.11.2019 16.11.2019 18.11.2019

27 Ms. Suniu S14SDKI06 PhD in Hindi SoL 23.21.2019 18.11.2019 1611.2019

I
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Appendix-3
Ambedkar University, Delhi 

Proposal for I/aunch of a Programme 
(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School SHS

DISABILITY STUDIESProgramme Name

RbSUARCUProgramme Type
(Pro fe ss ion al/Libcral/Res earch/
etc.)

Level (Pre-doetoral/MA/PG 
Di plomaAJG/C ertificatc)

M.PHIL.

36Total Credits

Proposed date of launch 2020

Programme coordinator and 
team

Anita Ghai (PC)
Team: Rulonini Sen, Shefalee Jain 
and Sandeep . R. Singh

Specific requirements on the pari of students who can be admitted (Qualihcations; prior 
knowledge level; any others - please specify):

o

Masters degree in Humanities or Social Sciences, MDBS degree or master's in rehabilitation 
disciplines from a recognized institution with 55% marks or equivalent CGA.;Postgraduatcs 
from other disciplines with a serious interest and past experience working on disability will 
also be considered. A relaxation in marks of 5% or an equivalent relaxation of grade is 
allowed for those belonging to SC/ST/OBC/ dilTerently abled categories (DOPT/UGC list). 
Note that admission under OBC category is possible only for Delhi applicants.

1.

2. Entrance process (lest, interview, cut-offs, etc.): 
Written test and Interview

3. No. of students to be admitted (with jastilJtaJion if lower than usual cohort size is proposed): 
Eight
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4. Programme scheduling (scmcsicrs; yeara; whether includes inter-semester breaks or not;

etc.):
Students admitted in the MPhil. programme are required to complete 16 credits of 
course work during a period of two semesters There would be an internship between the 
two semesters in the first year. Second year 'nil be devoted io guided reading and 

dissertation.

5. What are the intended aims of the programme?
To understand disability as an epistemology is to transform disability from a minority 
discourse to a universal discourse. ’ITus implies that disability is not thought of as a state of 
being unique to n specific group of individuals but as an intrinsic part of the human 
condition itself Disebilit)' raises important concerns about the ethics of care, the 
significance of interdependence, the meaning and purpose of community and family, the 
nature and purpose of the state, the aims of education, human dependence on technology, the 
role of modem medicine and the idea of cure, and other questions that are relevant to all 
people irrespective of impairment.
The M. Phil programme offer* a blend of theoretical orientation through coursework and the 
opportunity for scholars to acquire in-depth understanding of disability through fieldwork. 
This approach shall enable scholars to contribute to the discipline as they twould be oriented 
to its central theoretical orientations os well os the nuances of disability os arc manifested in 
real-world contexts. Thus, the triple components of the M. Phil programme include 
theoretical rigor, fieldwork and the dissertation.

6. How does the programme link with the vision of AUD?
The proposed M. Phil, programme in Disability Studies is in accordance with AUD’s 
commitment to equity, social justice and interdisciplinary study. This commitment is 
manifest through a thrust on academic ahd outreach efforts that are socially productive and 
emancipatory in terms of academic rigor and ethical orientation.

r

r

f
j

k-

7. 1 low is the proposed programme positioned vis-6- vis the programmatic scheme
envisaged for the School at its inception? How does the programme link with other 
programmes) of the School?
The School of Human Studies( henceforth SHS) in AUD was envisioned as an ecosystem to 
nurture disciplines, areas of knowledge and practice, and communities of scholar* and 
practitioner* closely engaged in the study of critical human predicaments including gender, 
sexuality, madness, psychological suffering 'in depth study of the human psyche. Hence, the 
foregrounding of disability as a distinct area of enquiry, which simultaneously intersects 

with these existing predicaments, is a significant addition to the SHS.
Disability Studies builds up on the domains of knowledge enshrined within the various 
programmes at SHS including Psychosocial Clinical Studies. Women and Gender Studies 
and Development Practice; thereby both informing them ond enriching itself in meaningful

-2-
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ways. The ethics of care and the thrust placed on locating human welhbcing within the 
aforementioned areas of enquiry is a valued commitment of both the SHS and the field of 
Disability Studies (henceforth DS) in particular, thus constituting a mutually enriching 
relationship between the two. The interdisciplinary approach of the SHS and of DS along 
with the value accorded to well-being and praxis offer new perspectives to knowledge 
construction itself. These perspectives emphasise lived realities in the process of theory
building and deploy these theories to the projects of emancipatory research and the 

validation of disability as an onto-cpistemology. llic present attempt is to foreground how 
the inclusion of disability studies as a Held of inquiry' within mainstream academia can 
enrich scholarship and contribute to the understanding of the heterogeneity of disability.

S. Does the programme connect to, build on or overlap with any other programmes offered in 
the University? Is it offered in collaboration with any School/Centrc at AUD (if yes, please 
speci fy th e nature of col laborati on)?
The programme does connect with some oflhe courses that are offered by the other 

programmes. For instance, the second module of disability and society will take up courses 
such as deconstructing Normalcy(SHS), Enforcing Normalcy, Violence: Feminist 
Resistance and Critiques (MA Gender Studies), Situating Disability Studies, Gendering 
Disability,

9. How is it positioned in relation to other similar programmes in the field?
Disability' studies programmes are taught in universities such as the Tata Institute of Social 
Science, NALSAR, Delhi University , JNU, IGNOU, HT Madras

10. Is there a sufficiently defined body of knowledge and literature to support the programme? 
Yes

11. What are the professional trajectories that the graduates of the programme may pursue?
fhe aim of the M, Phil, programme is to create informed practitioners in the field of DS 
across various domains. Scholars shall be able to undertake various kinds of employment as 
educators, curriculum developers, counsellors, NGO programme managers, researchers with 
various disability rights organizations. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) professionals, 
activists and several others. Moreover, they shall be able to employ a disability lens into any 
profession that they choose to undertake within and beyond academia

12. Arc there sufficient in-housc faculty resources available for the programme?
As a programme coordinator of Disability Studies, additional faculty would be required to 

transact the M.Phil. course . Further, an office assistant would be required to assist in 
organising the administrative work.

•3-
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13. RalionaJc for ihc nomenclature of Ac prugrammc
Disability studies emerged as a growing area of academic research and professional 
education across both Global North from 1970s and expanded India in (he Internationa) 
Year of Disabled People in 1981 raised disability as a human rights issue in the global 
public discourse. With the rise of the disability advocacy, Acre is an unwritten demand for 
knowledge production of what is entitled as “ disability Studies'*. A very prominent scholar 

* Davis says, "As with any new discourse. disability studies must claim space in a contested 
area, trace its continuities and discontinuities, argue for its existence, and justify its 

* assertions"

• Id. Programme Details:
a. Concept (attach concept note, if needed):

DS is an interdisciplinary area of scholarship that analyses disability and the lived 
experiences of people with disabilities from the perspective of the humanities, the 
social sciences, the arts as well as critical science studies. Historically, DS has its 
political and intellectual roots in the disability rights movement that began in the 
United Stales and the United Kingdom in the mid-twcnticth-century and expanded 
to include other countries such as Canada, Australia and various countries in 

Europe, South America, and Sou A and East Asia by Ac turn of the twenty-first 
century,
The fundamental guiding principle of DS is ihe foregrounding of disability as 
Knowledge. This principle validates disability not as an inherent, unchallengeable 
trait that exists wiAin a person but as a social, cultural and political phenomenon. 
Thus, disability as an epistemology rejects the medical construction of disability 
as a personal tragedy. Such an approach rejects Ac view that disability is solely a 
medical problem or a personal tragedy. The subject matter of disability studies 
transforms the understanding of disability from an individual deficit to a complex 
derivative of social, environmental, and biological forces. Disability Studies 
perspectives therefore enlighten how individuals designated “disabled" are treated 
in a manner that diminishes their economic, interpersonal, psychological, cultural, 
political, and physical well-being relegating them to membership in a minority 

group.
Disability Studies Aus places the responsibility for re-examining and 
repositioning the place of disability wiAin society and academics and not on the 

individual. Disability studies may be many Aings to many people, but if its full 
potential is to be realized 
academia to think critically not on))' about disability, but also about oppressions 
that affect all historically marginalized groups. Scholarship in universities has

The promise of Disability Studies can enable

-4-
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been enriched through various categories such as gender, caste and sexuality, 
deepening our understanding of multiple epistcmic positions and firms of 
structural inequalities. The interdisciplinary work in disability studies therefore 

would initiate and evolve new meanings about disability and examine issues of 
access, employment, education, sexuality, and representation.

Disability as an epistemology also entails an expansion and a critical 
interrogation of the sources of knowledge about disability, for instance, exploring 
the manner in which scientific and medical discourses as well as law and 

governance have enjoyed hegemonic precedence as sources of knowledge about 
disability. H attempts to critically engage with the notions of testimony and self- 
representation, especially in the cases of people who for a variety of reasons (not 
restricted to impairment alone) cannot validate their epistemological locations 
themselves. *

i

The promise of Disability Studies can enable academia to think critically not only 
about disability, but also about oppressions that affect all historically 
marginalized groups. Scholarship in the Universities has become enriched through 
various interdisciplinary and onlo-epistcmological standpoints of gender, caste 
and sexuality urging us to interrogate the very foundations of knowledge itself 
Many Serious questions relate to Disability Studies. For instance What are the 
conceptions of the normal? What is autonomy? Whcn_cxact!y is life not worth 
living? Why does rationality have to be the sole determinant of our humanity? 
How do we define limit? Disability therefore is all embracing with the most 
radical reimagining of new questions. They produce few answers but rather, 
embrace the practice of constantly troubling the questions. As Goodlcy suggests, 
"Disability studies me a broad area of theory, research and practice that ore 
antagonistic ;o the popular view that disability equates with personal tragedy" (p. 
xi). Moreover, “Disability ofTects us all, transcending class, nation and wealth" (p. 
1) DS exists at the uneven boundaries of the social, concurrently rebellious and 
celebratory in its insistence that disability is neither a tragedy nor inspiration but 
another possible way of being in the world. Knowledge of disability has ;o be 
engaged in the unlearning of privileges of traditional thinking. This would 
translate into the ability to rewrite the relationship between the margin and the 
centre and harness the potential of disability as an epistemological resource to 
reflect on fundamental concerns within society such os the meaning of family and 
community, the role of the state and the very meaning of what it means to be 

human.

- -f*
*
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1'hc Inicrdisciplinor)'Nature of DhahHity Studies 
In academics, disability is interconnected Nvith difTcrent disciplines such as 
psychology, medicine, history, sociology, language, literature, political science, 
law, policy studies, economics, anthropology, architecture, end gender studies, 
among others. The purpose of this interdisciplinarity is to offer multiple 
dimensions to explore the material-cultural dimensions of disability, The 
interdisciplinary' character of Disability Studies enables it to incorporate the 
conceptual /fomeworts and mte/Jccfual tools of mrious disciplines from history u> 
law, literature to sociology as well as enrich these disciplines by questioning their 
fundamental theoretical and methodological orientations.

Disability has been a focus area largely within programmes of special education 
and rehabilitation sciences. These programmes focus on curing or normalising 
disability and fail to think of disability as on epistemology. However, efforts at 
constructing disability positively within academia also have had their limitations. 
Contemporary academic efforts at introducing programmes in DS in India have 
largely focused on disability within specific disciplines as opposed to 

incorporating the interdisciplinary nature of DS. It is the aspiration of the M. Phil 
programme to provide scholars the opportunity to'study disability through a wide 
range of disciplinary' lenses and draw on methodological approaches from a 
variety of disciplines.

It is essential to stress at this juncture that the importance of medical intervention 
in the context of disability cannot be underestimated or neglected. Although 
medical discourses of disability have been used to reify disability and treat 
disability as a form of deviance or a lack, the value of medicine in imprn vrng the 
quality of life of people with disabilities is critical. Thus, there is a need to move 
towards a critical medical practice that would interrogate medical knowledge in 

order to examine the location and representation of disability within it and yet sec 
it as a possible and important site for the enablement of lives through 
technological innovations and medical research,

b. Objectives:
1. To equip students to explore disability as Knowledge and a way of being in 
and reconstituting the world and to provide them with a lens through which to 
interrogate the very structures that perpetuate the understanding of difference as 
merely lack.
2. To examine disability as a human predicament paying particular attention to 
prevalent social practices, policy making, services and human rights issues 

pertaining 10 people wrih disabilities.

• 6-



MBS
3. To equip scholars with a broad range of knowledge and skills vital for research 
informed by scholarship from diverse disciplines. Students shall have the 
opportunity to engage in fieldwork, which is accorded the same importance as 
core courses besides being provided with a slrong theoretical foundation in 
disability studies through course work and independent research and writing

c. Expected learning outcomes.
1. Understand the nature of education as an area of study with 

interdisciplinary knowledge base;
2. understand the emerging nature of educational theories by making linkages 

between the theoretical understanding and practices and/or field 
experiences;

3. reflect on the basic parameters of school education (i.e., the learner, the 
teacher, the teaching-learning process, pedagogy, the school context, the 
larger societal context, the support systems and various connections and 
interconnections between these parameters):

4. Research Students should be analytical and can think of disability 
critically Research methodologies.

5. Carry out critical and cctting edge research at PhD level.
6. Make the stirdents agents of change both at policy level as we)) us in 

terms o f cultural production.
7. Create socially committed and critical citizens.
8. reflect on the basic parameters of Disability Studies research (i.e., the 

participant, the researcher, pedagogy, the larger societal context, the 
university system and various connections and interconnections between 

these parameters);

d. Overall structure (programme template with course organisation, course titles, 
credits, etc.):
The M. Phil, programme is designed to ensure a thorough theoretical grounding, 
some practical training through Held work and internship and the opportunity to 
produce original scholarship through the writing of a dissertation. The programme 
shall comprise 36, which will be divided as follows:

Semester 1
• Introduction to Disability Studies (4 credits)
• Research Methods (4 credits)
« Fieldwork - to be undertaken in between the first and the second semesters (4 credits)
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Sem«ter2 * ^ *
♦ Diabiliiy and Society (4 credits)
♦ Experiencing and Narrativising the Self (4 credits) 

Semesters 3 and 4
♦ Ouided Read)ng (2 credits)
♦ Dissertation (14 credits)

COURSES
Course Title: Introduction to Disability Studies
Credits: 4 , Type of Course: Compulsory
Semester to which offered: Monsoon semester (July 2019)
Aim: The space of DS was originally rooted in political rights1 movement for 
recognition, support and access but it has since evolved into an interdisciplinary area 

- addressing various aspects of society. It is crucial then to rethink definitions and 
approaches to Disability, alongside social and political action for the rights of the 
disabled. This course will attempt to challenge historical cssentialisms in the context of 
DS and introduce critical perspectives on disability. A brief overv iew of definitions and 
paradigms of impairment and disability will he addressed: medical, psychological, 
sociopolitical and theoretical perspectives as well as recent feminist and critical 
perspectives on disability wit] be discussed.

Hricf description of modules/ Main modules/Rea dings:
Module h Historical Perspective*
Since its early activist origins in tbe!960s, DSDS has gained a burgeoning institutional 

presence in academia. This course will focus on tracing the historical development and 
response* to disability that led to this moment. It «vill outline view* of disability before 
and during the twentieth century, focusing on both northern and southern histories of 
the social context and the institutional cone ret bat ion of DSDS.
Readings

Anand, $. (2016). Chapter 2: The Models Approach in Disability Scholarship: An 
Assessment of its Failings. In Ghosh, N. (cd.). Interrogating Disability' in Indio (pp. 23 - 
38). Sen Delhi: Springer.
Crow*, I.. (J996). Including All of Our Lives: Renewing the social model of disability* In 
Morris, J. (cd.). Encounters H7/A Strangers: Feminirm and Disabifity. 1x>ndon: The 
Women's !*rc«.
Kriedner, M„ Ghosh, N. and Palaniappan. (2018). “Cross-Disability in India?*1 On the 
limits of Disability as a Category and the Work of Negotiating impairments. South Asia 

Multidisciplinary Academic Journal On fine.
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Oliver, M. (1996). Chapter 1: From Personal Struggle to Political Understanding (pp. 6 
- 18). Understanding Disability: From Theory to Practice. Now York: Macmillan 
Education. - r
Reddy, C. Raghava. (2011). From Impairment to Disability and Beyond: Critical 
Explorations in Disability Studies. Sociological Bulletin, 60:2, pp. 287 -306. 
Shakespeare, T. (2015). The social model of disability. In Davis, L. (ed.). The Disability 
Studies Reader, 4th edition, pp. 214 - 221. New York: Routledge.
Thomas, C. (2004). “Developing the Social Relational in the Social Model of Disability: 
A Theoretical Agenda.1' In Implementing the Social Model of Disability: Theory and . 
Research, C. Barnes and G. Mercer (cds.). Leeds: The Disability Press.

Module 2: Embodiment. Disability and Sexuality
Disability has enriched the growth of Feminism It has become one of the location in 
which novel ideas have evolved , suggesting the kind of changes in ways of thinking 
that can have .significant material effects in the everyday reality of people with 
disabilities. In recent years, the powerful emergence of what has come to be called 
critical disability studies (CDS) has added new force to the theoretical impetus already 
at the heart of the social model, taking it in innovative directions that challenge not 
simply existing doxa about the nature of disability, but questions of embodiment, 
identity and agency as they affect all living beingsThc intersection between gender and 
disability as well as gender, sexuality and disability have been closely explored in 
western scholarship since the 1990s and have begun to gain attention in Indian 

scholarship on DS. A significant way in which people with disabilities have been 
marginalised is their construction as agcodcred and asexual beings. Yet this form of 

marginalisation has only gained serious attention in recent tiroes. This course critically 
engages with scholarship on the intersection of disability, gender and sexuality from the 
west and India and attempts to appropriately contextualise the debates within Indian 
context.
Readings
Addlakha
Corker, M. (2001). Sensing Disability. Hypatia, 16:4, pp. 34 - 52.
Garland-Thomson, R. (2011). Misfits: A Feminist Materialist Disability Concept. 
Hypatia, 26:3, pp. 591 - 609.
Chai, A. (2018). Disability in South Asia: Knowledge and Experience. New Delhi: SAGF.. 
(Selections)
Hans
Mehrorta
Morris, J. (1991). Pride Against Prejudice: Transforming Attitudes to Disability. London: 
The Women ?s Press.

*
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Schricmpf, A. (2001). (KOfuJing the Amputated Body: An Intcroefiomst Bridge Tor 
Feminism and Disability. Hypatia, 16:4, pp. 64 -79.
Module 3: Critical l>i»nhitilv Studies (CDS)
Disability Studies has already moved from rehabilitation studies to the status of an 

interdisciplinary subject tbat welcomes theoretical ctploratioD as much as practical 
solutions tn the context of disability. The social model has con firmed that thought eon 
hove *j much material effect on the /lied rraJi/y of disability as action. In recent years 
Critical Disability Studies (CDS) has added to this theoretical grounding which is 
already present in the social model. However the challenge that CDS provides is not 
just to existing knowledge about the nature of disability, hut to the very4 questions of 
embodiment, identity and agency' . As Margaret Shlldrick puts it, "CDS emphatically 

cannot be sidelined, then, as primarily the concern of those with disabilities: insofar as 
each of us, however we arc embodied, is complied in the construction and maintenance 
of normative assumptions, it challenges every one of us to rethink the relations between 

disabled and non-disabled designations - not just ethically as has long been the 
demand, but on to logically, right at the heart of the whole question of self and others."

Headings
Addlakha
Davis, L. (200b). Constructing Normalcy': The Dell Curve, the Novel, and the Invention 
of the Disabled Body in tbe Nineteenth Century*. In Davis, L. The Disability Studies 
Reader, F4 edition, pp. 3-16. New York: Koutlcdgc.
Edw ards, C. and Imric, R- (2003). Disability and Bodies os Bearers of Value. Sociology, 
J7.*2, pp. 239 -256.
Ercvellcs, N. (2014). Thinking with Disability Studies. Disability Studies Quarterly, 34:2.
DOf: htti>://dv.dof.ore/I0.f8061fdsn,v3417.4248
Ghfli
Goodlcy, D. (2017). Chapter 1: Beginnings: Conceptualising Disability* in a Global 
World. In Dtsobtiity Studies: An Interdisciplinary Introduction, T4 edition. New York: 
SAGE.
McRucr, H. (2006). Compulsory* Ahle^bodiedocss and Queer Disabled Experience (pp. 1 
- 32). In Crip Theory: Culluroi Sign* of Queer ness end DhabUlty. Sew York: Sew York 

University* Press.
Sic hers, T.(2008). Chapter 4: Disability* Studies and the Future ofldentity Politics (pp. 
70-95). Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press.
Wendell, S. (2015). Unhealthy Disabled: Treating Chronic Illness os Disability’' In 
Davis, L. (cd.) The Disability Studies Reader, edition, pp. 161 - 176. New York: 
Koutlcdgc.

Course Title: Research Methods in Disability Studies
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Credits: 4 , Type of Course: Compufsory
Semester to which offered: Monsoon semester (July 2019)

Aims:
1. To enable students to develop a critical and empathctic approach towards 

disability research
2. To understand disability as an epistemological principle in social science research
3. Jo rethink no lions of and doing research on differmce, id entity, inclusion
4. To instil sensibilities of social justice and emancipation through research

Brief description of modules/Main modules/Readings:
This course aims to orient students towards reflexive thinking and critical engagement 
with doing research with/on persons with disabilities. Since this is a course on Research 
Methods, both the pedagogic practices of doing research as well as the ethical 
challenges that any research generates will be explored. Questions of the researcher as 

well as researched are critical to this course.

The course is divided into five modules* combining broader questions of 

intersectionality and identity in doing disability research as well as specific toob 
through which this research has been conducted. In the latter* examples arc taken only 
from ethnography* life history and legal studies, not in any way indicating a complete 
set of methods.

■••a

Modulel: Introduction tn Research Methods

This module introduces the philosophical and epistemological questions around doing 
research. To understand the social world through a series of contradictions as well as 

aiming towards emancipation through research is the critical lens of doing research. 
Concepts of identity and intersectionality are important tools through which to 
understand dbahitity.

Readings
Brincat, Shannon. (2012). On the Methods of Critical Theory ! Advancing (he Project of 
Emancipation beyond the Early Frankfurt School. International Relations, 26(2). Pp. 
218-245

Goethals, Tina, Dc Schauwer, Elisabeth and Van Hove, Geert. (2015). Weaving 

Intcrsectionality into Disability Studies Research: Inclusion, Ucflcxivity and Anti- 
Esscntialism, DiGeSt. Journal of Diversity and Gender Studies, 2(1), pp. 75-94
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HaH, Stuart. (1996). Who Needs Identity? In Hall, S. and Cay, P. Questions of Cultural 
Identity, London: Sage Publications

Mchroiri, Nilika. Methodological Issue? in DUnhility Research: An Introduction. 
(2012). Indian Anthropologist, 42(1) pp. 1-10

O’nHen, Jodi. (2009). SonoloR)1 as an Kpistemology of Contradiction. Sociological 
Perspectives, S2(J)t pp. 5*22.

Module 2: Usinc Kthnocranhy in Disability' Research

The purpose of this section Hill he towards understanding the meaning and contests In 
which ethnography is used white doing research with difTcrcnt groups of disabled 
people. The complexities of site and ethics in doing ethnographic research with 
members of disabled community* sometimes by researchers who arc disabled will he 
discussed in this section.

Readings

Erving Coffman Asylums: Essays on the Condition of the Social Situation of Mental 
Patients and Other Inmates^ 1961 Anchor Hooks
Choth, Nandiot. (2012). Doing Feminist Ethnography: Exploring the Lives of Disabled 

Indian Anthropologist, 42(t)pp. 11-26
Staples, James. (20)1). At the intersection of disability and masculinity: exploring 
gender and bodily difference in India. Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute 
0S.S.), 17, pp. 545-562.
Vaidva. Shuhhangi. Autism and the Family* in Urban India: Looking Rack, I booking 

* Forward, Springer Publications, 2016 (select chapter?)

* Module 3; Pc non ■ I Narrative? in Disability Research
Like any marginalized community, use of oral life story* nr w ritten personal narrative? 
have been a means to ex pres? even'd ay experiences of being disabled in otherwise 
ableist societies. This section explore? the use of the auto/biographlcal to engage with 

questions of body, self, identity*.
Readings

Atherton, M., Russell, D. and Turner, Graham. (1991). Looking to the Past: The Kolc of 
Oral History Research in Recording the Visual History of Britain's Deaf Community. 
(2001). Oral History, 29(2), PP« M-17
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Alkin^on, Dorothy. (1998). Autobiography and 1,corning Disability, Oral History, 26(1), 
pp. 73-80
Ururggrrooiin, Urcndn Jo (!arland-1'honison, , Rosemarie and Ktccgc. Ccorgina. 
(2005). What Her Rody Taught (Or, Teaching about and with a Disability): A 

Conversation, Ff/ninixt Studies, 2 iff) pp. 13-33
Uirsch, Karen. (1995). Culture and Disability: The Role of Oral History. 77jc Ora!
Hittory Review, 22(1) pp. 1-27
Module4: Feminism and .DKnhilitv Research

Disability studies and research hove been influenced by principles and practices of 
feminism. This section will engage with important questions of sexuality, parenting, 
subjectivities that have been explored both in feminism as well as in research with in 

disability.

Readings
Addiakba, Kenu. Gender, Subject Ivin- and Sciunt Identity: How young people with 
Disabilities Conceptualise the liody, Sex and Marriage in Urban India, 2009. 
Occasional Paper, Centre for Women1) Development Studies

f
if

H
Garland-Thomson. Rosemarie. Feminist Disability Studies, 2005. Signs, S0(2)pp. 1557- 
1587
Ghat, A. (Dts) Embodied Form: issues of D'tsebied Women, 2003 Har Anand 
Publications (select chapters)

Barclay, Jenifer. Mothering the ''Useless11: Black Motherhood, Disability,'*, and 

Slaver)*. 2014. Women, Gender, and Families of Cotor2(2) pp. 115-140

t

>

•
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Module 5: Lcenl Research in Disabilin* -v*-

Role of and access to law is significant for groups which arc ‘naturally’ not present in 
the legal imaginary. This section will enable discussion around constructions of 
disability within the legal texts as well as how these art reinforced or challenged in 
courts. Coneepi* of rights, capacity and autonomy will be explored through legal 
research on disability.

Readings
Ashley Stein, Michael. Disability Human Rights. (2007). California Law Review, 95(f). 
pp. 75-121
Barton, Kllcn. Disability Narratives of the haw: Narrative* and Counter-Narratives, 
(2007), Narrative, 15(1) pp. 95-112.
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Davar, Bhor^avi. ]«q>a) Framrworks for and againtt People «ilh P.'ychosodal 
Dlsahilltics, /economic and PoUtica/ Weekly,47(52) pp. 125-131,
M. FnRcl, Da\id. and W. Mungcr. Frank. Rights, Remembrance, and the 
Reconciliation of Difference, (1996). Ijiw A Society Review, 30(f) pp. 7-54 
MandaKSaptarshi. The Burden of Intelligibility: Disabled Women’s Testimony in Rope 
Trials (2013/, Indian Journo/ of Gender Studies, 20(1)

- Count Title: KIKLD WORK 
Credits: 4

' '1‘ypc of Course: Compulsor)'

FIELD WORK is an integral component of the M.Phil. programme. Kngaging with 

Field gives students the opportunity to obtain first-hand understanding of c&pcricncc 

of different aspects of disability (hat are of interest to the students. Through 

sustained engagement with o reputed organisation in the disability sector or by 

undertaking a practical project relating to disability, students will also be able to apply 

their feamfirg* in the first semester to rcobtrorit} contest* and develop new perapertivrs 

for their dissertation. It would be offered between tbe first and second semes tell shall 

provide opportunities Some of the prominent organisations they could intern with are 

A ADI, Muskaan, Deaf Way, CAN (Autism centre), NAB, Amar Jyoti school, Akshay 

Pratishtban, Saksham, Planet Abtcd and NCPF.DP. There could he an engagement with 

the NCO PRADAN to help scholars study disability in slums in Delhi. Scholar* could 

also intern with organisations or as a research assistant with a disabled researcher 

working at a university in other parts of the country* depending os the availability of 

funds. Guidance will he provided to scholars who wish to study disability in their 

s villages or hometow ns in order to leverage the study of disability* and associated field- 

based interventions there. Further, Students can intern with children's books 

4 publishers, galleries and museums. They* can help bring a disability perspective to areas 

such as Illustrations for children's books, writing for children's books, curators at 

museums and galleries, questions of physical access at museums and galleries. The 

internships ran be learning experience* (learning new* skills in publishing, illustration, 

editing, writing, managing and cu ration)

#!
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SECOND SEMESTER

Course Title: Disability and Society 
Credits: 4 Type of Course: Compulsory 
MODULE ON DISABILITY AND SOCIETY
Aims: This course is envisaged as a seminar course with the aim of introducing scholars 
to the readings and key concepts in their specific areas of research. Possible modules in 
this module could be based in any of the following areas:
A. Codification: The topics covered will include a critical examination of disability and 
its codification through law, education, medicine, market, gender and sexuality. 
Through a critical historical lens, this module will challenge normativity and ableism 
present even within the ideals envisioned by a liberal society.
B. Representation: representation of disability in various forms of cultural practices: 
artistic, literary , cinematic among others.
C. Identity and agency: Prc industrial understanding of disability (ancient and 
medieval history), the exhibition of disability (freak shows and circuses), disability and 
the impact of industrialization, disability across cultures, disability activism, human 
rights and justice, UNCRPD, services, infrastructure, embodiment and agency, 
disability as epistemology. • £

*
Possible courses in the workshop 

Disability and violence: The construction of disability as a source of vulnerability and 
dependence increases the susceptibility of people with disabilities to violence. This 
course shall explore many kinds of violence to which people with disabilities are prone 
including sexual violence, structural violence and institutional violence (including, 
institutions of care).) There shall be a further study of how the risk of violence increases 
in situations where disability intersects with other marginalised identities such as 
gender and caste.
Disability, law and policy: Law and policy often constitute fundamental prerequisites 
for the assertion of disability as a political identity. They enable the formulation and 
struggle for disability rights at various levels. Yet awareness about the specificities of 
laws, policies and rights pertaining to disability is limited. This course seeks to 
undertake a critical examination of various laws and policies, in India and abroad, 
pertaining to people with disabilities, the contexts and pressure groups involved in their 
formulation, the impact of these laws and any contradictions or exclusions therein. It 
will also attempt to carry a ease study analyses of specific cases of disability rights 

claims and violations.
Disability and education: While inclusive education is identified as a popular aspiration 
in the modern education system, the exact meaning, implications and heuristics of 
inclusive education often remain vague and elusive. Moreover, the significance of the

•.
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RTF, in the conlrvl of rducaHon of children nllh disabitilitt remains ambiguous In 
many. Access lo Institutions of education is often restricted by infrastructural barriers, 
which are disregarded even today. Access in terms of designing an education system 
that is receptive to cognitive and intellectual diversity and which uses disability ns an 
epistemological resource to raise fundamental questions about disciplines, pedagogical 
approaches and curriculum design is often neglected. Moreover, equity in terms of 

~ learning outcomes for children with disabilities are not given sufficient accordance. 
This course explores education for people with disabilities from the school level to 
higher education, critically analyses the concept of Inclusive education, analyses 
education policies in India w ith a focus on disability, explores the present state of the 
education of people with disabilities in India and attempts to conceive of possibilities 

that shall enable a more progressive future.
Disability and Culture: This course analyses the construction and representation of 
disability in various art forms including cinema, painting, music, dance, literature and 
others. An attempt shall be made to study how disability functions as an epistemological 
resource to raise fundamental questions about various art forms and the contributions 
that notable disabled artists have made to their respective artistic disciplines. Disability 
as an aesthetic resource across a range of artistic disciplines and cultural contexts shall 
constitute a significant component of this course. This course also analyses the 

representations of disability id culture from India and the west. A wide range of texts 
including auto biographies, biographies, novels, poetry, films, art and plays shall be 

analysed for the manner in which disability is portrayed and problem a I bed.
Body, subjectivity and identity: This course focuses on embodiment os a source of 
experience and knowledge. The disabled body has been dismissed as a pathological 
construct by the medical model and has been rendered almost irrelevant by the social 
model. This course seeks to use phenomenological and other understandings of being in 
the wortd that complicates the binaries of body and mind, of biological essence and 

social construction.
Disability' activism and movements: US finds its genesis in disability' activism and 

* disability' rights1 movements in India. 'I bis section explores the history, the demands 
and the trajectory of disability rights* movements in India as well as globally, and the 
manner in which the concept of disability has changed over time as is revealed through 
■ study of movements. There shall also be a dose engagement with the intersection of 

the disability* rights1 movement with other social movements and the influences that 
these other movements exerted on the disability* rights movement. Simultaneously, the 
potential contribution that disability* as an epistemological resource eon have for other 

social movements, such as women’s rights1 movements, shall be explored.

Course Title: Kxpericncing and Narrafivising the Self 
Credits: A , Type of Course: Compulsory
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Semester to which offered: Winter semester (January 2020)
This course hopes to direct participants towards a more focused yet free flowing 
awareness and experience of personal selfhood. The course content includes enriching 

insights from five major perspectives - Psychoanalysis, Feminist, Existential, Engaged 
Buddhist and Critical Psycholog)'. These five perspectives will also he looked at through 
the lens of disability theory for students to develop a self reflexive relationship with 
themselves and to enter the challenges of young adulthood in a more free flowing, 
vibrant and alive manner. The course proceeds with the help of experiential workshops, 
readings of selected texts and fheoreticai writings, review and analysis of films and 

literary stories and participative group work.
Aim: This course is conceived as a seminar course with the aim of introducing scholars 
to the Experiencing and narratives of the self with an emphasis on the construction of 
the identities of the disabled. The course will attempt to enable a dialogue between 
narratives of disability and narratives of non-disabled experiences of the world. It will 
also aim at looking at exclusion and marginalisation as lived and experienced realities 
within a dominant discourse of the normative. As such, attempts wilt also he made to 
see possibilities of interscctional alignments with discourses on caste, gender, race, 
ethnicity and region. A part of this engagement therefore is to look at various ways in 
which the self habits the world.

Module 1: Conceptualising the Self sU

The first module will introduce the students to the different ways in which the self is 
expressed, formulated, defined and constructed. The module will particularly look 
at the modes of evolution in an individual’s transaction with socio-cultural milieu.

. 'X*

Readings

Bruner, J. USelf-making and world-making” Narrative and Identity: Studies in 
Autobiography, Self and Culture. Eds. Jens Brockmeier and Dona! Carbaugh. 
Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 2001.Print.

Excerpts from Ghai, Anita. Rethinking Disability in India. Routledgc, 2015. Print.

Excerpts from James, William. The Principles of Psychology. New York: II, Holt and 
Company, 1590. Print.

Excerpts from Kcrby, Anthony Paul. Narrative and the Self. Indiana University 

Press, 1991. Print.
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Modu/p 2; fdentil and Km hndimpnt of the Sttf

This module Hill Iry tG address issues pc! a ted to queslioos of identity, (he politics of 
identity and nhat it means to he included or eieluded. The focus herein will be 
tocafed in examfnfrrg embodiment and Its meaning to disabled identity.

•r

Readings

Keen, .Suzanne." A Theory of Narrative Km pat by" Akw/far. J4^, 2006.207-236

Hermans, II. J. >1. “Tbe dialogical self: Toward a theory of personal and cultural 
positioning.” Culture A /'Syrbofagy, 7.3.2001. 243-281
Kngel. DavW Af. and Kmnfc Mugcr. “Narrative, Disability, and Identity” A'orrti/Ar, 
1S.I 2007. 85-94.
F.iccrpts from Mini/, Susannah H. Unruly Bodies: Life ItV/Wng by Women with 
Disobilities. University of North Carolina Press, 2007. Print.

Module 3:Ext>ericncinc and NirralMsins the Self

This module will look ol some of the primacy' texts and interrogate tbc forms of 
representation of the self and the mle that memory*, history, experience— 
particularly trauma, stigma, discrimination play. The module will also deliberate on 
tbc positioning of the self within its socio-cultural milieu.

Readings:

Couser, Thomas. Vulnerable Subjects: Ethics and Life Writing. Cornell University Press, 
2003.Print.

Kadar, Marlene. ‘'Coming io terms: Life writing - from Genre to Critical Practice*' in 
Essays On Ufe Writing: From Genre To Critical Practice, ed. Marlene Kadar. Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1992. Print.

Excerpts from Ramachandran, VS and Sandra Make. Phantoms in the Brain: Probing /he 

Afy.tfrW« of the Human Mind William Morrow Paperbacks. 1999. Print.
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Quay son, A to. “A Typology of Disability Representation” Ch. 2 in Aesthetic 
Nervousness: Disability and the Crisis of Representation (Columbia University Press, 
20&7) ppJ2-53

Module 4: Reading and Interpreting the Self
This module is conceptualised as a workshop. Here the students will be asked to 
design a lesson plan keeping in mind the varied negotiation that have been made 
through the course around identity, self and other dynamics and narrative.

These arc suggested readings. Students however will be encouraged to bring tests of 

their choice.

Readings:

Chib, Malim. One Little Finger. New Delhi: Sage, 201 i. Prim.

Kanga. Pirdaus. Trying to Grow (1990). New Delhi: Penguin, 2008. Print. 
Nussbaum, Susan. Good Kings Bad Kings. Algonquin Books, 2013. Print. 
Sacks, Oliver. On the Move: A Life. Picador, 2016. Print.

• U
* J. v

Course Title: Guided Reading 

Credits: 4, Type of Course: Compulsory 
Semester to which offered: Monsoon semester (July 2020)
This course shall orient scholars towards the development of their research 
proposal. This shah include reading and writing workshops as well as specific 

training on conceptualising a hypothesis, formulating research questions and 
writing a literature review. The proposed duration of this course would be July to 
October although individual advisors would decide its exact duration.

,4

it

4
Course Title: Dissertation
Credits: 14, Type of Course: Compulsory

Semester to which offered: Monsoon semester (July 2020) and Winter semester 

(January 2021)

Assessment

(l) Introduction to Disability Studies: 1 short written assignment of 1000 words based on 
issues raised through readings and class discussions (20%), 1 creative presentation (eg* 
Scholars can perform a skit, poem, a work of an, a performance, etc) (20%), 1 assignment of
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2000 words b&5ed on field work and regular participation in field work (30%), 1 final term 
paper of3000 -4000 words based on research topic, field work or olher issues raised during 
the course (30%)
(2) Krscarch Methods: 1 short assignment on 0 critical ease study analysis of the use of 
methods in select studies (20%), 1 short assignment of 1500 words based on a method of 
review of a text of the scholars' choice (20%), 1 assignment of2000 words based on field 
work and regular participation in field work (30%), 1 final term paper of 3000 *• 4000 words 
based on research topic, field work or other issues raised during ihe course (20%)
(3) Field work: Proposal for field study (10%) Detailed field notes (20%), Presentation of 
fieldwork and responses to questions posed (30%), Presentation of final report from the field 
with critical analysis and reflections based on readings done from the first semester as well as 
any other theoretical and methodological concerns (40%)
(4) Experiencing and Narrttivisng Ibe Self: I short written assignment of 1000 words 
based on issues raised through readings and class discussions (30%), 1 book review of a (ext 
discussed in class or of one's own choice (30%), 1 final term paper of 3000 - 4000 words 
based on any of the themes and debates covered in the course
(5) Disability and Society: 2 papers of 2000 words each on the topics covered in the course 
(30% each), 1 final term paper of 3000 - 4000 words based on any of the themes and debates 
covered in the course
(6) Guided Study: 2 short assignments based on issues arising from the texts read in class 
(40%), 1 final term paper of 5000 words preferably drawing on the relevance of texts 
discussed in the course to the scholars' own research topic (60%)
(7) Dissertation

1. Teaebingdeaming:
a. Instmctiona) strategies:

b. Special needs for the programme (instructional space: studio, lab, clinic, workshop, 
etc,; equipment, software, any other - please specify):
In case of disabled sludentV teachers, accessible space is required . software 
such as JAWS and

c. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 

others):
Muskaon, A AD). NAB. Blinf relief organisation, Suniyc, Bapu trust
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Signature of Trogrammc Coordinator^)/Convenor(s)

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research 

Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be
shared across Schools, need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should 
have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 

SCAP/SCPVCL/SCR of the primary School.

. >( !.
' >*•

Recommendation of the School of Studies:: 5:

*

Suggestions: • ir
%L

Signature of the Dean of the School Dean
School of Human SfuOios 
AMBEDXAR
torhianRcoO.
Delhi-IfOOOG ‘ '5al* 
website* www.aua 3c In
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Ambcdkar Univcrsily Delhi (ADD)* • r
S'canding Omm/ffeeda Vaeaf/onal and C^afiouin^ Kduralioo Profirammts

(SCi’VCK)

Minuses of the 9A Meeting held on DeecmhcrlO, 2019, Ka'hmere Cute Campus, ADD

The 9* Meeting of the SCPVCli was held on December 20,2019 at the Kashmerc Gate Campus 
of AUD. The follosving members were present:

Prof. Jatin Dhatt 
Dr. Anuj bhusv'ania 
Prof. Krishna Menon 
Prof, Kartik Dave 
Prof. Sanjay Kumar Sharma 
Prof. Mohdammad Sharique Parooqi 
/>r. Surtrta Srngh 
Prof. Silansu Sckhar Jena

Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Co/nvwv
Member <

Rq;ret*: Prof. Anup Dhar, Prof. Amol Padwttd, Prof. Chandan Mukhctjee, Prof. Honey Obcroi 
Vaholi, Prof. Rukmini Sen, Prof. Suchitra Balasubnihman>-an and Prof. Vrinda Datta.

Special Invitees: Mr. Nikhil Singh Chamk, Dr. ShM'ct Kumar Pandcy, Ms. Fan ha Siddiqui, Mr. 
Akha Kaihrii Mao, Or. Ankush Ralhor, Dr. Gunjan Sharma, Dr. Sanjay Raghav and Prof. Bharat; 
Bavcja

. i
The following agenda items wen discussed:

r.

1. Following courses of BA and MA to be ottered in the winter semester of the School 
of Law*, Governance and Citizenship (SLCQ:

The following BA Course and MA Courses of the SLGC were presented and discussed:

a) BA Course: Constitutional l.aw-l (4 credits)
*ttte purpose of the course is to acquaint the students with the basic postulates of the 
Constitution and give them a picture of Constitutional parameters regarding the 
organization, powers and functions of the various organs of the government. The 
emphasis is 0)50 on the study of the nature of federal structure and functioning.

1

The following were the recommendations by the SCPTCE:
- The course offered in the third semester on “Indian Constitution and Politics’* could also 

be recommended for the course on Constitutional 1«nw 1.
- The focus of the course is mart on composition of federal structure and not so much on 

the workings of it—relationship between the structure end functioning needs elaboration. 
How and why the legal discourse around constitution emerges needs focus in the 
modules. The qiicsiion of “law*' needs to be explicated for such a course. Citizenship Act 
could be included in the module on "Citizenship.**

f

J
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- Some suggested readings that could be incliKicd ore b>/related to SR Bomoi, Kcsvnrumda. 
Raju RamcKandru. Paul Brass.

a
After due deliberations, the SCPVCE rejo/ttv/ to recommend the course "Constitutional 
to be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration with the 
recommendations incorporated.

b) (1) MA Dissertation (6 credits)
The final year students write & dissertation that enables them to engage in research based 
on the broader themes that look at the intersection of law. politics and society. The 
requirements arc spread across semesters three am! four.

7‘hr following were the recommendations by the SCPl'CE: f
- The learning outcomes related to the viva vocc could be specified.
- The word limit could be 10000-12000 words.

Hr

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course "MA Dissertation " to 
be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration with (he recommendations 
incorporated.

-*•.

H) Law, Media and Technology (2 Credits)
This course examines the intersection between law. media and technology. In contrast to 
existing approaches to the study of “media laws** which tends to study these questions 
only from the perspective of speech and expression, this course serves as on 
Interdisciplinary enquiry combining media history, media theory' and lavs'. H is premised 
on the argument that a comprehensive understanding of the interaction between law and 
media requires a close attention not only to the question of content regulation but also the 
physical, cultural and political infrastructure of media and its role in shaping a distinct 
public sphere in India.

The following were the recommendations by the SCP VCE:
- The course has the same title as another 4-credit course in the MA programme. Since the 

content of the course has been imagined differently from the four credit course, the title 
could be different.

- Currently, the live modules of the course may be beyond the scope of a 2-credit course, 
unless the transaction is imagined in a seminar mode or the content is reduced.

- Some other themes that could be explored in the course could be the questions of 
citizenship as (he watching of cinema in theatre declined, audio cassette and its impact on 
music and VHS on film, streaming services such as Net Hi x and censorship with regard to 
streaming.

• Reading by Bnnda Bose. Sohini Ghosh could be included.
- The number of assessments could also be reduced for a 2-credit course,

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to not recommend the course "Iurn', Media and 
Technology1" to be placed ot the next meeting of Academic Council. It needs to be discussed 
again at the SCPVCE with the suggestions incorporated.

4
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2. To consider the recommendations of (he Board of Studies of School of Vocations!

Studies (SVS) for the follnwinj; courses:

l?o!lowing ten courses were approved for the three verticals of the IWoc programme at 
SVS for Semester 6 students.

Retail Management
Retail Marketing (SVSIRM60I)
People and Process Management (SVSIRM602)
industrial Internship for the Job Role of Retail Store Manager-2 (minimum 30 
days mandatory) (SVSIRM603)
Field Based Project Study (SVSIKM604)

Tourism and Hospitality
Industrial Training & Project (SVS 1TH601)

Fariy Childhood Centre Management and Kntrcprcneurship 
Management of a Childcare Centre (SVS1EC601)
Financial Management in a Childcare Centre (SVS IHC602)

'in. Mentering in a childcare centre (SVS IEC603)
Project (SVS1EC604)
Internship (SVS 1HC605)

Retail Marketing (SVS1RM60I) (4 Credits)
This course will enable students to gain knowledge about retail marketing in the 
organized retail industry. It also familiarizes the students.about the concept of marketing 
at the store level and about the most prevalent marketing practices within the retail 
companies.

The falltrwlng were the recommendation r by the SCPVCE:
• How the course aligns with the vision of AUD needs to be thought through.
- Concept of non-urban markets could be explored in the vertical on RM

i.

ii.

IV.

V,

VI.

Ml.

IX.

X.
t

I.
r

r
i\

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE re so Hrd to recommend the course “Retail Management ” 
to be placed ot the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration.

People and Process Management (SVS1KM602) (4 Credits)
This course will enable students to understand the overall retail business from the store 
manager’s point of view. It also familiarizes the students with the major work areas of a 
store manager such as. managing store employees, making the store profitable and better 
coordination with the supply chain function.

7 he following were r/*c recommendation* by the SCPVCE:
- The course could be thought in terms of holistic engagement and planning of human 

resources.
• Some of the terminology used in the course could be more sensitive to the individuals in 

the workplace and inclusive, e.g., use of attrition and retention, human resource planning 
and so on.

ii.

3
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- l^udership and team management which is strategic could be separated from the 

transactional components (Module 1).
- ‘Hjc focus of Modules l and 2 weds to be clearly delineated for store processes and 

customer interface processes.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCF, resolved to reeontmettd the course "People and Process 
l(> Management" to be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration with the 

* recommendations incorporated.

ui

. Ml. Industrial Internship for the Job Role of Retail Store Manager* 2 (minimum 30 days 
mandatory) (SV.S t RM603) (8 Credits)
The Students of RM go out on fndustnal Internship for a period of 30 days in block oQer 
the completion of the theory component of the syllabus. TTiey are exposed to the practical 
aspects of the skills that they have learned in courses over the lirsi half of the semester. 
During this internship, students arc responsible for supervising and directing the store 
staff, taking staffing decisions, ensuring product amiability, maintaining visual 
merchandising standards, ensuring customer satisfaction, optimising the store's financial 
performance and managing safety and security of the store while adhering to the business 
and store processes.

The following were the recommendations by the SCPVCE:
- The learning outcome could be conceptualized as creating effective coordination and 

work environment.
- Assessments could be spread out across the semester for an 8-credit course.
- There could be some sharing of internship experiences through structured individual 

presentations to the students of entire cohort. This could also be a platform for reflection 
and discussions.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolwd to recommend the course "Industrial Internship 
far the Job Role of Retail Store Manager" to be placed at the next meeting ofAcademic Council 
for consideration with the recommendations incorporated.

Meld Rased Project Study (SVSIRM604) (2 Credits)
This course will enable students to understand field based issues of the retail sector. The 
students will acquire relevant knowledge and skills to work independently on identifying, 
researching and finding solutions to the problems and issues of the retail sector. This 
course focuses on developing suitable research and reporting skills.

The following were ihe rccommcndatiofis by the SCPVCE:
- Mid-coursc evaluation is necessary to ensure that students understand the process of 

research.
- Word limit of the final project report should be no more than 4000-5000 words.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course "Field Based Project 
Study" to be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration with the 
recommendations incorporated.

%

IV.

Industrial Training & Project (SVS1TII60I) (24 Credits)
Internship and Project focuses on developing knowledge, skills and attitudes needed to

Y,
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succeed in recognizing and exploiting opportunities for innovation in the hospitality 
sector. The internship will enable students to undertake more responsibilities and 
contribute towards the overall functioning and managing of the catering establishment. 
They will also be encouraged to reflect on the challenges faced in planning implementing 
and managing the various concepts and strategies lor a successful catering establishment. 
The Internship in the year 3rd year has been conceptualized to enable students to engage 
with the field and connect with the learning from the courses lor the Job Role ol'Assistant 
Catering Manager.

The jollowing were the recommendations by the Si'PVCE'
- For a 24 credit course—some assignments should be planned at intervals keeping the 

spirit of continuous assessment at AUD.
- It is necessary for students to understand who they are catering to and how they can make 

the business more popular.
- Expose students to ways of researching in the T&H sector. A structured way of inquiry 

that acquaints students with the research process would be hclpflil for students to 
articulate their topic. If this process driven approach it should be communicated to the 
host organization formally—it could also signify' how AUD students are different in 
approach and thought process.

- A public event could be imagined for the culmination of the project.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course ‘ Industrial Training & 
Project'' to be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration with the 
recommendations incorporated.

Management of a Childcare Centre (SVS1EC601) (4 Credits)
This course focuses on the establishment and management of a childcare centre. Given 
the fact that the childcare providers arc entrusted with the care of young children, it is 
critical for them to follow safety, security and legal guidelines while providing for a 
developmentally and contextually, appropriate programme for children of varying age 
groups. The role of the childcare service provider is to^also work in collaboration with 
parents and provide better quality services to children. The management of the centre 
should be such which exhibits leadership, trust within the staff as well as transparency. 
This entails that the childcare venture needs to be visualised and planned in an innovative 
manner keeping in mind the principles of ‘quality childcare services* with a ‘self- 
sustained business model* to thrive.

4
,1.1

vi.

The following were the recommendations by the SCPVCE:
- The weightage of the assignments needs to be redistributed so that assignments with the 

maximum weightage are not at the beginning.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course Management of a 
Childcare Centre" to be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration with 
the recommendations incorporated.

Financial Management in a Childcare Centre (SVSIEC6(I2) (2 Credits)
A centre head at a childcare centre has a multitude of responsibilities with tasks ranging

vn.
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from the design of the programme, managing operations, and supervision of centre staff, 
organisational and administrative duties and responsibilities related to direct care of 
children and liasoning with families and communities, ongoing requirements for the 
childcare Centre. Finances and budgeting also form the core of the centre head's 
responsibility. This course aims to equip students with the knowledge and skills required 
to manage the finances of the centre to run a successful business.

, 77rr foWawin^ werv thf recommendation* fy the SCPl'CE:
- It would be helpful to incorporate questions around how docs one begin an enterprise and 

what goes into deciding the kind of enterprise.
- What kind of liabilities need to be considered for an enterprise.

Aftff due deliberation*, tlx SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course "Financial Management 
* in a Childcare Centre" to be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for conudcration 

with the recommendations incorporated.

to
*

vlll. Mentoring In a childcare centre{SVSIF)C603) (2 Credits) ”
The course will enable students to understand the importance of supporting and nurturing 

’* relationships, collaborating and empowering the team, and finding solutions to elevate
the quality of services. Childcare providers* work in close association with various 
stakeholders to provide quality care to children. Support team/stalT constitutes the most 
important part of this association. It is critical for child care providers to lead, mentor and 
empower team for quality and successful business. Mentoring and support from the 
centre head will boost the staff to provide quality care, 'ihis course will prepare students 
to explore mentoring and leadership in the context of a childcare and how* to maximise 
the cfftcietKy of team.

t-r

The following were the recommendations by the SCPFCE:
- Assessments need to be reworked with a clear indication of the t)*pc of submission.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolwd to recommend the course "Mentoring in a 
childcare centre" to be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council far consideration with 
the recommendations incorporated,

r

i

Project (SVSir.CHM) (3 Credits)
F.ariy childhood centres cater to diverse population and provide variety of childcare 
services. The services depend on the available expertise, resources and the population 
Served. Running a childcare centre involves dealing with various stakeholders and 
managing business successfully. The BVbc ECCME programme aims to equip students 
with the managerial skills os well as the entrepreneurial skills. This project will provide 
an opportunity to students of to work independently on on idea related to 
devclopmcntfmanagement of childcare eentre/services. The project will be 
conceptualized, planned and completed under the guidance of a faculty advisor.

ix.

The following were the recommendation* by the SCPl'CF:
- l or the assignment for this project—some issues could be identified and students could 

choose from those themes—for example, infrastructure, training, inclusion, parent

6
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engagement, legal stipulations and so on.'
Each student would have a unique area of research and some kind of publication may be 
brought about.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course "Project" to he placed 
at the next meeting of Academic Council jar consideration with the recommendations 
incorporated

Internship (SVS1EC605) (7 Credits)
The Internship in year 3 has been conceptualized to enable students to engage with the 
field and connect with the learning from the courses, i he focus of the Internship this year 
is to develop skills to become centre head/entrepreneur at the centre—for setting up a 
centre, creating, planning, managing and conducing activities and routines and also for 
providing guidance to the facilitators and supervisors. The aim is to build nuanced 
understandings among students regarding designing a centre that has diverse 
developirentally and contextually appropriate activities that could be conducted with 
young children in a day care centre.

x.

The following were the recommendations by the SCPVCE
- Expose students to start-ups as it will enable them to understand the processes involved in 

beginning a new venture.
- Assessments must be spread across the semester.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course "Internship" to be 
placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration with the recommendations 
incorporated

Overall Discussion for School of Vocational Studies:
- Since the review of all six semesters of the BVoc programmes are complete, a full review 

of the programmes should be undertaken in middle of owning semester. Also SVS needs 
to address some questions that have been raised over the past SCPVCt: meetings 
regarding how the programme connects with AUD's vision. A presen tali on regarding the 
same could be made at the next SCPVCE meeting.

3. To consider the recommendation of the Board of Studies of School of Education 
Studies (S£S) for the following:

a) Three Continuing Professional Development Education CPD/MA Education 
(Elective) Courses
i. Instruction in Middle and Secondary School Algebra and Geometry
ii. Science Education: Critical approaches to Curriculum and Pedagogy
iii. Education, Vulnerability and Sustainable Development

The three courses are in addition to the six courses that were approved for CPD in 2018. With 
nine courses designed for CPD, SES plans to propose a Master's programme lor educators in the 
future. The three courses were also approved to be offered to MA Education students.

7
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InslructioD in Middle and Secondary School Algebra and Geometry (4 credits)
This course aims to equip participants to understand the concerns in the teaching and 
learning of algebra and the theory of proving in middle and secondary school 
geometry and design lessons to develop the necessary mathematical skills and 
dispositions for their students. The course enables students to understand abstract 
concepts through projects.

The following were the recommendtumns by the HCVVCE:
- Use of technology (c.g.. gaming) may be explored in the course transaction.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course "Instruction in Middle 
and Secondary School Algebra and Geometry1' to be placed a! the next meeting of Academic 
Council for consideration.

Science Education: Critical approaches to Curriculum and Pedagogy (4 Credits) 
This course is designed for practicing school teachers who are interested in engaging 
with curricular, pedagogical, and assessment issues surrounding science education, 
particularly at the elementary' and secondary school level. The course attempts to 
integrate educational theory with concrete und practical strategies for becoming more 
informed and perhaps ‘better* science educators. This course builds upon the basic 
familiarity practicing school teachers have through their teacher education 
programmes and brings a research focus to their engagement with a range of issues 
related to teaching of science at school level.

it.

'1 he following were the recommendations by the SCPVCE:
- Gender dimensions of doing science could be included as a part of the course 

(readings by Abha Sur and others). Trajectories of students in science could also 
be explored.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course “Science Education: 
Critical approaches to Curriculum and Pedagogy” to be placed at the next meeting of Academic 
Council for consideration with the recommendations incorporated

Education, Vulnerability and Sustainable Development (4 Credits)
This course is for the practitioners of education working in schools and in the 
development sector. This course focuses on orienting the practitioners und building a 
perspective on education, vulnerability and sustainable development. In order to 
approach this, the course will engage with the global initiatives such as Education for 
All, Millennium Development Goals, and Sustainable Development Goals to make 
sense of the problem and perspective on education, vulnerability and sustainable 
development. These discussions will also include engagement with the process 
adopted for the global commitments.

tit.
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After due deliberations, (he SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course “Education, 
Vulnerability and Sustainable Development" to be placed at (he next meeting of Academic 
Council for consideration.

I’

b) FourMA Education Kloctivca Cour«c<:
i. Perspectives in Education
ii. Mapping Hducmion Studies 
iii- CHticnl l.iteracy
iv. Education end Social Mobility

These courses have been approNcd by the AC (2019) os core and elective courses for the PhD in 
Education programme. After modifications in course content (readings and assessments) the 
courses were approved to be offered as a part of the MA programme (elective courses) by SES 
BOS.

■ t

i. Perspective* in Education (4 Credits)
This course aims at introducing the students of education to the foundational perspectives in 
education, while enabling them to engage with certain selected themes representing these 
perspectives and contemporary issues where a more interdisciplinary focus is needed. The 
intention is also to (re)introduce the students to some classic texts, ideas and scholarly 
approaches in education to facr/rtate (hem in toasting their study, research and practice in relation 
to the larger discourse in the 'Held. In doing so, the course begins with introducing the *.

* s

- v

* disciplines of education* and signposting the theoncsfconccpts fundamental to each of these. It 
then engages with some selected core thcmatics drawn from each of these foundational 
perspectives. 'Ihis is followed with an engagement with selected contemporary issues 
(particularly drawn from curriculum and policy studies) across different levels of education - "
including early childhood, school, higher oixl teacher education.

It:Uf t'Y
After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend (he course “Perspectives in 
Editcation" to be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration.

. I

ii. Mapping Ed unit ton Studies (2 Credits)
The landscape of education studies is constituted with debates and contestations around the 
nature and structure of education as a knowledge domain. This course maps these debates with a 
focus on questions such as: Is education a 'discipline* (or a field), professional preparation of 
teachers or an applied area geared towards drawing implications for practice? Do universities 
have a role in teacher education? How do education policy and research implicate each other? 
The varying positions around these questions haw shaped different ways of organising education 
studies in varied international contexts including India. This course will introduce the students to 
this context as it maps the tensions in conceptualising studiesfrcscarch in education in a 
university space. While engaging in these debates, the course will attempt to build a case that all 
education studies is located in and responds to this larger composition and politics of education 
studies.

i
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After due deliberations, the SC I* VCE resahxd to recommend the course "Mapping Education 
Studies " to be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration.

iii. Critical Literacy (2 Credits)
't'his course will enable students to understand how language and literacy and its use arc 
inextricably connected ;o social, political and economic contexts. The course locates lh«c 
practices across the interconnected spaces of schools, homes and comm uni lies for children. It 
will focus on examining literacy as it addresses issues of identity, power and agency and how 
rcaUrations of critical literacy mediate language and power in diverse ways

After due deliberations, the SC? VCE resolved to rccommctid the course "Critical Utcracy" to 
be placed at the next meeting ofAcademic Council for consideration.

lv. Kducaimn and Social Mobility (2 credits)
This course provides a sociological lens to explore and understand the role of intuitions such as 
family, education and the state in shaping individual life chances. It also aims to understand 
sociologically the structural forces such as caste and class which shape the experiences of 
various social groups (who are placed differently) and avenues of social mobility available to 
them within the larger social hierarchy.

77ie following were the recommendations by the SC? VCE:
- The reading list needs to he reduced for an MA level course.

After due deliberations, the SC? VCE resolved to recommend the course "Education and Social 
Mobility’” to be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration.

Overt 11 Discussion

Programme structure, information regarding cohort sire (as per AUD norms or 
otherwise) and semester in which courses arc offered must be included when 
courses arc submitted.
For courses with a heavier credit load (especially internship^ field based research 
projects) all assessments should not he concentrated towards the end. Some 
assessments should be planned over the transaction of the course so (hat students 
arc able to get feedback on the process of'‘doing’* the imemship'research.

(Sunita Singh) 
Convenor. SCPVCE

(Jatin Dhatl) 
Chair, SCPVCK

10
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Scliuol of Vocational Studios (5VS) 
Agenda forSCPVCE 

BVocJScmestcrC,Skill & CKC Courses 
Agenda for Skill Courses

'ie

ISL No. | Pace
Minutes of the 7® BoS meeting held on 25" Oct. 2019 2-4l

4♦ 2 Retail Marketing 5-10 i

3 People and Process Management 11-15

16-194 RM Industry Intemship/OJT

5 RM Project 20-26•j 1

l27-386 Tourism & Hospitality Semester 6 I ntmtship/OJT

7 Barly Childhood Centre Management & 
Entrepreneurship (ECCMIt) Structure

39-43

r 8 Management of a Childcare Centre 44-52 1r
4Financial Management in a Childcare Centre9 53-59 4

4
yJMentoring in a childcare centre10 60-65

n ECCME Project 66-69

12 ECCME IntemshipfOJT 70-74 v

*i13 Internship/OJT matrix 75-90 3
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AJVTBEDKAR UNIVERSITY DELHI

Minutes of the 7'11 Meeting of (he SVS Board of Studies held on 25th October 2019, Karampura 
Campus, AUD

The 7lh Meeting of the SVS Board of Studies (BoS) was held on 25* October 2019, at the Karampura 
Campus of AUD, Conference Room at 10.30AM. The following members were present:

Professor Sitansu S Jena
Doan, School of Vocational Studies, AUD
Professor Mohd Sharique Farooqi
Registrar, AUD & Professor School of Design, AUD
Dr Sunita Singh
Dean, School of Education Studies, AUD 
Mr Devangshu Dutta
Founder and Chief Executive Third Eyesight 
Professor Garima Paricash
Professor School of Hospitality, GD Goenka University 
Mr. Akha Kaihrii Mao 
Associate Professor, SVS, AUD 
Mr Ankush Rathor
Programme Manager, T&H, SVS, AUD 
Mr Nikhil S Charak 
Programme Manager, RM, SVS, AUD 
Ms Fariha Siddiqui
Programme Manager, ECCME, SVS, AUD

Chairperson

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Regrets: Professor Venita Kaul, Professor Kartik Dave and Dr Kopal

Special Invitees: Mr Shwel Pandcy

At the outset, the Chairperson extended a warm welcome to all the members to the T1*1 SVS BoS meeting. 
The Chairperson apprised the members of the last SCPVCE meeiing held on IS**1 October, 2019 during 
which the Semester 6 GEC courses were deliberated upon and recommended by the SCPVCE for necessary 
approval of the Academic Council of the University. The following agenda items were discussed:

Rem No.01: Continuation of the 6,h Board of Studies meeting minutes. The members confirmed the 
minutes of the 6* SVS BoS meeting held on 23rd September 2019.

Item No.02: To deliberate on the draft Skill Retail Management courses for the 6* semester.
(i) Retail Marketing (SVSIRM60I). Based on the discussioris the BoS made the following 

rccommendat ions:
• . Module 2 needs to be broughtjdown to the operational levcL(Storc level).
• Module 2.3 may be emphasized on Store profitability and not in terms of Reiail Finance 

strategy (The BVoc students may not be engaged in strategy making for the next-5 7 
years of their profession)

• One or two lecture sessions may be organized for students to have an overview of the 
Retail Store Functioning but

• The course team may revise the sequencing of the topics

With the above suggestions the BoS recommended the course for consideration of the Academic Council.
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(tf) People and Procw^ Managemenf (5VSIRM602)i After a defatted dciiberaftens. fhe BaS made fhc 

following tecomruendiltofts on the counc white approving the Mirne:
• In Module 2. 'hiring and firing* skills need to be introduced to the students.
• Challenges of n very high attrition rate in retail industry need to be dealt and bow to 

manage exit should be pan of the course module.
• In Module 3.5. GST need to be clearly mentioned with its implication at the basic store 

level need to be taught to students.

The BoS recommended for approval of the course by the Academic Council

(III) Project Kcport (5VSIKM604). The members had an intensive discussion on the area. Based on . 
the discussions the BoS made the following recommendations:

« The project should be ftdd based siady on sjodenu' experiences
• The objective should be indentify issues and problems at the store level nnd not too 

broad at the 'retail sector*
• The objective is not to emphasize research methodology but should be toned down to 

m formation coltecthnfdata collection
• In the objectives, students should write and submit project report and not research report
• Time-line for the project need to be given
• Project should be related to their intemship/ojt (Live project)
• Students to identify 2-3 oreasrfssue? to be taken up for the project and shared with the 

faculty in charge before selecting one issue/area on which to work on.
• 2 credits can be allocated for the project work. A proper rubric for evaluation of the 

project needs to be developed.
• Maximum words^ages for the project work need to be reshstk and doable keeping in 

mind the constraints of time.
• The project can have a minimum of 5 references which a student must have referred to 
' while doing the project.

*■

■ 4*
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The BoS recommended for approval of the course by the Academic Council.

. (iv) Tourism A Hospitality semester 6 Industrial Training and Project (5 months) Jan.- May 2020 
(SVS1TII601): The BoS while approving the coarse made the following recommendations;

• As suggested for the Retail Management course the Project should be based on their 
assigned job-role and relevant experiences and not a research based desert at ion.

• The proposed project need to be reworked based on students1 related work experience 
during the OJTAntewship (catering).

• Specify 4-2 areas where student will be working during their Orr/intemship
• The project birH learning table on page no. 31 need to be revised, where in only those 

areas where students will be dealing during their OJT be included. Another addition con 
be made about Purchase department in the possible areas.

• . .Onlm&appraisal am be, developed to mentor and monitor students during the long.OXT 
duration.

• A specific amount of credits need to be allocated for the Project work from the total 24 
credits in the semester.

• The comments feedback from the Supervisors) as proposed need to be concise and 
specific otherwise the purpose will not be met.

(v) ECCMF. Course on Management of a J>»y*tart centre (5VSIEC60I). Based on the discussions 
the BoS made the following recommendations:

r
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• Add Module 4 on page no. 47 of Ihc document.
• Some notional hours may be given for each of the topic/theme and Module.
• The course seems very detailed and broad, check for any overlapping with earlier 

courses
• Monitoring and filtering of‘wrong manpower* (possible indicators to check the ‘fit’ for 

working in early Childcare centers) keeping the children’s safety issue is important to be 
dealt in the Programme

• Objectives to be replaced with learning outcomes.
• Attendance component of grading be removed and Class participation and group 

contribution weightage can be increased from 30% to 40%

(vi)ECCME course on Finances in a childcare Centre (SVS1EC602)j The DoS had an intensive 
discussion on topics such as-

♦ The course be renamed as ‘Financial Management in a Child Care centre’
♦ In Module 2.2 Procurement need to be added with other sub-themes
♦ Module 2.4 can be renamed as Understanding cash flow
♦ The course looks too vast and perhaps, there is a need to make it more concise and doable 

within the semester and as per the time availability
• For this course may consult with DrNidhi Kaickcr in the SBPPSH for feedback and inputs

(vli) ECCME course on Leadership and Mentoring (SVSIEC603): The DoS members made the 
following suggestions:

• The present course looks too much theoretical on leadership styles. It may be belter to make
it a workshop course more focused on mentoring. The course team may like to revisit the 
course and make necessary changes

• Some inputs can be sought from experts within AUD ( School of Human Studies)

(viii) ECCME OJT/Intemship and Project Report (SVS1EC604): The BoS members is of the 
view that as already suggested above to both the Retail Management and the Tourism & 
Hospitality programme, the Project content and report need to be revised according to the . 
student’s engagement during the OJT/internship.

Apart from the individual course feedback, the BoS, also re-iterated that in general, (I) Revisit point no.5 of 
the course outlines document of each of the courses and make necessary revision wherever the need be. The 
members deliberated in detail as to how certain courses which may not be directly linked with the vision of 
AUD be stated. It was pointed out that perhaps, it is an opportunity for the course team and the School to 
imagine more creatively and try to bring elements of AUD’s vision in the courses. This may help in the long 
run to make a difference with our graduates I their outlook and perspective even while they are engaged in 
their world of work.

(2) Objectives and outcomes of the courses have to be re-worked in each of the courses using the help of 
Bloom’s taxonomy.

The Course Coordinators and course team will incorporate the necessary inputs of the BoS and share the 
revised courses to all the BoS members in a week’s time for necessary approval before being put up to the 
SCPVCE.

The meeting ended with a vote of thanks.

Chaiipersorr].
(Professor Sitansu S. Jena)

4
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Ambcdkai University Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course

School/Centre proposing the course School of Vocalional Studies 
DVoc - Retail ManagementProgramme(s)

Course title Retail Marketing
Course code/ Semes I cr SYSlRMCOl/tf* Semester
Total Credits 4
Course type (core/compulsory/ elective/any other 
please specify)

Compulsory Skill Course

Level (Pre-doctoralMA/PG Diploma
/Certificate/UG)

B Voc Degree

Proposed date of launch January 2020
Course coordinator and team Nikhil Charak and External Experts

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?
No

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this 
course:
The course is based on the defined job role of store manager as per ihe National 
Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF) Level-7. The course is focused on those 
who have acquired knowledge and skills of Customer Sales Associate (Level-4),
Team Leader (Level-5) &Dcparfment Manager (Level-6).

3. No. of students to be admitted:
As per AUD norms.

4. Course scheduling: Winter Semester 2020 (Semester-long)

5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD?
The vision of the University is to promote equity, social justice with excellence and to provide 
such education to students who would be sensitive enough to work in a non-hierarchical 
environment. The university also strives to engage in-a manner to develop such professionalism 
in students who will contribute immensely towards building entrepreneurial and marketing skills 
to the cause of marginalized groups. Retail marketing course is mostly designed for the purpose 
of improving the retail marketing skills for our aspiring students so that they can undertake the 
job rote of store manager in the Indian retail industry, apart from becoming an entrepreneur in 
retail sector by acquiring such skills related to retail marketing.

6. How does the course link with the specific programmc(s) where it is being offered?
‘Retail*Marketing is an essential part of BVoc-"RctSirManagemem course which talks about 
retail marketing environment in the Indian context. It is an industry-related specialized program. 
The program is in alignment with National Skill Qualifications Framework. The course aims to 
bridge the gap between the skill-profiles of the graduates and those that are required by the 
industries in the job market.

7. Course Details:
a. Summary: This course will enable students to gain knowledge about retail marketing in the 

organized retail industry It also familiarizes the students about the concept of marketing at
5
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*the store level and about the most prevalent marketing practices within the retail companies.

b. Oh] ect Ives: The majo r object ive$ o f the course ere:
• To uoderfland the aspects related to ret as) mi ft cl tag environment in India,
• To know marketing skills required for a retail store manager.
• To understand consumer buying behavior specific to retail marketing.
• To have a comprehensive knowledge on aspects related to in-store promotions and 

retail communications at the store level.
• To appreciate the best marketing practices that are being used in different retail 

situations such as- offline retail companies and in K-tailing.

$

4;

c
The National Occupation Standards (NOS*) used for this course are:

• Manage sales and service delivery to increase store profitability (RAS/N01S4)
• Check and confirm adherence of visual merchandising plans (RAS/N0155)
• Implement promotions and special events at the store (RAS/N0I58)
• . Conduct price benchmarking and market study of competition (RAS/N0I59)

•

p§

Weblink:
https://www.rasc i. in'do wn to ods'QP/RA SCI%2 OQ ua I i ficat ions%2 OPack%200107%20* 
%20Rctan%20StorcVo20ManagCT.pdfm

c. Kipettcd learning outcomes:
On completion of the course, the students will be able to>

4 Describe the concept of retail marketing at the micro (store level) as well as at the macro 
(rational level).

• identify and explain different skills required for retail store manages.
• Analyze the concepts and techniques of Above the Une, Through the Line & Below the Line 

(ATL/TTL/BTL) marketing activities.
• Develop plans for retail promotion and execute the same for effective retail marketing in the 

retail stores.
• Explain the impact of marketing activities on overall store budgets and sales targets.
‘ list besr marketing practices used in diiTerenl retail marketing situations.

d. Overall structure:
Module 1: Introduction to Retail Marketing
The Course will explain about the Retail Marketing and about the retail marketing 
environment in India which help to understand the customers' needs and their behavior

Module Plan/ 
Theme/ 
. Topk

Core 
Reading 

(«tth oo, of 
[**«)

1. Apply the Levy, M., 
principles, 
practices, and 
concepts 
used in retail 
marketing 
management.

Objective^) Addition Attestment
(weights,
modes,

scheduling)

it
Suggcste

d
Readings

Project Based on 
l st Module. 

Weightage:20%

1.1 Berman, B., 
Evans, J. R.,
& Mathur. M. 
(20)1). Retail* 
Management* 
A Strategic 
Approach 11

Wcitt, n. A.. & 
Pandit, A. 
(20)2). 
Retailing 
Management 
Sc. Tata

Introduction to 
retail marketing

1.2 Retail 
Marketing 
Environment In

t

1i
1

https://www.rasc


p .

McGraw-Hill E. Pearson.India.
2.Understand

Pages: 104-1KO Pages: 197-223the1.3 Idenlifying 
cusiomer needs conceptual

and
crgHnizations

Sinha &Uniyal. 
Retail
management,
Oxford
publications 2nd 
Edition.

1
1.4 Understanding

shoppers
behavior

Aspects of 
the retail 
sector, 
including 
strategic 
planning and 
management 
in retail.

Pradhan,
S.(2Q1?)
. Retail
Manage
mail.
New
Delhi:
McGraw
Niff
Educatio
n.

(pp, 481-516)
V,

Module 2: Overview of Retail Store Functions
The course will explain the importance of retail store functions like buying and merchandising, retail 
pricing, location & financial strategy at store level.

• .x.

t

Understand the 
concepts of 
category and 
lieir role in 
defining the 
nerchandising

Levy, M., Weitz, 
B, A>, St Pandit, 
A. (2012). 
Retailing 
Management 8e. 
l ata McGraw-

Written Assignment 
based on 2nd 

Module. 
Weightage:20%

2.1 Buying & 
Merchandising 
ilanning at store level 
or stock optimization 
to minimize losses

Berman, B., 
Evans, J. R., & 
Mathur, M. 
(2011). Retail 
Management- 
A Strategic 
Approach 11 
E. Pearson.

Hill2.2 Understanding of 
Retail Pricing at store 
'evel

TUX

Pages: 37SM27
Pages: 395^22

Pradhan, S.
(2017).

<■'» Retail *
Managem 
cut. New 
Delhi: 
McGraw 
Hill
Education

2.3 Retail Finance at retail 
store

2.4 Retail Location 
understanding.

[UP, 157-178,

7
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279-292,225- I272)

Module y. Retail comxnunicotton
The Course will explain about the effective commun teat ton* m store promotions, customer 
rtbtioRship, and customer experience management.

tetail Communication ^kppreeiate the 
it the store I^evel ole of proper

communication 
n the Retail 
wor by 
dentifying the 

various
communication 
s options in 
varied 
conditions.

Practical Based 
On 3rd Module. 
Weight age:20%

3.1 ^evy, M., Weitz, 
A., & Pandit, 

A. (2012). 
totalling 

Management Se. 
Tata M cOraw-

Berman, B.. 
Evans. J. R.. & 
Mathur, M. 
(2011). Retail 
Management- 
A Strategic 
Approach II 
E. Pearson.

3.2 n store promotions, 
detail Services

Hill3.3 Customer 
lebtionship 
danagemem Sl 

customer experience.
Pages; 467*498

Pages: 477-508
Pradhan, S.

(2017). 
Retail 
Managcm 
ent. New
Delhi:
McGraw
Hill
Education

pp, 362-374)1

Module 4: E-tailing and Modem Retail
The Course will explain about the E-tailing, modem retail trends and opportunity of modem retail in 
the Indian context.

Weightage:30% 
End term exam

10% MCQ’s
10% Theoretical 

Questions ( 
10% Case study

4.1 ^eamthe 
concept of 
vtailing

Appreciate the 
ok of proper 
rommunicat km 
nthe Retail
sfctofjy 
Kbntiiying the 
various
communications 
options tn 
varied 
conditions.

levy, M., 
Weitz, B. A., 
t Pandit, A. 
[2012). 
Retailjpg^ 
Management 
ie. Tata 
McGraw-HiT

Bailing, social 
nedia marketing 
romeniponuy 
i radices

Vcdamani,
G.G.

,(2017•*4'

).
Retail
Mana
game

>

Pages: 467- at.
Chen49$
nm:

* PearsPradhan, S.
I (2017 on.
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(pp, 322-).

Retail 529)
Mann
gone
nt.
New
Delhi

MeGf
aw
HU)
fiduc 
at ion.

[pp. 255-
298)

4.2
Vlodem retail 
rends and 
opportunity.

Jl
Note: 10 V* u'ctghtage will be given to tbe Class Ptulicipstton trough out the semester

8. Pedago^:
a. Irstructbnal Strategies* Blended approach will be used which will include texts, worksheets. 

YouTube clips, self-learning assignments, simulation, rblc plays and workbook
b. Special needs: Retail Lab has been proposed inside the can^ms to cover the practical aspects 

of this component
c. Expertise m AUD faculty or outside - Guest faculty from Retail Industry supported by 

Retailers Association of India. *
d. Linkages with external agencies -Retailers Association of India and various Retailers such os 

Reliance Retail, Shopperstop, V Mart, Nallis. Landmark and Lacoste, etc.

-.f
j.

Signature of Coordlnalorts)

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 

Committee in tbe case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted . 
to the Academic Council whh due recommendations.

• 2 Core courses-which are meant to be*pan of more than one programme, and arc to be-shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCK/SCR of the 
primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

9
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Recommendation of the School of Studies:

CwSuggestions
Signature of the Dean^ofTtfif^honl ^
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Ambcdk&r University Delhi 

Proposal for launch of o Course

SchooUOnirc proposing the course School of Vocational Stitdies
Programmers) BVoc - Retail Management
Course title People and Process Management

Course code/ Semester SVSIRM602/6 Semester

Total Credits 4
Course type (corc/compulsory/ clectivc/any other- 
please specify)

Compulsory Skill

Level (Pre*doctoral<MA/PO Diploma 
/Cenificate/UG)

B Voc Degree

Proposed date of Launch January 2020
Course coordinator and team Nikhil Charak& lixteroal Experts

I. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?

No

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this 
course:
The course is based on the defined job role of store manager as per the National 
Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF) LeveW?. The course is focused on those 
who have acquired knowledge and skills of Customer Sales Associate (LcvcW), 
Team Leader (LcveL5) & Department Manager (Level-6).

ft 1i
i Hi

1

3. No. of students to be admitted : 
As per AUD norms. V

t,
t

■Z
4, Course schedule: Winter Semester 2020 (Semester-long)

5. How does the course link with the vision of AUD?
Most of the students who join in this course are from the socio-economically disadvontaged 
segment of the society and strive to develop a professional career in the retail sector either by 
serving to the industry ns an empowered employee or become a job creator as an entrepreneur 
and thereby serving the immediate needs of the social groups and further to leant people 
management skills. People and process management course ts mostly designed for the purpose 
of improving the overall managerial skills of our aspiring students and it will help them prepare 
for the managerial roles or the leadership roles in the retail organisations, thus improving the 
overall HR and process management skills.

. 6. .Hon does fhc course lick nirh the specific pTpgrzmme(t) where ft Jx bring offered?
People and Process Management is an essential part of the BVoc- Retail Management course 

which talks about human resource planning, HR processes & policies, supply chain integration 
and managing store profitability. It is an industry-related specialired program. The program is in 
alignment with National Skill Qualifications Framework. *ntc course aims to bridge the gap 
between the skill-pro files of the graduates and those that are required by the industries in the job 
market.

*
n
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7. Course Deltlls:
Summary: This course wil\ enable students to understand the overall retail business from 
the store manager's point of view, It oho familiarizes the students whh (he major work 
areas of a store manager like managing store employees, ranking the store profitable and 
better coordination with the supply chain function,

a.

b. Objectives: The major objectives of the course arc: .
• To understand the HR skills required for the retail store manager.
• To provide basic knowledge related to concepts of HR planning at the store.
• To develop such knowledge and skills that arc required for organizing the training & 

development of the store teams.
• To understand the importance of supply chain function in today's dynamic organized 

retail setup when every retailer is focusing on omni-channel strategies.
• To understand basic financial knowledge that helps the store managers to make their 

stores profitable.

The National Occupation Standards (NOSs) used for this course ore:
• Manage overall safety, security, and hygiene of the store (RAS/N0156)
• Lead and manage the team for developing store capability (RAS/N0I58)

»■

Wcblmk:
httpsttfwww.resei. in/do wnbads/QP/RAS C(%20Qual i ficot kms%20Pack%200107%20 • 
%20RcUii%20Storc%20Manager.pdf

c. Expected learning outcomes:
On completion of the course, the students will be able to:-

• Identify such skills that a HR requires at tbe store level.
• Describe (he different contours of HR pbrining m a store,
• Aralyze the important concepts like performance appraisal, safety & security in a store.
• List different leadership skills that are required to be a successful store manager.
• Describe the supply chain functions tn an organized retail set-up with a focus on developing 

omni-channel strategies for a retail store.
• Apply the financial analysis in a store which will help (hem improve the overall profitability 

of the store.

d. Overall structure 
Module I: Human resource planning

The Course will explain about the Human resource management, Job requirement A design, human 
resource planning, performance appraisal & training and development at the store level

Objectives) Core 
Reading 

,(wltb no. of 
pages)

Additio 
, nal 

^•uggesi

Assessment 
. (weights, 

modes, , 
scheduling)

Module Plan / 
Theme / 

.Topict

cd
Reading

t
Project Based 
on 1st Module. 
Wcightage:25

l^vy, M., 
Wehz, B. A., & 
Pandit, A. 
(2012). 
Retailing 
Management

Berman, B., 
Evans. J. R., 
& Mathur, 
M. (2011).
Retail
Management

1.1
1 1. To work 

in a team in 
retail 
business 
environment.

An
introduction to 
Human 
resource 
management

%

12
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8e. Tala 
McGraw-Hill

•A Strategic 
Approach 11 
E. Pearson.

e
2.Demonstra 
le an
understand^ 
g of internal

Pages: 541-566
Pages: 323-

Durari, P. 3381.2 Job
(2010).
Human

requirement & 
design, Humar 
resource 
pfenning. 
Retention and 
Attrition. 
Attrition 
Control

processes,
behavior,
and Resourc
employee 
issues in a 
retail
organization

e
Manage
menl.
New
Delhi:
Pearson1.3 Performance 

Appraisal, 
motivation and 
rewards (Durari, 2010, 

pp. 1-14, 23- 
40, 107-182, 
66-88,210-

1.4 Training & 
Det'eJopnwnt

227)
1.5 Role of store 

manager in 
managing 
human
resource at the 
store level, 
Managing HR 
processes, 
reporting and 
grievance 
handling at the 
store level

Pareek,U.(2015 
).Designing 
and Managing 
Human 
Resource 
System. Paper 
Back
Publications

1.6 Leadership & 
team
management.

Module 2: Managing Processes for Retail Store Interlace
The Course will explain about the JiR process, Safety & Security at stores and Grievance Handling at the 
storedevel

VVeighiagc:25% 
Written Assignment

2.1 Understanding 
:hc HR process

Berman, B., 
Evans, J. R., & 
Mathur, M. 
(2011). Retail 
Management-A 
Strategic 
Approach ME.

Levy, M., 
Weil?, B. A., & 
Pandit, A. 
(2012). 
Retailing 
Management 
8e. Tala

HR processes.

2.2 Safety & Security at 
stores

2.3 Effective store 
management

13
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McGraw-HillPearson.

Pages: 369- 384 Pages: 567-570Grievance Handling: 
definition, features, 
a uses and effects, 
favoritism, workplace 
israssment, wage cuts

2.5

Module 3: Understanding of Financial Procedure for Retail Store
The Course will explain about the store management, profitability measurement, balance sheet and 
financial analysis, sales and services processes, taxation role & supply chain Integration at store level

Dunne, Lusch [Weightage;40H 
and Gable, 'End term Exam 

Retailing. South aased on ell the) 
Western nodules 

(Dunne, 1994) lOttMCQ's
20% Theoretical 
Questions 
10% Case study

1.1 Managing Store develop an 
indemanding 
)fthc ftnancifi) 
ooh for 
rohanced 

performance

Retail product 
management:
. Buying and 
Merchandising- 

Rose Mary 
Varley,2006(Maj 

ry.2D06)

11
3.2

-t'Profitability

3.3 Balance sheet & 
financial analysis and

1.4 arofhability.
Sales & service 
processes Vcdamani, G. G. 

(2017). 
ftefa// 
Monagrm 
cni.
Chennai: 
Pearson, 

p, 239-254)

3.5 Demonstrate an 
jnd erst anding 
>f taxation 
scenario 
‘elevant to retail 
^nd the 
mportance of 
vpply chain in 
he omnichanne 

retail
ens'tronmcnt.

^ole of GST in Retail 
Store, Supply chain 
integration,

Note: 10 % weightage will be given to the Class Participation trough out the semester

8. Pedagogy:
c. Instructional Strategics- Blended approach will be used which will include texts, 

worksheets, YouTube dips, self-leamtng assignments, simulation, role plays and 
workbook

f. * SpeetSl needfrRetail l^b' ha^been proposed msFdtf the campus to csver the practical 
aspects of this component

g. Expertise in AUD facuhy or outside - Guest faculty from Retail Industry supported 
by Retailers Association of India.

h. Linkages with external agencies-Retailers Association of India and various 
Retailers such as Reliance Retail Shopperctop, V Man. NaJlis. Landmark and 
Loco st e, etc.

i a.

r
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Signature of Course Coordinator's)

Note;
9. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 

Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCfi/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

10. Core courses which arc meant to be part of more than one programme, and arc to be shared 
across Sc boob, may need to be t&Vcn through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPYCH/SCR of .the 
primary School

11 • In certain special eases, where a course docs not belong to any particular school.theproposa! 
may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:

*

Cm
Signature of Ih^fialrbf the School

v ;

V,v

i

♦* ♦
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Ambcdkar University Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course 
(To be approved by Ihe Academic Council)

Schooj/Ccnlre proposing the course School of Vocational Studies
Programmers) BVoc - Retail Management

Industrial Internship for the Job Role
of

Course title detail Store Manager-2 (minimum 30 
lays mandatory)

Semester 6th
Course code SVS1RM603
Total Credits 8
Course type Compulsory Skill Course - Practical

Level B Voc Degree

Proposed date of launch Winter Semester 2020
Course coordinator and team Nikhil Charak & External Experts

Poes the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? 
Yes this course/industrial Internship has been built on the basis of previous semester 
industrial internship which was based on the job role of Store Manager.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course (Pre
requisites; prior knowledge level; any others — please specify):

Those who will be promoted from semester 5 to semester 6 or those who have passed NSQF Level

1.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed): 4
As per AUD norms.

4. Course scheduling: (summer/winter course; semester-long course; half-semester 
course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other — please specify)
Winter Semcstcr2020: Semester long

5. How does Ihe course link with the visum of AUD 
AUD considers it to be its mission to create sustainable and effective linkages between access to 
and success in higher education. In the higher education sphere, knowledge and skills are required 
for diverse forms of employment in the sector of education, health care, manufacturing and other 
sendees. Potentially, the target group for skill development comprises all those in the labour force, 
iifcltfding those enteringThe labour market for*theTirsf time, arifthose employed ifi the organized'' 
sector and also those working in the unorganized sector. This practical based course will help the 
studeuts to acquire such skills related to the job profile of a Store Manager in a retail Store and 
leading to the certification of Levcl-7 of NSQF levels, thereby linking education with employment 
which is one of the missions of AUD.

6. How* does the course link with the specific programmc(s) where H is being offered?
The Industrial Internship comprise 8 credits or 240 hows of mandatory Industrial Internship for 
each semester and is assessed through a combination of skilled acquired by students and assessed 
by the relevant Sector Skill Council i.e. RACE Industrial Internship is mandatory in order to 
impart practical knowledge to students and to provide hands on experience to the students From
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this coutm, students will be able to correlate the classroom teaching and the practical training.

f

7. Course Details: Prc internship orientation with respect to Do's and Dont's during the 
internship, sexual harassment policies of AUD and the industry. It will be a minimum 30 
days of Training for the job role of Retail Store Manager. After the completion of training, 
assessors from RASCl (Retailers Association of Skill Council of India) would come for the 
job mk assessment and certification.

a. Summary: The Students of RM go out on Industrial Internship for a period of 30 days in 
block after the completion of theory syllabus of the semester. They are exposed to the 
practical aspects of the skills that they learnt in course of the Skill courses over the first half * 
of the Semester. Individual will be responsible for supervising and directing the store staff, 
rakmg siifrmg decisions, ensuring product availability, maintaining visual merchandising 
Standards, ensuring customer satisfaction, optimising the store's financial performance and 
managing safety and security of the store whik adhering to the business and store processes

* b. Objectives: Industrial Internship would help students in developing their practical skills 
and practical knowledge and would make them Industry ready after the completion for the 
job rok of Retail Slore Manager. The objectives of the OJT are to>v.

• Understand strategics adopted at stock level* as per market trends and consumption in stores.
• M onho r receipt and d ispatch of goods in sto res.
• M a intatn stock records In stores.
• Co-ordinate stock take/cycltcal count tn stores.
• Optimize inventory to ensure maximum availability of stocks and minimized losses in stores.
• (insure compliance to a)) store polkies, vendor guidelines end statutory regulations tn stores.
• Ensure maintenance, timely submission and safe keeping of operational records in stores.
• Monitor operation of store equipment and facilitate maintenance of store upkeep in stores.
• Understand trend of footfall of customer*, both ok) and new and establish relationships from 

marketing point of vkw in a retail store.
• Develop such strategies to enhance sales and augment customer service in stores.

National Occupational Standards used for (he Industrial Internship for the Job rok of Retail 
Store Manager are: '
• RAS/NO15 2 Opt im ize inventory to ensure maximu m avo i tabi lily o f stocks and mini mixed 

losses
• RA S/NO 15 3 Ad here to standard operating procedures, processes and policies of the sto re while

ensuring timely and accurate reporting >-
• RA S/NO 154 M anage sa les and service de I i very to incrca sc store profitib i lit y
• RAS/NQ155 Execute visual merchandising displays as per standards and guidelines
• . RAS/NO15 6 Ensure overall safety, security and hyg iene of the store. .............
• RAS/NO 157 Implement promotions and special events at the store
• RAS/NO 158 l<ead and manage the team for developing store capability
• RAS/NO 159 Conduct price benchmarking and market study of competition

Eiotg: http //rnsci. in/down toads/Q P/RASCI %20Qua I ificat io ns%20Pack%2bb 107H20- 
%20Retail%20Store%20Manager.pdf

c. Expected Learning outcomes: After completing this course, the students will be abk to:-:

• Apply overall operational aspects of the store for ensuring profitability.
.nr
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• Analyse overall store profUability and monitor the same against targets in stores.
• Arrange and display goods and merchandise to maximize store profitability and cost 

optimization in stores.
• Apply of store policies and procedures with respect to visual merchandising in stores.
• Liaison with vendors (o ensure compliance with visual merchandising norms in stores.
• Create awareness amongst staff on health, hygiene and safety through ongoing training and 

policy adherence in stores.
• Explain implementation of store security procedures to minimize thefts and losses in stores.
• Plan and ensure implementation of in-store promotions.
• Prepare staff requirements and ensure sufficient human resource availability in stores.
• Plan the staffing needs of the store.
• Create effective work coordination & work environment in retail functions at store level,
• Identify areas for training needs of store staff to improve individual and team performance in 

stores.
• Collect and analyse market information to aid in creating appropriate product and pricing 

policies in stores
• Explain control operational expenses and ensure the growth of topline and bottom-line 

set by the organisation

d. Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of such organisation): Course contains 
30 days of mandatory industrial internship in any organised retail organisation.

e. Course contents: Industrial Training is the site where the student puts into practice the 
theory of skills that he/she has been studying in course of the on-campus curriculum 
delivery. Based on his/her experiences at Industrial Internship, the student will prepare and 
submit a Report and presentation.

Mandatory 30 days of industrial internship in any retail organisation to hone their 
theoretical skills

Assessment Plan (weight, inode, scheduling) for the course:

S.No Period of Assessment Weigh (ageAssessment
Industrial Internship Attendance After Industrial Internship 20%l.

Industrial InternshipIndustrial Internship Presentation & Viva 
* (Sharing of internship experiences)

After 30%

Industrial Internship Feedback from the 
ndustry

Throughout the Industrial 
internship

20% .

After Industrial Internship submission of 
the workbook

30%4, Workbook Assignments

100%Total
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e. Instruct tonal Strategies* Blended approach will be used which wil) include terts, 
u-orksheets, YouTube dip^ sclf-kamtng assignments, simulation* role phys and 
workbook

f. Special needv Retail Lab has been proposed inside the campus to cover the practical 
aspects of this component

g. lUprrtise in AUD faculty or outside - Guest faculty from Retail Industry supported 
by Retailers Association of India.

h. Unkages with external agencies -Retailers Association of India and various 
Retailers such as Reliance Retail, Shoppeistop. V Mart, Nailis, Landmark and 
Lacoste, etc.

Signature of Coarse CoordlnatorfO

Note:
12. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research 

Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated end the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council whh due recommendations.

13. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should 
have been approved in the Board of Studies of and laken through the 
SCAP/SCrVCE/SCR of the primary School.

14. In certain special cases, where a course docs not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCJ7SCR to the Academic Council.

RcconuncndaiRpn of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:

Signature of the Dean of the School

\9
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Ambedkar University Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course

School/Centre proposing the course School of Vocational Studies
Programme(s) HVoc - Retail Management
Course title Field Based Project Study
Course code/ Semester SVS1RM604/ 6*

Total Credits 2
Course type {corc/compulsory/ elect i vc/any 
other - please specify)

Compulsory Skill

Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PC Diploma 
/Certificatc/UG)

BVoc Degree

Proposed date of launch Winter Semester 2020
Course coordinator and team Nikhil Charak & External Experts

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in 
AUD?
No

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to 
this course:
The course is based on the defined job role of store manager as per the 

National Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF) Level-7. The course is 
focused on those who have acquired knowledge and skills of Customer 
Sales Associate (Lcvcl-4), Team Leader (Level-5) & Department Manager 
(Level-6).

3. No. of students to be admitted:
Those who will be promoted from semester 5 to semester 6 (About 35 students)

4. Course scheduling: Winter Semester 2020 (Semester-long)

5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD?
This course is highly in sync with the vision of AUD because it provides the opportunity to 
the learners to work and learn independently. They will become culturally sensitive and 
would demonstrate organisational, analytical and evaluative skills while working in a 
competitive environment.

6. How docs the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being offered:
The course has deeper links with the programme under which it is being offered because the 
outcome*oFthis course and progranime gel well greatly. This coufse will create adequate 
skills among the learners to apply the theory and practice of the field, identify the problem 
area and proposing suitable solutions to those issues in the retail context.

7. Course Details:
a. Summary: This course will enable students to understand the on-the-field issues on 

how retail sector functions. The students will acquire relevant knowledge and skills 
to working independently on identifying, researching and finding solutions to the 
problems and issues of retail sector. This course focuses on developing suitable 
research and reporting skills.
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b. Objectivw: The major objectives of the course are:
• To understand problems of retail stores
• To investigate and analyze problems and issues while working in retail industry
• To understand research methodology skills
• To be able to write an effective project report
• To know about the time-management and sc If-management skills

c. Kxpcctcd learning outcomes: Alter completing this course, the learners will be able
to
• Identify areas for action research on retail sector.
• Develop a proposal for analyzing issues in different kinds of retail channels.
• Collect evidences on their project proposal related to rci&il stores.
• Analyze the dat&fevidcnccs collected on issues of retail storesfodustries.

. ♦ Report the findings of their projects. _ . __
• Suggest remedies for (he issues on rctifl storesfindustnos farm systemic poml of 

view.

4
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k.

d. Overall structure: Attached as Appendix-]

6. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional Strategies- Blended approach will be used which will include 

texts, worksheets, YouTube clips, self-learning assignments, simulation, role 
plays and workbook

b. Special needs: Retail Lab has been proposed inside the campus to cover the 
practical aspects of this component

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside - Guest faculty from Retail Industry 
supported by Retailers Association of India.

a « ►

d. Linkages with external agencies •Retailers Association of India and various 
Retailers such os Reliance Retail. Sboppcrstop, V Man. Nall is, landmark

v and Lacoste, etc.

/

Signature of Coflrsc Coordloalorfs) 
Note:

9. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Siudics (or Research 
Studies Commrttee m the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAP/SCPVCG/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

10. Core courses which are meant to be pan of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across.Setoob, may need to be taken through the Boards of.-Studies of.the. 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should 
ha't been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of tte primary School.

11. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular school, (he 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council

-:
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Recommendations of the School Studies:

Suggestions:

Signature of the Deati^oftfifsciimcT
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Project Work (RVoc*Retail Management)

I. Introduction

n&chelor of VocatjomI K4ucatk>n students (B.Vocj in Retail management are required to undertake a 
major indrWduaf course of project work. 77ie aim ottke Project work a to gho Ihc opportunity lo wrir 
and leam independently and show that one can identify, define and analyze problem* and issues and 
integrate knowledge in retail context. K b an important part of the programme that tests the ability to 
understand the retail industry and apply the theory, the concepts and the toob of analysis to a specific 
problem situation. Thus the purpose of the project is to provide an opportunity to the students to apply 
the knowledge they have acquired in course of their study and to develop skills in the areas of Retail 

* industry. 'Die student gets on idea of how to conduct research project/sludics and how to write research
_ - w report.

The project should be an ordered critical exposition, which affords evidence of reasoning power and 
knowledge of the relevant Irlerature m an approved Held falling within the subject matter of (he retail 
management programme. The emphasis should be on applied research and the investigation of some 
practical problem or bsue related to the situation in which an organisation or system operates. / •

2. Choosing a mentor
It b a project assignment given to b student which requires a larger amount of effort and more 
independent wort than is mttrlved in a normal essay assignment. It requhrs stvdcnis to undertake their 
own fact-finding and analysis by using primary data or secondary data. It also provides (he opportunity 
to judge the student's own time and sc If* management akilb and his/her ability to undertake a long and 
in-depth study successfully. Hence it is not only the product that is important, but abo the process 
itself in o project work. •
Student* should be divided in groups os per their interest in the retail There should be a provision of 
mentor (Hxpert) for each group of students.
Students must ensure that they maintain regular contact with their mentor and &bo provide the update 
of the project work to their mentor at regular intervals.

Role of the Mentor
• To provide guidance regarding selecting a focused topic.

• To encourage students to study books /newspaper*/magazines; discuss with experts in the area to find 
out some topics of their interest.
• To provide the information about the settings where the empirical data (if needed) for the project con 

be collected.
• To provide information about the related literature.
• To motivate students from time to time & to provide the required help whenever they need.
• Encourage students to work originally, not to copy or reproduce; and to proceed systematically.

3. DrfinltloBj and Ovmdf w of Project
The project is a practical in-depth study of a problem, issue, opportunity, technique or procedure - or 
some combination of these aspect* of organized retail T>pically, students will be required to define on 
area of investigation, carve out a research design, assemble relevant data, analyze the data, draw 
conclusions and moke recommendations. The project should demonstrate organizational, analytical
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and evaluaiivc skills, and, where appropriate, an ability to design a suitable implementation and review 
procedure.
The project should be 4000-5000 words (20-25 pg) and must be an original piece of work. The project 
should be completed with a period of one semester and it will require multifarious level of 
commitment.

4. Guidelines and Requirement for the Project:

The purpose of the project is to give students the opportunity to carryout an in-depth study of an 
applied nature, synthesizing various elements, yet pursuing one area of interest in depth. The project 
report should have clarity that what will be attempted and why will be attempted. The methods that 
you have used to collect, coliaie and analyze the information obtained and how it will be evaluated. 
Any recommendations made should be supported by ihe evidence presented and by logical argument 
using deductive and inductive reasoning.

5. Choosing a topic

The choice of topic is up to the students, with guidance from their mentor. The students have to 
choose a particular area in which they are interested. Then in consultation with the mentor, they have 
to select a particular topic for their project work. Students can identify the research problem area 
during their internship period. In the case, initial ideas are likely to originate in a vague form and may 
lack clear focus then these need to be developed into something manageable and practical by 
consideration of available literature/texts and discussion with your chosen project mentor. The topic 
should be limited & focused so that it could be completed within the time limit with a well-draflcd 
report.

5.1. Generation for Ideas on Research in Retail Management:

• Personal experience of Internship: During the internship, students may get various examples 
from retail industry such as effectiveness of the visual merchandising department of retail 
organization or evaluation of the store operation systems used in the retail organisation.

• Observation: Personal observation in a retail organisation/ environment can serve as a starting 
point for a project idea. Suggested example: Intcm/cmploycc (students) observes that the store 
turnover is low. The student can research into the reasons responsible for low turnover and 
examine retail store with high turnover also and then make suitable recommendations for 
increasing turnover

Issues on the current interest in retail: Reviewing key issues of broader relevance may be 
another useful indicator of a project idea. Specific consideration of the aspects of the effect of a 

•government policy--or phenomenon *on * the performance of a -retail 
organization/segment/sysiem may provide suitable ideas for a Project.

Whatever the source of your project idea, familiarity with the area is imperative for the 

successful comp let ioo of (he project.

6. S co p c of the Pro] ec t

An acceptable project will normally fall into one of the following categories;

24



• KxplQntor)* b study that involves carrying out original research in order in meet the 
organization's continual need for ntw information for forwarding decision-making. The main 
issues may be human, economic, functional, etc, but the construction and/or application of 
some kind of research instrument arc the focus of the study. 'The analysis of the research 
findings (e.g. client's responses to questionnaire about changing product specifications) should 
take place, resulting in proposals about bow to manage relevant aspects of the organisation's 
future,

• Explanatory- a study, which would involve studying relationships between different variables 
like a cause £ effect relationship study.

• Descriptive- a study that would need an in-depth portrayal of an accurate profile of events or 
situations from the business environment.

7. Organization ofl’rojcci Report
The size of the project report depends on the nature of the theme of the project. However, it. is 
desirable that the project report should be no more than 20*25 pages typed in double space, Report 
should be in A4 size papers and in a bound form. The language to be followed for Project work should 
be in English. It 1% strongly recommended that students fallow project guidelines. The final report 
should be presented in the following sequence:

❖ Title page (The first page of the report should indicate the title of the project, name of the 

candidate, address, and year)

❖ Student’s Declaration (Annexure-I)
<• Supervi sor's Cert i ficatc (Anncxurc-11)

4

<* Abstract 

•> Acknowledgements

* Table of Contents:

• Introduction

• L henwrc Review

• The Retail store/Retail Organisation/ Retail System etc,

• Result and Discussion

•"‘"Summary add Cbncfusions '* •

• Bibliography
• Lin of Tables
• Lin of figures

■ Lin of Appendices

<* Chapter /. latevdacibn: This chapter includes the research problem, the need for 
study/significance of the project, objectives, methodology - scope, sample design, sources of
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information, tools and techniques of analysis, structure of the study with sound 
j ust ificat ions/explanations.

•> Chapter 2. Literature Review: This chapter should reflect the student’s understanding of the 
relevant theoretical and empirical background of the problem. The focus should be more on the 
logical presentation of the empirical evolution of conceptual and methodological issues pertaining 
to research problem. Also highlight the methodological clues drawn through this review for your 
project.

•1* Chapter 3. The Retail storc/Rctail Organisation/ Retail System: This chapter should contain a 
brief historical retrospect about the entity of your study.

••• Chapters 4 & S: Result and Discussion: Present your data analysis and inferences. The findings of 
the research after the statistical analysis of data are reported in tabular and graphical form. This is 
then discussed in the light of the existing research studies. The implication of the findings is also 
discussed.

•> Chapter 6. Summary and Conclusions: Gives an overview of the project, conclusions,
implications, and recommendations. Also specify the limitations of your study. You may indicate , 
the scope for further research.

❖ Bibliography: List the books, articles, websites that are referred to and usefal for research on the 
topic of your specific project. Follow APA style of referencing.

❖ Appendices

•tThe project report should be appropriately numbered. It is usual for Page 1 to start with the 
Introduction. The sections prior to the Introduction are usually numbered with small Romans, i.e. i, ii, 
iii It is easier if appendices are numbered in a separate sequence (suggest A, B, C) rather than as a 
continuation of the main report.

Assessment Structure:

S.No. Assessment Weiebtace
Proposal of the Project 10%1

2, Project Report 40%
Presentation / Viva 50%3.

.>
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Ambedkar Uni verity Dflhl 
rrtiposil for Launch of o Course

(To he approved by Ihe Donrd of Sludici and (he Academic Council) 
Industrial Training & Project (Full Semester)

SchoolfCcntrc proposing the course School of Vocational Studies
B.Voc-T&HProcrammefi)

Course title Industrial Training & Prolcct
SVS1TH601Course code

Semester 6
24 (22 Credit IT and 2 Credit Protect)Total Credits

Course type (core/compubory/ elect ive/ony other - 
please socctlV)
Level (Pre-doctoraUMA/PG Dipbma 
/Certifkate/UG) 

Core

UG

Proposed date of Launch Janu8ry»2020
Ankush Rathor and Uxnert CommtticeCourse coordinator and team

1. Does the count connect tof build on or overlap with any other courses offered Id AUD? 
No, it does not buiM on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD •» *

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: (Pre
requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify).
The course focuses or the Job Role related to Assistant Catering Manager (Level- 
7) in Hospitality Sector as per ibe guidelines of National Skill Qualification 
Kramework (NSQF). The course is meant to be offered to those who have specific 
knowledge and skills related to Food& Beverage Service Steward (!.«veM) &
MICE (Level-5), Tour Manager (Level*6) and lBSemof Asst Catering Manager 
(LeveWT) offered in 1*. 2—and l*Semof 3year respectively.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification Jf lower than usual cohort 
size Is proposed)
Those who will be promoted from semester 5 to semester 6 after completing 2.5 
year (mostly 30-40 students in a cohort)

4. Course scheduling (semester; semester*long/half-semester course; workshop 
mode; seminar mode; any other •please specify)
Winter Semester 2020 (Full Semester in Internship).

5. How does the course link with I he vision of AUD?
The vision of the University is to promote equity, soehl justice with excellence and to provide 
such education to students who would be sensitive enough to work in a non-hierarch tea l 
environment' The unfvefsity also STrives to engage tn a manner to develop fuch profcssidnSlisTri'’ 
in students who will contribute immensely for the cause of marginalized groups. Most of the 
students who join in this course are from the sock •economically disadvantaged segment of the 
society and strive to develop a professional career in the Tourism and Hospitality Sector cither 
by serving to the industry as an empowered employee or become a job creator as an 
entrepreneur and thereby serving the immediate needs of the social groups. The said course on 
Industrial Training & Project is most relevantly linked to develop such attributes on 
professional development relevant to the hospitality industries to undertake tbe job role of Asst 
Catering Manager efficiently and effectively.
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6. How dors (hr count link with the specific programmes) where it is being offered? 
Internship and Project is on essential part of BVoc- Tourism and Hospitality NSQF l^evel 7 
course which emphasized on the significance of entering concepts in hospitality operations. It is 
an industry related specialized programme. The programme is in alignment with National Skill 
Qualifications Framework. The course aims to bridge the gap between the skilhprofilcs of the 
graduates and those that tut required by the industries in the job market.

i. Course Details: Summary

BVOOTAH, Semester 6, INTKRNSHIP DESCRIPTION

Job Title: Intern (Trainee)*Job Role -Asst. CateringManagcr 

Department: F&D Depan mem (Including FAB Productions, FAR Service ACatering)

* Repons to: FAB Manager f FAB Director /Executive Chef

Internship A Project seeks to introduce managerial and supervisory responsibilities, amply emphasizes 
on the contribution of the F A B Service and Food production department to the overall success of a 
hospitality and catering operations. It focuses on developing the knowledge, skills and attitudes 
needed to succeed in recognizing and exploiting opportunities for innovation in the hospitality sector, 
it prepares the students to be able to develop A design a food A beverage outlet and be able to 
shoulder managerial responsibilities in catering Operations. The Internship in year 3H year has been 
conceptualized to enable students to engage with the field and connect with the learning from the 
courses for the Job Role of Asst. CateringManagcr. Students who have completed two mid ha If years 
in the programme and NSQF level 4,5,6301 l^Scm of level 7 have taken courses and experienced the 
workings of a wide range work in hospitality and tourism sector. The focus of the Internship this 
semester is to develop skills to become Asst, entering Manager for setting up a catering centre,

* creating, planning, managing and conducing activities and routines and also for providing guidance to • 
the staff, vendor's coordination and supervisory The aim is to build understandings among students 
regarding designing and managing various catering establishment. The internship will enable students
to undertake more responsibilities and contribute towards overall functioning and managing of the 
catering establishment. They will also be encouraged to reflect on tbe challenges faced m planning 
implementing and managing the various concepts and strategies for a successful catering establishment ' 
A taking a project.

«
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j. Objectives:
The main objectives of the course are to:-
• Familiarize students with the basic techniques related tocatering operations A h$ 

process ofFood and Beverages Production and Service in Hospitality Industry.
• Understanding of Food A Beverages handling processes and job rote of a caterer.
• Know the importance of raw materials A commodities used in catering, FAB controls 
. for smoothly running catering operations.-

• Provide basic knowledge on alcoholic Anon-alcoholic beverages.
• Develop such competencies related to maintaining appropriate, health, hygiene and 

safety m the workplace.

It aims at developing such understanding related to the below mentioned NOS which include stock 
handling, work phee importance of FAB com rob and menu planning. The comae also strive to 
develop techniques related to indenting, portion control and examine case studies outlining 
specialized caterings, waste management, sustainability techniques and customer provisions used by 
caterers and train students whh different service techniques.

<!
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The NOS used for this course are:
1. THC/N5901 Manage stock at facility
2. THC/N5902 Manage finances of the facility
3. THC/N9901 Communicate with customer and colleagues
5. THC/N9902 Maintain customer-centric service orientation
6. THC/N9903 Maintain standard of etiquette and hospitable conduct
9. THC/N9906 Maintain health and hygiene
10. THC/N9907 Maintain safety at workplace

k. Expected learning outcomes:

On successful completion of this module, students will be able to:-
• Analyzed explain the concept of various catering establishments and its standard operating 

procedures.
• Prepare the list of indenting for catering, with stores and controls.
• Develop menu planning for the catering establishments.
• Manage customer relationship & customer handling
• Explain various F&B sections and their functions
• Identify various forms/formats, records and registers in the organization
• Observe food production standards of finished products
• Manage cust omer relat iocship & custo mer handl i ng
• Plan to keep catering outlet healthy, safe and hygienic. ,

Both students and partner organizations should benefit from the internship program.
Companies and organizations gain through:

• The input of fresh, innovative ideas and skills in Catering, K&B and related tasks.
• Developing relations with kitchen and service skills.
• Gaining additional manpower at critical times or for value-adding projects
• Increase flexibility and recruiting top students who will already have a good knowledge of the 

organization upon graduation
• The opportunity to provide feedback to the university information about the knowledge and 

skills required by new graduates
• Implementation of project based learning.

1. Overall Structure:

The Course is geared towards the job role of an Asst Catering Manager and comprises industrial 
training for learning Basics of Kitchen, Catering management, Preparing menu and interpretation, 
managing the business of catering. These are basic skills that are essential for the defined job role; and 
are interlinked with each other. It is a 24'Credit(22Credit internship & 2 Credit Project) with practical 
components *bf *5-6‘Months working in star category" hotels, airline or railway cateriilg or aligned 
organizations, etc. with NOC from programme coordinator, after successful completion of Semester 5, 
B.Voc-T&H, with sessions & briefings for doing project, and basic research in Sem 5.
During the Internship students will assess the legal prerequisites, supply sources, interpret equipment 
specification and review the need for doing so. Review applied procedural standards for operation, 
plan staffing & manpower requirement. Compare and position the facility in the competitive market 
scenario. Assess the procedures for purchasing function for various raw materials. Assess the 
effectiveness of the control cycle for receiving, storing and issue of raw materials for efficient and cost 
effective operations. The Internship will be organized throughout the semester 6 of B.Voc -T&H.
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Internship BVoc T&H (Sem 6): Internships in year 1 and 2 aimed to prepare students for the catering 
job role. In Semester 6, the Internship for has been envisaged to help students understand the role of 
catering manager and hone their skills accordingly, as per the defined working areas as per below 
mentioned table:

Written Project report 
of the Internship in 
specific outlets with 
M entor/S upervisor- 
30%

Equipment's 
and kitchen 
setup

• Plan and procurement of 
various kitchen equipment’s 
based on the requirement of 
the establishment.

• Liaison with vendors and 
comparative study 
(co st,quality,externa l 
look,value for money and 
durability) of equipment 
kitchen. Knowledge about 
latest equipments and trends 
in hospitality industry.

V i va- vo ce/Presentaiion 
-I*-20%

Mid-assessment and 
Log Hook- 20%

Organisation 
feedback/Training 
Certificate 20%• Prepare training

manuals/activily logs for the 
kitchen.04 Appreciation 

Attendance (10%)
+s:

CO

E • Train the employees about 
the different functioning and 
maintenance of the 
equipment’s.

e

s
S3
o

S Menu
Planning and
Outdoor
catering

♦ Analyse the various principles of 
menu planning and implement 
the same accordingly.

• Prepare effective menus for a 
large function for ala carte and 
buffet

©

h-

♦ Implement standard operating 
procedures to appropriate food 
cost.

♦ •* • ’ Challenges and remedies for * 
outdoor catering.

■ Making cliecklist for attached 
vendors for better coordination.

Managing
and

Assist the Executive Chef in 
various managerial roles and 
responsibilities such as

• maintaining records,

supervising
foodthe

outlet
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• supervising the Commis

♦ encouraging team work,

♦ building relationship 
with the guests/customer

• planning various 
marketing strategies and 
tools to promote the 
outlet,

« mai ntain i ng and updat ing 
centre's social media and 
other communication 
platforms.

• training schedule and 
duly rosters

Commodities 
and Storage 
principles

• Analyse and implement the 
procedure for receiving and 
storage of various perishables 
and non*pcrishablcs

• Purchase specification as per the 
organization / outlet working

♦ Danger zone / potentia I ly 
hazardous food

♦ FIFO - Fffst in- first out

• Different types of storages

* Assessment details of Internship (throughout the semester): Students Mill be provided with a 
comprehensive self assessment logbook before the beginning of the Internship that includes the roles 
and responsibilities of the Asst. Catering Manager. The same Mill be provided to each student working 
as intern in the Job Role of Asst. Catering Manager.

Students will be working on their log books, written report, viva voce and presentation feedback Milt 
be provided. Final submission Mill be only at the end of the semester.
Internship coordinator Mill also take the feedback from the internship place.

WeightageS.No. Assessment Type

Written Project report of the Internship in specific outlets with 
M entor/S upervisorfAppendix 1)

30%i

Viva-voce/Presentation - 1 "(Appendix 1) 20%2
Mid-assessment 
J»2 Book (Appendix 2)

20%3

Organisation feedback/Training Certificate 
(Appendix 2)

20%4

Appreciation + Attendance 10%5
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Project Rased learning

This unique coneept it designed with an objective of better learning and undemanding by offering the flexibility 
of Project Rased learning, (2Credits) b Industry environment for all students of Sem6,DVoC'T&Il.

Methodology
Each student will take topics of higher choice related to the Hospitality Industry, (he lHan' Program Chair will 
guide each student in deciding the topic , preparing (finalizing (Submission and evaluation of (he report.

PIU.Droad Project GoJdelloes (2 Credits)

'ood Production Management • 41
Project 

For D.VOC 
Tourism &

• Hospitality 
Students Son 6

Catering Management
'&B Service Management ASpecblty Cuisine ■
Bar A Beverage Controls
Culinary Development &Food Promotions
Environment & SustabubilHy Practicea in Hospitalityc'
hjithsse Department

/ntfmship Project Outline: (B. I^C Touriim A HospitoUty Students Sem 6)
Outline of the project it as described above. Here the students are asked to think and work like a Manage and 
will have to think beyond the boundaries of the different departments of (he Hotel where they are working^ 
focusing on prefect of choice. This also enhances his understanding of Hospitality & intadepartmental 
coordination. He imy be looking at this whole project like an entrepreneur also and doing the project on the 
hotel /Hospitality as one business identity. Identified project work will be covering hb desired learning 
outcomes of the entire course covering the areaK/departments mentioned above.

Specific Department report (Logbook) • If (he students are working &a intern m specific department tubing 
then (be student is ccpected to prepare and submit the deal Is of hts department of working, hb learning 
outcomes and the challenges he faced, and what efforts he made to overcome these chaQcagc. This will be based 
on hb observation ond interactions with colleagues and supervisors in the department.

Thh complete report should be submitted a marimum of20*30 pages In hardbound copy.

*hcch student *ilt be mentored by a faculty ofthe university and also by one from Industry

Briefing and orientation about the research project

Kvaloatlon Matrit - Project Based Evaluation
Final Project, R.VOC Tourism A Hospitality Students Sent 6Status Month

•T

I . Selection of Project TopicProgress
Review

1 and 2
Fnmine of Baric Questionnaire

Progress 
Review 2

3 and 4 Mid review of progress report
Status of Coirolet ion of work

[ Submission of Final Repeat. jwesattation and 
Evaluation

Final
Assessment

5-6

[ Note: The report will only be evaluated after (be Final PrcscotatJoo In person on specified date.

Note: The specific department report enables the student to raise question and seek solutions for bardies / 
p ruble ms that be may have encountered oa (he Job,

V

F.valutlkm will be based on Fmentatfoo, Viva, Report Content tod Co Delusion.
h.
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Klnal tismmcnt wfll be done by the Attefement eommlttee •$ formed by the dean of Ihe icbooL 
Incladlng m subject expert. The attendaDee from the hotel «lll abo be eomldered In the final 
esuluation.
The student should make the project under the guidance of Supervisor from (he organization 
where he h working and should 1(10 have an Internal guide from Ihe University. The Internal 
guide should validate the project.

. •• »
t

*

• »
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Appendix 2

INTKKJNSllIP TRAINING (IT)

BVoc- T&m RAINING PERI ORMANCE APPRAISAL FORM (TPAF)

Name of Student: Vniv. I^oll No:

Courier Duration: Full Semester

Name of the Hotel/Orjjj 

Dcpartmoil:

From : To:

Appearance

ImmaculHte Appearance, Spotless Unlfonn, Well groomed haiv, Clear) nails & bard$ 5
Smart Appearance, Crl.sp uniform, Acceptable hair, Clean nails and hands 4
Well Presented, Clean Uniform, Acceptable hair. Clean nails and hands 3
Untidy hair, Creased ill kept uniform, Hards not clean at times 2
Dirty / disheveled, Long / unkempt hair. /Dirty hands & long nails 1

Punctuality / Attendance ( days present)

On time, Well Prepared, Ready to commence task, Attendance Excellent 100% 5
On lime. Lacks some preparation but copes well, Attendance Very good 90% 4
On lime disorganized aspccts-just copes, Attendance Regular 80% 3
Occasionally late, Disorganized approach, Attendance irregular 60% 2
Frequency late, Not prepared, Frequently absent without excuse 50% 1

Ability to Communicate (Written / Oral)

Very Confident, demonstrates outstanding confidence & ability both spoken / written 5
Confident, Delivers information 4
Communicates adequately, but hicks depth and confidence 3
Hesitant, lacks confidence in spoken / written communication 2
Very inanimate, average in spoken or written work !

Altitude to Colleagues / Customers

Wins / retains highest regard from colleagues has an outstanding rapport with clients 5
Polite, considerate and firm, well liked d
Gets on well with most eolleagues, Handles customers well. 3
Slow to mix, ivcak manners, is distant has insensitive approach to customers 2
Docs not mix, relate well with colleagues & customers I

•.Attitude co Supervision ,

Welcomes criticism. Acts on it, very co-operative 5
Readily accepts criudsm and is noticeably willing to assist others. 4
Accepts criticism, but docs not necessarily act on it 3
1 akes criticism very personally, broods on it 2
Persistently not bothered and goes own way I

Initiative / Motivation

Very effective m analyzing situation and Demonstrates ambition to achieve progressively. 5
Shows ready appreciation willingness to tickle Positively seeks to improve knowledge and 4
Usually grasps points correctly Shows interest in all work undertaken 3
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Is intoatcd aoly in trtas <tf wk rnfcrred 2S)ok on the uptake
(Mb>% in grasps pom Is runtetty Lcdis dm* and tfdtn/TTfOTtenr /

RellaUlit) / Cofeprfbfnshm

] s total ly min mtuhy in any working ihuatim? $
Con he depodrd upon to idalify urrt requirements end wilting to complete Ibeia Readily 4

Gets on with the job in hand Comprehends, but doon’t fuUy uodenUDd wtrk tn hand 3
r Cannot be rrlied tqxn to vrarl without npcT>isicn 2ir Requires con ent hsidhoUing. La eta any usii^athmsioo of the application 1

Rnpootibllilyt
5Actively iceta responsibiltty at all times.

Very willing Co accept responsibility. 4
3Accepts rcspdirtibiUly is H comes.

i
Inclined to refer matters upwards mho that make own decteon. 2

! i

Avoids taking mponsibllity I

Q nUty of Wor k

:i
3

Outstanding in output of work

Gets thtoufd* a great deal
Output misfectvy
Ooci rather lets than expected 2

Output regularly in sufficient \

Qoanrlty of WerV
*■'

Excoptkrally accurate m work, very therough usually unaided. $
Miintains a high sundard of quality 4

Generally good quality with acme tutamce 3
2Performance is emoen.

Inaccurate and slow at week. 1

Name of Appraiser Signature:

Designation of Appraiser: Date:

SjgBJlBre of Sludfot: Date:

4“ 4

- •
►

J i
f

\

r

}

n
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Appendix 3 %

School of Vocational Studies (SVS)
Dr. B. R. Ariibedkar University 

ShivajiMarg, Karampura, New Delhi -110015 i

Intership (FT) Log Book 

BVoc-Tourisra & Hospitality

*•
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Certificate of Attendance
(To be filled by Training Manager/ HR Manager/ Department Supervisor)

of School of Vocational Studies 
days/weeks

This is certified that Mr. / Ms.
(SYS), Dr. 11, R. Ambedkar University, New Delhi, has successfully completed his 
on the job (OJT) in our organization. We offer him /her Grade.

(Grade A: For Excellent, B: Good, Cs Satisfactory, D: For below Average Performance)

Name of Evaluator: 
Designation:

Date:

Signature & Stamp

Brief Comments of Supervisors of Different Sections

Section: 01

Section: 02

Section: 03

Department 04

Date:
Shift Timing:

.TaskSummary . ,

learning outcomes
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Date:
Shift Timing:

Task Summary

Learning outcomes

(Signature of Supervisor)

Remarks;

^^b^Course Coordinaior(s)
Signa
Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be incorporated and the 
revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be shared across 
schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular school, the proposal 
may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Reeo mmendat ion of the School of Studies:
The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its ....

and has been approved in the present form.
meeting held

on

Signature of tiieDeafToftbe School
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School of Vocational Studies 
Ambcdkar University Delhi

EAJtty CUn.DHOOD CENTRE MANAGEMENT AND ENTREPKKNEURSHJJ*

Introduction
Research evidence from developmental neurosciences suggests that foundational competencies and 
substantial amount of brain circuitry is constructed very early in life and these have a lasting impact on 
the learning and development in the later years (CDC, 2007). 1 lowever, despite the evidences from 
neuroscience and economic benefits of investing in young children for their well-being, early 
childhood continues to be an area of a great concern. Many children still fail to reach their full 
potential because of inadequate care and early stimulation, poverty, malnutrition, poor health and poor 
quality early cliildhood care and education.

While research and advocacy across the globe points to the need for greater attention to the early 
childhood yeets, rite National Earty Childhood Care and Education Policy (2011) ateo points to the 
need of “holistic development and active learning capacity of all children below 6 years of age by 
promoting free, universal, inclusive, equitable, joyfiil and contextualized learning opportunities for 
laying foundation and attaining frill potential’* (p. $). It further commits to universal access to quality 
early childhood education by enhancing capacities and monitoring and supportive supervision.

The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE, 2009) addresses ECE under Section 
11 of the Act It states that.

With a view to prepare children above the age of three years for elementary education and to 
provide early childhood care and education for all children until they complete the age of six 
years, the appropriate Government shall make necessary arrangement for providing free pre
school education for such children.

The RTE (2009) while addressing the need for pre-school programmes for children in the age group of 
3-6 docs not include the age group of birth to three years in its ambit. * •

The programming context in the country for children for the age group of birth to six years also 
highlights inequities and gaps in services. Several programmes do exist at the National level such as 
the Anganwadi/Cr^che services by the Integrated Child Development Scheme (1CPS), the Rajiv 
Gandhi National Creche Scheme tor Working Mothers (2006)* creches under the MGNRECA Act. and 
so on. While all these programmes aim to provide care and education sendees for children under the 
age of six years, etc., these do not address the needs of the growing population in a country like India. 
On the other hand, also existing in this landscape is the growing sector of NGOs run programmes and 
especially those managed by private providers. While the National ECCE Policy along with the 
National Early Childhood Care and Education Curriculum Framework (2013) provides guidelines for 
services including capacity building for the professionals—there is almost no regulations lor the same. 
Additionally, Delhi’s specificities with regard to diversity, immigration, inequalities across social 
groups and stratified provisions also hjghHgbt challenges of managing programmes fo^young children.

While the research and the provisioning context in the country point to the need for programmes for 
young children—especially for birth to six, one also needs to examine the kind of professional 
programmes that exist for preparing professionals to work with young children. Without a carder of 
professionals in this area, the goals of “enhancing quality” cannot be accomplished. Given the growing 
demands for sendees related to Early Childhood Care and Education in country like India although, 
inadequate—programmes do exist for preparation of professionals, especially preschool facilitators 
(for 3-6 years), e.g., the Preschool Diploma Programme by NCTE. However, programmes for 
preparation of day care professionals arc virtually non-existent. Preparing ECCE and day care 
professionals has also been historically marginalised within the higher education landscape in India.
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T>nis, the BVoe in ECCME programme has been conceptualized keeping (he need to locate the 
preparation of daycare professionals in the university system as a degree programme. It is not a 
programme for preparation of preschool teachers. While a daycare could have children from ages six 
months to 11 years, the specific focus in this degree programme would be two*fold—firstly on day 
care services for children from six months to three years and secondly after school care for children 
upto elementary. A centre based day care with trained professionals would typically address issues of 
not just health and safety, but also create an environment that fosters cognitive and social-emotional 
development.

\.

BVoe Objectives for Diploma, Advanced Diploma and Degree Programme*
The programme has been conceptualized with multiple exit options leading to Diploma, Advanced 
Diploma and Degree Programmes. The specific objectives of this programme are as follows:

b«r^!?Qi»]>(KriImi(ie?
Can work as 'Childcare Facilitator'/Assistant in ECU 
Programmes

bualificatfoiT-
i. Exit after! year whh * 

Diploma

ii. Exit after II year whh 
Advanced diploma

Can work os 'Supervisor' with 3-4 day eare facilitators 
under him/her.

ill Convicting BVoe 
programme

Can work as ‘Centre Head '/Entrepreneur

st r
B Voc P rogra mme Stm dure ; -
The UGC Guide line for BVoe suggests the following credit distribution for each of the years of the ‘ 
programme:

Table \ .Cumulative credits to be awarded as per UGC guidelines

f r PVii
pjntg&pl
IcompuaMUg h^JucollfmjraM ICrcdilie

>UU Pointfa[ScmotcY,

iiwm
jOne & Day Care Fscil itstor/ 

AisistaiU m Eirty 
Quldhood 
Doelopment 
Programmes

36 60 Diploma5 1 year 24
Two

6 Supervisor (with 3-4 
Day Care Facilitator! 
uods hiiiyher)

120 Advanced
Diploma

Three & T years 72 4$
Four

ISO BVoe
Degree

7 Five& 3 years Centre Head 
/Fjttrepreneur

lOf 72
Six

••Guldelines-rorvCredit Caleubtton - 
Guidelines used for credit calculations are in alignment with the UGC Guidelines. 
The below norms arc used for compulation of credit hours:

• Under Skill Component:
o Theory: 01 Credit0 15 hours of teaching 
o Practical/] ntemship: 01 Credit0 30 hours of training 

- Under General Component:
© Theory: 01 Credit 0 15 hours of teaching

♦
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The complete programme structure of RVoc KCCMK Iss

S. BVoe: Rariy Childhood Centre IMfinncement and 
Rntrcprcncurshlp (KCCMK)

 Semester-1 
No.

SVSIl'OOl: Karly Childhood and Child 
Care Services in India

I. Skill Component 
Theory

2

2. SVSIKCI02: Child Care, Development and 
Well Being

4

SVS1EC103: Heahh and Nutrition in the 
Early Years 

3. 2

8Total
h Skill Component: Workshops

4. Skill Component: 
Workshops

S VS l EC 104; Self Development and 
Entrepreneurship

I
V

5. SVS1EC105: Care of the Young Child 1h' • 4

6. SVS1EC106: Health and Nutrition 1 -
Total • 3k- 1
Internship

k
7, component: SVS1EC107: Iftteraship 7Skill% ■ ■

Practical
Total 7
Skill Component Total 18

30Semester - I Total
Semester-2

svsinaoi: Play, Learning and 
Development

21. Skill Component: 
Theory #

SVS1EC202: Early Stimubtton and Early 
Intervention 

2. 2

H3. SVS1EC203; Building Partnerships with 
Parents

2

SVSIEC204: Child Protection and Child 
Xights

24.

Total 8 «
Skill component workshops
SVSIEC205: Material Development for 
Enhancing Play of Young Children
SVSIEC206: SloryteUing and Shared 
Reading ► .

5. Skill component: 
Workshops

1

1

SVS1BC207: Pby and Engagement with 
Children

I

HTola}
.SVS1EC208:: Intemsljip. J .6. Skill component:

Practical
Total 7
Skill Component Total 18
Semester-2 Total 30i Semester 3
SVS 1EC3 01: Promot mg Early Language, 
Lheracv and Numeracy

41. Skill Component: 
Theory

SVS1KC302: Pfenning a Programme for 
Day Care
SVS1EC303: DcveJopmg Young Childrtn's 
Creativity _______ ______________ _

22.

23.

41
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Totaf 8
Skill component workshops

4. Skill Component: 
Workshops

SVS1EC304: Creativity and Expression in 
the Early Years 

1

5. SVS1EC305: Conversations wi(h Young 
Children

1

6. SVS1EC306: Planning Early Language, 
Literacy and Numeracy Activities

1

Total 3
7. Skill

Practical
Component: SVS1EC307: Internship 7

Total 7
Skill Component Total 18
Semester — 3 Total 30

Scmc*tcr-4
1. Skill Component 

Theory
SVS1EC401: Observing Young Children in 
a Child Care Setting

4

2. SVS1EC402: Addressing Divereity and 
Inclusion in a Day Care Centre

2

3. SVS1EC403: Providing Care to School Age 
Children

2

Total S
Skill Component workshops

4. Skill Component 
Workshops

SVS1EC404: Developing the ‘Professional’ 1
Self

5. SVS1EC405: Planning for an Inclusive 
Setting

I

SVS1EC406: Activities for Children in After 
School Programme

1

Total 3
6. Skill component 

Practical
SVS1EC407 Internship 7

Total 7
Skill Component Total 18
Semester-4 Total 30

Semester-5
1. Skill Component (SEC) 

Theory
SVS1EC501 Inclusive Early Childhood 
Centre: Design and Setup

2

2. SVS1EC502 Early Childhood Care Services 
and Systems: Models and Approaches

2

3. SVS1KC503 Understanding Children’s 
Social
Emotional Worlds .

2

4. SVS1EC504 Marketing of an Early childcare 
centre

2

8Total
Skill component 
workshops

5, SVS1EC505 Designing an Inclusive Centre 1

6. SVS1EC506 Diverse Early Child Care 
Models

1

7. SVS1EC507 Socio-Emotional Needs in 
Childhood years

1

I 3Total
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SVSiKC508 Imemshtp 76. Skill component: 
Practical

Total 7
Skill Component Total 18
Semester - 5 Total 30

Semester-6
9. SkiD Coavof** (SEC): 

Theory
SVSJKC60J Manegeoxnl of9 cJiiWcare 
centre
SVS 1KC602 Financial management in a 
childcare centre
SVS1HC603 Mentorinc in a childcare centre

4
it

l 210.

211.
SVSniC6Q4 Project 312.

13. • 11Total T
SVS1HC603 Internship 714.

* 7Total J: Skill Component Total 18
Semester-6 Total 30 ii
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AmbcdVtr Univtrsiiy Delhi 
Proposal for Launch 6f a Count 

(To he approved by the Academic Council)

i

1 School of Vocctional Studies
liVoc (Early Childhood Centre 
Management and Entreorencurshtp)

SchooLCentre proposing the course
Programmes)

Manactmcm of a Childcare CentreCourse title
SVS1EC601Course code

Semester 6
Total Credits 4

compulsoryCourse type (core/comjwlsory/ elect rve/any other - 
please specify) 

UGI^evel (Prc-doctor#I'MA/PG Diploma /Certificate/UG)
Winter 2019Proposed date of launch 

Course coordinator and team Ftriha Siddkiui and experts

Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered In AUD? 
This course connects with the courses on planning for inclusive settings, finances of a childcare 
centre, mentoring m a child care centre, marireting a childcare centre and the field based 
components.

I. j

a*2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify): None

3. No. of students to be admitted (with Justification If lower than usual cohort size Is
proposed): Those who will be promoted from semester 4 to semester 5 after convicting 2nd 
year (usual cohort size as per AUD norms) *

4. Course scheduling (semester; semesler-long/balf-semester course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other- please specify): semester long, Winter 2020

5. How does the course link with the vision of AUD? The course aims at establishing quality 
daycare centres. With AUD*s vision of quality and equity, students will be prepared to set up 
and manage centers that will provide quality care that is also developments I ly and contextually 
appropriate.

6. How does the course link with ihe specific programmes) where H Is being offered?
This is a core course offered in the semester 6 of the BVoc programme (ECCME) os part of the 
core professional skill for a childcare-centre

7. Course Details:
a. Summary: After the Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Act, 2017, the need for childcare

centres has gained momentum. Establishing a child care centre has been entrepreneurial for. *
• ‘tong andTJOwbecoming even more populsr However; little or no guidelines exterforihe * 

same. Hie establishment and management of a childcare centre could be a challenging as 
well as a rewarding endeavour. It demands long working hours to maintain quality 
standards. Given the fact that the childcare providers are entrusted with the care of young 
children, it is ah teal for them to follow safety, security and legal guidelines while 
providing for a dcvdopmemalty and contextually appropriate programme for children of 
varying age groups. The role of the childcare service provider is lo also work in 
collaboration with parents and provide better quality services to children. The management 
of tbe centre should be such which exhibits leadership, trust within the staff as well as 
transparency. This entails that (he diildcsrc venture needs to be visualised and planned in 
an innovative tmnner keeping in mind the principles of'quality childcare services1 with a 
'self-sustained business model’ to thrive.

a*
V.

* 1

J

>» >
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b. Objectives:

- Understand the type of childcare programmes ownership
- Review and formulaic policies, programmes and infrastructure of the centre
- Understand (be legal requirements and preparations needed for the business of 

chtWeare
* Develop quality standards for the centre based on the available standards'guide lines
- Build partnerships with different agencies for better childcare services.
- Manage centre during man-made and natural emergencies

c. Expected learning outcomes:
Students will be able to:

- Reflect on the personal orientation for getting into the business of childcare.
- Assess the need of childcare centres in a locality.
- Undemand the need for quality assurance schemes with respect to available criteria
- Develop the philosophy and policies of the centre for smooth functioning.
- Develop protocob for review of policies, programmes and infrastructure of the 

centre me hiding rbk assessment
- Understand (he need for compliance with policies and practices for registration and 

inspection of the centre.
- Manage staff and multi-agency working arrangements and review need based 

referral services.
- Allocate and monitor the progress of work and completion of everyday and long

term tasks.
- Maimam quality standards by recruitment of trained staff mentoring and 

professional development.
-* Develop innovations in the centre through leadership, dynamic curriculum and 

inclusive infrastructure.

#**•V
U

*
l
j

m

d. Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of the organisation; brief module outlines): 
This course will be organised into four main Modules:

Module 1: Policy and procedures u> establish the childcare business 
Module 2: Management of a chi Ware centre 
Module 3: Roles find responsibilities of different stakeholders 
Module 4: Managing events at the childcare centre:

*
4

e. Course contents detailed in (a) week-wise format (preferable), or (b) module-wise format: 
(a) Week-Wise Format (Tentative)

i

i
Module 1: Policy and procedures to establish the childcare centres. This module will focus 
on reviewing (he existing policies, procedures and professional standards to establish a 
childcare centre.

r Mod ok Topic learning
outcomes)

Core reading 
(nilh do. Of 

pages)

Additional
suggested
readings

Assess cnenl 
(weights, 
modes, 

scheduling)

DO.

r

Regulatory
guide/tnts
for private
Hay
schools:
Guidelines

l.f Policies, legislation 
and quality 
standards

Review * 
existing 
childcare 
poheies (hat 
meet state and

Jackson, s. 
(2004). People 
under three: 
},oung children 
/n day core.

(week
i>

l)
i

4
4$

^ lJ
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for
regulating 
private play 
schools for

local
regulations as 
well as 
professional 
standards 
pertaining to 
the health and 
safety of 
young 
children 

Understand 
quality 
standards and 
its indicators 
Know the 
licensing and 
other 
legalities:

• Rcgulati 
ons as

Routlcdgc.

Chapter 1: 
values and 
principles, pp. 
5-14

the
Children of 
the age of 
three to six 
year.

Ministry of 
women and 
child
development,
(2013). 
National ecce 
policy.

National
commission
for
protection of 
Child rights. 
Manual
On
Safety and 
security of 
children 
In schools.
(2017).
Retrieved
from
http://ncpcr.
gov.in/show

Position paper. 
Nationalfocus 
group on early 
childhood 
education 
(2006). Ncertper

mumcip 
alities 
guidelin 
cs (as

file.phn?Lan
g-l&ievel=
2&&subltnk
id=1342&Mdper
=1550master

plans)
- Manage and 

coordinate 
with 
different 
departments 
(like fire, 
disaster 
management 
> hospital)

Delhi school 
education 
act and 
rules, 1973.

Retrieved
from
hltp://edudcl
.nic.in/wclco
me folder/^
ssr.htin

Ministry of 
women and 
child
development. 
(2017). 
National 
minimum 
guidelines for

1.2 Preparations for 
opening a childcare

Reflect on 
self-
orientation for 
starting the 
business of 
childcare 

Evaluate the 
need and

(week-
2)

46

http://ncpcr


s

scope of a 
chiWcarc 
centre in a 
toca]ity(need 
assessment) 
list the 
legal hies for 
childcare 
business

setting up and

crtches under 
maternity 
benefit act 
2017.
Retrieved from
http://www.we:
d.nk.irVsite^d
cfauh/files/nati
cnar%20mini
mum%20guide
lines.pdf

♦ i

l

J-

1.3 Vision for childcare 
services

Pres land. a.
(2017)
improxing
the business
of childcare:
empoYivring
childcare
0M7tm to

achieve 
financial 
success. 
Chapter- 
2vision . and 
values. Page 
301-42

Assfgnment-l- Distinguish 
the types of 
childcare 
programmes 

*» Review centre 
vision and 
philosophy 

• Define quality 
standards of 
the services 
o Infra struct

Decker, c. A., 
& decker, j. R. 
(19S5). 
Planning and 
administering

(week 3 (30%)*1*- *
&4) L Understanding 

the type of 
Ownership:

X
4<«

early
childhood- Proprietor

- Partnership
- Limited 

liability 
company

- Private 
limited

ti. Centre: 
policies and 
guidelines 
related to:

programs.
Merrill
publishing
con^uny.

ure fk'Chapter-2 
idcmiiying the 
program’s core 
values,
developing its 
vision and 
mission 
statements, 
and planning 
for program 
evaluation

o Process 
o Review 

and draft
»

vanous
centre
policies j

Health and 
safety Esrabtish 

partnerships 
with families: 
o Undcrstan 

ding
, diversities 

in needs

- o Surveilb
nee
measures

Chapter-4 
policies aTid ‘ 
procedures: 
tools to ensure 
your
program’s
smooth
operation

o .Parents . 
support 
policy

/y

f

and
expectatioo POSCO 

policy
4

ns
o Context of 

families 
o Develop 

trust, 
undcrstan

on
sexual
abuse

Transport
policy

r
I
!i

4J

http://www.we


ding and 
addressing 
parental 
issues and 
concerns

Hiring
policy

o Salaries
* »,

o Leaves

o Appoint 
ment 
letter/of 
fering 
letter

o Provide 
nt fund

Functioning 
norms of the 
centre

■ Programme 
related: 
time, 
duration, 
sessions

*
T:
I

Module 2: Management of a childcare Centre: This module will introduce students to the basics of 
management and use these principles for effective and efficient management of a childcare centre.

Modal Topic Learning outcoRie(s) Core reading 
(with no. Of 
pages)

Additional
suggested
readings

Assessment
(weights,
modes,
scheduling)

e no.

2.1 Basies of
management:

Jackson, s. 
(2004). 
People under 
three: young 
children in 
day care. 
Routledge.

Understand 
principles of 
planning, 
organising and 
managing 
Understand the 

resources: 
o People 
o Finances 
o -Space 

•• o ~ Prograranr

(week
5) • Planning,

• Organising
• Managing

Chapter 4: 
-managing and 
working in a 
day care 
centre (pp. 
49-70)

e
Plan, organise 

and manage 
resources

2.2 Guide to 
setting up a 
chiid care 
centre 
Early 
childhood

People as 
resource

Draft criteria for 
recruitment of right 
kind of people 
(certain non- 
nego liable in a 
candidate)

Decker, c. A., 
& decker, j,
R. (1988). 
Planning and 
administering

(week
6) Hiring and 

managing

48



- Went ify sa itoble T Wfly
recruilment childhood
methods: programs.

Merrill 
publishing 
company.

developmcn 
t agency. 
Retrieved 
from;
hnp^/w^»^^,■
childcarelin
^.pQYfsp

o Platforms* 
o Rcfenals, 
o Intents, 
o Portals,
© Advertise

ment)
© Interview’ 
o Demonstre

Chapter* 5

Recruiting.
hiring.
leading, and
managing
personnel

’9*

(ton

i Regulation lor 
» apporntments and .

.prepare orientation 
• framework

o Introduction to 
staff, 
students, 
facilities and 
programme 
and policies

r*-
*•

*

Module 3: Roles and responsibilities of different stakeholders: The centra head/rranagtr has to 
work with a team of diverse people to ensure quality services. The module arms to enable students to 
understand the roles of different stakeholders end ways to work in collaboration.

<

Learnloj* ootceittefs) Core reading 
(wttb no. Of 
pages)

Additional
suggested
readings

Assessment
(weights,
modes,
scheduling)

Module Topic
no.

Program 
administrate 
r definition

Aetgflfrwni-2: 
prepare a brief 
handbook of 
centre policies 
for running a 
childcare 
centre/(4OT4)

Responsibilities 
of staff at a 
childcare centre: 
- Designing

Decker, c. A., 
& decker, j. R. 
(198S).P/flttni 

and 
administering

Know the duties 
•ofthe centre 
head and other 
staff
Plan ways to 

lead the team 
towards quality 
service
Illustrate ways 
for everyday 
management as 
well as long-term 
vision
Kstsblish ways 

to communicate 
whh parents 
List ways to 

address public

3.1

andng(week and competenei 
cs-nacyc 
retrieval 4 
from

7-S) supervising 
programme 
Managing, 
financing and 
marketing of 
programme; 

o Under 
standi 
ng and 
recordi

earfy
flllldhbod m

programs.
Merrill 
publishing 
company. 
Chapter- 9

htttW/www.

u/nrpErems/
fpylychildbo
od/documcn

Teaching and 
learning In the 
children'!

r t^eedproer 1

gm adm'wisfinancii a) trator compK )
40
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etencies.pdfIransac

lions
Implcmcntali 
on of quality 
learning 
environment: 

o Teachtn 
gand 
learning 

oNutritio 
n health 
and 
safety 

oAssessm

queries, concerns 
and provide 
assistance 

Implementation 
of facilities and 
programme 
allocating duties

program

Chapter-10
providing
quality
nutrition and 
creating 
healthy and 
safe
environment

a

Evaluate the 
programme and 
report to the 
centre head 

Develop daily 
plan (after 
evaluation)

Guide 
setting up a 
child 
centre. Early 
childhood 
development* 
agency. 
Retrieved 
from:,
http://www.chi

to

ent care
o Working 

with 
families 
and

Supervise and 
monitor the work 
of support staffcomraun

ities
Communicati 
ng policies

Idcarclink.pov.and
sgprogramme to 

parents 
-Parent 

involvem
cut

-Develop! 
ng parent 
teacher 
and child 
triad

Managing
public
relations:

Social
media
handles
Respondin
£
appropriat 
ely to 
parental 
queries

Module 4: Managing events at the childcare centre: The early childhood centres organises various 
events and activities for children and families. These events help centres to provide quality learning 
opportunity to children as well as (hey can be used for promotion. This module will help students

50
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develop skills required to organise various events.

Ad ditto ml
suggested
retdlngt

Core trading 
(nllh no. Of 
P*8«)

Aisessmenl
(weights,
modes,
scheduling)

Module Topic Lctrnfng
outeome<s)no.

Assignment 3;Guidelines for
organizing
communily-bcsed
events to promote
and support
behaviour change

Improve
maternal and *
child nutrition. 
Ministry 
women end child 
development

4.1 - Organize 
annual 
events,

- Organize 
theme-based 
events:
o Festivals, 
o Signiftcan 

i days 
o Sports 

meets 
o Annual-

Prepare 
annual events 
plan.
Manage staff 

and allocate 
duties 
Know the 

sources and 
ways to 
arrange 
finances for 
events, 
Prepare 

invites and 
programme 
structure 
Know the 

ways of 
arranging 
vendors

Prepare 
operational 
plan for the 
centre. (20%)

(Week
M2)

an

.4

ito

p ia

4

of

day
o Parents 

meetings 
Graduation

Government of 
india (2014).

day
• Planning trips 
- Promotion 

events

Retrieved from;
httpst/ftedv
wcd.mc.iiYflssn(D(
issnitfcweh?
cqntents/lefl%2P*
idg%20iabs/8-
pifotrti2(?&%20i
nnovntkms/comm

r

Prepare
channels of
communjcatk) 
n with parents'.

fmdu1ev%20basc 
d%20e vent s/cu id

«<

clings%20for%20 
oryanizrng%20co 
mmmodu1ev^/i2Q 
based%20e ventsi

%20at%20awcs%
20(erm]ish)%20(3
Ofriylflpdf

•Cbss panic tpat ion 10%r

Weight ageAssessment TvijcSLNo.
30%1 Written Assignment-1

Imagine ttat you ate asked to create the mission- 
vision end policy documents for a childcare 
centre. In order to develop these document begin

i

t

a
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with the following:

Review the vision-mission document of 
any childcare ccnlrc.
Draft any two policies for the centre

Written Assignment 2:
Prepare and apply a tool for quality assessment of

2 30°/o

any service of the centre.
3 Assignment-3

Prepare an operational plan for the centre.
30%

4 Class Participation and attendance 10%
100%Total

4. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategies: lecture, discussion, videos and field visit
b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 

classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify): none
t: .

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: AUD/Guest

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
. others): Field visits and guest lectures

Signature of Course Coordinater(s)
Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in Ihe Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Commillcc 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to 
the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are lo be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective Schools. 
The electives shared between more than one programme should have been approved in the 
Board of Studies of and taken tlirough the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course docs not belong lo any particular School, the proposal 
may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

------ -
or the Peart of the SchoolSignature
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Amb^dkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)

SchoolCentre proposing the course School of Vocational Studies
rrogrammc(s) BVoc (Early Childhood Centre 

Management and Entrepreneurship)
Course title Financial Management in a Childcare 

Center
Course code SVS1EC602
Total Credits 2
Semester 6
Course type (core/compulsory/ clcctivc/any other - 
please specify)

compulsory

Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma /Ccrtificate/UG) UG
Proposed date of launch Winter 2020
Course coordinator and team Fariha Siddiqui and experts

l. Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? 
Yes. The course connects to Financial literacy, Engaging with data courses offered as per of 
General education component in first and second year. It also connects to (he 'marketing of a 
childcare centre’, 'management of a childcare centre’ course offered in third year.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course:
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify) The course focuses on the 
job role of centre h cad/entrepreneur (Levei-7) in an early childhood centre. The course is meant 
to be offered to those who have specific knowledge and skills related to Day care facilitator 
(Leve|-5) & supervisor (Level-6) offered in 1st and 2nd year respectively

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed): Those who will be promoted from semester 4 to semester 5 after completing 2nd 
year (usual cohort size as per AUD norms)

4. Course scheduling (semester; semcstcr-Iong/half-semester course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other - please specify): Scmcster-long, Winter 2020

How does the course link with the vision of ADD? AUD aspires to prepare informed 
professionals who will provide high quality services to all sections of the society. This course 
will prepare students to lead, empower and promote equity and social justice and contribute to 
the ethical business and working environment of the childcare setting.

5.

6. How does the course link with (he specific programmc(s) where it is being offered? This is 
a core course offered in the semester 6 of the BVoc programme (ECCME) as part of Ihc core 

* ** profess!onakskilWbrea*childcare*centTe,

7. Course Details:
a. Summary: A centre head at a childcare centre has a multitude of responsibilities with tasks 

ranging from the design of the programme, managing operations, and supervision of centre 
staff, organisational and administrative duties and responsibilities related to direct care of 
children and liasoning with families and communities, ongoing requirements for the 
chiMcarc Centre. Finances and budgeting also form the core of the centre head's 
responsibility. This course aims to equip students with the knowledge and skills required to 
manage the finances of the centre to run a successful business.

53
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b. Objectives: The comic objectives ere to:-
- Understand the fmancia] requirements of o childcerr centre
- Know the fmanee and budget related terminologies 
— Prepare and organise finances and budgets
- Understanding the meaning and role of financial planning tn the context of a 

childcare
b. Kxpected learning outcomes/ On completion, of the course the students util be able to>

- ] dent ify ways o f fu nd mobil izai ion
- Describe finance and budget related terminologies In context of a childcare
- Manage cash flows of a ch i Idcare/ day care centre
- Develop finance related policies of the centre
- Maintain accounts and records needed for an enterprise
- Draft a business proposal to seek funds

b. Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of organisation; brief module outlines): 
This course will be organised into three main Modules:

' Note: AH concepts should be discussed in the context of being an entrepreneur, centre-head and 
NGOs. Examples can be taken from these sectors.

-4

r
Module I: Finances and budgeting of a child core centre 
Module 2: Financial planning and organising 
Module 3: Controlling finances

j

A

c. Course contents detailed in (a) module-wise format:

I. Module t: Finances and budgeting of a childcare centre: This module will introduce 
students to the basics of finance and budget m context of a childcare centre.

*.
«

Module Topk I aiming outeomefs) Core reading (with 
no. Of pages)

Additional
suggested
reading!

Assess men 
C (weights, 
modes, 
scheduling

*
DO.

)
e,

1.1 Finance National
academies of 
sciences,
engineering, and 
medicine.,
(2018). Transfor 
ming 
financing of early 

•• -and

Determine finance 
needs of the centre 
Find the requirement 
of funds for 
establishing the 
centre
Know the difference 
between set-up 
capita I and woriing 

.capital in thc^ontext. 
of childcare business 
Prepare a business 
pbn to seek finance 
Understand various 
sources of funding 
and tbeir impact on 
financial structuring 
of the centre

Jameson, h.. & 
walson, m. (1998). 
Starting
running a nursery: 
the business of 
early years care. 
Nelson (homes.

and
(week- budget and
1) in a

childcar
t

*the

Qppter-4 finance. 
Page 45-58

care
education. 
Notional 
academies press.

Chapter- 3 current 
financing for 
early care and

r

154i
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education: 
financing a highly 
qualified 
workforce 
(principle l)page- 
83-114

1.2 Underst
anding
costing
and
financi

Describe finance and 
budget related 
terminologies in 
context of a childcare 
Identify costing of a 
childcare 
centre/services 
Identification of 
revenue sources to 
run and expand the 
scope of the centre

Decker, c. A,, & 
decker, j. R. 
(2013). Planning 
and adm in isfering 
early childhood 
programs. 
International 
edition. Merrill 
publishing 
company.

(week-
2)

*g:

Balance
sheets.
Direct
and
indirect
vast
controls.
Cash
books,
Vouchers
Ctish
expenses,
Outstand

chapter-4

Current financing 
for early care and 
education: 
affordability and 
equitable access 
(principle 2)

Chapter-5 financing 
rand budgeting. 
Page 115-142

ing Page-115-134expenses,
Outstand s
ing
income,
Income
statement
Fixed
and
variable
expense s

1.3 Know the different 
types of organisation 
Know the 
prerequisites ot 
setting up an 
entrepreneurial 
venture:

, Owings-Edwards.
S., & Herz, P.
(2010). Childcare 
And
Entrepreneurship:
A Business Case 
Study. Journal of 
Business 
Studies (JBCS), 
6(4).

MaheshwarLP, 
Banerji. S,Roy.T,

Setup *
and

&nature
Kaushal.A.(2002)
By Women - for
Women
Building the
childcare
ecosystem
in India. Deutsche
Gesellschaft fur
Internationale
ZusammeriarBcit
(G1Z) GmbH

of
orgams
ation

- Kind of 
liabilities involved 

-Resources
Case

needed

.. • <

Modufc-2: Wnancfaf pfanning and orgaciisfng; being centre hcads/managers student wift be required lo 
prepare proposal for arranging finances and use these funds for quality childcare services. This module 
will equip students with financial planning and organisation of funds.
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Modu 
le no.

Topk l-rtrnlnj; outconw(s) Core reading (wllh 
no. Of paget)

Additional
suggnted
readings

Assessment 
{neights, modes, 
scheduling)

- Know the banking 
arrangements 
required tn run a 
childcare centre

2.1 Banking 
and cash 
manageme

Jameson, h., &
watson, m. (J99S). 
Starting
running a nursery 
the business of 
early years care. 
Nelson (homes. 
Ctapter-S banking 

cash
management. Page 
59 to 67 ' ’

Ignou
(20l6),<?r^an/ 
ring a child 
care centre. 
BlochS. Unit 
18 obtaining 
funds and 
formulating a 
budget

(week and
•3) nt •Establishing 

relationship with
bank

- Set-up banking
facilities (online
and net banking) 

-Manage payments 
•Forecast short-term

«.

and*

xand long-term
financial plans •-4

2.2 Presbnd.a. (2017) 
Improving the 
business
childcare: 
empowering 
childcare owners to 
achieve financial 
success. Chapter-6 
collecting fees.
Page 117-134

Assignment-1Financial
planning

- Draft terms and 
conditions for
financial
transactions (3
quotations)

• Identify vendors
through quotations 

-Manage financial 
expenses: 
o Fixed and 

recurring 
expenses

m.
' i *Draft a proposal 

to seek financial 
assistance for 
running a 
childcare 
centre. (30%)

(week ofand
-4 organising
&5)

-Surveyor
material
•Invite
quotations 4*

Procure me
nt

Video: 
starting 
childcare 
business [ how 
to set your 
prices: 
things 
'avoid.

2.3 Financial
levers

Know and manage 
the financial levers 
in a childcare 
business

Pres land. a. (2017) 
improving the 
business 
childcare: 
empowering 
childcare owners to 
achieve financial

a
(week of
-6)

3
to

success.

Retrieved
from:
httnsi/Avww.Y

Chapter-6 finances 
page 135 to 160

Explain different 
sources of income

Jameson, h., &
watson, m. (1998). 
Starting
running a nursery: 
the business of 
early years care.

2.4 Understate 
ding cash 
Hows:

outube.comAv
4atch?vyvpxu 

^ rozlvrfLk(week
Manage cash flows 
of a childcare 
centre

•7) t

Monthly 
in-How

■>
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and out
flows

j Nelson Uiomcs. 

Chaptcr-5 banking
cash

management. Page 
59 to 67

Loans, re
paying. sources 
of in-flows, 
debts,

and

2.5 Bill and Prepare format
receipt of m-

(week voice/billing/re
ceipt

■8)

Modes
payment

of

Module 3: Controlling finances: This module will equip students to know the ways to allocate and 
control the finances of the childcare centre.

Module Topic Learning outcomc(s) Core reading (with 
no. Of pages)

Additional
suggested
readings

Assessment
(weights,
modes,

scheduling)

no.

3.1 Financial
inventories

Presland.u. (2017) 
improving the 
business of 
childcare: 
empowering 
childcare owners to 
achieve financial 
success. Chapter-6 
collecting fees. Page 
117-134

National 
academies of
sciences, 
engineering, and 
medicine,
(2018). Transfer 
ming 
financing of
early care and 
education. 
National 
academics press.

Assignment-List down the type 
of inventories 2

(week-
9) Survey the 

existing 
childcare 
centres and 
review their 
fees
structures 
vis-a-vis 
services 
provided, (30

Manage
inventories

Know the fee
collection
mechanism

the

3.2 Financial
leakages

Identify and 
recognise the 
financial leakages(week- and

10) remedial
steps %)Chaplcr-6 

estimating the 
cost of high- 
quality early 
care
education

Know the 
strategies/ways for 
cost-cutting 
widiotic 
compromising 
with quality

and

- ^ Develop rfbltow- 
up mechanism of 
payments

3.3 Pricing: Determine price of 
the service 
Identify variable 
price for different 
services

Presland.a, (2017) 
improving the 
business of 
childcare: 
empowering 
childcare owners to 
achieve financial

National
academies of 
sciences, 
engineering, and 
medicine.
(2018). Transfer 
ming

(week* - Discou
H ) nt

dlscreti
ons

the- Price

57
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Jinandnx of 
early care and 
education. 
National 
academies press.

■nd success. Chapter*^ 
pricing. Page 161 •vohinK

strategy 170

Chapter*? 
vbiem 
financing early 
care
education

a
for

and

Ministry of 
women and

Ministry of women 
and
development (2017). 
National , minimum 
guidelines for setting 
up and running 
caches 
rmtonity benefit act 
2017. Retrieved from

n'sitc'/dcfauMl les/n

Accounting - Use accounting 
ratios (profitability 
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o Trfs

o ?£/esi

o Gst

Sl.No. Assessment Type Weigbtagi*

1 WriiTen Assignment-1 30%

Draft a proposal to seek financial assistance for tunning a 

childcare centre.

Written Assignment 2:
Survey the existing childcare centres and review their fees 

structures vis-a-vis services provided

2 30%

3 Term-end exam 30%

4 Cbss I'articipalion 10%

100%Total

4. Pedagogy:
a. losinjcrional strategies: lecture, discussion, field visif
b. Special needs {facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 

classroom'others instructional space; any other - please specify): none
c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: AUD/Guest
d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any others); 
it Field visit

%

Signature of Course Coordinator(s) 
Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to 
the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across'Schools/may need to betaken through the Boards ofStudies of-the respective Schools.* 
The electives shared between more than one programme should have been approved in the 
Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the primary School,

3. In certain special cases, where a course docs itot belong to any particular School, the proposal 
may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council,

Signature of the Dean of the School

S')
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Ambedkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)

Schooi/Centre proposing the course School of Vocational Studies
Programmc(s) BVoc (Early Childhood Centre 

Management and Entrepreneurship)
Course title Mentoring in a childcare centre
Course code SVS1EC603
Total Credits 2
Course type (core/compulsory/ dcctivc/any other -
please specify)______________________________
Level (Pre-docloral/MA/PG Diploma /Cortificatc/UC)

compulsory

UG
Proposed date oHaunch Winter 2020
Course coordinator and team Fariha Siddiqui and experts

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? 
Yes. The course connects to Life Competencies for Sustainable Employability (I.CSE); 
Practitioner level offered of General education component in third year.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course:
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please spccify)The course focuses on the 
job role of cenlrc hcad/entrepreneur (Level-7) in an early childhood centre. The course is meant 
to be offered to those who have specific knowledge and skills related to Day care facilitator 
(Lcvcl-5) & supervisor (Level*6) offered in 1st and 2nd year respectively

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposcd):Those who will be promoted from semester 4 to semester 5 after completing 2nd 
year (usual cohort size as per AUD norms)

4. Course scheduling (semester; semestcr-long/half-semester course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other - please specify): Semester-long* Winter 2020

5. How does the course link with the vision of AUD? AUD aspires to prepare informed 
professionals who will provide high quality semces to all sections of the society. This course 
will prepare students to lead, empower and promote equity and social justice and contribute to 
the efficient working environment in a childcare setting.

<5. How docs the coarse tfnk with the specific programmefs) where if is being offered ?This is 
a core course offered in the semester 6 of the BVoc programme (ECCME) as part of the core 
professional skill for a childcare-centre.

7. Course Details:
a. Summary: Childcare providers' work in close association with various stakeholders to 

provide quality care to children. Support team/staff constitutes the most important part of 
this association. It is critical for child care providers to lead, mentor and empower team for 
quably and successful business. Also, in a childcare setting there are chances in increase of 
stress, handling emotions and fall back in staff members as they encounter children and 
parents of varying temperament on daily basis. Thus constant mentoring and support from 
the centre head will boost the staff to provide quality care and also manage their emotions. 
This course will prepare students to explore mentoring and leadership in the context of a 
childcare and how to maximise the efficiency of team. The course will help students

60
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understand the importance of supporting and nurturing rclalwnships, collaborating and 
empowering the team, and find solutions to elevate the quality of services.

6. Objeciives: The broad objecliws of the course arc to-
- Understand the link between reflective practice and the mentoring process
- Fostering reflective practices and understand mentoring processes
-Understand the significance of leadership and mentoring in ensuring quality in 

childcare programmes
- Explore characteristics oflcadcrship and different leadership styles

c. Expected teaming outcomes: On completion, of the course the students will be able to>
- Develop $ mentoring pton for the staff of the childcare centre
- Create a mentoring programme for different stakeholders
- f Establish and sustain relationships with stakeholders of childcare centres
- Reflect, review and adapl/dcvebp local practices suitable to (he particular setting
- Identify one's own leadership style and become reflective practitioner*

_ - Know the ways to pmvKlf leadership and motivation to the centre staff

d. Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of organisation; brief module outlines): 
This course will be organised into three main modules: (1) Mentoring. (2) Leadership m 
Larly Childcare centres,

C

Course contents detailed in Module-Wise Format (Tentative)t.

Module 1; Mentoring
Mentoring is an important strategy hr supporting new' and aspiring JaciJittfor*. as well as experienced 
leaders. It is also on effective leadership approach (hat enhances professional learning and practice. 
This module introduce to the definition of mentoring and the differences and similarities between 
mentoring and coaching. The module will also equip students with mentoring processes and tools. 
They will leant to design mentoring programme for the staff

Module Topic Core Reading
(with oo. Of 

pages)

Addition*]
Suggested
Reading*

Asm* merit 
(wright!, modes, 

scheduling)

I/Caro log 
Otfttomc(>)no.

Assignment-21.1 (t) Understand 
mentoring, 
supervision and 
coaching

(ii) Mentoring 
and reflective 
practice'

(iii) Working in 
peer mentor 
groups

Early Childhood
Development 
Agenc>{2016). 
Mcrttorir^ 
matters: 
practical guide 
to * **lcaiTting- 
focussed 
relationships. 
Republic of 
Singapore

Chapter I 
Introduction to 
mentoring. Page 
7-17

Understand
the

Interview the 
mentors in an 
early childcare 
setting. (30%)

(week-1 rebtionship 
between 
mentoring and 
reflective
practice

*2)

A

Video:
Different bte 

between 
mentoring, 
supervising 
and coaching

Foundations 
of Co&chmg 
in * Early 
Childhood: 
Partnering 
with Parents

i
Identify the 

characteristics 
of an effective 
mentor

and

6)
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Thomlon, K. 
(2015). The 
impact of 
mentoring on 
leadership 
capacity and 
professional 
learning. 
Mentoring in 
early childhood 
education: A 
compilation of
thinking, 
pedagogy and 
practice, 1-13.

Retrieved
from:
https ://www, 
youfube.com/ 
watch? V^os 
wcjdiOxu

•Experts from 
the field will be 
invited for guest 
lecfuresAvorksli

1.2 (i) Different 
ways of:

Early Childhood 
Development 
Agency(2016). 
Mentoring 
matters: 
practical guide 
to learning- 
focussed 
relationships. 
Republic of 
Singapore

National
Childhood
Network.
Mentoring.

- Know
different 
ways of 
mentoring

- List down
different 
tools for 
mentoring

(week 3- Collab
orative
goal
setting
Collab
orative
reflect!

5)
A ops

Retrieved
from:
hHps://www
ncaie/indcx.
php/menlQrfn

on
Joint 
plannin 
$ of 
childca

g

ChaptcM 
Establishing the 
mentoring 
relationships 
Page33 to 40

re
activiti
es
Shared
action
plans
Focuss

observ
ations
Feedba
ck
Modcll 
ing and 
demon 
stration

(ii) Mentoring 
tools:
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• Observe! io#•
ns

- Reflection
5

- Aclbns
- Listeninc -r Aoignment-3

Design 
mentoring 
programme for 
(be stuff of c 
childcare centre.

Mentoring
programme:

- SUppOT

1.3 Robins,- Create a 
mentoring 
programme 
for different 
stakeholders

A.
(Ed.). (2006).

(week 6- aMentoring tn the 
early yean. 
SAGE.

7) live 4
supem
siWhai

Chapter 6
mentoring the 
process of
change: A case 
study

•i nd>
(• (4hoUin

0%)_ g

\ «•
Page 79-92
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Module 2: l^eadenhip in tlarty Childcare centres
This Module will focus on leadership, coaching and mentoring an! the relationship between the three 
concepts. The work at o childcare centre involves a complex interplay of services at various levels as 
htJJ as working wbb the children. Further, the different leadership in a childcare centre needs to be 
collaborative where the managers and supervisors and the facilitators work together to provide quality 
services.

r

Topic Core Reading 
(with no. Of 
Pi*«)

Additional
Suggested
Readings

Modu 
1c no.

Learning
Outcomes)

Assessment
(weighu, modes, 
scheduling)

2.1 leadership 
childcare staff:

Had field, M.. 
Jopling, M., & 
Needham, M. 
(2015).
/Practice 
l*admhlp In 

£<jrfy

Lancaster, A., 
& Garvey, D. 
(2010). 
Leadership 
for quality In 
enriy years 
<md
piayyvork: 
supporting 
your* team to 
achieve better 
outcomes for 
children and 
families. • 
Jessica 
Kingsley 
Publishers.

•Describe the 
importance

in

(week ofi j8-9) Hiring and 
managing

leadership
mihe
childcare
settings

Orientation 
of the staff

i the
Yean: 
Becoming, 
being "arid 
developing as a 
leader. Open 
University 
Press.

-Describe the 
^versatile . 
roles of 
leaders as

Mentoring

Supervision

- Training:
qualification 
s md on-tbc 
job training

(heper
i

situation /•

•Know the 
types of 
leadership

Chapter-1 The 
nature of 
leadership in
the f*july

>

1
/ntrmfuc/ion.v
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Years. Page 3- Page 1-8
23

Chapler-6 
Gelling benealh 
the surface of

Improving
qualily.

Page 141-153

2.2 i. Developing 
your leadership
ii. leadership 
styles and 
versalility

Lancaster, A., Rodd.J. AllenKnow your
leadership
styles
Develop
one's own
leadership
skills

& Garvey, D. 
(2010).
Leadership for 
quality in early 

and

&
(week Unwm(2013). 

J.eadership in 
Early 
Childhood: 
The pathway

10-
ii)

years 
playwork: 
supporting 
your team to 
achieve better 
outcomes for 
children and 
families.
Jessica
Kingsley
Publishers.

to
professionals
m

Chapter-2 
The personal 
qualities of 
leaders in
early
childhood

Chapter 1,
Developing
your
Leadership p 9-
20

S.No. Assessment Type Wcightagc
20%1 Written Assignment-1

Conduct-an interview of any*mentor in an early 

childcare setting and submit the analysis of it.
Written Assignment 2:
Develop a mentoring programme for the staff of a 

childcare centre in consultation with the centre 
head.

2 40%

Assignment-33 20%

Describe different types of leadership and reflect 
and analyse own style of leadership.

(A
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4 j CbssPanicipationand attendance 20%

Total 100%

4, Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategies: lecture, workshops, discussion, field v*isii
b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, bb, clinic, library, 
classroom'othm instructional space; any other - please specify): none
c. JUpertisc in AUD faculty or outside: AUD/Ouest
d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with fie1d*based org&nbjitions, hospital; any others):

Signature of Course Coordtoafor(s)
Note:

1. Modificattons on the basis of delibenitions in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to 
(he Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be pan of more than one programme, and arc to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective Schools, 
The electives shared between more than one programme should have been approved in the 
Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/5CR ofthe primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School the proposal 
may be submitted through S CAP/5 CP VCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation ofthe School of Studies: 

Suggestions:

Signature of the Drih/ofTfic^ehool
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Ambedkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School of Vocational StudiesSchool/Ccntre proposing the course
BVoc (Early Childhood Centre 
Management and Entrepreneurship)

Programntc(s)

Course title Project
SVS1EC604Course code

Total Credits 3
Semester 6

compulsoryCourse type (core/compulsory/ elect ivc/any other - 
please specify)
Level (P re-do ctoralWA/PG Diploma /Certificate/UG) UG
Proposed date of launch Winter 2020

Fariha Siddiqui and expertsCourse coordinator and team

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? 
Yes. The project work connects to all the skill courses offered in BVoc Early childhood centre 
management and entrepreneurship programme from semester-1 to semester-<5.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course:
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)The course focuses on the 
job role of centre head/entrepreneur (Level-7) in an early childhood centre. The course is mean! 
to be offered to those who have specific knowledge and skills related to Day care facilitator 
(Level-5), supervisor (Level-6) and semester-5 offered in 1st and 2nd year respectively.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):Those who will be promoted from semester 4 to semester 5 after completing 2nd. 
year (usual cohort size as per AUD norms)

4. Course scheduling (semester; semester-long/half-semestcr course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other-please specify): Semesler-long

5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD? AUD aspires to prepare informed 
professionals for the field of childcare. This project will provide students an opportunity to 
work independently on the entrepreneurial or management related idea in (he childcare setting. 
Such innovative/creative ideas will help students develop expertise and contribute in providing 
high quality services to all sections of the society.

6. How' does the course link with the specific programme^) where it is being offered?This is 
a core course offered in the semester 6 of the BVoc programme (ECCME) as part of the core 

** professional skill for* cftildcare-cenire.

7. Course Details:
a. Summary" Early childhood centres cater to diverse population and provide variety of 

chi Ideate services. The services depend on the available expertise, resources and the 
population served. Running a childcare centre involves dealing with various stakeholders 
and managing business successfully. The BVpoc ECCME programme aims to equip 
students with the managerial skills as well as the entrepreneurial skills. This project will 
provide an opportunity to students of to work independently on an idea related to 
development/manage me nt of childcare ccntrc/scrviccs. The project will be conceptualized, 
planned and completed under die guidance of a faculty advisor.
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A. Objteflves: The broad objectives of the project are to-
~ Finiiliarise with various childcare centres and services.
- identify a problem and suggest ways to address it
- Understand the link between theory and practices

c. Expected teaming outcomes: On completion, of the project the students will be able lo>
- Identify gap or a problem in the existing practices in context of an early childhood 

centre
- Understand good practices in the centre and document them 
“ Plan and design a process to understand the problem
- Prepare an entrepreneurial proposal for getting funds
- Know the ways to provide leadership and motivation to the centre staff
- Present outcomes of the project " I*

d. Oreralt structure (course organisatioft; rationale of organisation; brief module outlines): 
The entire process has been divided in four stages which have been further subdivided. 
Every student will be assessed at the end of each of these stages by mentors. These stages 
are mentioned m the tabic.

r

Coune contents detailed in Module-Hl^e Format (Ten unite): Stages of projects arec.
>•attached

Project Guidelines: 2019-20
The project work for students will begin with the commencement of theory chsses. By the time of 
internship, students will be required to complete ideation of the project and during the internship; they 
can collect dat&Aesi ideas. Throughout the process, students will be mentored by faculty members 
assigned to them at the beginning of the semester. The faculty allotment will be based on the area of 
expertise of the faculty.

,a~

Types of project:
Every student is required to take a project work fn specific areas of interest. The indicative themes are 
mentioned. Project work will help students to engage with the field processes and come-up with 
nuanced undemanding.

S.do, Broad theme
Management of o centreI.

■JPreparing a Business Proposal2.

Learning processes at the centre3.

Role of stakeholders4.t

Training programme for staff5.

Location of a centre: Physical and social 
factors

6.

Preparing parent‘s counseling programme 
and so on

7. i

1Infrastructure requirement In a childcare 
center

S.
<;
i9. Legal Stipulations in a childcare setup

«
'Stages and Mentoring 
The entire process has been divided in four stages. These stages are:

,A
I

4
4.

&
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1. Workshops lo orienl to the project work and field: For hand-bolding and introduction VO the 
field processes, experts from Ihc field will be invited to share the experiences. There will also 
be workshop on introducing basic research tools and components.

2. Selecting a topic. With faculty mentor, students will select a topic of inlcrcsl. Each week 
s Indents is required* to meet the supervisor and discuss progress of work.

3. Project work: Students will be required lo visit field and collect daU
4. Documentation: After analyzing and interpreting the data, students will submit a written 

report/product. The format will be:

The size of the project report depends on the nature of the theme of the project. However, it is 
desirable that the project report should be no more than 20-30 pages typed in double space. Report 
should be in A4 size papers and in a bound form. The language to be followed for Project work should 
be in English. It is strongly recommended that students follow project guidelines. The final report 
should be presented in the following sequence:

❖ Title page (The first page of the report should indicate the title of the project, name of the 

candidate, address, and year)

❖ Acknowledgements

❖ Table of Contents:

• Introduction- Problem/ proposal

• Related literature

• Result and Discussion

• Summary and Conclusions

• Bibliography
0

5. Evaluation: the project work will be evaluated by mentors as per the following weigbtage

WcightageS.no, Assessment component
1 Presentation of topic selected for project 10%

Project report^ Draft of proposal (written) 50%2
Viva 20%3
Attendance (regularity in discussions with 
mentor)

20%4

5, Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategics: lecture, discussion, field visit
b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library,

* ^lassro o nVothers'instrdctional space;* any* Other - pi ease-spec i ty): none ...
c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: AUD/Guest
d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any others): 
field visits

t\x
Signature of Course Coordinator^)
Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to 
the Academic Council with due recommendations.
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2. Core courses wtiicb are meant to be p&rt of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective Schools. 
The elective* shared between more than one programme should have been approved in the 
Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCP VCE/SCR of the primary School, 
fn certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the proposal 
may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

LSuggestions:
iVoftW^thnoi*

Signature of the Dca

, r *
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INTERNSHIP SEMESTER 6 

Ambedkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course

(To be approved by the Board of Studies and the Academic Council)

School of Vocational StudiesSchool/Centre proposing the course

Programme(s) BVoc (Early Childhood Centre 
Management and Entrepreneurship)

Course title Internship

Course code SVSIEC605
Credits 7

Course type (core/compulsory/optional/any other 
-please specify)

Compulsory

Level (PredoctoraVMA/PG 
D ip lo ma/Certificate/UG)

UG

Winter 2020, Semcstcr-6Proposed date of launch

Course coordinator and team Farjha Siddiqui and Sunita Singh

I. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? The 
field based internship offered during the semester 6 will connect to the courses “management of a 
childcare”, ‘Tinances in a childcare” and “leadership and mentoring” and project on 
entrepreneurship and childcare that will be offered in semester 6. It also builds on the internships 
offered in the semester*! to semester-5 of the programme.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course:
(Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify):
The course focuses on the job role of centre head/entrepreneur (Level-7) in an early childhood 

centre. The course is meant (o be oflered to those who have specific knowledge and skills related 
lo Day care facilitator (Level-5) & supervisor (Level-6) offered in Isl and 2nd year respectively

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justifical ion iflower than usual cohort size is proposed): 
Those who will be promoted from semester 5 to semester 6 after completing 2nd year (mostly 30- 
40 studcnls in a cohort)

4. Course scheduling: (suimncr/wintcr course; scmcster-long course; half-semester course; 
workshop mode; seminar mode; any olher - please specify): In block

5. 'How does the course link with the vision of AUD and the-specific programmefs) where it-is
being offered?
The university aspires to promote equity and social justice with excellence and spread knowledge 
across all members of (he society irrespective of class, creed or caste. It aims to develop informed 
professionals who would take up (heir social responsibility and serve diverse sections of the 
society. The internship in the third year will be offered under BVoc (Early Childhood Centre 
management and Entrepreneurship) programme and will enable students to engage with young 
children and take more responsibilities at their field sites as a centre head/entreprcncur.

6. How does the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being offered? The 
Internship is a core requirement of the ECCME vertical of the BVoc programme.
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?. Course DetiHs:
a. Summary: The Internship in year 3 has been conceptualized to enable students to engage with the 

field and connect with the learning from the courses. Students who have completed tun years in 
the programme have taken courses and experienced the workings of a wide range of day care 
centres/crtches that will enable them lo work as facilitators and supervisors at the centre. The 
focus of the Internship this year is to develop skills to become centre head/entrepreneur at the 
centre—for setting up a centre, creating, planning, managing and conducing activities and routines 
and also for providing guidance to the facilitators and supervisors. The aim is to build nuanccd 
understandings among students regarding designing a centre/plarming a startup that has diverse 
develop me mafiy and contextually appropriate acrtvtfrcs that could be conducted with you ns ' 
children. The internship will enable students to undertake more responsibilities and contribute 
towards overall functioning and managing of the centre. They will alto be encouraged to reflect 
on the challenges faced in implementing responsive practices and think of ways of working 
collaborative ly whh the centre staff. TTus will enable the preparation of students as better 
professionals (centre hcadfcntreprencurs) in the area.

b. Objectives
The specific objectives of internship relate to understanding the roles and responsibilities of the centre 

head'entreprencur. While students will be at the site every Module, the specific objectives of this 
Internship correspond whh the courses taught during the semester. These ire as follows:

- Understand the policies, procedures and practice followed for the well-being of children and staff.
• Assisi in the following:

a. coordinate provisions for children in partnerships with the families
b. develop and implement an operational plan
c. monitor and assure quality of the centre against the set protocols
d. quality assurance schemes against agreed criteria
e. establish sustaining relationships with providers for services to day care centres
£ Coordinate to ensure compliance lo policies, procedures and practice for registration and 

inspection of the centre.
g. obtain finances to maintain operational cost for tbe centre
h. manage multiagency working arrangements
i. create marketing plans for tbe centre
j. maintain HR activities of tbe centre and execute them

- Understand the role of the centre headfentreprtneur and support in day-to-day activities at tbe 
centre.

- Observe how responsibilities and duties among centre staff are delegated and its periodic 
monitoring

- Prepare and maintain environments to meet children's needs at the centre.
- Make linkages between understandings of child development and teaming; and devtlopmcntally 

and cenieYtuafly appropriate activities for the children in the early years.

c. Outcomes: After completing the course, students htV/ be able to

- Review provisions for children in partnerships whh the families
- Develop an operational plan whh the help of centre bead
- Prepare tools to monitor the quality of the centre against the set protocols
- Prepare strategies to ensure quality assurance schemes against agreed criteria of the centre
- Understand reasons for compliance to policies, procedures and practice for registration and 

inspection of the centre and identify them
- Understand ways to obtain finances to maintain operational costs for tbe centre
- Identify the role of different agencies necessary for the working of the centre
- Understand marketing plans for the centre
- Plan and conduct activities related to social emotional needs of children

•
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- Analyse the type of model and approach followed ai the day care centre
- Posit ways of making the centre mciusivc/more inclusive
- Assist in conducting capacity building workshops for centre staff
- Manage various records at the centre
- Develop awareness about aspects of good functioning and management of a day care centre
- Reflect and review their own practice and that of the centre hcad/cctrepreneur

d.Overall structure; The Internship will be organized throughout the semester.

c. Contents (brief note on each module; indicative reading list with core and supplementary readings)

Internship: Internships in year 1 and 2 aimed to prepare students for the facilitator’s and supervisor’s 
role. In Semester 5, the Imemship has been envisaged lo help students understand the centre 
head/entrepreneur's role and hone their skills accordingly.

..... •

Observation diary 
+Viva-
vo ce/Presentation 
(20%)

Planning Plan and conduct activities for 
overall development of childrenand

implcmc
nting Prepare training manuals/activity 

logs for the centre

Posit ways of making the centre 
inclusive/more inclusive

Written report of the 
work done during 
internship and the role 
of centre
head/entrepreneur
(20%)

Create learning environments for 
holistic development of children

Program Analyse the type of model and 
approach followed at the day care 
centre •

Self assessment 
workbook (30%)

meo.
planning(Aea Prepare indicators for a critical 

evaluation of the programme

Assess and design active learning 
day care programme for different 
age-groups

Understand the role of a facilitator, a 
supervisor and centre head in 
planning a programme for a day care

Participalion qualities 
+ Attendance (10%)

c
QJ

s Field supervisor’s 
feedback (20%)

o

9
2

j=

H

- Identify ways of fund mobil izat io n
- .Describe, finance and, budget .related

terminologies in context of a 
childcare

- Manage cash flows of a childcare 
centre

- Develop finance related centre 
policies

- Maintain accounts and records 
needed for an enterprise

- Draft a business proposal to seek 
funds

Finances
.and
budgetin
g
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Managin
gand
supctvisi
ngihc
ccWrc

Assist the centre head in ^rtous 
managerial roles and responsibilities 
such as

o Maintain records,

o Supervise centre staff

o Contxibut e to team work,

o Build relationship with the 
parents,

o Plan public it y of the programme,

o Mainta ining and updat mg 
centre's social media and other 
communication platforms,

o Manage ad miss k> ns, etc.

- Create structurcs/systems to ensure 
completion of tasks i.c., daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, monthly and 
annually

- Maintain quality standards by 
recruitment of appropriate staff, 
mentoring and leading.

- Bringing innovations in the centre 
through leadership, curriculum and 
infrastructure 

Collator
attng

• Assist the centre head/entrepreneur 
in taking care of socio-emotional 
issuesfoehaviour problems of the 
children in collaboration with the 
parents at the centre.

with
parents

Centre
environ
mem

• Contribute to a harmonious and 
efficient work environment in the 
centre.

• Provide safe hygienic and healthy 
environmentj

Function 
ing of 
the • 
centre

- Understand responsibilities as 
required for a centre 
head/cntreprencur ertd coWribute % * “ 
towards the overall functioning of the 
centre.

• Asstssmrnl dettih cf Internship (throughout the semester): Students wll be provided »1th a 
comprehensive sef-assessment yjorkbook before the beginning of the internship that includes the roles 
and rtsjtonsibilUies of the Centre Head/Entrepreneurs. The same vdlt be provided to the Centre 
lira ds/Entrepren cun.

Students htV/ be nothing on their obsenation diaries, written report and self-assessment workbook. 
Mid’y\xiyfeedback *ill be prmided. Final submission uill be only at the end of the semester.
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264/r:
Course coordinator will also visit the intemship-siies throughout the internship.

Sl.No. WciehtagcAssessment Type
Vi va-vo icc+Frcscntation1 20%

Written report of the work done during internship 
and the role of centre head/cntrcprencur

2 20%

Assessment workbook3 30%
Field supervisor’s feedback4 20%

Participation + Attendance (10%)5 10%

1. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategies: Field visits

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
classroomfothcrs instructional space; any other - please specify): None

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: AUD/guest/ field supervisor

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field*based organizations, hospital; any others): The 
course will connect with the field sites

Signature^! Course Coordinator^)

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies Committee 
in the ease of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee (SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) 
shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic Council with due 
recommendations.
2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be shared across 
Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective Schools. The electives 
shared between more than one programme should have been approved in the Board of Studies of and 
taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the primary School.
3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong lo any particular School, the proposal may 
be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCB/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:

Signature of the DcanWlJiif^fiooT"
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On the Job Training (OJT)/Intcrnship 

BVoc-Tourism & Hospitality 

Internship overview
Semester Job Role 
Seme*tcr*l

ActivitiesLearning outcome
- Taking order*, placing orders, service and clearing.
• Taking handover from the previous shift.
- Lying covers, preparation of mbC'emplace and arrangement 

and setting up of station.
* Par flocks maintained at each side station.
- Functions performed while holding a station.
- Method and procedure of taking a guest order.
- Service of wines, champagnes and especially food items.
- Service of equipment used and hs maintenance.
- Study of menu items and also have a brief idea about their 

mode of preparation, inputs used, preparation time, 
accompaniment and final appearances.

- Coordination with housekeeping for soil linen exchange.
- Physical inventory and cleaning of crockery, cutlery, linen

Job Role- 
Fa R Service 
StennrifF&R)

• Plan and prepare for serving food and 
beverages

- Identify and state the use of all P&B 
Service equipments that are expected to 
use.

Listing of
raw materials and commodities used in
preparation of specific food & 
beverages.

Plan on t».
specific items with food serving, its 
accompaniments & setup.

, i

Describe
about beverage and hs service style.

Prepare
the list of raw materials required and 
implement menu descriptions.

etc.
Equipment, fumhure and fixtures used in the restaurant and 
their use and maintenance.
Method of folding napkins.
Note proprietory sauces, cutlery, crockery and other service 
accessories kept at the station.
K.O.T. handling, check preparation, ordering and the timely 
pickup.
Types of banquet equipment, furniture and fixtures.
Types of means and promotional material maintained.
Bar setup, mise-en-place preparation. Storage facilities 
inside the bar, Decorative arrangement to liquor bottles.

Prepare
and serve basic cocktails and 
mocktails.

• List out
action plan for maintain appropriate 
health and safety measures in F&B and 
food service.

~ Greet customer, take order and serve food 
and beverages

1

l
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- Clean tables and counters after customers 
are finished with dining

- Deal with customer payment
- Planning for Board meetings including Meetings of the board of 

the directors & VIPs
Management Meetings - The managers from different regions 
of a corporation meet when necessary to make decisions for the 
corporation
Shareholder Meetings - Investors who own a share in a 
company meet quarterly

- Training Seminars - A company conducts these to train 
employees when needed

- Meetings with partners, suppliers and clients
- A gathering to discuss business deals, usually held with little 

prior notice
Get sales leads & telephonic follow-ups

- New product introduction & updating customers
- Build a network for influential contacts
- Gather latest information about the competitors or Build the 

company’s image
- These business travellers arc connected to different sectors of the 

tourism and hospitality industry through their MICE activities.
- Think of business travellers who travel to a city to attend an 

exhibition. They will need food, drinks, shopping, entertainment, 
transport, accommodation and more.

Semester** 2 Job Role-
Meetings,*
Incentives,
Conferences and
Events
(MICE)

- Learning Objectives:
- Understand how MICE relates to the 

tourism and hospitality industry
- Understand the meaning of each sector of 

MICE
- Identify the types of meetings
- Understand the factors behind incentive 

travel decisions
- Understand the difference between 

meetings and conventions
- Identify the purpo sc of exhib it ions
- Understand what impacts MICE can bring 

to a destination
- The term MICE (Meetings, Incentives. 

Conventions and Exhibitions) represents 
a sector of tourism which includes 
business events and activities.

- Travellers attending MICE activities have 
a purpose beyond leisure tourism, and arc 
in fact business travellers.

W '

7NP
<3>

Learning Objectives:
- Acquire experience and exposure in real 

life of customer and tour handliug
- In depth understanding of tour itinerary

Interacting with potential customers 
Itinerary designing
Learning various most visited domestic and international 
itineraries

Semester - 4 Job Role- 
Tour Manager
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- Learning about foreign exchange and its conversion
- Taking care of the basic needs of tourists- (light, stay, food and 

visa processing
- Serve services to customer and guiding (hem during the (our
- Visa documentation and processing
- Working on ticketing software
- Suggesting dcst mat ion to customer
- Preparing readymade tour itineraries
- Promoting various tour packages
- Contracting with travel suppliers
- Arranging multilingual guides
- Leant how to operate group packages
- Keep updated with any increase in tariff or monument entry fees
• Collaborating all the travel services in itinerary
- Floating travel promotion* to customers through various 

promotional toob
- Maintaining record of travelled customer
- Costing and compiling expenses of tour itinerary
- Escorting and guiding on tour to provide on ground support 

during the tour •
. Coordination of d ifTerem trave 1 services on daily has is
• Maintaining CRM with all updating customer information.
- Assisting customer for any addition of on ground services.
. Follow ing supervisor/manager'* instruct tons
- Inspection of transport and hotel to keep the service* updated 

and secure
• Report any misconduct or accident on tour
• Preparing do's an) dont’s for customer* travelling on various 

destinations.
- Plan and procurement of various krtchcn& F&B equipment's

designing keeping in mind the customers* 
need* and requirement.

I
• Increasethe ability of innovation and 

implementation of new travel product 
ideas

- Learn how to do time-based contracting 
with transporter and hotels.

• Learn on ground tour difficulties and 
obligations to serve customer on any 
grounds

- Exposure to different regions of world 
will enhance travel creativity and 
innovations

- Increase in gcographionl knowledge of 
globe

- Learn documentation, collection and 
processing of documents in tour planning

- Enhance the skills of team efforts and 
coordination

- Trained towards service delivery and 
customer centric behavior

- Learn how to manage customer data and 
fmdtng travelling trends

l

tsP
O

Learning Objectives:Sem-6 Job Rolc»Ai*t.
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Catering
Manager

based on the requirement of the establishment,

- Ltoem vendors and comparative study (cost, quality, 
external look, value for money and durability) of equipment 
kitchen, Knowledge about latest equipments and trends in 
hospitality industry.

- Train the employees about the different functioning and 
maintenance of the equipment’s.

- Analyze the various principles of menu planning and implement 
the same accordingly.

- Prepare effective menus for a large function for ala carte and 
buffet

- Implement standard operating procedures to appropriate food 
cost.

Analyze the concept of various 
catering establishments and its 
standard operating procedures of a 
structured department of food 
production and food and beverage 
services
Develop & prepare menu and do 
planning for the catering 
establishments.
Prepare the list of indenting for 
catering, liaison with stores and 
controls
-Explain various sections and their 

functions

-Identify various forms/formats, 
records and registers in the
organisation

Challenges and remedies for outdoor catering.

Making checklist for attached vendors for better coordination.

Assist the Executive Chef in various managerial roles and 
responsibilities such as

. - maintaining records.

-Observe food production standards 
of finished products

<?>
oo

Manage customer relationship & 
customer handling 
Plan to keep catering outlet 
healthy, safe and hygienic.

supervising the commis

encouraging team work,

building relationship with the guests/customer 

planning various marketing strategies and tools to
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promote the outlet,

maintaining and updating centre's social media and other 
communication platforms,

- training schedule and duty rosters

- Analyse and implement the procedure for receiving and storage 
of various perishables and non-pcrishables

- Prepare training manuals/activity logs for the kitchen.

- Purchase specification as per the organization / outlet working
- Understand responsibilities as required for a catering manager 

/entrepreneur and contribute towards the overall functioning of 
the outlet

i

Prepare a project based on the live problems in the industry and 
come out with a sustainable solution for the same.

r
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BVoc Early Childhood Centre Management and Entrepreneurship 
 Internship overview

Semester Job Role Learning outcome Activities
S ernes ter-
1 and 2

Job Role- Childcare
Fatilitatof'/Assistant 
in ECD Programmes

- Interacting with children
- Addressing the child by his/her name
- Taking care of the basic needs of children- food, safety and 

hygiene
- Serve food to child an supporting them during meal time
- C lear away after snack/meakime s
- Tidy away resources after activities
- Support a child in dressing
- Preparing displays as per the need
- Setting-up and maintain activity areas
- Preparing resources to engage children
- Reading children's diary
- Keeping record of medicine, if any
- Labelling and compiling children’s worksheets
- Escorting and playing with children during outdoor play and 

ensuring their safety.
- Gradually taking responsibility of daily loutines-snack time, 

lunch, hygiene etc.
- Assisting the teacher in planning and developing activity 

comers/centers, display boards and physical structuring of the 
room

— Make linkages between various 
theoretical constructs of child 
development, nutrition, play, 
curriculum, the management of a 
centre and so on

- Understand and appreciate work 
of facilitators and other 
professionals in child’s 
development at a centre

- Enhance observational and 
interpersonal skills with young 
children in early childhood 
centres

- Design activities for different 
domains of development

- Identify the developmental 
milestones of children

- Monitor growth and development 
of children using various tools.

- Know strategics for responsive 
care giving in the early years

- Identify and develop indicators 
for planning and monitoring of 
activities as per the needs of the 
children

- Establish routines and schedules 
for children in child care setting

. *■*»

<S,*>

Assisting regular facilitator in conducting all the activities 
Carrying out a small group activity under the direction of a 
teacher(Indoor and outdoor)
Feeding children under the guidance of regular teacher 
Following supervisor/teachcr's instructions
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- Learn sldUs, roks and ,
responsibilities of caregivers

- Identify and describe factors 
influencing (he development of 
children across socio-cultural 
realhies and contexts in India

- Loam about various aspects of 
meal planning for children from 
infancy up till middle childhood 
years in an inclusive early 
childhood centre

- Report any suspected abuse/aeddent to supervisor
• Preparing teaching learning material with the help of teachers
- Conducttng/supervlsing small group activities as guided by 

regular preschool teacher
- Assisting (he regular teacher during structured Large group 

activities such as circle time, whole group story telling
- Assisting the teacher during field trips
- In conjunction with other ertcb&fchild care workers, plan 

suitable variety of act Hit tes for children in the ertebe according 
to children’s age and abilities.

• Interacting with children with love, rturturance and empathy.
f

i r*

W>-Semester
3 and 4

1Job Ro1e-k 
Supervisor

- Build skills of convening with 
children on diverse issues

- Develop the techniques of 
observing and assessing children

- Manage various records at the 
centre

- Develop awareness about aspects 
of good functioning and 
management of a childcare centre

- Plan and conduct activities 
related to holistic development of 
the children

- Build skills of including children 
from diverse backgrounds in the 
childcare programme

- Develop the techniques of 
observing and assessing children

- Examine the factors affect ing

Plan and conduct activities related to early language, literacy, 
numeracy and creative thinking abilities of the children 
Design and conduet various activities in drama, musk, dance, 
art, play, language and science that would enhance creative 
thinking abilities of the children of different ages and abilities 
in a child care centerfThey can sh it planning meetings) 
Prepare visualifthcme boards to promote language, literacy 
and numeracy J
Prepare tnd:cators(making checklist, rubrics) for a critkal 
evaluation of the programme
Design active learning childcare programme for different age- 
groups
Understand the role of a facilitator and a supervisor tn 
planning a programme for a childcare 
Develop and use indicators for monitoring and mentoring 
facilitators to conduet creative activities whh children 
effectively(Plan with supervisor)

81
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childcare programmes in diverse 
sellings
Prepare child-centred 
programme for infants, toddlers 
and older children 
Establish routines infants, 
toddlers and older children 
Ensure smooth transitions 
between home and school for 
infants, toddlers and older 
children
Develop awareness about 
aspects of good functioning and 
management of a childcare 
centre

Assist the supervisor in various managerial roles and 
responsibilities such as

o Maintaining records, 
o Supervising centre staff 
o Encouraging team work, 
o Building relationship with the parents, 
o Planning publicity of the programme,
© Maintaining and updating centre’s social media and 

other communication platforms, 
o Managing admissions, etc.

Assist the supervisor and facilitators in taking care of socio- 
emotional issues/behaviour problems of the children in 
collaboration with the parents at the centre.
Contribute to a harmonious and efficient work environment in 
the centre by working as a regular employee.
Develop and implement an emergent plan for infants, toddlers 
and older children based upon the functioning of the centre.

* (
i

. •<2
’Semester 

5 and 6
Job Role - Centre 
Head/Entrep reneu r

- Understand the policies, 
procedures and practice followed 
for the well-being of children and 
staff.

- Know provisions for children in 
partnerships with the families

- Establish sustaining relationship $ 
with providers for services to 
child care centres

- Describe how to obtain finances 
to maintain operational cost for 
the centre

- Understand multiagency working
arrangements'K ________ •

- Review provisions for children in partnerships with the families
- Develop an operational plan with the help of centre head
- Prepare tools to monitor the quality of the centre against the set 

protocols
- Ensure planning and conduct of activities for the holistic 

development of children
- Prepare strategies to ensure quality assurance schemes against 

agreed criteria of the centre
- Understand ways to obtain finances to maintain operational 

costs for the centre
- Identify the role of different agencies necessary for the working 

of the centre
- Prepare marketing and business plans for the centre
- Posit ways of making the centre inchisive/more inclusive

S2
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Uodenttnd the role of the centre 
bead'entrepreoeur and support in 
day-to-day activities at the 
centre.
Observe bow responsibilities and 
duties among centre staff are 
delegated and iu periodic 
monitoring 
Prepare and maintain 
environments to meet children's 
needs at the centre.
Make Linkages between 
understandings of child 
development and learning; and
devetopmentally aod- 
contextually appropriate 
activities £br the children in the 
early yean

- Assist in conducting capacity building workshops for centre 
staff

- Manage various records at the centre
- Develop awareness about aspects of good functioning and 

management of a child care centre
• Reflect and review their own practice and that of the centre 

bcadfcntrcprtncur
- Manage social media handles of the centres
• Address parent's queries

i
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BVocRetail Management 
Internship overview

Semester Job Role Learning outcome Activities
• Know process credit applications for purchases
• keep the store secure
• maintain healthy and safety
• demonstrate products to customers
• help customers choose right products
• pcovidc spectaltsv support \x> customers fraltottug 

purchases
• maximize sales of goods & services
• provide personalized sales & post-sales service 

support
• create a positive image of self disorganisation in the 

customers mind
• resolve customer concerns
• organize the delivery of reliable service
• improve customer relationship
• monitor and solve service concerns . »
• promote continuous improvement in service 
» work effectively in a Retail team
• work effectively in an ot^iuisation

• Handling of Front of the House operations
« Customer Handling
« Customer Greviance handling
« Clearly explain to the customer the features and 

conditions of credit facilities,
• Accurately 1111 in the documents needed to allow the 

customer to get credit.
• Carrying out the necessary credit checks and 

authorisation procedures.
« Promptly refer difficulties in processing applications 

to the right person
building relationships with internal and external 
customers

• Responding to breakdowns and malfunction of 
equipment,

• making appropriate decisions regarding the 
responsibilities of the job role

• Responding to breakdowns and malfunction of 
equipment.

• Responding to unsafe and hazardous working 
conditions.

• Responding to security breaches
» Preparing the demonstration area and check that it 

can be used safely,
• Checking whether the required equipment and 

products for demonstration are in place, demonstrate 
products clearly and accurately to customers.

• Presenting the demonstration in a logical sequence of 
steps and stages.

• Covering all the features and benefits hcVshe thinks 
are needed to gain the customer’s interest.

t

tJob Role- 
Retail Sales 
Associate

Semester
1

<1^ '

c
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• pjou^Uy dear away tbe equip men tad product* at 
(he end of tbe demonstntron and connect with the 
customer

• He^cntomcn choosing right products
• Check (be customer's prefoencet and buying 

decisions when noting tales
» Give eintomsi infarnotion and advice on Kpecblist 

products
• Demonstrate specialist products to customers 4
• Identify opportunities to toertase teles of particular 

pro&xt*
• Promote particular products
• Provide a pesonalised service
• Provide an afta sales service
• Establish effective rapport with customers
« Respond appropriately to customers
• Communicate information to customer
• Spot customs ievict problems
• Pick the beat (ohition to resolve customer service 

problems
• Plan and organise the delivey of reliable customer 

service
• Review and maintain customer service delivery
• Improve communication with customers
• Balance the needs of customers and the organisati on
• Exceed customer expectations to develop the 

relationship
• Solve Immediate customer soviet problems
• Identify repeated customer service problems and 

options for solving them
• Take action to avoid the repetition of customer 

service probVerra

i

l*

* *
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• organize The display of products at the store
* plan visual merchand ising
* establish and satisfy customer needs
* process the sale of products
♦ maintain the availability of goods for sale to 

customers
• allocate and check work in your team
» monitor and solve customer service problems
♦ communicate effective ly with stakeho Iders
• help maintain health and safety
* work effectively in a Retail team
• work effectively in an organisation

• Prepare to display products
• Label displays of products
• Arrange and maintain products for display
• Interpret design briefs for retail displays
• Get hold of merchandise and props to be 

featured in retail displays
• Establish customer need
• Satisfy customer needs
• Pro cessing the sale o f products
• Organise staff to display goods for retail sale
• Assess how effective displays arc in retail 

environment
• Allocate and check work in your team
• Solve immediate customer service problems
• Identify repeated customer service problems and 

solving them
• Take action to avoid the repetition of customer 

service problems
• Handle business communication mediums 

effectively
• Deal with accidents and emergencies
• Help to reduce risks to health and safety
• Help plan and organise own learning
• Keep products available and maintain their 

quality in a retail environment
• Develop and sustain effective working 

relationships with
stake-holders

• Help to reduce risks to health and safety
• Help plan and organise own learning

Job Roie- 
Team Leader

Semester
2
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• identify the purpose, content tod rtyle of 
the display

• identify the equipment, materials, 
moehandiie end props needed to create 
■ad insist] the display and the dates for 
completing it

• evahate whether the place to put the 
display ii likely to fulfil the design brief.

« create new and effective ways of
improving the visual effect, within his/ha 
limits of design brief, company’s visual 
design policies and authority.

• confirm that the features of merchandise 
and props shown In the design brief arc 
those most likely to attract customers* 
attention.

• verify arrangements for delivery of 
merchandise £ props with the right people, 
allowing enough timg for delivoies to A • 
arrive before display must be installed

• * update stock records to account for
merchandise on display.

• maintain prescribed levels of store, 
environmental and personal hygiene and 
ensure health and safety within the store 
environs and peripheral areas

• make rccorrungodationa to improve retail 
operations to relevant people.

• use information collected on the 
performance of team members in any 
formal appraisal of performance

• follow company procedures and legal 
requiitmenu for dealing with accidents 
and emergencies

• Element Performance Criteria Interpret design briefs 
for retail displays

• Get hold of merchandise and preys to be featured in 
retail displays

• Satisfy customs needs
» Monitor and manage store perfomonee
• Demonstrate leadership skills
• follow store policies regarding work availability. 

raters and week duties,
« prioritise and complete delegated tasks under 

instruction.
« demonstrate senshiviry to customer seeds and

concerns.
• respond to breakdowns and nalftinetion of 

equipment.
» identify store team membera’ open is c, knowledge, 

skills and altitudes aad agree their particular roles 
wythin the team

• encourage team members to shira problems with * 
each other and solve these creatively togethff '

• Allocate and cheek work in your team
• Follow store policies regarding week availability, 

rates and work duties.
• Recognize and report fauhy equipment and follow 

store workplace health and safety procedures.
• Plans for finding new retail clients
• Market your sevice to potential retail clients
• Hoodie business communication mediums effectively
• Develop and sustain effective working relationships 

with stake-holders
• Help plan and organise own learning
• Agree with team members the behaviours that are 

likely to help (he achievement of the team purpose 
and those that should be avoided because they are

I I
i .

vT.^
Job Role- 

Department 
Manager

cSemester 
3 and 4

J
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a likely to hinder progress

• Maintaining stock levels like average stock level, re
order level

• Maintaining inventory budgets
• purchase procedures
• record and control ageing of products
• vendor norms about stocks/retum and damages
• Record price cover policy offered by vendors reverse 

logistics policies of the organisationviz-a-viz 
vendors pcttcies

• record costs during stock movements
• control shrinkage/pilferagc of products to minimize 

losses
• develop team understanding of stock management 

systems being followed by organisation
• Responding to breakdowns and malfunction of 

equipment.
• implement processes in alignment to store policy
• describe relevant store policies/guidclines to the team
• cooperate and collaborate with authorities to conduct 

store audits as required
• understand all non- compliance issues and work 

towards resolving the same
• sign off all legal contracts in alignment to statutory 

requirements
• sign off and honour all terms and conditions in 

employee contracts
• describe to the team the importance of records to be 

maintained
• describe the importance of accurate and error free 

collection, preservation and transmission of data
• conduct checks and audits to ensure quality of data 

for records

• Optimize inventory to ensure maximum availability 
of stocks and minimized losses.

• Impl cm ent standard op crating procedures, 
processes and policies at the store while ensuring 
timely and accurate reporting

• Manage sales and service delivery to increase store 
profitability

• Check and confirm adherence to visual 
merchandising plans

• Manage overall safety, security and hygiene of the 
store

• Implement promotions and special events at the 
store

• Lead and manage the te^m for developing store 
capability

• Conduct price benchmarking and market study of 
competition

» Ensure display of goods and merchandise to
maximize store profitability and cost optimization 
in stores

• Ensure application of store policies and procedures 
with respect to visual merchandising in stores

» Liaison whh vendors to ensure compliance with 
visual merchandising norms in stores

• Create awareness amongst staff on health, hygiene 
and safety through ongoing training and policy 
adherence in stores

• Ensure implementation of store security 
procedures to minimize thefts and losses in stores

• Plan and ensure implementation of 
instoreprontotions in stores

• Determine staff requirements and ensure sufficient

i <J0
Job Role* Store 

Manager
Semester 
5 and 6

88
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DDiipowtr avtilibiliiy in nans
• Plan the ctafSng neats of the (tore
• Create a positive work environment for the itore in 

stores,
• Trim tnd develop store staff to improve individual 

and team performance in stores
• Collect and analog market Information to aid in 

creating appropriate product and pricing policies to 
stores

• control opcitkma! expenses and ensure the 
growth of topline and bottom] be set by the 
organisation

• Understand and implement policies related to store 
upkeep and maintenance

, • Ensure store upke^) and maintenance of all 
oquipmem in line with policy

• Ensure timely checks and repain of all store 
equipment

• Describe to the team about operating and maintaining 
store equipment

• Train the team to identify key repeat customers and 
develop customer retention integia to build bnaj 
loyalty

• I mplemem rtratrgi es to generate additi oral footfalls
• Build relationships with new end existing evstomes 

to augment business and brand reputation
« Qualifications pack for retail store manager
• Implement promotions and special events at the store
« Train and work with team to implement customer

engagement initiatives to enhance customer
sat is Action

• Establish a mechanism for collecting feedback from 
customers for further improvement of service

• Develop robust post-sales services to build brand 
loyalty and customer satisfaction

• Establish a system for addrmal of escalations and 
analyse the cause of escalations to prevent

• Set sales targets and develop a strategy for achieving 
the targets "

• Communicate sales targets and plans to team and 
motivate team to achieve the targets

• 3 1.5 15 pcM, Determine requisite resources required 
to be able to perform optimally to achieve targets

• Establish eodformance to retail processes like stock
rotation, adjacency principles and product display 
norms__________________ _

I !
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Train staff on concept of planogtamming its effective 
implementation
Confirm that display of products is aligned to 
updated store planogram
Impart training to team on: a. Guidelines for store lay 
out b. Guidelines for display of merchandise and 
promotion elements (brand and category wise) c. 
Guidelines for executing promotional events. 
Negotiate with vendors on spacing requirements of 
the store as against the vendor plans 
Negotiate with vendor to arrive at a profitable 
revenue understanding as against space allocation 6 
confirm vendors’ compliance to visual 
merchandising guidelines
Manage overall safety, security and hygiene of the 
store
Explain store policy and procedures in regards to 
health, hygiene and safety clearly and accurately 
Organise training at regular intervals on health, 
hygiene and safery
Provide access to team members on relevant store 
policies____________

TO
C9>
O'»
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Appendix-6m r

Programme Structure 
BA, Law & Politics

School of Law, Governance and Citizenship 
Ambedkar University Delhi

The BA programme in Law and Politics (like other AUD Karampum Campus undergraduate 
programmes) comprises of 96 credits over six semesters to be earned in the following 
manner:
Courses BA-LP Minimum Credits
Foundation Courses 24

Core Courses 48
Elective courses 24

• Students will have to earn half of the total credits (48 of 96) from core courses
• 24 credits have to be earned tltrough the Foundation Core (English Language l and 2, 

and Environment) and Foundation Electives, one each from three distinct baskets 
(Ways ofKnowing; Justice and Democracy; and India in the World)

• Remaining 24 credits can be earned through a distinct set of elective cotirses

The Semester-wise course structure is as below:

Semester 5 Semester 6Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3 Semester 4
F2/F6 E5 B6FI El F2/F6

C7: CIO:
international
Law

F3/T4/F5 E2 C3: Indian 
Constitution 
and Politics

E4
Constitutional 
Law- II

C5: Political 
Process in 
India

C8: Criminal 
Law

Cll: Human 
Rights Law

F3/F4/F5 F'3/F4/1'5 E3

C12: Law and 
Politics in 
Contemporary 
India

C2: Indian 
Political
Thought

C6: C9: Western 
Political Thought

Cl: C4:
Constitutional 
Law 1

Introduction 
to Political 
Theory

Introduction 
to Law

Fl-F'6: Foundation Courses (6 courses; 24 credits) 
Cl-Cl 2: Core Courses (12 courses; 48 credits) 
E1-E6: Elective Courses (6 Courses; 24 credits)

LevelS. No. Basket of Courses
English Proficiency 1 (EPC)/English for 
Academic Purposes 1 (EAP1)
English for Academic Purposes 2 (EAP2)

1FI &F2

a
0

F3 India in the World 1
F4 Ways ofKnowing 1

1F5 Justice and Democracy
2F6 Environment
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Courses on offer ns Foundation Electives iu Each Basket:

F3. India in the World:
1. Indians in the World
2. South Asian Politicai Economy
3. Bhartiya Sanskrti evam Visit wa Sahilya
4. Sajhi Sanskriti

¥4. Ways of Knowing:
1. Logic and Reasoning
2. Introduction to Social Science and Humanities
3. Nature of Science

F5. Justice and Democracy:
1. Thc Idea of Democracy
2. Reading Ambedkar
3. Introduction to the Indain Constitution

Electives

An indicative list of elective courses on offer so far:

1. Anticolonialism and PostcoJonial Futures
2. The Legal Imagination
3. Rights based Political Movements in Contemporary India
4. Nationalism and the Struggle for Independence in India
5. Citizenship: Theories and Contemporary Concerns
6. Reading Gandhi
7. Sociological Imagination
8. Feminist Theory and Practice
9. Great Transformations
10. Essential of Economics
11. Electoral Systems
12. Language, Society and Culture
13. Historico-Graphic Novels
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Amberikar University Oelhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course 
(To be approved by (he Academic Council)

School/Centre proposing the course School of Law, Governance and Citizenship

Programme^) BA

Course title Constitutional Law-1

Course code

Credits 4

Course type (core/compulsory/optional/any 
other-please specify)

Core

Level (Prcdoctoral/MA/PG 
D iploma/Certi ficate/UG)

UG

Course coordinator and team S.R.Prabakaran

Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in 
AUD7

This course is the second core course on the Constitution offered to 4<h semester 
students of the B.A. Programme in Law and Politics. A core course offered by SLGC 
to BA students in their 3rd semester titled ‘Indian Constitution and Politics' helps 
introduce students to constitutional discourse in India. This Constitutional Law-I 
Course builds on it and provides a more legal perspective on Constitutional 
Institutions. The Constitutional Law-11 Course which will follow it will primarily 
focus on Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted (o this course: 
(Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)

The students admitted to this course should have already done the ‘Indian 
Constitution and Politics' course offered by SLGC.

1.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower (ban usual cohort sIto is 
proposed):

As per AUD rules

4. Course scheduling: (summcrAvintcr course; semester-long course; half-semester 
course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify)

Semester-long course

5. Proposed date of launch:

Winter 2020
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6. Mow don (hr course Hnk with (he vision of AliD and (he specific programmers) 
where it Is being offered?

*
Tbc purpose of the course is to acquaint the students with the Constitutional scheme for 
governing India and focuses on the organi74tion. Powers and Functions of the venous 
Organs of the Government. The emphasis is also on the study of the nature of federal 
sweturc and functioning. This course will enable students to be able to articulate their 
independent views over contemporary constitutional issues.

7. Course Details: 
a. Course Description

.This Course attempts to provide Legal pcrTrpectivc with relevant Cases on various Institutions 
in the Constitution, the constitution provides duct distinct branches of States namely the 
Executive, the Legislature and the judiciary. They constitute the entire governance of India. 

.The Constitution of India mentions die separation of powers between these three organs. 
Each organ has separate and independent powers with different roles and responsibilities 
assigned to each department for the proper functioning of the government And our 
Constitution provides for a Parliamentary form of government which is federal in structure 
with certain unitary features and the Constitution of India gives a scheme of democratic 
bodies as well es an independent constitutional authority bestowed with the function of 
conduct of free and fair elections, namely the Ejection Commission.

n

9

h. Objectives
1. To familiarize (he students with the fundamental premises and design of the 

different Institutions in (he Indian Constitution.
2. To analyse the Legislative relations between the centre and the states.
2. To familiarize the students with the existing legal fromewoit of elections to 

various democratic bodies.
5c. Conienir

Module-1 The.Unlon and The Stale Executive
India is generally considered to have adopted a parliamentary form of government. This 
module discusses how the Union and State Executive is constituted and the functions it 
perform. Constitution of India. The debates regarding Presidential powers and particularly 
Governor's powers at the state level will be focused on. Certainly Indian peculiarities such as 
Ordinance-making powers which enable the executive to legislate will also be discussed.

4

Week I aod 2 
Readings*.

1. Shubhankar Dam, ‘Tbc Executive,* in Sujit Owudhry et al, Tht Oxford Handbook of 
the Indian Constitution, OUP 2016, pp 344-365.

2. Durga Das Basu. ‘The Union Executive* and ‘The Slate Executive*, Introdttctlon to 
The Constitution of Indiay LexisNcxis Butterworihs 2011, pp 175-209, pp 237-246.

3. M.P lain, Indian Constitutional Law, ‘The Union Executive* and ‘The State 
Executive/ Wodhwa 2005. pp 169-262.464-521.

r
j
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^}.r. jCases:

1. U N. R, Rao vs Smt. Indira Gandhi on 1971 AIR 1002,1971 SCR 46
2. Shamsher Singh & Anr vs Stale Of Punjab on 1974 AIR 2) 92, 1975 SCR (1)814
3. M.P. Spl. Police Estab. v. State of M R., (2004)8 SCC 788
4. Epuru Sudhakar v. Govt, of A.P., AJR 2006 SC 338

Module-2 The Parliament and The State Uegislature
.This module will discuss the Composition of Parliament and State legislatures. Controversies 
regarding Qualification/Disqualification of Members of Legislature, Anti-Defection Law and 
Legislative Procedure will be focsed on.

Week 3 and 4 
Readings:

1. M.R. Madhavan, ‘Legislature: Composition. Qualifications, and Disepialificalions,’ in 
Sujil Choudhry et al, The Oxford Handbook of the Indian Constitution* New Delhi: 
OUP 2016, pp 308-326.

2. Sidharth Chauhan, 'Legislature: Privileges and Process,’ in Sujit Choudhry et al, 77** 
Oxford Handbook of the Indian Constitution, New Delhi: OUP 2016,, pp 328-342.

3. Durga Das Basu, ‘The Union Legislature,’ and ‘The State Legislature,' Introduction 
to The Constitution of India, LexisNexis Butterworths 2011, pp 210-234 and pp 247- 
262.

Cases:
1. B. R. Kapur v. State of T. N. AIR 2001 SC 3435
2. Lily Thomas v. Union of India, (2013) 7 SCC 653.
3. Jaya Bachchan v. Union of India, AIR 2006 SC 2119
4. Raja Ram Pal v. Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha (2007) 3 SCC 184

Modulc-3 The Union and The State Judiciary

This module discusses the Composition, Appointment, Removal and Jurisdiction of the 
Indian Judiciary at all three levels-Supreme Court, High Courts as well as the District Courts. 
Questions of constitutional design as well as judicial politics which has enabled the Indian 
Supreme Court to become increasingly powerful will be focused on. The court’s own 
interpretation of its jurisdictional provisions as well as appointment provisions will be dealt 
with in some detail.

Week 5 and 6 
Readings:

1. M.P Jain, 'The Supreme Court,* and ‘The Stale Judiciary,’ Indian Constitutional 
Wadhwa 2005, pp 263 - 409, 522 - 664..

2. Racesa Vakil, ‘Jurisdiction,’ in Sujit Choudhry et al. The Oxford Handbook of the 
Indian Constitution, OUP 2016, pp 405*422.

3. Nick Robinson, ‘Judicial Architecture and Capacity,’ in Sujit Choudhry ct al, 77k? 
Oxford Handbook of the Indian Constitution, OUP 2016, pp 366-385.

4. Dcsai, Ashok H., el al. Supreme but not infallible' Essays in honour oj the Supreme 
Court of India. Ed. B. N. Kirpal. Oxford University Press, 2004. (Selections)



Cas«:
1. S. P. Gupta V. President ofindia, AIR 19S2 SC M9
2. In re Special Reference No. 1 of 1998. AfR 1999 SC 1
3. SC Adv. on Record Association v. Union of India, 2015 (I l)SCALE I
4. L Chandra Kumar v. Union of India, AIR 1997 SC 1125
5. Madras Har Association v. Union of India, (2014) 10 SCC I

jVlpdulM: The Pcrffrtl struclu re: Legislative RNatinns hetwren the Ccnlrc andthc 
States
The Constitution of India deals with division of legislative powers between the Centre and 
States in India. These include: (I) Territorial jurisdiction of laws made by the Parliament and 
by the Legislatures of States, (2) Distribution of legislative subjects (3) Power of parliament 
to legislate with respect to a matter in the State List (4) Central control of state legislation.

Week ?•«
Readings:

1. Mahendra Pal Singh, The Federal Scheme,’ in Sujit Choudhry et al, The Oxford 
Handbook of the Indian Constitution, OUP 2016, pp 485-499.

2. V Nironjan, 2016, ’Legislative Competence: The Union and the State,’ in Sujit 
Choudhry et al, 77k* Oxford Handbook of the Indian Constitution, OUP 2016, pp 501-
519.

3. Granville Austin. ’The Amicable Union.’ Indian Constitution: Cornerstone of a 
Nation, OUP 1966, pp 231*269. •-

4. Durga Das Basu, The Federal System,* Introduction to The Constitution of Indio, 
LexisNexis Butterworth* 2011, pp5l-66.

Cases:
1. G.V.K. Industries v. Income Tax Oflicer,(20l 1)4 SCC 36
2. Gujirit University v. Krishna Rnnganath Mudholkar, AIR 1963 SC 703
3. Union of India v. H. S. Dhillon, AIR 1972 SC 1061
4. Vijay Kr Shanna v. State of Karnataka, (1990) 2 SCC 562
5. SR Rommai vs Union of India. AIR 1994 SC 191$

Modutc-S Constitutional framework of Elections: the Election commission.

This module discusses the constitutional framework of elections and the role and powers of 
the Election Commission. Judicial interpreation of the Election Commission structure and 
powers will be focused on.

Week 9.10 
Readings:

I. E Sridharan, ’The Origins of Electoral System: Rules, Representation and Power 
Sharing,’ in India's LMng Constitution: Ideas Practices Controversies, Hasan et al 
cd.. Permanent Black 2002, pp 344 • 369
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2. Aditya Sondhi, 2016, ‘Elections,' in Sujit Choudhry ct al, T}\e Oxford Handbook of 
the Indian Consiiluiion, OU? 2016, pp 237-253.

3. A.K Roy, 'Role of Election Comrai.ssion in Ensuring Fair Polls,’ EPW Commentary, 
Sept. 11, vm

4. Shram Panchu, 'Free and Fair Election Commissioners,’ EPW VoJ. 44 No. 17 p. 93 
2009.

Cases:
1. Indira Ciandhi v, Raj Naram AIR 1975 SC 2299
2. R,C Poudyal v. Union oflndia AIR 1993 SC 1804
3. T.N Seshan v. Union oflndia AIR 1995 SC 852
4. Election Commission oflndia v. Dr. Manmolian Singh (2000) 1 SCC 591

Module-6 Citizenship
This Module discusses Citizenship under Articles 5 to 11 of the Constitution oflndia as well 
as the Citizenship Act of 1955. The impact of the Partition of India in the framing and 
evolution of these provisions will be focused on.

Week 11 
Readings.

1. Niraja Gopal Jayal, 'Citizenship,' in Sujit Choudhry et al, The Oxford Handbook of 
ihe Indian Constitution, OUP 2016, pp 206-221.

2. Niraja Gopal Jayal Citizenship and its Discontents: An Indian History, Permanent 
Black 2013, pp 27-82.

3. Durga Das Basu, ‘Citizenship,’ Introduction to The Constitution oflndia, LexisNexis 
Buttcrworths 2011 pp 74-78.

Cases

State Trading Corporation of India v The Commercial Tax Officer, AIR 1963 SC 
181J.

2. Nasir Ahmed vs The Chief Commissioner, Delhi, 1958 AIR 1959 P H 261.

1.

Module 7: Language
This module will discuss the controversy regarding the adoption of an oficial 
language for India in the Constituent Assembly as well as the subequem legal 
developments on this issue. The Eighth Schedule of the Constitution will also be 
discussed.

Week 12 
Readings.

1. Granville Austin, The Indian Constitution: Cornerstone of a Nation (Oxford 
University Press 1966) Language and the Constitution pp 330*383.

2. Sujit Choudhry, 2016, Language, in Sujit Choudhry et al. The Oxford Handbook of 
the Indian Constitution, New Delhi: OUP, pp 223-236.

3. Sarangi, Asha, ed. Language and politics in India. Oxford University Press, 2009. 
(Selections)

4. Brass, Paul R Language, religion and politics in North India. iUni verse, 2005. 
(Selections)



zn
Cases:

1. Union of India v MurasoKMaran (1977) 2 SCC4I6.
2. L.M. Wakharc vs The Siaie,l953 AIR 1959 MP 208

8. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional design
T he course will he a combination of lectures, thematic discussions, Case Law 
discussions and presentations.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other-please specify)
None

c. Expcitisc in AUD faculty or outside
The faculty members at SLGC with training in both law and Political Science 
arc well equipped to teach the course

d. Linkages with external agencies (e g., with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others)
None

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)
Individual presentation 10
Mid term 20
End term 40
Attendance & Class panicipation 10
Take home Assignment 20

Signature of Course Coord in ator(s)

Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 
incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course docs not belong to any particular school, the 
proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

The proposal was discussed by the SLGC Board of Studies in its 5lb meeting on l$tn October 
2019 and has been approved in its present form:.

Signature ii the Dean of the School



Programme Structure 
MA Law, politics and Society 

School of Law, Governance and Citizenship 
Ambedkar University Delhi

The programme comprises of 64 credits over 4 semesters. It includes 14 taught courses {4 
credits each), a compulsory summer internship (2 credits) and a written dissertation (6 
credits). Of the 14 taught courses, 7 are core courses, which are compulsory, and 7 are 
elective courses, which students can select from a list of courses on offer.

DURATION: 2 years (4 semesters) full time.

Semester 1 (4 compulsory courses)

S.No. Course Name CreditsType
Introduction to Law and legal 
Methods

Compulsory/Core1. 4

2. An Introduction to Jurisprudence and 
Legal Philosophy

Compulsory/Core 4

3. Law and the Making of Modern India Compulsory/Core 4
4. Indian Constitutionalism: Law, 

History & Politics
Compulsory/Core 4

\

Semester 2 (2 Compulsory + 2 electives)

S.No. Course Name Type Credits
1. Law, State and Politics Compulsory 4
2. Sociology of Law Compulsory 4
3. Elective I Elective 4

Elective II4. Elective 4
5. Internship (During summer break, 

after the completion of II semester 
course work and exams)

Compulsory 2

Semester 3 (One Compulsory + 3 electives)

S.No. Course Name Credits
Research Methodology1 Compulsory 4
Elective Course I2 Elective 4

3 Elective Course II Elective 4
Elective Course III4 Elective 4



- V.JO•umo
Semester 4 (Oissertotfon + 2 elodlvos)

S.No. Course Name Credits
1 Dissertation Compulsory 6

Elective I
3 [Elective II
2 Elect ivo 4

Efedive 4

COURSES:

The list of courses is as follows: •
„«v «•

I. Core Courses:

- b S. No. Course Credits

1 Introduction to Law and legal Methods 4 (semester 1)

2 An Introduction to Jurisprudence and Legal 
Philosophy

4 (semester 1)

3 Law and the Making of Modern India 4 (semester 1)

4 Indian Constitutionalism: Law, History & Politics 4 (semester 1)
i1

5 law. State and Politics 4 (semester!)
«.

6 Research Methodology 4 (semester 3)

7 Sociology of Law 4 (semester 2)
A

8 2 (During Summer Break after 
the completion of course 
work for first year)

Internship
s

9 6 (semester 4)Dissertation



m
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Elective Courses:

S. No. Course Credits

1 Theorizing the Indian State 4 (semester 2)

2 Rethinking Development 4 (semester 2)

3 Speech, Crime and Law 4 (semester 3)

4 Constitutionalism and Social Transformation 4 (semester 4)

5 Criminal (maginaries and legal Order 4 (semester 3 or semester 4}

6 Law, Environment and Development 4 (semester 2)

7 Comparative Constitutional Law 4 (semester 2 or semester 4}

8 Feminist Jurisprudence 4 (semester 3)

9 Economic Analysis of Law 4 (semester 3) 5

10 Law and Modernity 4 (semester 2)

11 Law, and Politics and Indlgeneity 4 (semesters)

12 Legal Biographies and the History of the Law in 
Modern India

4 (semester 4)

13 Policing and Society 4 (semester 2 or semester 4)

14 Law, Society and Crime 4 (semester 3)

15 Citizenship Struggles and Practices in India: 
Legality and Beyond

4 (semesters)

16 Measure for Measure: Intersections of Law, 
Literature and Language

4 (semester 4)
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AmMkar Uolvmlly, Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School/Ccmrc proposing the course SLGC
Program roc(s) MA Uw Politics nrxl Society
Course title M.A. Dissertation
Course code SLG2LP400
Total Credits 6
Course type (core/compulsory/ elective/nny other - 
please specify)

Core (Semester IV)

I^evcl (Prc-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma /Certificate/UG) Masters
Proposed date of launch January 2020
Course coordinator and team MA Programme Coordinator & All 

School Faculty

I. Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in 
AUD?

4
The course is offered as a core course to M.A. law. Politics and Society students.

• •’ I

2. Specific requirements on the pan of students who can be admitted to this course; 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)

t%

i,

iThe students registered for the MjV Law, Politics and Society are required to have 
completed the required number of credits in Year I to be eligible for writing the 
dissertation in Year II of the programme.

y. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):

4

Total number of students registered in the course for the respective academic year.

4. Course scheduling (semester, semester-kmgfhalf-sentcster course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other - please specify):

Semester- kmg course

5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD?

The MA dissertation in the MA ‘Law, Politics and Society* programme will be done 
on topics which are broadly socio-legal in nature, helping provide a more Holistic 
understanding of Indian Constitutional legal values, os per the vision of AUD.

6. How does the course link with the specific programme^) where it is being offered?
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The course will be an opportunity for students in the MA programme to further 
explore exciting research themes in which they have developed an interest in.

Zt*.

7. Course Details:

a. Summary:
The dissertation will spread across two semesters- in the third semester the 
students must submit n research abstract and make a presentation, and in the 
fourth semester students will write their dissertation. ITtc students have to submit 
an abstract (1000* 1500 words) of their proposed topic of dissertation to the Dean 
of the School by the date announced by the Programme Coordinator. The Faculty 
Committee in the School will appoint a supervisor for each student considering 
areas of expertise of individual teachers as much as possible, the theme of 
proposed dissertation and other logistical considerations. * ,

I
4

b. Objectives:
This course will enable students to engage in research based on the broader 
(hemes that look at the intersection of law. politics and society.

c. Expected learning outcomes:
On successful completion of this course, students will be able to;\

A t
• Demonstrate knowledge of the subject area they will write a 

dissertation on.
‘ Demonstrate an understanding of writing techniques involved in 

developing a research project.
• Acquire a sense of discipline required for writing a project tied to 

academic deadlines.
• Demonstrate competence in reading diverse texts.
• Exhibit skills to comprehensively present information from diverse 

material and be able to separate relevant and irrelevant information.
• Develop an outline and pl&nning-chopters for the dissertation.
• Develop research questions and arguments relevant to the research 

theme.
• Develop ability to present one's research and defend it.

4

r

i

/

d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 
module):
ITie following are the dissertation components;

* The students will be evaluated in Semester 111 for the research 
abstract and presentation (10+10*20 marks).

* The final dissertation will be submitted in Semester IV, the dates for 
which will be announced by the School.

* The final dissertation will not be less than 10,000 words and no more 
than 12000 words, excluding the bibliography/references.

* The students must follow a stylesheet (for example, Chicago, 
Oxford, MLA etc.) for the writing of their dissertation.

* The final dissertation will be submitted in the format prescribed by 
the School.

<

k
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e. Contents (week wise plan with readings):

A dissertation calendar outlining deadlines and requirements at each stage will be 
issued each year by the programme coordinator of M A. Law, Politics and 
Society.
The respective supervisor will prescribe readings relevant to the dissertation topic 
of the allotted students.

♦ Students must strictly follow the dissertation calendar issued by the 
school. The School will announce the date and venue for the 
presentation of the research abstract and will be evaluated out of 20 
marks.

♦ Students will be evaluated out of a total of 80 marks in Semester IV 
The examiner will ordinarily be from within the school.

♦ The student must appear for on a viva and defend his/her research. 
The supervisor will notify the date, time and venue for the viva.

♦ The final student grade will be the total marks given by the exam iner 
and the supervisor.

■ The dissertation must not be a plagiarised text under any 
circumstances. A plagiarism report (tumitin) with the similarity 
index is required to be attached to each dissertation.

♦ If the similarity index i.s more than thirty percent, the student will 
have to resubmit the dissertation.

*

8. Pedagogy r

'i
a. Instructional strategies:

Each student will bo allotted a faculty member to facilitate and supervise the 
dissertation writing process. After dissertations are submitted, a viva-voce for the 
same will be conducted.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify):

Tumitin, or similar antiplagiarism software to check the similarity index for each 
dissertation during submission.

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside

The core faculty at SLGC have academic training in disciplines such as Political 
Science, History, Anthropology, Sociology, Media Studies and Law.

d. Linkages with external agencies (eg., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
others)
Students may have to visit archives, meet officials, consult or refer to official and 
other statistics, or interview people relevant to their research topic.

e. Assessment details with weights:
The dissertalion evaluation will be out of a total of 100 percent weightage.
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Assesmwni Tor 20 percent of the total weightage will take place in semester III, 
and the rest of the 80 percent rr» semester IV of the MA programme.

Abstract and Presentation (111 
Semester)

10+10*20

Performance over IV semester 
(Weekly supervisorial meetings, 
adhering to deadlines, participation 
tn workshops etc.)

10

General organisation and overall 
presentation of the dissertation 
project

20

language, bibliography and other 
stylistic issues

10
• id

Methodology and analysis 10

Potential towards contributing to 
new/critical knowledge

10

Viva voce 20

Total welgbtage 100

Note: A student has to get a minimum overall grade of B minus to pass the dissertation.

Signature of Course Coordinator^) b

Note;
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research 

Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be pan of more than one programme, end are to be 
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should 
have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

The proposal was discussed by the SLGC Board of Studies in its 5ft meeting on IS* October 
2019 and has been approved in its present form:.

SL
Signature of (he Dean of the School

\
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Minutes for 5tn SLGC Board of Studies Meeting 
18 October 2019

Present
• Prof Ujjwal Kumar Singh, Prof Rukmlnl Sen, Prof Lawrence Uang, Or AnuJ Bhuwanla, Or 
Poofn Satyogl, Or Saumya Lima, Dr laved WanI, Mr S R Prabakaran,

n

Agenda

1. MA Dissertation:

Or Wan] presented a revised version of the Dissertation component of the MA, Law, Politics and 
Society programme after the credits for the same had been reduced from 20 credits to 6 
credits, as approved by the Academic Council in July 2019. While the presentation covered ail 
aspects of a revised criteria for the dissertation including the format of submission, the 
allocation of wclghtage between the abstract and the Dissertation etc., the most significant 
change that was discussed pertained to the reduction of the proposed word limit of the 
dissertation to 6000 words

t

*

jf - 9
V H >tProf Singh and Prof Sen felt that 6000 words was way too short for a dissertation and under no 

circumstances H could be Justified to call it a dissertation if the requirement of the same was 
only 6000 words. They felt that even a long article or a chapter would be much longer than 
6000 words and in terms of quantity, a 6000 word Dissertation would at best be 16 pages.

1411
£-1 ■' 0

The faculty presented the perspective from their experience from of conducting a dissertation 
as well as an evaluative assessment of where a number of the students were in terms of their 
research and writing skllli. While acknowledging the concerns of the facuity the external 
members were also of the opinion that laying out a policy for the Dissertation should keep In 
mind not just the challenges and limitations of a particular cohort but also future cohorts. The 
external experts are of the opinion that the minimum word limit of 6000 words should be 
increased to 10,000 words and that we should not necessarily have an upper word limit for 
those students who are Interested and willing to write longer pieces.

? j
ii ^ •

*

i

Prof. Upwal Singh then raised questions about the terminology that had been used in the 
proposal specifically with respect to the Idea of administrative deadlines. He stated that there 
were no administrative deadlines, and only academic deadlines. •s

*
There was also a discussion on how the question of the similarity index anTreports submitted 

by tumltln should be treated. While the grading of the dissertation subject to the turnrtin 
report, rather than having a cumbersome procedure overseen by an ethics committee. Prof. 
Ujjwal Singh suggested that there should be very dear norms laid out by the school keeping in 
mind the various deadlines In the event that there Is a negative report that arises from tumitrn. 
The spedfic recommendation Is that we specify the deadline for the submission so that the
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student has adeQuatc time to revise their draft to be in compliance with turnitin, in case they 
exceed the maximum similarity Index.

The next substantive issue discussed with regard to the dissertation was the question of 
plagiarism. It was suggested by the external experts that many students who come to an MA do 
not necessarily have a training in academic writing nor Indeed do they know about the legality 
or ethirs of citation research and that it was important for us to conduct a workshop on 
plagiarism for the students. This should be an essential part of their training in the dissertation 
writing process.

Prof Singh and Prof Sen suggested the incorporation of a timetable in which there Is a very 
clearly fixed time allotted to faculty members meeting with students and advising them on the 
dissertation. This Is also a way of measuring how to mark them for the participation component 
during the semester.

Finally it was suggested that on point 7(C) the learning outcomes should Indude reading 
competence.

Agenda 2: presentation of courses to be offered by faculty

Prof Uang presented an outline of his proposed two credit course 'law, media and technology^. 
The main justification for the course was that there was a demand for it and this was an 
attempt to redefine how one brings in the Intersection between media history, media theory 
and law. In contrast to the dasslcal ways in which media laws are taught primarily as an aspect 
of free speech, this course uses one particular instance namely the relationship between law 
and dnoma to understand the relationship between law. media and the making of the public 
sphere.

Some questions that were raised about the course Included the following

1. Given that it is a two credit course, will it be transacted for half the semester or 
throughout the semester?

2. What wilt the assessment criteria for a two credit course ? Will students have the same 
number of assessments as they do for a four credit course or wlli wefahtage be adjusted 
for a two credit course?

3. Does the course give an adequate account of the technological ?
4. There should be a few sentences describing the individual modules.
5. The assessment structure should be Included for the course* ^

S.R Prabakaran
It was explained that as part of the GA programme in Law and Politics, there are actually a 
number of core courses in public law and particularly on constitutional law which speak to each 
other and build on each other.

t
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The suggestions and queries of the rnembcrs arc as foffows: •

2< VVhat are the ways in which cases will be used in the transacting of the course and are 
the students expected to read the actual cases? It was opined that It was very important 
to give students a training in constitutional law using legal decisions as primary material. 

2. In module 4 there Is language that seems to be very loosely worded at the moment 
which needs to be rewritten such as ‘central control ol state legislation'
Some of the literature that is relied on for this particular course alms to be a little dated 
and there 1$ a need to Include newer material in some of the areas. For Instance it will 
be useful to Include Nicholas Robinson's Introduction to the structure of the Judiciary in 
the Oxford Handbook to the Indian Constitution.
It was suggested that the section on privileges be dropped.
Since a number of these topics touch on key political questions of our times there Is a 
need to frame the course In such a way that h actually presents itself ns an actual 
matter of debate rather than merely as a theoretical or doctrinal discussion 
There is a need to pay attention to the formatting and citation of the syllabus as It Is 
inconsistent at the moment
The assessment should have more participatory modes besides exams 
The section on the language debates within constitutional law needs to be examined 
and reframod. The language Question both straddles the constitutional as weil as the 
political party dimension and this needs to be reflected In the syllabus 
The section on citizenship at the moment Is incomplete as a discussion of citizenship 
cannot be exhausted by a discussion of article S to article 12 of the Indian Constitution 
and It necessarily needs to Include the citizenship act of 1955.

3.

4.
S.

6.

7.
8.

v
■?9.

t
* * r
'1.
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Appendix-7

AMBEDKAR UNIVERSITY DELHI 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION STUDIES

Minutes of the Meetinq of the Board of Studies held on 19.09.2019 in the Seminar
Hall at the Lodhi Road Campus. Ambedkar University Delhi

The 17th Meeting of the Board of Studies (BoS) of the School of Education Studies (SES) 
was held at 10:30 AM on 19.09 2019 m the Seminar Hafl. Lodhi Road Campus, Ambedkar 
University Delhi (AUD). The following were present:

ChairpersonDr Sunita Singh 
Dean (O), SES, AUD

Dr Jayshree Mathur
Formerly with Department of Education, University of Delhi

Professor Shobha Sinha
Department of Education, University of Delhi

Dr Neerja Sharma
Formerly with Lady Irwm College, University of Delhi

Professor Sitanshu S. Jena
Dean, School of Vocational Studies, AUD

Professor N Nakkeeran 
School of Global Affairs, AUD

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

MemberProfessor Bharati Baveja 
SES, AUD

Dr Monimalika Day 
SES, AUD

Member

Member & ConvenorDrGunjan Sharma 
SES, AUD

Regret:
Dr. Parmesh Kumar Sharma
Maharshi Valmiki College of Education, University of Delhi
Dr Rachna Chaudhary
School of Human Studies, AUD
Dr Manish Jain
SES, AUD

Member

Member

Member

Special Invitees
Professor Vnnda Datta, Director Centre for Early Childhood Education and Development, 
AUD
Ms Manasi Thapliyal Navani, SES, AUD 
Dr Rajshree Chanchal, SES, AUD 
Dr Nivedita Sarkar, SES, AUD

1
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Dr Sanjeev Rai. Adjunct Faculty. Tata Institute of Soda! Sciences, Mumbai 
MrSanJay Raghav. Mathematics Consultant. Bluebells School, Delhi

Agenda for the BoS Mooting
1. To report the progress of the Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Courses for 
Educators offered In Winter 2019

2. To discuss and consider the following three new CPD courses for educators for launch 
In Winter 2020

2.1. Instruction in Middle end Secondary School Algebra and Geometry (4 Credits)
2.2. Science Education (4 Credits)
2.3. Education, Vulnerability and Sustainable Development (4 Credits)

3. To discuss and consider the follAving four electives for the MA Education and MA 
Education (ECCE) Programmes:

3.1. Perspectives in Education (4 Credits)
" 3.2. Mapping Education Studies (2 Credits)

3.3. Critical Literacy (2 Credits)
3.4. Education and Social Mobility (2 Credits)

-J

t

At the outset, the Chairperson extended a warm welcome to the Members of the School’s 
reconstituted BoS and to the Special Invitees. She Introduced the agenda and presented 
the context of the deliberations for the meeting.

The following woro discussed at the meeting:

1. Progress of the CPD Courses tor Educators offered in Winter 2019 
The OSD Teacher Education Unit. SES, summarised the teacher education plans of SES 
and the launch of the CPO courses for educators after due approvals by AUD’s Academic 
Council in 2016. SES had initiated the foflowtng six CPD certificate courses (PG level) for 
practicing and aspiring educators:
Included:

r. Teachers as Researchers (4 Credits) 
ri. English for Teachers (4 Credits)
iil. Language and Literacy instruction for Inclusive Classrooms (4 Credits)
iv. Leading Change in Educational Institutions (4 Credits)
v. ICT In Education {Level 1) (2 Credits) 
vf. ICT in Education (Level 2) (2 Credits)

i
?•

Designed collaboratively with faculty members from other units of AUD. these courses aim 
at making quality education accessible to practitioners, especially for those in the public 
system of education. Out of the total six approved CPD courses, two were piloted in the 
Winter 2019 (from February to July). The two courses were: Teachers as Researchers, 
and Leading Change in Educational Institutions. The experiences, including both the 
successful elements as well as challenges were discussed.t

2
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The BoS appreciated SES's endeavour to wo^ with pradtidng professionals and the 
successful completion of the pilot phase. The following suggestions were made by the BoS 
for the future:

• A report with the process and experiences of the CPD courses may be prepared. 
This could also be shared with the Government of NOT of Delhi to seek support in 
terms of encouraging public schoolteachers to )oin these courses.

• A dissemination and publicity strategy may be planned for a wider reach. This could 
include newspaper advertisements, soda! media, education conferences, and 
teacher networks,

• A modality for recognition of teachers who partidpate in these courses may be 
planned. This could be in the form of a recognition section on the School's page on 
the AUD website. Organisation of events and awards may also be considered,

v

2. Proposals lor three new CPD courses for educators for launch In Winter 2020

2.1. Middle and Secondary School Algebra and Geometry (4 Credits)
The course Instruction in MktOfo end Secondary School Algebra end Geometry was 
presented by Mr Sanjay Raghav. This course aims to provide practitioners with conceptual 
understandings of Algebraic and Geometric thinking In students also engage with student 
misconceptions that will help the participants address the challenges and form better * 
understanding for their students in their classrooms. The following suggestions were made % 
by the BoS members:

• The reading load expected in me course needs to be re-examined. Instead of full 
books, certain specific chapters/pages may be included. Some of the readings may 
be shifted to suggested readings based on the typology. The readings that are not i. 
available at the AUO library should be procured.

• The phrase 'misconception' may be further considered keeping in mind that these ^ 
may be an outcome of different styles of learning of students. Some literature on 
learning that supports this understanding may be drawn upon. Instead of 
misconceptions, alternate conceptions or a more approbate terminology to reflect 
leaning differences may be considered.

« The section on overall structure of the course may be expanded to include the 
rationale for the course organisation.

• None of the assessment situations should be more than 40% of the total 
assessment weightage.

% <*
$

5
1

- ji The BoS resolved to recommend me course for the consideration of the AUO's Academic 
Council after revisions in the outline as per the above recommendations.

Vr
r

2.2. The proposal for the course Science Education (4 Credits)
The course proposal for Science Education was presented by Professor Bharat! Baveja 
and Ms Manasi Thapliyal Navani. The course objective Is to critically engage practicing 
teachers with alternative curricular and pedagogical approaches and practices in science 
education; and draw upon research on different aspects of school science education to

t I
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augment their pedagogical practice. The course will encourage teachers/partidpants to 
reftextvely draw upon their pedagogical experiences and examine core tenets. . 
assumptions and debates characterising the domain of science education. The following 
suggestions were made by the 60S members:

• The reading list for the course needs to be pruned. The core readings should 
indude page numbers and specific chapters.

• The course team may review the length of the course and prioritise the essential 
aspects. One suggestion was that the course may be imagined in two parts of 2 
credits each.

« The sequendng of the'modules may be reviewed. One suggestion was that the 
course may begin with the Module on nature of science and then introduce the 
Module on learning and teaching.

• While the course outline brings out well the prespedrve of the course teachers, the 
outline could also present the plan from (he students* perspective. The modules 
may be made more specifte in terms of the contents.

* • Laboratory wort for this course has not been included in the course at present. 
Whether or not laboratory wort is essential in such a course may be discussed 
among the course team members.

✓

*

a

The BoS resolved to recommend the course for (he consideration of AUD’s Academic 
Coundl after revisions as per the above recommendations.

riv*

2.3. The proposal for the course Education, Vulnerability and Sustainable ^ 
Development <4 Credits)
The course proposal of Education, Vulnerability and Susteinabto Development was 
presented by Dr Sanjeev Rai. The course has been designed for the worting 
schoolteachers with the aim to familiarise them wrth different perspectives on education, • 
vulnerability and Sustainable development. The following suggestions were made by the 
members:

• The engagement with the ideological underpinnings and contexts of development 
and vulnerability may be brought*out In the course outline. A critical discussion on 
the politics of and issues in the United Nations frameworts need to be included in 
the course.

• The main focus of the course needs to be brought-out dearty particuiarty In terms of 
how global frameworts and vulnerabilrty are conceived in die course, end vrfiy 
teachers should engage with the global frameworts.

• The course summary and the modules need to be revisited to bring them in 
allignment.

• More elaboration on the assessments in terms of what will the projects comprise of 
Is needed.

• , Essential readings from the Indian context may be added (especially in Module 3)
as vulnerability and conflict are contextual. Studies done In vulnerable contexts may 
also be Included In the course.

• Resilience, resistance and control as concepts may be included in the course.

*4
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The BoS resolved to recommend the course for the consideration of AUD’$ Academic 
Council after revisions as per the above recommendations.

3. Four electives for the MA Education and MA Education (ECCE) Programmes 
The context of these courses was discussed. It was shared that these courses are a part 
of the newly launched doctoral programme of SES. The reason for opening these courses 
are twofolds. One, these courses are relevant for the MA students. Two. opening these 
courses as electives for the MA students will help In utilizing the faculty resources of the 
School In a much better way. Since these courses are proposed as elective (and not core) 
courses in die Semesters 3 and 4 of the programmes, this win not change the MA 
programme structure. The only difference in these courses as compared to the other 
electives is that most of these are of 2 credits, whereas all the current electives of the 
School am 4 credits. This means that rt is possible for the students to now opt for two 
elective courses of 2 credits each instead of one elective of 4 credits in semesters three 
and four. «

3.1. The proposal for the course Perspectives In Education (4 Credits)
The course proposal for Pe/specfAms in Education was presented by Dr Gunjan Sharms.
This course will prepare the students of die second year of die MA programmes of SES to 
make sense of the perspectives that the other courses adopt, and encourage them to 
study education as an area of knowledge. It will also enable them to understand their, 
dissertation work In a better way. The following suggestions were made by the members;

• Some new readings (such as Philosophy of Education over 50 Years for Module 1: 
and Mrlnal Mirfs work for Module 3) wore suggested.

« Critical literacy and Power may be included as a theme for discussion in Module 2.
« Module 3 focusses on the concept of quality. The reason for this needs to be

presented as quality is a recent concept. Taking another well studied concept may . £ l '
help (n attaining the objectives of the Module better.

u
\
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The BoS resolved to recommend the course for the consideration of AUD’s Academic 
Council after revisions as per the above recommendations.

%

3.2. The proposal for the course Mapping Education Studies (2 Credits)
The course proposal for Mapping Education Studies was presented by Dr Gunjan Sharma. 
The course engages with fundamental questions end debates concerning education as an 
area of study and enables the students to engage with the larger debated about the nature 
of education studies. The following suggestions were made by the members:

• In Module 1, the debate on connotations of education (education as schooling vis-d- 
vis the broader connotations) may be Included.

• In Module 2, the relationship between the sodal science and universities may also 
be discussed.

• Some of the readings may be shifted from core to suggested given that this is a 2 
credits course.

• The phrase ’perfomiatMty* may be replaced with 'performance*.
• The location of ECCE in the discourse of education studies may be Included.

5
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The QoS resolved to recommend the course for the consideration of AUD's Academe 
Council after revisions as per the above recommendations.

3.3. Tho proposal for the course Critital Literacy (2 Credits)
The course proposal for Critical Uterocy was presented by Or Sunrta Singh. The course 
enables students to understand how language and literacy practices in schools and 
society are shaped by power dynamics and the rote of agency and identity. The following 
suggestions were made by the members:

♦ Some readings on classroom itself being a cultural site, wonts of James Gee, Paufo 
Freire on adult literacy, and works on soda! class and literacy such as John Ogbu's 
works, may be included.

♦ Some case-studies and examples on reaMife literacy projects may be included.
♦ The reading list for the course needs to be pruned.

The QoS resolved to recommend the course for the consideration of AUO‘s Academic 
Council after revisions as per the above recommendations.

3.4. Tho proposal for tho course Education and Social Mobility (2 Credits)
The course proposal for Education and Sodol Mobility was presented by Dr Rajshree 
Chanchai. With a sociological lens, the course engages in understanding the role of 
education in facilitating social mobility as well as reproducing social he}ranchles amongst 
various social groups. It also focuses on developing an understanding about family 
strategies to invest in thetr children's education and how the pathways for upward mobility 
are paved. The foffowing suggestions were made by the members:

« To engage with the question of education and social mobility statistics and 
databases may be used.

• The titles of the modules may be reconsidered and expressed parsimoniously.
• The essential reading list for Module 1 may be pruned.

The BoS resolved to recommend the course for the consideration of AUD's Academic 
Council after revisions as per the above recommendations.

The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the members and spedal invitees. A special 
thanks was extended to Shri Vijay Kumar, MTS. SES, for extending thorough support in 
making arrangements for the meeting.

QoS Chairperson 
Dean <0) SES

6
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Ambedkar University Delhi

Proposat for Launch of a Course 
(To be approved by the Academic Council)

I School of Education Studies
Continuing Professional Development 
(CDP), and MA Education and MA 
Education (ECCE)

School/C cm re proposing the course
Programme* s)

Instruction* in Middle and 
Secondary School Algebra and 
Geometry

Course title

Course code
4Total Credits

Course type (corc/computsory/eleciivctony other -
please specify)
Level (Prc-doctorol/MA/PG Diploma/CertificntcAJG) 
Proposed date oflaunch

Eleaive

Moster^ PG/Certificate
Winter 2020
Gunjan Sharma (C), Sanjay KaghavCourse coordinator and team * 4

1. How does the course link with the \ision of AUD?
This course is designed for aspiring and practising teachers and educators, especially 
those in the public system of education. It aims at making quality education accessible to ^v 
practitioncrs. It also aims at enabling educators for critical inquiry in their practice.

2. How does the course link with the specific programmefs) where it is being offered?
The course is being ofTered for the CPD programme. In addition to conceptual 
understandings of algebraic thinking and geometric thinking, it will also offer specific k 
strategies that teachers could use in the classroom. The course would link-up to the 
masters programmes in teacher education that SES is planning to offer in near future. ( {

4
3. Does the course connect to. build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? ' 

Yes. This course may have vertical linkages with MA ECCE programme and other CPD 
courses. While this course is designed for practitioners, it would be relevant for students 
in the MA programme os well.

4. Specific requirement* on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: (Pre
requisites: prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
Mathematics as a Regular subject in Senior Secondary certificate Examinations and it is 
desirable that the participants have experience of working in school system.

5. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
Usual cohort size

l

V V

* t

t

6. Course scheduling (semester semesler«long'half-$cmcs*ter course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other - please specify):
Semester-long course; may be transacted on weekends, evenings, holidays etc. depending 
on the school calendar

I
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7. Course DclniK: 
a. Slm1maJ),:
Mathematics has been highly valued os a discipline. U has got its status hosed on the 
belief that the truths established in mathematics ore very rigorous and objective. It is also 
seen as a discipline that develops logical thinking and reasoning. However, when it comes 
to teaching and learning of mathematics in schools (Middle and senior school referred 
here), there arc several concerns and problems that teachers and students face. Tlte 
anxiety and fear that mathematics evokes for students is very pronounced. Man)' 
international and national tests have pointed out and established major gaps in (he 
(caching and learning of mathematics. Two areas in middle and secondary’ school 
mathematics where students generally struggle arc algebra and the concept of proving in 
geometry. While many consider algebraic thinking os a movement from arithmetic to 
algebra symbolism in which arithmetic results and properties ora generalized. There is 
however more to algebraic understanding which is about algebraic thinking, expressing 
relationships, representing relationships and so on. This considers algebra as a study of 
the structures itself. In this context, the course aims to equip participants to understand the 
concerns in the teaching and learning of algebra and the theory of proving in middle and 
secondary4 school geometry and design lessons to develop the necessary' mathematical 
skills and dispositions for their students.

. •
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b. Objectives:
1. To critically engage the participant teachers with pre*aJgebraic competencies to 

develop algebraic thinking for their students.
2. To critically engage the participant teachers with patterns in arithmetic and geometry 

and help the teachers to ana!)7c and generalize them in more formal algebraic 
expressions

3. To help the participant teachers to critically engage wilh students* conceptions and 
errors in algebra in middle school and develop a structured understanding of student's 
error and misconceptions.

4. To give useful guide to the participant teachers to plan strategies to help to develop 
algebraic thinking for their students.

- I

c. Expected learning outcomes:
1. Identify the essential components in algebraic thinking in middle and secondary 

school.
2. Develop cffccth'c lessons to develop or assess the pre-algebraic competencies for their 

students.
3. Critically engage with and moke sense of children's misconceptions and errors in 

algebra in middle and secondary school and develop strategies to help the children in 
the same.

4. Identify the essential components in mathematical proofs and proving in middle 
school geometric problems and theorems.

5. Design effective lessons on proving and proofs in middle school geometry for their 
students.

1 ;

1 ’

d. Overall structure (course organization; rationale of organization; outline of each 
modulo):

2
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The course is organized into two modules (1) Prc-algcbra and Algebraic Thinking 
(2) l-evets in Geometric thinking and its implications to proving and proofs in geometry

c. Course contents detailed in (a) week-wise format (preferable), or (b) module*wise 
format:

(b) (i) Module*wise Format with following details for each module:

i

;

Module 1: Pre-algchn and Algebraic 1'hinking (24 hours)
A. Ov erview and Analysis of Prt-Algcbnic Skills. (I0 hours)
This part of the module explores the Fundamentals which are necessary to understand 
algebra. This includes review of dincrent number sets rational and irrational and its 
subsets, roles of exponents and powers, factori ration, roles and order of operations, 
fundamentals of equations and connected areas of olgobm. This will engage the learners 
with why’s of the above concepts. It gives the participant teachers an overview of the 
stages in the development of algebraic thought and the move from arithmetic to pre- 
algebra and finally to the formal algebraic expressions, ft also critically analyzes the 
relation of the arithmetic to algebraic thinking and discusses the other aspects of thinking 
about algebraic thinking. The main components of (his part of the module are as follow's:
(1) numbers and numerical operations,
(2) ratios and proportions,
(3) the order of operations,
(4) equality,
(5) patterning,
(6) algebraic symbolism and letter usage.
(7) algebraic equations,
(S) functions, and 
(9) graphing

. i
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Core Headings:
Kaput, J. J., Carraher, D. W. and Blanton, M. L (l*ds.). (2008). Algebra in the early 

grades. LEA/NCTM. New' York,NY: Ijiwrence Krihaum. (Chapter 1 and 2).
Walk, V. D., John, A. (2010). Developing concepts of exponents, integers and real

numbers, elementary and middle school mathematics: teaching devcfopmentolly. 
Boston: Pearson. (Chapters 16,17,23).

Post (ed.)t T. R., & Post, T. R, (1988), Tetiehlng mathematics in grades Research 
based methods. Boston. MA: Allyn & Bacon. (Chapter 13).

Subramaniam, K. and Baneijee, R. (2011). The arithmetic-algebra connection: A 
historical pedagogical perspective. In J. Cai and E. Knuth (Hd.), Early 

* algebraization: A global dialogue from multiple /perspectives (pp. 87-105), 
Springer.

•:£ 1
i-

Supplcmcntary Headings:
Amcron, B. V. (2002). Teaming and teaching of school algebra. In Rcinventlon of early 

algebra: Developmental research on the transition from arithmetic to algebra (pp 
17-28). Dordrech. Netherlands. Retrieved from: 
https^/d space. 1 ibrary .u u.n Ifoitstrcnm/hand 1c/1874 74 Tul l .rxlf 

[.arson, C. L (1983). Problem-solving through problems. In P. R. Ilalmos (Ed.), Problem 
books in mathematics (pp 120 -144). Springer: New York.
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Rush. S. B. (20) 1). Analysing common afgcbra-rc!aled misconceptions and errors of 
Middte school students. Electronic Theses and Dissertations. {pp42'ICK)).

Banerjee. R. (2011). Is arithmetic aseful for the leaching and learning of algebra?
Contemporary Education Dialogue, 8 (2), 137-159.

Banerjee. R. and Subramaniam, K. (2012). Evolution of a teaching approach for 
beginning algebra. Educational Studies in Mathematics, 81(2). 351-367, 

Kaput, J. J.. Canaher, D. \V. and Blanton. M. L (Eds.). (2008). Algebra In the early 
grades. LEA/ NCTM. New York. NY: Lawrence Eribaum.

Gilmore. C.. Gobel, S. M. and Inglis. M. (2018).Introduction to mathematical 
cognition. Rout I edge: Abingdon. (Chapters 8 and 9).

11. Patterns, Generali/jittons and stages in development of algebraic thinking (6 
hours)
This part of (he module focuses on patterns. Algebra helps to organize and describe these 
patterns in more symbolic forni. In this the participants will engage with the numerical 
patterns and geometric patterns. They will then be moving to generalize and express the 
arithmetic or geometric relations in symbolic forms using letter. They will also be 
learning to represent these relations in the coordinate form in the form of graphs. This part 
wilt equip and make the participant await of the patterns in the form of expressions and 
factors to consider while generalizing these patterns and how we can analyze these 
patterns, it also will involve preparation of similar exercises for the students whom the 
participant may be teaching. The use of technology in these visualization will also be 
discussed.

*<4

Core Readings:
Kaput, J. J., Corraher. D. W. and Blanton. M. L (Eds.). (2008). Algebra in the early 

grades. \£AJ NCTM. New' York, NY: Ijjwrence Eribaum. (Chapter 3 and 8).
Osborne, A. & Wilson. S. (1992). Moving to algebraic thought. In T. k. Post (Ed.),

Teaching mathemalics in grades KS: Research based methods (pp. 421 • 442). 
Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.

Wnlle, V. D. and John. A. (2010). Elementary and middle school mathematics: Teaching 
dcvelopmentally. Boston: Pearson (Chapter 14).

Patterns and algebra: student workbook G scries. Retrieved from:
htt ps j/drivc. goo pi c.com/ppen ?id» 1 rZc AU LI pPAx9cXl:m 7Sdq a I Rozr2 5 wfe

Workbook:
Areidiacono. M. J., & Mai ex. B. (1993). Picturing algebra. Unit 9, Math in the mind's eye. 

, Math learning center.
Maier, lv & Shaughnessy. M. (1999). Graphing algebraic relationships part l and 2.

Unit 9. Math and the mind’s eye activities. Math learning Centre

Supplementary Readings:
Ameron, B. V. (2002). Rcdaventlng Initial algebra: development research around the 

trawition from arithmetic to algebra, (pp 17-28) (Chapter 2). Retrieved from: 
https 7/dspacc. I ihmrv,u uTn L/frilflream/hand fe/1874/S 74/ful f

Gilmore, C„ Gobel, S. M. and Inglis, M. (2018). An Introduction to mathematical 
cognition. Routlcdgc (Chapters 8 and 9).

i
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. 3,0:9;
Houslon, K. (2009). Generalization and specialization. (pp248- 251). (Chapter 6).

C. Common Conceptual Errors in Algebra in Middle School (8 hours)
This section will help the participants to differentiate between misconceptions and errors. 
The learners will then analyze the errors which arc more common and established in the 
research literature and the more specific from their own student’s work. This analysis will 
critically engage the participants with the errors and the misconceptions and they will be 
expected to find the possible roots of these. This will then attempt to develop strategies by 
the participants for their students which will help to remedy and rectify the errors and the 
misconceptions held by the students. One possible strategy will be how to develop 
scaffold questions that help to identify the possible roots and through the questioning, 
bring cognitive conflict in the minds of the students which will help their students to 
rectify and remedy the errors.

Core Readings;
Bush, S. B. (2011). Analysing common aigebra*relaied misconceptions and errors of

middle school students. Electronic Theses and Dissertations. Paper 187, (pp 33- 
61.327-338).

NCKERA. (2015). Teaching strategies for improving algebra knowledge in middle and 
high school students. U S. Department of Education. Retrieved from: 
https:// ies .ed.gov/ncee/w w e/doc s/practi eegui de/w wc_al gebra_O40715.pd f

Suggested Readings:
Booth. J., Mcginn, K.. Barbieri, C. & Young. 1.. (2017). Misconceptions and learning 

algebra. 10.1007/978-3-319-45053-7_4.
Judah, P. M. & Nzima, S. (2016). Eliciting learner errors and misconceptions in

simplifying rational algebraic expressions to improve teaching and learning. 
International Journal ojEducational Sciences,?]2(\), 16- 28, DOI: ’
10.1080/09751122.2016.11890408

to

Module 2: Levels Id Geometric thinking and implications for proving and proofs (24 
hours)
This part explores the basics and fundamentals of proving in secondary school 
mathematics. This will help the participant to understand the rationale and approach of 
proving in mathematics. This will further focus on the distinction between verification, 
validation and proofs. The module is organized in two parts:
A. Stages in Geometric Thinking (lOhourx)
This part deals with the Van Hide stages of geometric thinking. The participant teachers 
will go through an overview of Van Hide levels of geometric thought and design 
activities and lessons catering to different levels of geometric thought. This will help the 
participant teachers to also critically analyze the existing exercises in the available books 
for their students and plan better sequence of problem and activities for children.

Core reading:
Crow ley, Mary l„ (1987). The van Iliele Model of the Development of Geometric

Thought. In Mary Montgomery Lindquist (Ed.), Learning and teaching geometry, 
K-12' / 987 yearbook of the national council of teachers of mathematics, pp, 1-16, 
Resion. Va.: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

>
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Post, T. R. (Ed.). (1^92), Geontcir)' and visual thinking: Teaching mathematics In 
Rrodc K-8. Boston: Allyn & Bncon.

Walk. V. D„ John, A. (2010). Elemrntary and middle school niathcmatiet: Teaching 
deve/apmentally, Boston: Pearson. (Chapter 14).

B. Steps in proving geometric statements: The syntai nnd the thcor\'{l4houn) 
litis part deals svith three sub areas: I) The logic of proofs and proving in mathematics: It 
includes Familiarity of terminology like proposition, premise, statements, quantifiers etc. 
These form a necessary' and important syntax of the theory of proving and will equip the 
participant to better understand the structure end syntax of pro\ing. 2) Steps and stages in 
the process of proving: This will extend the understanding of the Van Hide theory' of 

* instruction and develop proofs based on it. It will engage with the process of exploration, 
inductive and deductiN'c reasoning (Connolly, 2010). 3) Student's misconceptions in 
geometric proofs and strategies to remedy them: 11))s wilt address the problems and 

~ misconceptions students have in proving mathematical statements and geometric 
statements to be specific. The participants will then critically engage with these 
misconceptions and try to trace the possible roots and reason for these misconceptions and 
develop strategies to help their students with the same.

Core Readings:
Stylianou, D. A.. Blanton, M. I* and Knulh, E. J. (Eds.). (2009). Teaching and learning 

proof across grades: a K‘if> perspective. New York: Routledge. (Chapter 1,3, 5). 
Chigonga, B. (2016). Learners' misconceptions in deductive geometry proofs and 

remedial strategies. Retrieved from:
https ^/wNW'.rcsearchgntc.nct/puWicatioftO 1428522 M.camcrs^misconcept ionsj 
n_deducti vc_geomctry_j>roofs_Gnd_remed ial ^strategies 

Connolly, S. (2010). Ihe Impact of van Hiclc-bascd geometry instruction on student ■■
understanding. Mathematical and computing sciences masters, Paper 97 (pp 8-24). 
hups JIT\ sherpub. sj fc .cdtVcgi/viewcomcnt.cgi ?articlc* 1096£ comex x *mathcs_ctd^ 
masters

Wilson, J. (2007). Proofand mathematical reasoning: A primer on mathematical proof 
Retrieved from:
httoTAs ww*. math. tsn.umich. ed u/-h eh w/Pri merOnProo f, pd f N CER T. (2008). 
Mathematics textbook class 9 appendix 1 

NCERT, (2008). Mathematics textbook class 10 appendix L

8
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Videos
Four techniques of proving in mathematics retrieved from
httwry/ww w.\txmibc.comA»,atcb7v*V3tUc»J124 I i sf index*36^t^)<

Workbook
Shirali. S. (2002). Adventures in problem soMng. Oelhi Uni> crsitics Press. (Chapter 3. 

pp.44.48)
Posamentier. A. S. & Sal kind, C. T. (1996). Challenging problems in geometry. Dover 

Books, (pp. I *28)
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Supplementin' Readings:
Solow. D. (2014) How to read and do proofs: An introduction to mathematical thought 

processes Wiley London (Chapters 3, 9, 12, 16, 17).
David, F. D. (2010). Basic proof techniques. Retrieved from,

hups://w ww.csfc. wustl. edu/-cvtron/5 4 7Pa ges/f 14/1 ntro'roProofs Ki nal .pd f
Douek, N. (2009). Approaching proof in school: From guided conjecturing and proving to 

a story of proof construction. Lin, F-L(Hsieh. F-J. Hanna, G. and de Villers, M. 
(Lds.). Proof and proving in mathematics education: The 19 ICM1 study. Vol. I, 
pp. 142-147.

Gucrrier, D. V & Arsac, G. (2009). Analysis of mathematical proofs: some questions and 
first answers. Lin, F-L, Hsich. F-J, Hanna, G. and dc Villers. M. (Fds ). Proofs 
and proving in mathematics education: The 19 1C Ml study Vol. 1 ( pp. 148-153.

Gilmore, C., Gobcl. S. M. and Inglis, M. (2018). An introduction to mathematical 
cognition Routledge: Abingdon. (Chapter 10).

Kunitnnnc. S., Fujita, T., &. Jones, K. (2009). “Why do we have to prove this?’* Fostering 
students' understanding of‘proof in geometry in lower secondary school. Lin, F- 
L. Hsieh. F-J, Hanna, G. and de Villers, M. (Lds.). Proofs and proving in 
mathematics education: The 19 ICMl study. Vol. 1, pp. 256-261.

(ii) Assessment Plan (weight, mode, scheduling) for the course:
Attendance and participation (20%)

2. Activities Design (40%) •
Making a handbook /Teacher/student manual/TLM for the teachers or students to 
develop algebraic understanding and geometric understanding in middle and 
secondary school students/teaehers (40%)

8. Pedagogy: * '
a. Instructional strategies:
The course will be largely transacted in a non-didactic and interactive mode. I"hc course 
will have regular face-to-face sessions during vacations, evenings and weekends. These 
interactions would be continued in a blended mode. The course facilitators may also visit 
the schools/ sites where the participants are working to provide onsite mentorship support.

I.

o.

1
1

«•

Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify):
Classroom with projector and audio facilities.

b.

Expertise in AUD faculty or outside:
Guest/Adjuncl/visiting faculty may be invited as this is a special area that is not 
represented in the AUD faculty till the time when such expertise is not internally 
available. This is subject to approval of AUD's relevant bodies.

c.

d. Linkages with external agencies (c.g.. w'ith field-based organizations, hospital; any
others):
Schools (if there arc participants who are not currently teaching in schools)

Signature of Course Coordinator^)
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«5?Note:
1. Mod i freati ons hosed on d c I i berm S ons in the Board of S t udics (or Research Stud i cs 

Committee in the case of research program) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPS'Cfi/SCR) shaN be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses uhich are meant to be part of more than one program and are to be shared 
across Schools may need to be tnken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one program should have been approved 
in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the primary 
School.

3. In certain special eases, where n course does not belong to any School, the proposal may be 
submitted through SCAP/SCPVCB/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School Board of Studies:

Suggestions: ^

Signaiureonfic Bean of tW'School

8



sis
Am bed kaf University Delhi

Proposal for Launch of a Course
(To be approved by the Academic Council)___

School of Education StudiesSchool/Centre proposing the course

Program me(s) Continuing Professional Development 
(CDP), and MA Education and MA Education 
(ECCE) 

Course title Science Education: Critical approaches 
to Curriculum and Pedagogy

Course code
Credits 4
Course type (core/compulsory/optional/any 
other - please specify)
Level (Predoctoral/ MA/ PG/
Diploma/ Certificate/ UG)

Elective

Masters/PC i/Certi ficate

Proposed date of launch Winter 2020
Course coordinator and team Manasi J hapliyal Navani (C), Bharat! Bavcja

l. How does the course link with the vision of AUD?
This course, offered as part of the Continuing Professional Development programme of 
SES, aims to equip science teachers/educators with critical tools to bridge the theory- 
practice divide in school science education. It thus links with the vision of the University 
to promote engaged scholarship and connect with the world of practice. Within the School 
also this course will be one of the first subject specific curriculum and pedagogy course to 
be offered as an advance level elective.

2. How docs the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being offered? 
The course would link-up to the masters programmes in teacher education that SES is 
planning to offer in near future.

3. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? 
The course is designed as one of the professional development courses tor educators 
engaged in school science education: as pan of the CPD and Teacher education unit of 
School of Education Studies. The course aims to encourage practicing school teachers to 
draw upon their pedagogical experiences and critically engage with research on 
elementary and secondary stage school science pedagogy and curriculum, and examine 
core tenets, assumptions and debates characterizing the domain of science education. The 
course can be considered as a stand-alone course for in-service professional enrichment of 
school-based science educators. For MA Education and MA Education (ECCE) students, 
this course can be treated as an advanced elective in the curriculum and pedagogy basket. 
The course builds on the foundations of pedagogy and curriculum introduced to MA 
students through the core courses on Curriculum Theory and Practice, and Philosophical 
Perspectives in Education.

4. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course:
(Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specif)) Introductory level 
courses on curriculum or pedagogy of school science.

5. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort sizeis 
proposed):
Usual cohort size

9
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6. Course scheduling: (summerAsimer course: semester-long course: half-semester course; 

workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify)
.Semester-long course; may be transacted on weekends, evenings, holidays etc. depending 
on the school calendar

7. Course Details: 
i. Summary:
This course is designed for practicing school teachers who are interested in engaging with 
curricular, pedagogics), and assessment issues surrounding science education, particularly at 
the elementary* and secondary* school level. 77ie course attempts to integrate educational 
theory with concrete and practical strategies for becoming more informed and perhaps 
'better' science educators. It addresses the questions of: How* do students most effectively 
learn science at elementary stage?; How can wc facilitate this learning process as instructors 
and educators?; How do wt best assess whether such teaming is happening? Ihis course 
builds upon the basic familiarity practicing school teachers have through their teacher 
education programmes and brings a research focus to their engagement with a range of 
issues related to teaching of science at school level. We focus, in particular, on: nature of 
science and science education; students' conceptual development and conceptual change; 
alternate pedagogical and assessment approaches, such as inquiry oriented and collaborative 
learning: and practical issues encountered when engaging in responsive, interactive 
leaching.

r * V

r
i

h.

b. Objectives:
1. Enable critical engagement with alternative curricular and pedagogical approaches, 

practices in science education and the corresponding modes of assessment.
2. Develop reflexivity and cognitive fluency with a view to enable appreciation for the 

pluralistic nature uf knowledge
3. Anal)%c the researches in the field and critically reflecting on the debates in various 

paradigms of science education
*• i

c. Expected Learning Outcomes:
On successful completion of the course, students should be able to:
1. Develop a broader understanding and appreciation of nature of learning, cognition and 

knowledge construction; pedagogical approaches for effective science education
2. Critically analyze and benefit from literature in science education research
3. Demonstrate engagement with key* debates and emergent research on curricular practices 

in science education
4. Demonstrate critical thinking and skill of research writing.

d. Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of organisation; brief module outlines): 
The course is organized around 4 Modules.r

e. Course contents detailed in (a) week-wise format (preferable), or (b) module-wise 
format:

(b) (i) Module-w ise I'ormat with following details for each module:

\ Module I: How children learn science?
The focus of this module is on: Concept Formation; Alternative conceptions; Negotiation 
that alter the alternative concepts; Movement from everyday concepts to scientific concepts. 
Students w ill be introduced to theories of learning that focus on how individuals construct

i

f j;
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315
(personal) krtowlcdgc vshich may be at variance with the knowledge constructed by others, 
i nc I tiding com m u n i ty of sc Sent ists; I he importance o f se I f •awareness of knowledge 
construction, critical reflection on individually constructed knowledge and the process of 
social negotiation marking a shift from persona) to social constructivism The discussion will 
be situated in the Piagetian and (he Vygotskian perspectives. Students will be encouraged to 
review contemporary research and critically reflect on the debates within the constructivist 
paradigm and begin to articulate its implications for curriculum planning and classroom 
practice. They would also be expected to begin an exploration of how, and what kind of 
scientific knowledge gets ‘constructed* in the science classroom, and focus on how teachers 
can address and build upon alternative conceptions as a pedagogical tools.

Kssentin! Readings:
Daniels, H. (2001). Vygotsky andpedagnxy. Ixwdon and New York: Routledge Palmer, 

(Chapter I).
Driscoll. M. P. (2000), Psychology of Uamittg for inuntetion. Allyn and Bacon. (Chapters 6 

and 11).
Driver. K. and Hrikson, G. (1983). Theories-in-act ion: Some theoretical and empirical issues 

in the study of students* conceptual frameworks in science. Studies in Science 
Edxtcation, 10,37-60.

Glaserfeld, E.V. (1993). A constructivist approach to teaching. In L.P. StcfTc and J. Gale 
(eds.) ConstrvctMsm in education, pp. 3-16. New* Jerse): Ijtwrence lirlbaum 
Associates Publishers.

Sandoval. W.A. (2003). Conceptual and epistemic aspects of students* scientific
exptanat ions. Journal of the Learning Sciences, / 2 (1), 5-51. \

Moll. 1..C. (ed.). (1993). I'ygoisky anttetfucation. Cambridge University Press. (Chapters 6 
and 10).

4

it

'a»

4For critique of constructivist penpecthr on learning:
Millar, R. (I9S9). Constructive criticism. intematlonaJ Journal of Science Education,

11(5). 587.96.
Driver, Asoko, H„ Leach, J.. Mortimer, E., and Scott P. (1994). Constructing aientific • 

knowledge in the classroom. Educatiortaf Researcher, 2$ (7), 5-12.

i »;?
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Suggested Readings:
Driver. R. and Belt. D. (1986). Students' thinking and learning of science: A constructivist 

view, Scboot Science Revle*', 67 (240), 443-56.
Osborne, R. and Prybcrg, P. (eds). (1985). Leam/ng in reiWicr. Auckland: Heinemaitn.
Leach, Land Scott, P. (2000). Children’s thinking, learning, teaching and constructivism. In 

M. Monk and J. Osborne (eds.). Good practice in science teaching: Ithai research 
has to say. Buckingham: Open University Press.

Black, P. and Solomon. J. (1987). Can pupils use taught analogies for electric current?
. Sr/wo/Sr/we rtev/ew, 69 (247), 249-54.

Kel ly, A. (1986). The deve lopment of ch i Idren' s attitudes to sc ience. European Journal of 
Science Education, £(4), 399-412,

t-

Modolc2: Nt to re of Science and Science Kdu cation
The focus of this module will be on: Nature of scientific knowledge: What is the method of 
science?; Scientific temper as an educational outcome and implications for pedagogy* of 
school science: Explaining science in classroom: conceptual objects, pedagogical content 
knowledge and scientific explanation. This module will help students to engage with the 
nature of science through examples and debates from the history and philosophy of science. 
It will also provide an overview of the key philosophical perspectives to highlight the

«
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virtous aspects of nature of setertee in the context of their representation within with 
curriculum, pedagogical and assessment practices in school science education. 'Hie 
influence of poll t leal-ideological dimensions of production of scientific knowledge will also 
inform these discussions.

Kucntial Headings:
7jman, J. (2000). Real science: WTwf it is, and what it means? Cambridge University Press, 

(pp. 12-74). (Chapters 2.3 and 4).
Millar. R. (1994). What is scientific method andean it be taught? In R. l^evmson (Hd.), 

frorh/ng jnrnrp. London: Open University Press.
Norris, $J\ (1992). Practical reasoning in the production of scientific knowledge. In

Ouschl, R.A, and Hamilton, RJ, (eds.), Philosopfn' of science, cognitive psyzhotoQ' 
and educational theory and practice {pp. 195-225). Albany, NY: State University of 
Nesv Yori.

Press Ogbom, J.. Kress, G., Martins, I. and McGillkuddy, K. (1996). Rxpialnlng science in 
the classroom. Buckingham: Open University Press. (Chapter 3.4),

1
Suggested Readings: , _
Deny. G. N\ (1999). rt7w/ science Is and how it MXtrks. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton 

University Press. (Chapters 1-8).
Hhargava, P. M. and Oiakraharti, C. (2010). An^eis, devil and science: A collection of 

articles onsclensipc temper. National Book Trust New Delhi, India.
Mahanti, S. (2013). A perspective on scientific temper in indi*. Journal of Scientific 

Temper. V(l&2), 46-*2.
Varma, R. (2001). People's science movements and science wars? Economic and Polldeal 

Weekly. Dec 29. Pp. 4796-4802
Kanari. £. and Millar, K. (2004). Reasoning from data: How students colled and interpret 

data in science investigations. Joumai of Research in Science Teochinji 4/ (7), 748-

to

4

769.
Lee, R. & LufL J. (2008). Experienced secondao* science teachers* representation of

pedagogical content knowledge. International Journal of Science Education, 30(10).
1343-1363.

Aiken head, W. W. (1998). Cultural aijxcts of learning science. Part one, pp 39-52. (B. F.
1obin. Ed.) Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publisher.

Abba. S.(20M). Dispersed radiance: Caste, gender and modem science in India. New 
Delhi: Navav'ana.

Module 3: Teaching of Science: Penpectlves and Pcdagogfcal Approaches 
This module will focus on the different curricular perspectives end contingent pedagogical 
approaches explored across the globe for effective science teaching and learning at 
elementary and secondary stage of education. Students will be expected to engage in-depth 
with any one of the approaches as part of their project work of this course, review the 
experiences and critically analyse the different perspectives. The major perspectives that the 
come will focus on are stated below:
• UPS (History and Philosophy of Sc fence) as a curricular and pedagogical approach:

Implications for science teaching
• Process' Inquiry Approach and Practical Work in School Science: Purpose, Debates.

Research and fhneess—Experiments Investigative Work and ‘Process Science'
• Context*hased approaches to the teaching of Science: Origins F-xpcriencc and Research

Evidence on Effects of context-based approaches in Science Teaching (e.g. l-AMP 
project; Nuffield Science 13-16); or SriewM Society materials (l,ewis, 1981); Schwab, 
Biology Science Project; Science for Public Understanding (Hunt and Millar, 2000)

12
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• Scttnce'socicly-culture-tcchftolog)’ discoune in science education; links between 

context-based approaches and the ‘STS* (Science-Tcchnoiogy-Society)3pproach

K«xenlial Keadingx:
Campbell. R. Lazonby. J-, Nicoloson, K. R&msdcn, J_ and Wadding!on, l>. (1994).

Science: TTjc sailers approach; A ease study of Jhe process oflsrye scale curriculum 
development. Science Ktiueatlon, 78(5), 415-47.

Ma)t>h, K. and Knmton, S. (1997) Using out-of-school experiences in science lessons:
Reality or rhetoric? /ntentotiotto! Journal of Science Edttcarinru 19 (7), 849-67. 

Atkinson. P. and Delamont, 5.(1976). Mock-ups and cock-ups: Ihe stage management of 
guided discover)' instruction, In M. H&mmcrsley and P. Woods (eds.). The process 
of schooling (pp. 133-142). I^ndon: Routlcdgc 

Hod son. D.(I993). Rc-th inking the old ways: Twords a more critical approach to practical 
work in school science. Studies In Sclerx* fUhcatian, 22, 85-142.

5cnnctt. J. and Holman, J. (2002). Context-based approaches to the teaching of chemistry: 
What arc they and what are their effects? In J. Gilbert (ed.) Chemical education 
research-based practice. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic ftjblishers.

Wellington. JJ. (1981). ‘What’s supposed to happen, sir?’ Some problems with discovery 
loaning. School Science Rcvic*\ 63(222), 167*73.

Wang. H. A. and Schmidt, W. H. (2001). History, philosophy and sociology of science in 
science education: Results from the third intematronaf mathematics and science 
study. In P. Bevilacqua, ]■. Giannetto, and M J<. Msthews, (eds.). Science education 
and culture: The cvniributhn of history and philosophy ofscience. The Netherlands:
K luwer A cadcm ic Pub! S shen. pp.83 *102. ,

MilSar. R . A Driver, R. (1987). Beyond process. Studies in Science Edtteation, 14, 33-62. v
http://dx.doi.org/l0.1080/0305726S708359938 <

Aikenhcsd, 0. (1994). What is STS teaching? In). Solomon and G. Aikenhead (lids.) .S75 -
education: International perspectives on reform. New York: Teachers College Ihess. 

Aikenhead, G. S. and Solomon. J. (lids.). (1994). 575 «/wertf ton.' International perspectives 
on reform. New York: Teachers College Press. (Chapter 2).
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\Saggcrted Readings:
Schwab. J. J. (1962). 77ie teaching of defence enquiry. Cambridge. MA: Hamtrd 

University Press.
Uodson, D. (1988). Science curriculum change in Victorian lingland: A case study of the 

science of common things. In International perspectives in curriculum history, 
London, Routledgc.

Wellington. J. (ed.). (1998). Practical work in science: Which way now? London:
Routlcdgc.

Gotl. R. and Duggan, S. (1995). Investigaihr work in the science curriculum. Buckingham: 
Open University Press.

Millar, R. (2004). The role of practical work In teaching and learning of science. National 
academy of sciences. Washington, DC.

Watson, R. (2000). The role of pract tea I work. 1 n M. Monk and J. Osborne (Rds.). Good 
practice in science teaching: H7«w research has to say. Buckingham: Open 
University Press.

Barker. V. and Millar, R. (2000). Students* reasoning about baste chemical thermodynamics 
and chemical bonding: What changes occur during a context-based post-16 
chemistry course? Internationa! Journal of Science Education, 22 (l I), 1171-200.

Tlbcrghten. A. < f 996). Con«ructron ofproiofjpkai s/fwtwns in teaching the concept of 
energy. In We I ford, G„ Osborne, J. and Scott, P. (I!ds.), Research in science 
education tn Europe: Current issues and themes (pp. 100-114). London: Palmer
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Pari in vm, J, (2002). looming lo become an effective science teacher. In Rtfltctivt ttoehin# 
ofscwKt //•/«?: Continuum studies in ixfitcdwpmetict and ffvory, Nw York: 
Continuum, pp. 1-l2.(Chapter«l).

i
Module 4: Assess men l Practkes for/RJTcctive [/earning
This module aims to engage students into critically reviewing the contemporary assessment 
practices and explore alternate assessment strategies for learners in school science. Students 
will be encouraged to explore and review the extended body of research on alternative 
conceptions, belief system and process assessment of student learning in school science. 
IV focus will be on the following themes:
• Nature and purpose of assessment in school science
• Assessing children's learning: Possibilities and challenges (Process and Product 

orientations)
- I) i flertnt types of assessment (formati ve/sutnmat i vc: norm/c riterion-rc ferenemg based 

criteria for comparison)
- Research and debate in formative assessment
- Testing and standards
• Role of teachers in assessment

r»

w
Flssenlial Readings:
Daws. N. and Singh, B. (I W). Formative assessment strategies in secondary science. 

School Science Rc\ie*\ 80 (293), 71*78.
Hangcrt-Drowns, R., Kul:k.C., Kulik. J.and Morgan. M. (1991). liffects of frequent 

classroom testing. Journal of Educational Research 83. 89*99.
Gott. R, and WelfonL Ci, (I9$7), The assessment of observation in science. School Science 

Review, 69 (247). 217*227.
Fairbrolher, B.. Black. P. end Gill. P. (1995). Trorhrrj assessing pupils: Lessons from the 

science ctavnvom. Hatfield: Association for Science Education. (Excerpts).

Suggested Readings:
Black, P. (1998). Testing; Friend orfoe? Theory and practice of assessment and testing. 

I .ondon: Kalmer Press. *
Black. P. and William. D. (1998). inside the block box: Raising standards through 

classroom assessment. London: Kings College.
Bell. B and Cftwie, B. (2002). Formative assessment and science education. New York:

Ktower Academic Publishers. (Chapter 2,8).
Moon, B. and Murphy, P. How do you assess constructivist learning? Open University 

Books on l^amern^aming/Assessment.

(ii) Assessment Plan (weight, mode, scheduling) for the course:
Students will be assessed in continuous assessment mode on (he basts of their participation 
in class and their engagement with the educational resources. The course will have three 
types of assessment situations:
1. Class presentations: 20H
2. Written memos flhis involves in*cbss quizzes and short response notes) combined: 

40*
3. Short project'ictudy; 30*
4. C toss Participation: 10*

8. Pedagogy: 
a. instructional strategies:

* i
*
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Thecounc will be transacted as a seminar course through a combination of lectures, 
project studies and seminars with an LMS interface. It will involve faee«to>face 
interaction and have an online interface through Moodle. As pan of the seminar format, 
students will be responsible for weekly readings, in-class discuss ion s/&s well as 
discussion forums on Moodle, and contribute through brief written reflections on 
assigned readings and independent projects. Students will be encouraged to bring to the 
discussion their own experiences as both science students and science teachers.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab. clinic, library- 
classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify);
None.

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside:
The faculty team teaching the course has researched in the domain of cognitive science 
and educational theory; curriculum theory* and pedagogy of science; adjunct/guest 
faculty may he invited for specific themes.

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g.. with Odd'based organizations, hospital; any 
others < £

Signature of Coarse Coordinators) 
Note:

1. Modifications based on deliberations in the Hoard of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research program) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted ^ 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be pan of more than one program and arc to be shared
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Hoards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. 'Hte electives shared between more than one program should have been approved 
in the Hoard ofStudies of and taken through the SCAIVSCPVCK/SCR of the primary 
School. ,

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any School, the proposal may be p 
submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to (he Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School Board of Studies:

Suggestions: ^
Si^na to re oH he Dean ^ftW

School
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Ambedkar University Delhi

Proposal for Launch of a Course
(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School/Cemre proposing the course School of Education Studies
Programme(s) Continuing Professional Development 

(CPD). MA Education and MA 
Education ECCE

Course title Education, Vulnerability and 
Sustainable Development

Course code
Total Credits 4

ElectiveCourse type (core/compulsory/ elective/any other - 
please specify)
Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma /Certificate/UCl) MA/ PG/ Certificate

Winter 2020Proposed dateoflaunch
Gunjan S harm a (C), Sanjeev RaiCourse coordinator and team

1. T tow does the course link with the vision of AC I)?
Phis course is designed for aspiring and practicing teachers and educators, especially 
those in the public system of education. It aims at making quality education accessible to 
practitioners. It also aims at enabling educators for critical inquiry in their practice.

2. How does the course link with the specific programmes) where it is being offered? 
The course would link-up to the masters programmes in teacher education that SES is 
planning to offer in near future.

3. I3oes the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? 
llte course may have overlaps with MA Education courses of SES, AUD.

4, Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: (Pre
requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
Having some level of understanding of the global challenges of achieving developmental 
goals, barriers of education such as Violence, displacement, poverty, impacting access, 
retention, learning of the children would be advantageous for the participants but no 
specific formal prerequisite for the course, other than the openness to learn.

5. No. of students to be admitted (with justification iflowcr than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
Usual cohort size

6. Course scheduling (semester; scmcstcr-long/half-semester course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other - please specify):
Scmcstcr-long course; may be transacted on weekends, evenings, holidays etc. depending 
on the school calendar

Course Details: 
a. Summary;
This course is for the practitioners of education working in schools and in the 
development sector. Ihis course focuses on orienting the practitioners and building a 
perspective on education, vulnerability and sustainable developmeht. in order to 
approach this, the course will engage with the global initiatives such as Education for All,

16
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Millennium Development Goals, and Susmiruble Do'elopment Goals to make sense of 
the problem and perspective on education, vulnerability and sustainable development. 
These discussions will also include engagement with the process adopted for the global 
commitments. The context of these initiatives on educational front would be elaborated 
with a focus on the role of governments, developmental partners. UN agencies and the 
schools, white simultaneously critically engaging with the limitations of (hoc 
frameworks. Some of the emerging systemic reforms and challenges, and other 
alternative perspectives on the social developmental models would also be discussed 
while referring to examples related to the local implications of these frameworks on the 
practice of education (especially on primary and secondary education). The discourse of 
Teaming crisis*', the gap between public and private school systems, w idening economic 
inequalities, displacements, conflicts, natural disasters and the consequences of these, 
issues on the teachers and teamen would be drew-n upon as cases for discussions during 
(he course.

/

b. Objectives:
1. Develop an understanding of the global frameworks and initiatives on education in 
_ the context of vulnerable children and teachers

2. Provide an orientation on the emerging challenges before education sector, with 
focus on urbanization, migration, budgetary challenges, disasters etc.

3. Develop a corrcexf to connect (he local Issues with impiicalbn on giotol framework 
leading to thinking on a school based plan.

•r«

•c

c. Kxpected learning outcomes:
At the end of the course participants will be able to:

1. Critically review the global initiatives of the education frameworks from a 
vulnerability perspective and it's implication to sustainable development goals (esp. 
goal 4) with emphasis on India

2. Prepare plans and identify policy gaps for working towards the challenges of 
education such as urbanization, migration, conflicts and disasters

3. Critically appreciate the values of equity, social cohesion, peace and sustainable 
development.

d. Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of organisation; brief module 
outlines):

This course is organised in 4 modules. The first module is focused on global 
cxperienccs/concems. 1he second module focuses on education under migration, 
displacements, violence, and disasters. The third module emphasizes on alternative 
perspectives and critique of the sustainable development models and other contemporary 
views on development, equity, social cohesion, peace and coexistence. The fourth 
module would be identifying new* emerging challenges of education sector and a project 
on school based planning.

e. Course contents detailed in (t) week*w ise format (preferable), or (b) module-wise 
format:
(b) (i) Module* wise Komi at with following details for each module:

Module I: Global Concerns and Frameworks (12 hours)
This module will reflect upon the global frameworks and sustainable development goals. In 
(hr* context, the module wi?f focus on quest km* such as: How are education, vulnerability 
and sustainable development related? Theoretical perspectives in relation to 
marginalization, inequality in educational opportunities and outcomes, and relationship of 
education with social change, would be presented in this section. The rationale behind these

ti
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global framcut>ri:i in terms of their signiflc&nc^ limitations and critiques will guide these 
discussions. Alternative perspectives taking (he case of Gsndhian thoughts wilt be 
discussed.

Essential Readings:
Dari:ng-Hammond, L. (Ed.). (2014). Beyond (he bubble test; How performance assessments 

support list etntury. John Wiley & Sons. Chapter 7 and 9).
Final Country Report ©find ia, 2017. Retrieved from:

http i/Avww.m ospi .go v.ir^s ites^defau h/files/publicat ion^reports/M rXj-l? i na I^Coun tO’.f® 
pon^ oMndia_27novl 7.pdf

Ghosh, S. (2009). hUtucation in emer^ht^ Indian society: The challenges and issues. Wew 
Delhi: PHI Learning Private Ud. ,

Save the Children, (2017). Life on the street. Retrieved from
https^As'ww.sa vethech i Id ren. in/sc i-in/med ia/PDFs/LI FH*ON*THE-STRE ET • 
V«2SFmatV«29-Kev-4.pdf

Semau, S. (2017). Social Inequality in a global age. Los Angeles: SAGEi/Pine Forge. 
(Chapter I).

The Millennium Development Goals Report (2015), (Summary). Retrieved from: 
httpst/Avww. u n .org/m i I lenni umgoa Is^pd tTMDG^Gap^2 015_L_wcb. pd f

Gandhi, M. K. (2013). Hind Swaraj. Centenary Ed. Rajpal Publishing. New Delhi,
UNI^SCO's Education for All Global Monitoring Reports.

Additional References for Course Instructor:
Ballantine , J. 1U Ham mack, F. M. di Stuber, J. (2017). TV sociology of education: A 

systematic analysis. Routkdge (Selections).
Sadovnik, A. R. (2011). Sociology of education: A critical reader. New York: Rout ledge.

(Introduction). • , 1
Porekh, H. C. (I9S9). Gandhi's political philosophy: A critical examination. Delhi: Ajama.\ 

(Chapter 1).
Bandopadhyaya, S. M. (I960). My non-violence, Ahemadabad: Navajiv&n Publishing

House. k
Durokifa. A. A. & Ijeoma, E.C. (2018). Neo-colonialism and Millennium Developmem .) 

Goals (MDGs) in Africa: A blend of an old wine in a new bottle. African Journal of 
Science, Technology. Innovation and Development. 70(3), 355-366, ^

\
«4i
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Module 2: Challenges before tbe learners and teachers (12 hours)
Building on the first module, this module focuses on education under migration, 
displacements, conflict and disasters. It engages with how these phenomenons interact with 
global and local contexts and specific challenges before the learners and teachers. The 
contexts of classroom will be discussed with special reference to first generational learners, 
violence affected children, and internally displaced people. Given the context of Delhi, the 
question of urban marginal iry and its reflect ion in education will be brought* in end 
elaborated in the next module. . ,

F-sscotUl Readings:
Kumar, K. (2016). Education, conflict and peace. New Delhi. Orient Black Swan Private 

Limited. (Chapter 1).
UNESCO's Global Monitoring Reports on Education.
GCPEA. (2018). Education under attack: A report by Global Coalition to Protect 

Edttcation from Attack. Retrieved from: www.protectingeducetion.org 
Retire, P. (1972), Pedagogy of the oppressed. New York: Herder and Herder.
International Save ihe Children Alliance. (2006). Rewrite the future: Education for children 

in conflict-affected countries. I^ndon: Cambridge House.
htt ps /Awvw.m vethechi Idrtn .org7conient/dam7global/report5/educat km-and <h I Id-
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Sigigaard, M. (2009). Kthrcaiior and fragility in Afghani Man: A situational analysis. 
UNIiSCO. Retriocd from: wvw.ikp.unesco.orgferifinfonMlion- 

servicei/publ icat iofts/cmefgetic i es-and-reconstmction.ht m I 
liNESCO. (2019). Nfor nost: State of the education report for India 2019. UNESCO. New 

Delhi.

Documentary Shown in Cla**:
Verma, D. huiian teacher j journey: Mukcsh Mahiy'o
Education can't wait. Inter-agency Network for Mucation in Emergencies.

Module 3: Case of Urban Education (10 hours)
Prom the global and local contexts at a broader level, this module will take a sped He case of 
education in Delhi while engaging with the concerns of development, urban-rural 
intersection, and vulnerability in the urban context. Itus will be done by discussion on (he 
phenomenon of school dropout, non-enrolment, access to quality education and also on 
policy responses to these contexts (especially under section 21(c) oftheRTE Act 2009).
The complexity of urban classrooms from the standpoint of learners' diversity (languages, 
region, and religion) will also be discussed.i

Essential Readings:
Huisman, J., Rani, U. and Smits, J. (2010). Schoolcharoctcrtitlcs, socio-economic status 

and culture as determinants of primary school enrolment in India. Nijmegen: NiCIL 
lyengcr. R. and Surianarain, S. (2010). A comparative analysis of education policy and 

practice: The case of institutions in Mumbai and Delhi. Perspectives on urban 
education. Fall 2010, 19-27.

K ingdon, C. K. (2017). The private schooling phenomenon in india: A review. Discussion
Papa Series, 10612.

Mangubhai, i. P. (2013). Marginalised children and their right to education in Delhi: A 
study of five urban communities. Report of the Centre for Social Equity and Inclusion, 
Delhi.

Karooqi. P. (2017). Silenced and marginalized: Voices from a Sarkori-aided school of Delhi. 
Economic and Political Weekiy, 32(38), 7^81. —

For Courw Teacher*: *
Darling-Hammond, L. (IUJ.X (2010). Preparing principals for a changing n-orid: Lesson

s. John Wiley A Sons. USA. (Chapter 1 and 3). 
Harber, C. & Sakade, N. (2009). Schooling for violence and peace: How does peace 

education differ from ‘normal' xhooVingl Journal of Peace Education, 6(2), 171-187. 
Sharon, S. (1995). Children atri the politics of culture. Princeton University Press. 

(Introduction).

4
from effectivt school leadership prog4

Module 4: Result Rased Planniag for Schools (16 hours)
Tbe participants will do a project related to the relevant (heme and will be oriented on a 
result based framework for their own school or educational context. The expectation from 
the participants is to identify new emerging challenges of education and come up with 
globat/local modets/solulions of a particular problem of school education. Rased on the 
modcls/solutions, every participant would be preparing a school based plan to improve their 
own pedagogy, management or transforming the school.

t

. i

Suggested Readings:
Milan, T, (1987). Educational planning <u a social process. UNESCO. Paris.
UNESCO (2018). SDG 4 data book: Global education indicaton 2018. UNESCO Institute 

for Statistics. Canada. Retrieved from: http7M*w*w .urs.unesco.org

<!
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T4ITI Ayog. (2019). School education quality index. Retrieved from: 

https ;//nUi.gov.in/content/school-education- quality-index

Readings for Course Teacher:
Stcnhouse, L. (1983).^w/Aor/i>; education and emancipation. l>ondon; Hcincmann. 
Darling-Hammond, 1.. (Ed.). (2017). Empowered educators: How high- performing systems 

shape teaching quality around the world. John Wiley & Sons Inc.

(ii) Assessment Plan (weight, mode, scheduling) for the course:
1. Participation (in-class): 15%
2. Project Proposal: 30%
3. Report: 30%
4. Seminar Presentation: 25%

8. Pedagogy:
1. Instructional strategies:

The course will be largely transacted in a non-didactic and interactive modality. The 
course would have regular face-to-face sessions during vacations, evenings and 
weekends. These interactions would be continued in a blended mode. 1'he course 
facilitators may also visit the schools/siles where the participants are working to 
provide onsite mentorship support.

2. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify):
Classroom with projector and audio system.

3. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside
Faculty in the area is available within and outside AUD and will draw upon for 
transacting the course. / .

4. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
others)
While formal external institutional linkages are not essential for the transaction of 
the course, arrangements with the schools/Directorate of Education may have to be 
made.

Signature of Course Coordinator^)

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 

Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevanl Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more lhan one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the 
primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School Board of Studies:

Suggestions: ^ ^

Signature of the Dean of tlfcSchool
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Ambcdkar University Delhi

Proposal for Launch of a Course
(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School of Bducalion StudiesSchool/Centre proposing the course
MA Programmes in Education 
Perspectives in Education

Programme(s)
Course title
Course code
Total Credits 4
Course tvpe (core/compulsory/ electivc/any other- 
please specify)

Elective

Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma /Ccrtificate/UC) MA
Proposed date of launch Winter 2020
Course coordinator and team Gunjan Sharma (C)

1. How does the course link with the vision of AUD?
The course engages with different disciplinary perspectives that comprise the ‘foundations 
of education'. It has an interdisciplinary orientation. The principles of equity and quality in 
education have been consciously kept in mind while selecting the concerns with which the 
course engages.

How does the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being offered?
This course will prepare the students of the second year of the MA programmes in education 
to make sense of the perspectives that they engage with in the other courses of the 
programme and encourage them to study education as an area of knowledge. It will also 
enable them to understand their dissertation work in a better way.

2.

Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?
The course draws on key perspectives and themes in education, and thus has vertical linkage 
with the first year masters' level courses in education. The course is also connected with the 
pre-doctorai course-work of the research programme in education.

3.

Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
Post-graduate level engagement with education / social sciences / humanities is desirable

4.

No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
Usual cohort size

5.

Course scheduling (semester; scmcstcr-long/half-scmcstcr course; workshop mode; seminar 
mode; any other - please .specify):
Semester long course 
Course Details: 
a. Summary':

Education theory' and research have been traditionally organised under 'foundation 
disciplines' (at least until 1970s). However, this approach has progressively transformed 
to more interdisciplinary theme/issue based engagement that has also reflected in how 
theory and research in education are understood. Vet, in the Indian context, one finds 
both these models of approaching studies in education. Keeping such context in mind, 
this course aims at introducing the students of education to the foundational perspectives

6.

7.
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in education, vstiile enabling tbfmto engage with ccmin selected themes represeming 
these penpectUes end contemponif>’ issues where a more interdisciplinary focus is 
needed. 'lYte intention is also to (rc)mtroduce the students to some classic texts, ideas and 
scholarly approaches in education to facilitate them in locating their study, research and 
practice in relation to the larger discourse in the field.

In doing so. the course begins with introducing the ‘disciplines of education' and 
signposting the theories/concepts fundamental to each of these. It then engages with 
some selected core thenutics drawn from each of these foundational perspectives. ‘I"his 
is followed with an engagement with selected contemporary issues (particularly drown 
from curriculum and policy studies) across differ ml levels of education - including early 
childhood, school higher and teacher education. The readings in the last module will be 
updated regularly based on the developments in the field and a systematic attempt will 
be made to build-in concerns centre! to the Indian context. In this process, the course 
will signpost certain key theories/debates that will be explored in greater depth in other 
elective courses. Since this course draws on multiple perspectives, it will he co-taught by 
SES faculty members based on their specialisations.

* ■»

b. Objectives:
1. Revisitingfritroduction to the disciplinary perspectives in education
2. familiarisation with the selected themes, concerns and developments in education
3. facilitating drawing of linkages between one's own interests in the domain and the 
perspectives and concerns presented in the course

*• -

<<w

c. Expected learning outcomes:
1. Ability to read and comprehend selected seminal texts in education representing 
foundations of education
2. Demonstrated awareness of major concerns in education in India
3. Identification of the linkages between one's own interests in the domain and the 
perspectives and concerns presented in (he course

d. Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of organisation: brief module outlines): 
The course is organised in 3 modules. Ihe first two focus on introducing the disciplinary 
perspectives of philosophy, psychology, sociology, history and political economy of 
education. The last module signposts concerns in education at 3 major levels of 
education that require more interdisciplinary focus (excluding school education as this 
level is sufficiently covered in the preceding themes).

•>

i

e. Course contents detailed in (a) week-wise format (preferable), or (b) module-wise 
format:

(b) (i) Module-w isc Format 
4 Module 1: Disciplines of education (12 hours)
This module w ill focus on providing an introduction to the foundational disciplines (i.e. 
philosophy, history, sociology', and psychology) of education with an aim to provide a 
broad overview of each of these. In this process the major conceptsftheoncs drawn from 
these foundations will be identified that will be further discussed in the elective courses. 
These discussions will be contextualised by reflecting on the rationale and relevance of 
these foundations.
Module Objective: Introducing the major perspectives in education.

i

i
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R^nlltl readings % ’
Hridge&, I). (2006). 'I'he disciplines and discipline of educational research. Journal of 

Philosophy of tohtailon, 40(2), 259-272. dol:dol:IO. 1111^1467. 
9752.2006.00503.x

Cnrr, D. (2010). The philosophy of education end educatkmnl Ihcoo*. In R. Bailey. R. 
Barrow. I>. Carr and C. McCarthy (Kds.), 7he SAGE fxwrftHHtk of phllo*oph\' of 
tdttcafion (pp. 37 - $4). l<ondtm: SAGK

Popkewitz. T. K.. PertyTa, M.A., and Knnklin. B. M. (2001). History, the problem of 
knowledge, and the new' cultural history of schooling. In Popkcwitr. T. K.. Perey'ra. 
MjN., Franklin, B. M. (Bds.), Cultural history and education: Crilicol men's on 
knowledge and schooling (pp. 3-42). RoutledgeFahncr: New York and l^ndoa 

Goodman, i. and Gtosvenof, I. (2011). The history of education: A curious case? In J. 
Furlong and L. Martin (Eds.), 77** disciplines of education: Their rvle in the future 
ofedjtcation research (pp. 67 - 84). I^ndon: Routledge.

Mclnemey. Dennis M. (2005). Educational psychology - Theory, research, and 
teaching: A 25-year retrospective. Educational Psychology, 25(6), 585-599. dok 
10.1080/0)443410500344670

Nambissan. G. and Rao, 5.(2013). Sociology bf education in India: Trajectory, location 
and concerns. In G. Namblssan and S. Rao (Eds.). Sociology of education In India: 
Changittg contours and emerging concerns (pp. 1-23). New Delhi: OUP.

j

tSuggested readings
Furlong and L Martin (Eds.). (2011 )♦ Pie disciplines of education: Their rvle in the s 

finure of etfucalion research (pp. I -84). I«ondon: Routledge.
Philips, D. C. (2010). What is philosophy of education? In R. Bailey. R. Barrow, D. Carr 

and C, McCarthy (Eds.), The SAGE handbook offddlosophy of education (pp. 3 - 'v 
20). Ixmdon: SAGE

Aldrich, R. (2003). The three duties of the historian of education. History of education. 
32(2), 133-143.

louder, H. Brown, P. and Halse>', A. H. (2009): Sociology* of education: A critical ^ 
history and prospects for the future. Oxfi>rd Review of Education, 35(5). 569-585. {

Dale, R. ^001).'I'he sociology of education over 50 years. In J. Demaine (Ed.), 1 ••

Sociology of education today. London: Palgravc.
Miri, M. (2014). Phibso^y and education. New Delhi: OUP. (Chapter 1)

\
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Module 2: Diviplinar) peripectiws and themes (18 hours)
This module is an extension of the previous one as it retains the disciplinary* focus while 
engaging with one prominent thematic area from each of the foundations. The aim is to 
introduce student to the manner in which the foundational perspectives underlie certain 
core themes in education(Al) studies, end demonstrate the scholarly approaches that 
constitute educational theory and inquiry. Ihe selected themes include: a) The concept 
of education; b) I .earning and development; c) Education and power d) Colonisation, 
nation and education
Module Objective: Engagement with certain core themes drawn from each of the 
foundational perspectives.

Essential readings
Barrow, R. and Woods, R. (2006). An introduction to philosophy of education (4 th cd.) 

(pp. 26 - 37). Routkdgc: Abingdon, Ox on.
Uteris. K. (lid) (2009). Contemporary* theories of learning: Learning theorists... in their 

own words (pp. 159*169. 209-219). London: Routledge
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Apple, M- W. (2012). Edutviton and power (pp. xx - xxxiii). New YoA: Routledgc. 
Kumar, N. (2012). India's trials with Citizenship, Modernisation and Nationhood. In I.. 

Ilmckliss and N. Sheldon (lids.), Mats education and the timils of state-building, c. 
l$7(K/9$0. New York: l*algrave Macmillan, (pp: 283-30d).

Vi'hitchead. C. (2003).‘Hie historiography of British imperial education policy. Part I: 
India. History of Education, pp. 315-329.

Suggested readings
Hirst, P. H. and Pctcrv R. S. (1977). The concept and aims of education. In M. Oolhy. J. 

Crccnwald, and R. West (Eds.), Curriculum Design. UK: 'IV Open University 
Press.

Sara swat hi T.S. (Hd). (1993). C«(fwrr, sociaUxtion and human development.* Theory, 
research and application* in India, New Delhi: Sage.

Kumar, K, (19X9). Social chomciez of learning. New Delhi: Sage Publications 
Apple, M. V/., Ball, S. i. and Gandin, L. A. (Hds.) (2010). Mapping the sociology of 

education: Social context, power and knowledge. In M. W. Apple, S. J. Ball, and L. 
A. Gand i n. The Routledgc international Handbook ofthe SocUdog)' of Education 
(pp. 1-11). I^ndonand NY: Routledge.

4-^ .
+
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Module 3: Intcrdisclpllnar) Issues from Curriculum aod Policy (18 hours)
This module Mill engage with certain selected relevant contemporary concern issues in 
education that arc spread across different levels of education. The focus is on presenting 
those kinds of analyses that may not strictly lend themselves to one kind of 
pcrspective/framework in education. The issues studied in this module Mill he updated 
periodically based on the developments in the discourse. These Mill be drawn from: a) 
curriculum and pedagogic studies: and b) education policy across different levels of 
education (early childhood, school, higher and teacher education), for instance, issues 
and ideas such as 'quality' and 'child centered' education (hat involve drawing from 
multiple perspectives may be engaged with.
Module Objective: Engaging with some selected issues that are analysed drawing from 
different foundational perspectives.

m

Essential readings •
Pring, R. (I9S9). Subject-centred versus child-centred education: A false dualism. 

Journo! of Applied Philosophy, 6(2), 181 •! 94. Retrieved from 
hi mas . iMor.ory/flnh le/243 5 3 3X)

Dhankoi, R. (2003). IV notion of quality in DPI;P pedagogical interventions.
Contemporary Education Dialogue, /(I), 5-31.

Kumar, K. and Sarangapani, P. (2005). The history of quality debate.
hnni/Ai nevdoc. u nevco.oro/j maces^OO 14 *001466/14665Sc .ttdf 

Tilak, J. B. G. (2018). Higher education public good and markets (pp. 100-118). 
Abingdon: Routledgc.

Devesh Kapur and Pratap Nhanu Mehta (Eds). (2017). Navigating the labyrinth:
Perspectiws on Irklia ‘s Higher education. Hyderabad: Orient BlackSu,an. (20 page 
selection)

Sarangapani. P. and Akai, H. (2017). Prcparingtoicach: Elementary teacher education at 
a District Institute. Economics and Political H'eekiy, 52(34), 47 - 55.

Kaul, V. and Sharma, S. (2017). Early childhood policies in India: A historical analysis. 
In L Milkr, C. Cameron, C. Chili and N. Barbour (Eds.), The SAGE harrdbook of 
early childhood policy (pp. 32 - 48). New Delhi: SAGE.

i
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Suggested readings
Naik, J. P. (1979). Kquality, quality and quantity: The elusive triangle in Indian 

education. International Review of Education, 25(2/5), 167-185.
Sriprakash, A. (2014). Pedagogies for development: The politic* and practice of child- 

centred education in India (pp. 29-45). London: Springer.

(ii) Assessment Plan (weight, mode, scheduling) for the course: 
Assessment 1 (Reading responses): 30%
Assessment 2 (Presentations): 30%
Assessment 3 (End*terni submission): 30%
Assessment 4 (Participation): 10%

8. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategies'

The course will be transacted through discussions on texts that the students will be 
expected to read in advance. These discussions will be supported by classroom ' 
presentations by the course teachers.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
etassroom/others instructional space: any other - please specify):
Classroom and projector

e, Expertise in AUD faculty or outside *
Expertise is available within STS. l-'orsome special lectures, guest speakers may be 
invited. •'

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g.. with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
others)
No.

Signature of Course ('onrdinator(s)
Note:

I. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case ol* research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations,

2 Core courses which arc mcanl to be part of more than one programme, and are to he shared 
across Schools, may need to he taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shaied herween more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the 
primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted though SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommend alien of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:
Sigit^lir¥o?tKe^Sti’nf the School
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Ambedkar lJniversit\; Delhi

Proposal for Launch of a Course
(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School/Centre proposing the course School of Rducation Studies
Programme^ 
Course title

MA Programmes in Education 
Mapping Rducation Studies

Course code
J otal Credits 2
Course type (core/compulsory/ eleclive/any other- 
please specify)________________________________
Level (Prc-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma/Certiticate/UG)

Elective

Masters
Proposed date of launch Winter 2020
Course coordinator and team Gunjan Shartna (C)

1. I low does the course link w ith the vision of AlJD?
The course engages with fundamental questions and debates concerning an interdisciplinary 
area of study and enables the students to engage with the idea of interdisciplinarity.

2. How does the course link with the specific programmers) where it is being offered?
This course will prepare the students of the second year of the M A programmes in education 
to make sense of education as an area of knowledge. It will also enable them to understand 
their dissertation work and their own engagement with education in a better way.

3. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? 
The course has vertical linkage with the core (such as philosophy of education, research 
methods) and elective (such as teacher education) courses of the masters programmes in 
education. The course is also connected with the pre-doctoral course-work of the research 
programme in education.

Specific requirements on the part of sludents who can be admitted to this course: 
(Prc-rcquisitcs; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
Postgraduate level engagement with education/social sciences/humanities is desirable.

4.

5. No. of students to be admitted (w ith justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
Usual cohort size

6. Course scheduling (semester; semester*long/half-semester course; workshop mode; seminar 
mode: any other - please specify);
Semester long course

7. Course Details: 
a. Summary:
The landscape of education studies is constituted w ith debates and contestations around the 
nature and structure of education as a knowledge domain. This course maps these debates 
with a focus on questions such as: Is education a ‘discipline' (or a field), professional, 
preparation of teachers or an applied area geared towards drawing implications for practice? 
Do universities have a role in teacher education? How do education policy and research 
implicate each other? The varying positions around these questions have shaped different 
ways of organising education studies in varied international contexts including India. On the
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one hand, these difTcrcni of organising education studies have bearings on the 
imagined aims of and relationship between theory, research, policy and practice, and on the 
role and autonomy of universities in the domain. On the other hand, these relationships and 
mlesare being (ne)5trwtured by the increasingly 'practical utility* driven funding of 
educational research and institutions (Whitty 2004). (This restructuring has reflected in (he 
move towards school autonomy reforms (and generally reduced role of universities), 
emergence of performativity focussed national regulatory frameworks, and reconfiguration 
of advocacy networks in education (Dali 2007).| This course w ill introduce (he students to 
this context as it maps the tensions in conceptualising szudieVreseareh in education in a 
university space. While engaging in these debates, the course will attempt to build a case 
that all education studies is located in and responds to this larger composition and politics of 
education studies. Towards this purpose, the course will draw* on international cases with a 
focus on the context, concerns and futures of the field in India.

b. Objectives:
1. Familiarity with the key questions on (he nature and structure of education as a 
‘discipline'/field.
2. Familiarity w ith the contemporary debates that are shaping research/study in 
education.
3. Contextual! soli oof positioning of one’s own interest in education in relation to the key' 
questions and debates.

i-

.

‘Ki

e. Inspected learning outcomes:
1. Identification of (he key debates that shape education as a knowledge domain.
2. Explaining the preliminary linkages between one's own interest in education and the 
key positions in education studies.

d. Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of organisation: brief module outlines): 
Ihe course has 3 modules that are organised around (he core concerns of (he course. ~

c. Course contents detailed in (a) week-wise format (preferable), or (b) module-wise 
format:

(b) (i) Modu k-wi sc Format: •
Module I: *
Conceptions of education studies (8 hours)
liducation is conceived in multiple way* • as a ‘discipline*, professional preparation of 
teachers and an applied area geared towards policy improvement/'re form* in practice. I is 
body of know ledge also has a distinct status and location a* compared to other 
disciplines-as 'derived*, 'applied*, multidisciplinary, and interdisciplinary. This unit 
will engage with the different ways in w4iich education is conceived in India and in 
selected Internationa] contexts as it engages with the question of w hat constitutes the 

(foundation of education, and its overlaps, boundaries and specialisations.
Module Objective: Engagement with the meanings of and debates around the 
conception of education studies.

vent ill Headings;
Dec her, T. and Trowter. P. R. (2001 )^fodemfc fribrs and territories: Intellectual

enquiry and the cttUures of discipline. UK: Open University Press. (Chapters: 
Introduction & Points of departure)

Furlong, J. (201 "SyEdueation - An arustomy of a discipline: Rescuing (he uniwrsit)’ 
project? Abingdon: Rout ledge. (Introduction and Conclusion)
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Labaree, I>, F. (2003). The pec u I Tar problems of preparing educational 
researchers.FiAvcoZ/owfl/ Kesearcher. 32(4), 13-22.

Sarangapani, P. (2011). Soft disciplines and hard baxtles.Contemporary education 
dialogue, #()), 67-84. (Modules 1 & 2)

Whitty, (t. and Furlong, J. (2017).KnoM'Iedge and the study1 of education: An
international exploration. London: Symposium Books. (For reading group) 
(Introduction)

Suggested:
Furlong, J. and Lawn, M. (Ed.). (2011). Disciplines of education: Their role in tlte future 

of education research. London: Rout ledge. (Introduction)
Tibbie, J. W. (Ed.). (1966). The study oj education. London: Routledgc & Kogan Paul. 

(For reading group)
Palaiologou, L. (2010). I'he death of a discipline or the birth of a transdiseiphne:

Subverting questions of dKciplinarily within Education Studies undergraduate 
zo\iTS&s>.Educaiional Studies. 36(3), 269-282.
(htt nsV\v wvv. ta n dfon I i ne .coin /doi/1 ii I LI 0.10 8 0 '0 30 3 3 69 0 90 3 22018 01 

Biesta. G. (2011). Disciplines and theory in the academic study of education: a
comparative analysis of the Anglo-American and Continental construction of the 
field. Pedagogy, Culture & Society, 19(2), 175-192,
DOI: 10.1080/14681366.2011.582255

Module 2:
University and education studies: Organisational farms and contexts (8 hours)
The varied conceptions of education also give shape to varied organisational forms in 
which studies, research and/or training in education are instituted. I here are certain 
models of organisation of education studies that are observed in different contexts: 
standalone teacher education institutions, university departments primarily engaged in 
basic research, university departments organising teacher education and research,
Centres focussed on research for educational change and policy advocacy. These models 
that coexist at times, are governed by regulatory frameworks in different ways, and 
involve intense debates on questions such as should universities have a role in teacher 
education? Who qualifies to teach education? What should scholarship and careers in 
education look like? This module will introduce these varied models.
Module Objective: Introduction to different organisational forms of education studies.

Essential Readings:
Chanana. K. (Ed.) (2004). Transformative links between higher and basic education:

Mapping the field (pp. 1341). Delhi: Sage India.
Dhankar, R. (2014). How important is M.Ed degree to be a teacher educator? Retrieved 

from hup://ro h itdha n kar.c o m/2014 /Q6 /10 'h<) w-imnonan l- i s-an -in -ed-d e grec-to-
be-a-teaeh ev-educat o r/

Mcnon, S. B. and Mathew. R. (2016). Teacher education in universities: A case from 
India. In Bob Moon (Ed.). Do universities have a role in the education and 
training of teachers7 An international analysis ofpolicy and practice (pp. 149* 
168). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

Sarangapani. P. (2004). Universities: The invisible dimension of elementary education.
In Chanana, K. (I/d.), Transformative links between higher and basic education: 
Mapping the field (pp. 95-107). Delhi: Sage India.
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UTiiil) . G. and FuHong. J. (2017).Kmn fe(/ge a/xf/he study of tducaibn: An
Injcmutional exploration. London: SjTnposrum Rooks. (E*or reading group) 
(Introduction)

Sharma. G. (2019). Policy and regutofor>- changes in teacher education in India:
Concerns, debates and contestations. 1 Economic and Political Weekly: Hngage, 
52(9). Retrieved from: https^/u.ep>v.jn/engnye/articIc/polic\nd•_reyulauir>‘» 
changcs»teacheT«cducation«in;
jnd i a'ffl? ipjogin^no cache%21 KM 624 7 53 cf3 9h1967e070c6126lf57e5

Suggested:
Kramer, R. (1991). Kd school follies: 7he miseducatfon of America's teachers. New 

York; ’1 he Kree lYess. (Read only book review )
Laboree. 0. F. (I996).lhe trouble with Hd Schools,£d*/eartorej/ fbi/nt/flf/ont, 27«45.

(Precursor to Labaree, D. (2004), The trouble with lid Schools. New Haven: Yale 
University Press.) "

Schriewer, h (2009). A comparative history4 of educational studies: Will it ever be
possible? In Wikander L Gustafsson C, Riis U and Larson I. (Bds). Ftdagopk: 
Somexamensamne lOdaripp. 32-50). Uppsala: Uppsala University. -»

Zapp, M.. Marques, Powell, J. J. U'. (2017).Two worlds of educational research? 
Comparing the levels, objects, disciplines, methodologies, and themes in 
educational research In the UK and Germany, 2005-201$.A*rearch in 
Comparative & International Education, 12(A). 375-397.

Judge 11, l^mosse M. Paine I. and Sedlak M. (1994). 77r Unhersity' ora/ the teachers:
France, tfx United States, Englarxl. Wallingford: Triangle Books.

McCulloch G. and Cowan. S. (2018). A social history of educational studies and
research: Past, present andfuture? Abingdon and New York City: Routledge, 
(Introduction and Conclusion: 40 pages)

i
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Module 3:
Contemporary' global regimes: Research, policy and practice In Education (8 hours) 
1liis Unit draws from the works that identify global trends in the funding, regulatory4 and 
network patterns in education as it considers the question of the relationship between 
research, policy and practice in education in contemporary times. It engages with the 
increasing agreement between teacher and higher education on the professional status of 
educational practice, and the simultaneous restructuring of the autonomy of universities. 
It considers the increase in the measures focussed on autonomy of schools and 
emergence of'performance' focussed national regulatory frameworks as cases in point 
to map the implications of these larger global trends on teacher education, disciplines of 
education and research.
Module Objrelive: Understanding how larger politico-economic (rends are shaping 
education studies.

r

Essential Readings:
Ball, S. J. (2007). Etfucation PLC: Understanding private sector /xirTiW/xi/ibn in public 

sector education (pp. 27-29). l^mdon: Routledge.
Berliner, D, C. (2002). Educational Research: Tlie hardest science of oil. Educatbnal 

Researcher, 3/(8). 18*20.
Cochran*Smith, M„ Kuriong, J. end Brennan, M. (20Q9).PoIicy and politics in teaclter 

education: Internationa!perspectives. I^ondon: Routledge.
Nambissan, G.B. A Rail. SJ. (2010). Advocacy networks, choice A privotc schooling of 

the poor in India. Global Networks, /0(3), 324*343,

)
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Whitty, G. {2006).I,!ducalion(a]) research and education policy making; Is conllict 

IxitvXiz'cA.t'} llritish Educational Research Journal, 52(2), 159-176. doi: 
10.1080/01411920600568919

Suggested:
Carr. W. (2006).Education without thtory.British Journal of Educational Studies, 54(2), 

136-159.
Ertl, H., Ziererb, K., Phil ipsa, D. ajtd Tippeltc. R. (2015).Disciplinary traditions and the 

dissemination ol knowledgc. An international comparison of publication patterns 
in journals of education. Oxford Review oj Education, 41(\), 64-88.

Sarangapani, P. & Akai, H. (2017).Prcparing to teach elementary teacher education at a 
district institute. Economic and Political Weekly, 52(54), 47-55.

Venn a, V. (2015). Policy networks in teacher education: A studv of Justice Verma
Commission on Teacher Education Rej>ort. Unpublished MA dissertation, School 
of Kducation Studies, Ambedkar University Delhi, Delhi.

Some relevant policy documents from the Indian context:
Sharma, G. (forthcoming). Bharat keadhyapakshikshameinnectigatsudhuur, (Module 2: 

Overview article)
NCTK. (2009), National curriculum frameworkfor teacher education: Towards

preparing professional and humane teacher. New Delhi: NCTE Retrieved from 
http: //www.az im premj i foundati on org/pdf/NC FI F-2010. pdf 

MHRD. (2012). Vision of teacher education in India: Quality and regulatory perspective. 
Report of the high-powered commission on teacher education constituted by the 
Hon 'ble Supreme Court of India [Chairperson: Justice Verma], New Delhi: 
Ministry of Human Resource Development.

NCTE. (2014a). National Council for Teacher Education: Nolificolion. New Delhi,
India: The Gazette of India Retrieved from 
http://www.ncteindia. org/regu lati on2 014/eng I i sh/Noti fi cation .pd f.

NOTH.(2014b). Report of the NCTE sub-committee on revised Regulations, Norms and 
Standards for select teacher education programmes, 2013 [Chairperson 
Professor Poonain Batra). Delhi: NCTK,

NCTE .(2014c). Report of the NCTE sub-committee on faculty requirements and
qualifications for f3.El.Ed.andD.El.Ed. programmes (Chairperson Professor N.
K. Jangira]. Retrieved from: http: /■’nc tc» i nd ia .o rp/J uaglra%20Co mm i itcc. pd I".

(ii) Assessment Plan(weight, mcnle, scheduling) for the course: 
Assessment 1 (2 Response notes): 45%
Assessment 2 (Review paper/Annotations): 45% 
Assessment 3 (Participation): 10%

8. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategies:

The course will be transacted through discussions on texts that the students will be 
expected to read in advance. These discussions will be supported by classroom 
presentations by the course teacher(s).

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
classrooin/othcrs instructional space; any other - please specify):
Classroom and projector. Some guest lectures on special issues may' be organised.

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside
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Expenise is asuitable within l-of some special lecturer guest speaker! may be 
invited.

d. Linkages with external agencies {c.g.. with field-based organisations, hospital: any 
others)
No.

Signitare of Coarse Coordinators) 
Note:

4. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research programmes) and the retevont Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCn/SCR) shall he incorporated end the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

5. Core courses whkh are meant to be pan of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. *rbe electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the 
primary School.

6. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVChySCK to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Signature of the Dean of the School
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Ambctlkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of n Course 

(To be approved by the Hoard of Studies and the Academic Council)

School of Education Studies
MA lUJucation and MA tSduemion 
fl^a/lv Childhood care and l^ducation)

School/Centre proposing the course
Program me(s)

Course title Critieal Uterao*
Course code

2Total Credits
ElectiveCourse type (corcArompulsoryV elective/any other - 

please specify)
Level (Prc-doctoral/MA/PCi Diploma /CcflificatcAJG) MA

Monsoon 2020Proposed date of bunch
Suniu Singh (C)Course coordinator and team

1. Does the course connect to. build on or overlap with any other courses ottered in At/D? 
This course builds upon the MA Education (ECCE) course titled “Language Development 
end Ibrty Literacy*' and “Multilingual Education in (he Indian Contexts'*.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course:
(l*re*requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify): MA Programme

2. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort sire is 
proposed): Usual cohort size

4. Cou me schedu l ing (semester; semester-long/hal f-semester course; work shop mode: sem inar 
mode: any other - please specify): Semester-long

5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD? This course connects with AUD> vision 
of social justice and equity because it engages students to understand non*hierarchical forms 
of knowledge especially for langua£ and literacy practices tn the society. ’Ihe course 
enables students to understand how language and literacy practices in schools and society 
arc shaped by power dynamics and the role of agency and identity.

6. How docs the course link with the specific programme^) where it is being oflered? The 
course connects with the vision of the M A programme in being situated within the 
framework of social justice and equity in language and literacy use in the society. It 
challenges the hegemonic practices of understanding and situating language and literacy4 
practices.

i

V.» '
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7. Coarse Details: 
a. Summary*:

This course will enable students to understand how language and literacy and its use are 
inextricably connected to social, political and economic contexts. The course locates 
these practices across the interconnected spaces of schools, homes and communities for 
children. Sociocultural understandings of language and literacy are related to 
sociolinguistk conceptualizations of the way's by which language and literacy arc in 
relationship with culture. Critical literacy questions ways of language and literacy use rn 
the society. The term critical literacy refers to use of the multitude of forms of
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coinmunkaiion that analyse, prmidc crilicnl perspectives and transform (he norms, rule 
systems and practices governing the social fields of everyday life.

b, Objectives:
Examine cultural ways of thinking and learning.
Situate critical literacy within sociocultural frameworks.
Re-examine language and literacy use in the instructional practices and institutional 
structures.
Identify ways in which language and literacy practices can challenge standard school 
literacy practices.

c, (Expected learning outcomes:
- Describe the landscape of sociocultural perspectives on language and literacy.
- Situate literacy as a social practice, multi literacies and critical literacies within the 

sociocultural frameworks.
- Analyse messages through a textual and contextual analysis.
- Identify discrimination within institutions of power and question the power 

dynamics when they appear in written and oral texts.".

*

A
V

t**-
*d. Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of organisation; brief module outlines): 

The course is organised into two modules: (I) Situating Critical Literacy and (2) Critical 
Literacy and Agency. The first module attempts to identify the broad contours of critical 
literacy within the sociocultural paradigm. The second module w ill focus on how* 
realizations of critical literacy mediate language and power in diverse ways (Moduk 
descriptions are given below).

4 1

1 1+•»

d.

c. Course contents detailed in (a) wcck-wisc format (preferabk). or (b) moduk*w ise 
format:

Module I: Situating Critical Utcracy (10 Hours) *
Language both reflects and shapes thought and culture. There arc the multiple pathways of 
Language and literacy learning and use in the society. Across cultures, there are different 
mediators of language and literacy by the use of diverse range of materials, methods and 
practices that may or may not be recognized in the classrooms. The implications of several 
researchers have been to explore how the syncretisms of these practices take place and the 
advantages they could have. However, simply extol mg (he diversity of practices is not 
adequate—it is imperative to also conceptualize a theoretical model of literacy that 
recognizes the power relations w ithin such language and literacy practices. The first unit 
will introduce students to the sociocultural perspectives that identify literacy as a social 
practice, multi!iteracies and critical literacy. Sociocultural perspectives on literacks are 
myriad and often Include an emphasis on power relations—thus, critical theories play a role 
in this perspective. This unit will situate critical literacy within the sociocultural paradigms. 
Critical sociocultural perspectives art also used as a term to identify (he relationship 
between literacies and power.

n
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OhJeethrj
Sociocultural perspectives on language and literacy
Understand literacy as a social practice
Muhimoda lilies and Mu hi literacies
Situate critkal literacy within sociocultural perspectives . .
Examine relationship between literacks and power
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Essential Readings

Dyer, C., &Choksi, A. (2002). Lileracy, schooling and development: Views ofRabari
nomads, India. In Literacy and development; Ethnographic perspectives Brian 
Street) (pp, 27-49). New York: RootJedge.

Chopra, P. (2002). Betrayal and solidarity in ethnography on literacy: Revisiting research 
homework in a north Indian village. In Literacy and Development: Ethnographic 
persfsecfws (Kd. Brian Street) (pp. 78-91). Rout ledge.

Gee. J, P. (2012). Situated language and learning: A critique of traditional schooling.
Rout ledge.
Chapter 2. A strange fact about not learning to read, p, 6-17.
Chapter 3,1 ^anguage and identity at home, p, 18-34.

Gregory, E. (Ed.) (1997). One child, many worlds: Early learning in multicultural 
communities.

Language and Literacy Scries. New York: Teachers College Press.
Kenner, C. Chapter 6: A child writes from her everyday world: Using home texts to 
develop hi literacy at school, pp. 75-86.
Rashid. N. & Gregory. E, Chapter R: Learning to read, reading to learn: The 
importance of siblings in the language development of young bi lingual children, pp. 
107-121.

Luke. A. (2012). Critical literacy: foundational notes, 'theory into practice, 5/(1), 4-11. 
Moll, L. C, Amanti. C.. Neff, IX. &Gon7ale7, N. (1992). funds of knowledge for teaching: 

Using a qualitative approach to connect homes and classrooms. into practice, 
i/(2). 132-14),

fsteban-Guitart. M., & Moll, L. C. (2014). Funds of identity: A new concept based on the 
fimds of knowledge approach. Culture & Psyi-hology. 20(1), 31 -48.

Perry, K. H. (2012). What Is Literacy?—A Critical Overview of Sociocultural Perspectives.
Journal of Language and Literacy Education, £(l), 50-71.

The New London Group. (1996).'A pedagogy of multi literacies: Designing social futures.
Harvard Educational Review, 66(i), 60-93.

/fubair, S. (2002).Literacies, gender and power in rural Pakistan. In Literacy and 
D<'velopment(pp. 198-214). Routledge.

*■. *
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Suggested Readings
Agnihotri. R. K. (2007). Towards a pedagogical paradigm rooted in multilinguality. 

International Multilingual Research Journal, /(2), 79-88.
Barton, D,, & Hamilton, M, Qft\2).Local literacies: Reading and writing in one community. 

Routledge.
Behrman. E. H. (2006). Teaching about language, power, and text: A review of classroom

practices that support critical literacy. Journal of Adolescent <& Adult Literacy, 49(b), 
490-498.

Hatra, P. (2015). Curriculum in India.ln Curriculum Studies in India (pp. 35-63). Palgravc 
Macmillan. New York.

Cody, F. (2009). Inscribing subjects to citizenship: petitions, literacy activism, and the
performativity of signature in rural Tamil India. Cultural Anthropology, 24(3), 347- 
380.

Lankshear, C, McLaren, P. L., & McLaren, P. (Eds.). (1993). Critical literacy: Politics, 
praxis, and the postmodern. SUNY Press.

Lewi son, M.. Flint, A. S., & Van Sluys. K. (2002). Taking on critical literacy: The journey
of

newcomers and novices. Language arts, 79(5), 382-392. •
Gregory, E. (Ed.) (1997). One child, maty worlds: Early learning in multicultural
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cttmmunlties. I juiguagc and Litmcy Series. New Yorfc: Teachers College Press.
Heath, $. H. (I9S3). Ways wv//r nvnif.* Langviigc, life and nor* m communities and 

clavtmamt. New* York: Cambridge University Press.
Esteban •Oui tart, M. & Moll, L. C. (2014). Funds ofidenljiy: A new'concept based on the 

funds of knowledge approach. Cufiurr & Psy'tMopy, 20(1). 31-48.
Mui, S., ^ Anderson, i. (2008).At home with (he Johars: Another look at family literacy.77* 

Reading Teacfters 62(3). 234-243.
Conzdle/, N- Moll. U. C., AAmanti, C. (Eds.). (2013). Funds of bwledgc: 77»cor/;/>tg 

p radices in households, communities, and doss rooms. Routledgc.
Isaac, T. T., Kranke, R. W., &Parameswaran, M. P. (1997). From anti-feudal ism to 

sustainable development: The Kerala People's Science Movement. Bulletin- 
Concerned Asian Scholars. 29. 34-44.

Long, S. (1998). learning to Gel along:* Language Acquisition and Literacy Development
in a New* Cultural Setting-^wcorr/r in the 7V«9rr>ij» of English, 8-47.
Moll, L. C. (Ed.). (1992). Vygotsky and education: Instructional Implications and 

applications of sociohlstoricalpsychology- Cambridge University Press.
Ogbu. J. U. (1987). Variability in minority school performance: A problem in search of an 

explanation. Anthroix>logy & Education Quarterly* 75(4), 312-334,
Popli, R. (1999). Scientific literacy fora!) cili/cns: different concepts and contents. Public 

Understanding of Science 5(2).DoihttPS^/doi.Ofc/l 0.1088/0963-662S/8/2/3 04
Sadgopal. A. (2004). Globalisation: demystifying its knowledge agenda for India's education 

policy. DurgabhaiDeshmukh Memorial lecture.
Shor, I. (1999). “What is Critical Literacy?," Journal of Pedagogy, Pluralism attd Practice, 

/(4), 1-32 .Available at: htps://dtgiu)lcommoRS.!esley.edu4ppfVvotl/iss4f2
Street, H. V. (20 J 4). Social literacies: Critical approaches to literacy in development, ethnography 

ard education. Rcwlkdge.
Volk, & l.ong, S. (2005). Challenging myths ofthc deficit perspective: Honoring 

children's literac)' resources. Young Children, 60(6), 12-19.

*

Module 2: Critical literacy and agency (14 Hours)
This unit will focus on examining literacy as it addresses issues of identity, power and 
agency. It will focus on how renliutions of critical literacy mediate language and power in 
diverse ways. In recognizing the multiple ways in which issues of power relate to language 
and literacy practice, the flcldof literacy addresses post-structuralist thinking. Increosingly. 
there is a rejection of unisxrsal forms of knowledge and narratives surrounding it and in the 
process a challenge to (he frameworks that situate language and literacy only within a 
cultural social framework, without conceptualizing issues of power and hegemony.

Objectives
- Examine literacy and issues of identity, power and agency
- Relationship between power and language and literacy practices

4 - Conceptual ire issues of power and hegemony within literacy frameworks

i

FMenilal Readings
Bean, T. W.. &Moni. K. (2003). Developing students' critical literacy: Exploring identify 

construction in young adult fiction. Journal of Adolescent ct Adult Uteraey, 46(8), 
638-648.

Comber, B. (2001).Classroom explorations in critical literacy.4urfm/Am /.tieracy 
Educators ’ Association. 76( I), 90-102.

Janks, H. (2000). Domination, access, diversity and design: A synthesis for critical literacy 
education. Educational review. 52(2), 173-186.

Kalant/is, M. & Cope, B. (Hds.) (1996). TV powers of lileracy.Loodon: Taylor & Francis.

\
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Kellner, D. & Share, J. (2005), Toward crilical media literacy: Core concepts, debates, 
organisation and policy. Discourse, 3, 369-386 

l.ankshear, C. & McLaren. P. (Eds.) (l993).CVWco/ /torocy.Albany: State Universit)' of 
New York Press.

Luke, A, (2018). Critical literacy in Australia: A matter of context and standpoint, in 
Critical

^ «v

IMeracy. Schooling, and Social Justice (pp. 168-188). Routledgc, 
Muller, S., Janks, IL, A Stiles, i. E. (2015).Literacy with mobiles in print-poor 
communities.

In Tin? Routledgc Handbook o/Liieracy Siutlies (pp, 634-648).Rotitlcdgc.
Vasque?, V, (2003).Crer/i/i^ fleyond" ! I,ike I he Book": Creating Space jor Cniical Literacy 

in K-6 Classrooms Kids InSight, K-12, International Reading Association: Newark,
DE.

Vastjucz, V, (20l4),Using the ever>day to engage in critical literacy with voting children, 
Crilical Literacies and Young learners' Connecting Classroom Practice to the 
Common Core. pp. 128-144,Routledge.

Suggested Readings
Akbari, R. (2008). Transforming lives: Introducing critical pedagogy into ELT classrooms. 

ELT journal, 620), 276-283.
Freire, P. (1970). Pedagogy of the oppressed. M.B. Ramos. New York: Continuum,
Kreire, P, AMacedo, D. (1987).iy/prticy. Reading the word and the world. South Hadley, 

MA; Bergin 8c Garvey,
Kukcndall, A.J. (2010), Paulo Freire and the cold war politics of frreracv.Chapel Hill:

University of North Carolina Press. '•
Luke, A. (1988). Literacy, texihooks and ideology.London: Palmer l^ss.
Lcwison, M., Leland, C,, &Harste, J, C, (20) 4).Creating critical classrooms: Reading and 

writing with an edge. Rout)edge.
Pah I, K., ARowsell, J. (20\2).l.iteracy and education. SAGE Publications I ,td.
Pahl, K., ARowsell, J. (2014),Artifactual literacies.A^M’ methods of literacy research, 163- 

176.
Perry, K. IL, A PureeII-Gates, V, (2005). Resistance and appropriation: Literacy practices as 

agency w ithin hegemonic contexts. In Yearbook-National Reading Conference (Vol. 
54, p. 272).

Sadgopal, A. (1998) "The negation of childhood."Mia International Centre Quarterly, 25, 
p.159-174.

■•v .f*

Assessment (weights, modes, scheduling) 
Reading summary and reflections 40%
Class participation 10%
Final paper 50%

8. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategies: Discussion and lecture

b. Special needs(facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab. clinic, library, 
classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify): No

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: AUD faculty

d. Linkages with external agencies (eg., with Held-based organ Millions, hospital: any 
others): Students may be taken for field visits.
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Sigonlurc of Course Coordinator's) 
Note:

7. Modifications on Ibe basis of deliberations in the Hoard of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be Incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Acadcmte Council with due recommendations.

S, Core courses whkh are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCI7SCR of the 
primary School.

9. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the Board of Studies of the School:

Suggestions:

Signature of the Dean of the School
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Ambedkar University Delhi
Proposal for Launch of a Course

(To be approved hy the Academic Council)
SchooL/Ccnirc proposing the course 
l>rogramme(s)

School of Hdiication Studies
M.A

Course title Hdiication and Social Mobility
Course code
Total Credits 2
Course type (core/eompulsoiy/deed vc/any other- 
please specify)_____________________________
Level (Pre-doctoral/M A/PG Diploma 
/CcrtiflcateAfCi)

Elective

M.A

Proposed date of launch Winter 202(3
Course coordinator and team Dr. Rajshree Chanohal

1. l>oes the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? 
The course is connected to the M.A Education and M.A Sociology programme. The course 
will attempt to provide students with the understanding of education and its role in 
facilitating social mobility as well as reproducing social status amongst various social 
groups through a sociological lens. It also focuses on developing an understanding about 
family strategies to invest in their children’s education and how the pathways for upward 
mobility are paved. •A.

■3
2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 

(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level: any others - please specify)
None ' i

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed): Ihe usual cohort size

4. Course scheduling (semester; semester-long/haIf-semester course: workshop mode: seminar 
mode; any other - please specify): Semester I .ong (2 credits)

5. I low does the course link with the vision of AUD?
Given the interdisciplinary nature of the courses offered at AUD, the present course aptly 
fits in the larger domain of sociology of education. It builds on the critical sociological 
knowledge to understand how education provides avenues of upward social mobility to 
individuals from different strata of the society. It is a fact lhat in present neo liberal context 
the educational credential is one of the key factors to determine one's position in the labour 
market and remuneration earned.The investment made children's education tends to provide 
long term returns to the family, which in turn helps the individuals as well as their family to 
climb up the social ladder. Education is the site of competition to ensure access to well paid 
jobs amongst the middle class families, while the lower class also hopes to gain relatively 
better life chances via educational credentials. The course attempts to bring sociological lens 
to understand how education and social mobility are interrelated.

6. How does the course link with the specific programmc(s) where it is being offered?
The course is going to be offered at Masters* level. It is linked with the other course as it 
builds on the understanding of the process of education from an interdisciplinary lens.
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7. Coprse Del nils: 

n. Summary:
Given the economic and social changes occurring at the national and global level, 
education plays a crucial role in predicting the life chances individuals will have in 
future. Tire level of education achieved by an individual invariably defines the t>pe of 
employment opportunity hc/she will get in the labour market. School s>>stem is the key 
institution to provide credentials and bestow' upon individuals varied degree of autonomy 
and control in the field of employment and social prestige. Access to education and entry* 
to prestigious educational intuitions depends upon the economic resources possessed by 
the family as well os the educational level of parents and other social end cultural capital 
endowed. It is essential to study the role of education in providing opportunity for social 
mobility to individuals in terms of better employment and social status. Ibis course 
provides a sociological lens to explore and understand the rote of intuitions such as 
family, education and the state in shaping individual life chances. It also aims to 
understand sociologically the structural forces such as caste and class which shape the 
experiences of serious social groups (who are placed differently) and avenues of social 
mobility available to them within the larger social hierarchy.

— ^
b. Objectives:

1. familiarize students with an informed understanding of how social scientists 
conceive, measure and explain social mobility w ith reference to the intersecting form of 
hierarchies in terms of caste,gender and class
2. Understand and analyze the key critiques and defences of current level of social 
mobility and its relationship with education
3. Critically engage w ith the rote of family and education in social reproduction

c. Expected learning outcomes:
1. Students will be able to understand the concept of dais, social strati Treat ion and social 
mobility
2. Students will able to analyse the role of education in promoting'delimiting social 
mobility
3. Students will be able to critically analyse (he role of family and education in social
reproduction •

d. Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of organisation: brief module outlines): 
The course is divided into three Units

Unit One-Understanding the concept of Social mobility (8 hours)
This unit will familiarise students with the ways how* social scientist conceive, measure 
and explain social mobility, E;mpirical evidence is used to mapthe personal trajectories 
of social origin andcurrent social position to understand (he concept of social 
mobility.*1he unit will attempt to explain the factor (hat play a crucial role in determining 
the social standing of an individual and higher life chances and existing debates around 
theories of social mobility and stratification.
Essential readings with page numbers:
Retell tei A. (2012). Caue,Class and rowr.'ChofTglng Patterns of Stratification in a 

Tanjore Vftlagr. New Delhi: Oxford University Press. (Introduction)
Grusky, D. (1994). Social Stratification: Race. Class and Gender in Sociological 

Perspective. Colorado: Wcstvicw Press, I" Edition (Chap.I: Contours of 
Stratification)

Gupta D.(Ed)(l99l).Social Strati Heal ion. Delhi: Oxford University Press. (Chap.l)r
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Krishna, A. (2013). Making J( in India Examining Social Mobility in Three Walks of 

Life. Economic and Political Weekly, Vo I.XL VIII, 3 8-19.
Kumar, S., Heath, A., & Heath. 0. (2002). Determinants of Social Mobility in Inida.

Economic awl Political Weekly, 2983-2987.
Reay, D., & Vincent, C. (2014). Theorizing Social Class and Education. Oxon: 

Routlcdge.

Suggested reading
Guldens, A., & Sution. A. (2010). Stratification and Social Class. In (Eds)

Sociology introductory Reading. London: Polity Press.
Cosin. R. (1970).Functional andConllict Theories ol Educational Stratification.

American Sociological Review, 36. 1002-49. Also in Karabel and Halsey (hds). 
I997.CH.4

Acker, J. (1973). Women and Social Stratificaiion: A Case oflntclleclual Sexism. The 
American Journal of Sociology. Vol.78(4). 936-945 

Ambedkar, B.R (1944). Annihilation of Caste: available online
at ;http;//ambcdkar.org/ambcd/02, A n n i h i lat ion%20of%2 UCaste .htm 

Kumar, S., Heath, A., & Heath, O. (2002). Changing Patterns of Social Mobility: Some 
Trends Over Time. Economic and Political Weekly , 4091 -4096.

Rcav, D. (1998). Rethinking Social Class: Qualitative Perspectives on Class and 
Gender. Sociology. Vol 32 (2), 259-275.

Unit Two- Education and Social mobility' (8 hours)
This unit highlights how expansion of educational services helps in paving the pathways for 
social mobility and its limitations. It will discuss the debates on why equal educational 
opportunities tor all sections of the society K seen important.lt is argued lhai education 
should be distributed in ways that best serves the most marginalised and helps them to 
overcome the social disadvantages conferred to them by virtue of their social origins. The 
unit attempts to capture the dcbaics around the idea of merit and how meritocratic processes 
gel reflected in education and employment, particularly in Indian context.

> *
..

V
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Essential readings with page numbers:
Bourdieu, P. (1974). The School as a Conservative Force: Scholastic and Cultural

Inequalities, In .1. Eggleston. (Ed.) Contemporary Context of Research in the 
Sociology of Education (pp, 32-46). London: Methuen,

Breen, R. (2010). Educational Expansion and Social Mobility in 20th Century. Social 
Forces, Vol.89(2) 365-388.

Dcshpandc, S. (2006).Exclusive inequalities Merit Caste and Discrimination in 
IndianHighcr Education. Economic and Political Weekly, 2438-2444

Nambissan, G. B. (1996). Equity in Education? Schooling of Dalit Children in India. 
Economic & Political Weekly, Vol 31 (16/17).

Jeffery, R., Jeffery, P., & Jeffery, C (2005) Social Inequalities and the privatisation of 
Secondary Education in North India. In R. Chopra, P. Jeffery', & II. Reifeld, 
Educational Regimes in Contemporary India (pp. 41-61). New Delhi: Sage 
Publications

Suiivan.A., Parsons, S.,Green. I\, Wiggins, R., and Ploubidis, G., (2018). The Path from 
Social Origins to Top Jobs: Social Reproduction via Education. The Journal ot 
Sociology, 69(3), 776-798

ThoraL S..& Newman, K. S. (2010). flCds.) Plocked by Caste Economic Discrimination 
in Modern India. New Delhi: Oxford University Press.

Viad, D. (2016). Patterns of Social Mobility and Role of Education in India. 
Contemporary South Asia, vol. 2d (3) 285-321
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Mourdku, P.. & Panmn. J. (1997). Rcproducik)n in liducaiion. Society ami Culture. 
lx>ndon: Sage.

Breen, R„ & Jonsson,). O. (2005). Inequality of Opportunity in Comparative
Pre$pective: Recent Research on Kducaitonal Attainment and Social Mobility. 
Annual Review of Sociology, Vol 31,223-243.

Ray, R. (1983). The Contested Terrain of Reproduction: Class and Gender in schooling 
in India. Hriilth Joumol o/toc/o/ogy of Educaibn. Vol. 9 (4), 387-40

Kamchandran, V,, & Naorem, T, (2016). What It means to be a Dalit or Tribal Child in 
Our Schools. In J. Drtze, Social Policy (pp< 158-178). New Delhi: Orient 
Blacks wan Pm Ltd.

Rege, S. (2010). Education asTrutiyaRatna: Towards Phule-Ambedkarite feminist 
Pedagogical Practice. Economic and Political Weekly. XLV: 44, 88-98

Jeffrey. C. & Lerche, J. (2000). Staling the Difference: State. Discourse and Class
Reproduction in Uttar Pradesh, India. Development anti Change, Vol, SI. #75- 
575. Vol. 31.875-878

Heath, A„ Mills, C..& Roberts, J. (1992). Towards Merilocnicy? Recent Evidence on an . 
Old Problem. In A.F Heath and C.Crouch (Eds). Socib Research and Social 
Reform. Oxford: Clarendon Press

Sturgis P. and Buscha, F. (2015) Increasing Inter-gcneratlonal Social Mobility*: Is
liducational Ivspansion the Answer?77>e British Journal ofSociolo#}' 66 (3), SI2-

T-

w

S30
Velaskar. P. (1990). Unequal Schooling as a factor in Reproduction of Social 

Inequality in India. Sociological Bulletin, 39 :l&2, 131-145 
Vakulabharanam, V, & Moiiram. S. (2016). Mobility and Inequality* in Neolibera!

India. Contemporary South Also* 24:3, 257-270.
Turner, R. (2011). Sponsored and Contest Mobility and the School System. In R. Arum, 

I. Beattie, K. Ford. The Structure of Schooling Reading in the Sociology of 
Educatbn (pp. 11-22). London: Sage

Unit Three- Family*, Aspirations and Social mobility (8 hnora) 
this unit on the basis of existing empirical evidence tries to understand the role of 
family in reproducing advantage (disadvantage) across generations. It will focus on why 
it is important to understand the privileged socioeconomic position of some families 
and its impact on aspirations. How do parents ocross the social spectrum try* to pave the 
social mobility pathways for their children via education? What are the factors that 
influence parental aspirations regarding the future life of children? How do familial ties 
of caste/kinship networks influence parental aspirations and strategy' for social mobility?

Essential readings with page oombers:
Ball, S. J. (2003). CYcts Strategies and the Education Market Vie Middle Class and 

Social Advantage. London: Routledgc Palmer. (1-20)
Chopra. R. (2005). Sisters and Brothers Schooling. Family and Migration. In R. Chopra, 

P. Jeffery, & H. Rcifcld, Educatmnal Regimes In Contemporart’ India (pp. 299- 
315). New* Delhi: Sage Publications

Drury, I), (1993). 7Tie Iron School Master Education, Emplawtent and the Family in 
India- Delhi: Hindustan Publishing Corporation.

Jeffery, C., Jeffery, R„ A Jeffery. P. (2004). Degrees Without freedom: The Impact of 
Formal Education on Dalit Young Men in North India. Development and 
Change, Vol 35.(5),963-986

t
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Munshi, K., & Rosenzwcig. (2006). Tradiiional Inslilulions Meet the Modem

World:Castc, Gender and Schooling in a Globalizing Kconomy, '/'he American 
Economic Review, 1225-1252.

Nambissan, G. B. (2010). The Indian Middle Classes and Educational Advantage:
Family Strategies and Practices. In M. W. Apple, & S. Ball, (Eds.) The Rout/edge 
International Handbook of Sociology of Education (pp, 285-295). Oxon:
Rout I edge.

Osclla, F., & Osclla. C. (2000). Social Mobility in Kerala:Modernity and Identity in 
Conflict. Chicago: University Press Chicago.

Plewis. I., and Bartley, M., (2014).Inira-generational Mobility and Hducational 
Qualitkation^’ACfi/^ m Social Stratification and Mobility. 36, I *11.

Still, C. (2014), Dalits in Neoliberal Inida: An Overview. In C. Still. (Ed.) Dalits in
Neoliberal India Mobility or Morgim/lisottun? (pp. M3). New Delhi: Roulledge.

Suggested readings:
I areau, A. (2002). Invisible Inequality: Social Class and Chilrcaring in Black Families 

and White Families./I wr/c««.S<)('/W(>g/Va/ Review. Vol 67(5), 747-776. 
Majumdar, R. (2010). Intergenerational Mobility in Educational and Occupational 

Attainment:A Comparative Study of Social Classes in India. Mar%in:The 
Journal of Applied Economic Research, Vol 4(4), 463-494.

Jeffery, C. (2010), Timepasi: Youth, Class and the Politics of waiting in India.
Standford: Standford University.

Jeffery, C., Jeffery, R,, & Jeffery' P. (2005). Broken Trajectories: Dalit Young Men 
and Formal Education. In R. Chopra, P. Jeffery, & H. Reifeld, Educational 
Regimes in Contemporary India (pp. 256-275). New E>eihi: Sage Publications 

Ram, N. () 998). Mobile Schedule Castes - Rise of a new MidiUe Class. Delhi: S. Asia 
Books.

Kapadia, K. (1998). Siva A Her Sister Geruler Caste and Class in Rural South India. 
Boulder: Wcstvicw Press.

Dickey, S. (2012). The Pleasures and Anxieties of being in the middle: Emerging 
middle-class identities in urban South India. Modern South Asian Studiess 
46(3):559-99

Vaid, D. (2012). The Caste-class Association in India: An Empirical Analysis.
Survey, Vol.52(2), 395-422.

Vaid, D., & Heath, A. (2010). Unequal Opportunities:Class,Caste and Social Mobility.
In A. F. Heath, & R. Jeffery, (Eds) In the Proceeding of the British Academy 159. 
Diversity and Change in Modern India: Economic,Social and Political 
Approaches (py. 129-164). Oxford: Oxford University Press.

5.

(ii) Assessment Plan (weight, mode, scheduling) for the course: 
Class participation (15%),
Book review and presentation (45%),
Term paper based on the readings given during the course work (40%)

8. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategics:

The course will operate in and interactive manner where there will be group discussions, 
students arc expected to read the material provided or asked and have discussion with 
the instructor. Peer discussions are also strong!v encouraged. Students will also be
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encouraged to attend seminar and conferences in other eminent institutions which are 
relevant to the topic

K Special needs (fact li ties, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
classroomfothers instructional space; any other • please specify):
Classroom, projector

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside
As and when required experts from AUD and outside can be invited to give 
lectures'scminar.

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g.. with field'based organimtionv hospital; any 
others)

Students will have ample opportunity to pursue field based work and interact with the 
community

Sign a tore of Course Coordinaiorfx) 
Note:

10. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Hoard of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

11. Core courses which ore meant to be pari of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the BoardsofSludiesofthe respective 
Schools. Ihe electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Hoard of Stud its of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the 
primary'School.

12. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

«

Recommendation of the School of Studies:*

Suggestions:
Sl£oalurc'o^c^)cao of the School
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.
Vrognimmc Structure? of the MA Kducatbn and MA Kducatlon (KCCK) Progrtimme5

I. MA Education Pro^nimme Structure
The programme include? a total of 70 credits: sixteen taught courses - ten core courses (six of 
which arc of 4-credil courses and four are 2*credit courses), 24<rcdit worth of elective courses 
across Semesters 2 and 4, research dissertation worth 6-credii and two 2 < red it each for Held 
attachments.

| Semester 4SemesterSera ester Suratn Semester
1 2 3er
Education in India: 
Institutions, System* 
and Structures (2)

A Philosophical 
Perspective for 
Eiducatton (2)

Core

Introduction io 
Philosophy of 
Education (2)

Introduction to 
Educational Thought 
(guided reeding 
course) (2)

Understanding
OriMrmffld 
Childhood <4)

Introduction to 
Education Research
(4)

History of Education 
in Modem India (4)

Curriculum Theory 
and Practice (4)

State, Society end 
Education (4)

Kspericncing 
Education (4)

Elect! 2 or 4 credit 
Electives of

2 or 4 Credit 
Electives of 
total t credits

ve
total
16credits

.V aBasic Research Ski lb 
Training (l)

Sc! f Development 
(2), Intr^Sucttonto 
Sminica in 
fvduc*Trt)ri(0

Work
Shop*

e .

s
i— / •• ' •

Seraln
ar*

FA: School 
Based (2)

Field
Actac
hreeot
W

FA:
Non-
school
based
(2)(4)

Research
repnnand 
Vi\a*voce 
(o\crall 6 
credits)

Research Proposal Student 
Seminar: 
Research and 
Progress

Rtsca 
rch* *

To£el 
Credit 
s (70)

18 1417 19 2

4d
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2. MA KducBtFon (KCCK) Trogriiinme Structure 
Total N*o. of crtdits:70 Credits
Total N'n, of courses: 21 Courses including Workshops, Field Attachment and Internship; 
Compulsory Courses: 12 courses (Total Credits 46); Optional/Elcctivt Courses:2 liltctives 
credits); Field Attachment: 7 credits (semesters 1, 2, 3 and Summer); Dissertation; 6 credits; 
Workshops: 3 credits (Semesters I end 2)

M A. V‘dprttW(F,irly Childhood Cart and Education) . 1
»ar I Vrtr 2

Sfmettrr t SummerSemester 2 Semester J Semester 4
•

Fpundalhn 
cou ncs(|6)

Undemanding 
children and 
childhood (a V

Introduction to
educational
research*0^)

State, socim- 
and education

Gender & 
education (4)* *£

(4)*
Core p—^ i 
counts (SO)

Play, learning and 
creativity (4)

Engaging with 
families and
cnmmuiiiiia (2)

Inclusion of 
children with 
special needs

■
M

(4)
Qualitative
Research 
Methods (4)

Language 
development and 
early literacy (4)*

Observing A 
assessing young 
children's 
development and 
learning (4)

«i

or
Quantitative 
Research 
Methods (4)

v . Barly childhood 
ore and education 
in India (4)

Developing early 
childhood 
curriculum (4)

s
1
4

1 Elective (4) or
2 elective (2*2 
credits)

Electives (8) \ Elective (4) 
or 2 electives 
(2*2 credits)

•-fr -,

Workshops Self-development • Health A 
nutrition
• Arts and
(-earning in Hariy
Childhood*
• Methods and 
Materials in 
KCCE
• Was« Restarth 
Skills Training (I)

(2) (I)

a
i

l
• Imroduction 
to Statistics in 
Education Q)

Field
Attachment

FA l In diverse 
early childhood 
*ttingsO)

FA 2 In early 
childhood 
education centres

internship 
for MA in 
community (

FA 3 in one 
I'XICE centrei

(8) (2) j

Ol 2)
Dlssertatiofl Dissertation 

Research A vivi(6)
0>)

Total
credits

IB IS 2 IS 14

70 Credits
1

45
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SS'J St" I Appendix-8i
Ambedkar Universit>' Delhi (AUD)

Standing Committee on Academic Programmes (SCAP) 
Minutes of the Meeting held on May 14,fl, 2019

The 45,b Meeting of the Standing Committee on Academic Programmes (SCAP) was 

held on 14th May 2019 in Kashracrc Gate Campus, ADD

The following members were present: 
Prof. Dhirendra Dan DangwaJ 
Prof. Ashmita Kabra 
Prof. Krishna Mcnon 

Prof. Kartik Dave 
Dr. Monishila Hajra Pande 

Prof. Radha Chakravarty 
Prof. Sail) Misra 
Prof. TanujaKothiyal 
Dr. Monimalika Day

Member
Member
Member
Member
Convenor
Member
In the Chair
Member
Member

Regrets:

Dr. Anuj Bhuwania, Prof. Anu Singh Lather, Prof. Praveen Singh, Dr. Santosh Kumar Singh, 
Prof. Suchitra Balasubrahmanyan, Prof. Sitanshu Sekhar Jena, Prof. SumangalaDamodaran, 
Mr. Deepan Sivaraman

Special Invitees: 
Dr. Rukroini Sen

The following agenda items were discussed:

1. To consider the recommendations of the Board of Studies of School of 

Undergraduate Studies for the following:

i. Experiments in Psychology

This is a 4 credit discipline compulsory course to be taken by students who wish to learn the 
experimental method and its application in Psychology. Students will conduct 3 experiments 
in the field of Psychology from the domains of learning, cognition, personality, social 
psychology and child development (any three areas). In the process they will be provided an 
understanding of central concepts of the field such as designing an experiment, conducting 
the experiment, interpreting data collected and communicating the results. Each experiment 
will be written up in the form of a report. The evaluation of the course will include, class test, 
reports on the experiments done, viva voce, and presentations of studies conducted.
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After due deliberation, the SCAI* recommended that the BA Psychology course 
‘Experiments in Psychology’ be placed in (he next meeting of Academic Council for 
consideration.

2. Discuss the recommendation of the report of three member committee regarding 
History course of SUS

i. Caste and Modernity in Colonial India

This course seeks to analyse the historiography of caste, varying perspectives on 
modernity and the manner in which various social categories in India appropriated 
modernity and strove to benefit from it. l;or reasons of brevity, the course focuses 
on the social, cultural and political developments of the 19lh century till 
independence.

Discussion

The SCAP deliberated on the above course and made the following observations:
• The SCAP noted that the above course is a revised version of the existing 

course Caste and Indian Modernity1 which was discussed by the BOS and 
recommended for discussion in SCAP. Members of SCAP deliberated upon it 
and suggested revisions. Consequently, Dean SUS, as the chair of BOS, 
constituted a three member committee to look into the course in detail. 
Following were the members of the committee:
Prof. Sanjay Sharma, Dr. Yogesh Snehi and Dr. Shailaja Mcnon

• The committee recommended the following revisions:
The course outline must address the relation between emergence of caste and 
modernity in India. The temporal dimension of the course needs to be 

highlighted. The title needs to capture the above stated correlalion. Therefore, 
the course can be renamed as ‘Caste and Modernity in Colonial India*.

• The SCAP noted that this course has been transacted earlier under the title 
'Caste and Indian Modernity'. The revised course title ‘Caste and Modernity in 
Colonial India* will be used for future documentation with a separate course 
code.

After due deliberation, the SCAP recommended that the BA History course 
‘Caste and Modernity in Colonial India’ be placed in the next meeting of 

Academic Council for consideration.

(Salil Misra)(Monishita Hajra Pandc) 

Convenor Chairperson
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352
Ambcdkar*Univcrsity.* Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of u Course 
(To be approved by the Academic Council)

* t

Appendix-9i

T School of Undcrmduaic StudiesSchool/Ccntrc proposinR the course__________
Programme^) _
Course title 
(bourse code
Toial Credits _ < <
(,*oursc type (cofc/compulsory/ elect ive/any other
please specify) ______
J.e>d (I>rc«doctorcl/MAtfK} Diploma /CcrtificatcAJ(i)
Proposed date of launch __________
Course coordinator and team

BA Honours Programmes 
__ l;-spcrimcnts in Psychology

SUSiPS70S ^ ^ _ ___
A credits _____ ________________
Core Compulwry

uc;
Monsoon semester, 2017. 
Mnmaths KarolMI

1. I>ocs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUI>?
• This practicum course builds on various rescarehcs discussed in the courses taught in 

previous semesters viz. Understanding Personality, Human Cognition, Social 
Psychology and Understanding Childhood, 'theories in these areas of Psychology that 
are amenable to the experimental method (as detailed later) will be revisited in order to 
learn how to do experimental method to investigate hvpolhcscs,

2. Specific requirements on the part of students whu can be admitted to this course:
(Pre-requis ites; pr ior knowledge lcvc I: a ny others please spec i fy)
• Students w ho passed 3rd semester in Psychology major only.

3. N'o. of students to he admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort si/c is
proptttcd):

d. Total 30 divided into smaller groups ofnot more than 10.

5. Course scheduling (semester; semester* long/ha I f*scmestcr course: workshop mode; seminar 
mode; a ny other - plea sc spec i fy):
Ihc . course starts with lectures ( 3 weeks) that addresses theoretical aspccls of Ihc 
experimental mclhod). Poliowing this, students have to design, execute and report 3 
experiments.

6. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD?

1 £xpenmen!* in Psychology is a course focused on one type of data collection method 
through conducting experiments on live participant* in order to understand human 
functioning better. Objective and systematic approach to gathering information about 
behav iors that will pave a foundation for students to perform scientific research in their later 
educational expedition fit* very well in AUD’s strive for becoming a research oriented 
university. Moreover, experiments a* conducted in the course also attempt to apply 
psyrhology to social issues and social behaviour.
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7. I fou (be crtiiftc ffofc u ffh the specific prvgnmmc(s} where h is hch>g nffcrtfi?
The experimental method *s the backbone of‘'scKmific*’ rsychok>Ry; it «cn ax a method 
bejond compare in the pursuit of objectivity and control over 'variables' to study effects.

(bourse Dclnilxt
o. SummaryfHm is a 4 credit discipline compulsory course to be taken by students who 

wish to learn the experimental method and its application in Psychology. Students wrtf 
conduct 3 experiments in the field of ISychology from the domains of learning, 
cognition, personality, social psychology and child development (any three areas). In the 
process they will be provided an understanding of central concepts of the field such as 
designing an experiment, conducting (he experiment, interpreting data collected and 
communicating the results. Kach experiment will be written up in the form of a report. 
The evaluation of the course "ill include, class test, reports on the experiments done, 
vis’d voce, and presentations of studies conducted.

S.

r

f
t

b. Objectives:I
To enable students int

(
i* • Employ the use of an experiment to investigate u ps^bologka! or social rt.xlity that they 

are attempting to ihcuri/c.
• Develop the capacity to translate research qt»cstiorts into variables and hj'potheses, 

cctkJmci observations, interviews (scale.*/)ests) and other methods to collect data, und 
interpret the data.

• Lcam the key strengths and weaknesses of the experimental method; as well as 
understand the kind of research questions best pursued through this method.

• (.cam how to communicate results of studies conducted via the writing of reportx/draI 
prewiWions.

f

c. fixpccfetf learning outcomes:
Uy the end of the course, students should have obtained

- An understanding of key approaches in conducting experiment- hypotheses, designs, 
data collection, interpretation.

• A capacity to conduct experiments in the field (having gone through the practical 
process a few times), knowledge of experimental designs, ethical concerns in rhe 
conduct of experiments, ability to write and present experiment reports with conceptual 
clarity.

f

i

d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organist ton; outline of each 
module):

Course Content:

lectures: Introduction tn Experimental Psychology

Ibis module will drew a sketch of the movement of Experimental Psychology in the 
disciplinary history, highlight and discuss some distinctive features of conducting 
experiments in human subjects including use of theories, establishing hypotheses and 
designing experiments. 'Die lectures will also covcrquestions related to what kind of

j
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«liilionshj|>.« nn be c\pl<*rert hefween vsirtabtcs Uiing this methwl. voriahles and types. 
,|* contA>K s««nc basic designs Hkc repeated nteasuAts* within subject design, independent 
* measures' between subjects design, AIJA designs nnd their pros and cons. difTerence 

between quasi and inic experiments. CKpcrinicntitl and mundane realism, questions of 
rehab) lily and validity of the method, advantagcs-dhadsaniapc* associated with the method, 
antf cthicat concerns with regard to using this ntethod,

Kspcriments:

v

\

t

I) I-earnrnc
Possible experiments:
4 Impact of assessment styles on learning, hypothesised as MCQ lest will lead to learning 
key concepts and analytical Qs will help the learner in developing clear concepts nnd Ideas.

nffcct of subliminal conditioning (if any) on learning and memory by transmitting 
subliminal message through both audio and visual method, hypothesired as subliminal 
messages can be Imnsmiiicd through subtle audio-visual inputs.

2) Cognition
Possible experiment:
-> Implore pnvhlem solving strategies in code-breaking game, looking At what is a 
problem, types, how to represent and understand a problem, problem solving strategics- 
algorithm A heuristics* nicims<nd analysis, hill climbing method, analogy approach, 
thinking types-eonvergent. divergent, top-down processing, bottom-up processing. f J

y„r3) Personality

4Possible experiments:

ill->Arc ccnain personality trails linked to prosocial behaviors? Consider how traits such as 
kindness, generosity, and empathy might he associated with altruism and heroism.

«
4 Traits and anxicty/depression, traits and subjective well-being.

-^Personality and mate-choice, perceptions of attractiveness.

.Self-esteem studies.

4 PeivmaUty and risk taking.

4) Social Psychology 

Possible experiments:

4UystAndcr Iifleet: Ixam about social rrsponsibilily, pro-sociul behaviour, vshat makes 
people take a stand or respond when they witness injustice.

j

4 Halo Hfleeti

4

)
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IlnvsihnrDc KfTcct:

-> Asch's Conformity study.

25% Ch?s tc?ls f*cbniary,f'»«b beginning.
25% Experiment I: Presentation^ Viva Voce OK Reports. February last week 
25% Experiment 2: Presentations-* Vivo Voce OK RqKins. February' last week 
25% Eijierimonl J:Presentntionx* Vi^-a Voce OR Reports. February last week

References:

1 larris. Peter. 2011. Designing and Reporting lyspcrtmemx in Psychology'. 3rd Edition. Delhi: 
lata MscOraw*! till.

Dearborn. \V. V. (1910). 1 experiments in kaming. Journal of Ethteatloml Pxychtifofgy, 7(7). 
373-388. http^/dx .doi.org/10,1037/hOO?3 5 31

Kun. 1*xcy. 2018. Experiments whh People: Revelations front Social Psychology. 2“^ 
Edition. Nov York: Rouilcdgc.

Md<cod. S. A. (2007). Experimental />jign. Retrieved from 
htlp^Asxvxs'.s im plypsychology. org/cx pertmenlal-designs.ht m 1

9. J'edagogy':
Instructional strategies:lectures, group work, field work.

Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library', 
classnxmVotbcf* instructional space; any other - please specify):

a.

None

b. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside : All Psychology faculty have expertise in teaching 
this course and taking the oral assessment in the end. The course requires an external 
examiner for the end term praclicum examination as well os viva,

c, Linkages with external agencies (c.g.. with field-based organbations, hospital: any 
othws)-oNonc.

i

Mam31 ha Karollil
Signature of Courae Coord inalor(s)
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I l. ModifrtHtiiws on the of dclH)mn<«is fn the board of Studies (or Research Studies 

Gwnmiltcc in Ihc ease of research programmes) and the rrlevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCJl/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due twommtndatlons.

2. ('ore courses which arc meant to be pan of more than one programme, and arc to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Hoards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved In the Hoard of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCRVCI S/SCR of the 
primary School.

3. In certain special eases, where a course don not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAIVSCRVOK/SCR to the Academic Council.

.Recommendation of the School of Studies:

vote:

IIk proposal was discussed by the Hoard of Studies in its
and has been approved in the present form.

meeting held

‘{ijtti'ficjS

dan oT the SchoolSignal u re of ihc I)

' 1

i

I
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Arnbe<1kir UnKc-siK^JJllfi PGH d IXM1 0357
* i
i Proposal n*r Launch of a Course 

(To he npprosvd by Wye Academic Council)• *»
.ScJiooMCcnirc proposing ihc course ScJkx»I of Undergraduate Studies
Pro^miumc(s) 
Counv tide

Pn(ll) History
.(Zostc and Modem it v in Colrminl I ml in
SUSmS457Course co<1c 

TotaK'redils 4
Course type (wrc/compulsory/clcctive/any other- 
ptoisc specify)
Level (Prc-doclond/MA/PG f)ipiomn/CcriincatcAJG) 
t Yoposed d at e of I aurve h

Klectivc

UO
Winter Semester 2013

Course C(M>rdinau>r amJ team Shailnja Me mm

Docs (he cotrrsc connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?I.

Yes. The course hoi Ids up on courses on Modem Indian History taught as part of History 
programme. It also connects with the course Caste in Contemporary India mugtil as part of 
BA Sociology programme.

2. Specific a*ijuiremans on (lie part of students who can he admitted to this course: 
(I’re-rtttuistirs: prior knowledge level: any others - please specify)
None

3, No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort si/c is 
proposed):
As per SUS norms

4. Course scltcdulmg (semester: semester-tongAuIf*semester course: worksltop ntodc; seminar 
mode; any other - please specify):

Wintcr/Semester Inng/tmight course

5. I low does (he course link with the vision of AUD7

Tlte course links with AUD's vision by imparling a historical ns well as critical 
understanding of casic and its relationship with modernity.

6. How docs the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being offered?

7. Course Details:
n. Summary: 7V story of cast* in hutia bai v tong grmy/v It ranges from the most banal 

to the ntost philosophical. A wide sjicctrum of scholars has attempted to understand, 
analyse and deconstruct caste. At dijfcrvnt historical jimctures, ideas of caste haw 
latdcrgone permutations. U wm argued that with the onset of modernity, progress 
rational values, carte would wither awaw Ittc term 'modem' is expressed to tiemarcate 
tlte past from the present, With tlte fyrlvileglng of sciettce, technology' and ratbntiUty by 
Ote Enlightenment, modernity was invested with values creating n binary ‘other ‘ stecf>cd 
in superstition and tradition Ewty society, individual or institution felt compelled to 
acquire tlte abstraction of inottcrnitv. !n Asia, hnin America attd Africa, the exjteriences 
of colonialism mediated tlte abstraction of modernity. Ear the caste ridden hulian 
society, ntndernity, far from hehtg an abstraction ivm something tangible nr // enabled
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scotr.i oftf*' fippinsi'tf ctiinrauMticH'to <*fw///rmrnf.f by ontiksttg the fcgol-juritficflt S\\
iHirnii, oyuiit a b^prot/tia ofjit6\knuf\\ At ottr friYf. /t* w/onui/ p/inwn/rr ,\r/ free the \V‘' \
load iKop/e from trtatn' hixkiuitind fftalitfo** t/ftd oppftc/l etf/ '*">* vhun of yoclotQ ' *
pr**$y*‘ss \hru\T%h tiUtcaiion oiyd owvjj/m£ c*t:pluyment opjHtr^uniths Ti< privihppd 
coftwumtiicjt »oityhi tvfu&t hi the pristine \ntv%\tte<i pcil unahfa to conte to terms with ’ 
modernity whetvot lhe rest ltf)e ontH'ostc hurlfeclutilj) ro^r/i' rourictl moetemlty to 
e,\utbfish a more secular and progressive society- • 7hns. mwlemir\' is driwn with 
contradictions. Despite the nysttir of capitalist dcxYlopmcnt imiwilhuanding. Indian 
.society ix grappling to make of 'semifcttdol and semi-colonial n'tnnonts'. (Gad 
Omwtlt. Seeking lSegx*Pp*m, K/nvyatPO. WOK p.10) Hence, the exjtUdted peopie have 
not relapsed into silence bttf has* challenged the contnu/icthns of nmlcrnlty. As 
Ambedkar Ihis observed, thrmtgftoui its historical trajectory there haw been attempts to 
ann/hl/atc the sufierstnieturc* the edifice of caste brutality'm a precursor to create a 
nfodem (ibend society-

i f: \

itr>
(

- f• . j

b. Ohjcr1iv»:

TbW courte seeks la analyse the historioprophy of cnsie, perspectives on
modemiiy irwl ihc manner in tvhfch various social allegories in India appropriated 
modernity and strove to benefit from it. For reasons ofbmity. the course focu.xr.s on the 
social, cultural/uid/xtl/fltv/ dhrlopMeaft of the l^cewun' /ifl independence

r-
r

c. Kxpectetl learning outcomes:
Slttdcms are CNpectcd to engage extensively with existing historiography on easte and its 
re Litton to modernity in colonial India. This would enable them to get a brooder 
understanding of these categories.i

d. OsentV sfneeftfre (course organisation, rationale of iwganisatioit; outline of each 
module):

(Week M)

I. Caste, Census and Modernity* The colonial state introduced tlte census which influenced tlte 

corpus of knowledge around caste. I low did caste negotiate with modernity through flic prism of 

new outturn I iningifurrics and seebrnan pmcf#e«? 'Ihrs wirs ihe period io which .society witnessed 

rapid transformation through education, «.\v sites of employment, gendered changes, cultural 

symbolisms etc. Ihis i rue ̂ subjectivity will be dealt with rcfcreiKe to atitnhiographical narratives 

comprising both caste and gender.

• TV selected ttrtlcle.s will comprise :
t) Nicholas Dirks, TV Original Caste: Power, History and Hierarchy in South Asia
2) flemani Cohn. The Census, Social Structure mid Objectification hi South A sia
3) Nandini Gooptti, Untouchable Social Mowmcnts in Urban Uttar Pradesh in the Early 
2(f* Century
4) Sumlt Cuba. Civilimtians, Markets onrf .SJrn'frej.* Village Servants hi India from the IT* 
to the 2d* Centuries
3) Ramnarayan Rttwat, Struggle far hlentlties, Chamar Histories ami Politics
Ait Iheje articles are fmm Stand Sorknr and Tanika Sarkar fed) Co Me in Modern India,
Permanent Block 2014

'!
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h) Tanikti Sarkttr. Ifhtiiu Wif*, Himfu^Tiatlon; Rcli^Um, Community. Cutturo! tfationoUsm, 
Prrmanc^n Block. Delhi, a tut Indiam Uniwnily Press. 2OQ0* &
c) Sudesh Vtml tml Kinnkum Senrxnri, fed) Rccastbtg Women: Exsays in Coloniof History, 
Rutgers, 1990
d) A/jn/, B.R. Dcbrah‘)i(mishr£ History: Dominmree ami Rtslstonct' in hufutn Sock tv, 
Delhi: Manolnir Publishers. 200S
e) The autobhgraphicol twnwtives include Om Proiosh Volmikl, "Joothon". UrmUa 
Paxvor, “We Too Mode History: Women In lire Amhedkortlr AfoxementH. fiohy Konihle, 
"Hr Prisons ht Broke

• v//

(Week 5-8)

2. A Iterntrive Soctn.Polilicnl MoliiMzjilion^* 11k colmiit! era tvitneiKed v«ik inicnv 
<Jctv«es around issue* of freedom especially invoking gender (Kg. Sali and Age of Consent) 
and tow caste assertion. 'ITw focus will he on iIk debates ger»erated around these issues by 
Ktja Kam Mohan Koy, Pandiia Ram aha i. Phule, Amhedk&r, I’cris-or and Narayana Gum.
Ihc selected readings will comprise:

a) Keer, Dhananjay Dr. Ambet/kar: Life atrd Mission, edition. Httnhay: Popular 
Prakashan. 1991

h) Cnil Omvedl, Serkinx Beyumpiint, Nasa>^na. 2008
c) Gecla. V ^ Rajadunu. Towartls a Hoo'ttrtihmln Ailllcnnfum: Pnnn Ivuthec Dross to 

Prriyor. Calcutia: Samja.^S
d) Kane ha llliah. Why t Am Hot a Hindu? A Sttdm Critique of Himfatw Culture, ideology 

ond Political Ecottomy. Calcutta; Samyn, 1996
e) Critical Quest publications on Pandito Rantobni. Joiiba Phule, S'armtnm Cunt and 

Peri)xrr
A

i
(Week 9* 12)

«

• A
5. Modernity and its Other* The analysis of Gandhi’s Hind Swaraj and Ambedkar’s. 

Annihilation of Caste
.. ■>

The selected articks/rcadings include.

a) Ciupta Dipankar. Mistaken Modernity: Indio Between Worlds, Harper Collins, 2000 
h) Omvedt, Gail, Datin ond the Democratic Resolution: Dr. Ambedkor attd tire Dalit 

Movement in Colonial India, New Delhi: Sage Publications. 1994
c) Zclliot K lea nor, Prom Untouclrable to DoUt. Essays in the Ambedkar Movement,

Manohar. New Delhi, 1996 f
d) Avijit Palhak, Mian Modernity: Contradictions, Paradoxes and Possibilities, briem 

Blackswan, New l>elhi, 2015
e) Rajni Kothari, Caste in Indian Politics (cd). New I>dhi. Orient Blacks wan. 1970,
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Tentative Assessment schedule uithUAnils of nciishtose:

S.No ))atc/f>cri'Kl in
Assessmrnl will cuke |>]acf 
Sce<md week of Kebnjary

Assessment which Weigh i age

Thmiglit Piece* Class 
Presents kmftlrowp 
dtscussicm

I 30%

2 Take* home assienmem *l1iird week of March 30%
l-od Semester llxam3 As per SUS Schedule 40%

c. Contents (week wise plan with readings):

8. Pedagogy;
tt. Instructional strategies: Class ketmts and discussion

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software studio, lab. clinic, library, 
cbssioomfothcrs instmctional space; any oilier - please specify): NA

c. Expertise in AtJI) faculty nr outside: NA

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with Hcld'bascd organizations, hospital; any 
others): NA

Signature of Cnursc Conrdinatnr(s) 
Note:

1. Mod if real ions on the hosts of deliberations in the Hoard of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the ease of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCFJSCR) shall he incorporated and the revised proposal should he submitted 
to lire Academic Council with dire recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to he part of more than one programme, and arc to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through tl>e Boards of Surdics of tire respective 
Schools. 'Ibe electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of at»d taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCU of the 
primary School.

3. In certain special eases, where ft course docs not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may he submitted through SCA IVSCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its...................
and hns been approved in the present form.

meeting held
on

Signature nf (he Dean uf (he School
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Ambedkar University Delhi (AUD)
Standing Committee on Academic Programmes (SOAP) 

Minutes of the Meeting held on 3rd September, 2019

The 47th meeting of the Standing Committee on Academic Programmes 

(SCAP) was held on 3rd September 2019 in Kashmere Gate Campus, AUD

The following members were present:

Dr Sufesh Babu
Prof. Krishna Menon
Dr. Monishita Hajra Pande
Prof. Praveen Singh
Dr, Anita E Cherian (For Dean SCCE)
Prof. Salil Misra
Prof. Sanjay Kumar Sharma
Prof. Sitansu Sekhar Jena
Prof. Babu P Remesh
Dr. Sunita Singh

Member
Member
Convenor
Member
Member
In the Chair
Member
Member
Member
Member

Regrets: Dean (AS), Dr. Anuj Bhuwania, Prof. Dhirendra Datt Dangwal, Prof. 
Kartik Dave, Prof. Radha Chakravarty, Prof Suchitra Balasubrahmanyan, Dr. 
Santosh Kumar Singh and Prof. Bodh Prakash

Special Invitees:

Dr. Amol Pad wad (Director CELE) and Dr. Krishna K. Dixit 

The following agenda items were discussed:

1. To consider the recommendations of Advisor)' committee of Centre for 
English Language Education (CELE) for the revised CTES1L 
programme:

CELE launched the CTESIL programme to train graduates with good English 
for teaching Basic English proficiency to school children. The course was 
accorded provisional approval by the Academic Council to run on a pilot 
basis with a condition that after the pilot a thorough review should be carried 
out and a revised programme structure should be brought to the SCAP. The 
pilot round of CTESIL took place from September 2018 to January 2019. 
Subsequently, the programme was reviewed first internally by the faculty 
involved in the transacting it and then externally by a Review Committee.

i
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The report of the internal review and the external Review Committee were 
placed before the Advisory Committee of CELE, which considered both 
reports and made recommendations for the revision of the programme.

Accordingly, a revised CTES1L document, along with the programme's 
concept note, report of the review committees and minutes of CELE's 
advisory committee were presented.

The main highlights of the presentation were as follows:

♦ The Review Committee (RC) appreciated the uniqueness of the CTESIL 
programme in the Indian multilingual context and its efforts to create a 
pool of ELT professionals who have a balanced exposure to theory and 
practice by engaging in theorising from practice in a reflective teacher 
education framework.

• The committee strongly felt that there was a mismatch between 
anticipated participant profile and programme objectives, 
participants of the first cohort included eight post graduates, two 
practicing teachers and a teacher educator, in addition to two graduates. 
The initial idea was to pitch the programme for graduates. The 
programme succeeded because majority of the students were post 
graduates. The revised entry point for the programme should therefore be 
postgraduates and not graduates.

The

• There was rigid adherence to the traditionally followed teacher training 
components of methods, materials and assessment. TheRC recommended 
merging these three components and ensuring greater coherence and 
interconnectedness.

• A dedicated team of faculty for CTESIL need to be identified who can 
work in close collaboration.

• Not much in the programme justifies the title Teach English to Speakers 
of Indian Languages. While the course ‘Context of ELE in India’ 
attempts co address some issues concerning design and delivery of 
contextually relevant teaching/leaming events, it has no mention of use of 
LI, bi/multilingualism, NCF, etc. Appropriate and adequate linkage of 
the course ‘Context of ELE in India’ is not visible on other courses, 
which still seem to promote only westera/euro-centric models.

2
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• An English proficiency component may be included under English for 
Teaching* as teachers' language serves as input in the classroom

• It was also highlighted that practicum and practice teaching components 

need to be differentiated and should continue to be an ongoing activity 

and not reduced to an end- of course activity and a too! for only 

assessment.
• Assessment of the programme needs to be restructured; comprehensive 

assessment that makes connections across components needs to be 

designed.
• Suggestions for reading lists were made to address ELE in multilingual 

contexts.
• Instead of following the Methods - Materials - Assessment triad, the 

programme revision committee could consider reassignment of various 

essential concepts and themes.
• The overall duration of the programme needs to be 16 calendar weeks 

including assessments. Efforts need to be made to match the programme 

with the general semester cycle of the university.
•- CTES1L can be further extended to a Diploma (DTESIL) and finally 

developed into a Masters programme in ELE with multiple exit points.
• The revised programme structure was presented under four modules 

• English for teaching English (4 credits), Teaching and Learning in Action
' ' (4 credits), Context of ELE in India (4 credits) and Practice teaching and 

project work (4 credits).

Discussion

♦ The SCAP noted that major revisions were carried out based on the 

rigorous review of the pilot programme. However, it suggested that 
modules instead of courses can cause issues of nomenclature within the 

university and for outside recognition of the certificate. The SCAP 

suggested that the revised modules be presented following the format of a 

course document which allows for greater elaboration of contents and 

mapping of reading 1 ists.
♦ The interconnections between modules need to be explicitly stated in the ' 

document.
♦ Assessment policy document needs to make space for students who may 

not be able to clear all credits.

3
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• CTESIL, when offered, needs to spread over 16 weeks to ensure there is 

enough time for practice teaching and effective transaction of the 

programme.

After due deliberation, the SCAP recommended that the revised 

programme document and courses of CTESIL be placed in the next 

meeting of Academic Council for consideration.

(Monishita Hajra Pande) 
Convenor, SCAP

(Saiil Misra) 
Chairperson, SCAP

A
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Appendrx-12
Rwd AmbtdkaLr Uarmtity, Delhi

CENTRE FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDUCATION (CELE)

AUD/21 •04{2)/CTKS IL/2019 
25th September, 2019

APPROVAL FOR REVISED CTES1L* COURSE
(•Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Indian Languages)

CETS1L programme document was discussed in the SCAP meeting held 
on 03 September 2019 and CELE was asked to make revisions in the 

programme document. Accordingi)*, the programme document is 

revised and submitted herewith. Kindly it may be approved.

9
fig

1<N (Amol Padwad) 
Director, CELE*1$

eiii

M i Pro-VC II & Chairpgraon. SCAF
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Certificate Programme in Teaching English to Speakers of Indian languages (CTESIL)

CONCEPT NOTE

Introduction

AUD has been set up in the national capital with the credo that it would work for equity and 
excellence; that it cannot be second best but has to be world class. A main dimension that is 
in-built in AUD’s institutional philosophy is the commitment to equity and social justice. 
AUD must try and go beyond mere provisioning of equitable access. We must have built-in 
institutional mechanisms for mentoring and nurturing students, particularly in language 
proficiency (say, English), study skills and so on. lo assure success and excel I cnee (AUD 
Concept Note, November 2008).

The Centre for English Language Education (CE1.E) was formally launched at AUD in July 

2018. Four major slrands of its activities have been visualised: one, calering to the English 
language needs of AUD students; two, offering innovative formal programmes for quality 
enhancement of ELE in India; three, to providing for and nurturing professional development 
of ELE practitioners through pre-service and in-service initiatives; and four, undertake 
collaborative research, extension and outreach activities with other institutions, NGOs, 
universities, including those from overseas. While language courses in English proficiency 
and academic English for the UG programmes have been in operation since the inception of 

the University, the Centre now plans to work towards capacity and quality enhancement of 
English teachers, promoting research and innovation in ELE and reaching out to the wider 
ELE community. A specific objective envisaged towards this end is to offer ELE courses to 
prc-scrvice and in-scrvice teachers al DiplomaAJG/PG/PhD levels.

Being a university established by the Delhi slate, AUD is also committed to support the 
quality enhancement of teaching and learning in schools In and around Delhi. As part of this, 
CELE plans to launch outreach initiatives, which will contribute to English proficiency 
enhancement of Delhi government school students.

CELE launched a scmestcr-long programme titled Certificate in Teaching English to 
Speakers of Indian Languages (CTESIL) in September 2018, following detailed consultations 
and planning, as a first in the series of such outreach initiatives. As an allied initiative, a 7- 
day Capacity Building Workshop for Teacher Trainers was conducted in June 2017,which 
aimed to train and induct trainers for CTESIL, and for the English proficiency courses CELE 
proposed run for secondary sludenls in Delhi government schools. The details of the 
philosophy underlying CTESIL, and its formal and structure are presented below.

Background
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Ihe opportunities for someone to train as on English teacher apart from (he formal pre- 
service programmes, like B.Ed nn<i D.El.Ed, ore very limited. There are also hardly any 
trajning options ovoifob/c for (hose who may want to or have to teach English outside the 
format education system, for example, at coaching centres or as private tutors. A considerably 
large number of people end up teaching English without any grounding in pedagogic and 
occupational (raining. In this scenario it is not only the quality of teaching being offered but 
aJso the oebjevemeni of Jeomlng outcomes which are negatively impacted. There is a huge 
gap between the needs of such 'teachers1 of English and the options of relevant professional 
training available to them. The CTES1L programme aims to address this gap by offering 
needs-based and context-specific training to prepare English proficiency trainers.

4

Another important dimension that has been largely unadd/tssed even in formal teacher 
education programmes is the multilingual Indian context in which our teachers and learners 
arc situated. The legacy of the English language rooted in colonization and the subsequent 
developments that have taken place in the Indian ELE seem to have contributed to the neglect 
of this dimension. Going beyond the popular direct method, bilingual method, or even 
communicative approaches, or beyond the limiting notion of’method1 itself, it is imperative to 
create "an awareness that teacher beliefs, teacher reasoning, and teacher cognition play a 
crucial role in shaping and reshaping the content and character of the practice of everyday 
teaching* (Kumoravadivclu, 2003). Further, the teacher in the Indian context would have to 

develop on understanding of the learners and the linguistic repertoire they already have as 
they enter school, and build on it further. Imglish needs to be viewed as o language, which 
has a special historical, political and economic status in India. Discussions around English 
need to problematize the relationship between English and other local languages and try to 
'dc-c1hisc’ the language to provide unbiased and full-Hedged access thus reducing the gap 

between those who know and don’t know English. The phrase 'speakers of Indian languages’ 
in the title of the programme is a specific attempt to acknowledge and value the Indian user 
of different languages while s/he uses English for different purposes in different contexts.

An important dimension of this programme is the way it views theory practice of ELT. A 
significant shift from the 'theory first, practice later’ approach to 'theorising from practice’ is 
envisaged and it will be reflected in all the course content and methodology. To aid this 
integration, a significant amount of actual teaching experience will be included in the 
programme. The English proficiency courses offered to A LTD students ns well ns the special 
proficiency courses for secondary students of Delhi Government schools being offered by 
CELE may act as a ‘lab* for practical teacher training in CTES1L. Teachers will have ample 
opportunities to observe, critique, reflect on and learn from the experience. They will also 
have plenty of time and space to try cut various ideas end methods in aetua} contexts so that 
they get a hands-on experience of teaching English language proficiency. This programme, it 
is hoped, will help to create a cadre of English teachers, who would be able in help CEUV 
AUD in its efforts to promote English proficiency enhancement In Delhi government schools 
and/or other local communities. It may also equip them to design and teach proficiency 
courses outside the formal set up or become entrepreneurs in their own right, setting up their 
own proficiency teaching centres.

t
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Programme Details

Conroe lilie: Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Indian Languages (CTLSIL) 

Duration: 1 semester 

Cohort Size: Max. 30

PaJlicipants, profile: Postgraduates of any discipline with upper intermediate level of English 

proficiency; no previous experience of leaching English (proficiency) required

Broad objective; To prepare postgraduates with good English proficiency for teaching 

English to secondary/ higher secondary students

Potential further extensions: The programme may lead on to the proposed Diploma (DTBSIL) 

and MA (TES1L/ELE) programmes. Potential links are also envisaged with future research 

programmes in ELE.
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Acnbedkar University, Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Programme 
(To be approved by the Academic Couneil)

Centre for English Language Education 
(CELE)School

Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers 
of Indian Languages (CTES1L)Programme Name

Programme Type (Professional/ 
Liberal/ Research/ etc.)
Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG 
Diploma/UG/Certifieate)

Certificate

Total Credits 16

Proposed date of launch September 2018

Programme coordinator and team CELE Faculty

Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted
(Qualifications; prior knowledge /eve), any others - please specify):
Postgraduates of any discipline with equivalent of intermediate level English 
proficiency on CEFR scale

1.

2. Entrance process (test, interview, cut-offs, etc ): 
Entrance test and interviews

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
30 (since the programme involves a lot of practical work and teaching practice)

4. Programme scheduling (semesters; years; whether includes inter-semester breaks or 
not; etc.):
One semester duration

5. What arc the intended aims of the programme?
• To prepare postgraduates with good English proficiency to teach English to 

learners at the secondary/ higher secondary level, who may take up English 
proficiency teaching as employment and entrepreneurial options

• To prepare a potential cadre of trained teachers who can support CELE's 
outreach initiatives for English proficiency enhancement of Delhi school 
students

• To provide a foundation for and promote interest in further and higher studies 
in English Language Education

6. How does the programme link with the vision of AUD?
Language teaching is an area which is neglected in our country despite the fact that 
we have the largest number of English as Second Language (ESL) speakers in the
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world. There are huge aspirations for English both in terras of higher studies and 
better employment as well as upward social mobility. Improving the quality of 
English language teaching is a crucial means of addressing these aspirations. Effective 
courses in English language teaching would lead to the creation of a pool of teachers 
who can moke effective interventions to address English language needs in o variety 
oflndian contexts. This in turn will lead to equitable access to higher education and 
economic integration of a large number of people who aspire to quality English 
language education. This is in direct link with AUD's vision of providing access to 
and success in education with a dear emphasis on equity and social justice.

I'i

i

47. How Is the proposed programme positioned vis-i-vis the programmatic scheme 
envisaged for the School at its inception? How docs the programme link w ith 
o!hcr programme^) °f the School?
CEUi does not yet have any other programmes. However, this programme has 
potential to link with future masters and research programmes which CELE is 
planning to offer. ■« ,

r •4•«

■3
9. Does the programme connect to, build on or overlap w ith any other programmes 

offered in the University? Is it offered In collaboration with any School/Cenlrc at 
ADD (if yes, please specify the nature of collaboration)?
Some components of the programme connect with some elective courses like 261: 
Approaches ami Theories of Language Teaching and teaming and EN 243: Siudy of 
English ianguage offered on the DA English programme, besides courses on 
Multilingualism offered in MA English Education programmes.

-1
f

J

9. How is it positioned in rclntlon to other simitar programmes In the field? ^ 
IGNOU offers distance learning certificate programmes in the teaching of English by 
distance, wfrrch has a very limited practical component. EKLU offers a certificate 
course, again through distance mode, which is primarily targeted at in-service 
teachers and has different prografnmatic objectives. Mo university in India seems to 
offer a specialised Hl.ll programme of this kind for graduates in general. There is a 
severe shortage of scodcmic programmes with concrete and practical ELE focus for a 
large number of people already engaged or likely to be engaged in the teaching of 
English formally and informally. 7he proposed programme is unique in that it is a 
full‘time credited programme, targeted at postgraduates of all disciplines, which 
focuses on the Indian context of teaching and learning English and has a substantial 
practicum component, which takes Into its fold questions around post-method 
pedagogy, con text-sensitivity, reflective teaching and critical modes of approaching a 
multilingual classroom.

10. Is Ihcrt a sufficiently defined body of knowledge and literature to support the 
programme?
ELE is an already established field and there Is sufficiently defined body of 
knowledge and literature to support the programme. The reading lists given m the end 
of each course included in this programme give just a glimpse of the vast knowledge 
base and research literature the field has evolved so far.

HI
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11. What are the professional trajectories that the graduates of the programme may 

pursue?
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The participants who complete this programme may become part of AUD's outreach 
activities, in-house proficiency course teaching, go on to undertake higher studies 
such as Masters in English or Education, do teacher education courses, undertake 
employment as teachers, start entrepreneurial initiatives such as English language 
teaching centres, or work with NGOs and on projects in EI.E in various capacities.

12. Are there sufficient in-house faculty resources available for the programme?
Ihe faculty resources in the CELE including the regular and contractual staff may 
suffice for the conduct of this course. Some external experts may also be invited to 
contribute to the programme implementation.

13. Rationale for the nomenclature of the programme
The programme has used the standard and globally known term TESOI- (Teaching 
English to Speakers of Other Languages) which is clearly recognisable to all 
concerned and adapted it replacing ‘'Other” with “Indian” to clarify the specific focus 
and orientation of the programme.

14. Programme Details:

a. Co n cept (attach concept n ote, i I' needed):
A concept note has been attached at the end of this format.

b. Objectives:
■ To develop participants’ understanding of key concepts, issues and concerns in 

teaching and learning English in the Indian multilingual context
* To enable participants to develop context-sensitive pedagogy, strategics and 

means of teaching English proficiency
• To equip participants with concepts, strategics and means of being reflective 

practitioners and build their capacity to make connections between their practice 
and the contexts of their work

c. Expected learning outcomes:
At the end of Ihe programme participants will be able to:

■ Understand and meaningfully adapt various pedagogical ideas and approaches in 
teaching English proficiency and use key principles and features of various 
methods and approaches and assess their relevance to their own practice

■ Understand and use concepts, tools and strategies of assessment both ofl earning 
and for learning as part of proficiency teaching and assessment

» Understand students' socio-economic background, aspirations and explore 

students' experience of learning English
• Identify strengths of students' learning styles and find appropriate teaching 

material and strategics
• Evaluate their own learning and identify and engage in pathways/ strategies to 

continue learning

d. Overall structure (programme template with course organisation, course titles, 
credits, etc.):
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Practice Teaching Sc 
Project Work 

(2+2*4 credits)

English for (eachiog 
English (4 credits) Teaching and learning in 

action (4 credits)

Context of ELE in 
India 

(4 credits)

Course Credits
Context of ELF, in India 4

English for teaching English 4

Teaching and learning in action 4

Practice Teaching & Project Work 2+2
Total 16

1. Contexts of English Language Education in India (4 Credits)

This four credit course provides a background on the teaching of English in Indian 
multilingual context through three units: English language in India, Key Issues in ELE and 
ELE in Practice

2, Teaching and Learning in action (4 Credits)

This four credit course deals with the basic concepts around language teaching methods and 
materials. This course is divided into three sub units, namely understanding learners, ways of 
teaching and teaching of English language skills.

3. English for Teaching English (4 credits)

Ihis four credit course attempts to prepare the students with necessary knowledge of 
language system to be able to apply it to language teaching. The course is designed around

\
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Ihree sub topics, namely English language awareness, language elements and English for 
teaching.

4. Practice teaching (2 credits) and Project work (2 credits)

Practice teaching: Total of 64 hours of work, which includes at least 15 hours of 
observations, lesson briefing and de-bricfing. reflective discussions and feedback, and 15 
houts of teaching practice of various kinds (classroom teaching, peer teaching, 
microtcaching, etc), while the rest is meant for background study, planning, preparations and 
revisions.

Project work: Students will choose a topic related to one or more of the above mentioned 
modules and work towards a semester end presentation and report. The project work may 
involve researching the context, theoretical exploration, designing and trying teaching/ 
learning activities, etc.

Detailed course outlines arc attached.

15. Teaching-learning:
a. Instructional strategies:

Interactive sessions in workshop mode involving discussions and inquiry around 
a variety of tasks and readings. This will be supported by classroom observations 
and practicum, as well as project assignments, self-study tasks, group discussions 
and hands-on training activities.

b. Special needs for the programme (instructional space: studio, lab, clinic, 
workshop, etc.; equipment, software, any other - please specify):
Room with movable furniture, projector and audio facility, access to real-life 
teaching sites for observations and practice teaching

c. Linkages with external agencies (c.g., with field-based organi^lions, hospital; any 
others):
Access \o schools for practice teaching; linkages with Delhi Government schools

■m

Signature of Programme Coordinnlor(s)/Convenor(s)
Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research 
Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (S CAP/S CP VCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and arc to be 
shared across Schools, need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. 'The electives shared betw'ccn more than one programme should 
have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SC AP/S CP VCE/SCR of the primary School.

Signature of the Dean of the School/ Director of Center

v
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Ambedkar University, Delhi 
Propcftnl for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)

5SchooJ/Ccntrc proposing the 
course

Centre for Hnglish Language Elducation (CHI.H)

Cettificate in Teaching of English to Speakers of 
Indian Languages (CTES/L) Progrnmmeis)

Course title Contexts of HLL in India
Course code
Credits 4
Course type
(corc/compul sory/opt iona l/any 
other - please specify)

Core
r

Uvel (Predoc t ora L/MA/PG 
Di ploma/Certi ficatc/UG) Certificate

September 201 gProposed date of launch
Course coordinator and team CELE faculty

1. Does Ihc course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in . 
AUD?
This course has connections with EN 261: Approaches and Theories of language 
Teaching and Learning offered in 5th semester in BA English programme exposes * 
students to the field of English Language Education (EUO-

2. Specific requirements on the pari of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
Postgraduates in any discipline with btermediate/Bl proficiency os per CEFR

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if low er than usual cohort sire is 
proposed):
30 (rmtrives practice touching, pmcticum and exposure to classroom teaching)

4. Course scheduling (semester; scmestcr-long/half'semeslcr course; workshop 

mode; seminar mode; any other - piewe specify):
Semester long

5. How does the course link w ith the vision of AUD?

Language teaching is an area which is neglected in our country despite the fact that 
wc have the largest number of English as Second language (HSL) speakers in the 
world. There are huge aspirations from English both in terms of higher studies and 
better employment ns well as upward sociai moWtrty. improving the quality of 
English language teaching is a crucial means of addressing these aspirations to a large 
extent. Effective courses in English language teaching would lead to the creation of a 
pool of teachers who can make effective interventions to address English language 
needs in a variety of Indian contexts. 'Hus in turn will lead to equitable access to 
higher education and economic integration of a large number of people who aspire to 
access quality English language education. This is in direct link with AUTTs vision of

*>
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providing ccccss to and success in education with n dear emphasis on equity nnd 
social justice.

6. How does Ihc course link with the specific pro£r*mmc(s) where It is being offered?

In c certificate coura in teaching of English such as CTRSIL which is aimed nt 
equipping teachers to engage with Indian classrooms, a course in Contexts of RLE in 
India aims at equipping students with content knowiedge of English language, 
contexts of RLE in the Indian context, and prepare the participants for (caching 
English.

The atm of this course is to offer a broad view of linglish language teaching and 
learning in India especially in government schools. The purpose is to make 
participants aware about the contexts of English leaching and teaming. It is assumed 
that this course will facilitate in making sense of other core courses such as methods, 

. materials and a
participants lo situate other courses in the Indian context and make relevant 
connections between the learning on other courses and the realities around them.

i
mem of English Language teaching, 'fhis course will enable the •

i r,
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t 7. Course Del*ih: All headings to he filled 

&. Summary"

«i

Ihc course on exploring contexts of English Language Teaching (ELT) and learning 
in India is essential for anyone who aspires to teach language in the Indian context.

' This course will build on the experience of participants as learners and as teachers (in 
some eases) and then lead participants to reflect on (he key issues of ELT in India. 
The course will be transacted in participatory mode. Ihc content of the course 
includes history and status of English in India, ELT practices, expectations of major 
stakeholders such as students, teachers, parents, institutions etc., issues and challenges 
of ELT like large classes, paucity of rcsoruces, availability of online resources etc. It 
will also discuss the multilingual situation in which English is learnt in Indian 
classrooms.

i

\

b. Objectives:

The main objectives of the course art:
• Enable participants to explore and reflect on the contexts of Indian ELT
• Understand the specific contextual features of Indian English Language 

Education (ELL) and their relevance in (caching proficiency courses
• Develop an understanding of the complex factors present in a multilingual 

Indian classroom (caching context
r

c. Expected learning outcomes:
By the end of the course it is expected that participants will have gained the required 
(for teaching proficiency) knowiedge and information about English language 
teaching and learning contexts in India. This knowledge, in turn, will help participants 
in planning and delivering appropriate courses / lessons in language proficiency.

i
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c. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation: outline of each

unit)
Unit 1: English language in India

The focus of this unit is on enabling (he participants to look at the Knglish 
language through a critical perspective. TTic key themes include:

• History of English language in India
• English in education, employment, cross-cultural communication
• Educational policies (especially NPE 2019)

Readings:

The course draws on chapters from the following sources.

Kri shuns warn y, N. and L. Krishnaswomy (2006) 77re Story of in India. 
New Delhi: Foundation Books.

MHRD (2019) National Education Policy. Available online at www.mhrd.gov.in.

Unit 2: Kev Issues in BLR in India

The focus of this unit is on exploring emergent issues in HU; in the Indian 

context. Main topics include:

» Bilingualism, multilingualism and translanguaging
• English as a means of sbeial justice
• English as a prestige language or cultural/human capital

•'i
• « 4 < '
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Readings:

Anand, S. (1999) Sanskrit, English and Dalits. Economic andPoHrlcat Weekiy, July, 
2053-2056.
Anderson, J. and A. Ughtfoot (20IS) Translanguaging practices in English 
classrooms In India: Current perceptions and future possibilities. Available online at 
https^/www.mndfonline.coir^doi/Aill/10.1080/13670050.20111.1548558.
Aslam, M. (1995) Needs analysis of the Indian learners of English. In R. Agnihotri 
and A. I,. Khanna (Eds.) English language Teaching In India: Issues and 
innovations. New Delhi. Sage.
Graddol, D. (2010) English Next: India. New Delhi: British Council. India.
Tickoo, M. L. (2012) Indian ELI at sixty plus: An essay in understanding. The 
Teacher Plus, 12, 1-7.
Verma, S. K. (1994) The teaching of English in India: Focus on functions and 
objectives. Vallabh Vidyanagor H. M. Patel Institute of English Training and 
Research.

http://www.mhrd.gov.in
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Unil 3: ELE in Practice

The Toeas of this unit is on raising awareness of the participants about the 
emergent issues in ELE in India. The key themes include:

• Change and innovation in the Indian ELE (in terms of methods, materials, 
and assessments)

• Rise of English as medium of instruction
• Textbook-centered and exam- oriented teaching and learning
• Varied contexts of ELE (classrooms, coaching classes, online, self-study 

etc.)
• Varied kinds of materials and resources for leaching and learning English

Readings:

Krishnaswamy, N. and T. Sriraman (1995) English Teaching in India: Past, present 
and future. In R. Agnihotri and A. L. Khanna (Eds.) English Language Teaching in 
India: Issues and innovations New Delhi. Sage.

Prabhu, N. S. Q995) Attempting Educational Change. Vallabh Vidyanagar: H. M. 
Patel Institute of English Training and Research.

Tickoo, M. L. (1997) Towards an alternative curriculum for acquisition-poor 
environments. In R. Agnihotri and A. L. Khanna (Eds.) Second Language 
Acquisition: Socio-cuitural and linguistic aspects of English in India. New Delhi: 
Sage.

Assessment structure* (modes and frequency of assessments):

Period in which the 
assessment willS. Assessment WeightageNo.

take place
4,n week of theAssignment 1 (focused on 

classroom sessions, readings, 
practicum and practice 
teaching)

L 30%
course

8^ week of the 
course

2. Assignment 2 (focused on 
classroom sessions, readings, 
practicum and practice 
teaching)

30%

3. Class Test l^ast week of the 
course

40%

* Assessment situations and weightage may vary depending on cohorts

a. Instructional strategies: How it is taught? Interactive sessions in workshop mode 
involving discussions and inquiry around a variety of tasks and readings. This will be

Is



supported classroom obscrvatit>ns in real classrooms and practicum to apply theory 
to practice.
b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify): Room with 
mo\able furniture, and AV facility
c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: CEI.E faculty
d. Linkages with external agencies (c.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
others) access to schools for practicum; linkages with Delhi Government schools

Signature of Course Co 
Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research 
Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should 
base been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:

Signature of tbe Dean of the School
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Ambedkar University, Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)

Centre for English Language Education 
(CELE)SchoolVCentrc proposing the course

Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers 
of Indian Languages (CTESIL)Programmers)

Teaching and Learning in actionCourse title

Course code

Credits 4 credits
Course type
(core/compulsory/optional /any other)

Compulsory

Level (Predoctoral/MA/PG 
Di ploma/Cerli fi cate/UG) Certificate

Proposed date of launch September 201$

Course coordinator and team CELE faculty

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses in AUD?
The course EN 261: Approaches and Theories of Language Teaching and Learning 
offered in 5th semester in BA English programme exposes students to the field of 

English Language Education (EI.E).

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Prc-rcquisites; prior knowledge level*; any others - please specify) 
postgraduates in any discipline with B1 proficiency as per CEFR

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort si^o is 
proposed):
30 students (involves practicum and exposure to classroom teaching)

4. Course scheduling (semester; semester-1 ong/half-semestcr course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other - please specify): Semester long

5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD?

language teaching is an area which is neglected in our country despite the fact that we 
have the largest number of English as Second Language (ESL) speakers in the world. 
Effective courses in language methodology would lead in the creation of a pool of 
teachers who can make effective interventions to address English language needs in a 
variety of Indian contexts. This in turn will lead to equitable access to higher education 
and economic integration of a large number of people who aspire to access quality 
English language education.

6. How does the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being offered?
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In a ccrtificeic course in leaching of English such as (TniSlL which i$ aimed at 
equipping teachers to engage with Indian classrooms, a course focusing on English 
Language Teaching (LL’l") methodoiogy and malcriah questioning the dominant 
practices and attempts 10 explore context sensitive pedagogy forms the core component.

7. Course Details:
ft. Summary:

Through this course, participants will be involved in an inquiry around the questions of 
language teaching methodology and materials to reflect, critique, explore and synthesise 
a sound understanding of major approaches and methods of language teaching. .The 
course is based on a reflective model of teacher education to encourage participants lo 
reflect on their past experiences as a language learner and engage in real class teaching 
and observation to arrive at their osvn personal theories of action. Participants will often 
be encouraged to evaluate a number of different options and choose the one which is 
context sensitive based on their experiences as part of the pmetitum. This course aims at 
developing reflective and self-critical modes of approaching a language classroom. The * 
first unit begins with an overall discussion around the importance of situating the learner 
in the classroom. 'I'hc second unit engages with questions around methods, approaches 
and techniques and alms at developing a critical understanding of these to arrive at a 
context sensitive, learner centric pedagogy for HIT through classroom engagement. It 
also reveals the intricate connection between method and materials in language teaching. 
The third unit focuses on the teaching of four language skills (Listening, Speaking. 
Reading and Writing) and language elements (Grammar and Vocabulary). These units 
will be closely tied lo the practicum which will also involve lesson planning, classroom 
observations and leaching in classrooms, „

»
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b. Objectives:
. * Develop an understanding of the key concepts in ELT methodology through a process 

of inquiry and reflection
f Familiarise participants with techniques and ways of materials evaluation using the 

parameters ofappropriocy. suitability, cultural context, cognitive levels etc. 
a Understand the importance of local languages while adapting materials and while 

transacting them in teaching English proficiency 
1 Equip participants to critically engage with various approaches and methods in 

language teaching and to develop context sensitive pedagogies 
a Familiarise participants with basic ideas about assessment and feedback in language 

teaching-and-teaming

•f,

<

*
c. Expected teaming outcomes:
At the end of the course participants will be able to:
1 Exhibit an understandingof importance of I earners* context in language teaching
• Meaningfully engage with the key concepts in HIT methodology and develop an 

understanding of how they operate in classrooms
• Understand the key principles and features of various methods and approaches and 

assess their relevance to the participants* own classroom practice
• Evaluate and choose context sensitive materials to match intended learning objectives 

a Conduct assessment and offer feedback t
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d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of units)

This course is organized around three units: Understanding Learners, Ways of Teaching 
and l eaching of English Language Skills. Each unit deals with various aspects of 
language teaching and learning. The rationale behind such an organization assumes that 
theory and practice need to go hand in hand in an experiential, reflective framework for a 
holistic understanding of language teaching methodology.

Unit !.* Understanding Learners
■ Understanding learner’s context (socio-economic background, aspiration, image of 

English)
■ learners' experience of learning English (reviewing material used, lime, engagement, 

resources etc.)
* Opportunities and ciiallenges in teaming (reviewing the existing practices)

Unit 2: Ways of teaching and assessing
■ Understanding methods, approaches and techniques
■ Use of LI and other languages in classroom

, ■ Student-centered teaching
■ Identifying and adapting appropriate materials / resources to match lesson objectives •
■ Teacher and learner roles in classroom interaction
■ Feedback and error correction 

• Types and ways of assessment c

Unit 3: Teaching and assessing of English Language Skills
• Teaching (Indian) English speech system
■ Teaching English skills: Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing (LSRW)
• Vsc of technology in teaching- learning English
■ Evaluating and adapting materials for teaching of skills
■ Teaching of grammar in context
■ Teaching of vocabulary in context
■ Assessing English skills, grammar and vocabulary

Each of the above units will integrate ways of working at goals, objectives and details of 
lesson planning. The participants will be involved in classroom observations and 
teaching to explore the above approaches, methods and techniques in real class settings 
thereby making strong connections between theory and practice.

The course may draw chapters/arti cl cs and tasks from the following sources:

Agniholri, R.K.(2010). Multilinguality and Teaching of English in India. EfL Journal 
1:1. The English and Foreign Languages University, Hyderabad.
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Harmcf. J. (2015). The practice of English Language Teaching (4th billion). Ixjndon: 
Pcarson-Longmon.
Cclcc-Murcia, Mafiaruic, Brinton, Donna, and Snow, Ann.(2Q0l),Teachlng English as a 
second and foreign language. New York: Heinle and Heinlc.
Larwn-l’rccman, Diane. (2000). Techniques and principles In language teaching, 
Oxford: OUP.
Prabhu, N. S. (1990). Language Teaching Materials: A support or a constraint? The 
Journal of English language Teaching, 25/6.
Tanner, Rosie., and Green, Catherine^ 199$). Tasks for teacher education: A reflective 

approach. Essex: Pearson Education limited.
Ur, P.(20I2). A course In English language teaching. Cambridge: CUP.

Supplementary readings

1. Agnihotri.R.K. and Khanna.A.I,.( 1994). Second Language Acquisition: Socio- 
Cultural and Linguistic Aspects of English in India. New Delhi: Sage.

2. K umma vad i velu, B, (2003). Beyond methods: Macrostrategies for language teaching. 
Ne>v 1 laven and l^ondon: Yale University Press.

3. Nunan.D, (1989). Designing tasksfor the communlcatlx'c classroom. Cambridge:
CUP

4. R ichards, J. C., and Theod ore S. R .(2001) Approaches and methods in language 
teaching. Cambridge: CUP.

5. Tomlinson. B. (1999): Developing criteria for evaluating L2 materials. IATEPL 
Issues 47, March.

6. Tomlinson,B. and Masuhara,H.(201 $). The complete guide to the theory and practice 
of materials de\Tlopmenr for language learning. New Jersey: Wiley A Sons

7. Tickoo, M. L. (1994) Towards an A1 temati ve Curricul urn for Acqu i si t i on * Poor 
Environments, In R. K. Agnihotri and A. L. Khannn (Eds.) Second language 
Acquisition: Socio-Cultural and Linguistic Aspects of English in India. New Delhi: 
Sage. 317.332.

8. Tickoo, M. L (2003) Teaching and Learning English: A sourcebook for teachers and 
leachcr-trainm. Hyderabad: Orient DJackswan.

9. Tickoo, M.L (2009). Teaching and learning English: A sourcebook for teachers and 
teacher-trainers. Hyderabad: Orient BlackSwan.

Assessment structure* (modes and frequency of assess men Is):

Period when assessment 
will take place

S. Weigh tageAssessment
No.

v.
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Assignment 1 (focused on 
classroom sessions, readings, 
practieuxn and practice 
teaching)

1. 4-5’h week 30%

Assignment 2 (focused on 
classroom sessions, readings, 
practicum and practice 
teaching)

2. 8-901 week 30%

3. Class Test Semester end 40%

* Assessment situations and weighioge may vary depending on cohorts

8. Pedagogy

a. Instructional strategies: How it is taught? Interactive sessions in workshop mode involving 
discussions and inquiry around a variety of tasks and readings. Ihis will be supported by 
classroom observ ations in real classrooms and the practicutn component of the programme to 
apply theory to practice.

. ?*.■

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terras of so A ware, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify): Room with movable 
furniture, projector and sound facility

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: Background in English Language Education (£LE)

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any others) 
access to schools for practicum; linkages with Delhi Government schools

yw>>
Wajvw. 6U\cL) 

Signature ©{'tourse 
Note:

4. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research 
Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAP/SCPVCH/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

5. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should 
have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR oflhe primary School.

6. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

iJV'
M
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Ambedknr University, Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School/Centre proposing the 
course Centre for English Language Education (CELE)

Progratnme(s) CTESIL

English for Teaching EnglishCourse title

Course code

Total Credits 4 credits

Course type (core/compulsory/ 
eleclivc/any other - please 
specify) 

Compulsory

I^vel (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG 
Diploma /CcrtificateAJG) Certificate

Proposed date of launch

Course coordinator and team CELE Faculty

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses in AUD?
This course has links with Study of English Language {EN 243) course in BA English 
programme.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
Postgraduate in any discipline with B1 proficiency as per CEFR

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
30 (involves praclieum and exposure to actual classroom teaching)

4. Course scheduling (semester; semestcr-long/half-semcstcr course; workshop 
mode; seminar mode; any other - piease specify);
One semester

5. How does the course link with the vision of AUD?
Following AUD's vision of offering quality education based on the principles of 
equity and justice. CELE has decided to initiate this certificate programme for 
capacity building of graduates for teaching English proficiency course. It is envisaged 
that graduates equipped with knowledge and skills of teaching English language will 
facilitate English proficiency among school leavers of Delhi government schools, who 
in turn, conjoin AUD for their higher education.

6. How docs the course link with the specific progmmme(s) where it is being 
offered?



The oim of the prognmme is to equip gntdudtes (with teaching aptitude) uith 
knowledge and skills for (caching English proficiency 10 school leavers (Class 9. 10. 
and 11). As prospective teachers of English proficiency, the candidates need an 
improved awareness of the English language systems lo work effectively. Since 
English language is both the medium and the subject of their work, these teachers will 
have enhanced subject content knowledge from this course in addition to pedagogic 
content/ strategic knowledge offered in other courses.

7. Course Details: AH headings to be filled 

n. Summary:
The course on language awareness is essential for anyone who aspires to teach 
language, 'this course is a blend of elements or aspects of language (such as grammar, 
phonetics, morphology etc.), language skills (for example, speaking and writing), and 
metacognitive strategies which allow' students to reflect on the nature of language and 
its acquisition. The key areas covered in this course include spoken and written 

‘ language, grammar, and phonetics. The aim is to make participants aware of form, 
function, and use oflanguage in any given contexts.

r
i

«b. Objectives:
The main objectives of the course arc to enable the participants to

• Explore and reflect on elements oflanguage in general
• Explore how to incorporate language awareness into teaching
• Understand and practise the form, function and meaning dimensions of 

language use

.. •- •>

m
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c. Expected (coming outcomes:
By the end of the course it is expected that participants will hove gained the required 
(for teaching proficiency) knowledge and information about Einglish language. It is 
assumed that awareness about language wall help participants in incorporating 
language awareness aspect in their teaching activities.
d. Overall stnjcturc
The course begins with an exploration of the sound system of English language. The 
second unit focuses on morphology and syntax thereby strengthening their 
understanding of English vocabulary and grammar. Tire final unit focuses on the 
classroom language which acts as language input for learners. The basic working 
principle in enacting this course would be exploring and exploiting participants* 
experience of language use including the exploration of how Imglish is used in Indian 
context. 1he content of the course and discussion around (he issues of form, function 
and meaning will be rooted in the Indian context and refer to Indian varieties of 
English.

<
i

i
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Unit I: English language Awareness
■ Phonetics and sounds of language
• English speech system
* Accents and varieties of spoken English in India
■ Stress, rhythm and intonation

i

Dll

Unit 2: Language dements;
i
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■ Vocabulary — word formation processes, productive and receptive use, dictionary 
work

1 Grammar — basics of English grammar (familiarizing with meta language for 
teaching English)

• Syntax : Types of sentences, basic sentence patterns and tense and aspect systems 
1 Form, function and meaning
• Correctness and appropriateness

Unit 3: English for Teaching
■ Importance of teacher talk
■ Classroom instructions: Task design and setting
■ Question types and classroom discourse
■ Feedback (strategies, oral, written, follow-up etc.)
• Language of facilitation (taking students* into confidence, study skills, counselling, 

mentoring etc.)

Assessment structure*:

S. Period when assessment 
will take placeAssessment Weigh tage

No.
Assignment l (focused on 
classroom sessions, 
readings, practicum and 
practice teaching)

,9 1 «
6-7lh week *30%1 1

Assignment 2 (focused on 
classroom sessions, 
readings, practicum and 
practice teaching)

9-10* week 30%2

At the end of the course 40%Class Test3

* Assessment situation and vveightage may be subject to change; panicipants will be 
informed about the final schedule at the beginning of the course.

8. Pedagogy

a. Instructional strategies: How it is taught?
This is a task-based course where students will leam through various activities. An 
Interactive, collaborative approach will be adopted that will allow students 
opportunities to critically engage with English language.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify):
A classroom with a good audio/video system required without any fixed furniture 
so that student movement is not curtailed.

C. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: CELE faculty and outside experts

d. Linkages with external agencies (c.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
others)

'0^
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Prociicum invoKnng participants to teach real students

Readings may consist of specific ncerpl*/chapten to be drawn from the following list:

Primary reading list:

A ilc hi son, J. (2003). Lingf/jjf/cj. ]x>ndon: If odder and Stoughton.
Andrews, S. (7007). Teacher fanguage Awareness. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
Carr. P.(20I3). English Phonetics and Phonohgy.UX: Wiley-Blackwcll.
Carter, R.. & McCarthy, M. (2006)* Cambridge Grammar of English: A comprehcnsixr 
guide: spoken and wrifien English grammar and usage. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press.
Celce-Murcia, M., & Ijusen*Freeman, D. (1998). 77ie Grammar Book: An ESMEFL 
Tcadter's Cpurse. (2rxJ lid.). Boston: Hcinlc£Heinle.
Dhamija. P, and J.Sethi.(2006) A Course in Phonetics and Spoken English.?* cd. New Delhi: 
Prentice-Hall.^^” ^ • • —.
Kelly, G. (2000). Howto Teach Pronunciation, [.ondon: Longman.
Poldauf,,1.(1984). English Ward Stress. Oxford: Pcrgamon press.
Rahman, T, (2010). A Genera! introduction to Linguistics. New Delhi: Orient Blackswnn. 
Nation, I.S.P. (2001). Learning Vocabulary in Another Umguage. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press.
Yule, G. (2010). The Stuff}1 of Language. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

r
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Supplementary reading list
CeJce-Murcia, M, A OJshiaia R (2000). Discourse and Context in Language Teaching: A 
guide for language teachers. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Cullen, R. (1994). Incorporating a language improvement component in teacher training 
programmes. English Ixinguage Teaching Journal. 48(2), 162-172. —
Culpeper, J., Katamba, F„ Kcrswtll, P., Wodak, R., & McEnery, T. (Eds.). (2009). English 
language: Description, Variation and Context. Basingstoke: Pnlgrave Macmillan.
Cutting, J. (2014). Pragmatics: A resource book for students. (3rd ed.). I^ondon: Routledgc. 
Cutting. J. (2015). language and Context in TESOL Edinburgh: l*dinburgh University Press. 
Glasgow; G. P. (2008). Teacher Language Awareness. English language Teaching Journal, 
62,322-324.
James, C. and P. Garrett ()99\) Language Awareness in the Classroom. I^ndon: Routledgc. 
Wray, A. (2002). Formulaic Language and the Lexicon. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press.
Kasper, G., & Rose, K.R. (2002). Pragmatic Development in a Second Language. Oxford: 
Blackwell.

•n

Signature of Course Coo 
Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research 
Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall he incorporated and the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and arc to be 
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should
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have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the primary School.

3. In certain special eases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:

Signature of the Dean of (he School/Director of the Centro
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Arabedkar University, Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)

Centre for English Language Education 
(CELE)School/Centre proposing ihe course

Certificate in Teaching of English to Speakers 
of Indian Languages (CTESIL)Program me(s)

Course title Practice Teaching and Project Work
Course code
Credits 4
Course type
(core/ eompul sory/optional/any 
other - please specify)

Cor?

I-evel (Predoctoral/MA/PG 
Diploma/Certificate/UG) 
Proposed date of launch

Certificate

September 2018
Course coordinator and team CELE faculty

5' Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in 
AUD?
This course has connections with EN 261: Approaches and Theories of Language 
Teaching and Learning offered in 5th semester in BA English programme which 
exposes students to the field of English Language Education (ELE).

6. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to thi* course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
Postgraduates in any discipline with Intermediate/Bl proficiency as per CEFR

7. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
30 (involves practice leaching, practicum and exposure to classroom teaching)

S. Course scheduling (semester; semester-long/half-semester course; workshop 

mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify):
Semester iong

5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD?

Language teaching is an area which is neglected in our country despite the fact that 
we have the largest number of English as Second Language (ESL) speakers in the 
world. There are huge aspirations from English both in terms of higher studies and 
better employment as well as upward social mobility. Improving the quality of 
English language teaching is a crucial means of addressing these aspirations to a large 
extent. Effective courses in English language teaching would lead in the creation of a 
pool of teachers who can make effective interventions to address English language 
needs in a variety of Indian con lex is. This in turn will lead lo equitable access to 
higher education and economic integration of a large number of people who aspire to
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occe$s quality English language education. This is in direct link with AUD's vision of 
providing access to and success in education with a clear emphasis on equity and 
social justice.

6. How docs the course link with Ihc specific programmers) where it is being 
offered?
In n certificme course in teaching of English such as CTES1L which is aimed al 

equipping postgraduates as Hnglish proficiency teachers it is essential to provide field 
exposure, hands-on training and experience of teaching in authentic situations.
The aim of this course is to offer actual and authentic experience to participants to 
develop understanding of (he complex factors which shape a language classroom. 
Another purpose is to offer participants opportunities to connect theory with practice.r*

7. Course Details: All headings to be filled 
a.' Summary: ‘ » -

Practice teaching and project work as arc seen as powerful ways of developing in 
the would-be professionals a balanced understanding of theory and practice.
In practice leaching participants will engage in classroom Observation using 
observation grids, take part in micro teaching, individual teaching and team 
teaching in authentic situations to experiment, apply and develop a range of 
techniques, strategics and skills, as well as insights and lessoas, related to the 
practice of teaching.
In the project work participants will choose a topic from any of the courses of the 
programme and. conduct on exploration or intcrcvenlion or both related to one of 

1 more aspects of the topic. This will culminate in a project report and/or 
presentation which may exhibit their ability to make connections between theory 
and practice, as well ns some skills of carrying out explorations and interv entions.

r
w

h

b. Objectives:

■ Provide real-life experience of observing lessons and teaching in classrooms 

" Enable participants to use practice teaching experience to make sense of the 
learning in other courses of the programme

* Provide opportunities to deepen their learning about teaching through practice
* Consolidate and demonstrate (he understanding about teaching through project 

work

h*
4
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b. Expected teaming outcomes:
At the end of the course participants will be able to:

* Plan, prepare and teach proficiency lessons for students
* Critically observe lessons and articulate their understanding of the strengths and 

weaknesses vis-A-vis pedagogic goals
* Plan and carry out exploration and/or intervention on an aspect of leaching 

through the project work
■ Produce a written report and/or oral presentaion of its outcomes making 

connections with theoretical inputs from other courses of C7ES1L c

1
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■ Identify channels and resources tc^continue learning about teaching

c. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each unit)

This component is divided into two parts - practice teaching and project work with a 
weightage of two credits each.

Practice teaching is a crucial component of teacher preparation for leaching by practical 
training. It is the practical use of teaching methods, teaching strategies, leaching principles, 
and teaching techniques. The purpose of teaching practice is to provide the participants with 
an opportunity to apply their pedagogical knowledge and skills in practice. The focus areas 
and approximate amounts of time* for each are as below:

• Practice teaching in classroom (individual)
• Team leaching and peer leaching
• Classroom observations
• Post lesson reflective discussions
• Preparation for leaching practice

Total
“The actual number of hours spcnl on each eomponcnl may slightly vary as necessitated by 
circumstances.

10 hours 

10 hours 

10 hours 

10 hours 

24 hours
164 hours
I

The overarching objective of the project work is to enable the participants to consolidate their 
learning in classroom and practice teaching and to become exploring and inquisitive teachers. 
In oilier words, the participants would be led towards a demonstration of making connections 
between classroom training and practice teaching. The participants are required to work on 
project throughout the course and submit a detailed written report and also present it to the 
class towards the end of the programme. In this component ihe key topics include:

• Identification of a topic/arca for exploration and/ or intervenlion
• Preparing a plan of work to carry out the proposed exploration/ intervention wilh ihe 

support of tutors and peers
• Conduct the exploration/ intervention againsl the backdrop of learning in the 

programme and appropriate literature
• Prepare and present a report in the written form and as an oral presentation

Assessment structure* (modes and frequency of assessments):

Period in which the 
assessment will 

take place
WeightageS. No. Assessment

2nd week onwardsLesson Planning and classroom 
observation

) 20%
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2 Practice Teaching 4° week onwards 20%

3 Various ways of teaching (peer 2 week onwards 
(caching, microteaching, team 
teaching etc.)

20%

4 Project work - Report writing 
and /or presentation

Ijist week of the 
programme

40% • i

4
i|►

ik
k*- Teaching-learning:

Q. Instructionol strategics:
Imemctive sessions in workshop mode involving discussions and inquiry around a 
variety of tasks and readings. This will be supported by classroom observations in 
real classrooms and praclicum, as well as project assignments, self-study tasks, 
group discussions and hands-on training activities.

b. Special needs for the programme (instructional space: studio, lab. clinic, 
workshop, etc.: equipment, software, any other - please specify):
Room with movable furniture, projector and audio facility, access to schools and 
other locations for observation and practice teaching

c. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital: any 
others):
Access to schools for procticum; linkages with Delhi Government schools

*4

T

*
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V
Signature of Programme Coordinalo^f?i)/O5nvermr(s) 
Note:

2. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in (he Board of Studies (or Research 
Studies Committee In the ease of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAP/SCPVCR/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

3. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and arc to be 
shared across Schools, need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools, '(lie electives shared between more than one programme should 
have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through (he 
SCAP/SCPVCK/SCR of the primary School.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:
I

Suggestions: j
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Ambedkar University Delhi

Centre for English Language Education (CELE)

Admissions and Assessment Policy for the programme 

Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Indian Languages (CTESIL)

The Centre for English Language Education (CELE) has initiated a Cerlilicate programme in 
Teaching English to Speakers of Indian Languages (CTESIL). The programme is targeted at 
postgraduates in any discipline who will be trained in teaching basic English language 
proficiency to school leavers. The programme, revised in consultation with the Advisory 
Committee and following a review of the pilot round. It will be transacted in a facc-to*face 
and in blended mode. It also includes a component on practice teaching and project work.

Admissions

The applications received will be verilied for eligibility. The eligibility will be: )

a. Postgraduation with 50% marks (45% for SC and ST) in any discipline
b. Performance in teaching aptitude test (a minimum of 60% for non-reserved candidates 

and 45% for SC and ST candidates)

Note; The programme will be offered only when a minimum (15 or more) number of 

candidates are admitted. The maximum seats are 30. Reservation policy as applicable to 
other A.UD programmes will apply.

yy
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Assessment

The CTESIL programme in due course would link-up to a masters programme that CELE 
will design and offer after due approvals. The link-up is envisaged in terms of accumulation 

of a certain number of credits which could be carried forward to masters programme. Till the 
time such a programme is designed and rules for credit accumulation arc formulated, this 
programme (namely, CTESIL) will be offered as a stand-alone programme leading to a 
transcript and a cerlilicate issued to only those candidates who complete the following 
requirements:

a. Minimum of 70% attendance in training classes and practice teaching
b. Minimum of 40% marks in each course
c. Overal 145 % marks

Besides these, the AUD assessment policy as applicable to the other masters courses will be 
adopted for this programme.
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Appendix-13n..

Ambcdkar University Delhi (AUD)
Standing Committee on Academic Programmes (SCAP)

Minutes of the 48fh meeting of the Standing Committee on Academic 

Programmes (SCAP) was held on 11 December 2019 and its adjourned 

meeting held on 17 December 2019 in Kashmcrc Cate Campus, AUD

The following members were present:

Prof. Dhirendra DattDangwal
Prof. Krishna Menon
Prof. Kartik Dave
Or Monishita Hajra Pandc
Prof. Pravccn Singh
Shri Dccpan Siv<iraman
Prof. Radha Chakravarly
Prof. Suehlira Bala.subrahmanyan
Prof. Salil Misra
Prof, Sanjay Kumar Shanna
Prof. A mol Pad wad (tor Dean SUS)
Dr. Santosh Kumar
Prof. UabuP Remesh

Member
Member
Member
Convenor
Member
Member
Member
Member
In the Chair
Member
Member
Member
Member

Regrets: Prof. Anu Singh Lather, Dr. Suresh Babu, Dr, Anuj Bhuwania, Prof. Sitansu Sekhar 
Jena, Prof. Babu P Remesh and Dr. Sunita Singh could not attend the meeting on 11.12.20 J 9.

Special Invitees (on 11.12.2019)

Dr, Anirban Scngupta, Dr. Moggallan Bharti, Dr. Gulshan Bano, Dr. Awadhesh Jripathi, 
Prof, Gopal Ji Pradhan, Dr. Sunalini Kumar, Dr. Amit Mishra, Prof. Nakkeeran Nanjappan, 
Mr. Anil Persaud, Dr. Idrees Kanth, Dr. Mrityunjay Tripathi, Dr. DML Haokip, Dr. Pritpal S. 
Randhawa, Dr. Rachna Mehra, Dr. Usha Mu dig ami, Dr. Scvcrin Kuok and Dr. Shubhra 
Gupta

On 17.12.2Q19

Regrets: Prof Anu Singh Lather, Dr. Surcsh Babu, Dr. Anuj Bhuwania, Prof. Krishna 
Menon, Dr. Monishita Hajra Pande. Shri Dcepan Sivaraman, Prof. Suchitra 
Balasubrahmanyan, Prof. Sitansu Sekhar Jena, Dr. Sunita Singh and 1*rof Bodh Prakash 
eou Id not attend the m cct ing on 17.12.2019

Special Invitees (on 17.12.2019)

Dr. Anirban Sengupta, Dr. Moggallan Bharti, Dr. Vikram S. Thakur, Dr. Rohit Negi, Dr. 
Idrees Kanth, Dr. Rachna Mehra,

The following agenda items were discussed:

1
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1. To consider the rrcommenctations of the Board of Studies of School of Global 
Affair* (SGA) for the following BA nod MA Course* outlines:j

i A. BA Global Studies: Core Course*
i. Beginners Level (Chinese l-anguagc 4)

Hie aim of ^iis course is to strengthen oral tonal skills and teach newer grammatical 
structures while further augmenting the vocabulary of the students. Now, * Piny in 
which is \ht Rwnnnvratioft of the Chinese characters, writ no longer be a part of the 
learning process as texts will be completely in Chinese characters. This will further 
wean the student away from Pinyin and allow her/him completely rely on Chinese 
characters and not Pinyin while acquiring new vocabulary. Listening, speaking. 

■" reading and writing skills will be reinforced in a regular manner

ii. French IV
This course enables students to reach A2 level of proficiency in French. It w ill focus 
on teaching of language skills following activity based language learning.

t
i.

>4P
R. BA Sustainable Urbanism: Core Countcs 

i. Housing and Society
This course takes a multidimensional approach to understand issues related to urban 
housing and its intersections with societal concerns, drawing in the main on the 
disciplines such as architecture, urban planning, anthropology and geography. Il is 
grounded in the experiences of the global south, and is situated at the intersection of 
policy, martitt and the relatively-autonomous actions nf individuals and collectives, 

if. Knowing the City
'Ibis course aims to train students to appreciate different ways of knowing the city and 
to understand, analyse and represent the latter w orld of everyday experiences. In the 
transaction of the course, concerns and questions regarding validity, rigour will be 
addressed and ethics of doing such research will be debated.

»
S'*

\

i
\

Discussion:
The SCAP made the following points:

<<

».
Both Chinese and French course instructors encourage students to engage in 
language learning outside the classroom by taking pan in cultural events and using 
the language for a variety of purposes such as movie screening, peer interactions 
through language clubs etc. Students are also encouraged to take the international 
certification teds to benchmark their proficiency levels In the foreign language.

<
'i

%
f
i

'Knowing the city' is a skill based course which exposes students to non-codified 
knowledges. Qualitative research is the focus of this course and it encourages 
learning by observation and gathering information from communities. The course 
may include feminist perspective on the city and also include projects which focus 
on the experiences of women in understanding the city. Since the faculty of 
Gender Studies in A HI) has already conducted feminist city walks and have 
undertaken projects such as Mehrauli by the night: gendered experiences, the 
programme team may refer to this work for this course.

i
1
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For the course ‘Housing and society’ the table presenting the week-wise plan 
needs to be revised. The eourse document also needs to explicitly state the 
location and space in which this course is imagined. Also the module on real 
estate market needs to he revisited since addressing different notions on properly 
may be loo much to address within this course. The word ‘homeless' people needs 
to be problem at bed and should be replaced with expressions such as ‘people 

« experiencing homelessness’. 'Ihe course can also include a discussion on the 
cooperative housing sector.

After due deliberation, the SCAP recommended that the courses Beffimiers Level 
(Chinese Language 4), French IV, Housing and Society and Knowing the City be placed 
in the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration.

C. BA Programmes: Klcctivc Courses

j. Literary & Cultural Dialogues in Latin America 
This course introduces the literary and cultural dialogues within Latin America. It 
discusses the term 'Latin America' and problcinatizes it in the light of a complex 
colonial history of the continent. The course encourages the students to examine the 
challenges faced in post-indcpcndcncc times in Latin America in die 20th century by 
reading and analysing representative works of literature. The course also opens up 
possibilities for engagement with various cultural productions such as dance forms and 
music while exploring themes such as migration, trans-nalionalism and making 
interconnections with diverse experiences.

ii. Understanding Global Processes in Northeast India 
The question of globally and how the region responds to these processes is examined 
in this eourse. The region being physically connected to Southeast Asia, many 
important questions of India’s relationship with the neighbouring countries depends on 
the Northeast. The course discusses the idea of region, ethnicity and its possible 
interconnections. It also examines popular culture, religion and its localization.

iii.Urban Rural Linkages
Set within the multifarious processes of contemporary development paradigm of India, 
the course will itelp the students to understand the complexities embedded within the 
production of urban and rural as one intervenes in varied geographic settings.

iv. Introduction to Hast Asia
The objective of the course is to encourage students to develop multi- or 
interdisciplinary perspective to the study of East Asia. Apart from regular class lecture, 
films on one or two themes will be an integral pan of the course instruction.

Discussion:
The SCAP made the following observations on the above mentioned elective courses:

For the course Urban Rural Linkages, the assessment needs to be explained and 
made clearer; some films also need be included.

The course Literary and cultural dialogues in Latin America seems to focus 
primarily on the countries which speak Spanish. 'The course document needs to

3
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make \h&v \\ chooses \o focus on the Spanish speaking population witiiin
Latin America, The assessment situations need to be revisited so (hat they ere 
spread across the semester. The weightage for group presentation can be reduced 
and written worts can be assigned for purposes of balanced assessment.

The course Understanding Global Processes in Northeast India needs to be
revised on following lines:

• The course summary needs to be revised to address contradictions within the 
document; there is a need to create a balanced discourse between the 
perspective of the state and ant I •establishment movements in the region.

. • - The course document needs to state that it focuses on certain regions within 
north-east as it deliberately leaves out Tripura. Assam and Arunachal Pradesh.

• Module 3 needs to be revised since organic farming doesn't seem to fit within 
the bigger frame of this module. Revival movements of indigenous religions 
need to be included. Since development is a theme within the course, it may be 
reorganised to make it part of the discussions within the other modules.

• This course can include an extension activity of engaging with north east 
festivals in Delhi, a trip to ARCE to engage with musk of the region and 
organise a festival on campus to bring together the people of northeast and 
celebrate their cultural diversity within the university space.

1V course Introduction to East Asia needs tu be revised on following lines:
a .Module three of this course includes too many categories in the title; 

the description of this module needs to be revised. Moreover, the 
generaliration of western and oriental cultures vis4*vis individualistic 
vs collectivistic societies is problematic. Kxplorctions of such binaries 
need to be carried out instead of making it a premise for 
argumentation. The use of the term 'international marriage* is unclear. 
Module contains too many categories; the focal point of this 
module needs to be stated. The course document also needs some 
cleaning up.

fi
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After due deliberation, Ibe SCAT recommended that the revised course documents of 
Mtcrary & Cultural Dialogues Jo Latin America. Understanding Global Processes in 
Northeast India. Urban Rural Linkages and Introduction to Hast Asia he placed in the 
next meeting of Academic Connell for consideration.

i

i

D. MA Global Studies: KJoctlvc Courses

After Forced Migration I: Reparations A Restitution 
After Forced Migration II: Repatriation A Resettlement

i.

ii.

Ibis course, 'After Forced Mi grot ion' is offered in two parts: l^rt 1 focuses on 
Reparations and Redress/Restitution and Part 11 focuses on Repatriation and 
Resettlement. These parts arc offered in two stand-alone two credit courses. These 
two courses critically examine the vibrant and engaging debates that characicri/e 
the expanding field of forced migration studies, research and practice. Since 
emerging as a distinct field of study in (he early 1980s, forced migration studies, 
of which refugee studies is a growing part, has grown from being of concern of a

l
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relatively small number of scholars and policy analysis to become a global field 
studying displacement, cither from traditional disciplinary perspectives or as a 
core component of newer interdisciplinary programmes such as those in (he 
School of Global Affairs.

iii. (>ar*ul'Isl&m: Globally from an Islamic Perspective
This course looks at Islam as a global phenomenon, both historically and in the 
contemporary world, in its multiple dimensions. The course engages mainly with 
two sets of networks, which often overlap, to explore the particular space of 
globality that Islam presents: commodities and knowledge, and covers a wide 
spatial and temporal span (1000*2000). However, the attempt is to approach the 
Islamic world: Dar-ut-htam through categories that emerge from within the 
tradition tike umma, hijrat, hajj, khilafal ijtihad, jihad etc.

4

The presentation was followed by discussion, it was suggested (hat the relationship between 
the two courses After Forced Migration I and After Forced Migration II may be made clear. 
Whether they stand independent of each other or whether they arc sequentially related to each 
other, should be made clear. Also the title of the course *'D&r-uUslam: Globaliiy from an 
Islamic Perspective" by "Global Islam: Networks and Connectivities" as it is a better 
reflection of the contents of the course. The coordinator agreed with the main suggestions and 
to change (he title of the course, as suggested.

.4

a*!§fSCAP recommended that the courses of the MA Global Studies, "After Forced 
Migration I: Reparation and Restitution"; "After Forced Migration II: Repatriation 
and Resettlement" and the renamed course "Global Islam: Networks and 
Connectivities" may be placed al (be acit meeting of the Academic Council for 
consideration. t

J

1K. MA Urban Studies: Core Courses
i. MA Dissertation (ten credits)

The dissertation is imagined as the creative culmination of the MA 
programme. The core idea is to engage students in an in-depth study of their 
urban environment towards independent research, as well as articulate and 
express their work in an engaging manner. As part of the dissertation, students 
will receive close supervision and mentorship to research a subject matter 
related u> cities, towns and/or larger regions. They will be guided to situate 
their research question within the historical and contemporary' lens of political, 
socio-economic, ecological and other frames, and make considered arguments 
building on (heir analysis.

ii. Writing Seminar (two credits)
Breaking the process ofwTiting down into different segments, the seminar will 
guide students towards writing their dissertation while treating the process as 
essentially collaborative and making use of peer learning, 

iii. Internship (four credits)
*n>c internship provides students the opportunity to apply their knowledge 
acquired in (he classroom/lield work to a professional context. It provides them 
diverse experiences; hones their skills and enables an environment to network 
with a range of pcoplc/organi/ations.

*‘P
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SCAP recommcodcd thai ihc follnwing compoornd of Ibc MA Urban Sludiev, 
“Dit^crtotloo", “Writing Seminar", and “Internship'' should be placed at the next 
meeting of the Academic Council for consideration.

K. MA (Jlnba! Studies: Core Courses
i. MA Dissertation (eight credits)

MA Global Studies dissertation is envisioned as the creative culmination of the 
MA programme. The core idea is to engage students in an in-depth study of 
global imticormections, concerns and itemattcs in the form of an independent 
research, as well as enable Ihem to articulate and express their work in an 
engaged manner.

«
1

H. Capstone Workshop (two credits)
The capstone workshop gives the students the opportunity to reconnect with 
(heir peers and the faculty team collectively to discuss their progress and 
findings. The workshop will encourage students, to communicate about their 
work within the cohort and thereby revise the work prior to submission of a 
final written document.

;*
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iii.Guided Research Project (two credits)
Kssemial rationale of this component in MAGS curriculum is to encourage 
students to explore a theme or topic which they may have found interesting/ 
challenging during the course of learning in first two semesters and would like 
to dig deeper.

The presentation was followed by general discussion on the proposed length of the 
dissertation as well as the possible relationship among the three components. The coordinator 
agreed to take the suggestions to the programme team for further deliberations.

SCAP recommended that the following components of tbc MA Global Studies, 
“Dissert at km**. “Capstone Workshop", and “Guided Research Workshop" be placed at 
the next meeting of the Academic Council for consideration.

2. 1*o consider the recommendations of the Board of Studies of School of Development 
Studies (SPS) for the following M A (Development Studies) Courses out tines:

A.
i. Reading and Understanding Ambedkar (two credits)

The course is broadly conceived to introduce Ambedkar's ideas and their 
relevance in contemporary India, by reading and understanding some of his 
key tex(s. Tbc centra! thrust of the course is to understand Ambedkar beyond 
caste and the impact of his ideas on the larger questions of constitutional 
democracy in general and nationalism in particular.

i
1

1

ii. Prejudice and Politics: Perception and Manifestation (four credits)
The course shall make an attempt in underlining the processes behind the 
racial prejudice and that of caste prejudice, along with that of gender, which 
have all but a common thread running and that is they all dehumanizes a 
community and gender.

f
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iii. Migration and Development in South Asia (two credits)

The course will provide an orientation to the students about major national and 
international law*, regulations and conventions related to migration and 
refugee movements. The course will also provide a comparative analysis of 
policies, programmes and interventions of governments and prominent non* 
governmental organizations of different South Asian countries with respect to 
migration.

n. To discuss the revised course outline of the following course of MA 
(Development Studies)

i. Entrepreneurship and Development (four credits)
This course would seek to understand how cultural resources and social 
relationships shape the development of business, and on the other, would 
attempt to comprehend the scope and limit of approaching different 
developmental challenges including inequality, poverty, and empowerment 
from the perspective of entrepreneurship.

The presentation was followed by general discussion pertaining to inputs in some modules 
and the reading list. The coordinator agreed to carry out the suggestions.

f

SCAl’ recommended that the following courses of the MA Development Studies, 
“Reading and Understanding Ambcdkir’*. “Prejudice and Politics: Perception'and 
Manifestation**. “Migration and Development in South Asia”, and the revised version of 
tbc already approved courae, “Entrepreneurship and Development**, be placed at the 
oeit meeting of the Academic Council for consideration. '

s
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Chairperson. SCAP
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Ambedkar University Delhi (ADD)

Standing Committee on Academic Programmes (SCAP)

Minutes of the 49th meeting of the Standing Committee on Academic 

Programmes (SCAP) held on 19 December 2019 in Kashmcrc Gate Campus, 
ADD

The following in embers were present:

Prof. Dhircndra Datt Dangwal 
Prof. Krishna Menon 
Prof. Praveen Singh 
Shri Deepan Sivaraman 
Prof. Radha Chakravarty 
Prof. SalH Misra 
Prof. Sanjay Kumar Shanna 
Dr. Sunita Singh 
Dr. Santosh Kumar Singh 
Prof. Bodh Prakash

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
In the Chair
Member
Member
Member
Member v

Regrets: Prof. Anu Singh Lather, Dr. Suresh Babu, Dr. Anuj Bhuwania. Prof. Kartik Dave, Dr. 
Monishita Hajra Pande, Prof Suchitra Balasubrahmanyan, Prof. Sittnsu Sekhar Jena and Pro!' 
Babu P Remesh

Special Invitees:

Dr. Vaibhav, Dr. Awadhesh Tripathi, Dr. 0Mrilyunjay iripathi, Dr. Gulshan Bano and Prof. 
Satvakctu Sankrit

The following items were discussed:

1. Recommendations of the Board of Studies of the School of Undergraduate Studies (SUS) 
on the following two courses:

• Basics of Performance Making (Elective, four credits)
« Introduction to Dance Movement Analysis (Elective, four credits)

2. Recommendations of the Board of Studies of the School of Undergraduate Studies (SUS) 
on the following four courses of BA Hons (English).

• Mahabharata and its Modem Renderings in Fiction Drama and Films (Eicctive, 
four credits)

« Literary Translation in Contemporary India (Elective, four credits)
■ Understanding Cinema: An Introduction (Elective, four credits)
• Literatures of the Renaissance (Elective, four credits)

1
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3. Rccommendntfons of ihe Hoard of Studies of the Sol. on a new proposed masters 
programme in Hindi and the following courses to be transacted in the first semester: 

« i ttstory of I ttndi Litcrattire (Core, fo\a credits)'
• Harly, Devotional and Conventional Poetry (Core, four credits)
• Hindi Urdu and Hindustani (Core, four credits)
• Folk Literature (Klective. four credits)
• Creative Writing (lilccttvc. four credits)
• iMas* Media and its Development (Klective, four credits)

l. 'fhc coordinator from the SCCK made a presentation of the following two courses from 
the School to be offered to BA students of the School of Undergraduate studies (SUS) 
during the 4* and the G* semes ten:

Basics of Performance Making: The course will be transacted mainly in o workshop 

mode where students will write and execute short performances. Classroom lectures, 
video screenings of theatre performances, student-led discussions will aid the learning 
process by providing a framework for vhc students to help them critically reflect on their 
own work, Since the course includes performance practice, the structure and the 
requirements of the courses will be different from the other theoretical courses. In 
addition to the lecture hours, the students will have to spend several hours to take part in 
the performance making process. The course will be offered to UG students of the fourth 
semester.

Introduction to Dance Movement Analysis: The objective of this course is to equip the 
students to demonstrate a critical understanding of the larger meaning, potential and the 
responsibility of dance. The course is designed to develop a critical appreciation and 
awareness of various forms of motions in dance to further delve in question regarding 
dance and its importance. The course will introduce students to the existing discourses on 
dance. This would be done through a combination of lectures, discussions, student-led 
seminars, and the video screenings of the works of leading practitioners. The course will 
include introduction to the concept of choreography, composition, and critical questions 
on speciatorship. The course will aim at an understanding of dance not just as a bodily 

movement but rather as a form of expression that represents cultures, regions, languages, 
and music from different parts of the world. The course will be offered to BA students of 
the 6* semester.

I'he presentation was follou-ed by discussion. Suggestions were made on some of the 
modules and the reading lists. It was also suggested that the course coordinator should 
develop some mechanism to ascertain whether the applying students have some a priori 
understanding of the theme. Also the coordinator should make an assessment whether the

2
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maximum number of students to be enrolled can be increased to 20. The coordinators 
agreed with (he suggestions and to make the necessary changes in the course documents.

SCAP recommended that the two HA course offered by the SCCK, “Basies of 
Performance Making" and “Introduction to Donee Movement Analysis" be placed 
al the next meeting of the Academic Council for consideration.

2. ‘Fhc coordinator of the BA lions. (Rnglish) from the Sol. made a presentation of the 
following courses of the BA fyiglish Hons. The programme is seeking an ex-post facto 

approval since these courses ore already on offer.

Mahabharala and its Modem Renderings in Fiction Drama and Films: The epic 
Mohabharata has excited the Indian literary imagination since times immemorial. In order 
to acknowledge the web of cultural and literary texts woven around themes from the 
epic, the course brings together certain modem renderings of the epic to the classroom for 
critical analysis. One objective of the course is to acquaint the students with the epic and 
the possibilities it offers for adaptation. The course will also enable the students to 
analyse whether a change in genre imposes limits of provides freedom to the viewer in 
interpreting the epic. The course will also probe into the political, social, religious and 

cultural milieus in which each of the adaptations emerged. i
Literary Translation In Contemporary* India: The course looks at the basic concepts 

and issues of translation with special reference to India. Some topics of discussion will be 
aruund the debates of loyalty versus creativity, various approaches to translation, specific 
issues related to literary translation, role of translator and the politics of translation. 1hc 

objective of the course is to intrtduce the students to the field of translation. It will 
familiarize the students with the history of translation in India from ancient to 
contemporary times and explore the essential difference between European and Indian 
concepts of translation. The course will also take up the various linguistic and cultural 
issues involved in the process of translation and the translation strategies undertaken to 
negotiate (he differences between a source text and target text. An important aspect of the 
course is an examination of the politics of translation that leads to adaptation, 
appropriation and bowdlerixation and also with reference to the binaries of 

writer/translator, minor longuage/major language, and English translation Indian writing 
in English.

I
1

Understanding Cinema: An Introduction: This course is specially designed to 
introduce students to the discipline of Film Studies. It revolves around some basic 
questions such as: what is cinema and how it is different from other art forms. It will 
analyse selected clips and will undertake detailed discussions regarding the use of
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specific techniques by the directors. U wiU introduce students to soroc of the pioneers in 
the field of cinema, movements in cinema, a few cinematic forms as well as to the 
specificities of cinemas Q language, Modules on various movements in cinema will be 

included and key cinematic concepts regarding the film form and film language will also 
be introduced to the students. Discussion will also revolve around the role of editing in 
cinema, different ways in ubich a frame can be composed, the ways in which light is 
used, the role of the camera, and the ways in which sound can be used in cinema.

Literatures of the Renaissance: This course seeks to make the students familiar with the 
Renaissance os a phenomenon, its historical background, key ideas and different literary 
forms that were generated during the period of the Renaissance. The course will highlight 
the main features of the Renaissance literature and other cultural productions. The course 
will offer a foundational understanding of this crucial historical period through 
representative texts in both English literature and in translations. The course is divided 
into four modules. The first module introduces the logic of the course along with 

situating the period in intellectual history. The remaining three modules are divided along 
the genres of poetry, drama and prose. Through the readings of the course, the students 
will be familiarized with poetic forms, the interface between politics and literature, the 
relation between an and literature and the beginning of English drama.

\
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The presentation was followed by discussinn. The SCAP obsened that all the four 
courses have been on offer and have been transacted in the past. They ought to have 
come up for discussion earlier when all the undergraduate courses and programmes were 
being prepared for presentation before the AC for ex*post facto approval. l?or various 
reasons including the unavailability of the course coordinator, great rush, and paucity of 
time, these courses got left out. All the courses have been discussed in the Board of 

Studies of the SUS and the suggestions of the Board incorporated.

SCAR recommended that (he four courses of (he BA Honours English - vi/., 
“Mahabharata and JJ* Mndrm Renderings in fiction, Drama and Film", “Literary 
Translation in Contemporary Jndin", “Understanding Cinema: An Introduction", 
and “Lhcrnlurc* of the Renaissance" should be placed a| the nexl meeting of (he 
Academic Council for consideration and ei-post factn approval.

3. The programme coordinator of the proposed new MA programme in Hindi made a 
presentation of the programme, proposed to be launched from the academic year 2020. 
The proposed MA programme in Hindi will follow a comparative, interdisciplinary and 
experimental approach. It seeks to establish an academic alignment with other such 
programmes of the University, masters in Hindi in other universities, and the UGC's 
guidelines. One objective of the programme is to develop both the social and the aesthetic

i \
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sensibilities among the students. It would also endeavour to promote creative imaginative 
capacities among students. The programme will create some openings towards other 
official languages i>! Delhi such as Urdu and Punjabi. Apart from a critical study of 
Hindi literature, the programme will also incorporate the literary traditions of other 
Indian languages and speech forms. The main focus will also be on the interrelations 
among teaching, research and social concerns. Apart from developing their literary 
knowledge, the programme also seeks to develop various skills and specialities among 
students. The programme will pay special attention to processes of social change, and 
movements and the ways in which they relate to literature.. In other words, the 
programme will focus on the dialogical relationship between social movements and 

literary articulations, t he programme intends to prepare and train students who would be 
both trained with employable skills as well as be socially sensitive.

'i"he programme will be of two years duration and will have 64 credits. It will comprise eight 
core courses of 32 credits. The students will cam remaining 32 credits from elective courses and 
a Dissertation of eight credits, fhe students will have the option of choosing up to eight credits 

from other programmes.

The Hindi faculty made a presentation of the following courses to be offered in the first 
semester: '

1. History uf Hindi Literature {Hindi Sahitya ka llihas9 core, four credits): This course 

follows a historical approach and focuses on two different timelines - the history of 
literature broadly identified as Hindi literature and the lime when Ihe history of this 
literature began to be written. I he course also focuses on the major literary sources that 
were used in the writing of this history. The course highlights the different social and 
ideological streams which wrote their histories of Hindi literature and competed with 

each other for hegemony. There was thus a hegemonic and contentious dimension to this 
project of history writing. The course will discuss these attempts and their critiques. 
These projects of history writing were also tangentially connected with the larger social 
process of nation making. This venture of history writing witnessed considerable 
diversity and expansion after independence, with the development of Dalit and gender 
perspectives. The course touches upon all these aspects related to the writing of the 

history of Hindi literature.

. 9

2. Early, Devotional and Conventional Poetry (Aadikateen, Bhaktikaleen va Reetikaleen 
Kavita, core, four credits): This course attempts a broad survey ol pre-modem Hindi 
poetry' with its multiple forms. It highlights some of the major sources of this tradition - 
Sanskrit. Prakrit, Apabhransha and also Maithili. Ihe course covers a long journey from 

Prakrit lo Hindi and concentrates on the early poetry, the Mrguna and the Sagima forms 
of the devotional poetry and the conventional poetry (Rretikaleeri). One major focus of 
the course would be on highlighting the internal diversity of this poetic tradition and also

5
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\ht cofinectivftits. Ycv tmcrthcT focus wouW be on \hc nnd classical dimensions of 
the same tradition, 'the course will practice a comparative approach both across time and 
forms end will be transacted from the vantage point of contemporary concerns.

3. Hindi Urdu and Hindustani (elective, four credits): This course follows a historical 
approach and focuses on the debates around the questions of meaning and origins of 
Hindi language. The idea is to equip the students to form their own opinions on this 
contentious theme of Hindi Urdu and Hindustani and their mutual relationship. Ji also 
takes up the debate on larger questions pertaining to language and dialect find roots and 
sources of language. Likewise the debate on the relationship between Hindi and Urdu 

will also be taken up. Are these two names of the same language written in diltercm 
scripts or arc these two separate languages - this question has been at the centre of a 

heated debate. The debate has been both literary and political. Slightly less contentious 
has been the debate on the relationship between Rraj Dhasha and Khoxi Boli. The 
language question was at Sts height during the course of the freedom struggle. Ilie course 
will discuss its dimensions during the struggle for freedom. It will also take up the 

debate in the Constituent Assembly on the question of the nntional/official language of 
independent India. One module of the course will take up difTcrcnt literary texts which 
would provide a literary flavor of the languagefs) under consideration.
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4. Folk Literature (Lokr Sahityo, elective, four credits): ’litis course aims to familiarize 
the students with the rich folk traditions within Hindi literature. Its special focus would 
be on the languages and speech forms of Delhi and its surrounding areas. The course also 
highlights the connection between modem Hindi and other literary languages such as 
Braj, Awadhi, Bhojpuri etc. DifTcrcnt literary forms such as drama, folk music would 
also be paid due attention. The course will examine the relationship between folk and 
classical literature, and also between speech form, dialect and language.

5. Creative Writing (Rarhnotmak tjkfton, elective, four crcdils): ’Hus course seeks to 
establish creative writing as a distinctive genre of writing and introduces students to it* 
forms and styles, it would also encourage them to develop this sensitivity in their own 
writings. *fht idea is to make the students appreciate the potentials of creative writing and 
to deepen their understanding of different forms of creative writing. The course will also 
try to inculcate strategies of reading and appreciating creative writing. The students will 
also become familiar with the difTcrcnt fields of creative writing such lyrics, writing for 
cinema, playwright etc. The course is also expected to create vocational possibility for 
students.

i

s.
J6. Mass Media and 1 Is development {Jan Sonckaar ki AHtfharno our \rtkas, elective, 

four credits): This course offers the historical and contemporary forms of mass media.

6
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The ftudents arc expected tn undemand the importance, impact and the social usage of 
moss media. They wilt appreciate the multilayered and multi-dimensional (Print, Radio, 
TV. Internet and now social media) nature of mass media. The course will undertake a 
study of mass media from a historical and comparative perspective. The idea is to make 
the students understand that they come into contact with mass media on u regular basis. 
Also that the utirld of mass media is shaped by equations pertaining to gender, caste, 
class and region.

The presentation uns followed by discussion. U was suggested that the distribution of core and 
elective courses should be done in such a wny that more core courses arc offered in the first two 
semesters. Also since the Dissertation (eight credits) is part of the core credits, the core-clectvvc 
ratio may be re-nated as 40 core credits (instead of 32) + 24 elective credits (instead of 32). It 
Has also suggested that the provision of keeping a core course in the fourth semester may be 
reconsidered as it may come in the way of those students, failing a core course, completing the 

programme in five semesters. It was suggested that a better practice may be to exhaust alt the 
core courses by the third semester leaving the Dissertation and the electives for the final 
semester. Also some courses should be identified as methodology courses which should be 
geared towards training the student in Dissertation writing. These courses may be identified ^ 
from within the pool of existing courses, After the general comments on the programme, some 
suggestions were also made specifically for each course. 'These pertained to readings os well as 
specific components within modules. The coordinator agreed to incorporate the suggestions in 
the programme and th course documents.

The SCAP recommended the proposed MA programme »n Hindi along with the courses to 9 •• 5 

he offered in the first semester, via. “History of Hindi Literature". “Early, Devotional and 
Conventional Poetry" “Hindi, Urdu arid Hindustani", “Folk Literature", and “Creative 

Writing, and Mass Media and its Development" be placed at the nest meeting of the 
Academic Council for consideration.

i
< 4r< t

Wui/w- 
(Salil Misra) 

Chairperson. SCAP
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School of Global Affairs_____
Minutes of the 2nd Meeting of the Board of,Studies (30 October 2019)

Appendix-14

The following members of the BoS were present In the meeting.

1. Professor Praveen Singh, Dean & Chairperson

2. P rofess o r Avlj 11 Pat ha k

3. Professor Niraja Gopal Jayal

4. Professor Partha Mukhopadhyay

5. Professor Nakkeeran N.

6, Professor Mohd. Sharlque Farooqi

7. Dr. Anil Persaud

8. Dr, RohltNegi

9, Dr, Sunalini Kumar

10. Dr. Partha Saha

11. Dr Ngoru Nixon

12. Dr. Rachna Mehra

13. Dr Shad Naved

Special Invitees 

1. Dr. Kaustav Banerjee

2. Dr. Santosh K. Singh

3. Dr. Samlk Chowdhury

4. Dr. Pritpal Singh Randhawa

5. Dr, TeenaAnil

6 Dr. Ekta Singh

7. Dr. Shubhra Gupta

8. Ms, Severn Kuok
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Professor Ashwfni Deshpande, Dr. Meenakshi Gopinath, Mr. Arunava Dasgupta, 
and Ms. Divya Chopra, all members of the BoS, had intimated their inability to 
attend the meeting.

The meeting began with a round of introductions.

The minutes of the first meeting of the Board of Studies were ratified. 
Members had earner approved the minutes by email.

4

I. J
i

I

li. The Dean SGA provided an Introduction to the rationale behind creation of 
the School of Global Affairs, the programmatic and thematic focus of the 
School, and the pedagogical philosophy that places importance on a field 

and practieum. It was also emphasized that the School faculty teach in both 
BA end MA programmes. He also informed the BoS about the future 
programmatic expansion, as well as more faculty members joining the 
School in the near future. The vision behind the new undergraduate 
programmes in Interdisciplinary thematic areas launched by the School was 
also shared. The developments in the School over the fast one year, 
including new admissions, were also shared with the members.

III. .The members enquired about the steps being taken to fill vacant seats In
programmes and how the School operationalizes the goal for achieving 
student research. They were informed about the steps being taken to 
advertise the programmes, announcement of several admission lists (in 
some programmes up to 7* list). On supporting student research and 

fieldwork, the members were informed about the availability of funds, it was 
felt that the School / University should try to raise more funds to encourage 

student travel and exchange.

IV. The programme coordinators / Deputy Deans made a brief presentation on 

the programme structure of each of the five programmes.

II
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V. The Course / Programme Coordinators presented a/I the 17 new courses 

which are proposed to be offered in the Winter Semester of 2020. See 

below the details of the deliberations on each of the 17 courses:

i.

r

1. Chinese 4 (Core for BA-GS)
L.

J*
Chinese is one of two foreign languages which is offered as' part of the Global 
Studies undergraduate program. It Is a core course for GS students and to SSH 

students who have opted for the first two trajectories.
»
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The Board wanted to know the competence level expected to be attained at the 
end of Chinese 4, it was informed that the course would further wean away the 
students from Pinyin (which is the official romanized version of the language) and 

work towards reading and understanding texts completely In Chinese characters. 
In China, a person who knows 3000-4000 words in Chinese is considered 
competent enough to read a newspaper and thus considered literate. At the end 
of the fourth semester the students will know about 2000 words, and If they 
continue with Chinese in the 5th and 6th semesters, they should have grasped at 
least 3000 words

The members queried about the pedagogy used in and outside the classroom. 
The course coordinator informed that besides the acquiring of language, the 
course also introduces and deepens the understanding of China from a multi
dimensional perspective. Presentations, which are a part of the assessments, are 
used as a tool for the students to learn about Chinese history, geography, 
culture, economy, society, etc. The students are being encouraged to widen the 
scope of learning beyond the classroom by attending various cultural activities 
that are held by other institutions such as JNU and the Chinese embassy. 
Attendance and participation in such events exposes the students to other 
groups of Chinese learners and speakers. In this endeavour to take learning out 
of the classroom and to spread Chinese, the students have created a Chinese 
language society in AUO this year.

2. French 4 (Core for BA-GS)
French is one of two foreign languages which is offered as part of the Global 
Studies undergraduate program. It is a core course for GS students and to SSH 
students who have opted for the first two trajectories.

There were questions asked on the language level the students will reach after 
completing French 4 and whether they would be able to read short stories in 

French. The board members also asked about the cultural content of the course.

It was explained that the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) 
for Languages defines 6 levels - A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and C2, wherein A1 is the 

most basic level and C2 level French speakers are at the level of natives. At 
SGA, at the end of the second semester course, French 2, the aim is to achieve 
the A1 level of language which means that students can have simple, slow 
conversations about therhselves, their interests and subjects of immediate 

relevance to themselves without going into details They are also capable of 
understanding pertinent information from posters and filling out forms where they

3
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have to write short sentences about themselves. At the end of the fourth 
semester course, French 4. the aim is that students acquire the A2 level of 
French which means that students shall be able to have slightly more detailed 
conversations about themselves, their studies, their work and their plans for the 
future. They will also be able to catch the pertinent information in short, clearty 

spoken messages In French. They will also be able to write more descriptive 
texts. Students would be able to read short stories at the end of the fourth 
semester with a tittle help.

j
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With regard to the cultural content of the course and the link to the other courses 
‘ of the BAGS programme, every semester, one of the assessments is a 

presentation on different topics related to France and the Francophone world. In 
the first semester, the students were free to choose any topic that Interested 

them as long as It had some connection to French. In the second semester, the 
students had to choose a topic that was related to one of their other courses and 
also to French. For example, students who were in (he feminism course did their 
presentation on Simone de Beauvoir. In the third and fourth semesters, the 

presentations are In French. It was also noted that the students have started a 
French society in AUD on their own initiative after having participated in the 

Francophony day celebrations held in JNU in order to have an avenue to listen to 
French and speak French outside the classroom and share their Interests with 

other students.
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'43. Housing and Society (Core for BA-SU1
The course is a core component under the Technology and Environment1 
thematic of the BA Sustainable Urbanism programme.

?
u

l-
The Board members had the following comments f questions:
I. The course should reflect more strongly a sociological perspective on 

housing, including concerns like caste and segregation, surveillance and 
securitisation, and loceMevcl distrust and violence (around parking, for 
instance). A related comment was that the issue of unequal access to basic 

services'—more broadly 'quality of life' concerns— that go alongside housing 
should be made more prominent.

ii. It was noted that the course material had predominantly Indian case studies 
with a few exceptions and given that It was an SGA course, it should offer 
more insights into other housing contexts in other locations.
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m. Some suggestions were given in terms of Including material, including literary 
texts, autobiographies and projects—on issues like student housing and 
hostels.

The course has been reorganised based on the comments made and the
suggestions received in the following ways

i. The introductory and second units have been combined to consider 
typologies as well as materials together; it is going to be transacted over three 
weeks. This will help connect the two aspects better.

ii. Instead of exclusively focusing on India, the course wiii bring in matehai from 

a global context, working through a comparative framework.
ill. A unit on the sociological aspects of housing has been added. This 

discussion will be hinged around the scale/site of neighbourhood as 
embodying multiple lines of difference in terms of history, class, caste and 

race. The unit will also consider aspects of unequal access, gentnfication and 
segregation. The selection of literary and cinematic material has also been 
supplemented.

iv. The final two units, which were on Housing and the Urban Poor’ and ‘Renting 
and Homelessness’ have been combined under ‘Housing and the Urban 

Poor' and will be covered over three weeks. After a discussion of the property 
and housing markets and state policies and interventions, this unit will 
consider the ‘outcomes’—that is, how the urban majority accesses housing 
and services, sometimes outside of formal systems, but as often through 
unpredictable inter-weavings of market, state, community and individual 
actions.

4. Knowing the City fCore for BA-SU1
The course is offered as a core course under the Skill' thematic of the BA-SU 
programme.

The Board members had the following comments / questions on the course:

i. By drawing insights from Tagore and Gandhi, the course should bring in 

civilizational debate in the city (refer George Simmers The Metropolis and 

Mental Life' and Ashish Nandy's ‘An Ambiguous Journey to the City’). It will 
counter the romanticized notion associated with the city life and help to reflect 
on it with skepticism The focus can be on social aspects of increased
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mechanization, regimentation, anxiety, fear, and anonymity caused by 
urbanization.

ii. The course should also try to understand the new forms of aggression and 
violence in the city and normalization of pervasive surveillance (for example, 
public space invaded by private space and language of the security spelt out 
daily. Every colony has car parking shortage and how the residents jostle for 
these day-to-day spaces. Spaces for public use occupied by private vehicles).

in. The Idea behind the course is good, but ft has to be handled we// and not 
transacted as a Research Method course.

iv. Secondary materia! (grey literature including action research, pamphlets, 
b/ogs etc.) may be included In the feeding list. +> •

v. It was felt that the students would need more time to understand and analyse 
the material. Therefore clarity Is needed on how much emphasis should be 
given on urirt three. Can the aspect of Communicating Research be shifted to 
some other course in semester $ or 6, as it will be too much to do in one 
course? This is a time intensive module and can be considered to be part of 
mapping course which can be offered later.

vi. Few words need to be changed specifically 'tadti. ‘design a study' etc.
vii. With regard to assessment 2 • maintain a diary, journey map • It was 

suggested that cultivating the nose via user Journey to map smell or think of a 
smell meter on how it will change from one place to another (for instance as 

one moves from OR park/Malai Mandif to Rama store in Munirfca to OLF 
Mall), can be thought of as an assignment.

viii. The title of the course can beguile one to believe that everything can be 

known or is known about the city whereas the process should also lead one 
to unlearn about the city. So the aim should not be predetermined as one may 
assume through the present title. What ft was ‘The Unknown City' end the 
idea was to discover the city along with the modules? The elements of social 
marginality, poverty, gendered experience of space by day and night need to 
be brought In. Questions like ‘who is managing the city and for whom?* should 

be part of the course.
lx. There can be multiple ways of knowing the city, and ethics and sensitivity 

needs to be cultivated before arranging for field trips.
x. The three research techniques Observational, Conversational, Researching 

with community are not necessarily demarcated and may speak to each 

other. How do you resolve that conundrum?

*
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The course coordinators have responded to the comments in the following 

manner
\
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i. Comment number 1 & 2 have been incorporated in the Unit 1. The unit can 
actually begin with outlining the debate on modernity by drawing insights from 
the ideas/philosophy of Tagore and Gandhi.

ii. Students wiil be encouraged to select the issues elaborated in comment 2 in 
their assessments.

iii. Comment 3: In all probability, a designer will be involved in transacting the 
course. Also, the course structure has been expanded with more details in 
terms of sessions, hands on activities in the class and assessments

iv. Comment 4 It is a good suggestion. We have incorporated it in Unit 2.
v. Comment 5: Alongside learning techniques of communicating research, 

analysis of data will be an important part of Unit 3 We may begin doing it in 
this course, and later on incorporate in the mapping course in detail as well.

vi. Comment 6: The terms 'tacit' and ‘design a study1 have been removed.
vii. Comment 7 & 9: Suggestions will be incorporated while giving assessment 

and sending students for field wor1<
viii. Comment 8: Jt is not assumed that with the title like ‘Knowing the City’ the 

students know the city, in fact, the idea is about Knowing’ which implies to 
discover the hitherto unknown and also to unlearn what is known. But it is a 
good suggestion, and appropriate changes have been incorporated in the 
introductory module.

ix See $!#7.
x. As there was no alternative given, we would like to adhere to the simple ways 

of introducing and understanding the city to BA students and can complicate 
the process in the subsequent semester if needed.

5. Literary and Cultural Dialogues in Latin America
The course will be offered as an elective to students of all BA programmes in 
Karampura.

The members suggested that the reading list could be organized / divided in the 
essential’ and ‘additional' headings to make it less overwhelming. A week-wise 
plan should also be added for the sake of better organization of the course 
transaction. It was observed that the assessment structure needs to be further 
elaborated.

All the suggestions have been incorporated in the revised course structure:

i. The reading list has been rearranged into separate sub headings

7
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ii, The assessments under presentation and term paper has been elaborated 
fisting possible themes for students to explore

iii. A week wise plan has been included in the revised version.

6. Understendina the Gtoba/ Processes in ttorih^East India
The course will be offered as an elective to students of all BA programmes in
Karampura.

The Board members had the following comments f questions:

i. The course has been conceptualised very well in two ways: first, how it has 

been constructed; and second, also how it sees itself.
ii. Shlbashish Chatterjee's work on the spatial production of the NE and Nimmi 

Kuban's work on borderfands could be added. Plurality of ideas on the space 
of the NE needs to be brought out more dearty.

iii. Influence of global cultures such as K-pop. food, etc. are good lenses to 
understand NE.

iv. In the opening description of the course there Is not enough of an explication 
of what the question of globality is in relation to the Northeast, or even an 
overview of the main themes in the glocalization of the Northeast. Is it only 

about global religion and global culture, or are there other norv-cultural 
dimensions of the global that are also part of the imagination of this course? 
For instance, inflow of global capital is bhefly mentioned but does not form 

part of the modules or the readings in the module on development.
v. Readings might need to be trimmed and chapter numbers and page nos. 

need to be more specific in the reading list.

The course coordinator has responded to the comments in the following manner:

i. The readings related to spatial production of the region and borderfands have 

been added
ii. A passing reference to globality is mentioned but the main objective of the 

course is not on globality. Glocatizatron of religion, culture and economy are 

some of the major themes focus on the modules and readings.
iii. The reading list now has exact chapters and page numbers.

8
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7. Urban Rural Linkages
The course wifJ be offered as an elective to students of all BA programmes in 
Karampura.

The Board members raised the following comments/questions

i. The members stressed on the importance of not separating the modules on 
the urban and the rural, but rather take into account the multiple forms of 
urbanization and realisation and semi or peri-urbanisation present in the 
world as starting points. Twentieth century concepts of census town, peri
urban, rurban, suburban (and its complications in the global south) would 
provide the necessary illustrations to one of the course objectives - “to 
understand rural-urban as sociological, numeric and spatial concepts beyond 

a dichotomous understanding..."
ii. The module/unit wise descriptions should be added; readings that are more 

current should also be considered and the assessments need to be fleshed
out.

iii. If the course is interested in linkages, then to spend the first two units entirely . 
on developing the idea of urban and rural may not be the best way to enter 
into the course. The policy framework ideas should be later linked with the 
development story It was also mentioned that the movement of people, the 

notion and politics of census towns, and the economic story of urban-rural 
and peripheral urbanisation should also come in.

iv. It was suggested that the Couse may begin straight away with its own 
framing, that is, looking at urban/rural as process and include within it the 
mainstream ways of conceptualisating urban/rural (rather than making this 
into two standalone units) The course could then move to the different kinds 
of interfaces/linkages, including of migration, materials and commodities, 
cultures, environmental resources and waste; and finally, bring in the policy 
shifts and disjunctures.

The course coordinator has responded to the comments in the following manner

More detailed description of the different units and assessments have been 
added.
The course has been reorganised in line with comment iv above. The course 
now has three broad parts - the first takes up extant ways of imagining 

urban/rural and introduces the specific orientation of the course, that is, to 
consider urban/rural as process. The second unit takes up the various kinds 
of linkages; and the third unit considers the way these linkages affect and are

i.

9
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affected by the developmental paradigm, including policies of 
decentralization, urbanisation etc

B. Introduction to East Asia

The course will be offered as an elective to students of all BA programmes in 
Karampura. This course has been offered earlier in the BA History programme. 
This course will complement the Chinese language course offered to the 8A 
Global Studies programme.

j
The discussion on th/s course centred on the following points;

■a
r. There is a need to guard against the inadvertent perpetuation of an Orientalist 

understanding of East Asia as constituted by religions and 'culture' atone.
ti. It would be important to introduce a political-economy perspective which 

would, apart from taking care of the first concern, also bring it to speed with 
the contemporary popular understandings amongst students about East Asia 

as a site of economic dynamfsfn in business, manufacturing and retail,
iii. The last module titled 'contemporary socio-culturai issues' is redundant in a 

course titled 'Society and Culture in East Asia'. It may bo removed.
iv. Members suggested that the emphasis on culture and society exclusively 

could be retained; however the first module on geographical history of East 
Asia might then need to be rethought.

v. In the first module, one can introduce China's Belt and Road Initiative (the 

largest infrastructure project in history) as a way of fo/towfng (he S/fk Road 
story into the present. See for example, the Council on Foreign Relations 

page on it at https7/www.cfr.orgfartidc/belhand-road-tracker. There are other 
online interactive materials on the BRl.

vi. In the second Module, or somewhere etse, a discussion of a) the Cultural 
Revolution in China, b) the impact of WWII on Japanese (political) culture and 

c) the role of the partition of Korea in shaping cuttura! identity, could be 
added.

vii. Module 6 'Globalization and East Asia", could be structured around the 
tensions and conflicts between the Koreas. China and Japan • for instance 
ideology, history (comfort women, Nanjing Massacre), economy, territory, etc. 
This may serve as a complement to the story of the interconnections In the 
region.

The course coordinator has responded to the comments In the following manner:

10
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j. The course has now been revised comprehensively. The course does not fall 
in the trap of the Orientalist' discourse. It js only trying to show the links 
between religion and nature.

ii. Module 1, 5 and 6 has been revised to bring in the politicaf-economy 
perspective, and how historically the region has always been an important 
centre of globality.

iii. The course now has been reworked to fit-in well with the requirements of 
SGA, by bringing into focus the geopolitical, politicaf economy, nationalism 
and socio-cultural aspects of the region in a highly globalised and dynamic 
world.

iv. While most of the suggestions have been incorporated, the changes have 
been made keeping in mind that this is an introductory survey course which is 
trying to introduce the region of East Asia from a global perspective.

v. The course earlier was titled 'Society and Culture in East Asia'. The title has 
been changed to Introduction to East Asia’ to better reflect the content.

9 & 10. After Forced Migration I & II

The two courses (each of 2 credits) will be offered as elective courses to all MA 
programmes.

Discussion on these two courses centred on racial capitalism, settler colonialism, 
anthropocentrism and the non-human world, techno-development, etc. The 
members had the following suggestions:

i For the course 'After Forced Migrations r it was noted that there is now a 

substantial body of literature in the field of politicaf theory on reparations, and 
it would be nice to see some of it incorporated because it speaks to the 
ethical aspects of the issue.

ii. Does the category of racial capitalism apply in the cases being covered in this 
course?

iii. The reading list and assessment seems too heavy for a 2-credit course.
iv. There is scope to extend these discussions around reparations and 

resettlement to indigenous people, for instance, in the western ghats in India.
v The course should be organised in the SCAR format with separate modules. 

The readings could also be divided between ‘core’ and 'supplementary'.

The course coordinator has responded to the comments in the following manner:

11
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i. Types and lengths of the assessments have been clarified to bring them In 
line with a 2-credit course.

ii. The course has now been developed In the SOAP format.
ill. Readings have been separated into core and supplementary. This has helped 

to further highlight the various disciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches to 
the 5 themes covered In this course as well as to demonstrate the range of 
objects to which they may apply, for example the use of political theory's 
treatment of the Issues to address the ethical challenges involved.

*•

i11. Por-ut-fslGm: Global!tv from an Islamic Angfe

The courses will be offered as an elective to all MA programmes in the Winter 
Semester.

It is important to emphasise the plurality of knowledge traditions while 
deconstructing the idea of scientific knowledge as a European legacy. 
Therefore, there is a need to engage in a great cfvriizatronai dialogue and the 
proposed course may allow us to do that, and it is therefore very timely.

ii. The course should take into cognizance the plurality of Islam across 

geographies and that even while forays into Ottoman history might be the 
focus of the course, it should also be oriented towards other geographies.

iii. The modules should be structured in a way that the 'current' or the 

'contemporary' in Islam should become more meaningful to students as they 
move on with the course, without their being a direct focus on the 

’contemporary'.
iv. The reading list is exhaustive. Works of Oliver Roy. Roxanne L. Euben and 

Timur Kuran. could be added.
v. It was pointed out that due thought has been given to the term "Islamic Angfe* 

in the title of the course, which is otherwise very interesting indeed. More 
readings could be added to Module 5. particularly on the sutKheme, political 
economy of oil.

vi. The course should be more oriented towards literary, cultural and other 
artistic and creative aspects as a way to represent and showcase the Muslim 
encounter with globality. In this light, the title dar-uMstem Is misleading and 
inappropriate; it is provocative and altows some legitimacy to categories like 
Ram Rajya.

vii. The assessment structure of the course need to be spelled out more clearly.

r.

i

f
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The course coordinator has responded to the comments in the following manner:

i The spatial and temporal span of the course is diverse and not focused on a 
specific region or time period.

ii An exhaustive list of readings provides them a useful choice. While students 
are not expected to read all the listed books, they may however, have a wider 
choice at hand. The books suggested are included in the reading list.

ui. The title of the course could either be ‘ Dar-ul-lslam; Globality from an Islamic 
Perspective’1, or ‘'Islam and Muslims in Global Contexts’1. The term(s), ‘Islam1 
and ‘Muslims' inform each other and cannot be addressed as exclusive 

categories, particularly for a course that claims to speak in the realm of the 
global. It also explains why one of the early modules in the course is focused 
on Islamic Cosmology, a particular world-view that has informed Muslim 
social, political, economic and scientific practices Of course, the notions of 
what constitute this normative have been debated within the Islamic world all 
along, but Muslim societies and their practices have nevertheless been 

shaped by what they imagine as the normative, in a variety of ways 
Therefore, any titles like “The Muslim Encounter with Globality’ are rather 
reductive in their scope and meaning.

iv. Dar ul-Islam or Dar al-lslam is an accepted and legitimate juridical and 
territorial term, a world system, invoked across traditions and publics, 
religious or scholarly, traditional or popular For exampie the historian Richard 
Eaton spoke of Dar-a/ Islam as a World System. Similarly John 0 VoN 
speaks of Islamic entity as ' a vast network of Interacting peoples and groups, 
with considerable diversity and yet some sufficiently common elements so 

that it is possible to speak of these diverse communities as being part of the 
Islamic world". To recognise Dar-a/ Islam's scope to be very similar to that of 
Ram Rajya is misleading. Ram Rajya is more a moral signifier, an epitome of 
’good governance' in the Indian ethos or more precisely the Hindu 
imagination and does not indicate a/any world system.

v. The suggestion that the course should be oriented towards cultural and 
artistic aspects of Muslims as a way towards global history, while interesting 
does not fit appropriately in the scheme of things, particularly when the 

course aims towards a broad survey integrating discursive practices and 
cultural and art forms with material reality. The proposed course seeks to be 
informed by a pedagogy, which while it approaches Islam from within the 
tradition, speaks to it and engages with it critically.

vi. Assessment structure has been elaborated.

13
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^2, 13 & 14. MA Urban Studies Core Courses (Dissertation (10 credits); Wriffrei 
Seminar (2 credits): Internship (4 credits))

The members suggested no changes to Dissertation and Internship.

On Writing Seminar (2 credits), it was suggested that, given its title and overall 
objectives, it should focus entirety on writing and not get into oral presentations. 
This would leave more time for in-depth discussions and peer-learning. The 
course has been changed accordingly. The second unit has been broken down 
into two and the presentation unit has been removed. Peer discussion on draft 
writing of each student will be an intense affair and will take up roughly half of the 
total time of the course. Details are provided in the course content.

15. IS 5 17. MA Globa) Studies Core Courses (Dissertation ffi credits); Capstone 

Workshop (2 credits):

The members suggested no changes for Dissertation and Internship.

The Board of Studies recommends that all the 17 courses, revised In line 

with the deliberations in the meeting, bo placed before the Academic 

Council for approval.

The meeting ended with a Vote of Thanks.

£halrpcrsonl'
Board of Studies 
School of Global Affairs
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School of Global Affairs

Agenda for the 19tn Meeting of the Academic Council: 9 January 2020 

Courses for Winter Semester 2020

# Name of Course Page Number

BA Global Studies; Core Courses

2-61. Chinese Language 4

2. 7-12French Language 4

BA Sustainable Urbanism: Core Courses

13-213. Housing and Society

22-284. Knowing the City

BA Programmes; Elective Courses

5. Literary & Cultural Dialogues in Latin America 29-38

Understanding the Global Processes in NE India 39-466.

47-537. Urban Rural Linkages

8. Introduction to East Asia 54-64

MA Global Studies: Elective Courses

After Forced Migration I Reparations & Restitution 65-729.

10. After Forced Migration II: Repatriation & Resettlement 73-80

Global Islam: Networks and Connectivities 81*9211.

MA Urban Studies: Core Courses

12. Dissertation 93-97

13 Writing Seminar 98-103

104-10714. Internship

MA Global Studies: Core Courses

15. Dissertation 108-112

113-11716. Capstone Workshop

118-12217. Summer Guided Research

I
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Ambedkar University Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course
{To be approved by the Board of Studies and the Academic Council)

School / Centre proposing the course School of GfobaJ Affairs

Programme(s) BA Global Studies (BA-GS)

Course title Beginners Level (Chinese 4)

Course code SGA1GS205

Credits 4

Course type (core / compufsory / optional / any other 
- please specify)

Core Global Studies

Level (Predoctoral / MA / PG Diploma / Certificate / UG
UG)

Course coordinator and team

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered in ADD?

This course offered as pad of the compulsory foreign language component of the 
BA-GS programme

2. Specific requirements on the pert of students who can be admitted to this 
course: (Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)

Must have completed Chinese 1, Chinese 2 and Chinese 3

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort 
size is proposed):

As prescribed a\ the launch of the course.

4. Course scheduling: (summer/winter course; semester-long course; half
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify): 
Semester-long course

5. Proposed date of launch: Winter 2019-20

6. How does the course link with the vision of AUD and the specific 
programme(s) where it is being offered?

This course wiU be offered to students who have passed Chinese 1, Chinese 2 and 
Chinese 3 in the first three semesters of BA-GS. The acquiring of a foreign language

2
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Is not Jimilcd to just the ability to speak another language but also allows for greater 
understanding and insight into the culture and people of the said language. 
Acquiring Chinese language skills has become increasingly attractive for non-natives 
in recent times with China's growing stature as a superpower. Knowing Chinese will 
allow students to access primary mate rials which otherwise remain inaccessible and 

help them to understand the tumultuous vicissitudes of the current global context In 
which China is a key player. This will be in complete tandem with the purpose of the 
global studies program.

The progressive learning curve which the students will experience from Chinese 1 to 
' Chinese 4 will manifest In their ability to hold simple conversations <n the language 

like Introducing themselves, asking for directions, placing orders In a restaurant etc. 
A more tangible outcome could be measured if the students were to appear for the 
HSK exams [Hanyu Shuiplng Kaoshi - The Chinese Proficiency Test (HSK), an 

international standardized test of Chinese language proficiency, assesses non- 
native Chinese speakers1 abilities in using the Chinese language in their daily, 
academic and professional lives. HSK consists of six levels, namely HSK (level I). 
HSK (level I/). HSK (level III). HSK (level IV), HSK (level V), and HSK (level VI).) It 
should be noted here that several Chinese universities offer generous scholarships 
to foreign students to pursue Master degrees in China and one of the oritena to 
apply for such scholarships is having HSK level 3 at least. After 4 semesters of 
Chinese language the student should be able to at (east pass level 3 rf not4. This 

, proficiency certificate would enable interested students to pursue their graduate 
education in China.

w
•i;
f
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7. Course Details: 

a. Summary

By the end of three semesters, the student would be strongly equipped with a strong 
grasp sound utterances and unique tonal nature of the Chinese language, in this 
semester, the aim will be to further strengthen oral tonal skills and learn newer 
grammatical structures while further augmenting the vocabulary. Now. 'Pinyln'. 
which is the Romanization of the Chinese characters, will no longer be a pan of the 
learning process as texts will be completely In Chinese characters. This will further 
wean the student away from Pinyin and allow her/him completely rely on Chinese 
characters and not Pinyin while acquiring new vocabulary. Listening, speaking. 
reading and writing skills will be reinforced in a regular manner.

i
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b. Objectives

• The most general objectives of the course are to continue to enhance the 
student's knowledge about China, its language and culture. Specific 
objectives are to help student develop an informed understanding of Chinese 
linguistic behaviour, society and culture. Concrete objectives include:

• Further increase the student's grasp on the grammatical structure and 
vocabulary in Chinese.

• Completely remove the dependency on 'Pinyin' ie Romanization of the 
Chinese characters.

• Increase ihe use of the most basic and frequently used everyday expressions 
in Chinese.

• Gaining fluency in speaking and increasing listening ability for everyday use 
of the language.

» The students should be able to read and write over 500 characters and 
comprehend more than 750 words.
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Prescri bed Textb ooks:

Elementary Chinese Reader (Revised Edition) Part 2 with Audio CDs. published 

by Sinolingua, Beijing, China

6. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional design

The course wifi be a combination of lectures, class activities such as role plays, 
tutorials and oral presentations.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, dassroom/others instructional space: any other - pleaso speedy)

Projector and speakers would be required.

c. Expertise in AUO faculty or outside: NA

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital: 
any others)

Contact with other institutions where Chinese is taught, attending cultural events 
held by the Chinese embassy In Delhi periodically will be beneficial for students 

as it would provide a real time Chinese language environment.

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments) 

The course will have the foffowing kinds of assessments.

* Class participation (10%)

5



♦ Dictation (10%) <* *

♦ Class presentation (20%)

• Mid semester examination (20%)

• Final examination (40%)

Signature of Course Coordinator(s)

Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 
incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of • 
the respective schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council

Recommendation of the School of Studies

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2nfl meeting held on 30 
October 2019 and has been approved in the present form.

Signature of the Dean of the School

6
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Ambcdkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course

[To bo approved by the Board of Studios and the Academic Council) 

School/Centre proposing the course School of Global Affairs

Programme(s) BA-GS, SSH *

3t Course title French IV
*

Course code SGA1GS206 r
f*- « .4Credits —* 4

ir Core for GS and SSHCourse type (core / compulsory / optional / any other - 
please specify)s

i
*

Level (Predoctoral / MA /PG Diploma / Certificate / UG) UGr«

Course coordinator and team PC of BA-GS and French 
Teacher

1. Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered 
in AUD?

This course is offered as part of the compulsory foreign language component of the 
BA-GS programme.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to thfs 
course: (Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)

Must have completed the courses. French I. II and III

3. Ho, of students to bo admitted (mth justification if lower than usual cohort 9)20
Is proposed): 30-35

."V
*

1

r

4. Course scheduling: (summorfwfntcr course; scmesteMong course; half
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify) 
Semester-long course

5. Proposed date of launch; Winter 2020

6. How does the course link with the vision of AUD and the specific programmo(s) 
where it is being offered?

Languages are a window into different cultures around the world, fn this globalized 
wortd. learning a foreign language opens the mind to the way of fife of pcop/e Hx 
other countries thereby giving students a larger perspective. French is spoken in

f
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Europe as welf as Africa and, of course, parts of Asia and Northern America. An 
insight into French and Francophone culture and history through learning this 
language would complement the global studies course.

7. Course Details: 

a. Summary

Learning a foreign language is not only a practical skifl that adds value to any CV but 
is also useful in discovering and understanding a foreign culture and people French 
Is amongst the top languages in the world having an official status in many 
countries It is also one of the official languages of many international bodies hke the 
United Nations A language with a rich history, French has influenced art, literature, 
cinema, philosophy, gastronomy among other fields worldwide Learning French can 
lead to a deeper understanding of not just French but also Francophone cufture 
including Canada, parts of Africa, Europe and Asia.

b. Objectives ' •'

The following objectives are to be achieved by the end of French JV.

• Listening Comprehension - To be able to understand phrases and the simple 
vocabulary related to areas of personal relevance fike the neighbourhood or 
city, social media, shopping and daily activities To be able to catch the main 
points in short, clear simple messages and announcements

• Reading Comprehension - To be able to read short, simple texts and 
understand short basic personal fetters. To also be able to find specific, 
predictable information in simple everyday material such as posters, 
advertisements, prospectuses, menus and timetables

• Spoken interaction and production - To be able to use a senes of phrases and 
sentences to describe briefly one's family, studies, living conditions, plans for 
the future and carry out a very general conversation related to one’s life.

• Writing - To be able to write short messages and notes related to matters of 
immediate need as well as short personal fetters with a few details regarding 
one’s activities.

c. Overall structure:

)n this course, I propose to adopt a task-based and communication-based approach 

to teaching a foreign language wherein students wifi learn French through various 
activities and tasks to be performed in groups or individually. The focus of the 
classes wilt be to get students to accomplish various tasks for which grammar and

8
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vocabulary will be the toots provided through the book, other documents, songs or 
videos. I will try to use authentic documents so that students do not fee! that their 
knowledge is limited to a classroom. The documents will afso provide information 
about Prench and Francophone culture In order to ensure holistic learning. Of the 
four skills of reading comprehension, listening comprehension, spoken expression 

and written expression, the course shaii focus more on (he first three as one ot the 
ideas behind this course is to enable students to identify French when they see or 
hear it and use acquired knowledge to understand what it could mean even if thoy 
come across a document that is above their language level.

■
>a
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d. Contents

One cannot exactly specify the time in which certain concepts will be covered as the 
response of the students determines the pace and sometimes the direction of 
teaching. However, by the end of the fourth semester, students wiff acquire the A2 
level as defined by the Common European Framework for languages (CEFR). The 

book prescribed as the textbook for the French course at SGA has separate books 
for each level of the CEFR and there are cfear indications regarding (he level of each 
chapter within the books. Overall, the course shall follow the outline laid out in the 
book for the A1 and A2 levels so that it serves as a reference point for the students. 
Each book is divided Into 9 chapters of three lessons each wllh 5 to 7 chapters 
dedicated to each level. Thus, in the three courses. French 1. 2 and 3, the students 
have completed all the chapters of the A1 level book including 3 chapters that 
pertain to the A2 level. If they choose to continue with French in semesters 5 and 6. 
they shall finish the A2 level book that contains 3 chapters belonging to the A2 level 
and 6 chapters belonging to the level. In the fourth semester course. French 4, l 
propose to complete the three chapters comprising three lessons each of the A2 
level in the A2 level book. The 9 lessons to be completed shall be covered at the 
rate of 1 lesson per week. Since the language level is higher, there is a need to 
invest more time in the practical aspects of writing, listening and speaking in class. 
Therefore. 1 week per chapter of the course shall be dedicated to supplementary 
documents from other books, songs and videos and other internet resources.

in the fourth semester, the topics to be covered w/J be technology, work 
environment, social media, and cities. In grammar, the students will learn the active- 
passive voice, direct and reported speech, the present conditional tense, the 
subjunctive, (ho past perfect tense and the relative pronouns *ou" and "donf. The 
vocabulary related to the environment and eco-friendly practices, technology and the 
work environment will be used. Students will be able to make longer, more 

descriptive sentences giving at (east a few details.
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Textbook:
• Hugot, Cathefine et q\.,After Ego + 2: m&thodo de frengais : A2, Paris : 

Hachette.2012

Other books that may be consuUed:
* Codon. Marie-NoSlie et el.. Seison 2, Les dditions Didier, 2014

• Dc rryer, Monique ct a I.. Version originate 2, Editions Mars on de Langues. 2010

* Gr6goire, Mara, Grammaim prugressrvo du (mngait - n/veay debutant, 
Cl^international, 2010

• »

• Miguel, Claire, VocBbutoim progress// du frangais - niveau ddbutant, 
Odinternat/onal, 2014

• Charl/ac, Lucile et aV.Phon&ique progressive du frengais - niveau ddbutani, 
Cieintcrnationaf, 2014

• Grand-CI6ment. Odile, Civilisation en dialogues - niveau ddbutant, 
C interna lion ai. 2007

t t

♦ Miquel. CJa/re. Grammairo on dialogues - Niveau ddbutant. Ci6 
intemational,2005

4

: 5
• Debyser. Francis and JearvMarc Car6, Jeu, iongago et crdativitO: les jeux dans

ia cfasse do frangais. Hachette, 1992 -

♦ Werss, Frangois, Jeux et ectivitds communicstivos dans in cfasse do tongue, 
Hachette, 1989

internet sources
www.rfi.fr (International French Radio) 
www.tv5monde.fr (International French TV channel)

6. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional design
The course will be a combination of activities, role play dialogues, written 
expression and oral presentations.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify)

10
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Projector and speakers are a must. A language tab would be ideal to refine the 

students* language skills.

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside ; Currently being taught by Visiting! 
Adjunct Faculty.

d. Linkages with external agencies (c.g.. with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others)

The French language learning institute. Alliance franpaise de Delhi, is a cultural 
hub for French and Francophone culture where many plays, concerts, photo 
exhibitions and various other cultural activities are organized. Linkage with this 

institute would be beneficial for the students and would provide them access to a 
francophone environment that is motivating and that promotes language learning 
by going beyond the classroom.

9, Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)

Continuous evaluation is required. The course will have the following assessments:

* Class participation, attendance and workbook (10%)

* Oral exam towards the end of the course (15%)

* Class presentation (15%)

* Worksheets related to the topics covered once a month (30%)

* Final examination at the end of the course (30%)

Signature of Course Coordinators)

Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 
incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

U
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3. fn certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 

school, the proposal rnay be submitted directly to the Academic Council

Recommendation of the School of Studies;

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies In its 2nd meeting held on 30 
October 2019 and has been approved in the present form

Signatifre of the Dean of he School

i , <
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Ambodkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course

(To bo approved by the Board of Studies and the Academic Council)

School / Centre proposing the course School of Global Affairs

Programme(s) BA in Sustainable Urbanism

Course title Mousing end Society **i Course code SGA1SU203

Credits 4»

Course type (core / compulsory / optional / 
any other - ptease specify}

Core 4

Level (Predoc tor a 11MA / PG Diploma / 
Certificate ^ UG)

BA

Course coordinator and team Rohrt Negi (Coordinator), visiting faculty

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered In AUD?

This is a core course for the students of BA Sustainable Urbanism and BA SSH 
stream 4 at KP. It builds on the major courses that the former group of students have 
already completed, most notably, ‘Urban Worlds’ and ‘Governing the City’, and the 
(attcr group's courscwor* in poftrea/ studies. There isn’t another undergraduate 
course in this domain at AUD.

*

t

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this 
course; (Pre requisites; prior knowledge revel; any others - please specify): No 
prerequisites

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort 
size Is proposed): 50

4. Course scheduling: (summcr/wlnter course; semostcr-fong course; half- 
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify)

Semester-long course

5. Proposed date of launch: Winter 2020

C

it

?t
Ir i
\

ir
V
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6. How does the course link with the vision of AUD and the specific 
prog ramme(s) where it Is being offered?

The course will be offered to fourth semester BA students as a core course From a 
general introduction to the field of Sustainable Urbanism in the first three semesters, 
wjth this course, the programme begins to move into specialised domains. Gwen this 
aim, the course takes housing as the pivot around which a critical perspective on 

urban change and lived experiences may be developed. The overarching philosophy 
of AUD built around sociaf justice and environmental sustainability 1s emphasised 
across the course

7. Course Details:

a. Summary

Housing is an essential aspect of human civilisation, though its forms, materials and 
meanings are historicafly-geographicalfy situated. The course takes a multi' 
dimensional approach to understand issues related to urban housing and its 
intersections with societal concerns, drawing in the main on the disciplines of 
architecture, urban planning, anthropology and geography. It is grounded in the 
experiences of the gioba) south, and is situated at the intersection of policy, market 
and the relatively-autonomous actions of individuals and collectives. In its 
assessments, the course makes use of students' situated experiences and 
observations of dwelling in the city

b. Objectives ••

• To introduce students to cntical aspects of housing and its social contexts

• To build understanding of urban policy, politics and associational lives 
through the prism of housing

■ To systematically locate students' immediate experiences within wider urban 
processes

• Through field-based assessments, build capacity to undertake research 
individually and as part of teams

c. Overall structure:

The course is organised around five modules After an introductory module that 
exposes students to the diversities of housing practices—especially in the global 
south—, the next three modules develop an understanding of the key elements 

of housing and its sociological, market and state interface. The final module

14
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delves into the question of urban poverty and housing, looking at homelessness, 
slums, and renting.

Module Dura f ion

Housing typofogies

Neighbourhoods: social relations and change

3 weeks
}2 weeks

iiii The housing market: property and real estate 2 weeks

Housing policy and planning 2 weeks

Housing and Urban Poor 3 weeks

d. Contents

i. Housing typologies

The opening unit introduces students to the diverse housing practices in modern 

cities, espedaily in India, as a way to begin a conversation that folds in multiple 

ways of designing, building, and inhabiting. It will also look at the relations of 
typologies with affect, materials and expertise. For instance, many large and 

small towns have seen a widespread move away from vernacufar^ocaity* 

adapted—materials and design practices towards more homogenous ones that 
draw on a narrow set of templates of design and construct using concrete and 

steel. These shite will be explored, considering also the resilience of the 

vernacular despite these homogenising tendencies, and the relative 

environmental imbrications of the different housing types.

Core readings
• CRIT-Mumbal (2007), ‘Housing Typologies in Mumbai’, CRIT-Mumbai, available 

from https:// critmumbal.files.wordpress.com/201 l/lO/house*types-in*mumbal* 

flnal.pdf.
• Centre for Policy Research Internet resource on 'Cities of Delhi1, available from 

https 'J/www. cp ri nd ia .org/projects/dtl e$-d el h I
• 'City of Walls: A Discussion with Teresa Caldeira', POLAR: 23{t): 122‘137. 

Available from
https://anthrosource.onllnelibrary.wiley.eom/doi/pdf/10.1525/pol .2000.23.1.122

15
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• the concept ol vernacutat ardihecture', DNA tndta, ava)tab)e Jrom

https:/Avww.dnafndja.com/)ust-before-monday/report*«xplonng*the-concept'Of- 
vernacuTar-a rch itcctu re-2654 64 5

Film: Urban Futures in the Indian Himalayas (20l6)-short documentary on the 
changes in bull! environments, economy and aspirations in a small Himalayan 
town.

Additional readings

• Setljanti. S and Firmanglngtyas, H (u.d.) Vernacular housing in contemporary 

urban )Mng\ SB 13 Dubai Paper-154, available from
htt ps y/www, if bnet.de Aj ate n/lcondayC 10 _0 C26904. pdf

* Mercer, Claire (2014), ‘Middle class construction: domestic architecture, 
aesthetics and anxieties in Tanzania1. The Journal of Modern African Studies, 
5(2): 227-250.

(u Neighbourhoods: social relations and change

Using the neighbourhood as the hey site of analysis of housing and its social 
imbrications, the unit will consider the diversities that neighbourhoods embody 

accounting for history, class, and other lines of difference, including caste, race 
and ethnicity. This exploration will build an understanding of segregation, [ 
discrimination and power in patterns of urban dwelling, linked via the questions of ~ 
identity and unequal access to basic sen/ices.

Core readings
• Arkaraprasertkuf, Non (2013). ‘Traditionalism as a way of fife: The sense of home 

fn a Shanghai Alleyway', Harvard Asia Quarterly, 15(3-4): 15-25.
• Galonnier, Juliette (2014), 'The enclave, the citadel and the ghetto: The threefold 

segregation of upper-dass muslims in India’, International Journal of Urban and 

Regional Research, DOI: 10.1111/1466-2427.12203
• Kent, Alexander and TO Frohlich (2015), The 9 most segregated cities In 

America', Huffpost, Available from https :/Avww,huffpost.com/entry/the-9-most- 
segregated-dties-in-amorlca.n^SSdfSSeSeAbOe?! 17ba92d7f

• Mceachern, Charmaine (1998), 'Mapping the memories: politics, place and 

Identity in the District Six Museum, Cape Town', Sodal Identities, 4(3): 499-521.
• Quarratulain Ryder. The Housing Sodety* (1963), novella

16
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Film: District 9 (2009)—South African science fiction film that takes an alien- 
infused look at apartheid's effects on majority neighborhoods.

Addft (onaf readings
• Po$pf§ilovd, L et al (2016), 'Urban Dynamics and Neighbourhood Change in 

Cities after Transition’. Czech Socbfogic&f Review, Vof. 62, No. 6
* Chatterjee, Part ha (2006), 'An equal right to the city: Contests over cultral space 

in Calcutta’, Current Writing, 10(2): 166-184.

Mi. The housing market: property and real estate

For most residents, the real estate and housing markets mediate their 
relationships to dwelling in the efty. At one end of the property market one finds 

multinational corporations assembling land, while at the other, Veal estate 

agents' of various kinds line the streets of localities, especially those at the city's 

fringes. The Unit will take a close look at the these concerns through the case of 
the NCR, using material that brings in both the place of erstwhile villagers and 

the real estate developers in housing developments. In doing so. aspects like 

speculation, ghost cities, and housing inequality will be discussed.

/nd«atfye_Rea_dings

* Searie, Uerena (2016). Landscapes of Accumulation: Real Estate and the 
Neoliberal Imagination in Contemporary India. University of Chicago Press. Ch 1.

♦ Cowan, Thomas (2018). 'The urban village, agrarian transformation and rentier 
capitalism in Gurgaon. India’. Antipode. 50(5): 1244-1266.

• XP Singh (2015), Whatever the Odds: The Incredible Story behind DLF. Harper 
Collins.

* Ian M Cook (2015), ’Link work; land and housing brokers in Mangaluru. India', 
Journal of South Asian Development, 10(3): 292-317.

Film: Khosla ka Ghosla (2006)-film on a middle-class famify's conflict with real 
estate agents and mafia.

iv. Housing policy and planning

Housing has been generally considered a basic human right, and to that ertent 
modern states have assumed the responsible for the provisioning of basic 

housing and services for their citizen. However, the mechanisms, forms and
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effectiveness of this promise vary, fn the Indian case, despite several public
housing initiatives, the coverage of formal housing Is far from universal. This unit 
will consider the way the state has conceived of urban housing, the policy frames 

and programme implementation across the last few decades, with a focus on 

more recent Indian initiatives such as the Pradhan Mantri A was Yojana (Urban).

Indicative Readings

* O'Souza, Renita (2019). Housing Poverty In Urban India: The Failures of Past 
and Current Strategies and the Need for a New Blueprint ORF Occassional 
Paper. Available from https’iNrww.ortonilne.orgfresearchfriouslng-poverty-in- 
urban«india-the*fallures-of-past«and-current-strategles-and-the-need-for-a-new-  

blueprint-46665/
* Yuen, Belinda et a) (2005), 'High-rise living in Singapore Public Housing', Urban 

Studies. 43(3): 583-600.
* Zhang, Zhao et al (2017), 'A crisis of crisis management? Evaluating post-2010 

housing restructuring in Nanjing, China', Housing Policy Debate, 26(1)29-49.

f
Film: Mohan Josh) Haazir Hoi (1984)* film on an elderly couple's interaction with 

the state and bureaucracy as they seek to improve their Mumbai tenement s 

infrastructure.

Additions I Reading s

• Sue Parnell (1969), 'Shaping a racially divided society; state housing policy in 
South Africa. 1920-50, Environment and Planning C: Government and Policy, 7: 
261-272.

r

v. Housing and the urban poor

Despite the government's nominal promise of 'housing for all!*, in practice a 

large proportion of the urban population does not have access to either public- 
provisioned or housing through the formal market. A variety of relatively 

autonomous means to housing emerge in this context and will be discussed, 
including practices of shifting 'camps*, baslis (or slums), and unauthorised 

colonies, which make up over a half of total housing stock in cities like Delhi. 
The Unit also considers the experiences of renting and homelessness, placing 

emphasis on informal networks and tacit knowledges that shape the way 

different Individuals access arid inhabit housing.

IS
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CoreReadinqs

* Benjamin, Solomon (2007), 'Occupancy urbanism: ten theses', Sarai Reader 
2007: 538-563.

* Sheikh. Shshana and Subhadra Banda (2016). 'Unpacking the 'Unauthorized 
Colony”; Policy, planning and Everyday Lives', In S. Chakravarly and R Negi 
(Eds), Space, Planning and Everyday Contestations in Delhi. New Delhi: 
Springer (pp 137-161).

* Hindman, Michelle et a! (2015), Addressing Slum Redevelopment Issues in 

India. Dow Sustainability Fellowship. Available from
htt p y/s ustalna bi li ty, u mich. ed ufrnedraMles/dow/Dow-Slum * Redevelop ment-
India, pdf

* Too afraid to sleep: India's homeless women suffer as cities expand' (2018), 
Voice of America, available from https^/www.voanews.com/south-centraI* 

asia/too-af raid-steep-i nd ia s-home! e ss-wo me n-s uff er‘dties-ex pa nd
* Naik, Mukta (2015). ‘Informal rental housing typologies and experiences of tow- 

income migrant renters in Gurgaon. India', Environment and Urbanization ASIA. 
6(2): 154-175.

Flim: Cities of Sleep (2015)- documentary on the places and socialities involved 
in the act of sleeping for Delhi's homeless.

Additional Readings

• Ghosh. S (2019), 'Understanding Homelessness in Neofiberal City; A Study from 

Delhi'. Journal of Asian and African Studies

Film: Living in a Cage in one of the World's Richest Cities (2016)—documentary 

on the conditions under which some of Hong Kong's poor citizen live

6. Pedagogy:

a. fnstruct/ondf design

The course will be a combination of lectures, tutorials and field-based learning. 
The course will use an online platform (Google Classroom) that enables students 
to track the course’s progress and their own contributions. The course will 
throughout look to draw on the students' own relationships with the city via their 
experiences with their homes and neighborhoods through reflective exercises 
and assignments.

19
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b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms"*of software, studio, lab, clinic, 

library, classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify)

No specific requirements

c. Expert!se in A UD faculty or ou(side

Housing, built forms and urban design are an important element of the larger 
urban studies area within SGA. Currently, there is no regular faculty with 
expertise in this domain (apart from the course coordinator's UG training in 
planning). Therefore, a regufar/visiting/adjuct faculty in the area will be required 
to transact a bulk of the course.

d. Linkages with externa!agencies (e g., with field-based organizations, hospitaf; 
any others)

Special lectures by academics and civil society advocates working on housing 
will be organised. Discussions with agencies such as the Housing and Land 

Rights Alliance, among others, are already going on with regards to a longer- 
engagement with the programme.

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments) 

The course will have three types of assessment situations.

• Students will be assessed In assignments that cover elements of theory and 
field work observations as presentation using photo-voice and stories. One of ,*» 
these assessments towards the end of the semester will ask students to be 
experimental and creative in imagining alternate ways to housing .(Two 
assignments: 50%)

• Two in-class responses to specific modules and material related to these will 
be worth 20% of the grade

• The final examination will be worth 30% of the grade

Signature of Course Coordinators)
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Note:

1. ModiHcations on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 
incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

2. Courses which ere meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

3. In certain apodal cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2nd meeting held on 30 
October 2019 and has been approved in the present form.

Signature of the Dean of the School

2)
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Ambedkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course

tTo be approved by the Board of Studies and the Academic Council)
School / Centre proposing the course School of Global Affairs

Programme(s) BA Sustainable Urbanism

Course Me Knowing the City

Course code SGA1SU204

Credits 4

Course type (core l compulsory / optional / 
any other - please specify)

Core for BASU

Level (Predoctoral / MA / PG Diploma / 
Certificate / UG)

BA 4th Semester

Course coordinator and team Rohit Negi, Rachna Mehta and 
Pritpal Randhawa

1. Does the course connect tof build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered in AUD?
The course is intended as one of core courses for the students of BA Sustainable 
Urbanism. It connects with and adds more to the courses ‘Working with Numbers', 
Governing the City', ‘Reading Cities through Neighborhoods' offered by the BA-SU 
programme of the School of Global Affairs. The course is aimed to train students to 
understand, analyse and represent different ways of knowing the city through 
everyday experiences and practices.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this 
course: (Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify): No 
requirement.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort 
size is proposed);
The entire cohort of BA-SU, and those SSH students who have opted for this 
trajectory, will enroll in the course

4. Course scheduling; (summerfwinter course; semester-long course; half- 
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify); 
Semester-long course

5. Proposed date of launch: Winter 2020

22
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6. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD and the specific 
proQrammefs) whore It Is being offered?

The core concern of the course is to learn the basic techniques of qualitative 
research which would enable to unpack the underlying issues pertaining to 
sustainability challenges and equity in the cities,

7. Course Details;

a. Summary

There are many ways to know the urban region, a dominant way being codified 

knowledge such as plans, policies, documents, mapping produced by state and non- 
state agencies and beyond these an alternate domain of knowledges derived out of 
lived experiences existing in cities. The non-codified ways of Irving largely emerge in 
the process of working, inhabiting and moving about in the city and are very often 

outside the ambit of formal urban knowledge systems. This course aims to train 
students to appreciate different ways of knowing the city and to understand, analyse 
and represent the latter world of everyday experiences. In the transaction of the 
course, concerns and questions regarding validity, rigour will be addressed and 
ethics of doing such research will be debated.

b. Objectives

i. To gain an understanding of collecting non-codified knowledges of everyday 
experiences and practices of the city.

ii. To acquire critical skills in interpreting and evaluating that research.
ill. To gain experience in communicating that research in both academic and 

non-academic forms.

c. Overall structure:

This course is organized around three units.

Duration (week)Topic

3 WeeksFraming Research1.

23
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2. Research Techniques

a) Observational Method
b) Reviewing Grey Literature
c) Conversational method
d) Researching with community

2 Weeks

2 Weeks

2 Weeks

Communicating Research3. 3 weeks

d. Contents

Unit 1: Framing Research

The City is or can be made known through a myriad ways but how do we 

determine what we cannot know or the lesser seen, heard or experienced aspect 
of the city? The introductory module aims to bridge this gap by bringing together 
the multiple ways of knowing the city.

While the distinction between different kinds of knowledge expounding the city 
forms the basic thread of the course, yet it is recognized that they are not neatly 
separated and can converse or have similar origins as often the expert 
knowledge is built upon experiential knowledge even though latter may be made 

invisible in the course of history So these distinctions, collaborations or 
contradictions wifi be explored in the first unit of the course with an emphasis on 
the contemporary debate on the local, informal, everyday ways of knowing the 
city.

Readinqs

• Pfeffer, K. (2018). ’Knowing the City’. Jnaugral Lecture Given (In a Shortened 
form) to mark the assumption of the position as Professor of Infrastructuring 
urban futures at the faculty of Geo-information Science and Earth 
Observation (ITC) at the University of Twente on Thursday 14 June 2018.

■ Corburn, J (2003) 'Bringing Local Knowledge into Environmental Decision 
Making: Improving Urban Planning for Communities at Risk’, Journal of 
Planning Education and research, 22 420-433.

♦ Buizer, M., Arts, B,, Kok, K. (2011) Governance, Scale and the Environment: 
The Importance of Recognizing Knowledge Claims in Transdisciplinary 
Arenas’, Ecology and Society 16(1).

24
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♦ Moulaert, F.. Marlinelli, F., Ssvyngedouw, E. and Gonzalez, S. (2005). 
To*vards A/fefna(fve Mode/(s) of Local Innovation'. Urb&n Studios, 42 (11): 
1969-1990.

Optional Readings

• Geo/p Simmel (1971), *The Metropolis and Mental Life'. University of 
Chicago, Chicago.

• Ashis Nandy (2001). ‘An Ambiguous Journey to the City', Oxford University 
Press, Delhi.

Unit 2: Research Techniques

Students will be trained in broadly three methods of researching these 

knowledges discussed below. The analytical tools of three units are as follows:

a) Observational methods

Transects, non-participant observation, neighbourhood walks containing visual 
and non-visual documentation (tapping sounds, smells, feel of tho city)

b) Reviewing Grey Literature

This section will discuss how to find, understand and analyse non-number 
secondary material available in the form of grey literature including action 

research, pamplets, blog etc.

c) Conversational methods

Oral Histones and life stones, in-depth interviews. The additional processes 
required in data collection will be explained in detail - making field notes, rapport 
building, data reduction/representation strategies, probing, ethics, etc.

d) Rescarchingwlthcommuntties

The researcher and the community work together to use different ways to 

understand everyday life. Participatory Rural Appraisal PRA, space use in 
different times, Community Focus Group, Community Mapping.

25
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• Perks, R, and Thomson, A. (2016). (Eds) Oral History Reader (third Edition), 
London and New York: Routledge.

• Bornat, J (2012). ‘Oral History and Qualitative Research’, Tlmescapes 
Methods Guides Series, Guide No. 12

• Ojermark, A (2007). ‘Presenting Life Histories A literature review and 
annotated biWlography', CPRC Working Paper 101, Chronic Poverty 
Research Centre.

• Davies, J.r Singh, C., Tebboth. M.r Spear, D., Mensah, A, and Ansah, P 
(2016) Conducting Life History Interviews: A How - To Guide, ASSAR 
available at http://www.assar.uct.ac.za/news/conducting-life-historY- 
interviews-how*guide

• Community Mapping through Transect Walks available at 
https: >/caic omm. org/tran^ect- walk/

• Participatory Methods; Transect Walks available at 
Vatps: / /pare) ly pato r>' .org/2 017/ J 0/29/transect‘W alk s/

• Munoz-Erickson, T. A (2014). ‘Co-production of knowledge-action systems 
in urban sustainable governance: The KASA approach', Environmental 
Science and Policy, 37' 182-191.

• Winkler, M (2005). ‘Community-Based Research Partnerships: Challenges 
and Opportunities’ Journal of Urban Health: Bulletin of the New York 
Academy of Medicine, 82 (2): 3-12.

Unit 3: Communicating Research

Varieties of methods to represent and communicate such research wjII be 

explored and students will be trained in them through workshops. These Include 

both visual and non-visual (such as audio) tools. Online repositories, blog, photo 
story/voice as well as graphic forms of communication will be discussed and 
created.

Readings

• Karhera: A Photobook (2016) produced by Ramila Bisht. Linda Waldman, 
Nathan Oxely, Bhonagin.

■ Hazards Centre (2006). Shahar.com (a comic book).

• Video ‘Khadar Ki Ladkiyan’ available at hups://voutu. be/7d6awx 1E1J8
• Prasad, B. (2010). Water Cookbook (a shortgraphic novel combining pictures 

With brief stones from daily life in the city) published by the Sarai Programme,
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CSOS. De/hi, with support from the STEPS Center, Institute of Development 
Studies (IDS), University of Sussex, UK,

8. Pedagogy:

o. (nstructfonof design
The course will be a combination of lectures, hand son activities in the class and 
fieldwork. Students wifi also be taken to 'Feminist City Waft’ and/or 'Ktehrauti by 
the Night’. The course will make use of online platform ‘google classroom4 that 
enables students to track the course’s progress and their own contributions.

b. Specie! needs (facilities, requirements in tonne of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, efessreom/others instructional space; any other - please specify)
None

«

4-

4

c. Expertise in AUO faculty or outside
Addiftonaf inputs from practitioners wi// be required In course transaction, 
especially in the modules on ‘researching with community’ and in workshopping 
different communication techniques.

d. Linkages with external agencies (o.g., with ftetd-based organizations, hospital: 
any others)
Through the course, partnerships with external agences at AUD and outside wfd 
be established. Some of these include with the Centre for Community Knowledge 
at AUD; PRIA. and the Indo-Global Social Service Society. In addition, relations 
with the focal Karampura community and its institutions will be revived towards 
continued engagement.

9. As dcs s me n t struct u ro (modes and frequency of a ssessments)

AssessmenM (30%)

This assessment will be done after the completion of Unit 1. Students wiff be 
encouraged to engage with the literature on codified and non-codified knowledges 
and would be asked to write a response note on the same.

Assessment 2 (35%)

Students will be asked to develop and undertake a field-based project by using the 
research techniques discussed in unft 2. The assessment wfff be done on the basis 
of the way project is developed and kind of data/material collected from the field.

Assessment 3 (35%)

i

j
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This assessment wifi be Jinked with the Unit 3. This wilf be actually the output of the 
research work done rn the earlier part of the course. The output could be in any form 
discussed in the unit 3. such as report, photo story, comic book etc.

Signature of Course Coordinator(s)

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 

incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

i

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2* meeting held on 30 
October 2019 and has been approved in the present form.

r*

Signah^e of tnc Dean the School
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Ambcdkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course

(To bo approved by the Board of Studies and the Academic Council)
School / Centre proposing the course School of Global Affairs (SGA)

Programme(s) AH UG programmes of SGA
Literary and Cultural Dialogues in Latin 
America

SGA1EL205

Course title
• V

Course code «i

■1
Crod/ls 4
Course type (core / compulsory i - Elective
optional / any other -»please specify) ________
Level (Predoctoral / MA / PG Diploma / UG - 4^ semester
Certificate / UG)

r « •
H'

Course coordinator and team I Usha Mudiganti and Monishita H. Pande
j ■

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered In AUD?
The course Med ‘Understanding the Globa)* in BA Global Studies programme 
offered in the 3rd semester introduces students to the varied aspects of thinking 
around the contested process of globalization. One of the themes that students 
examine in that course is the economic crisis in the context of South America.

#

•m
2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can bo admitted to this 

course: (Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify): No 
prerequisites required.h

i
33. No. of students to bo admitted (with justification if tower than usual cohort 

size is proposed): As per school norms

4. Course scheduling: fsummerhvinter course; scmcstcr-long course; half- 
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify): 
Semester long course

1
ii

5. Proposed date of launch: Winter semester 2020i

€. How docs the course (ink with the vision of AUD and the specific 
programme(s) where it is being offered?
This course will be offered as an elective course to second year undergraduate 
students of SGA. It contributes to developing AUD and SGA's interdisciplinary vision 
of higher education. The course provides an opportunity for students to understand 

an important region. Latin America. For a holistic understanding of various global 
issues it is imperative to engage with the complexity and diversity that this region

t r
1.r

i
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represents, ft fs expected to tiefp students get 3 well-rounded exposure to 
understand contemporary Issues and challenges.

7. Course Details;

a. Summary,

The course arms to introduce the literary and cuftura! dialogues within Latin America, 
especially focusing on Spanish speaking countries of the region. The first module 
wifi set the background by beginning with a discussion around the term ’Latin 
America* and then problematising it in the light of a complex colonial history of the 
continent. Latin America's present day socio-political discourse continues to reflect 
indigenous resistance and the ideas propagated by figures such as Simon Bolivar. 
Jose Marti, Jos6 Carfos Maridteguf. Therefore, it is important to engage with some of 
these texts to formufate a historically grounded understanding of Latin America. The 
second module focuses on the role of Spanish in creating a national identity in the 
different countries and the conflicts emerging from it. This module also discusses the 
rights and struggles of the indigenous populations in Latin America and the complex 

history of language policy in this region. In the third module the students examine 
the challenges faced in post independence times in Latin America in the 20th 
century by reading and analyzing representative works of literature of some literary • 
giants such as Neruda, Marquez, Carpentier and Mistral. The final module opens up 
possibilities for engagement with various cultural productions such as dance forms 

and music while exploring themes such as migration, transnationalism and making 
interconnections with diverse experiences.

«
b. Ob/ocf/ves:

• To introduce Latin America as a region highlighting its complex history and 
challenges in the post independence period

• To introduce students to the literary and artistic work of the region and 

develop an understanding of the diversity of Latin American culture and 
society

• To develop imercuttural competence and make connections with one's 
contexts and thereby develop skills to initiate intercultural dialogues

c. Overall structure: This course Is divided into four modules. The week wise plan 1$ 
given below;

Module 1: Week 1-3 
Module 2: Week 4-6 
Module 3: Week 7-9
Module 4: Week 10-14 including presentations
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d. Cofite/j/s (brief note on each module; indicative reading list with core and 
supplementary readings)

Modulo 1: What is Latin America?
This module will help students to place Latin America on the world map and 
familiarise them with the history of this region. It will also discuss the term Latin 
America both linguistically and spatially. It will focus on the 1492 Colombian 
'discovery* and the events thereafter. This region shares a history of imperialism, 
colonization and post independence struggles with the global south. It became the 

object of interest of Europe’s expansionist regime in the 15th-16th century. 
Students will study the discourse of this European 'discovery* and 'conquest' 
followed by colonization which marted the conflict between a predominantly oral 
culture and the European written word. What are the issues and challenges which 
arise from these interactions? Wrat kinds of social structures emerged? What 
impact did these historical forces have on the formulation of a Latin American 
Identity? These ere some of the questions which this module will attempt to 
address, The following module will develop this understanding further by focusing 

on the post independence period.

•i

v-

M. 4

Core readings
• Zlnn, H.(2009). 'Columbus and Western Cfyifizatlon'. In Russ Kick (Ed), You 

are still being lied to: The new disinformation guide to media distortion, 
historical whitewashes and cultural myths. Mew Vorir: The Disinformation 

Company Ltd.
• Bolivar, Sirndn. 'Cartagena Manifesto “1812', 'The Jamaica Letter*, in Simon 

Bolivar: The Bolivarian Revolution. Verso, 2009. Pp 5-16, 40-64.
• The Diario of Christopher Columbus’s First Voyage to America 1492-1493, 

Abstracted by Fray Bartolome de Las Casas, Transcribed & translated into 

English by Oliver Dunn and James Kelly Jr., Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 
Norman and London, 1989 (Excerpts)

• Borges,J.L.(1946). ’On Exactitude in Science’. In Collected Fictions,
accessedAndrew Hurfeytranslated

http 7/wtf .twhef/borg e$_ficcio ne$_tra ns_h u rley. pdf
by rn

[

i
Supplementary readings
• Bawa,V.K. (2010). Latin America: An Introduction. New Delhi: N9T (Chapters 

1: Latin America or Indo America p.p 3-4, Chapter 2: The Americas and the 
Asian Connection pp. S-12) j

i
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■ Mignolo, W D. (2005). The Idea of Latin America Malden: Blackwell 
Publishing (Chapter 1: The Americas, Christian Expansion, and the 

Modem/CoJonial Foundation of Racism pp.1-50)
• Gobat, Michel.The Invention of Latin America: A Transnational History of 

Anti-Imperialism, Democracy, and Race .The American Historical Review, 
Volume 118, Issue 5, December 2013, 1345-1375 
(https://dQi.org/10.1093/ahrni8.51345)

Module 2: Linguistic imperialism and the indigenous people
Spanish or Castilian, the national and/or official language of the majority of Latin 
American nations, being the language of the colonizers cannot claim a ’natural' 
right to be the national language in Latin America In addition to Spanish, there 
are many indigenous languages vvhose speakers have been geographically 
isolated and marginalized due to various factors.

In this module, the focus will be to understand the relationship between language 
and nationalism and how it is reflected in education and literacy programmes. 
There will aJso be an engagement with questions such as the relationship 
between Spanish and the indigenous languages, linguistic imperialism and social 
exclusion of the indigenous communities and the conflicting trends in linguistic 

identity marking.

To gather this understanding, we will closely study the events and uprising of the 
Zapatistas in Chiapas in Mexico in 1994 which illustrate the result of forced 
assimilation and alienation sensed by the indigenous populations The Chiapas 

events demonstrate that the national unification process is still not complete in 
Latin America and that mufticulturalism threatens to run counter to the goals of 
this process. Another event that the students will study closely is the brutal civil 
war against the Mayan people in Guatemala in 1960 under the military 
dictatorship Efrain Rios Montt. Rigoberta Menchu's work along with the stories of 
Carlos Puentes and poems of Octavio Paz will allow students to understand the 

complexity involved in constructing a truly plan-ethnic and multicultural society.

Core readings
• Mar-Molinero, C. (1995).‘Language policy in multi-ethnic Latin America and 

the role of education and literacy programmes in the construction of national 
identity' In International Journal of Educational Development, Vol 15 (3), 
pp.209-219
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• Menc^uR.(1983). I. Rjgoberts Mcnchu: An Indian Woman in Guatemala. 
London: Verso (Excerpts)

• Puentes, C. ()994). The Orange Tree. New York: Farrar Straus & Giroux 
(Translated by Alfred MacAdam) (Excerpts)

• Weinberger, £. (19d7).Tbe Collected Poems of Octavio Paz, 1957*87. New 

York: New Directions (Excerpts)

Films and d ecu me njary
* Documentary: A Place caUed Chiapas directed by Nettie Wild (1998) 

produced by National Film Board of Canada (NFB) British Columbia Arts 

Council ^
• Film: El Norte (TheNorth), 1983 based on the Guatemalan Civil War>*

"3
Supplementary readings
• Washbrook,5.(2005)~ The Chiapas uprising of 1994: Historical antecedents 

and political consequences. In The Journal of Peasant Studies Vpf. 32 (4), 
pp.417*449

• Bawa, V.K. (2010). Working for indigenous people and the poor: The Roman 

Cafho/rc Church and liberation theology (pp. 134-152). In V.K. Bawa. Latin 
America: An Introduction. New Delhi: NBT

• Fuentes. C. (1994) Mexico: Zero Year. Cambio 16,54—58
• Marti. Jose. ‘Our America* in Nineteenth Century Nation Building and the 

Latin American (nteffectuaf Tradition: A Reader. Janet Burke 8Ted Humphrey 
(Ed and trans), Hackett Publishing Company, Indianapolis/Cambridge. 2007. 
(1891) pp 258-267.

• Raj ago patan.K. (2006). Language Politics in Latin America. In Applied 
Linguistics in Latin America, Voi. 18(1), Pp.76'93

• Freire, Paulo. Pedagogy of the Oppressed. 30th Anniversary Edition. 
Continuum international Publishing Group. 2000 (19681 (Excerpts)

• Mari8teguL Jo$& Carlos. Seven Interpretive Essays in Search of Peruvian 

Reality, Univ. oiTexas Press. 1971 (l928](Chapters 1.2,3) Available at: 
http ^hvww .mar* ists. org/a rch rve/ma ri ateg Aworks/1928/index.htm

ji

iModule 3: Post-colonial realities and literary voices
This module will introduce students to some of the important Latin American 
Irterary writers whose work depict the socto-potitical challenges of the 20* 

century. Through the works of Alejo Carpentier, Nicolas Guillen. Pablo Neruda 
and Gabriela Mistral students will be introduced to the post colonial economic 
inequalities and struggles between the conquistadores and the oppressed. 
Students will also be Introduced to Magical Realism, a term which was 
introduced in the 1950s in Latin American literature. In this form magical,
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r*mylhfcal or fantastical elements, scam less ty enter realist fiction, allowing for 

opposing cufluraf elements to exist within the same narrative, thereby making 
space for the voice of the oppressed to enter the text. It entered the Latin 
American literary landscape through the early works of Alejo Carpentier and later 
writers like Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Mario Vargas Uosa, and Isabel Allende 
used it extensively In their works.

Core readings:
• Carpentier, Alejo. "Journey Back to the Source". (1963). Translated by 

Francis Partridge from The Oxford Book of Latin American Short Stones Ed 

by Roberto Gonsalez Echevarria. New York: OUP, 1997. 221-232,
• Uosa, Mario Vargas. The Challenge. In The Cubs and Other Stories. 

Translated by Gregory Kolovkos and Ronald Christ. Faber and Faber, 1946,
• Selected poems of Nicolas Guillen such as Motives de son (1930), The Dove 

of Popular Flight—Elegies (1956) and I Have (1964) (Any 2 of these will be 

discussed in class)
• Marquez. Gabriel Garcia, The Handsomest Drowned Man in the World1. 

(1972). Translated by Gregory Rabassa.The Vintage Book of Latin American 
Short Stories.Eds.Carlos Fuentes and Julio Ortega. New York: Vintage, 2000.'^ 
100-105.

• Mistral. Gabriela. The Sad Mother', ‘Bitter Song', From Ternura, 1924.

• Neruda, Pablo. 'Canto General1. (1950) Translated by Jack Schmitt (America. 
My Love and The Heights of Macchu Picchu)

• Neruda, Pablo. 'The House of Odes’, 'The Men' and ‘The Other Men* (Any 2 *•, 
of these 5 poems will be discussed in class) . »

Films and documentary
• Films: Motorcycle Diaries directed by Walter Sallos, 2004 based on the 

Motorcycle diaries of Che Guevera
• Machuca directed by Andres Wood, 2004 based on 1973 military coup in 

Chile
• Documentary: Mothers of the plaza de mayo directed by Susana Munoz and 

Lourdes Portillo, 1965

Supplcmentary.reading fist
• Marquez. Gabriel Garcia. 1961. ‘No one writes to the Colonel’ translated by 

J.S. Bernstein
• Marquez. Gabriel Garcia. 'The River of our Life*. From The Baltimore Sun. 

2019.
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GaWeano, Eduardo. ‘Open veins of Latin America’ (1973) Translated by 
Cedric Belfrage. New York: Monthly Review Press (Pg. 1-15)
Borges, Jorge Luis. The Garden of Forking P8ths\(l94i). Fictions.Translated 

by Andrew Hurley. London: Penguin. 2000. 75-87.
Neruda, Pablo. I Explain Some Things. 1937.Tran si a ted by Jodey Bateman 
Eisner, Mark. 'What we can learn from Neruda’s poetry of resistance*. Paris 
Revlew^S*
2018.https://www.theparisrcvlew.org/btog/2018/03/26/pablo-nerudas-poetry- 
of-reststance/
Augler, A and Bernstein . J.M (1951). The Cuban Poetry of Nicolas Guillen. 
In Phylon (1940-1956). VoL 12, No. 1. pp. 29-36 Published by: Clark Atlanta 
University Stable URL: https^/www.istor.org/stabie/272316 Accessed: 21-09- 
2019 10:52 UTC
Prevost, Gary (2007) ’Fidel Castro and the Cuban Revolution’, Headwaters: 
The Faculty Journal of the College of Saint Benedict and Saint John’s 

University:
htto M ro Kal commo n s .csbsj u. ed u /hea dwaters/vo124 Ass 1 /4

Marchr
*

i
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•4Module 4; Transnationalism and crossing borders
This module will explore transnationalism and its effect on cultural production by 
engaging wfth literary work, songs and dance forms. Dance has played an 
important role in the imaginary of this diverse region. By exposing students to 

some of the dance forms such as Argentinian Tango, Brazilian Samba or the 
detcrrttorialized pan-latino Salsa (practiced by urban New Jerseyites) and 
placing them in dialogue with the dances of the ind'tgenovs people such as 
Mexican Aztec dance and CurpKes, this module wishes to trigger discussions 

around questions of culture in a globalised worfd. fn Latin America (lihe in other 
developing countries) the traditional connections between folk culture and place 
are being radicai/y transformed through migration and urbanisation. This modulo 
wiH also include some songs of folk singers such as Mercedes Sasa and Violeta 
Parra to highlight the connection between socio-political struggles and cultural 
productions. It wilt also open the possibilities of dialogues between Latin 
American nations and other post-colonial nations through popular cultural 
productions. Transnational forms that emerged in Latin American literature such 
as the cronrca (chronic/c) and the tcstimoniD {testimonial) will also be discussed, 
as wilt the memoir, to engage with the experience of people who fled their native 

lands to escape authoritarian political regimes.

►

i
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Core readings: ,
• Alarcon, Daniel. "All Politics Is tocaf”. Harper's Magazine.February, 2012.35 

• 44.
• AtlcrHje, Isabel. 'Chile in my Heart’ and This Country Inside my Head* from 

My Invented Country (2003). Translated by Margaret Sayers Peden. London: 
Harper Perennial, 2004. 175-198

• Cisneros. Sandra. (1991). 'Woman Hollering Creek' from Woman Hollering 
Creek and Other Stories. New York: Random House.
htt ps ://ia rsp, uj. ed u. p (/documents/1479490/29437798/C is ne ro s-Woma n • HC- 
_02_bV._P opescu. pd f

• Hutchinson, S .(2009)/Introduction to Latin American Dance in Transnational 
Contexts'. In Journal of American Folklore accessed
http s ://www. a ca demia. ed u/553684 7/1 ntroductio n^Lat in^American^Oa n ceJn_ 
Transnational Contexts

Youtube Videos
• Parra Violets. Gracias a la vida (Thank you life) Chilean folk singer
• R udde r, David,' Ha itr* https ://i$ la n dfyrics. com/lyrics -da vld_rudd er- 

haitij^am_sorfy_2008.htm and
https ://www. y outube .com/watch Tv^O PD u OxwAS 31

• Sosa.Mercedes.Todo Gambia and Solo lo pldlo a Dios (Everything changes, 
the only thing I ask from God)
http$://vAvw.youtube.comAvatch?v=2dGN9_GVx58 (Argentinian folk singer)w

Supplementary List
• Alvarez, Julia. (1998). Excerpt from Something to Declare. Chapel Hill: 

Alongquin Books.
• Garner, Sandra (2009). Aztec Dance. Transational Movements.!n Journal ol 

American Folklore.
• Nazario, Sonia. (2006). Excerpt from Enrique's Journey. New York: Random 

House.
• Grosfoguel, Ramon. Trans modernity, border thinking, and global coloniality: 

Decolonizing political economy and postcolonial studies" in 
http://www.eurozinc.com/arYicles/2008-07-04-grosfogueLen.html

8. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional design: The course will be taught through reading sessions, 
lectures and classroom discussions based on texts, films and videos, Special 
guest lectures will be organized to enhance understanding of the region.
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Students will also be encouraged to attend events organized by cultural 
centers in Delhi around Latin American films, art, music and dance.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space: any other - please specify): 
Classroom with speakers and projectors.

c. Expertise in ADD faculty or outside: Interest and engagement with Latin 
American history, culture and literature.

d. Linkages with external agencies (c.g.. with field-based organizations, 
hospital; any others) None

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)

• Presentation and Report: 15% + 15% (10th week)
• Class test 30% (7th~8th week)
• Term paper.30 % (throughout the semester and semester end)
• Class participation 10% (throughout the semester)

Presentation; We expect students to select a theme from the above-mentioned 

modules and explore it further In groups and make oral presentations. Each 
student will also submit their individual report highlighting their explorations. 
Possible themes coufd be:

• Language politics in Latin America
• Role of Spanish in creating a Latin American identity
• Chiapas movement and the indigenous struggle
• Sports in Latin America
• Representations of indigenous struggles in the visual arts
• The Mayan struggle in Guatemala
• Magic realism and the novel
• Aztec dance and transnatfonalism
• Resistance as presented In Latin American music
• Emerging forms of Salsa and Tango in creating a global Latin American identity
• Environmental challenges in the region

Project Work
Class discussions will lead to construction of questions/prompts. We expect 
students to individually work on an issue/challenge that emerges from their 
disciplinary interests and work on it throughout the semester as part of the project
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work. The progress of each student fwifi be monitored dosefy and feedback will be 
given at various stages to make the engagement meaningful.

Signature of Course Coordinators)

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 

incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

3. in certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council. *

Recommendation of the School of Studies:
The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2* meeting held on 30.10.19 
and has been approved In the present form.

i

* Signature of the Dean of the School

3$
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Ambcdkar University, Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To bo approved by tho Academic Council) 
( School/ Centre proposing the course SGA

BAProorammels)
Understanding Global 
Processes in Northeast India

Course title

Course code SGA1EL206
Total Credits 4
Course type (core / compulsory / elective t Elective
any other - please specify) _________
Levof (Pre-doctoraf t WA / PC Diploma / -*► UG ^ 

.Certificate / UG)__________
Proposed date of launch 
Course coordinator and team

t

January 2020
Michael Lunminthang;•

1. Does the course connect to, build on or ovortap with any other courses 
offered in AUD?
The course deals with the globatity of Northeast India and as such it does not 
overlap with other courses being offered in AUG. But it does bui/d on the idea 
behind 'Understanding the Global* (BA-GS Core) and the courses offered in the 
Foundation basket of 'South Asia in the World'.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this 

course: (Prerequisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify):
No specific requirements

3. No. of students to be admitted (with Justification (f lower than usual cohort 
size /s proposed); As per SGA norms.

4. Course scheduling (semester; semes ter-long/half-semes ter course; workshop 

mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify):
Semester-long course

5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD?
The university envisioned on the principles of Ambedkar cannot afford to 
overlook the issues of minorities, regional imbalances and deftc/t of fraternity 
within the nation. The course design will introduce students to the multiple 
strands of society, culture and development in Northeast India and will to develop 
an understanding of the same.
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6. How does the course link with the specific program me js) where it is being 
offered?

The main focus of the course is on the Northeast region and its linkages within 
the country and with the South-East Asian countries, it draws very close links 
with the larger objectives of the programmes offered in $GA - understand the 
major areas of globafity and how these areas are getting affected by global 
processes.

7. Course Details;
a Summary: The question of gfobality and how the region responds to these 

processes is examined in this course. The region, due to Its geographical 
location, is crucial in India's 'Look/Act East policy. On the other hand, the 
association of the region with violence for decades, is a challenge Further, 
with the India's Act East Policy development, the voices of anti'establishment 
movements are growing. Against this backdrop, the course discuss the idea 

of a region, ethnicity and its possible interventions. Conflicting concepts and 
views of the mainstream and northeast on "Space creation' for the 
marginalised and other avenues to address the social, political and cultural 
issues are explored. The course will also highlight the Inflow of Global Capital 
in the region. The course wilf also examine popular culture, religion and its 
localization.

b Objectives:
• to introduce to students the region and its socio-cuitural diversity;
• to introduce the commercial and strategic importance of the region and the 

role of Global Capital.
• to introduce religions, political economy and natural resources of the 

region.
• Glocatization of Northeast
• to support the region in terms of market integration with the national and 

global economy.

At the end of the course, the students are expected to know more about the 
Northeast region and its importance in a globalised world. They should be 
able to demonstrate a critical understanding of the region and develop 
cultural sensitivity towards the people. To minimize the readings, some 
states like Meghalaya, Tripura, Sikkim and Arunachaf Pradesh are covered 
partially. However, they will not be excluded in the discussions and class 
activities.

c. Overall structure:
The course is composed of five modules.
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$W Modulo Weeks
1 North East India: The production of a space
2 Identity. Indigeneity and Immigration / Identification of the 

 People

3
2

3 Popular Culture 2
Religion4 2

5 Development 3

d. Overt// sJa/ctufv:
Module 1- Northeast: The production of a space (3 weeks)

This module will discuss the production of the region as a geography of globally. 
Three difiereni conflicting concepts of space production of Northeast will be 
discussed • the mainstream or Indian concepts, the northeast concepts and the 

Gfobat capital. Focusing on (he flow of G/obal Capita), the module will prioritize 
the political connotations of •frontier*, "corridor-, •gateway* (since colonial period) 
with which the region gets associated.

Core readings:
• Baruah, San/rb. Durabfo Disorder, Oxford, 2f>07, (Chapter 2, page: 33*58)
• Chatterjec. Shibashis. India's Spatial Imaginations of South Asia, Oxford 

University Press, (Chapter 1)
• Kar, Bodhisattva, "When was the Postcolonial? A History of Policing 

Impossible Lines*, in Sanjib Baruah eds.. Beyond Counter-insurgency, 
Oxford, 2Q09, De/hr, (Chapter 3, page: 49* 77}.

Supplementary Readings:

• Cedertof. Gunnel. Founding an Empire on India's Norlh-Eestcm Frontiers 

1790-1840. Climote, Commerce. Polity, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 
2014. (Chapters?, page: 214-44).

• Gohain, Hiren, Governance as Theatre, EPW. September, 30. 2006. (page: 
4119-4110)

• Gulte, Jangkhomang, Against S/a/e, Against History: Freedom, Resist once 

end Statelessness in Upland Northeast Indio, Oxford University Press, 
(Chapter 2, page: 34-57)

• ludden, David. "India's Spatial History in the Brahmaputra - Meghna River 
Basin", in Landscape. Culture, end Belonging, edited by Necfadri 
Bhattacharya £ Joy LK. Pachvau, Cambridge University Press. Delhi, 2019, 
pp 23*37.

• Zou, David Vumlallfan. 'Picturing o tfogrbn: A Geographical History of British 
Assomm, in Landscape. Culture, and Belonging, edited by Neeladri
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S.iatlacharya & Joy LK. Pachuau, Cambridge University Press, Delhi, 2019 
pp 89-109

Module 2: Identity, fndigenerty and Immigration / Identification of the people 
(2 weeks)
This module wifi examine mobilities, tension and conflict that lies behind 
contrasting discourses concerning the identities of peoples - from the colonial 
and post-independence ‘mainstream’ vs the Northeast perspective. The 
discussion will also draw upon the global discourse of indigeneity and its 
significance vis-a-vis the people of the region.

Core Reading.
■ Sharma, Jayeeta, Empire’s Garden, Duke University Press, 2011 (Chapter 3)
• Baruah, Sajjib, Durable Disorder, New Delhi, Oxford University Press, 2005. 

(Chapters 3, page: 59-82).
♦ McDuie-Ra, Duncan, Northeast Migrants in Delhi; Race, Refuge and Retail, 

Amsterdam University Press, 2012 (Chapter 3, page: 61-83)

Supplementary Readings I
• 3. Akoijam, A. Bimol, “Race and Prejudice on ceJIuiokf, The Hindu, 

September 09, 2014.
• Baruah, Sanjib. India against Itself, University of Pennsylvania, 1999. 

(Chapters 6 and 8, page: 115- 143, 173- 198)
• Chatterji, Suriiti Kumar. Kirata-Jana-Krti; The Indo-Mongoloids: Their 

Contribution to the History and Culture of India, Calcutta, The Asiatic Society, z 
1974 (page: 1-10)

V‘.

Module 3: Popular Culture (2 weeks)
The module will introduce (global) popular cultures and trace their influences in 
North East. The module will also discuss how the Northeast transfers its own 
uniqueness to the outside world using aspects of belief, transformations in 

material cultures and the influences of other East and Southeast Asian cultures.

Core Reading
♦ Kikon, Dolly. Termenting Modernity Putting Akhuni on the Nation’s Table in 

India", South Asia: Journal of South Asian Studies, Routledge, June, 2015, 
(page: 320-335)

• Kuotsu, Nelkolie. ‘Architectures of pirate film cultures: encounters with 
Korean Wave in '‘Northeast'’ India", Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, Routledge, 
Vol. 14 (4), 2013 (page. 579-599).
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• Narzary, Ohafit:i and Saricar. Surajit. 06;oc/s, Identities, Meanings: Insider 
Perspcct/vos irvm North East indie, Ambcdkar University Delhi, 2017.

• Pachuau, l.K. Joy and Schendel, Willem van. me Camera as Witness: A 
Social History of Mizoram, Northeast India, Cambridge University Press, 2015 
(Chapter-4, page: 377 - 423).

Supplementary Readinqs:
• Akoljam, Sunrta. "Chopsticks in Manipur', Himaf Souihasian, 7(h September. 

2009
hUps://hi ma) mag. com/chopst i cks-i n*manipur*korean«cu Iture-ind i a/

■ Pachuau, L.K. Joy. Being Mizo: identity and Belonging in Northeast Indio, 
Oxford University Press, 2014. (Chapter 2, pages 32*81)

* Rei me ingam, Marchang. "Korean Media Consumption in Manipur: A Catalyst 
of Acculturation to Korean Culture'. Working Paper - 342. The Institute for 
Social and Economic Change. Bangalore, 2015.

Modulo 4: Religion (2 weeks)
me region is the home to many orally transmitted belief systems, and since late 
medieval times witnessed the entry of religions such as Buddhism, Hinduism. 
Islam, Judaism and Christianity. This module will explore the spread and 

localisation of these religions in the cultural space of the northeast in this period. 
Further, the chaf/enges, response and current status of indigenous religions like 
Donyi Polo in Arunacha! will also be examined.

CoreRead/nq:
• All, A.N.M. Irshad. Islam in the Hill Areas of Northeost Indio, the NEHU 

journal, Vol X, No. 1, January 2012 (page: 1-9).
■ Kama, M.N., eds., Social Movements in Northeast India, Indus Publishing 

Company. New Delhi, 1998, (Page: 189*206)
• Zou, David Vumlallian. "Peoples, Power and Belief in North-East India", in 

First Citizens: Studies on Adrvasfs, Tnbafs, and Indigenous Peoples in India. 
edited by Meena Radhakrishna. Oxford University Press, 2016, (Chapter 4, 
page: 97*126).

• Rynjah, Abbiegelia . The Religious Beliefs of North East India. Don Bosco 

Centre for Indigenous Cultures (DBCIC), Shillong , 2018.
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Supplementary Reading:
■ D'Souza, Alphonsus. et.al., eds., Globalisation and Response of the 

Churches, North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, 2014, (Chapters 
11 and 18, page: 157-184, 286-295)

• Eaton, Richard M Conversion to Christianity among the Nagas, 1876'1971, 
The Indian Economic and Social History Review (IESHR), Voi. XXf (Jan-Mar), 
1984(page: 1-44).

• Nag, Sajal. The Uprising, Cofonial State, Christian Missionaries and Anti- 
Sfavery Movement in Northeast India, Oxford, 2016. (Chapters 3, page: 148- 
203).

• Najar, N id a. Jews from Northeast India seek asylum In Is real, 
http://ameri ca^a Ij azeera.com/articles/2014/2/11 /o rthodox-iews- 
fromindiaseekasvluminisrael.htm I

Module 5: Development (3 weeks)
Northeast India is increasingly subjected to the onslaught of global capital and 
the narrative of development This module aims to examine how different 
agencies, including the state, perpetuate such narratives in the form of building 
dams, bridges and roads. The module will also look at mode of 
contentions/conflicts between the developmental narrative from above and the 
development vision articulated from below.

Core Readings:
■ Bhattacharya, Rakhee 

India's North East" in
“Neoliberal Developmentallsm: State Strategy ini 
Rakhee Bhattacharya eds., Developmentalism as. 

Strategy: fnferrogafjng Post-Colon/af Narratives on India's Northeast. Sage, 
2019. ( Chapters 6, page. 169-191)

♦ Ziipao, Raile Rocky. What are the Impediments to Road Infrastructure in 

Manipur?, EPW, Voi 54, Issue No. 14, April, 2019. (online version)

Supplementary Readings
■ Bandyopadhyay, J et.,al, Dams and Development: Report on a Policy 

Dialogue, EPW, Octobers, 2002, (page4108 - 4112).
• Haokip, Thongkholal. India's Look East Policy and the Northeast, Sage, 2015, 

(Chapter 7).
• Hans, Peter Brunner. North East India; Local Economic Development and 

Global Markets, Sage, 2010. (Chapter 7, page: 128-139)
• Karls on, Bengt G. Unruly Hills. A Political Ecology of India’s Northeast, Orient 

Blackswan, 2011. (Chapter 4, page: 173-224)
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• Kfton. Oolfy. L/viVig 0// or>d Coa/.* Resource PoW/cs and Mllitorizathn in 
NorthQQst India, Un/versrty of Washington Press. Seattle, 2019, (Chapter 7. 
pages: 135-150)

• McDyte-Ra, Duncan. Between National Security and Efhncw?fl/idna//sm: The 

Regional Politics of Devofopmonf in Northeast India% Journal of South Asian 
Development, Sage, Vol. 3 (2), 2008 (pages: 185*210).

• Yumnam, Jiten. AOB Road Projects and Concerns in Men/pur, The Reality of 
Aid, Reality Check, May 2016, (page: 4-11)
http://www.realityofaid.org/reality check/aid-and-povertyrprobing-adbj 
proor a ms-for-asias-poor/

8. Pedagogy;

a. Instructional design:
The course will be transacted through a combination of lectures, participation and 

presentations.
(Optional) An interactive scssior? with the Nodal Officer of Northeast Helpline. 
Delhi, once in a semester will be educative and meaningful.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab. clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify):

Library, classrooms equipped with projector facility

c. Expertise In AUO faculty or outside
The course will draw on rn-house faculty of AUO, and will also depend on guest 
lectures.

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others)

None

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)
♦ Mid-semester: 30%
' £r?d semester: 30%
• Attendance and Ctass participation; 10%
• Assignment: 10%
♦ Extension Activity: 20%

Signature of Course Coordinators)
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Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 

incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2* meeting held on 30.10.19 
and has been approved in the present form.

Signature of the Dean of the School

^ ,
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Ambodkar University Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course
(To bo approved by the Board of Studies and the Academic Council) 

School / Centre proposing the course %School of Global Affairs

\
BA Sustainable UrbanismProgramme(s)

Urban Rucsl L/nkagesCourse title •r

Course code SGA1EL207

Credits 4 •-
f 1Course type (core / compulsory / optional / 

any other - please specify)
Elective

r»
jLevel (Predodoral / MA / PG Diploma / 

Cert/ficafe /UG)
BA 4th Semester t

Course coordinator and team Dlvya Chopra

■*1. Does tho course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered in AUD7

This Course will help students towards a better understanding of the situated 
context, be it urban or rural and its connected socio-spatial manifeststiofis.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can bo admitted to this 

course: (Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify):

No requirement

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification If lower than usual cohort 
size is proposed):

As per SGA norms

4. Course scheduling: (summorAtffnter course; semester-long course; half- 
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode: any other - please specify): 
Semester-long course

;

«■

S. Proposed date of launch: Winter 2020

Y
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6. How does the courso link with the vision of AUD and the specific programfs) 

where it is being offered?

This course is being offered as part of 6A in Sustainable Urbanism at the 4th 
semester ievei in the School of Global Affairs. The course intents to create an 
understanding of complex processes embedded within varied urban and ruraf 
settings, while emphasizing the complex dialectical relationship between the two. As 

part of the larger institutional mandate of AUD. it becomes imperative to engage with 
the contemporary urban-rural discourse and its varied manifestations in terms of 
social and spatial towards devefoping a critical understanding of our local systems 
set within a larger global network,

*

7. Course Details:

a. Summary
Set within the contemporary development paradigm, urban and rural centers across 
the Indian subcontinent are undergoing multipie transformations resulting in visible 
disparities across social, physical and environmental realms. While on one hand, 
rapid urbanization within most urban centers echoes a global narrative creating 

corresponding problems of enormous consequences, on the other, a significant 
percentage of the Indian population still located in its viflages is interfacing with 
multiplicity of emerging work/iife practices resulting in a higher mobility between the 

urban and the rural. Set within these multifarious processes, the course will help the 

students to understand the complexities embedded within the production of urban • 
and rural as one Intervenes in varied geographic settings.

b. Objectives
* To understand Urbanization and Ruraltsation as processes beyond a 

dichotomous understanding of the two entities.
* To bring forth issues of Interdependence and exchange in the form of material, 

human, financial and technological, etc. that blurs the distinctions between urban 
and rurat.

* To explore and critically engage with the paradigm of development and its 
implications on settlement patterns, access to resources, economic 

vulnerabilities, etc.

4$
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c. Overall structure:

This course is structured around the following three modules:

# Modules Duration (week)

1 Urbanization and Realisation as a process 4 weeks 

4 weeks2 Urban • Rural Interface

3 Urban * Rural and the paradigm of development 4 weeks

d. Contents

Module 1; Urbanization and Ruralisation as a process

This modulo will focus on theoretical understanding of urban and rural as processes 

rather than dispararte social, numeric and spatial entitles using various schools of 
thought while referring to classical, modem and contemporary readings.While 
building on the idea of urban/rural as continum rather than catcgohcaf distinctions, it 
will help students redefine and engage with the idea of urban and rural as socio- 
spatial processes beyond a dichotomous understanding of the two.

Primary Readings:

* Angcto H/Wsry (2016), From the erty lens toward urbanization as a way of seeing: 
Country/city binaries on an urbanizing planet, Urban Studies. 54(1). pp. 158-178. 
dol: 10.U77/0042098Q16629312.

* Krause Monika (2013), The Ruralisation of the World, Public Culture, 25, pp. 233- 
248.10.1215A>8992363-20205?5.

• Menon AGK (1997), imagining the Indian City, Economic and Political Weekly,
No 46; 1997, pp. 2932*2936

• Menon AGK (2007), The complexity of Indian urbanism,
https ://www. ind i a semtna r. com/2007/579/579-a_g-kris hna_m enon. htm

Suq gested Readings:

• Cohn B.S, (1987), The Pasts of an Indian Village. The Village in India, edited by 
Vertdana Medan, Oxford University P/ess. 2002. pp. 71-79

• Jodhka Surinder S. (2012). Village Society, Orient Blackswan; First edition, pp. 1*
20
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• Mumford Lewis (1937), What tea city; Architectural Record, The City Reader, 

edited by Richard!. LeGates, Frederic Stout, Routledge. London, 1996, pp. 183 
-188

* Srtnrvas M.N. (1987). The Indian Village: Myth and Reality, The Village in India, 
edited by Vandana Madan, Oxford University Press, 2002, pp. 51-70

4 Wirth Loute (1938). Urbanism as a way of life, American Journal of Sociology, 
44:1, pp. 1-24

Documentary Film:

• Rural to Urban Migration - Murthy's Livelihood Story, Bangalore Jndia^available 
at https:tfwww.vou\ube.conVwatth?vsUc. ev4Qmic&feature=embi \)\\e

f •

Modulo 2: Rural • Urban Interface

This module will help students explore rurban / urbanizing rural as lateral concepts 
using various conditions of interface between the two in the form of peri-urban 
zones, suburbs, urban villages etc. They will be expected to map urban - rural flows 

be H material, human, financial, technological etc. that significantly characterize the 
dynamic conditions of interchange and interdependence between the two. The 
sodo-spatial manifestations of a selected set of such Hows win be unearthed and re
mapped to understand these linkages through the idea of migration, materials and 
commodities, cultures, environmental resources and waste and its connected

Primary Readings:

• Fishman Robert (1907), Beyond Suburbia: The Rise of the Technoburb, from 

Bourgeois Utopias: The Rise and Fall of Suburbia, The City Reader, edited by 
Richard T. LeGates, Frederic Stout, Routledge, London, 1996. pp. 77

a Rigg Jonathan, Evolving Rural-Urban Relations and Livelihoods in Southeast 
Asia, The Earthscan reader In Rural-Urban linkages, edited by Cecilia Tacoli, 
Routledge, London, 2006, pp.68-87

• Simone, AbdoumaliQ. (2011). The Urbanity of Movement Dynamic Frontiers in 
Contemporary Africa. Journal of Planning Education and Research. 31. 379-391. 
10.1177/0739456X11416366.

• Soni Anita, Urban Conquest of Outer Delhi: Beneficiaries, Intermediaries and 

Victims, The Case of the Mehrauli Countryside, Delhi: Urban Space and Human 
Destinies, edited by VSronique Dupont. Emma Tario, Denis Vidal, 2007. pp. 75

$0
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Sugg ested Read ings:

• Srintvas M.N. (1956). The industrialization and urbanization of rural areas. 
Sociological Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 79 • 68

• Tsrh Emma (1996). Fashion Fab)es of An Urban Village. Clothing Matters. New 
Delhi: Penguin/Viking

• Marshall F. WaWman L, MacGregor H, Mehta. I and Randhawa. P (2009} On {too 
Edge of Sustainability: Perspectives on Peri-urban Dynamics, STEPS Working 

Paper 35, Brighton: STEPS Centre

Documentary Film
« Living on the Edge: The Peri-urban Interface available at

h ttraMfrWw, ycatube, comAva tch?y spyAq204ANr4 

* Water and Justice: Peri-urban Pathways in Delhi available at
https7^ww,youtube.conVwatch?v*477tEmF806USta117s

Modulo 3: Rural-Urban and the paradigm of development

While addressing contemporary urban-rural challenges, issues, conflicts and 
contestations, this module will help students to critically engage with the paradigm of 
development articulated within governance structures and policy frameworks and rts 
connected implications at various scales.

Primary Readings:

* Deshingkar Priya (2004), Improved Livelihoods in Improved watersheds in India: 
Can migration be mitigated, The Earthscart reader In Rura\-\Jrban linkages, 
edited by Cecilia Tacoli, Routledge, London, 2006. pp.215*228

* Escobar Arturo (1995), The probtematization of poverty: The tale of three worlds 
and development. Encountering Development: the making end unmaking of the 
third world. Princeton University Press, pp. 21

* (Edited by) Sachs Wolfgang (1992), The Development Dictionary : a Guide to 

Knavledge as Power, London; Atlantic Highlands. N.J. :2ed Books
* Shaw Annapurna (2005), Peri-Urban Interface of Indian Cities: Growth. 

Governance and Local Initiatives, Economic and Political Weekly. Vol, 40, No. 
02. 2005. pp.

Sugg esfed Readings:
* Bhagat R. B. (2005). Rural-Urban Classification and Municipal Governance in 

India. Signapora Journal of Tropical Geography, 26 (1), 61-73
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■ Kennedy Lorame, Sood Ashima, Greenfield Development as Tabula Rasa: 

Rescaling, speculation and governance on India's urban frontier, Economic and 
Political Weekly, Vof 51, No 17, 2013, pp 41-49

■ McGranahan Gordon, An overview of Urban Environmental Burdens at Three 
scales: Intra-Urban, Urban Regional and Global, The Earthscan reader in Rural- 
Urban linkages, edited by Cecilia Tacoli, Routledge, London, 2006, pp.298-319

• Slvaramakrishnan K.C. (2013), Revisiting the 74th Constitutional Amendment for 
Better Metropolitan Governance, Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 48, No 13, 
2013, pp. 86-94

8. Pedagogy:

а. Jnstn/ctiona/ des/gn

The course will be a combination of lectures, hands-on activities in the class and 
fieldwork. The course wifi make use of online platform ‘google classroom' that 
enables students to track the course’s progress and their own contributions.

б. Spec/af needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, dassroom/others instructional space; any other- please specify): None

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: Additional inputs may be required from 
practitioners in course transaction.

d. Linkages with external agencies (e g., with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others)

9. As s ess m e n t stru ctu re (modes and frequency of assessm ents)

Assessment 1 f30%)
This assessment will be done after the completion of Module 1. Students wilf be 
encouraged to engage with the idea of redefining urban and rural with the help of 
literature and would be asked to write a response note on the same.

Assessment 2 f30%)
This assessment will be based on Module 2 to evaluate their understanding of 
various kinds of urban rural interface and interdependencies, and connected issues 
therein. Assessment could be divided into two parts including field trip based group 
presentation (15%) and individual reflection on the experiences and information 
gathered from the field (15%)

Assessment 3 (40%)
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TTiis assessment w/(f be f/nkcd with (he Mctftvte 3. Students wl) be expected to write 
a critically reflective essay on the paradigm of development and Ks implications on 
ruraJ-c/rfcan systems.

Signature of Course Coordinator(s)

Note:
4. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 

incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

5. Courses, which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through (he Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

6. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Stodies:

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2nd meeting held on 30 
October 2019 and has been approved In the present form.

Signatures the Dean of fhe School
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Ambedkar University, Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course 
<To be approved by the Academic Council)

School/ Centre proposing the course SGA
Programme(s) BA
Course title Introduction to East Asia
Course code SGA1EL208
Total Credits 4
Course type (core / compulsory/ elective / 
any other - please specify)

Elective

Level (Pre-doctoral / MA / PG Diploma / 
Certificate / UG)

UG

Proposed date of launch Winter Semester 2019
Course coordinator and team Dharitri Narzary

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered in AUD?
The course deals with the society and culture of East Asia and as such it does not 
overlap with other courses being offered in AUD. But it does build on the idea of 
understanding region/s and will complement the courses offered the SGA

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can he admitted to this 
course: (Pre-requisites; prior knowledge Jevef; any others - please specify):
No specific requirements /’ *

i

3- No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort 
size rs proposed);
As per SGA norms.

4. Course scheduling (semester, semester-long/half-semester course; workshop 
mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify):
Semester-long course

5. How does the course link with the vision of AUD?
The vision of AUD includes imparting knowledge about the disparities in 
representation. This course highlights the regional disparity in mainstream academia 

and is envisioned on the principles of Ambedkar of bringing the issues of marginal 
and regional imbalances in global context.

6. How does the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being 
offered?
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The course link the regional with the global as it allow students to see the multi
dimensional aspects of East Asia from a global perspective and Its relevance in 
understanding the contemporary wo rid.

7. Course Details; 
a. Summary.

East Asia as a region has emerged to become relevant giobaity since the Vtortd 
War II and there has been a growing interest among international communities to 
understand the region’s history, traditions and cultures that marie it out as distinct. 
In the post-’globalization1 period the region has become more accessible in terms 
of its interaction with the global world.

r
•v

The course is thus designed as a survey course to introduce students to the 
histories, societies and cultures of China, Japan and Korea covering a period 
from 19th century (when colonialism was at its peak) to the contemporary period, 
and intends to provide a base for further studies on the region. The purpose of 
the course is to engage students with the currents and trends of the region, 
enable them to understand the shared commonalities and unifying characters of 
the region, as a whole as well as to identify, compare and contrast key features 

of the individual societies and cultures.

The objective of the course is to encourage students to develop multi* or inter* 
disciplinary perspective to the study of East Asia. Course evaluation will be 
based on continuous assessment process: a written assignment, mid-term 

examination, class presentation and end-semester examination. Apart from 
regular class lecture, films on one or two themes will be an integral part of the 
course instruction.

b. 06/ectfvos:
• familiarise students with the geopolitics of the region and the relevance of 

east Asia in the global context;
• introduce various aspects of regional history and historical journeys that 

played crucial rote in defining the region;
• encourage to engage with the region through a global studies perspective

At the end of the course, the students arc expected to know more about East 
Asia as 3 region as well as about the individual distinctiveness of each society in 
the region. They should be able to demonstrate a critical understanding of the 
region, and the importance of it in global politics and economy.

\
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C. Overall structuro:

The course is composed of five modules.
Si# Modulo Weeks

History and Geopolitics of East Asia1 2
2 Confucianism and its relevance in East Asian societies 2
3 Society and state: Individual. Family, community, nation 2
4 Nature. Ideology and Religion 2

EH5 Popular culture
Globalization and East Asia6 2

d. Ovomll structure:

Module 1- History and Geopolitics of East Asia (2 weeks)

TTiis module will engage with the historical experiences of the region and the 
processes of change It underwent in the geopolitical context of the last two 
centuries. The trans-border interactions and influences are visible in the shared 
cultural forms In the three countries - China. Japan and the two Koreas. This 
module will discuss the spread of the Chinese world order by looking at some of 
the important historical legacies like the Silk Route and eastern maritime links, 
and draw a parallel with the contemporary region at/global politics by introducing 
the Chinese concept of One Belt One Road (OBOR), which is also known as silk 
road economic belt and 21* century maritime silk road/BRI (Belt and Road 
Initiative).

Core readings

♦ Takeshi H a mas hda. 2013. China, East Asia and the Ghbal Economy: 
Regional and Histoncat Perspectives, Rout ledge

* Manuel Perez Garcia and Lutio Des Sousa (eds), 2018. Global History and 

New Pofycentrie Approaches: Europe, Asia and the Americas In a World 
Network System, Palgrave Macmillan

• Md Nazirul Islam Sarfcer, Md AI tab Hossin, Xiaohua Yin and Md 
Kamruzzaman Sarkar, 2018. *Onc Belt One Road Initiative of China: 
Implication for Future of Global Development*. Scientific Research Publishing 

(Modern Economy).

Additional readings
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• Cohen, Warren I., 2000. East Asia at the Centre, New York: Columbia 

University Press,
• Julie Gilson, 2007. 'Strategic Regionalism in East Asia*, Review of 

International Studies, Vol.33, No.l. pp 145-63.
• Hui Lu. Cha/Jene Rohr, Marco Hafner and Anna Knack, 2010. China Road 

and Beit Initiave: Measuring the Impact of Improving Transport Connectivity 
on International Trade in the Region - a proof -of-concept study, Rand 
Corporation, Europe.

• Takeshi Hamashita. Tribute and Treaties: Maritime Asia and Treaty Port 
Networks in the Era of Negotiation. 1800* 1900. http://orgnets.cn/wp- 
conte nt/up loa ds/2009/02/ha m a shit a -asia-ports. pdf

Modulo 2: Confucianism and its Relevance in East Asian Societies: (2 

weeks)

This module will discuss Confucianism, rts teachings and its spread across the 

region of East Asia as an overarching philosophy. The cultural distinctiveness of 
East Asia is linked with the way Confucianism is practiced in private and public 
spheres. Confucianism is seen as the guiding principle and moral code of 
conduct in East Asia. It is seen as one of the main reasons behind the rise of the 
countries in the region and for the strong sense of nationalism that allow 
exclusive ideo/ogres. In doing so. this module will also discuss the state 
education policy that played significant role in creating a nationally conscious 

citizen.

Core readings

* Xinzhong Yao, 2000. An Introduction to Confucianism, Cambridge University 
Press.

* John King Fairtoank and Merle Goldman, 2009. Chapter 2: ‘The First 
Unification: Imperial Confucianism" in China: A New History, second enlarged 
edition, PHI Learning.

* Jana S Rosker and Natasa Visocnlk, 2015. Contemporary East Asia and The 

Confucian Revival. Cambridge Scholars Publishing.

Additional Readings
♦ Ken Tamai and Jonghwan Lee. 2002. Confucianism as Cultural Constraint: A 

Comparison of Confucian Values of Japanese and Korean University 
Students, International Education Journal, Vol.3, No. 5.
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• June Ock Yum, 1988. The Impact of Confucianism on Interpersonal 

Relationships and Communication Patterns in East Asia, Communication 
Monographs, Vol. 55, Issue 4 (Online publication June 2, 2009).

• Mm Hua Huang and Shu-Hsien Chang. 2017. "Similarities and Differences in 
East Asian Confucian Culture A comparative analysis", The Journal of 
Multicultural Society, Vot. 7, No 2.

• Amitav Acharya. "The Imagined Community of East Asia," Korea Observer, 
vol.37, no 3 (Autumn 2006), 407-421.

Module 3: Society and State (2 weeks)

The module will examine the societies of East Asia in relation to the state. The 

idea of seeing collectivism, as opposed to the concept of individualism in the 
West, will be explored In doing so the module will trace the institution of family, 
kinship and interpersonal relationships (including gender) in relation to the larger 
state. The influence of modernity on Interpersonal relationships in the societies of 
the region will also be discussed, along with the new strands of interaction with 
the global community. The societies of East Asia were deeply impacted by 
historical events like the Meiji Restoration, Opium War, Cultural Revolution, and 
World War II related incidents like Nanjing massacre, comfort women. These 
events irrevocably changed the social and political dynamics in the region. In 

discussing the contemporary societies of the region, the module will also engage 
with the issues related to the idea of traditional and nuclear family, changing 
gender roles, rise of women's/feminist voices and multicuituralism induced by 

migration.

Core Readings
♦ Patricia Ebrey, Anne Walthall, James Palais,(edts.) 2006. Modern East Asia: 

A Cultural, Social and Political History, NY: Houghton Mifflin.
• Reiko Ogawa, Raymond Kwok. Hong CHAN, Akiko Oishi, Uh-Rong Wang 

(eds), 2018. Gender care and Migration in East Asia, Pafgrave Macmillan.

Additional Readings
♦ James M Raymo, Hyoonjun Park, Yu Xie and Wei-Jun Jean Yeong, 2015. 

"Marriage and Family in East Asia: Continuity and Change", Annual Review of 
Sociology, Vol. 41(1).

♦ Peilin U (ed), 2012. Chinese Society: Change and Transformation. 
Routiedge

♦ Margery Wolf and Roxane, Witke, 2008. Women in Chinese Society. ACLS 
Humanities.
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* Emiko Ochiai, Japanese Family in Transition: A Sociological Analysis of 
FamiTy Change in postwar Japan. LTCB International Library 

Foundation,1997.
* Garrett L Washington, 2018. Christianity and the Modern Woman in East 

Asia, Brill.
a Chie Nakane, Japanese Society. University of California Press, Berkeley, 

1970.
* Sungeun Yang and Paul C Rosenblatt, 2001. “Shame in Korean Families*. 

Journal of Comparative famify Studies, Vof. 32, Wo.1 (Summer).
* Linda G Martin, 1990, "Changing Intergenerational Family Relations in East 

Asia0, Annals of the American Academy of Po^ica/ and Soda/ Scinece, Vo/. 
510.

f*

t 1 M
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Module 4: Nature, belief system and religion in East Asia (2 weeks)

This module will examine the way societies of East Asia engage wfth religion and 
spirituality. Dotted with famous temples, monasteries and shrines, the long 
history of religion in the region is visible. However, this does not impfy 'engaged 
religion1 in a larger context. In what way their relation with nature has redefined 

their understanding of religion? The natural and man-made catastrophes /ike 
great Kanto earthquake of 1923, the great Hanshln earthquake of 1995 in Kobe, 
annuaf floods of China, disasters caused by the atomic bomb. Fukushima 
radiation, etc. have deeply affected the relationship between human and nature. 
To what extent the d/mate change has influenced the everyday engagement of 
people with nature and their belief system? Or. why Shinto tradition is relevant 
globally in environmental context and why Dao(ism)-The Way. in China re- 
emerged? The changing relation of Shamanism with the modern society of Korea 

is an interesting way to understand the anxiety of living in a materialistic world. 
The module, thus will engage with the idea of religion and how it plays an 
important role In shaping the cultural and political ideology.

i

r • <

i

i

i

Core readings
• Aike P. Rots, Shinto, Nature and Ideology in Contemporary Japan: Making 

Sacred Forests, Bloomsbury, 2017
• Mary Evelyn Tucker. John H. Berth rang (eds), 1998. Confucianism and 

Ecology: The Interrelation of Heaven. Earth and Human, Harvard University 

Press.
i‘Daoism and Nationalism in Modern and 

Contemporary Chha* /n Cheng-Uan Kuo fed). Religion and Nationalism in 

Chinese Societies. Amsterdam University Press.

♦ Shu-Wesl Hsieh, 2017. *

9,
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Additional roadings
• Roger Janelfi, Dawnhee, JanelH, 1982. Ancestor Worship and Korean 

Society. Stanford University Press.
• H, Gyron Earhart, 2013. Religion in Japan: Unity and Diversity. Wadsworth 

Publishing, 5 edition.
The Sacred (stand of Okinoshlma: A Cultural Heritage for Future Generation 
http$://d2y71m15aigxue.ctoudfront.net > files > Pamphtet_36_file

• Margaret Chan, 2012. Book Chapter: Bodies for the Gods: Image Worship in 
Chinese Popular Religion, School of Social Sciences, Institutional Knowledge, 
Singapore Management University
https ://ink. libra ry. smu. ed u. sg/cg i/viewcontent. eg i ?a rtide=2487& context  ̂sos s 
_ research

Module 5: Popular culture (2 weeks)

The popular Culture of East Asia has taken over the Imagination of the youth in 
the world. From regional to global • what makes the popular culture of East Asia 
distinct? This module will discuss the contemporary trend of popular culture in 
East Asia, the social, political and economic aspects of popular culture and sec 

the Influence of it as 'soft power1. Different genres of popular culture like the 
anime, manga, web series/dramas, K*pop, fashion, food, etc. are integral to 
understanding the society and culturo of€asj Asia in the global context.

4Core Readings

♦ E. Taylor Atkins, 2017. A History of Popular Culture In Japan: From the 
seventeenth century to the present, Bloomsbury.

♦ Tal Wei Urn, et al., 2016. Globalization, Consumption and Popular Culture in 

East Asia,
♦ Kotchi Iwabuchi, Eva Tsai and Chris Berry (eds),2016. Routledge Handbook 

of East Asian Popular Culture.

Additional Readings

* Timothy J. Craig, (ed). 2000. Japan Popl Inside the World of Japanese 

Popular Culture. East Gate Book.
• Nissim Kadosh Otmazgm, 2005. Xuhurat Commodities and Regionalization 

in East Asia*. Contemporary Southeast Asia. Vol. 27, No 3.
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• Siho Nam, 2013. “The Cultural Political Economy of the Korean Wave in East 
Asia: Implications for Cultural Globalization Theories*, Aslan Perspective. Vol 
37. No 2.

• Sang Yecn Loise Sung. 2012. 'The Rote of Hallyu in the Construction of East 
Asian Regional identity in Vienna". European Journal of East Asian Studies. 
Vol. 11. No. 1

r- Modulo 6: Globaliiation and East Asia (2 weeks)

The module will discuss the undeniable presence of East Asia In the popular 
imagination of tho world and its rote in the changing geopolitics in the region. The 
economic and technological growth, spread of East Asian culture through state 
sponsored projects such as internationalization of education, language studies 

and exchange programmes have established East Asia on the global 
imagination. Further, the rise of east has led to reconfiguration of the regiolnal 
and world order leading to creation of regional conclaves like East Asia Summit 
(EAS), ASEAN -rS, ASEAN Regional Forum. SCO, Asia Cooperation Dialogue, 
APEC. etc. At the same time, globalization has also affected the social and 
cultural dynamics In the region; immigration related issues, minority concerns, 
human rights, etc. are exposing the faultlincs.

I

* *•
L- 1

*

4

Core Readings

* Harumi Befu and Sylvie Guichard-Anguis. 2001. Globalizing Japan: 
Ethnography of the Japanese Presence in Asia, Europe and America, 
Routtedge: London and New York,

• Pempel, TJ. ed. 2005. Remapping East Asia: The Construction of a Region, 
Ithaca: Cornell University Press.

♦ Ht/omi Mori, 1997. Immigration Policy and Foreign Workers in Japan, 
Macmillan Press.

f»

Additional Readings

* Pyle. Kenneth P. Japan Rising: The Resurgence of Japanese Power and 
Purpose. New York: The Century Foundation. 2007,

* Adam McKeown. (May. 1999). Conceptualizing Chinese Diasporas. 1842 to 

194Q, The Journal of Aslan Studies, Vol. 58, No. 2
* Chris Oliver, 2009. Kokusaika. "Revisited: Reinventing Internationalization in 

Late 1960s Japan", Sophia Junior College Faculty Journal.
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' Barry K. Gills and Oong-Sook S. Gills. 1999. South Korea and Globalization: 
The Risg to Globalism. Asian Perspective. Vol. 23. NoA (Special Issue on 
Globalization In East Asia)

Supplementary Readjnq s

• Charles Holcombe. History of East Asia: From the Origins of Civilization to the 
Twenty-first Century. 2010

• East Asia: China. Japan. Korea, Vietnam • Geography of a Cultural Region, 
Methuen young books. 1971.

• Theodore De Barry, Sources of East Asian Tradition: The Modern Penod 
(Introduction to Asian Civilizations). Columbia University Press; ^ edition (29 
July 2008}

• Xinzhong Yao An Introduction to Confucianism, Camridge University Press. 
2000

• Li Zhaojic, Traditional Chinese World Order, (OUP Article). 2002
• Billy KL So, John Fitzgerald. Jianli Huang and James K Chin (eds), Power 

and Identity in the Chinese World Order, Hong Kong University Press, 2003
• Steven TdtOsy de Zcpctnck, Jennifer W. Jay. (edts), 1997.East Asian cultural and 

historical perspectives: Histones and society-culture and literatures. 
Research Institute for Comparative Literature and Cross-Cultural Studies. 
University of Alberta

• John Whitney Hall and James L. MacCtaln. 1991. The Cambridge History of 
Japan: Earfy Modern Japan, VoJA Cambridge University Press.

• Marius B Jansen, 1989. The Cambridge History of Japan: The Twentieth 

Century, VoL5. Cambridge University Press.
• Fairbank, J. K., Relschauer, E. O., & Craig. A. M. 1909. East Asia: The 

Modern Transformation, Publisher: Houghton Mifflin College Div.
• Dorothy Ko, JaHyun Kim Haboush, and Joan R. Piggott, (edts.), 2003. 

Women and Confucian Cultures in Prcmodern China, Korea and Japan. 
University of California Press, Berkeley, CA.

• David Curtis Wright. The History of China (Second edition). Greenwood, 
1960.

• Leslie T Chang. Factory Girts: Young Women on the Move in Modem China
• Andrew C. Nahm, Korea: Tradition and Transformation: A History of the 

Korean People, Scout. Holfym International Corporation. 1996. (Chapter 5: 
'The End of Isolation, Modernizarion. and the Growing National Insecurity 
and Chapter 6: 'The Demise of the Yi Dynasty and Korean Independence*)
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• Wiffiam Stucck, Korean War: A Wew DiptofnaVc and Strategic Histoo'. 
Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University Press, 2002, pp. 11-36, Chapter
1.

• Kim Young ho. ‘(nternatrona/ Dimensions of the Korean War/ Korea 
Journal,Vol. 38. No. 4. Winter 1998, pp. 130-146.

• Chen Jian, Mao's China and the CokJ War (Chapel Hill: North Carolina Press, 
2001).

• Chien-peng Chung, *The Shanghai Co-operation Organization; China's 

Changing Influence in Central Asia/ China Quarterty, 2004, J-stor.
• Zhao Kuasheng, •China’s View of and Expectations from the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization," Asian Survey, vol. 53, no., 3 (May/June 2013), pp. 
436*460. J-stor

• Baker Hugh. Chinese Famr/y end Kfnsh/p. New York: Columbia University 

Press, 1979.
• Bian Yanjie . Work and Inequality in Urban China. Albany, NY: University of 

New York Press. 1994.
• Croll, Elizabeth. Feminism and Socialism in China, London; Routledge and 

Kegan Paul, 1977.
• Hinton, Wiiiiam. Fan Shen: A Documentary oi Revolution b a Chinese 

Village. New York: Monthly Review Press, 1966.
• Huot, Clair China's New Cultural Scene: A handbook of changes. Durham 

and London: Duke University Press, 2000,

6. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional design:

The course will be transacted through a combination of lectures, discussion, film 

show, participation and presentations.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, cl ass room/others instructional space; any other - p tease specify):

Library, dassrooms equipped with projector facility

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outsido

The course will draw on in-house faculty of AUD, and wf// a/so depend on guest 
lectures.

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g , with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others)
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Japan Foundation Library, Korea Cultural Centre

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)
• One take home assignment 20%
• Mid-semester. 20%
• End semester: 40%
• Attendance and Class participation: 10%
■ Class presentation on a selected topic: 10%

Signature of Course Coordinators)

Note:
4. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 

incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

5 Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

6. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council

Recommendation of the School of Studies.

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2|1tf meeting held on 30.10.19 
and has been approved in the present form.

Signature of the Dean of the School
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School of Global Affairs 
Ambcdkar University Dolhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course
School / Centre proposing the course School of Global Affairs

MA (Global Studies)Prog ram me(s)

Course title After Forced Migration I: Reparations 
and RestitutionP

*
Course code SGA2EL41A

U Total Credits
*;

Course type (core / compulsory / elective / 
any other - ptease specify)

Elective *

Level (Pre-doctoral / MA / PG Diploma / 
Certificate / UG)

PG

WS 2020Proposed date of /aunch

Course coordinator and team Anil Persaud

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered In AUD?
This course buiWs on while hopefully not overlapping in substance with courses 
already offered on migration and diaspora, social justice and peoples' movements, 
and development and emancipation in the School and across the University. It is one 
of the two parts of the "After Forced Migration* course offered in the School of Global 
Affairs; the other part deals with Repatriations and Resettlements.

■a

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can bo admitted to this 
course: (Prerequisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify): None.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification (f lower than usual cohort 
size is proposed): As per AUD / SGA norms.r

4. Course scheduling (semester; semesteMong/half-semcster course; workshop 
mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify):
Any semester. This course is a two-credit course and so must be timetabled 
accordingly.

A

$. How does the course link with the vision of AUD?
.This course is in keeping with AUD's goals of social and academic relevance, justice 
.and rigour.

t
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6. How does the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being 

offered?
The topics covered in this course - forced migrations, reparations and restitution, 
and, repatriations and resettlements - are matters of ongoing global concern.

7. Course Details:

a Summary'.
This course critically examines the vibrant and engaging debates that characterize 
the expanding field of forced migration studies, research and practice. Since 
emerging as a distinct field of study in the early 1980s, forced migration studies, of 
which refugee studies is a growing part, has grown from being of concern of a 
relatively small number of scholars and policy analysts to become a global field 

studying displacement, either from traditional disciplinary perspectives or as a core 
component of newer interdisciplinary programmes such as those in the School of 
Global Affairs. Today the field encompasses both rigorous academic research as 
well as action-research focused on advocating in favour of the needs and rights of 
forced migrants while aiming to more directly influence policy and practice. Through 
its focus on Reparations, Restitution, Repatriation and Resettlement, this course 
aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the key intellectual, political, social, 
and institutional challenges arising from mass displacement in the world today

This course, After Forced Migration' is offered in two parts: Part I focuses on 

Reparations and Redress/Restitution and Part II focuses on Repatriation and 
Resettlement These parts are offered in two stand alone two credit courses. As a 
result there will be some overlap in the Introduction (Framing the Debates) to both 
parts as it pertains to forced migration, that overlap will be moderated in each course 
by situating the two themes of the course in the broader context of forced migration 

which is itself situated within the larger context of the rise of nation states, climate 
change, the right to mobility as well as in its historical, economic, political 
perspective. The course will thereby attune students to the historical and 
contemporary political economy of this ongoing practice and its accompanying 
afterlife.

b. Objectives:
l To outline the contemporary debates, contexts, experiences and geography 

associated with forced migration.
ii To highlight the key challenges faced by academics and practitioners working 

with and for forcibly displaced populations around the world, as well as 
identifying new directions for research in the field.
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i~L To highlight that those debates are not simply academic but that they involve 

a wide range of actors and consequences, 
fv. To create an awareness that the issues of reparations and restitution have 

been particularly contentious with regards to and within universities - from 
Tuck and Vang's ‘Decolonization j$ not a metaphor" in Decolonization, 
fndigeneity. Education & Society Vof.l, No. 1, 2012. pp. MO (o the recent 
Rhodes Must Fall Movement.

a*

c. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation: outline of each 
module):

b.

«Li

*
The course will be transacted over 7-0 weeks according to the following modules 

outlined below:

St* Modules

Introduction: Framing the Debates (Forced Migration, 
Reparations and Restitution) (2 weeks)

i

ft Reparations (3 weeks)

Restitution (3 weeks)in

d. Contents (Module wise):

I. Introduction: The Introduction to After Forced Migration t will frame the 
debates on Reparations, Restitution based on readings from the two texts below. 
Readings from Fine and Ypi will introduce the debate by raising questions 

regarding the ethics of movement, questions of migrant worker exploitation, 
infemaf disp/acemenf. and responsibility tor refugees, Fiddia/vOasmiyeh et al, 
trace the birth and development of refugee and forced migration studies. They 
discuss diverse disciplinary and methodological approaches to Refugee and 
Forced Migration Studies, including History. International Law. Political Theory. 
International Relations, Anthropology. Sociology, Livelihoods and Economics, 
and Geography. A detailed overview is provided of the shifting spaces of 
displacement, analyses of various affected groups and institutions, and ends with 
the historic*/ trends, current realties, and future challenges of forced migration 

on a region-by-region basis.

f

Both sets of readings also Illustrate the importance of drawing on the tools of 
political theory to clarify, criticize, and challenge the current terms of the 
migration debate. The Many Mtfdto Passages offers case studies for reference 

while Colonial Lives of Property introduces the contexts of settler colonialism and 
radal capital.
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Compulsory Readings fsefected from).

* Elena Fiddrarj-Qasmiyeh, Gi) Loescder, Katy Long, and Nando Sjgona (eds ), 
The Oxford Handbook of Refugee and Forced Migration Studies. OUP, 2014

♦ Sarah Fine and Lea Ypi, Migration in Political Theory. The Ethics of 
Movement and Membership. Oxford Scholarship Online: March 2016. 
001:10.1093/acprof;oso/9780199676606.001.0001

• Christopher, Pybus & Rediker’s (eds ), The Many Middle Passages. Forced 
Migration and the Making of the Modern World, 2007.

• Brenna Bhandaf, Colonial Lives of Property: Law, Land and Racial 
Ownership. Duke University Press, 2018.

it. Reparations: This Module of the course begins with Ta-Nehsi Coates’ 2014 
article in The Atlantic, The Case for Reparations" and the Coates and Cornel 
West public debate on the black American freedom struggle to introduce the 
unresolved questions of reparations, it will then move to a consideration of the 
following cases of reparations, i) the Kenyan Mau Mau (Caroline Elkins' (2005) 
imperial Reckoning: The Untold Story of Britain's Gulag in Kenya), ii) Slavery 
(Isabel Wilkerson’s (2010) The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of 
America's Great Migration) and iii) the displacements of Native peoples (William 
G. McLoughlin (1993), After the Traf! of Tears: The Cherokees' Struggle for 

Sovereignty, 1839-1880) the globe over - on the one hand, an often complicated 
material restoration and on the other apologies and reconciliations

Compulsory Readings:
• Ta-Nehsi Coates, ‘The Case for Reparations’ , The Atlantic, 2014.
• The Ta-Nehsi Coates and Cornel West public debate on the black American 

freedom struggle carried out in The Atlantic and the Guardian. Students to 
find the relevant articles,

• Caroline Elkins, Imperial Reckoning: The Untold Story of Britain s Gulag in 

Kenya. Holt Paperbacks, 2005
• Isabel Wilkerson, The Warmth of Other Suns The Epic Story of America’s 

Great Migration Vintage, 2010
• William G. McLoughlin, After the Trail of Tears: The Cherokees’ Struggle for 

Sovereignty, 1839-1880. University of North Carolina Press, 1993

Hi. Restitution: This section of the course focuses on the non-materia I 
dimension of reparations as evident in the examples of truth and reconciliation in 
South Africa and elsewhere and Aboriginal apology In Australia and elsewhere. 
Questions of whether or not a State will apologize for historical injustices are
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linked to the State’s interests and to its international image as well as to possible 
claims tor financial compensation. We also ask who should apologize to whom, 
and explore the possible consequences that the offering of financial and non- 
financial redress for atrocities in the past may have on members of current 
society. We distinguish between retnbutrve justice which has an ortentatron 
toward the past and is focused on the perpetrator, and restitutive and reparative 
justice which are future-orient#) and took to the victims.

* Co mpulsorv.readinq s: _ w
• Dan Diner. 'Restitution and Memory; The Holocaust in European Political

Cultures*. New Gorman Critique, No. 90, Taboo, Trauma, Holocaust (Autumn, 
2003). pp. 36-44 (9 pages) ’ - - -

• Mark Gibney, Rhoda E. Howard-Hassmann, Jean-Marc Coicaud and Niklaus 
Steiner (eds). The Age of Apology. Facing Up to the Past. University of 
Pennsylvania Press. Philadelphia, 2008

• Richard Vernon. ‘Against Restitution*. Political Studies. 2003, Vol 51, 542*

►«

557
• James L. Gibson, 'Does Truth Lead to Reconciliation? Testing the Causal 

Assumptions of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Process*. 
American Journal of Political Science. Vol, 48, No. 2. April 2004, Pp. 201-217

• Jeff Comtassel, Chaw*win-r$, Tlakwadzi, Indigenous Storytelling, Truth- 
telling, and Community Approaches to Reconciliation*. ESC: English Studies 
in Canada Association of Canadian College and University Teachers of 
English Volume 35, Issue 1, March 2009

• Text of Australian Prime Minister's Apology to Australia's Indigenous Peoples
Wednesday February 2008, At:13delivered

httpV/www.unitcare.com.au/pdfs/Sorry^Transcript.pdf
on

* Mark Gibney, Canada Research Chair in International Human Rights, Rhoda 
E. Howard-Hassmann, Jean-Marc Coicaud. Niklaus Steiner (eds.) The Age of 
Apology: Facing Up to the Past. UPenn Press, 2006.

Supplementary readings:
* Peter Catrell, The Making of the Modem Refugee. 2013
* Natalie Zemon-Oavrs, M6errtg speculative is better than to not do it at a))a: an 

interview with Natalie Zemon Davis*. Itinerario. Vol. 39. No. 1. 3-15 ©2015 
Research institute for History, Leiden University

♦ Dr Shashi Tharoor MP - Britain Does Owe Reparations. Oxford Union 

Society, 20 f 5. http$;/Ycutu.be'/7CW7$0zxv4
• Toussaint Loster. A Human Right to Reparations: Black People against Police 

Torture and the Roots of the 2015 Chicago Reparations Ordinance*. Souls, 
20:4, 399-419, 2018
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• Hamy Huynh, "Colonialism to Sovereignty; The Restoration of Bde Maka 

Ska’1. University of Minnesota, American Studies, 14 June 2018. at 
https://cJa.umn edu/american-studles/news-events/story/colonialism- 
sovereignty-restoration-bde-maka-ska

• Matthew Evans, David Wilkins, Transformative Justice, Reparations and 
Transatlantic Slavery’. Social and Legal Studies, Volume 28 issue: 2, 
page(s) 137-157. at. https://doi org/10.1177/0964663917746490

• University Steering Committee on Slavery and Justice, at. 
https;//www.brown.edu/Research/Sfavery_Justice/. Archive of the Brown 
University debates, ongoing, last accessed on 18th October 2019.

• Politico Magazine, ‘This Could Be the First Slavery Reparations Policy in 

America’'.
https: //www. po I itico co m/m a g azi ne/sto ry/2019/04/09/geo rget own- u n i vers ity- 
reparations-sJave-trade-226561. April 9th 2019

• Shafaq Hasan, “The Case for Universities Paying Reparations to
Descendants of Slavery’. Nonprofit Quarterly, April 28, 2016.
https://nonprofitquarterly,orgAhe-case-for-universities-paying-reparations-to-
d es ce nd a nts-of-s la ve ry /

■ Rhodes Must FaIV. The Struggle to Decolonise the Racist Heart of Empire. 
Written by the Rhodes Must Fall Movement, Oxford. 2018

• Chumani Maxwele , The not so potty idea that spawned a movement’', 
Sunday Times, Mar 6, 2016 -One year on, UCT student Chumani 
Maxwele looks back on his protest against the statue of Cecil John Rhodes,

https: //www. pre ssre ade r. co m/s o ut h-a fri ca/s u n d ay-times-

at:

at:
1107/20160306/282119225634073

• Richard Black, ‘Environmental refugees: myth or reality?’, New Issues in 
Refugee Research, Working Paper No. 34, UNHCR, (March 2001)

• Stellina Jolly and Nafisa Ahmad, Climate Refugees In South Asia: Protection 
Under International Legal Standards and State Practices in South Asia, 
Singapore: Springer (2019) chs 4 and 5

■ Saunders, Jennifer B., Elena Fidian-Qasmiyeh and Susannah Snyder, 
Intersections of Religion and Migration: Issues at the Global Crossroads, 
(New York: Palgrave-Macmillan, 2016) chs. 6 and 12

• Crisp, J (2017). "Finding Space for Protection: An Inside Account of the 
Evolution of UNHCR’s Urban Refugee PolicyRefuge- Canada's journal on 

refugees 33(1): 87-96.
• Maryellen Fullerton, The Refugee Law Reader: Cases, Documents and 

Materials, Budapest: Hungarian Helsinki Committee (2011), section 1, pp.25-
39.
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• Roberta Cohen. The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement: An 
Innovation in International Standard Setting.1 Global Governance, Vol. 10 

(2004)
• Theda Perdue, *CheroKee Women and the Trail of Tears*. Journal of 

Women's History, Johns Hopkins University Press Volume 1. Number 1, 
Spring 1969 pp. 14-30

• Katherine McKittrick, *On plantations. prisons, and a black sense of place-. 
Social & Cultural Geography. 2011,12:8,947.963,

• Angela Y. Davis and Dylan Rodriguez, The Cha/tenge of Prison Abolition: A 
Conversation*, In Social Justice. Vol. 27. No. 3 (81), Critical Resistance to the 

Prison-Industrial Complex (Fan 2000), pp. 212*216
• Thavotla Glymph, Out of the House of Bondage: The Transformation Of The 

Plantation Household. Cambridge University Press, 2008
• Blazer Barkan, The Guilt of Nations: Restitution and Negotiating Historical 

Injustices. Johns Hopkins University Press. 2001.
• Fred Moten and Stefano Harney, The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & 

Black Study. Minor Compositions. 2016.

8. Pedagogy:

a. Instrvctbnaf design: combination of lectures, participation and presentations, 
group work, case studies.

This course is heavily based on case studies, students will be encouraged to 

research particular cases and, along with supplementary readings, explore group 
foaming through presentations.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, fab, clinic, 
library, classroom/dtbers instructional space; any other - please specify): None

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: AUD Fecufty

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others): None as of now.
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9. Assessment structure (modes end frequency of assessments)

The assessments wifi include i) a Irtersture review (1,000 words): 30%. if) a case* 
study review (1,000 words): 30%, and iff) a final research paper (2,000 words): 40%.

Signature of Course Coordinator's)

Note:
7. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 

incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Cound).

6. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies oi 
the respective schools.

9. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular school, 
the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:
The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2* meeting held on 30.10,19 
and has been approved in the present form.

Signature of tho Dean of the School
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School of Global Affairs 
Ambodkar University Dc/hi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course
School of Global AffairsSchoof f Centre proposing the course

M.A (Global Studies)Programfne(s)

After Forced Migration 11: 
Repatriations and Resettlements

Course title

Course code SGA2EL415

Total Credits *• 2

ElectiveCourse type (core / compulsory f elective / 
any other - please specify)

C

Level (Pre-doctocal t MA / PG Diploma / 
Certificate / UG)

PG

2020

Anil Persaud

Proposed date of launch

Course coordinator and team

1. Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered In AUD?
This course builds on while hopefully not overlapping in substance with courses 
already offered on migration and diaspora, social justice and peoples* movements, 
and development and emancipation in the School and across the University, it is 
one of the two parts of the 'After Forced Migration' course offered in the School of 
Global Affairs; the other part deals with Repatriations and Resettlements.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can bo admitted to this 
course: (Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify): Alone.

3. No. of students to bo admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort 
size is proposed): A$ per AUD f SGA norms.

4. Course scheduling (semester; $cmesteMong/half-semester course; workshop 
mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify);
Any semester. This course is a two-credit course and so must be timetabled 
accordingly.

5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD?
This course Is in keeping with AUD’s goals of social and academic relevance, justice 
and rigour.
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6. How does the course fink with the specific programme(s) where it is being 

offered?
The topics covered in this course - forced migrations, reparations and redress, and, 
repatriations and resettlement - are matters of ongoing global concern.

7. Course Details:

a. Summary
This course critically examines the vibrant and engaging debates that characterize 
the expanding field of forced migration studies, research and practice. Since 
emerging as a distinct field of study in the early 1980s, forced migration studies, of 
which refugee studies is a growing part, has grown from being of concern of a 
relatively small number of scholars and policy analysts to become a global field 

studying displacement, either from traditional disciplinary perspectives or as a core 
component of newer interdisciplinary programmes such as those in the School of 
Global Affairs. Today the field encompasses both rigorous academic research as 
well as action-research focused on advocating in favour of the needs and rights of 
forced migrants whife aiming to more directly influence policy and practice Through 

its focus on Reparations, Restitution, Repatriation and Resettlement, this course 
aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the key intellectual, political, social, 
and Institutional challenges arising from mass displacement in the world today.

This course, ‘After Forced Migration' ^s offered in two parts; Part \ focuses on 
Reparations and Redress/Restitution and Part II focuses on Repatriation and 
Resettlement. These parts are offered in two stand alone two credit courses. As a 
result there will be some overlap in the Introduction (Framing the Debates) to both 
parts a$ it pertains to forced migration, that overlap will be moderated m each course 

by situating the two themes of the course in the broader context of forced migration 
which is itself situated within the larger context of the rise of nation states, climate 
change, the nght to mobility as well as in its historical, economic, political 
perspective. The course will thereby attune students to the historical and 
contemporary political economy of this ongoing practice and its accompanying 
afterlife.

b. Objectives.
i. To outline the contemporary debates, contexts, experiences and geography 

associated with forced migration.
ij To highlight that those debates are not simply academic but that they involve 

a wide range of actors and consequences 

iti. To appreciate that the issues of repatriations and resettlement are not 
restricted to humans, hence the importance of situating forced migration in
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the contexts oi the Anthropocene, Capitalocene and Plantationocene 

(Harr a way & Tsing).

c. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 
module):

The course will t>e transacted over 7-6 weeks according fo the modules out/tned 
below;

SI# Modulo

Introduction: Framing the Debates (Repatriation and Resettlement) (2 weeks)I

ii Repatriations (3 weeks)

Hi Resettlement (3 weeks)

d. Contends

/. Introduction: This course. 'After Forced Migration' is offered in two parts: Part l 
focuses on Reparations and Redress/Restitution and Part M focuses on Repatriation 

and Resettlement. These parts are offered in two stand alone two credit courses. As 
a result there will be some overlap in the Introduction (Framing the Debates) to both 
parts as it pertains to forced migration. Therefore, both Parts wtll begin with an 

Introduction to forced migration - attuning students to the historical and 
contemporary political economy of this ongoing practice - resulting from such 
reasons as economic, war and conflict, natural and human made 'disasters', hunger. 
The Introduction will frame the debates, Repatriations and Resettlements, around 
the making of Ihe modem refugee. The aim b to provide a global coverage, as well 
as a variety of ‘natural' and human made disasters that lead fo forced migration and 

displacement. The intention is to keep the definition of forced migration open enough 
to accommodate the ever increasing factors that lead to this undesired and unasked 
for movement of human and non human animals, of the botanical and the Inorganic, 
as the plantationocene is intended to remind us.

\ Compulsory ReadJnos:

a) Elena Frddian-Oasmiyeh, Gil Loescher, Katy Long, and Nando Sigona (eds.). 
The Oxford Handbook of Refugee end Forced Migration Studies. OUP. 2014

b) Sarah Fine and Lea Ypi, Migration in Political Theory: The Ethics of Movement
and Membership. Oxford Scholarship Online: March 2016.
DOl:lO.1O93/acprof:o$0/978O199676006.001.0001

c) Peter Catrell, The Making of (he Modem Refugee. OUP. 2013

i.

i

H

im
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d) Donna Haraway, "Anthropocene, Capitalocene. Plantstionocene, Chthulucene: 
Making Kin*. Environmental Humanities, vol. 6. 2016. pp. 159*165 At: 
wvrtv.envfronmentalhumanftles.org

IL Repatriations: This section will use the lowing materia Is to connect causes and 
experiences of displacement and forced migration to questions of and debates about 
repatriations and resettlement. In addition to the repatriation of humans, this course 
also explores the role that the worldwide movement of repatriation of human remains 
and cultural heritage—from museums and other institutions to minorities and 
indigenous populations—plays in contemporary politics of right of return.

Compufcory Readings (selected from):
a) 2018 German repatriation to Namibia of the remains of indigenous people - 

Students will be ashed to research and report on this case.
b) Megan Bradley, Refugee Repatriation: Justice. Responsibility and Redress. 

CUP. 2013
c) Clifton Crais. Sara Baartman and the Hottentot Venus: A Ghost Story and a 

Biography. Princeton University Press, 2010.
d) David Anderson. Histories Hanged: Britain's Dirty War in Kenya and the End of 

Empire. W. W. Norton, 2005
e> Steven Platzman's "Objects of Controversy; The Native American Right to 

Repatriation * American University Law Review 41, no.2 (1992): 517-558; v) 
f) Sarah Harding's (1997) "Justifying Repatriation of Native American Cultural 

Property." Indiana Law Journal: Vol. 72: Iss. 3. Article 4; \'
t

*5a
HI. Resettlement We will use All Asgary’s (2019) Resettlement Challenges for 
Displaced Populations end Refugees, which offers a wide range of case studies in 
various regions and contexts, to engage with the complexities involved in cases of 
repatriation and resettlement. Similarly, the ongoing National Register of Citizens in 
India NRC controversy in Assam, which raises policy and procedural questions 

come the material question of settlements both temporary and permanent. Finally, 
this section use the plantationocene, in dialogue with (he anthropocene and 

caprtalocene (Harraway, Tsrog et al), to indude the non-human animals and flora 
dimension of this story to forge connections to state and grassroots discourses 
about repatriations and resettlements.

Compulsory Readings {selected from):

a) All Asgary, Resettlement Challenges for Displaced Populations and Refugees. 
Springer 2019.
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b) Art Nansen and Anthony Olrver-Smrth (eds.), Involuntary Migration And 
Resettlement: The Problems And Responses of Grslocated People. Routfedge, 
2018,

c) Michael M. Cemca and Scott E. Guggenheim, "Anthropological Approaches To 
Resettlement; Policy, Practice, And Theory*. Rovttedge, 2018.

d) Victoria M. Esses et at (eds ), The Global Refugee Crisis: Empirical Evidencesrnj 
Policy Implications tor Improving Public Attitudes and Facilitating Refugee 
Resettlement". Social Issues and Poiicy Review, Vol. 11, No. 1. 2017. pp. 78-
123

Supplementary readings:

a) Mila Lazareva, "Taking stock of repatriation research" in Davil Cotlings et al 
(eds.). The Routledgo Companion to International Human Resource 
Management. Routtedge, 2015.

b) Louise W. Holborn, "The Repatriation and Resettlement of the Southern 
Sudanese’. Issue: A Journal of Opinion. Vof. 2, No. 4 (Winter, 1872), pp. 23-26

c) Ngila R. L. Mwase, The Repatriation, Rehabilitation and Resettlement of
Namibian Refugees at Independence”. Community Development Journal, 
Volume 1990.Issue
121, https://dai.ofg/10.l093/cd j/25.2.113

d) Erich Hatala Matthcs. "Repatriation and the Radical Redistribution of Art'. Ergo , 
voi. 4, no. 32, 2017. at:

e) Moira Simpson, "Museums and restorative justice: heritage, repatriation and 

cultural education". Museum International, No. 241-242 (Vof. 61, No. 1-2, 2009),
publication.

https :/N/ww.brown.edu/Departments/JoukowskyJnstitute/courses/wof1dofmuseu 
ms 09/ft/es/9?04876. pd/

f) Jim Berryman, 'Human remains as documents: implications for repatriation". , 
Journal of Documentation, Vol. ahead-of-prim No. ahead-of-print. 2019 
https ://doi.ofg/l0.1108/JD-04-2019-0060

g) Jeremiah J. Garsha (2019) "Expanding VergangenheitsbewSItigung? German 
Repatriation of Cofoniaf Artefacts and Human Remains", Jou/na) of Genocide 
Research, OOI: 10.1060/14623526.2019.1633791.

h) Crisp, J. (2017). "Finding Space for Protection: An Inside Account of the 
Evolution of UNHCR's Urban Refugee Policy" Refuge: Canada's journal on 
refugees 33(1): 87*96.

I) Maryellen Fullerton. The Refugee Law Reader; Cases, Documents and 
Materials, Budapest: Hungarian Helsinki Committee (2011). section 1. pp.25-39. 

j) Roberta Cohen, *The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement: An Innovation 
/n International Standard Setting,' Global Governance, Vol. 10 (2004)

25. 2, January Pages 113-

UNESCO at:a
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k) Hyndman, J (2012). "Tb% Geopolitics of Migration aod Mobility." Geopolrtics 
17(2)'243-255.

l) Encarnacion Gutierrez Rodnguez (20l8)The CoJonjallty of Mfgration and the 
"Refugee Crisis" On the Asylum-Migration Nexus, the Transatlantic White 
European Settler Colonialism-Migration and Racial Capitalism in Refuge, Volume 
34, no.1 ppg 16-28

m) Daniel Warner, Voluntary Repatriation and the Meaning of Return to Home: A 

Critique of Liberal Mathematics*". Journal of Refugee Studies Voi. 7. No. 2/3 19
n) Tomiak, J. (2017) "Contesting the Settler City. Indigenous Self-Determination,

Reserves,
Colonialism", Antipode, 49; 928-945,

o) Donna Haraway, “Anthropocene, Capitalocene, PJantationocene, Chthufucene: 
Making Kin" Environmental Humanities, vol. 6, 2015, pp. 159-165. At 
www. en v i ro n men tai h urn a n ities. org

p) Richard Black, ‘Environmental refugees: myth or reality?', New Issues in Refugee 
Research, Working Paper No. 34, UNHCR, (March 2001)

q) Salam Al Quntar, Repatriation and the Legacy of Colonialism in the Middle 

East". Journal of Eastern Mediterranean Archaeology & Heritage Studies, Vol. 5, 
No. 1 (2017), pp. 19-26.

r) Tatiana Flessas, ‘The Repatriation Debate and the Discourse of the Commons0 
LSE Law, Society and Economy Working Papers, 10/2007 London School of 
Economics and Political Science Law Department. At'

s) Liv Nilsson Stutz, “Claims to the Past. A Critical View of the Arguments Driving 
Repatriation of Cultural Heritage and Their Role in Contemporary identity 

Politics". Journal of Intervention and Statebuilding Volume 7, 2013 - issue 2: 
Special Issue on Cultural Interventions

t) Robin R, R. Gray, ‘Repatriation and Decolonization: Thoughts on Ownership, 
Access, and Control". The Oxford Handbook of Musical Repatriation Edited by 
Frank Gunderson, Robert C Lancefield, and Bret Woods. 2019,

u) Stellina Jolly and Nafisa Ahmad, Climate Refugees In South Asia: Protection 

Under International Legal Standards and State Practices in South Asia, 
Singapore Springer (2019) chs 4 and 5

v) Saunders, Jennifer B., Elena Fidian-Qasmiyeh and Susannah Snyder, 
Intersections of Religion and Migration: Issues at the Global Crossroads, (New 
York. Palgrave-Macmillan, 2016) chs. 6 and 12

w) Crisp, J. (2017). "Finding Space for Protection. An Inside Account of the 
Evolution of UNHCR’s Urban Refugee Policy." Refuge Canada’s Journal on 
Refugees 33(1) 87-96.

x) Maryeflen Fullerton, The Refugee Law Reader. Cases, Documents and 
Materials, Budapest. Hungarian Helsinki Committee (2011), section 1, pp.25-39

New Urban and Neoliberalizationthe of
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y) Roberta Cohen, 'The Guiding Principles on Internal OrsplacernenJ: An Innovation 
in International Standard Setting / Globa! Governance, Vol. 10 (2004)

z) Dolly Jorgensen, 'Rcintroduction and Oe-extincfion', September 2013 / Vol. 63 

No. 9»BioScience
ea)Shlomo Cohen, The Ethics of De-Extinction". Nanoethics (2014) 8:165-178 

bb)C. Josh Donlan, ‘De-crtinction in a crisis discipline", frontiers of biogeography 
6.1,2014 

cc) Eiazar Sarican,
a. Cldlming the Stones, Naming tho Bonos: Cuttumt Property and the 

Negotiation of NotionGt and Ethnic identity. Oxford University Press, Year: 
2003

b. The Guitl of Nations: Restitution and Negotiating Historical Injustices. W. 
W. Norton & Company, 2000

c. Taking wrongs senousty: apologies and reconciliation. Sta nfo rd U n Ive rsity 
Press, 2006

d. No Return, No Refuge: Rifes and Rights in Minority 
Repatriation. Columbia University Press, 2011

i

dd) Forced Migration Review (FMR): the most widely read publication on forced 
migration - available in English, French, Spanish and Arabic, and free of charge 
in print and online. It is published by the Refugee Studies Centre in the Oxford 
Department of fnfemationaf Development. University of Oxford. 
httpsVAvww.fmreyiew ,prg {

ee)1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of the Refugee 
ff) The Commission for Real Property Claims of Displaced Persons and Refugees 

(CRPC) • Bosnia

8. Pedagogy:

• Instructional design: combination of lectures, participation and presentations, 
group work, case studies. This course is heavily based on case studies, students 

win be encouraged to research particular cases and. along with supplementary 
readings, explore group teaming through presentations.

• Special needs {facilities, requirements (n terms of software, studio, tab, etinre, 
library, dassroom/others instnjctional space; any other - please specify): None

* Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: AUO Faculty
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* UnkQQGs with external agencies fe.p.. with field-based organizations, hospital;
any others): None as of now.

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)
The assessments will include I) a literature review (1.000 words): 30%, ii) a case* 
study review (1,000 words): 30%. and iii) a final research paper (2,000 words): 40%.

Signature of Course Coordinator(s)

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 

incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 

Council.
2. Courses which arc meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 

shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular school, 
the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Recommendatlon of the School of Studjes:

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2nd meeting held on 30.10.19 
and has been approved in the present form.

Signatu tho Doan of tHo School
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Ambodkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course

fTo bo approved by tho Board of Studios and the Academic Council)
School I Centre proposing the 
course

School of Global Affairs

Progremmc(s) Global Studies

Global Islam: Networks and ConnectivitiesCourse title
•iCourse code SGA2EL416 \***

Credits "■ 4 (Four)

3Course-type (core / compulsory / 
optional / any other)

Elective 1
V,

level (Predoctoral / MA / PG 
Diploma f Certificate / UG)

MA

Dr. Anil Persaud, AUD & Or. tdrees KanthCourse coordinator and team

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered in AUD?

77)0 course is planned as an open elective for MA students at Karampura and at 
other campuses. Some of the concerns of the course around connected histories are 
discussed in other courses offered by the School of Gtoha/ Studies like ‘Kashmir and 
the Himalayan Region'

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can bo admitted to this 
course (Pre requirements; prior knowledge level; any others—please specify): No 
requirements

i
■

i

i

4
i

3. Number of students to be admitted (with justification If lower than usual 
cohort size is proposed): As per school norms

t

<!4. Course scheduling; (summerhvinter course; semester-Jong course; half*
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other — please specify): 
Semester long course

i
5. Proposed date of launch: Winter semester 2020\

t

6. How docs the course link with the vision of AUO and the specific 
programmers) where it is being offered?

t

i 1i
3 81
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The course rderuffies globafity as a space of engagement in which the emphasis is 
placed on interconnectedness that increasingly transcends focal, national and 
regional boundaries as a way of making sense of this globally. Such concerns are 
central to and animate various programmes at the School of Global Affairs (SGA) at 
AUD.

7. Course Details

a. Summary

This course looks at Islam as a global phenomenon, both historically and in (he 
contemporary world, in its multiple dimensions. In historical terms, it seeks to 

familiarise students with the role of Islam and Muslim people/s in shaping a global 
order, before the emergence of 'European hegemony' (Among others the term 

'European hegemony' has been used by Janet Abu* Lug hod. See Abu*Lughod. 
Boforo European Hegemony: The World System, 1250*1350, Oxford University 
Press, 1991). The latter part of the course focuses on issues that relate to the 

contemporary Muslim world and their impact on global politics, economics and 
popular discourse. While Islam has lost its prestige as an economic and political 
power, nevertheless it continues to impinge upon the 'global' to our own day. The 
emphasis is on mobility, connectivity and stories of exchange and transactions that 
emerge out of the multiple networks that Islam and Muslim communities facilitated. *

The course engages mainly with two sets of networks, which often overlap, to 
explore the particular space of globality (hat Islam presents: commodities and 
knowledge, and covers $ wide spatial and temporal span (1000-2000). However, the 

attempt is (o approach the Islamic world: dar-ul-tsfam through categories that 
emerge from within the tradition like umma, bjjmt, hajj, khflafat, ijtihad, /fried etc. v ^

b. Objectives

The broader objective of the course is to make the students recognise the 
complexity and dynamism that has defined the Muslim world, unlike in the discourse 
of Orientalism and popular media, which continues to perceive Islam and Muslims as 
backward, violent and unchanging. It also offers an idea of globality from an Islamic 
perspective from the pre modern period to (he contemporary times.*•

c. Overall structure

The course is divided into five modules, each of which seeks to provide an idea of 
globality in the materia [/ideational sense or a combination of the two. Module I 
introduces students to the idea of globality from an Islamic angle. Module II provides 
the discursive impetus that inspired the 'Islamic global* and informs Module Ml and
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(V. These two modules focus on circulation and flow of commodities and knowledge 

across the darut-lslom and beyond. Module V analyses global networks that engage 
the Muslim world In the contemporary period.

d. Contents (brief note on each module, indicative reading list with core and 
supplementary readings

Modulo 1: The multiple ways of thfnking about an Islamic gfobsf'

The module seeks to introduce students to the idea of history and glcbality from an 
Islamic angle. The 'Islamic global' can be conceived at multiple levels: economic. 
poUticd), and the ideational from the past through to the present. For example the 

Idea of an 'Islamic global* (ummo) in the Muslim nostalgic imagination as 
encapsulated in the writings oS people like Muhammad Iqbal (the Pakistani poet), 
Sayyid Qutb {a leading member of Muslim Brotherhood), or All Sharlati (The Iranian 

Revoftfronary}

Core readings:

• William Gcrvase Clarence-Smith. •Islamic history as global history* (Editorial), 
Journal of Global History {2007) 2, pp. 131-134

' Cemil Aydin. ‘Globalizing the Intellectual History of the Idea of the 'Muslim 

World.** in Global Intellectual History, ed. Samuel Moyn and Andrew Sartoh, New 
York: Columbia University Press, 2013. pp. 159-186 (On imagining a global 
Muslim umma)

* Cemil Aydin, The idea of the Muslim World: A Global Intellectual History, Harvard 

University Press, 2017 (pp. 1-13)
* Marshal/ G. S. Hodgson, "The Ro/e of Islam in World History-, International 

Journal of Middle East Studies, Vol 1, No. 2, Apr., 1070, pp. 99*123
* John Obert Vbfl */s(am as a Special VWsfW-Sys/em-, Journal of World History. 

Vol. 5, No. 2,1994, pp. 213-226
♦ Shahab Ahmad. What Is Islam? The Importance of Being fsiamic. Princeton 

University Press, 2017 (pp. 5-109)
• Edmund Burke, lit. ‘Islamic History as World History: Marshall Hodgson, The 

Venture of Islam'*, international Journal of Middle East Studies, Vol. 10, No. 2, 
May, 1979, pp. 241-264

♦ Francis Robinson, "Global History from an Islamic Angle-, in James Belich, ct. al. 
eds,, The Prospect of Global History, Oxford University Press, 2016 (pp. 127*145)

• Richard Ealon, ‘Islamic History as Global History*, in Michael Adas, ed.. Islamic 
and European Expansion: The Forging of a Global Order, Temple University 
Press, 1993. pp. 1-36 (Also published as "Islamic History as World History* in
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Eaton, Essays in Islam and Indian History, Oxford University Press, 2000, pp. 9*
44)

* Eric Tagliacozzo, ‘Southeast Asia's Middle East Shifting Geographies of Islam 
and Trade across the Indian Ocean* Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa 
and the Middle East. Volume 34. No. 3, 2014, pp. 565*573 (Tagliacozzo speaks 
ol the broad connect between the “Mtidte East* and SE Asia brought about 
through the Indian Ocean, primarily though the lenses of commerce and religion, 
through long-distance trade and Islam)

* David Motadel (ed.), Islam and the European Empires, Oxford University Press. 
2014 (pp. 1-34)

* Cemil Aydin, *What is the Muslim World?* Aeon, 1 August 2018

https ,//aeon. cof css a vsAhe -id ea -ol-a -m usli m-wo rtd -is -both-mode m -a nd- 
mfsteadino

Supplementary readings:

• Ira Lapldus, A History of Islamic Socelties (Third Edition). Cambridge University 
Press, 2014

• Fazlur Rahman, Islam. University of Chicago Press. 2nd edition, 1979
• John Esposito, The Oxford Dictionary of Islam. Oxford University Press, 2003
• John L. Esposito. Key Islamic Political Thinkers. Oxford University Press. 2018
• Muhammad Iqbal. The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam (with an 

Introduction by Javed Majeed), Stanford University Press. 2013
• Aziz Al*Azmeh. Arabic Thought and Islamic Societies. London Croom Helm, 

1986
• Aziz Al-Azmeh, The Emergence of Islam in Late Antiquity: Allah and His People, 

Cambridge University Press. 2014
• Ibn Khaldoun, The Muqaddimah: An Introduction to History, trans. Franz 

Rosenthal, Princeton University Press, 2004 (Khaldoun. a 14th century scholar is 

widely hailed as one the greatest Muslim intellectuals of the pre-modern period. 
TWs book written from an Islamic angle may be considered perhaps the world’s 
first work of connected histories)

• Sanjay Subrahmanyam. ‘Connected Histories: Notes towards a Reconfiguration 
of Early Modern Eurasia*. Modern Asian Studies (Jul., 1997). pp. 735-62

• Muhammad Oasim Zaman, 'The Scope and Limits of Islamic Cosmopolitanism 
and the Discursive Language of the 'Ulama.' * In Muslim Networks from Hajj to 
Hip Hop. edited by Miriam Cooke and Bruce Lawrence. University of North 

Carolina Press. 2005, pp. 84 - 104
• Jeremy Adelman, ‘What is Global History Now?" Aeon, 2 Mach 2017

*
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Modulo 2: Early Islamic World: Cosmology, Technology and Cartography 

The module focuses on Islamic cosmology (fhe world view set down in the Ouran 
and the hadith). the associated notion of time (the Muslim hjri calendar) and the 
sense of glodaf/ty fhat rt /nspfred, a framework within which aW later scientific activity 

in the Islamic world was carried out. As William Chrttick writes: Muslims learnt about 
the cosmos (ef-etem) in order to bring themsetves into harmony with that reality that 
transcends the cosmos but displays its signs within it. The underlying concern was 
sotehcJcgy. A central function of maps In Islamic societies was to indicate religious 
beliefs, support the believer in carrying out Ns religious duties, and help him 
remember the visits to the Holy shrines. These maps and geographies methodically 

discussed details about the Muslim wortd and its cities, people, roads, topography, 
end the tike. Sometimes the descriptions were interspersed with tales of personal 
adventures, discussions with local Inhabitants, and debates with sailors as to the 
exact shape of the earth and the number of seas. Under the influence of this 

cosmology, Muslims advanced and developed the findings of Indian mathematics. 
Babylonian astronomy. Greek philosophy, and other traditions, laying the 
foundations for the scientific revofution. They invented or refined a number of 
scientific instruments in mathematical geography and cartography. These included 

.« the astrolabe, quadrant, cefestiaf sphere and compass, wfttch in turn facilitated their 
territorial expansion and that of the West later.

A

♦

*

Core readings:

♦ Seyyed Hossein Hast, An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, SUNY 

Press, 1993 (pp. 1.24:96-106)
• Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Science and Civilization in Islam, Harvard University 

Press, 1968 (pp. 21*40)
• William

http JAwav. wi I li amcch rttick.comAvpcontent/u p I oad s/2019/05/ts la m ic~ 

Cosmology.pdf
• Gerhard BOwering, HTte Concept of Time in Islam*. Proceedings of the American 

Philosophical Society. Vo!. 141, No. 1 (Mar., 1997), pp. 55-66
♦ Petra G. Schimt. "Compass" In Ibrahim Kafln (ed.). The Oxford Encyclopedia of 

Philosophy, Science, and Technology In Islam, Oxford University Press. 2014, pp. 
(114.146)

♦ Marika Sardar, "Astronomy and Astrology In the Medievaf Islamic Wortd" The
Museum

Cosmology"Chlttick. "Islamic

t

of Art,Metropolitan
https i/Avww. metmuse um .org Aoa h/hdfa str/hd_a str. h tm

i
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• David A. Kfng, ‘Astronomy and fslamic society: Qibfa, gnomics and timekeeping" 

in Rashed, Roshdi (ed.), Encycfopedia of the History of Arabic Science, 
Routledge, 1996 (pp. 128-184)

• Sonja Srentjes, ‘ Cartography in Islamic Societies", In Rob Kitchin & Nigel Thrift 
(eds.) International Encyclopedia of Human Geography, Volume 1, 2009, pp. 
414-427

• Karen C Pinto, "Maps and Map Making" in Encycfopedia of Islam and the Muslim 
World, 2nd Edition, 2016, pp. 693-698

• George SaJiba, Islamic Science and the Making of the European Renaissance, 
MIT Press, 2011 (pp. 1^26)

• Nile Green, "Spacetime and the Muslim Journey West: Industrial 
Communications in the Makings of the 'Muslim World/ " American Historical 
Review 118, No. 2 (April 2013)'; pp. 401^129

■ Frances Robinson, "Technology and retigious change: Istam and the impact of 
print", Modem Asian Studies, Vol. 27, No. 1, 1993f pp. 229-51

Supplementary readings.

• Howard R. Turner, Science in Medieval Islam: An Illustrated Introduction, 
University of Texas Press, 1995

• Frank Grlffel, Cosmology in Early Islam” In Griffel, Al-Ghazaii’s Philosophical 
Theology, Oxford University Press, 2009, pp. 123-146

• David A. King, In Synchrony with the Heavens, Studies in Astronomical 
Timekeeping and Instrumentation in Medieval Islamic Civilization, E. J. Brill, 2005

• A. Y. Al-Hassan (ed ), Science and Technology in Islam (Part I): The Exact and 
Natural Sciences, UNSECO Publishing, 2001

• Karen C Pinto, Medieval Islamic Maps: An Exploration, University of Chicago 
Press, 2016

• George Saliba, History of Arabic Astronomy; Planetary Theories during the 
Golden Age of Islam, New York University Press, 1994

• James A, Gefvin & Nile Green (eds.), Global Muslims in the Age of Steam and 

Print, University of California Press, 2014
• Stephen Blake, Time in Early Modern Islam' Calendar, Ceremony, and 

Chronology in the Safavid, Mughal, and Ottoman Empires (Cambridge* 
Cambridge University Press, 2013)

■ Andrew M. Watson, Agricultural innovation in the early Islamic world; the 

diffusion of crops and farming techniques, 700-1100, Cambridge University 
Press, 1983

• Vanesssa Ogle, "Islamic Calendar Times" in Ogle, The Global Transformation of 
Time, Harvard University Press, 2015, pp. 149-176
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Modulo 3: Tbo sea belongs to those who sail it: The Muslim control of the sea 
from the Mediterranean to the Indian Ocean
The production and circulation of commodities by Muslims was not only achieved 

through overland trade but a (so through the way of the sea. The sea was supposed 
to be part of the bounties of Allah.

This module looks at the imagination of the sea among Arabs and other Muslim 
peoples. How did the control of the sea help Muslims shape a global order and 

enable their economic hegemony in the early modem world?

The advent of Islam rapidly and durably tightened the bonds between different pads 
of the medieval Otd World. The dar-uidsfam or the Islamic oecumene (Maghreb to 

South and Central Asia), to use Marshall Hodgson's terminology, was geographically 

superbly positioned to intensify commercial contacts by land and sea resulting in a 
global economic evolution. As Hodgson emphasises, the forces drrvlng 'archaic 

globalization* in the medieval world were primarily associated with Islam from the 
seventh century of the Common Bra, despite a brief Mongol interruption. In early 
modern times, the age of ‘proto-globalization', Christian Europe took the initiative, 
opening up the New World and seizing control of the oceans. However, this 
remained a tri-polar world, in which Islamic and Bast Asian ‘gunpowder empires* 

were still serious contenders for global hegemony.

.4

—*

*

Core readings:

• *lslam and the Sea* cn Oxford Islamic Studies Online: 
http./hvww. oxfordistamicstud ies. com/P u blic/focus/ess a y 1009Jsl am_a nd_sea. ht
ml J

• Christophe Picard, Sea of the Caliphs: The Mediterranean In the Medieval 
Islamic Wbrfd. Harvard University Press, 20)8 (pp. 17*36; 237-255)

* K. N. Chaudhuri, Trade and Civilisation in the Indian Ocean: An Economic 

History from the Rise of Islam to 1750, Cambridge University Press. 1985 (pp. 
34-62)

- Janet Abt/'lughod, Before European Hegemony: The World System, 1250-1350. 
Oxford University Press, 1991 (pp. 3-40)

• Giancarto Casale, The Ottoman Age of Exploration. Oxford University Press. 
2010 (pp. 3-12) (The first book about the Age of Exploration written not from the 
perspective of Europeans in the New World but. rather, that of the Ottomans who 

sailed the Indian Ocean]
♦ 'The Travels of Ibn Battuta*, https://orias.terketey.edu/resources- 

tea ch ers/tra ve Is-ibn-ba ttutai

■j

*
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Supplementary rca dinfls:

■ Edward Alper^, The Indian Ocean in World History, Oxford University Press, 
2014

« Femand Braudel, A History of Civilizations, Penguin, 1995 

* Sebastian R. Prango, Monsoon Islam: Trade and Faith on the Medieval Malabar 
Coast, Cambridge University Press, 2018

rtl

Module 4: Travelling traditions in Islam: Hajj, H/jraf and Sufi networfes 

In this module the focus is on those aspects of the global (hat were informed by 

practices like ha]} (pilgrimage to Mecca), the symbolic notion of hijrat (movement) 
and transmission of esoteric knowledge through Sufr networks.

For the early modern epoch, Islam as a traveling.religion expressed Itself at least 
partially by way of the hajj, (he pilgrimage to Mecca. Within the ‘abode of Islam*, (he 
Inspirational Institution of hajj ensured a constant exchange of ideas and practices 
among Muslims from all corners of the Islamic world.

At the same time, much scholarship on early Islamic civilization has affirmed Its 
fundamentally urban character. The Muslim jurists spoke of migration from the 

countryside to the city as a hijm, valorizing the migration by employing the term used 
to describe the archetypal flight of Muhammad to Medina (o avoid persecution in 
Mecca. The Quran affirms (hat "whoever emigrates in the cause of Allah (^ J*- ^ 

jf*** a-j) will find on earth many dwelling places and plenty to live byla
*

S/m if arty Sufi networks have existed across the Muslim world and beyond. As 
travelling preachers, Sufis brought new Muslims into the ummah, shaping Islamic 
intellectual traditions, while providing a vehicle for popular expressions of Islamic 
devotion.

Core readings:

* Dale Eickeiman and James Piscatori (ads.). Muslim travellers: pilgrimage, 
migration, and (he religious imagination. University of California Press, 1990 
(Chapters: 2, 5 & 6)

* Engscng Ho, Graves of Tarim, Mobility and Genealogy Across the Indian Ocean, 
University of California Press. 2006 (Preface: xix*xxvf)

* John Slight, ’British imperial Rule and the Hajj.* in David Motadel (ed.). Islam and 
(he European Empires (pp. 53*72)

* Eric Tagliacozzo & Shawkat M, Toorawa, The Hajj: Pilgrimage in Islam, 
Cambridge University Press, 2016 (pp. 1-10)

*1
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• Eric Tagltacozzo, The Longest Journey: Southeast Asians and the Pilgrimage to 
Mecca, Oxford University Press, 2013 (pp. 3-18)

• Nile Green. Sufism: A Global History. Wiley-Blackwell. 2012 (pp. 1-14)
• John 0 Voll, -Sufi Brotherhoods: Transcutturatf Transstafe Networks in the 

Muslim World* in Interactions: Transregional Perspectives on World History, ed. 
Jerry Bentley, Renate Bride nth al, and Anand Yang, University of Hawaii. 2005, 
pp. 30-47

• J. Spencer Trimingham, The Sufi Orders in Islam. Clarendon Press. 1971, reprint 
1998 (pp, 1-30). (The s/ngto most comprehensive presentation of the origin and

. development of the Sufi orders)

SuDolementaiv read inos;

* George Makdisi, The Rise of colleges: Institutions of learning in Islam and the 

West, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1981
• Jonathan Berfcey, The Transmlssron of Knowledge in Medieval Cairo: A Soda) 

History of Islamic Education, Princeton University Press. 1992
♦ Natalie Zemon Davis, Trickster Travels: A Sixteenth-Century Muslim between 

Worlds Hill and Wang. 2007

t.

Module 5: Jihad, hi jab, Oit and (he Contemporary World Order

This module examines the aspects of global that encompass the contemporary 
Muslim world. These aspects are related to jih&d, Islamic revivalist movements. 
Islamophobia & terrorism, dawah networks, etc., but also issues around hijab (veil) 
and women's rights (rn te/am) which have generated intense debate among scholars 
and ideologues across the globe. The module also focuses on the political economy 
of oil and its significance to and relevance in the global worfd order in the twentieth 
century.

Apart from that, other things like humanitarian aid networks, the OIC (Organisation 
of Islamic Cooperation) and Islamic economics would also be explored.r

Core readings:

* Tariq Rahman. Interpretations of Jihad in South Asia: An Intellectual History, De 

Gruyter, 201$ (Chapter 6)
* Seem a Alavi, Muslim Cosmopolitanism in the Age of Empire, Harvard University 

Press, 2015 (pp. 1-31)
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• Rudolph Pelers, Isfam and colonialism the doctrine of jihad in modern history, 
Mouton, 1979 (pp. 39-94)

• Umar Ryad, "Antf-fmpehalism and the Pan-lslamic Movement,in Motadel (ed.). 
Isfam and the European Empires (pp. 131-49)

• Ayesha Jalai, Partisans of Allah. Jihad in South Asia, Harvard University Press, 
2010 (pp. 1-19)

• Saba Mahmood, Politics of Piety. The Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject 
Princeton University Press, 2011 (Chapter 1)

• Francisco Parra, Oil Politics: A Modern History of Petroleum, I BTauris, 2004 
(Chapter 1)

• Christopher R. W. Dietrich, Oil Revolution, Cambridge University Press, 2017 
(Chapters 2, 3 & 5)

• Kristian Coates Ulrichsen, The Guff States in International Political Economy, 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2016 (pp 13-36)

• Abdullah Ahsan, The Organization of Islamic Cooperation: Introduction to an 
Islamic Political Institution, HIT Publishing, 1988 (Chapter 1)

• Noor Ahmad Baba, Organisation of Islamic Conference: Theory and Practice of 
Pan-IsJamlc Cooperation Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1994 (Introduction & 
Chapter 1)

Supplementary readings.

• Aysha A. HidayatuNah, Feminist Edges of the Qur’an, Oxford University Press, 
2014 (a study and critique of feminist interpretation of the Qur'an)

• Edward Said, Covering Islam: How the Media and the Experts Determine How
We See the Rest of the World, Vintage Books, 1997 

• John Tamara Sonn, Political Islam, 
https://www.oxfordbibIiographles com/view/document/obo-9780195390155/obo- 
9780195390155-0063.xml

O. Voll

• Asef Bayat, Post-lslamism: The Changing Faces of Political Islam, Oxford 
University Press, 2013

• Roxanne L. Euben, Enemy in the Mirror Islamic Fundamentalism and the Limits 
of Modern Rationalism, Princeton 1999

• Timur Kuran, The Long Divergence, How Islamic Law Held Back the Middle East, 
2010

• Turan Kay a oglu, The Organization of Islamic Cooperation Politics, Problems, 
and Potential, Routledge, 2015

• Ekmefeddin ihsanoglu, The Islamic World in the Hew Century: The Organisation 

of the Islamic Conference, Hurst & Co., 2010

90
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• Saad S. Khan, Organization of Islamic Cooperation: 
Ji l lps://www.oxff>rd bi b)i ograph ics.com/v j c w/d ooi me nt/ob o • 
9780l9S3901S5/obo-9780l0539015S*0l20j:m1

8. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional design: The course will be taught through reading sessions and 
classroom discussions based on maps, texts etc.

b. Special needs: None
c. Expertise in ADD or outside: ADD and non-AUD Faculty Experts in Islamic 

Studies would be asked to conduct special lectures
d. Linkages with external agencies (c.g.. with ffefd-besed organisations, hospital; 

any others); None

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)

The students will be assessed in continuous assessment mode involving three
assessments besides active class participation. The break up is as foffows:

a. First assessment: 30% (term paper/essay or a class presentation on a specific 
theme/topic relevant to the course)

b. Second assessment: 30% (term paper/essay on a specific theme/topic relevant 
to the course)

c. Third assessment: 30% (class test/ around two questions based on a general 
survey of the course)

d. Class participation: 10% (throughout the semester)

Signature of Course Coordinators)

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 

incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 

Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.
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3^ In certain special casss, wt>ere a course cJces not belong to any particular
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2r,a meeting held on 30 
October 2019 and has been approved in the present form.

SignatOhe of the Dean of the School
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Ambedkflr University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course

(To bo approved by the Board of Studios and the Academic Council) 

School/Centre proposing the course School of Global Affairs

MA Urban StudiesProgramme^)

Course title MA. Dissertation

SGA2US503 •Course code

Credits 10

Course type (core / compulsory I optional / any 
other - please specify)

Compulsory -•I'

*

Level (PG) PG

Pritpal Randhav/a (coordinator), 
regular and visiting faculty

Course coordinator and team

1. Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered in AUD?
The dissertation is a cufmina tron of original research to be done by students studying 

the program who have undergone three semesters of learning process in theoretical 
courses combined with rigorous practice in internship, a studio project and field work 
within and outside Delhi.

4

i

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can bo admitted to this 
course: (Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
The students registered for the M A Urban Studies are required to have completed 
the required number of credits in year I to be eligible for writing the dissertation in the 

fast semester of the programme.
%

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort 
size is proposed): All MA students who fulfill the requisites in #2.

4. Course scheduling: (summcr/wlnter course; semester-long course; half- 
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify): 
$emester>fong

5. Proposed date of launch: Winter 2020

6. How does the course link with the vision of AUD and the specific 
programmc(s) whore it Is being offered?

1

I

i'
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The course is linked to the vision of AUD to produce thoughtful practitioners in 
different fields. The dissertation will be a concrete output of the training received in 
three semesters of MA Urban studies. It will be broadly Indicative of how students 
make meaningful connections rotated to multi-scalar processes and systematically 
reflect or approach the urban problems in a creative manner.

7. Course Details:

a. Summary

The dissertation is imagined as the creative culmination of the MA programme. The 
core idea is to engage students in an in-depth study of their urban environ towards 
independent research, as well as articulate and express their work fn an engaging 
manner. As part of the dissertation, students receive close supervision and 
mentorship to research a subject matter related to cities, towns and/or larger 
regions. They will be guided to situate their research question within the historical 
and contemporary lens of political, socio-economic, ecological and other frames, and 
make considered arguments building on their analysis.

b. Objectives: On successful completion of this course, students will be able to;

* Demonstrate knowledge of their chosen subject area by conducting in-depth 
research.

* Undertake high quality and original piece of writing.
* Apply methods and techniques learnt during the programme towards a

concrete research project. ^
* Exhibit skills to comprehensively present information from diverse material 

and be able to sift through relevant knowledges.

c. Overall structure:

The dissertation is conceived as several milestones that are covered through the 
fourth semester. The following are the dissertation components;

S Component

Proposal development 

jr^Pfeldwo*'1
^ -.mj* %—

Analysis and writing

4 Final submissioiranj presentation

Tentative duration
h.j

t 3 weeks 

■'*'5-7 weeks*•

3 3-4 weeks

Is£32 weeks
*
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d. Contents (week wise plan with readings):

A dissertation calendar outlining deadlines and requirements et each stage will 
be issued each year by the programme coordinator of MA Urban Studies. The 
respective supervisor witf prescribe readings relevant to the dissertation topic of 
the allotted students.

1. Developing a Proposal (late January): Sudents must submit a research 
proposal and make a presentation on the date announced by the Programme 
Coordinator. On the basis of their proposals, the facutt of the School shall appoint 
a supervisor for each student considering areas of expertise of individual

..teachers as much as possible, the theme of proposed dissertation and other 
logistical considerations.

2. Fieldwork (Fcb*March)—After successful defense of their proposal, students 
undertake fieldwork while being guided by their respective supervisee.

3. Pro-submission Viva (mid-April)—It is expected that the students are back 
at AUD from early April to organise and analyse their material and to write the 
dissertation. During this time, the Writing Seminar is also underway to support 
the process.

’ 4. Final Viva (carly-May)—The final dissertation should be submitted in the last
week of April and the viva shall take place in the first week of May.

5. Final Submission (around 10 May)—The final hardbound dissertation 
document shall be submitted a week before the end of term. It should be around 
15,000 words, excluding the bibliography/rcferences. Students must follow a 
stylesheet (for example, Chicago, Oxford, MLA etc.) for the writing of their 
dissertation. The dissertation will be submitted in the format prescribed by the 
School.

i

i
♦ s

t

* -i

Few additional points:

• Students must strictly follow the dissertation calendar issued by the program.
• The student must appear for on a viva and defend his/her research. The PC 

will notify the date, time and venue for the viva.
* The dissertation must not be a plagiarised text under any circumstances. A 

plagiarism report (turnhin) with the similarity index is required to be attached 

to each dissertation.
* If cases of plagiarism come to the light the school will refer the case to the 

Research Ethics Committee of the school. The Committee will take a decision 
on the Issue based on which the case of the student will be considered, and 

necessary action wrii be taken.

i i

i
i
i
! !•
)
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8. Pedagogy;

a. Instructional strategies' Each student will be allotted a faculty member to 
facilitate and supervise the dissertation writing process. After dissertations are 
submitted, the details of the viva for the same will be communicated to the 
students by the faculty committee.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, Jab, clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify); 
Tumitin, or similar antipfagiarism software to check the similarity index for each 
dissertation during submission.

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside* The core faculty at SGA have academic 
training in disciplines such as Geography, Planning, Science Policy, History, 
Pofitical Science, Economics. In addition, AUD faculty outside SGA may 
supervise students.

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others) Students may have to visit archives, meet officials, consult or refer to 
official and other statistics, or interview people relevant to their research topic. As 
and when required, co-supervIsory arrangements with scholar and practitioners 
outside AUD will be made.

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments):

The dissertation evaluation will be assessed on the basis of student s performance 
in the following: a) preparation and defense of proposal, 2) fieldwork and other 
means of data collection; 3) the final viva / presentation; and 4) the thesis document

Signature of Course Coordinator(s)

Note;

1 Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 
incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.
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Recommendation of the School of Studies;

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2na meeting held on 30 

October 2019 and has been approved in the present form.

Signature of the Dean of the School
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Ambedkar Univorsfty OoJhl 

Proposal for Launch of a Course
(To bo approved by tho Board o Studies and the Academic Council) 

School/Centre proposing the course School of Globa) Affairs

Programmers) MA Urban Studies

Course Utie Writing Seminar

Course code SGA2US502

Credits 2

Course type (core / compulsory / 
optional / any other - please specify)

Compulsory

Level (Predoctoral / MA / PG Diploma / 
Certificate / UG)

PG

Course coordinator and team Rohit Negi, MAUS faculty

Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered In AUD?

j
Tho course connects with two core aspects of the programme linked to its practicum 
component, namely, research methodology and dissertation, it finks up with 
methodology through the aims of logical thinking and systematic analysis of ideas, 
and with the dissertation in that H is designed to help students express their ideas 
and arguments effectively. There are courses in other programmes that prepare 
students to conceptualise research and write proposals.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this 
course: (Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)

The course wifi be offered to 4rd semester postgraduate students who are 
simultaneously working on their final semester research project.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with Justification if lower than usual cohort 
size is proposed):

Since the course Is wriling/reading intensive, separate sections may be needed if the 
numbers exceed twenty.

4. Course scheduling: (summer/wfntcr course; scmcstor.fong course; half- 
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify)
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Frve-week course, beginning at the end of March, and meeting six-eight hours a 
week.

5. Proposed date of launch: Winter 2020

6. How does the course link with the vision of AUD and the specific 
programme^) where it is being offered?

The course is integral to the imagination of the MAUS programme, with its emphasis 
on 1) effective communication; and 2f collaboration and peer /earning, /t wi/) e/so 
he/p students to write high quality research-based dissertations. -

mm

4

7. Course Details: 

a. Summary;

The MAUS programme places immense emphasis on a research project or action 

research work, which leads to the writing of a capstone dissertation. Like other 
equivalent programmes at AUD and elsewhere, it is expected that the dissertation Is 
of high quality, with logical ideas and arguments that are written in a lucid manner. 
However, it is widely observed that the high degree of training imparted to students 

in undertaking research, 'they are unefer-pruparod in the skills and techniques that 
wi// ©nab/e them to present their findings effectively, to communicate the insights of 
their research* (Dydta Detyser (2003), 'Teaching graduate students to write: a 

seminar for thesis and dissertation writers', Journal of Geography in Higher 
Educe iron), ft is beftcved that the preceding semesters of the programme would 
have prepared students to write a good dissertation.

However, there are two issues with this assumption which this seminar aims to 
correct: first, the dissertation is a singular piece of work compared to all other writing 
assignments during the programme in its breadth^demonstrating mastery of a wide 
literature, scope—tying literature with primary research—, and length^roughiy t2- 
15,000 words. Second, ihe dissertation process, especially writing, r$ intensely 
introverted (barring occasional discussion with the supervisor) and students may not 
necessarily know about or learn from the experiences of their colleagues. Breaking 
(he process down into different segments, the seminar will guide students towards 
writing their dissertation white treating the process as essentially collaborative and 

making use of peer learning.
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c<r-jb. Objectives

- To build the ability io bring together diverse conceptual and empirical 
material and analyse It creatively

• To enhance the capacity to produce higtvquality academic writing in the 
form of a dissertation

• To promote collaboration and peer learning during the process of writing 

c. Overall structure:

The course is a mix of lectures and irvdass discussions on the one hand, and 
workshops on the other. Roughly working with the formula of one credit each for the 
two formats, two credits translate into thirty-six hours of contact time spread over five 
weeks,

& .• i>

d. Contents (brief note on each module; indicative reading list with core and 
supplementary readings)

Unit Subject Duration
I Introduction: writing a dissertation
II Mechanics of writing
III Presentations and Review

6 hours
18 hours
12 hours

Reference Book:

Remenyi, Dan and Frank Bannister (2012). Writing up your Research: The Quick 
Guido. Academic PuWishing international.

Unit 1: Introduction: writing a dissertation
The first part of the course introduces to the students the various facets of a good 
dissertation, the various possibilities in terms of its structure, and available online 

tools to organise material. Some of the material here also helps students think 
through ideas of positionality and affect in the writing process.

Coro readings
Watts, Michael (u.d.), 'The Holy Grail; In Pursuit of the Dissertation Proposer, 
available from httpsu/dusk.geo.orst edufprosem/PDFsflnPucsuttofPhO.odf

Cameron, James et al (2009). 'Demystifying Academic Writing: Refections on 

Emotions, Know-how and Academic Identity’, Journal of Geography in Higher 
Education, 33(2): 269-284.
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Unit II: Mocha nics o^Wrjtjng
The substantive unit is structured around introduct/ng students to the different 
aspects of writing a dissertation, including, organising of literature, analysis of 
findings, framing of arguments, and outlining of evidence. To this end. we wflf 
draw on documents in the public domain—papers, books and thesis—that are 

exemplary in terms of good (or relatively poor) quality of writing. AUD faculty and 
others writ be invited to share their writing practices, struggles and creative 
means of negotiating the same. A step towards Unit III will be to read and 
collectively discuss a piece of writing circulated in advance by the invited guests.

Coro readings ^
Kvcan, Linda (2011). 'Approximating the Practice of Writing the Dissertation 
Literature Review*, Utemcy Research and tnstnjdion, 50(3): 229-24o.

Gilgun, Jano (2005). "Grab* and Good Science: Writing up the Results of 
Qualitative Research*, Qualitative Health Research, 15(2): 256-262.

Additional Readings
Tario, Emma (2003). Unsettfrng Memories: tfarratfves of the Emergency in Delhi. 
University of California Press. Ch 3-5

Mbembe, Achilla and Sarah Nuttall (2004). ’Writing the World from an African * 
Metropolis’. Public Culture, 16(3): 347*372.

Unit III: Poor discussion on drafts
The final unit of the seminar aims is to conecffvety workshop around writing by 

each student in the spirit of peer learning. Students will read each other’s work 
closely to offer insights that will help further refine their writing. The format 
fo/fowed wi// be that a discussant wUJ be assigned from amongst the student to 
each student-composed text (most likely, a work-in-progress chapter of their 
dissertation) who will lead the discussion on ft. The author may only briefly 
outline the background to the writing. All students are expected to have read the 

text and participate in a discussion. At the end of a roughly 45 minute 
discussion, the author comes away with concrete suggestions on content, style, 
and flow of arguments etc that they can then incorporate in subsequent writing.

*

6. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional design

The course will be transacted through short lectures and guided readings 
exercises followed by workshopping around writing by students and others, and •j
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finally, presentations. An cdive-learninp environment wllJ be sought where 
students take the read at various points during the course.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, class room/others instructional space; any other - please specify)

None

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside * .

The faculty at SGA has experience in leading classes in methodology and 
writing. Additional support from AUD colleagues in CELE and other units will be 
sought.

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others): None

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments) 

The course will have three types of assessment situations.

• Using a text that they choose, each student will make a short presentation on 
what qualities of the text make good (20%)

* Students will be assessed in continuous assessment mode on the basis of their 
participation in class and their engagement with the writing of peers (50%)

• They will be assessed on their own final writing submission (30%). V

Signature of Course Coordlnator(s)

Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 
incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.
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Recommendation of die School of StL/d/es

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2nd meeting held on 30 

October 2019 and has been approved in the present form.

i' of the Dean of the SchoolSignat
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Ambedkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course

(To be approved by the Board of Studies and the Academic Council)
School/Centre proposing the course School of Global Affairs

Programmed) MA Urban Studies

Course title Internship

Course code SGA2US501

Credits 4

Course type (core / compulsory / optional / any 
other - please specify)

Core

Level (Predoctoraf / MA / PG Diploma / 
Certificate / UG)

MA

Course coordinator and team Pritpal Randhawa (coordinator), 
Rachna Mehra, Rohit Negi, visiting 
faculty

41. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered in ADD?

The summer internship is a core requirement tor the students of MA Urban Studies. 
It is conceived to provide students the opportunity to engage with urban practice 
through an informed and analytical perspective developed in the first year through 

the various disciplinary and methodology courses. Several PG programmes at AUD 
have a required summer internship.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this 
course (Pre requisites; prior knowledge level, any others - please specify):

No prerequisites

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort 
size is proposed):

Entire cohort of students who have progressed to the second year

4. Course scheduling: (summer/winter course; semester-iong course; half- 
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify)

Summer course
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S. Proposed date of launch: Summer 2019

6. How does tho course link with the vision of AUD and the specific 
programmers} whore /t is borrrg offered?

The internship takes the students to the world of practice, tt enables collaboration 
and learning with agencies in the domain of the urban. AUD has always strived to 
sustain meaningful relationship with the larger world, especially the Delhi region, and 
through the intership MA Urban Studies students get to contribute to building these 
linkages.

7. Course Details: 

a. Summary

The (nternsh/p provides students the opportunity to apply their knowledge acquired 
in the classroomflield work to a professional context. It provides them diverse 
experiences; hones their skifte and enables art environment to network with a range 

of people/organizations.

The Internship will be undertaken for a minimum period of six weeks, and a 
maximum of ten weeks. The exact duration, activities and emphasis in each 

internship vary according to the external organisation's work and specifics of the 
project that they develop in consufation with AUO faculty for (he interns.

b. Objectives -
* To introduce students to the world of urban practice
* To strengthen students' technical, communication and interpersonal skills
a To enhance ability to collaborate with peers and professionals in a 'real world' 

context
* Over time, to help develop strong working relationships with a range of 

organisations working on various urban-regronaI concerns

c. Overall structure:

—Details below—

d. Contents

The internship process originates with a series of communications betweeen AUD 
faculty and a large pool of external agencies. In time, a number of internship 
opportunities are co-crcated with specific work profiles matching the core expertise
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of coflaborating organisations and students’ interests. The programme shafl onlu 
approve projects that are rigorous, allow students to creatively engage with the work, 
and are closely supervrsed The programme team may consider fnternship(s) with a 
Centre or School at AUD given that the specific project fulfils all the other 
conditions.

Finalisation of students’ assignment takes place by the end of Semester II. Students 
then undertake the internship for a minimum period of six weeks During this 
process, they are assigned a supervisor from the AUD faculty, with whom they 
maintain contact throughout their placement At the completion of the internship, the 
supervisor within the external organisation submits a report with details of the 
student’s performance and a grade.

Before the start of classes of Semester III, students make presentations on their 
work to the AUD community. They also submit a detailed report to the school that 
includes description of their roles and responsibilities, details of their project, and 
their reflections on the learnings and challenges they encountered.

8. Pedagogy

a. Instructional design

Internship involves co-supervision by AUD and external supervisors Therefore, 
communication between them and the student is vital.

b. Speciaf needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, ; 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other-please specify)

No specific requirements

c. Expertise in AUD facuity or outside

AUD faculty consult with external researchers and practioners to develop 
internship opportunities.

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others)

The internship is a critical hinge around which lasting linkages with external 
agencies can be built By developing projects of mutual interest over a period of 
a few years, a repository of knowledge and experiences can be built. It is also 
our endevour to identify and invite practitioners to AUD for guest seminars, 
workshops and adjunct teaching Contacts made for internship help with this.

i
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9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)

The course wilt have three types of assessment situations.

• Students will be evaluated by the external organisation supervisor (30 per cent)

• SGA faculty grade the student presetation (30 per cent)

• The Internship supervisor grades the student’s report (40 per cent)

Signature of Courao Coordinatorfs)

Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 
incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2* meeting held on 30 
October 2019 and has been approved in the present form.

Signature of the Dean oi the School
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Ambedkar University Delhi 

Proposal tor Launch of a Course
{To be approved by the Board of Studies and the Academic Council)

School / Centre proposing the course School of Gfobai Affairs

Prog ram me(s) MA Global Studies

Course titfe M.A. Dissertation

Course code SGA2GS503

Credits 6

Course type (core / compulsory / optional / any 
other - please specify)

Compulsory

Level (PG) PG

Course coordinator and team Alf GS Faculty

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses 
offered in AU0?
The dissertation is gradual progression of guided research already done by GS 
students in the summer intersession between 2nd and 3* semesters (Guided 
Research Project) and seminar course in 3rfl semester.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this 
course: (Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
The students registered for the M.A. Global Studies are required to have completed 
the required number of credits first two semesters to be eligible for writing the 
dissertation in the test semester of the programme.

3. No. of students to be admitted {with justification if lower than usual cohort 
size is proposed): All MA students 4tn semester students who fulfill the requisites in
#2.

4. Course scheduling: (summer/winter course; semester-long course; half- 
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify) 
Semester-long

5. Proposed date of launch: Winter 2020

6. How does the course Jink with the vision of AUD and the specific 
programme(s) where it is being offered?
The course is linked to the vision of AUD to produce engaged students with both 
theoretical understanding and training in practice f research It will be broadly 
indicative of how students make connections related to multi-scalar processes and
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reject upon the rubric of Global Studies in a creative, critical manner. The 
programme envisions the dissertation for all students who are either intending to 
continue academic careers and contribute to the further building of Knowledge from 
8 gtobal perspective or those who wish to enter directly Into work or activist spheres.

7. Course Detai/s;

a. Summary
MA GS dissertation is envisioned as the creative culmination of the MA programme. 
The core idea is to engage students in an in-depth study of global interconnections, 
concerns and thematic in form of an independent research, as well as enable them 
to articulate and express their worfc in an engaged manner. As part of the 

dissertation, students receive dose supervision and mentorship to explore a subject 
matter related to rubric of global studies. They will be guided to situate their research 
question within the historical and contemporary processes in the realm of political, 
socio-economic, cufturaf, environmental and other domains, and make reflective 

arguments building on their research and critical analysis.

b. Objectives:
Objectives of MA Dissertation are to enable students to:

* conceptualise a research theme or area, explore the field as an engaged 

researcher and critically reflect upon the subject:
* apply methods and techniques learnt during the programme towards a 

concrete research project;
* utilize knowledge of their chosen subject area by conducting in-depth 

research;
* undertake high quality original publishable research work;
* comprehensively present information from diverse material and be able to 

present them in coherent manner.

c. Overall structure:

The dissertation is conceived to have several milestones that are covered 
through the /V semester. The following are the dissertation components:

i. Draft Proposal 
«. Lfteraturo Review 
iii. Fieldwork
tv. Presentation of preliminary findings of the field
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v. Writing Dissertation
vi. Pre-submission presentation
vii. Final presentation/Viva-voce

d. Contents:
A dissertation calendar outlining deadlines and requirements at each stage will be 
issued in the beginning of IV semester by the programme coordinator of M.A, Global 
Studies. Following are the steps

i. Proposal and Supervisor Allotment: Students will submit and present a tentative 
research proposal during the first week of the semester On the basis of their 
proposals, the faculty of the programme shall appoint a supervisor for each 
student considering areas of expertise of individual faculty as much as possible, 
the theme of proposed dissertation and other logistical considerations.

ii. Fieldwork: After successful defense of their proposal, students undertake 
fieldwork while being guided by their respective supervisors. No student will be 

allowed to proceed further with their fieldwork without the successful defense of 
their proposal. The fieldwork is mandatory and could be undertaken with one or 
more organizations, agencies, movements, or companies over a period of at 
least 6-8 weeks. This activity over 6 - 8 weeks would complement the 'armchair' 
aspect of dissertation production, in which relevant literature is studied and 
analyzed.

iii. Presentation of preliminary findings of the field: Jt is expected that the students 
present their preliminary field finding in the first week of April. After the 

presentation, faculty will take stock of each student's progress and advise 
accordingly. Students are expected to have collected primary data from the field 
and be able to demonstrate that their findings are aligned with their proposed 
research objectives.

iv Pre-submission presentation: See Capstone workshop for details

v. Final presentation: See Capstone workshop for details

vi. Final Submission (around 10 Mav): The final hardbound dissertation document 
shall be submitted a week before the end of term. It should ideally be between 

12-15000 words excluding the bibliography/references. Students must 
consistently follow a single stylesheet (for example, Chicago, Oxford, MLA etc.) 
for the writing of their dissertation. The dissertation will be submitted In the format
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prescribed 6y trie Scriocf. The dissertation must not be a plagiarised text under 
any circumstances. A plagiarism report (turn it in) with the similarity index is 

required to be attached to each dissertation.

8. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional strategics:

Faculty will facilitate the process of the finalisation of the research proposal. Each 
student wilt be allotted a faculty member to facilitate and supervise the 
dissertatfon writing process. After dissertations are submitted, the details of the 
viva for the same will be communicated to the students by the faculty committee. 
Students are expected to be in regular touch with their supervisor and 
incorporate their feedback.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab. drnre, 
iibrary, dassroom/others instructional space: any other -ptease specify):

* Turnrtln, or similar antiplagiarism software, will be needed to check the 
similarity index for each dissertation during submission.

* Need based funding is required for carrying out research.

c. Expertise In AUD faculty or outside;

The core facufty of GS has academic training in relevant field and can seek 
Inputs from external experts when required. As and when required, co* 

supervisory arrangements with scholar and practitioners outside the programme 
team/ School/ AUD will be made.

d. Linkages with externa) agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others):
Students may have to visit archives, meet officials, consult or refer fo official and 
other statistics, or interview people relevant to their research topic.

3. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments);

The dissertation will be evaluated by the respective supervisor/s and co-sup revise r/s 
based on the following:

Coherence between research objectives, literature review, research methods 
used:

i.
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fj. Rigour and depth of their engagement with existing literature, fieldwork, variety 
of actors and sources;

iii Articulation of the findings in the form of high quality original publishable 
research work.

Signature of Course Coordinator(s)

Note

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 
incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

2 Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2nd meeting held on 30 
October 2019 and has been approved in the present form.

i?

ti

Signature of the Dean of the School
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Ambcdkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course

(To be approved by the Board of Studies and the Academic Council)

SchoolCent re proposing the course SGA

Progremmefs) MA Globa) Studies

Course liffe Capstone Workshop
iSGA2GS502Course code

Credits ’ 2 - .
*•» Course type (core / compulsory / optional / any other - 

please specify)
Core i

Level (Predoctoral / MA / PG Diploma / Certificate / PG
UG)

Amh Mishra (PC) and the GS 
Programme Team

Course coordinator and team

1. Docs the course connect to, build on or ovoHap with any other courses 
offered in AUD?

The 4* Semester of the programme is focused exclusively on research and/or 
practice, where the knowledges and skills (earned during the first three semesters 
are applied. In addition to taught courses in the first three semesters, MAGS 
programme requirements include 14 credit worth of independent (self-directed) 

work as follows: a 2*credrt Summer Research Project (during the summer following 
the second semester), a 2-crcdit Student Seminar (third semester), an 8-credit 
Dissertation component (fourth semester), and a 2-credit Capstone Workshop 
(fourth semester).

Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this 
course: (Pro requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)

The course will be offered to 4* semester postgraduate students who are 

simultaneously working on their final semester dissertation.

No. of students to bo admlttod (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed); As per the School norms.

Course scheduling; (summer f winter course; semester-long course; half
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify):

Winter semester; semester long course.

2.
\

3.

4.

1
1 in
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5. Proposed date of launch; Winter 2020

6. How does the course Nnk with the vision of ADD and the specific 
programme^) where it is being offered?

The course is integral to the imagination of the MAGS programme, with its 
emphasis on 1) effective communication; and 2) collaboration and peer learning. It 
wifi afso help students to write high quality research-based dissertations.

Course Details:

a. Summary:

The 41h semester is envisaged as one where students individually work on their 
field and work on their dissertation. The capstone workshop gives the students the 
opportunity to reconnect with their peers and the faculty team collectively to 
discuss their progress and findings. The workshop will encourage students, to 
communicate about their work within the cohort and thereby revise the work prior 
to submission of a final written document. Dissertation writers are required to 
participate in each of the four stages of the presentations before their final report is 

accepted. The course will be transacted in a workshop mode to reinforce the 
individual processes of researching and writing The capstone workshop shall be 
guided (or regularly audited by) several faculty members associated with the MA 
Global Studies programme. At each of the four stages, as described below, the ’ 
students will be advised to review their work as per suggestions given by'faculty 
team.

7.

b. Objectives:
• t K

• To build the ability to bring together diverse conceptual and empirical 
material and analyse it creatively;

• To develop the capacity to produce high-quality academic writing in the form 
of a dissertation;

\A

• To promote collaboration and peer learning during the process of writing

• To enhance presentation and communication skills.

c. Overall structure;

♦ Feasibility of study Beginning of Semester [January] the students will 

present their research design and questions for the field. They can be asked 

to revisiVchange their research topics by the faculty team.
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* FieW findings; Mid semester [March) the students are to present thefr 

findings from the field. If found to be unsatisfactory, the student may be 

asked to undertake another round of field work.

* Pre-submrssron: Before submitting the final version there wij) be a pre 

submission presentation (April] so that students can discuss their analysis 

and Incorporate suggestions of their peers and faculty team.

* End of semester Presentation: The students wili be required to make an end 

of the semester presentation summarizing the dissertation. This could also 

take the form of a student organized conference.

d. Contents (brief note on each module; indicative reading list with core and 
supplementary readings)

Feasibility of study; This would entail drawing up a research design and framing 

questions for the fieW. This would draw upon research methods already taught 
in the previous semesters and would fine-tune the specific logistical 
requirements to undertake a field study.

Field findings: After spending 6-8 weeks in the field, the data/observations 
would be presented in a coherent manner and an analytical framework will be 

developed which can cogently articulate the interlinkages between the local 
field and issues of globality.

Pn^submjssion: Before submitting the final version there will be a pre 
submission presentation in which each student would present their analysis 

{this would entail organizing the work in coherent and interconnected chapters] 
and incorporate suggestions of therr peers and faculty team.

End of semester Presentation: The students wHI be required to make an end of 
the semester presentation summarizing the dissertation. The focus of this 

exercise is to tie up the work in a final presentable form keeping in mind the 
relevant academic standards and procedures.
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8. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional design

The course w)N be transacted through workshop around writing by students 
and others> and finally, presentations. An active-learning environment will be 

sought where students take the lead at various points during the course.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, cfassroom/others instructional space; any other-please specify):
None

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside

The faculty of GS has experience in leading classes in methodology and 
writing.

d. Linkages with external agencies (e g., with fiefd-based organizations, hospital, 
any others): None

4 *

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)

The students wiii be graded on the basis of their presentations made at each of the 
following stages:

♦ Feasibility of Study

• Field findings

• Pre-submission presentation

• Final presentation

The grading will be done by a group of faculty members except the dissertation 
supervisor

Signature of Course Coordinatorfs)

Note;

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 
incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.
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2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
schooJ, the proposal may be submitted directly fo the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in Its 2ncimeeting held on 30 
October 2019 and has been approved in the present form.

n

Signature of the Dean of the School
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Ambedkar University Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course

(To be approved by the Board of Studies and the Academic Council)

School / Centre proposing the course School of Global Affairs

Programme(s) MA Global Studies

Course title Guided Research Project

Course code SGA2GS501

Credits 2

Course type (core / compulsory / optional / 
any other - please specify)

Core

Level (Predoctoral / MA / PG Diploma / 
Certificate / UG)

MA

Course coordinator and team Amit K. Mishra (coordinator) and Giobal 
Studies faculty

1. Does the course connect to, buifd on or overlap with any other courses 
offered in AUD?

The Guided Research Project is a core requirement for the students of MA Global 
Studies. It is conceived to provide students the opportunity to engage with issues 
through an informed and analytical perspective developed in the first year through 
the various disciplinary and methodoiogy courses. Several PG programmes at 
AUD have a required summer project.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this 
course: (Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)

The student should have earned the required credits in the first two semesters.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort 
size is proposed); Entire cohort of students who have progressed to the second 
year

4. Course scheduling: (summerfwinter course; semester-long course; haff- 
semester course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please 
specify): 6-0 weeks during the summer break after second semester

5. Proposed date of iaunch: Summer 2019
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6. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD and the specific 
pfogrammc(s) where it is being offered?

The course takes the students to (he worfd of practice. /(enables the domain of the 
urban. AUD has always strived to sustain meaningful relationship with the larger 
world, and through the course the students get to contribute to building these 
linkages.

7. Course Details: 

a. Summary

Essentia) rationale of this component in MAGS curriculum is to encourage students 

to explore a theme or topic which they may have found interesting/ challenging 
during the course of learning in Trst two semesters and would like to dig deeper. 
There are four possible options for each student to choose from:

i Students come up with a theme to explore
ii. Students identify some external project / organisation (has to be approved 

by the faculty)
ill. Faculty identifies some organisation/research project 
iv. AUD faculty research projects

b. Objectives

• To prepare the students towards doing /ndeperrdent research and help them 
acquire more critical and engaged understanding beyond the general.

• To enhance ability to collaborate with peers and professionals in a 'real 
world' context

• To help develop strong wording relationships with a range of organisations.

c. Overall structure;

—Details below—

d. Contents

Structure: Each student will initially submit a short proposal by middle of second 
semester. Subsequently they will be assigned a mentor / supervisor who wll) 
guide her / him through the course. Each student is expected to have a 
feasible research project with cfearty defined research question, preliminary 
literature review, methodology, field focation and budget by the end of April (or 
a week before the end of WS).
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Format for submitting an abstract (of not more than 500 words) of the Summer 
Guided Research Proposal

• Broad Topic/ Theme

Describe the broad theme/ research area/ topic/ research questions which you 
would like to explore This should be in concert with the rubric of global studies, 
align with the core concepts and context dependent.

• Methodology

Provide a short description of what methods you will use to collect and analyse 
the required information and conduct your research project.

• Description of the Field

Provide a brief description of the field - organisation, location, context. Also 
mention if you have already made some contacts on your own or have done 

.some preliminary research.

• References

Provide some references of the existing literature on the subject. This may 
include visual and new media sources as well.

Deliverables/ Evaluation: Each student is expected to submit a written project 
report. A viva / presentation wiil be organized where each student wM get 10-15 
minutes to present their work. The viva will be held in the last week of July and 
final report will have to be submitted by 31 July Length of final write-up: 5000 
Words following the protocol of academic writing, reference etc

A GS faculty member wifi be assigned as supervisor for all the above options.

8. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional design

The GRP involves very close supervision from all the faculty members. The 
process through which the students reach the stage of having a feasible research 

project is closely guided and monitored through regular workshops The final 
submission is preceded by a presentation by each student, and each faculty 
member provides detailed feedback. Over and above this, the assigned supervisor 
(and co-supervisor) provides close supervision.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, tab, cVinrc, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other-please specify)
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Neod'based findncis) and other support.

c. Expertise in AUD foeutty or outside

AUD faculty consult with external researchers and praetkmers to develop 
frrterrrsh/p opportunities.

d. Linkages with externa/ agencies (e.g , with field-based organizations, 
hospital; any others)

The GRP is a erftteal hinge around which lasting linkages with externa) agencies 
can be built. By developing projects of mutual Interest over a period of a few years, 
a repository of knowledge and experiences can be built, it is also our endevour to 

identify and invite practitioners to AUD for guest seminars, workshops and adjunct 
teaching. Contacts made for internship help with this.

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)

The weightage for the final grade is as following:

• Process and final report (Supervisor): 50%
* Presentation / Viva (Average of a panel): 30%
♦ Report (Co-supervisor from host organization or within AUO): 20%

Signature of Course Coordinatorfs)

Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be 
incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic 
Council.

2. Courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are lo be 
shared across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 
the respective schools.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular 
school, the proposal may be submitted direetty to the Academte Council.
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Recommendation of the School of Studies:

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its 2*® meeting held on 30 
October 2019 and has been approved In the present form.

Signature of the Dean of the School

' V
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Appendix-15' 546

School of Development Studies 

Minutes-Board of Studies Meeting

30 April 2019

Members Present:
Prof Kamakumar, T1SS, Mumbai
Prof SumangalaDamodaran, Dean, SDS, AUD, Delhi
Prof AshwaniSailh, Visiting Professor. SDS, ADD, Delhi
Prof Badri Narayan, G .I3. Pant Social Science Institute, Jhusi, Allahabad
Prof SatishDeshpande, D.U. Delhi
Prof Krishna Menon, SHS, AUD, Delhi
Prof DcepitaChakravarty, SDS, AUD, Delhi
Dr. Moggallan Bharti, SDS, AUD, Delhi
Dr. Arindam Bancrjcc. SLS, AUD, Delhi
ProfBabu P. Remesh, SDS, AUD, Delhi
Dr. AnirbanSengupta, SDS, At ID, Delhi
Dr. RohitNegi, SGA, AUD, Delhi
Dr ParthaSaha, SGA,AUD, Delhi (Special Invitee)

Agenda items:

1. Approval of minutes of last SDS BoS, 1 May 2017

2. Discussion on proposed courses -
2.1. Course submitted by Dr. AnirbanSengupta
2.2 Course submitted by Prof. Babu P. Remesh
2.3 Courses submilted by Dr. Moggallan Bharti.

3. Discussion on SDS MA Program attendance policy.

4. Any other matter, with approval of Chairperson.

Discussion and decisions taken:

• At the outset, Prof. Su manga la Damodaran, Dean, SDS welcomed all (he members and 
invitees for the meeting of the Board of Studies.lt was reported that SDS has seven 
faculty members from the previous strength of eight faculties, as one of the faculty has 
been now appointed at AudKarampura campus. It was added that with the changed 
profile of the school, the present meeting of Board of Studies assumes special 
importance. Prof Damodaran also briefly explained the role and mandated functions of
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Board of Sludics and informed that Board’s recommendation/approval h required before 
the School takes up its academic proposals to statutory bodies of the University, such as 
SCAP and Academic Council.

• As the first agenda item, the Minutes of BOS meeting held on l"May, 2017were approved, 
subsequent to a brief reporting of follow up actions on the decisions of the previous 
meeting of Board of Studies

• During the discussion on the course outline titled, 'Entrepreneurship and Development 
submitted by Dr AnirbanScngupta, Prof Badrinaryan suggested that work of Prof 
NandiniOooplu could be incorporated in the suggested readings. Prof AshwaniSailh 
remarked that it is peitinenl to bring perspectives from macroeconomics into this 
proposed course. Prof SalishDeshpznde added that the course objectives needed to be 
defined more clearly, while the number of suggested readings could be reduced. 
DrArindam Bancrjee suggested that we need to have a critique of ‘Religion and 
entrepreneurship’ in the context of the wider purchase of 'Protestant ethics and the spirit 
of capitalism’.

• After discussing the course, it was collectively decided that after incorporating the above 
mentioned changes, the course stands passed in principle and could be offered in the 
upcoming semester

• Prof Babu P. Rcmcsh presented the outline and details of the course on ‘Migration and 
Development in South Asia’, which is planned to be offered as an elective course (2 
credits) from the Winter Semester of 2020 onwards. After detailed deliberations the 
Board approved the course and recommended it to be offered in the upcoming winter 
semester.

During the discussions, it was suggested that, as it is a 2 credit course it needs to be 
designed in such a way that the students are not overburdened with a lot of contents and 
rwdmgs. Rather, it has lo be planned in a manner Jhal the basic concepts and issues are 
covered through leaching and then the rest of the topics are to be taught through students’ 
presentations and term papers. The need for avoiding thematic overlaps of contents (if 
any) between this course and other existing courses in the school was pointed out.

Desirability of planning a core course on 'Labour and Development’ (4 credits) in future, 
after the successful launch of the presently proposed course on Migration, was also 
highlighted. It was suggested that while doing so, contents of many of the extant elective 
courses (which partially cover labour related themes) can be merged into this new core 

course.
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The course stands passed in principle and could be offered In the upcoming winter 
semester.

• During the discussion on the course outline titled, 'Reading & Understanding 
Ambedkar', submitted by Dr Moggallan Dharti, prof Ram Kumar suggested that the 
proposed text of Ambedkar must be located in his time and the evolving style of his 
thought and writings, lie also underlined that the module 1 of the proposed course* need 
to be further streamlined. The objective of highlighting his idea of 'sate socialism’ need 
to be written about within this module. Prof Dadri remarked that the course should also 
instruct that how one must read Ambedkar. Module I could be located in some specific 
discourse in Ambcdkar's life. Prof Ashwani added that another approach to transact this 
course could be informing about the multiple interpretation available on a text, for 
instance Ambcdkar’s 'Thoughts on Pakistan'. One possible object could be the exploring 
of the multiple interpretations. Course should be focused on one particular skill set and in 
the end students should get that skill. Prof Satish Deshpande suggested that 'Hindu code 
Bill' could also be used as the reading for 'Nationalism & Democracy module’.
The course stands passed in principle and could be offered in the upcoming winter 
semester.
Dr. Bhorti’s course tilled "Prejudice and Politics" was presented to the BoS after the 
suggestions from the SCAP previously were incorporated. It was passed with the 
revisions.

• Discussion on SDS MA Program attendance policy: Prof Ashwani Saith raised the 
question of the motivation behind this policy. He said pedagogical innovation should be 
put in place to encourage attendance among students. It was collectively decided that the 
broad positive measures should be encouraged to enhance the attendance while the 
negative measures could be discussed in the next Board of Studies meeting.
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Ambcdkar University Delhi
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by ihc Academic Council)
School/Centre proposing the cour.se
Programme(s)________________
Course title

School of Development Studies
MA in Development Studies_______
Reading & Understanding Ambcdkar

Course code
Total Credits
Course type (corc/compulsory/ elective/any other - 
please specify)
Level (Pre-doctorai/MA/PG Diploma /Certifieatc/UG)

Elective

MA
Proposed date of launch Winter Semester 2020
Course coordinator and team MoggallanDharti

1. Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?

School of Development Studies does not offer any other course in this or related 
areas. Though, there is another course taught at Karampura campus that engages 
with Ambcdkar. However, the focus of this course is entirely different from the 
course that is taught at Karampura campus.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can he admitted to this course 
(Pre-requisites, prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)

A basic understanding in Social Sciences and the student should be from MA program.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):

Not more than 40

4. Course scheduling (semester; sernesicr-long/half-semester course; workshop mode; seminar 
mode; any other-please specify):

Semester long course.

Mow does ihc course link with the vision of AUD?5.

This course is primarily focuseson to read, discuss, and understand Ambcdkar 
through some of his key texts. Given the vision of AUD which carries and follows 
AmbcdkarV philosophical message, this course sits well within the logic and 
mandate of working towards making people conscious of the former work and 
philosophy.

6. How does the course link with the spccitic programme(s) where it is being offered?

This course is offered primarily targeting the students of MA Development Studies. MA 
programme in Development Studies aims to orient students about different 
developmental questions. 'Ihis is otic such course which is designed to impart an 
understanding of India through Ambedkar's vision which is something very crucial to 
have an holistic understanding of the subcontinent.

1
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7, Course Details:

a. Summary:
The course is broadly conceived to introduce Ambedkar’s ideas and ihcir relevance in 
contemporary India, by reading and understanding some of his key texts. The central thrust of the 
course is to understand Ambedkar beyond caste and the impact of his ideas on the larger questions 
of consthuuona) democracy in general and nationalism in particular. In this proposed course 
Ambedkar’s concept of nation, state, democracy, law and constitutionalism are to be pedagogically 
read and interpreted. This will enable students to critically engage with the existing social concerns 
and its political implication. This wifi also facilitate them to strengthen dierr creative thinking with a 
collective approach to understand ongoing sociocultural and political functioning of the society.
The proposed course gel well within the four walls of the Develop men i Studies program and its 
stated learning outcomes, committed to imparting and creating knowledge with an interdisciplinary 
approach

b. Objectives:

1. To enable students becoming more informed about the debates around the idea of nation and 
nationalism.

2. To make die learning ability of students more tolerant and sensitive in the otherwise 
marginal i/cd discourse around Ambedkar thoughts and philosophy.

3 Students will be able to understand that the idea of nation, as abstract it is, as constituted 
through the people who attribute a worthy meaning to nationalism, and it is not the latter 
that defines the former.

c. Expected learning outcomes:
Upon completion of this course, it is hoped that a student will develop an in-depth 
understanding about the ideas and philosophy of Ambedkar. A student is thus 
expected to develop a critical insight in lo the functioning of the social in the widest 
possible sense and bow this complex and diverse social could function with a more 
reasoned and progressive politics of social justice.

d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 
module):

Brief Descriptions of Main Modules:
Introducing Ambedkar
Approach lo Study Polity, history, Economy, Religion and Society

I.

Nationalism & Democracy 
Democracy and Citizenship

II.

III. Constitutinnalism
Constitution as an Instrument of Social Translormaiion

1. Introducing Ambedkar
In the popular imagination, Ambedkar is broadly confined to his ideas on the Hindu caste 
system and the role he played w drafting Ibe Constitution of India. These ideas, besides its 
obvious significance, tend to overshadow other important thoughts of Ambedkar containing his 
rich social and political philosophy, vital to understand society of equals as he conceived. It is 
these thoughts and ideas that need more concerted attention and discussion among (he scholars

2
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and Ihc module will initiate the discussion structured with this very perspective of reading 
Ambcdkar m order to understand his wider philosophy.

Readings:

Valerian Rodrigues, (2002) ‘Introduction1, The Usscmial Writings ofB.R. Ambedkar\ GUP. pp, 1-
43.

B. Ambedkar, (1003) 'Waiting For a Visa’, in Dr. BabasahebAmbeclkar Writings and Speeches. 
Ko/.y^EducalionDcptt, Government of Maharashtra, Mumbai, pp, 661-601

B. Ambcdkar, (2003), ‘Role of Dr. B. R. Ambtdkar in Bunging The Untouchables on the Political 
Horizon of India ami I.ying A Foundation of Indian Democracy’, in Dr ftabasohebAmhedkar 
Writings and Speeches, Vot. 17-!, Education Depit., Government of Maharashtra, Mumbai, pp-63- 
178.

II. Nationalism & Democracy
The discourse around nationalism is the most contested one in India, and that continues 
to keep the social and political division very sharp, if not messy. Opposed to a linguistic, 
ethnic and religion driven nation, Ambcdkar'sview and the ideological adhesive required 
to keep the ‘nation’ together is far removed from the hegemonic discourse'on 
nationalism commonly accepted in India.Ambedkar’s idea of constructing a nation is 
then understood as nation evolving through democracy. This module will discuss the 
idea of nation, nationhood and nationalism through the idea of Iralcmity emphasized by 
Ambcdkar. Itis philosophy to create such a fraternal society mvanably will begin with 
his understanding and meaning of a democratic self and society, to be looked ihrough his 
ideas on Buddhism and the Bahujan politics he envisaged.

Readings: v

B. R. Ambedkar. (1990), Pakistan Or The Partition Of India\ in Dr BabusahebAmbedkar 
Writing? tmd Speeches Vol-8, Education Dcptl., Government of Maharashtra, Mumbai, pp-345- 
403.

13 Ambcdkar, (2001) ‘Conditions Precedent for the successful working of Democracy1, in Dr. 
BabasahebAmbedkar Writings and Speeches, Vol. 17-III, Education Dcptl, Government of 
Maharashtra. Mumbai, pp. 472-'186.

B. Ambedkai, (2003) ‘Buddhism paved way for Democracy and Socialistic Pattern of Society’, 
in Dr. BabasahebAmhedkar Writings and Speeches, Vol 17-UI, Education Deptt, Government 
of Maharashtra, Mumbai, pp. 406-409.

B. Amhedkar, (2003) ‘Failure of Parliamentary Democracy will Result in Rebellion, Anarchy 
and Communism', In Dr. HabasahebAmbedkar Writings and Speeches, Vol 17-HI, Education 
Depu., Government of Maharashtra, Mumbai, pp. 423-437

B. Ambcdkar, (2003) ‘Prospects of Democracy in India’, in Dr. BabasahebAmhedkar Writings 
and Speeches. Voi 17HU, Education Deptt, Government of Maharashtra, Mumbai, pp. 519-523.

B R. Ambcdkar, (2003), ‘J have no Homeland’, In Dr BahasahebAmbedkar Writings and 
Speeches Vol- ]7, Education Deptt., Government of Maharashtra, Mumbai, pp-51-5H

3
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Constitutionalism
Building cm the previous two modules, this module will initiate the discussion on the 
meanings and dimension of a constitutional democracy in Habermasian sense of 
communicative action of individuals seeped in to constitutional ethos. The module will 
discuss on key writings of «4mbedkar in order to make sense of his idea on democratic world 
which becomes possible in his schema through a constitution which minors peoples' lives 
and thus work towards strengthening through the discourse rights and duties invoked 
through constitution.

m.

Headings;

D. Ambedknr, (2003) 'People cemented by fcefmg of one country. One Constitution and 
One Destiny, Take the Risk of Being Independent’, in />. BabasahebAmbedkar Writings 
and Speeches *V, /7-f/f, Education Deptt, Government of Maharashtra, Mumbai, pp, J3*
59.
Ambedkar, Evidence before South jJorough committee on ttaichisc, Available at 
http ^/www. ambedkar .orgfombc<W) 7. %20 U vidcnce%20bcfore%2 0thc%20$outhborough%2 
0Committee.htm, Accessed: 19.0d.2013.

Constituent Assembly Debates, Atnbcdkar's speech on Draft Constitution on 4th November 
1948, CAD Vol VH, l^okSabha Secretariat, Government of India, 3rd Print, pp. 31-41.

B. Ambedkar, (2013), Stotts find M(norU(es% Delhi; Critical Quest.

Kurt her Keadintiss
C. Jangam, (2017), Dalits and ike Making of Modern /ndin.Oxford University Press.

<i. Omvedt, liberty Equality and Community: Dr. Ambedkar‘s Vision of New Social Order, 
Available at http://www.ambcdkar.orghTscareWLibcrtyRqualiiy.htin, Accessed: 19.04,2013.

G. Omvedt, (2008) ‘Phulc-Remembering The Kingdom of Bali’, Seeking BegumpuraNavyana, pp. 
159-184.

G. Aloysios, (2009). Ambedkar on iVorfon andNat/onoftsm, Critical Quefl, Delhi.

1:. Zclliot, (1996) 'Krtrm Untouchable to Dalit; Essay* on the Ambedkar Movement’, in The 
leadership of BahasahehAmbedkar, Delhi: Manohar, pp. 53*78.

M. Gore, (1993) 77rc Social Context of an Ideology: Ambedkar \<t Political and Social Thought,
Delhi: Sage Publication, pp. 73*122 ; 196*225.

SurajYengdc, AnandTcltumbde (2018), The Radical in Ambedkar - Critical Reflections. Penguin, 

Kohit Dc (2018), A People's Constitution - ’Die Everyday Life of I-aw in the Indian Republic.

Mrthodnlogy of Teaching and I-famine;
Teaching and learning activities of this count will include: lectures; thematic discussions; film 
scrcenings/discussions; preparation of artidc/book reviews; and presentations,

Assessment Details with Weighu:The Assessments of this Course will include:

*

http://www.ambcdkar.orghTscareWLibcrtyRqualiiy.htin
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1. Class participation (30%)
2. Home Assignment (30 %)
3. Exam (40%)

Signature ofCourse Coordinator(s)

Note:
Modifications on the basis oi deliberations in the Hoard of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the ease of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.
Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and arc to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Hoards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCli/SCR of the 
primary School.
In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCli/SCR to the Academic Council. 1

1.

2.

3.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Several editions were suggested by the Board of Studies and the same has been addressed BoS was 
of (he unanimous opinion that the course (itlcd ‘Reading & Understanding Ambedkar’ slunds 
passed in principle and could be offered in the upcoming wintpr&emester. "

Signature of the Dean of the School

5
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Ambcdkar University Delhi
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)
School/Centre proposing Ihc course 
Program m e(s)

School of Development Studies
MA in Development Studies_________
Prejudice & Politics: Perception & 
Manifestation

Course title

Course code
J'otal Credits 4
Course type (core/compulsory/ clcctivc/any other -
please specify)__________________________________
he eel (P. y-doctoralAMA/PG Diploma /Ccmficate/UG) 
Proposed date of launch__________________________
Course coordinator and team

Elective

MA
Monsoon Semester
Mog>»al)anBharti

Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?

School of Development Studies does not offer any other course in this or related 
areas. This course is drawn from discipline of Politics and Psychology and do not 
overlaps with any others courses on offer at AUD

2 Specific requirements on the pan of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-requisites, prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)

A basic understanding in Social Sciences and the students should be from MA 
program

3 No of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):

Not more than 40.

4. Course scheduling (semester; setn cs ter-long/h a If-semester course; workshop mode; seminar 
mode; any other - please specify):

Semester long course.

5. 11 o w do cs the co urse 1 ink with the vi si on o f A U D?

This course is primarily focused to understand the deep seated social norms which 
lead to the formation of social prejudices and its associative exclusionary politics - 
which is something that sits well within the vision of AUD of prioritising the well
being of marginalised sections. Through this course an attempt will be made u> 
understand the ongoing discrimination against the dalits and other marginalised 
groups along with focusing on the ways to ameliorate the conditions which leads to 
their discrimination.

6 How does the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being offered7

This course is offered primarily targeting the siudcnts of MA Development Studies. 
MA programme in Development Studies aims to orient students about different

1
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dc^fopmcnial questions. This course is designed :o impart an understanding of the 
working of ex cl usionary ways of Indian society, an understanding ofthc some is very 
significant to hove acritical understanding of the idea of development in the country.

7. Course Details:

a. Summary:

In the contemporary world instances of (slamophobia, xenophobia, racial hatred, ethnic 
violence, misogyny, caste violence and discrimination art not only overtly witnessed, but 
are increasingly seen receiving political endorsement. Perhaps it's the loner that brings the 
former in action, in the first place, but we do not know that for sure. Hence in such a 
situation, studying the linkages between the formation of social prejudices and its 
relationship with politics is necessary. Much of the focus on this aspect of political and 
social discrimination has been at the heart of the work done by political psychologist and 

- has broadly centred on racism and the racial discrimination. This immense corpus of work, 
however, overlooks the fault lines that feeds in to (he formation of a prejudiced political 
society and that requires a cartful and perceptive onalysis on our part. ’Hw basic aim of this 
course is to look in to the social and psychological foundations of prejudices and its impact 
on the evolving politics. The course will make an attempt to locate the stereotypes and 
prejudices using the available theories on the nature of human prejudice and would 
juxtapose it with classic texts from the discipline of political theory that deals with the 
human agency in the formation of political society. Emphasis will be given on the process of 
racial othcring, entrenched patriarchy, and the concept of graded inequality embedded in the 

’ Hindu caste system, along with the systemic post-colonial structures in the world and the 
issues arising from the coming together of multi ethnic and multicultural communities 
today. The course shall make an attempt in underlining the processes behind the racial 
prejudice and that of caste prejudice, along with that of gender, wherein they all have a 
common thread running and that is they all dehumanizes a community and gender.

1
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b. Objectives:

The objective of this course is to orient students about
• To enable the students to understand the multidisciplinary scholarly literature on prejudice, 

particularly regarding the origins and forms of prejudicial behavior.
• Students shall be able to exhibit firm understanding of the contemporary knowledge about 

studies that focuses on the formation of various types of prejudice, the results of which they will 
be able to critically discuss.

• Students shall reflect an understanding on the role of the public institutions in transmirting the 
norms related to social prejudice and how it all in the end feeds in to our political system.

• Finally, making the participants familiar with the most effective methods of prejudice reduction 
and imparting an understanding on the ethical and normative debates from the studies on social 
prejudices.

%

A •
l

c. Expected learning outcomes:
Upon completion of this course, it is hoped that a student will develop an in-depth 
understanding about the working of the prejudice and its linkages with the political.
A student is thus expected to develop a critical insight in to the functioning of the 
social in the widest possible sense and how could the resulting prejudiced politics be 
countered through a more reasoned and progressive politics of social justice.r

?
i



d. Overall stnicrure (course orgamsaiion, rationale of organisation, outline of each 
module):

lit this course an attempt will be made to have a theoretical understanding of prejudices 
that informs and consolidate its political manifestations and most importantly how the 
objective of politics could then be refashioned as primarily dispelling socially formed 
prejudices. With this perspective, the course will discuss the following four modules:

(I) Conceptualising and understanding prejudice 
(I I) y* rej ud ic cs a nd i t s pol i t i cal m an i festatio n
(Ilf) Perspective of the target (of prejudice) groups 
(IV) Politics as reducing prejudice

Brief description of the modules:

Conceptualising and understanding prejudice:
Understanding the nature and the making of prejudice is very vital to our perception of the world 
we live in and the knowledge wc develop and share. Under this module an attempt will be made to 
understand the nature and origin of prejudicial behaviour among individuals using the classic work 
of AII port, A dome and other contemporary readings of historical significance 
Essential readings:
Gordon Allport. (1979), Chapter 1,2, 3.4, The Nature of Prejudice. Basic Rooks.
Christopher Vials, the Authoritarian Personality. Can be accessed here httus.//solidarity- 
us.org/atc/l87/p49aD/PR11
J.H. Duckit, (1992), Psychology and prejudice: A historical analysis and integrative 
framework. American Psychologist, 47(10), 1182-1193.

(I)

Further readings:
Theodor W. Adorno, Else Frenkel-Brunswik, Daniel J. Levinson, R. Nevitt Sanford, (1950), The 
Authoritarian Personality. Harper and Brothers, particularly, Chaps. 7 and 18.

<n) Prejudices: Political Manifestation
Studies done in the field of political psychology have explained in great detail on how 
the prejudicial behaviour shapes one’s political choices and ideology. Prejudicial 
thinking, as scholars believes, is seen as a trenchant thought grounded in the backdrop of 
one’s social behaviour which goes in to making sense of the world around him. Seen in 
this light, prejudice manifests itself politically, as m, it tends to influence the political. 
This modulediscusscs the larger interaction of prejudice influencing the political and 
vice versa.

Essential readings:
Dixon, J., & Levine, M. (lids). (2012), Chapter 2, 7, 11, 12 & 14 in Beyond prejudice* Extending 
the social psychology <*>I conflict, inequality and social change. Cambridge University Press. 
Ghoshal, R.A., Lippard, C, Ribas, V and Muir, K., 2013. Beyond bigotry: Teaching about 
unconscious prejudice. Teaching Sociology, 4/(2), pp. 130-143.
Guldens, A. (1991). Four theses on ideology. CTheory, 75(1-3), 21-24.
Ian Mackenzie, (2009), Politics: Key Concepts in Philosophy, Chap I. Continuum,
Nagel, J. (1998) Masculinity and nationalism: Gender and sexuality in the making of 
nations Ethnic and racial studies, 2/(2), 242-269.

3
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Further readings:

Anderson, K. J. (2010). ^Jen^gnbi8otr),• The psychology of subtle prejudice. Cambridge (/niversi'ty 
Press.
Arendt, H. (1973). The origins of totalitarianism (Vol. 244). Houghton MifTlin Harcourt.
Dourdicu, P. (2001). Masculine domination.Stanford University Press.
KomanjcMaximilinno, E. (2010). Ideology & Prejudices: Exploring the roots of
rch*gion* ^T1trocom* 10M13.
Michael Kaufman (1987), ThcConstructionof Masculinity and the Triad of Men’sViolencc, 
in Beyond Patriarchy EssnysbyMenon, Pleasure PowcrandChange.OUP.

i

(111) Perspective <jf the target (of prejudice) groups:

5Politics fanning social prejudices ore found to be of very serious in nature leading to 
pervasive social and political exclusion of the afTcctcd group. It is due to the inordinate 
influence of prejudice on our cognitive abilities, that the former must be grasped as > 
political in nature and obviously then has an impact on the organization and evolution of 
politics.An attempt will be made to understand the lived reality of a stigmatised identity 
and how prejudiced politics affects the people that it targets.ln this module an attempt 
will be made to understand perspective of various target groups including, but not 
confined to. Dalits and Women.

f

).
4* '

Essential readings:
Fraser. N. (2013), Chapter 8, 9 & 10. Fortunes of feminism: From state-managed capitalism to 
neoliberal crisis. Verso Books.
Oopnl Guru, (2011), Introduction, Humiliation: Claims and context. OlFP 

. J.K. Swim and C. Stangor, cds.. (1998), Chapter R» 9. A 10, Prejudice; The target’s perspective. 
Academic Press. - —
Kymlickn, W. (2002), Chapter 8, Contemporary political philosophy: An introduction .Ox ford 
University Press.

i

Further readings:

E. Zelliot, (1996) ‘From Untouchable to Dalit: Essays on the Ambedkar Movement’, in The 
leadership of RabasahebAmbedkar, Delhi: Manohar, pp. 53-78.
Copal Guru, (2011), Humiliation: Claims and context. OUP

(IV) Polities as reducing prejudice:

It is not very uncommon to see people holding fast to their views, even when they may 
not have experienced their own reasons which went in to the making of their prejudicial 
viewpoint in the first place. This very sense of an un‘experiential belief system that fuels 
prejudice against a community is mcrwirtgly seen as /egrirmrxing their respective 
political ideologies. Stereotypes against women, Muslims and ethnic minorities arc some 
of the hard cases where people keep close to their prejudices despite it not informed 
through any real experience and which have more commonly came from their peers. In 
this module an attempt will be made to understand the possible model of politics against 
the polhict of social prejudices.

►

1
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Essential readings:

Fraser. N. (1995). From redistribution to rccog»iimn?Dilemmas of justice in a 'post* social) si' 
age. vVt?K' left review, 68-68.

Fraser, N. (2009). Social justice in the age of identity politics Geographic thought' A praxis

S.No Assessment Dale/period in which Assessment Wcighlage 
will lake place___________________________

per sped r vf ,72-91.

Hannah Arcndt and J. Kobe (2005), Introduction into Polincs, The Promise of Politics. Sehockcn 
Books, New York, p. 93-200.
Kristen Renwiek Monroe, and Maria Luisa Martinez-Marti.{2008). Empaihy, prejudice, anti
fostering tolerance. PS: Political Science & Polincs 41.4, p.857-863
Smith, A. (2009). Introduction by AmartyaScn, in The theory of moral sentiments.Penguin.

further readings*.

Jon.Nixon, (2015). Hannah Arcndt and the politics of friendship.Bloomsbury Publishing 
Margaht. A. (1998). The Decent Society .Harvard University Press.
Young, 1. M. (2011), Justice and the Politics of Differencc.Princcion University Press.

Additional Readings:
4

Arendt. Hannah Eichmarm in jerusalem. Penguin. 1963.
B. R. AmbedkarandS. Rcgc (2013), Introduction, Against the Madness ofManu: BR Ambedkar’s 
Writings on Brahmamcal Patriarchy. Navyana.
Borooah, V.K., Sabhanval, N.S., Diwakar, D.G., Mishra, V.K. and Naik, A.K., 2015. Dove, 
Discrimination, and Exclusion in Modern India SAGE Publications India.
Brod, H., Si Kaufman, M. (Eds.) (1994). Theorizing masculinities (Vol. 5). Sage. 
DcbiprasadChattopadhyaya (1992) - Lokayata_ A Study in Ancient Indian Materialism. People's 
Publishing House.
GyancndraPandey, (2013), Introduction, A History of prejudice: Race, Caste and Difference in 
India and the United States.
Noorani, A. G. (2002). Islam & jihad: Prejudice versus reality. Palgrave Macmillan.
Paieman. C., 1989. The disorder of women: Democracy, feminism, and political theory. Stanford 
University Press.

Saunders, T J, ed., Sinclair, T.A, Iran*., 1992. The Politics, by Aristotle.Penguin Classic
Will Kymlicka (1995). Multicultural citizenship. A liberal theory of minority rights. Clarendon
Press.

Tentative Assessment schedule with details of weightage:( Revised Edition).

5
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l ake home assignment 2*° week in September
Classroom Prcsentaiion 3” week in October

End-scmesJcr lixam

30%\
30%2
40%3 Fjeam

I. Pedagoo"
a Instructional strategies: Primarily it is going to be based on lecture by instructor and in- 

class discussions around readings assigned for respective modules.

b. Special needs (hci)iiics. requirement* in terms of software, studio* lab, clinic, library, 
classroomfalhcrs instructional space; any other - please specify): The course may 
involve in-class screening of and discussions around audio-visual materials including 
films.M

c. Jupertise in AUI3 faculty or outside: AMD faculty members have the expertise to teaeh 
this course. However, if needed, lecture by AUJ) faculty members may be supplemented 
by occasional lectures by external faculty members.

r

* !
d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any - 

others): As of now, it does not appear necessary to develop linkages with external 
agencies for the purpose of offering this course. - I!

J I

«

Signature of Course Coordinator(s)
•e

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 

Committee in the Case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCR/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which ere meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Hoard of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCTVCli/SCR of the 
primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course docs not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAIVSCPVChVSCR to the Academic Council.

*
Recommendation of the School of Studies;
The course tilled “Prejudice and Politics*' was presented to the 13oS after thesuggestions from the 
SCAP previously were incorporated. It was passed with therevisions.

i

s;

s
\

Suggestions: None.

i

Signature of the Dean of the School «
i
i
>

t
6
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Ambedkar University, Delhi 
Proposal lor Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)
School/Centre proposing the course
Programme^)__________________
Course title

School of Development Studies
MA in Development Studies
Migration and Development m South 
Asia

Course code Yet to be assigned
Total Credits 2
Course type (cnre/compulsory/ eleettve/any other -
please specify)____________ __________________ ___
Level (Prc-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma /Certiiicatc/UG)

Elective

ttMA

Proposed dale of launch January 2021
Habu P. RemeshCourse coordinator and team

1. Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? 
School of Development Studies docs not offer any other course in this area. Some 
courses offered in $DS may be briefly discussing migration related matters. Hut, this 
course is a standalone course that exclusively focuses on matters related to migration and 
development.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: s 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
This course is to be offered in Semester Pout; Y car Two of MA Degree). So, completion 
of course work of Semesters 1, 2 and 3 in MA programme is a pre-requisite.

3 No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
Tentatively 25-30

4 Course scheduling (semester; semester-long/ha If* semes ter course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other - please specify):
Winter Semester (kourth Semester) commencing from January. Semester long course 
How docs the course link with the vision of AUD?
The course will provide an overall understanding about migration scenario in South Asia 
and its development implications. It will have a special focus on the migration of the 
marginalized. Thus, the course will be truly in line with the University's vision of 
contributing towards equity and social justice.

6. How docs the course link with the specific programmc(s) where it is being offered?
This course will add a new dimension to the MA Development Studies programme. MA 
programme In Development Studies aims to orient students about different 
developmental issues. By bringing the development implications of migration, this course 
will enrich the contents of the programme

a*

• ^ 'k

. I

5.

1
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7 Course Details:
a. Summary:

The aim oJ this inicrdiscipJinajy course is to provide an in*depth orientation lo the 
students on the importance of understanding migration as a central theme, while 
discussing development in the context of South Asia. It will discuss the concepts and 
definitions of migration and its different forms, with the aid ot extant theoretical 
understandings and empirical evidences The distinctions between various types of 
migrations will he explained clearly. Issues related to forced migration and refugee 
movements will also he explained.

The commonalities among South Asian countries in matters related to migration will be 
highlighted, by explaining country-sped fie profiles with respect to various categories of 
migration - such as internal; intra-regional; and international The linkage between 
migration and cievc/opmenf of acounlry/oegtoa'iocahty wiii be established, giving special 
attention on issues at source-regions; during the migration process; and aftcr-tbe 
migration (at destinations; and after return). Development implications of remittances 

will also he discussed.

The course will also provide an orientation to the students about major national and 
international laws, regulations and conventions related to migration and refugee 
movemems. The course will also provide a comparative analysis of policies, programmes 
and interventions of governments and prominent non-governmental organizations of 
different South Asian countries with respect lo migration.

b. Objectives:

1. To provide in-depth understanding about the concepts, categories and extant 
theoretical and empirical understanding on migration, with special focus on South 
Asian context

2. To orient the students about the centrality of migration in development process and 
aboul the common features and issues shared by countries in South Asia

3 To provide an understanding about the existing governance framework of migration 
- with due attention on national, international and regional policies, laws, regulations 
and interventions of governmental and non-govemmeniaJ bodies

4. To orient about the major data and information sources while understanding 
migration and related aspects (e.g refugee movement) in the context of South Asia

2
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c. Cxpcctcd learning outcomes:

Upon completion of this course, il is hoped that the students will have a good 
understanding about the concepts and theories of migration They will also gain a 
good understanding about migration related issues In (he South Asian context and 
about the development Implications of migration In the region.

d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 
module):

The course is structured into six modules with each module engaging with a specific 
aspects connected (to the stated objectives of the course. The details of these modules arc 
as follows;

■V• Module U Concepts, Categories and Theories of Migration: What is migration? - 
International Migration; Internal Migration; Voluntary Migration; lnvoluntary^orCed 
Migration: Marriage Migration; Single versus Group Migration; Rural and Urban 
dimensions of migration. Multiple-Circular- Return Migration ; Refugee movements - 
Basic Introduction to major migration theories.

X
*K *

, >

• Module 2: Determinants of Migration - Regional disparities; Kconomlc factors; 
Development induced migration; Socio-political issues; linvironmcntal reasons - 
Migration for Education; Migration for employment/ livelihood • Understanding the 
'push' and 'puli’ factors of migration in 3 holistic way.

1 s

• Module 3: Migration in the South Asian Context: Comparative Profile of Migration 
scenarios of major South Asian Countries (India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, 
Afghanistan) - History of Migration in South Asian Region - Emerging Trends in a 
globalizing world - Shared features of migration for the South Asian countries -

• Module 4: Migration Governance, Policies and Data Sources: National and 
International I.aws/Regulations and Conventions - Migration Policies of countries of 
South Aslan Region- Role of international and regional organizations* Targeted and 
special interventions of state and non-govcmmcntal organizations; Data Sources on 
internal and international Migration

♦ Module 5: Case Studies: Cases of development induced displaccment/migration; 
Climate Change and migration; Agrarian distress and migration; Migration and 
marginalised segments (Women; Dalits and minorities other vulnerable groups); 
Discrimination and social exclusion faced by migrants and refugees; legal rights of

3
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mrgnn(5; and Uafficking; issue* reteted to Jtaielosncss and citixfnship;
Impact of remittances in soumc regions; Identity and Belongingness; Food end 
Migration; Social networking and Migration; Migration and Hi as pom formations; Social 
protection and migrants; Issues of return migrants; and Migrant-specific policy 
interventions and welfare programmes

c. Contents (week wise plan with readings):
Theme/ Ohjrcil' cs - Core Reading Additional

(with -?no. of Suggested . 'v 
pages) \ * v‘ Reading*
So assigned 
readings ,

PhssfWeek Assrs^ment 
(heights, mcHl«s
schedufine)

Topic •r *
■ i *

• *>
-f Introduction to the 

course • -
So assigned 
Tradings.

SA\ introduce 
the course to 
the students

t Start Module h 
Concepts, 
Caicgones and 
ITieorics 
Migration

As stated in 
the relevant 
objective of 
the course, 
above

Castles,
(2000). 
International 
Migration at the 
Beginning of the 
Twenty 
Century; Global 
Trends 
Issues. 
International 
Social Science 
Journal, 22(165), 
269-281.

S.2 Dc • Haas, H. 
(2010).
Migration and
development: A
theoretical
perspective.
International
Migration
Review,
227-264.

4 » jof

Hrst

and*

Castles, S. and 
Miller, M. J. 
(2003). The Age 
of Migration: 
International 
Population 
Movements in 

Modem 
(3rd

11

i

r the
World 
edition), New 
York: Palgravc 
Macmillan.

. •
t

K
\

3 Complete Module As stated in 
the relevant 
objective of 

Start Module 2: I the course.

Mishra, Deepak 
K. (Ed.) (2016): 
Internal 
Migration

Announce 
Assessment 1: 
Preparation of a 
review of a

1 11

• /i

in
1

4
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Determinants o
Migration

above Conicmporary 
India, Sage 
Publications, 
New Delhi

journal article 
(30 per cent 

weight age)

Complete Module As slated in 
the relevant 
objective of 
the course, 
above

Srivaslava, Ravi 
and Pandey, 
AX (2018): 
Internal and 
International 
Migration 
South Asia- 
Drivers, Inter- 
linkages and 
Policy Issues, 
UNESCO 
Discussion 
Paper,
UNESCO, New 
Delhi

4 SAAPE Report 
on Migration, 
Poverty and 
Inequality, 2020 
(forthcoming) 
and the eight 
country reports 
(on India,
Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, 
Nepal,
Lanka,
Afghanistan, 
Bhutan and 
Maldives)

NA
1

Start Module 3: 
Migration in the 
South 
Context

Asian in

Sri

*
i
r~

>«
Raj an, Irudaya
(2018):
Asia Migration 
Report 
Routledge, New 
Delhi

. •/
\

South
♦ ^

2017,

■ tv
4*

5 Complete Module As stated in 
the relevant 
objective of 
the course, 
above

Fiddtan- 
Qasmiyeh ,
Elena et al. (lid.) 
(2016): The
Oxford
Handbook of 
Refugee and 
Forced 
Migration 
Studies, Oxford 
Unwevshy Press, 
-ondon

Taylor, K. J. 
(1999). The 
economics of 
labour migraiion 
and the role of 
remittances in 
the migration 
process. 
International 
migration, 37(1).

Submission of 
Assessment 23 new

Start Module 4: 
Migration 
jovemance, 
‘olicie.s and Data 

Sources

Announcement 
of Assessment 2: 
Preparation of a 
book review (30 

centper
weigh tage)

Kabccr, Naila 
(2007),
'Footloose* 
Female Labour:
Transnational

5
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Migraiion,
Social
Prelection and 
Citizenship in 
the Asia Region. 
International 
Development 
Research Centre 
(IDRC)
Working Papers 

Women’son
andRights 

Citizenship, 
JDRC, Canada,r

t
m* 6 Complete Module As stated in 

the relevant 
objective of 
the course, 
above

Dc Haas, H. 
(2012). The 
migration and 
development 
pendulum: A
critical view on 
research 
policy. 
International

Kodoth.
Praveena (2016): 
Structural 
Violence against 
Emigrant 
Domestic 
Workers and 
Survival in the
Middle East: The 
Effects of Indian 
Emigration 
Policy, Journo!

jVA
4

! i

Star? Module S: 
Case Studies:

•,»**
and

Migration, 50(3).
B-25.

«/
Interdisciplinary
Economics.

t
Continue with 
module $

JDMC & SRC
(2015): Global
Estimates
2015: People
Displaced by
disaster, Internal
Displacement
Monitoring
CentreA
Norwegian
Refugee
Council. Geneva.

SAAPE Report 
on Migration, 
Poverty and 
Inequality,
2020
(forthcoming)
and the eight 
country reports 

India,

7 As stated in 
the relevant 
objective of 
the course, 
above

Announcement 
of Assessment 3: 
Preparation and 
presentation of a 
term paper (40 

cent

t

t
per
weigbtage)

f
(on r
Pakistan, 
Bangladesh. 
.Nepal, Sri 
Unka,

i

i

I 6* *
i

f
*1
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Afghanistan, 
Bhutan and 
Maldives)

Continue 
module 5

United Nations 
(2008): 
Migration and 
Development: 
Perspectives 
from the South, 
United Nations, 
Geneva

8 with As stated in 
the relevant 
objective of 
the course, 
above

-do- Submission of 
Assessment 2

Complete Module9 As stated in 
the relevant 
objective of 
the course, 
above

ILO (2010) 
International 
Migration: A 
Right-based 
Approach, 11.0, 
Geneva

-do- NA
5

»•

Raghurani, P. 
(2009)- Which
migration, what 
development9 
Unsettling the 
edifice 
migration and 
development. 
Population,
Space and Place, 
15(2). 103-117.

•*

i
j

of

Organize class 
presentations as a 
part of Assessment

10 Assessment 
of overall 
learning in 
the course

N.A.

3
Organize class 
presentations as a 
part of Assessment

Submission of 
term paper of 
Assessment 3

II Assessment 
of overall 
earning in 

the course3
Course overview12 NA NA NA NA

7
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8. PedaROfcy:

a. Jntfruciional strategics: reaching and learning activities of this course will include: 
lectures; thematic discussions; film scrtenings/ditcussions; preparation of aniclc/book 
reviews; and preseniatinns on crucial themes concerning migration and development.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of soOwarc, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
elassroom/oihcrc instmctional space; any other - please specify): The course will involve 
m*c1a*s screening of and discussions around audiovisual materials including films,

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: AlJD faculty members have the expertise to teach 
this course. However, if needed, lecture by AUO faculty members may be supplemented 
by occasional lectures by external faculty members.

d. Linkages with external agencies (c.g., with field-based organisations, hospital; any 
others): As of now, it docs not appea/ necessary 10 develop linkages with external 
agencies for the purpose of offering this course.

Signature of Course Coordinator's)

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Hoard of Studies (or Research Studies 

Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAPfSCPVCE/'SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised pmposa/ should be 
submitted to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have 
been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SC.AP/SCPVCE/SCR of 
ihc primary School.

}. in certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Kteommendation of the School of Studies:

Board approved the course and recommended it to be offered in the upcoming winter semester. 
Suggestions:

During the discussions, it was suggested that, as it is a 2 credit course it needs to be 
designed in such a way that the students arc not overburdened with a lot of contents and 
readings. Rather, it has to be planned in a manner that the basic concepts and issues arc

8
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covered through leaching and then the rest of (he topics are to be taughl through students’ 
presentations and term papers. The need for avoiding Ihematic overlaps of contents (if 
any) between this course and other existing courses in ihe school was pointed out.

Desirability of planning a core course on 'Labour and Developmenf (4 credits) in future, 
after the successfui launch of the presently proposed course on Migration, was also 
highlighted. It
courses (which partially coser labour related themes) can be merged into this new core 
course.

suggested that while doing so, contents of many of the extant electivewas

Signature of the Dean of the School

j

* 1

i *

<
4

I

*
A
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Ambcdkar University, Delhi
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(i o be approved by ihe Acadcmic Council)
School/Centre proposing the course 
Programme(.s)

School of Development Studies
MA In Development Studies

Course ntlc Entrepreneurship
Development

and

Course eo(te
Total Credits 4
Course type (core/compulsory/ eleclive/any other-
please specify) _____________________________
Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma /Ccrtificate/UG) 
Proposed date of launch

Elective

MA
This is an already approved course 
in which modification is being 
brought in

Course coordinator and team AmrbanSongupta

Docs the course connect to. build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD7 
School of Development Studies does not offer any other course in this or related 
areas. This is a standalone course and does not connects to or build on any other 
course. Whether it overlaps with any other course offered at AUD will be difficult to 
state.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to Ibis course: 
(Prc-rcquisitcs, prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
Given that the course is meant for beginners, there is no specific admission 
requirement for students

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
Tentatively 25-30

4. Course scheduling (semester; scmcstcr-1 ong/hall-semester course; workshop mode; seminar 
mode; any other - please specify):
Semester long course

5. llow docs the course link with the vision of AUD?
This course broadly attempts to understand the significance of entrepreneurship for 
engaging with different developmental questions concerning the marginalized. In 
this way, this course contributes towards the University's vision of contributing 
towards equity and social justice.

6. How docs the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being offered?
This course is offered primarily targeting the students of MA Development Studies 
MA programme in Development Studies aims to orient students about different 
developmental questions. This is one of the few courses that seeks to facilitate an 
understanding about the relationship between business and development.
Course Details; 
a. Summary:
Intimate connection between business and economic growth across the world has 
made entrepreneurship a framework to understand and influence the processes of 
development. Whereas on the one hand entrepreneurship is looked at as a 
conceptual tool to explain the rise of specific families and communities in terms of 
economic wealth and social status, on the other hand it is visualized as a device to 
empower the underdeveloped. While development may be considered in terms of 
entrepreneurship, it is also important to consider entrepreneurship in terms of its

1.

7.

1
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relationships with different collectivities including family and community and 
transformations therein. Taking entrepreneurship outside the sphere of economic 
action becomes critical for understanding its scope as a model for development. 
Accordingly, on the one hand, this course would seek to understand how cultural 
resources and social relationships shape the development of business, and on the 
other, would attempt to comprehend the scope and limit of approaching different 
developmental challenges including inequality, poverty, and empowerment from the 
perspective of entrepreneurship.
b. Objectives:
The objective of this course Is to orient students about

1. the ways in which business operates in relationship with cultural resources 
and social relationships

2. the potential and challenges of using the framework of entrepreneurship to 
engage with developmental questions

c. Hxpectcd learning outcomes:
Upon completion of this course, it is hoped that a student wffl develop an in- 
depth understanding about the ways entrepreneurship gets shaped by 
developments at the level of community, family, and trusted circles. Through 
this course a student is also expected to make sense of the challenges of 
using framework of entrepreneurship to engage with developmental 
questions.

d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 
module):

The course is structured into seven modules with each module engaging with a 
specific question related to the broad objective of the course. Following arc the 
details of the different modules of the course:
Module 1: Culture, social relationships and economic action 
Entrepreneurship is an economic action and operates primarily on economic logic. 
However, nature of its operation and processes of its decision-making often gets 
influenced by diverse non-economic forces within which it develops and different 
social and cultural resources which it utilizes. Therefore, to understand the 
interrelationship between entrepreneurship and development it is important to 
comprehend how economic action gets shaped by cultural resources and social 
relationships. For this purpose. It Is important to understand concepts like social 
capital, cultural capital, embeddedness and structural hole and their significance for 
economic action.
Moduto 2: Community, family and business 
Long standing usage of terms like family business and business community 
Indicates the deep relationship that business has wllh collectives like family and 
community. While these relationships have kept changing over time and also varied 
depending on nature of businesses, they never lost their significance In numerous 
businesses. Therefore, It Is Important to understand what makes community and 
family significant for business. It is also important to explore how community and 
family have also evolved with the development of business around them.
Module 3; Migration and entrepreneurship
Human history has been a history of migration. Whereas migration has been 
widespread, only some migrants have established themselves in entrepreneurship. 
While it is important to examine who among the migrants succeeded In business, It 
is also critical to explore whether migration as such played any particular role in 
development of entrepreneurship. At the same time, it Is critical to understand how 
entrepreneurship shaped the experience of the migrants.

i
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Module 4: Networks, Trust and business
While traditionally grounded collectives like community and family play important 
rofe in development of business, they are not essential for development of 
entrepreneurship. Particularly, entrepreneurship in the new economy often emerges 
and grows out of different professional networks. Therefore, it is important to 
examine how such networks emerge and what are the distinctive features of such 
networks.
Module 5: Women and entrepreneurship
While entrepreneurship might have grown among different groups of people, 
presence of women has remained generally low in entrepreneurship. And when 
women participate in entrepreneurship, they often remain restricted to marginal 
sectors and levels of economy. It is therefore, important to examine the challenges 
that women experience in entrepreneurship. It is also worth exploring whether 
participation in entrepreneurship empowers women in any way.
Module 6: Dalit entrepreneurship and the question of empowerment 
Over the years success in entrepreneurship has strengthened the economic and 
social position of different communities. This has also, at times, motivated the 
historically marginalized groups to attempt to elevate their position through 
entrepreneurship In this context it is significant to examine the contribution of 
entrepreneurship towards empowerment. For this purpose we attempt to explore 
the participation of dalits in entrepreneurship
Module 7: Microfinance as entrepreneurship and the goal of poverty 
alleviation
Provision of micro credit individually to women or through formation of self-help 
groups is often considered today as an important way through which market- 
oriented micro finance institutions can contribute towards poverty alleviation. 
However, it is Important to find out whether market interests automatically facilitates 
poverty alleviation and how evoiution of microfinanco as entrepreneurship 
influences the fives of the poors.

•v*i
i

c. Contents (week wise plan with readings):
Core f (with

. no. of pages) ys .
Week Wan/ Theme/ 

Topic ’ '
Objectives <•: Additional 

Suggested . .
Readings

Assessment 
(weights, modes, 
scheduling) . :

* v
.' v.

Introduction to the 
course

1 Introduce 
the course to 
the students

No assigned readings No assigned 
readings

NA

2 Start Module 1: 
Culture, social 
relationships and 
economic action

As stated in 
I he module 
outline 
mentioned 
above

Hourdicu, Pierre 19X6. 
Forms of capital in 
Handbook of theory 
ami research far the 
Sociology of 
Education (pp. 241- 
5S)byJ Richardson 
(bd.). Westport, Cl' 
Greenwood.

Granovetter, Mark 
19K5. Economic 
action and social 
structure: The 
problem of 
embedded nc%%Anu'rtc

Weber, Max 
(2007). 'I he 
Protestant ethic 
and the spirit of 
capitalism. In 
Classical 
Sociological 
Theory (pp 
228-246) Edited 
hy Craig 
Calhoun. Joseph 
Gertcis, James 
Moody, Steven 
PfafT, and 
IndcrmohanVirk

NA

3
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outlines
mcntioDcd
above

A web of opportunity 
or the same old story? 
Women 
entrepreneurs 
intcrsectionality 
theory.
Relations. 70(3), 286- 
31!.

Assessment 2entrepreneurs in 
Nepal: What
prevents them 
from I cad mg the 
sector? Gender 
and
Development, 
16(3), 549-564.

?! Organize class 
presentations as a 
part of Assessment

Announcement of 
Assessment 3' 
Take

digital9!
anc

1 2 homot

I I lumatt assessment 
involving writing 
an essay on a 
Subject related to 
entrepreneurship 
and development 
(40 per cent 
weightage) 

I

8 Complete class 
presentations as a 
part of Assessment

As stated in 
the module 
outlines 
mentioned
above

Deshpan de> A sh w i nj 
and Sharma, Smriti 
(2013).
Entrepreneurship or 
survival? Caste anc 
gender of small 
business in India. 
Economic 
Political Weekly, 
XJ.Vni(2&). 38-49

Vijayabaskar, M 
and
Kalaiyarasan, A 
(2014). Caste as 
social capital: 
The
story Economic 
and Polttica 
Weekly,
XL!X(10), 34-

NA

2
I

Start Module 6. 
Dalit
entrepreneurship 
and the question of 
empowerment

Tiruppur

am

38.

9 Complete Module As stated in 
the module 
outlines 
mentioned 
above

Jodhka, S. (2010).
Dalits in btisiness: 
Self-employed 
scheduled castes m
north-west
Lconomic 
Political
45(11), 41-48.

PrAk&sh, A. (2010).
Dalit entrepreneurs in 
middle India In The 
comparative political

Gum, Gopal, 
(2012). Rise of 

'dalii 
millionaire': A 
low intensity
spectacle 
Economic and 
Political 
Weekly, 
XI.VII(50), 41-

NA
6

the

India.
and

Weekly,

49

ofeconomy 
de vc 1 opment: Africa

i

and South Asia (pp. 
291-316) Edited by 
luduh Heyer and 
Barbara • Harriss-
White 
Roul ledge.

London.

10 Stan Module 7. 
Microti nance as 
entrepreneurship 
and the goal of 
joverty alleviation

Kabccr, Nat)a. (2005). 
Is micro finance a 
'magic bullet1 fur

As stated in 
the module 
outlines 
mentioned 
above

Yunus,
Muhammad.
(2004).
Gramcco bank, 
microcredit, and 
Millennium 
Development 
Goals.
Economic and 
Political
Weekly, 39(36),

N A

women s 
empowerment? 
Analysis of findings 
from south Asia. 
Economic 
Political

and 
Weekly, 

40(44/45), 4709-1718. 
Ilulme, David and

6
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Maitroi, Mathildc.
Has

microfinance lost its 
moral 
Economic 
Political Weekly,
XL1X(48), 77-85.

4077-80.
(2014).

compass?
and

Tank ha, A) ay 
(2012). Banking 

self-help 
groups: Twenty
years on. New 
Delhi;
Puhl icarions

Submission of 
Assessment 3

Karim, Lamia. (2011). 
Miorofinancc and its 
discontents: Women in 
debt in Bangladesh 
(Introduction: Neo-
libcrahsm,
microfinancc, and 
women’s
empowerment, pp. xiii- 
xxxiii). Minneapolis: 
University 
Minnesota Press

II Complete Module
7

on
Conduct course 
evaluation

Sage

of

NACourse overview NA NA12 NA

«? t

8. Pedagogy:
a Instructional strategics'Primarily it is going to be based on lecture by instructor and 

in-class discussions around readings assigned for specific lectures
»
; *

v

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
classroom/olhcrs instructional space; any other - please specify) The course may 
involve in-class screening of and discussions around audto-visual materials 
including films.

H
v

c. Expertise m AUD faculty or outside: AUD faculty members have the expertise to 
teach this course. However, if needed, lecture by AUD faculty members may be 
supplemented by occasional lectures by external faculty members.

a*

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., wilh field-based orgam/alions, hospital; any 
others): As of now, it does not appear necessary to develop linkages with 
external agencies for the purpose of offering this course.

-W Signature of Course Coflfmiratorfs)
Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCJ*VCR/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools The electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAT/SCRVCF/SCR of the 
primary School

3. In certain special cases, where a course docs not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCH/SCR to the Academic Council.

7
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574
Recommendation of the School of Studies:

After incorporating the suggestions provided in the BoS meeting held on 30 April 2019, the course 
stands passed in principle and could be offered in Ihe upcoming semester.

Suggestions: There were suggestions to Jine-tune the course and incorporate relevant literature. It 
was aho suggested to clearly define the course-objectives.

Signature of the Dean of the School

8
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Ambcdkar University, Delhi ' 
Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)
o

School/Ccntre proposing the course School of Development Studies
Programmc(s) MA In Development Studies

andCourse title Entrepreneurship
Development

Course code SDS2DS207
Total Credits 4
Course type (corc/compulsory/ elective/any other - 
please specify)_______________________________
Level (Prc-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma /Ccrtificatc/UG)

Elective

MA
Proposed date of launch This is an already approved course 

in which modification i$ being
brought in____________________
Anirban Sengupta______________Course coordinator and team

1. Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in ADD? 
School of Development Studies does not offer any other course in this or related 
areas. This is a standalone course and does not connects to or build on any other 
course. Whether it overlaps with any other course offered at AUD will be difficult to 
state.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
Given that the course is meant for beginners, there is no specific admission 
requirement for students

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
Tentatively 25-30

4. Course scheduling (semester; semester-1ong/balf-semesier course; workshop mode; seminar 
mode; any other - please specify):
Semester long course
How does the course link with the vision of AUD?
This course broadly attempts lo understand the significance of entrepreneurship for 
engaging with different developmental questions concerning the marginalized. In 
this way, this course contributes towards the University’s vision of contributing 
towards equity and social justice.

6. How docs the course link with the specific progiamme(s) where it is being offered?
This course is offered primarily targeting the students of MA Development Studies. 
MA programme in Development Studies aims to orient students about different 
developmental questions. This is one of the few courses that seeks to facilitate an 
understanding about the relationship between business and development.

7. Course Details: 
a. Summary:
Intimate connection between business and economic growth across the world has 
made entrepreneurship a framework to understand and influence the processes of 
development. Whereas on the one hand entrepreneurship is looked at as a 
conceptual tool to explain the rise of specific families and communities in terms of 
economic wealth and social status, on the other hand it is visualized as a device to 
empower the underdeveloped. While development may be considered in terms of 
entrepreneurship, it is also important to consider entrepreneurship in terms of its

5.

l



relationships with different cdlloctMtios induding family and community and 
transformations therein. Taking entrepreneurship outside the sphere of economic 
action becomes critical for understanding its scope as a model for development.O 

Accordingly, on the one hand, this course would seek to understand how cultural 
resources and social relationships shape the development of business, and on the 
other, would attempt to comprehend the scope and limit of approaching different 
developmental challenges induding inequality, poverty, and empowerment from the 
perspective of entrepreneurship.
b. Objectives:
The objective of this course is to orient students about

1. the ways in which business operates in relationship with cultural resources 
and soda! relationships

2. the potential and challenges of using the framework of entrepreneurship to 
engage with developmental questions

c. Expected learning outcomes:
Upon completion of this course. It Is hoped that a student wilt develop an in- 
depth understanding about the ways entrepreneurship gets shaped by 
developments at the level of community, family, and trusted drdes. Through 
this course a student is also expeded to make sense of the challenges of 
using framework of entrepreneurship to engage with developmental 
questions.

d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 
module):

The course is structured into seven modules with each module engaging with a 
specific question related to the broad objective of the course. Following are the 
details of the different modules of the course:
Modulo 1; Culture, social relationships and economic action - 
Entrepreneurship is an economic action and operates phmanly on economic logic. 
However, nature of its operation and processes of its dedsion-making often gets 

* influenced by diverse non-economic forces within which It develops and different 
sodal and cultural resources which It utilizes. Therefore, to understand the 
interrelationship between entrepreneurship and development it Is important to 
comprehend how economic action gets shaped by cultural resources and sodal 
relationships. For this purpose, It Is Important to understand concepts like sodal 
capital, cultural capital, embeddedness and structural hole and their significance for

* ic*
Module 2: Community, family and business
Long standing usage of terms like family business and business community 
Indicates the deep relationship that business has with collectives like family and 
community. While these relationships have kept changing over time and also varied 
depending on nature of businesses, they never lost their significance in numerous 
businesses. Therefore. It Is Important to understand what makes community and 
family significant for business, it Is also Important to explore how community and 
family have also evolved with the development of business around them.
Module 3: Migration and entrepreneurship
Human history has been a history of migration. Whereas migration has been 
widespread, only some migrants have established themselves in entrepreneurship. 
While it Is Important to examine who among the migrants succeeded in business, it 
is also critical to explore whether migration as such played any particular role In 
development of entrepreneurship. At the same time, it is chtical to understand how 
entrepreneurship shaped the experience of the migrants.
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Module 4: Networks, Trust and business
While traditlonafty grounded collectives like community and family play important 
role in development of business, they are not essential for development of 
entrepreneurship. Particularly, entrepreneurship in the new economy often emerges 
and grows out of different professional networks. Therefore, It is Important to 
examine how such networks emerge and what are the distinctive features of such 
networks.

O

Module 5: Women and entrepreneurship
While entrepreneurship might have grown among different groups of people, 
presence of women has remained generally low in entrepreneurship. And when 
women participate in entrepreneurship, they often remain restricted to marginal 
sectors and levels of economy. It is therefore, important to examine the challenges 
that women experience in entrepreneurship. It is also worth exploring whether 
participation In entrepreneurship empowers women in anyway.
Module 6: Dalft entrepreneurship and the question of empowerment 
Over the years success in entrepreneurship has strengthened the economic and 
social position of different communities. This has also, at times, motivated the 
historically marginalized groups to attempt to elevate their position through 
entrepreneurship. In this context it is significant to examine the contribution of 
entrepreneurship towards empowerment. For this purpose we attempt to explore 
the participation of dalits in entrepreneurship. ,
Module 7: Microfinanco as entrepreneurship and the goal of poverty f 
alleviation \ Ai
Provision of micro credit Individually to women or through formation of self-help -'it*! 
groups Is often considered today as an important way through which market- 1 
oriented micro finance institutions can contribute towards poverty alleviation. 
However, It is important to find out whether market interests automatically facilitates ^ 
poverty alleviation and how evolution of microfinance as entrepreneurship 
Influences the lives of the poors.

•A -

t
t

e. Contents (week wise plan with readings): 
PIihiThcmeFVapF 'to’rc ‘Xs'sesjiTient

(tvrighls, * modes, 
scheduling! ''JfZx

LWeefc .Addiuonil

tszM*• ofno.

l Introduction to the 
course

Introduce the 
course to the 
students

No assigned 
readings

No assigned 
readings

NA

2 Start Module ): 
Culture, 
relationships and 
economic action

As stated in 
the module 
outline 
mentioned 
above

Bourdieu, Pierre. 
1986. Forms of 
capital In 
IfamJbook of 
theory and 
research for the 
Sociology of 
FAhtcation (pp. 
241-58) by J. 
Richardson 
(Ed.). Westport. 
CT: (ireenwood. 

Gronovcucr,
Mark. 1985. 
Feonomic action

Weber. Max. 
(2007). The 
Protestant ethic 
and the spirit of 
capitalism. In 
Classical 
Sociological 
Theory (pp. 228- 
246) Edited by 
Craig Calhoun, 
Joseph Gertcis, 
James Moody, 
Steven PfafT, and 
indermohan 
Virk. Malden,

NA
social

3
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" and social 
slruclure: The 
problem of 
embeddedness 
American 
Journal of 
Sociology, 91(3), 
481-510.

USA. Blackwell 
Publishing Ltd.

3 Complete Module 3 As stated in 
the module 
outlines 
mentioned 
above

Burt, Ronald S. 
(2000). The
network
entrepreneur. In 
Entrepreneurship 
: The social 

view 
281-307) 

Edited by
Richard
Svvedberg. New 
Delhi: Oxford
University Press. 

Bayly, C.A. 2011. 
The family firm. 
A microcosm. In 
The Oxford 
India anthology 
of business 
history (pp. 169- 
183) Edited by 
MedhaM. 
Kudaisya. New 
Delhi' Oxford 
University Press. 

Dasgupta, 
Chirashree.
2019. Circuits of 
capital in India: 
Trust,
'informality’ and 
institution of the 
family-owned 
business group. 
In Trust in 
transactions (pp. 
281-299)
Prasanta Ray and 
Rukmim Sen 
(Eds.).
Hyderabad;
Orient
Blackswan.

Aodrejuk,
ICatarzyna. 2016. 
Vietnamese in 
Poland: How
docs elhnieity

Burt, Ronald S. 
1992. Structure 
holes: The social 
structure 
competition. 
Cambridge: 
Harvard 
University Press.

Roy, Tilth ankar. 
2010. Company 
of kinsmen 
Enterprise and 
community in 
south 
history 
1940 
Delhi: Oxford
University Press.

Announce 
Assessment 
Take 
assessment around 
preparation of an 
analytical write-up 
using
recommended 
readings (30 per 
cent weightage)

1;
homeStart Module 2: 

Community, family 
and business

of

science
(PP-

Asian
1700-
New

4 Complete Module 2 Damodaran,
2008.

H. NAAs stated in 
the module 
outlines 
mentioned 
above

India's 
new capitalists; 
Caste, business, 
and industry in a 
modem nation. 
Ranikhet, India: 
Permanent 
Black.

Grenovcttcr,
Mark. 2000. The

Start Module 3: 
Migration and 
entrepreneurship

by economic 
Sociology of 
firms 
entrepreneurs. In 
Entrepreneurship 

The social 
view 

244-275)

and

science
(PP
Edited 
Richard 
S wed berg. New 
Delhi: Oxford

by

4
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affect immigrant
cnucpftncvrship
? Asian and
Pacific
Migration
Journal, 25(4)
379-400.

Univenity Press.

o

Submission of 
Assessment 1

5 Complete Module 3 As stated in 
the module 
outlines 
mentioned 
above

Refers, A ns and 
Kempen, Ronald 

2000.

Min, Pyong Gap 
and Dozorgmehr, 
Mehdi. 2000. 
Immigrant 
entrrprencurshi p 
and business 
patterns; A 
comparison of 
Koreans and 
Iranians in U» 
Angeles. The 
International 
Migration 
Review, 34(3), 
707-738.

Koehn, Daryl. 
1997, Trust and 
business:
Barriers and 
bridges. Business 

Professional 
Ethics Journal, 
16(1/3), 7-28.

Start Module 4: 
Networls, trust, and 
business

van.
Location 
matters; Kthnic

Announcement of 
Assessment 
Group assessment 
around on field- 
based short studies

2:
entrepreneurs 
and the spatial 
context- 
immigrant 
Businesses: Tbe

In
on
entrepreneurship 
requiring student 
presentations and 
written 
submissions 
(weightage: 35 per 
cent)

economic, 
political, and 
social
environment (pp. 
5449) by Jon 

(Ed.).Rath
*'<London:

Macmillan Press 
in association 
with Centre for 
Research 
Kthnic Relations, 
Uoivesity of 
Warwick.

Saxenian,
Anna Lee.
(2000). The 
origins aod 
dynamics of 
production 
networks 
Silicon Valley.

1, Vim

'iI1

i ' Sr *1 *

in, *

In
Entrepreneurship 

The social 
view

(pp. 308-331) 
Edited by 
Richard
Swcdberg. New 
Delhi: Oxford
Universify Press.

science

Upadhya. Carol. 
2004. A new 
transnational 
capitalist class? 
Capital flow's, 
business • 
networks and

NA6 Complete Module 4 As stated in 
(be module 
outlines 
mentioned 
above

Harriss.
2003. Widening 
the radius of 
trust*:
Ethnographic 
explorations of 
trust and Indian

John.

Start Module 5: 
Women
entrepreneurship

and

S
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business The 
Journal of Ihe 
Royal
Anthropological 
Institute, 
755-773.

Harvey, Adia M 
(2005).
Becoming 
entrepreneurs' 
Intersections of 
race, class, am 
gender at Black 
beauty salon. 
Gender 
Society, 19(6), 
789-SOB.

entrepreneurs m 
Indianthe nsoftware 

industry. 
Rccnomic and 
Political Weekly, 
39(48), 5MI- 
5143+5145- 
5151.

Essers,
Bens chop, Y. 
(2009). Muslim 
busi nes&women 
doing boundary 
work: 
negotiation of 
Islam, gender 
and ethnicity 
within
entrepreneurial 
contexts. Human 
Relations, 62(3), 
403-423.

9(4)

C. and

Theam

7 Complete Module 5 A.M.,
Marlow, S, and 
Martin,
(2017) A web of 
opportunity or 
the same old 
story? Women 
digital
entrepreneurs
and
intersect ionality 
theory. Human 
Relations, 70(3), 
286-311.

Bushcll,
(2008). Women 
entrepreneurs in 
Nepal: What
prevents them 
from leading the 
sector? Gender

B. Submission 
presentation of 
Assessment 2

As stated in 
the module 
outlines 
mentioned 
above

i>y,

Organic class 
presentations as a 
part of Assessment 2

l.

Announcement of 
Assessment 
Take
assessment 
involving writing 
an essay on a 
subject related to 
entrepreneurship 
and development 
(30 per cent 
weightage)

3:
home

and
Development, 
16(3), 549-564.

Complete class 
irescntations as a 

part of Assessment 2

8 Deshpande, 
Ashwjni and 
Sbarma, Smriti. 
(2013).
Entrepreneurship 

survival? 
Caste and gender 
of small business 

India, 
Economic and 
Political Weekly, 
XLV1II(28), 38-

Vijayabaskar, M. 
and
Kalaiyarasan, A 
(2014) Caste as 
social capital: 
The Tiruppur 
story. Economic 
and Political
Weekly,
XLIX(10), 34-

As stated in 
the module 
outlines 
mentioned 
above

NA

Stan Module 6: 
Dalit
entrepreneurship and 
the question of 
empowerment

or

in

38.

49.
9 Complete Module 6 Jodhka, S. (2010). 

Dalits 
business: Sclf-
empfoyed 
scheduled castes

As stated in 
the module 
outlines 
mentioned 
above

Guru, Gopal, 
(2012). Rise of 

'dal it 
millionaire': A 
low intensity

NA
im

the

6
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Minneapolis: 
University of 
Minnesota Press.

12 Course overview NA NA NA NA

8. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategics: Primarily it is going to be based on lecture by instructor 

and in-class discussions around readings assigned for specific lectures.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify): The course may 
involve in-class screening of and discussions around audio-visual materials 
including films.

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: ADD faculty members have the expertise to 
teach this course. However, if needed, lecture by AUD faculty members may be 
supplemented by occasional lectures by external faculty members.

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
others): As of now, it does not appear necessary to develop linkages with 
external agencies for the purpose of offering this course.

*

Signature of Course CoordiiutTbr(s)
Note: >•

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be pan of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The clcctivcs shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the 
primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Afler incorporating the suggestions provided in the BoS meeting held on 30 April 2019, the course 
stands passed in principle and could be offered in the upcoming semester.

Suggestions There were suggestions to fine-tune the course and incorporate relevant literature. It 
was also suggested to clearly define the course-objectives.

ASignature of the Dean of (he School

8



spectacle. 
Economic and 
Political Weekly, 
XLVII(50), 41-

in north-west 
India, Economic 
and Political 
Weekly, 45(11). 
41-48.

Prakash,
(2010). Dalit
entrepreneurs In 
middle India In 
The comparative 
political
economy of 
development: 
Africa and South 
Asia (pp 291- 
316) Edited by 
Judith Hcyer and 
Barbara Harriss- 
White. London: 
Rout led ec.

49.
A.

10 Start Module 7: 
Mierofinance 
entrepreneurship and 
the goal of poverty 
alleviation

N.A.As stated in 
the module 
outlines 
mentioned 
above

Kabeer, Naila. 
(2005). 
mierofinance* a 
'magic bullet' for 
women's 
empowerment? 
Analysis of 
findings from 
south Asia. 
Economic and 
Political Weekly, 
40(44/45), 4709- 
4718.

Hulme, David and
Maitrot,
MalhjJdc.
(2014).
microfinance 
lost its moral 
compass? 
Economic and 
Political Weeklv, 
XLIX(48), 77-

Yunus, 
Muhammad. 
(2004) Grameen 
bank,
mierocrcdit, and 
Millennium 
Development 
Goals. Economic 

Political 
Weekly, 39(36), 
4077-80.

Isas

4+

i1
and

i
(las

85.
Karim, Lamia. 
(2011).
Mierofinance and 
its discontents: 
Women in debt in 
Bangladesh 
(Introduction 
Nco-liberalism, 
mierofinance, and 
women's
empowerment, pp. 
xiii-xxxiii).

Ajay. Submission of 
Assessment 3

1 ] Complete Module 7 Tankha,
(2012). Banking 

self-help 
groups: Twenty
years on. New 
Delhi:
Publications.

Conduct
evaluation

course on

Sage
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1

School o< Undergraduate Studies

Minutes of the 14th BOS meeting

The 14th meeting of the SUS BOS took place on 22nd May 2019 from 33.00 am. The following 
members were present:

Externals Experts

3. Or. JanaM Abraham

2. Prof. Amber Habib

3. Prof. $lmi Malhotra

Others:

1. Or. Tanuja Kothlyal

2. Prof. Rachana iohrl

3. Prof. Ohfrendra Oangwal

4. Or. iyotlrmoy Bhattacharya

S. Prof. GopalJI Pradhan

S. Or. Anushka Singh

7. Or. Anandinl Oar

8. Or. Dhruv Pandey

9. Ocepan Slrlvasan

30. Lovltoli Jfmo

Members Absent:

1. Or. Parag Waknls
2. Dr. Cybll
3. Dr. Anrindam Banerjee
4. Dr. Divya Chopra
5. Prof. Krishna Menon
C. Prof. Sumangld Damodaran
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1. Iht Board of Studies discussed the possibility of offering Verticals' that could contribute 
to the SSH programme of the School. At present the students of SSH programme can 
take any of the six honours programmes as their three discipline specialisations, as well 
as Hindi and Political Science which are not full honours programmes. Over the years 
some of the Schools of the University have argued for the possibility of offering 
Verticals' for SUS in areas where a full honours programme cannot be offered. The 
School of Cultural and Creative Expressions and the School of Human Ecology being two 
examples. The idea is to offer a basket of six to seven courses over six semesters of 
whkh the student takes the minimum requirement of four in a spedallted area like 
Creative and Cultural Expressions or Human Ecology. This allows the student the 
possibility of branching Into Interdisciplinary studies, and the schools of the possibility of 

* providing an early window Into their specialisations within a broad spectrum of sodal 
sciences.
A committee should be formed to discuss the possibility of offering verticals and their 
place in SUS. The Dean should constitute and notify the committee which should discuss 
and present Its views in the next BoS. The committee should explore the feasibility of 
verticals In the context of space, timetable and faculty availability, possibility of 
rethinking the nature of the SSK programme, the Issue of minors, and possibility of 
areas in which verticals can be offered.

*
*1

l 1«I >
:1£

2. Course 'Introduction to Gender* was brought to the Board in Its revised form as had 
been instructed In the Board of Studies meeting------- .
The course attempts to Introduce undergraduate students to gender* as an analytical 
category, as a social category and as an investment to our gendered selves. As an 
analytical category, the course would seek to ask as to while men and women seem to 
be every why does gender require unveiling? Similarly, why are societies, power. Ideas 
and everyday life organised around the gender a person is assigned? And finally, why 
even as we may recognise societal norms to be oppressive, we arc so occupied In the 
production and execution of our own selves as gendered? The course will also explore 
why gender and sexuality are seen as transgressive as concepts and In relation to each 
other.

4

t The course was discussed In detail and the following recommendations were made:

A. The course is attempting to cover too much ground by Including both gender and 
sexuality studies, while the latter could be taught as a separate course in itself.

B. The course attempts to be both conceptual as well as historical, and needs to find better 
balance between the two.

C. The course uses concepts and terminology that were not suitable for an introductory 
course in gender, given that this Is a first semester foundation course. The introductory 
module should Introduce the students to the vocabulary of gender studies, introducing 
students to terms like patriarchy, violence, Inequality, law etc.

D. The module on imersectionality could use writings by Nivcdita monon, Sharmlta Rcgc, 
Kalapana Kannbiran and Susie Tharu to teach and reflect upon how gender, caste, class, 
ethnldty intersect with each other in social experiences.

I!
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E. There can be a module on legal frameworks, property rights, etc which can trace the 
history and discourses around these.

F. The chapter on social movements can be expanded to trace the historical trajectory of 
women's movements, though these may not be restricted to women's movements only,

G. Inclusion of V Geetha's text on patriarchy, Sharmila Rege's Sociology of Gender, 
Anupama Roy's write up from Oxford Companion to Indian Politics, Sections from 
Oxford Handbook on Gender and Sexuality, Sadhana Arya, Women, Gender Equality and 
the state was recommended.

H. The course was found to be lacking in rigour and too much visual material/films left very 
little time for reading and didactic interaction in classroom.

Given that the course required revision it was referred back to the course coordinators 
and would be considered by the 6o$ again after revision.

3, Two courses on Performance studies for the School of Undergraduate studies were 
presented by Dr, Deepen Sivaraman, Daen SCCE The School of Cultural and Creative 
Expressions already offers three courses including a foundation course in the SUS. The school 
proposes to offer at least 6 courses, with the idea of offering one course per semester. It was 
suggested that SCCE gives some thought to the kind of students it is aiming at, and to sequence 
these courses in such a manner that students are able to take these courses along with the 
requirements of the School of Undergraduate Studies, It was also suggested that performance 
courses may require greater practice time and therefore course scheduling should be done 
accordingly. Finally, so that students do not view them as 'hobb/ courses, course objectives 
should be clearly communicated.

* S'
Course: Basics of Performance Making: The course seeks to introduce undergraduate students 
to the basic concepts of performance making in the contemporary milieu. The course is 
conceptually built around three frameworks- Meaning Making, Non Hierarchy and Learning 
through Practice, and proposes to teach these through workshop and seminar sessions. The 
course has three modules dealing with Text, Body ancLSpace.

Following suggestions were made regarding the course Basics of Performance Making

A. The course is balanced in its execution and expectations from the students, allowing for 
watching, doing and reflecting. It foregrounds questions of spatiahty in performance 
making. However, it needs to establish a pedagogy for combining theory and practice 
and provide readings for that.

B. The course should be designed keeping in mind the kind of student who will take the 
course, and the fact that such a student will be taking other courses as well.

C. The extent of use of visual material raises concerns of time of delivery of the course. 
Concerns were also raised about time required for practice.

D. The course requires greater critical engagement with materials as well as texts to steer 
this engagement.

E. The course should include Brecht and some readings on performative method and 
politics.

F. Indian Dance forms like Kudiattam and kathak, that are also highly experimental should 
be included.
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G. It was suggested that the practice based assessment be shifted to the end. while the 
written reflective assessment may be brought in earlier in the semester.

Basics of Performance making was passed by the Board of Studies subject to inclusion 
of suggestions made by the Board.

4. Course: Introduction to Dance Movement Analysis was presented by DR. Deepan 
Sivaraman. It is imagined as a part of the basket of courses being offered by SCCE, to be 
aimed at students who may be interested in performance studies as a future academic 
choice.

This course aims to bring in a wide range of dances and its understanding to develop a 
sensitivity towards the devices and methods to think through movements and its 
possible analysis. It will attempt to enhance the cohort in understanding basic aspects 
and principles of dance*making, history of its various forms, occasions and events of as 
expected within a cultural milieu, using three frameworks in relation to dance. These 
are; Dance and Communication, Dance and Music, and Dance and Space.

On discussion following suggestions were made:
1. The course needs to think about who the students will be and how would they 

view the course: as a course which helps making connections with other courses 
they study through thinking about performance, space and communication not 
merely as aspects of dance practice eras social practices.

2. It was pointed out that ‘performance' needs to be located in social and historical 
contexts, as well as mode of narrativizing.

3. More focus needed on Indian dance forms, as currently most readings have a 
global focus The course could attempt to create a bridge between Indian and 
global forms. Perhaps more literary readings could be introduced.

4. It was suggested that work of Srividya Natarajan. Navtej Johar, Sadanand Menon 
and Tejaswini Niranjana may be included In the course.

Introduction to Dance Movement Analysis was passed by the Board of Studies subject 
to inclusion of suggestions made by the Board.

Prof. Amber HabibProf. Simi MalhotraDr. Janaki Abraham

Dr. Tanuja Kothiyal 
(Dean, SUS)
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Ambcdka/ Universiiy. Dc!hi

Proposal for Launch of a Course

(To be approved by (he Board of Studies and the Academic Council)

School of Culture and Creative ExpressionsSchool/Centie proposing the 
course

• Undergraduate Studies - B,A, Honours (SSH)Program me(s)
Basics of Performance MakingCourse title

Course code
Credits 4

BLKCTtVKCourse type
(core/compu I soryfopti ona I/an 
y other - please specify)

UG-4* SemesterLevel (Predoctoral/MA/PG 
Diplom a/Cert ificate/UG)
Course coordinator and team I Beni) Bisssns / Deepen Slvaraman

Does the course connect to. build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?1.

, It is connected to some other elective courses offered by SCCE such as Introduction to 
Cultural and Creative Expressions. ’Htis course svilt also potentially orient student 
towards pursuing a Masters in courses like Performance Studies offered by SCCE.

2. Specific requirements on the pan of students who can be admitted to this course:

No prior knowledge is required. It is also open for students of nil other disciplines.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort sue is
proposed):

Up to 20 students, given the intense nature of the course, with performance workshop, 
performance viewing at multiple venues. Consultation with course tutor is desirable prior 
to enrolling for (he course

4. Course scheduling: (summer/winter course: semester*long course: half-semester course; 
workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify)

Winter semester, lecture, workshop and discussion mode, Semester-tong Course.

5. Proposed date of launch: Winter Semester 2020
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6. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD ond the specific programmed) where it 
is being offered?

The course aims to destabilize the traditional hierarchic* of theatre and encourage the 
students to work together in creative processes. Jt also engage* students in practice as a 
mode of learning and knowledge creation.

7. Course Details:

a. Summary: The idea of this course is to introduce undergraduate students to the 
basic concepts of performance making in the contemporary milieu. 'Hie students 
will be made to go through a semester long process at the end of which they will 
come up with one or more short performance pieces. The process will emphasize 
the hybrid quality of theatre where various elements like objects, sound, text, 
actor1* body come together in a designated space and time. The course is 
conceptually built around three basic frameworks that will underlie all the 
workshop and seminar sessions - Meaning Making. Non Hierarchy and 
Laming though Practice. These three concepts will be constitutive of the 
process that the student* will go through the entire semester which will be 
.structured around three major elements of any Theatre Performance namely. Text, 
Body and Space among others.

All performances are geared towards meaning. The various elements of theatre 
from the actor to the light design to the soundscape etc of a performance piece are 
medium* through which the audience con make meaning of what (hey are 
watching. A lot of times, the process of making involves decisions about what 
meaning one wants to be conveyed. This is fundamental to understanding a 
performance piece. At the same time.-one needs to realize that while there is 
meaning to be derived from the text that an actor delivers onstage, but that isn't 
the only medium of meaning. In a theatrical production, the space In where the 
performance is taking place, or the soundscape of the performance along with the 
costume* that the actor is wearing, all of these element* produce affects.

Traditionally, when it comes to theatre, the script is very often privileged as the 
. starting point for the process of making theatre. However, since the onset of the 
20® century in Europe this tradition has been challenged by many avant-garde 
artists. In India there has been a long history of performances (hat have not 
subscribed to (his hierarchy, (t is with colonial theatre and it* push towards 
realism when logo-centric ism comes to the forefront in India. And thus, the 
playwright enjoys an exulted position in the process of theatre making even today.
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Since the 1980s in India loo, wc have seen the emergence of a new language of 
theatre based on collaboration noi jusi between the director and the playwright but 
between directors, musicians, visual artists, writers, actors etc. This hybrid nature 
of theatre requires a specific set of collaborative skills where all the various 
aspects of theatre are brought together in a non hierarchical structure.

The process will pit the students to try and engage with this variety of 
perspectives that arc brought together. Theatre, throughout its history has always 
been considered to be a space of learning. Also it must be said that the learning 
through our experiences is not the same register as theoretical learning, bul Ihe 
practice of theatre with its emphasis on research and its dealings with materials is 
a rich tapestry of knowledge to gain from. Through these sessions, one will be 
challenged to look at practice as a mode of know ledge creation and learning.

b. Objectives: The aim of the course is to introduce the students to contemporary 
modes of theatre making where they will go through the experience of structuring 
short performances and executing them. The course will take the students through 
three modules dealing with Text. Body and Space. %

The students will consider what writing for theatre encapsulates, and how the 
process of writing itself may be decentralized in the process of performance 
making. It’ll challenge traditional notions of art making by introducing them to 
the new discourses in performing arts. The course will try and engage the students 
to try out improvisations with gestures and text lo orient them towards an 
understanding of play making process wherein the body of the performer becomes 
a prime driver of meaning. Along with text and body, the course will also deal 
with the question of spatiality of a performance. The students will engage with 
space as a fundamental concern of performance making and how a difference of 
spaces can give different meanings to a performance. While the modules will be 
followed through on week by week basis, the interdependence of the three 
elements of Text, Body and Space will mean lhal from the very first week, the 
students will be engaged in the interaction between the three in the workshops.

The students will be encouraged to collaborate with their peers in these practical 
explorations and performances. The course will strive to create a critical 
appreciation for performing arts by taking the students through a process where 
they will be creatively engaged in making a piece of performance themselves.

c. Learning Outcome: At the end of the course, the students will have a basic 
understanding of the tools that is required to craft a performance. The course will
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also equip (he students with a conceptual grasp of performance making in the 
contemporary times.

Moreover, the semester long process will orient the students towards a more 
critical understanding of performances as well as rituals around them. At the same 
time, it will create an appreciation for 'practice* as a mode of knowledge creation 

and transmission.

d. Overall structure: This course structure is predominantly workshop mode where 
students will write and execute short performances. Class room lectures, video 
screenings of theatre performances, student-led discussions will aid the learning 
process by providing & framework for the students to help them to critically 
reflect on their own work. Since this course includes performance practice the 
structure and the requirements of this course will be different from existing 
theoretical courses. Besides the typical four hours lecture sessions in alternative 
weeks students will have to spend several hours to take part of the performance 
making process. The extra hours students will spend will be deducted from class 
room lectures and it will be considered as normal teaching hours.

c. Contents (brief note on each module; Indicative reading list with core and 
supplementary readings)

Schedule/ Tentative Course Outline: I/Celures along with reading material

Week l

Introduction

Readings:

1. Hamilton. James R., ‘Theatrical Performance is an Independent Form of Art" in The An 
ofneatre, 2007: 23-40

2. Leach. Robert. "Drama and Society*' in Theatre Studies - The Basics, 2008: 80-91

The introductory classes will frame the course and the process to follow' with emphasis on the 
basic elements constitutive of theatre. JtTl also present a few ideas on theatre and why it matters 
in society.

Assignment: To observe any performance around in their surrounding and u'rile a description of 
the event.
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Week 2

Wt>rkshop: Making a Performance

Afier the introductions, in these two classes students will be made to go through a short process 
of theatre making. Students will be divided into groups and they will have to come up with a 
short 2 to 3 minute performance based on any story or experience or memory etc. This will be 
more of an impromptu, makeshift performance in order to see what questions and solutions the 
students come up with.

Week 3,4 and 5

Workshop: Text and Gesture

Reading:

1. Brecht, Bertold. “Alienation Affect in Chinese Theatre” in Brecht on Theatre <ed. Willett, 
John): 91-99(1978)

2. Coomaraswamy, Ananda & Duggirala, Gopala K. “Introduction" in The Mirror of 
Gesture: Being the Abhinaya Oarpana ofPfandikesvara : 1-10 (1917)

Suggested Reading:

1. Hodge, Alison. Actor Training, Rout ledge (2010)
2. Scott, A.C. The Kabuki Theatre of Japan (1955)

The previous workshop will be followed by reflections on each other's performances. This will 
be followed by discussions on some basic forms of text like monologues, dialogues, soliloquies 
etc. Taking off from the previous workshop, the students will be asked to rework their previous 
pieces and they will he made to work on the relationship between the text and their bodies and 
how meaning is conveyed through this relationship.

Performance viewing:

1. Snippets of Kuriiyattam and Cirque du Soleil.
2. Snippet from Kathakali-King lear directed by Annette Lcday and David McRuvie
3. Snippet from Romeo and Juliet in Kathak by Saswaii Sen.
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Week 6

Seminar: A Dramaturgical Perspective on Performance

Readings:

Barba. K., 'The Nature of Dramaturgy: Describing Actions at Work" in New Theatre 

Quanerty. I (1): 75-78. (1985)

2. Peter Eckersall, Pau! Monaghan. Melanie Beddie, 77*e Dramaturgies Project, Ream me 
issue 70: 25-32(2005)

(t wilt introduce the idea of dramaturgy as a structuring of a performance piece. It'll also shed 
some light on contemporary performance practices and the role of 'teat* therein.

I.

Assignment: Arc actors writers as well and if so how do they write?

Week 7 and 8

Workshop: Spaces and Narrative*

Readings:

1. Howard. Pamela, "Space" and *Te*tM in WTuit is Scenography? (2002): 1*16. 17*34 

Suggested Readings:

I. Ghosh. Manmohan. "Description of the Playhouse" and The Preliminaries of a Ray" in 
The Natyashostra (1959): 18-32, 76-99

TTie workshop will explore the relationship between space and text. The student* wilt be first 
asked locate a space where they would like to present their previous work with modifications. 
These classes will also introduce to students o brief history of theatre architecture and how it has 
moved outside of the Bvmpcan Proscenium spaces.

Week 9. 10 and 11

Workshop: Space and Co-Presence 

Readings:



]. riscbcr*Ukhte. Erica. “Shared bodies, shared spacCvS: the bodily co-presence of acton 
and spectators" in The Transformative Power of Performance (200S): 38*74

Suggested Reading:

I. Pollock. Sheldon. “Introduction: An Intellectual History of Rasa" in A Rasa Reader 
(2016): 1-45

Carrying on from the previous workshop, these three weeks will expose the students to ideas like 
site specificity, found spaces and promenade performances etc. in order to explore the 
relationship between spaces and performance. In the workshop, students will be asked to first 
locate a space and then respond to that space. This could be a 2*3 minutes short performance or 
on installation. The relationship between the 'spectator1 and 'performance* will also be 
introduced as a critical intervention of spatiality of performance.

Performance Viewing:

1. Smppecs from Peter Brook's AfarorSfl*.
2. Snippets from Deepan Sivaniman’s Khasakinte hlhasam and other works.

i •

Week 12.13.14

final student led performances based on a piece of text or film. Students will adapt it to a 
performance in a specific space.

* \

Week 15

Reflections and Concluding remarks •*

Bibliography

Suggested Readings:

Aston, Klairtt A George, Savona. Theatre as a Sign'system: A Semiotics of Test and 
Performance. London and New York: Routlcdge. (1991)

Anaud, Antonin. Theatre and its Double, Grove Press. 1958

Brook, Peter. The Empty Space. Penguin. 1968
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CorKon. Marvin. Performance: A Critical introduction. London: Rouilcdgc. 2003.

Coomamswamy. Ananda & Duggirala. Oopala K. The Mirror of Gesture: Being the. 
Abhlnaya Parpana of ffandikeswra : Harvord University Press (1917)

Drain. Richanl (editor). Twentieth Century Theatre: A Sourcebook of Radical Thinking 
Routlcdge. 199$.

E^dgar, David. Hoh- Plays H'ooL London: Nick Hem Book, 2009.

ftttlin, Martin. The Field of Drama: How the signs of drama create meaning an stage 

and screen. London: Methuen. 1987

Fischer*! jkhw, Erika, The transformative Pmer of Performance, Routlcdge, 2008

Fortier. Mark. Theory/Theatre: An Introduction. London and New York: Roulledge, 
1997.

Ghosh, Manmohan, The Hatyashastra Calcutta: TTie Ro>*al Asiatic Society of Bengal 
(1959)

Heddon. Dcidre and Milling, Jane, Devising Performance: a critical history Palgrave 
Macmillan, 200$.

Kapur. Anurodha (ed.) Staging Change: Theatre In Mia. Marg, Vo!. 70 No. 3 (2019)

McCauley, Gay. Space in Performance - Making Meaning in the Theatre. Michigan: 
Ann Arbor (1999)

Mcc, Erin B. Theatre of Roots - Redirecting the Modem Indian Stage. Calcutta: Seagull 
Books. 2008

Pollock, Sheldon. A Rasa rteorfer Columbia University Press: (2016)

Radosavljevic, Duska (Editor), 77r< Contemporary Ensemble: Interviews m'lh Theatre^ 

Makers, Routlcdge, 2013.

Scott, A.C. 7 he Kabuki Theatre of Japan London: Allen and Unwin (19$$)
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Sialpaen.Chrisiel, Pewny, Katharina, Coppens, Jeroen & Vermculen, Pieter (cds.). 
Unfolding Spcciatorship: Shifting Political, Ethical and Interrnedial Positions. Vol. 10, 
Academia Press (2016)

Wetmorc Jr , Kevin J., Liu, Siyuan and Mee, Erin B. Modem Asian Theatre and 
Performance 1900-2000. London and New York: Bloomsbury Methuen Drama, 2014

8. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional design
The course will be composed mostly of practical workshops and a few class room 
seminars to frame their practice

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, dassroom/olhers instructional space; any other - please specify) 
Audio-visual classroom and a studio space

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside : Deepan Sivaruman & Anuradha Kapur

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others) None

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)
u

Students will be assessed for their overall understanding of the course and their contribution 
towards perfotmances, classroom discussions and knowledge sharing. Attending weekly classes 
and workshops are vital and any absence may affect the grades.

Attendance + Class Participation(20%)

Home Assignments (15%)

Short Classroom Performances +Presentation (20%)

End Term Performances (25%)

End Term Reflective Paper (20%)

*A1J students must participate in all course assessments to obtain a passing course grade.

e CoordiSign '6 01
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Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be incorporated 
and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic Council.

2. Courses which arc meant to be part of more than one programme, and arc to be shared 
across schools, may need to he taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
schools,

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular school, the 
proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

meeting heldThe proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its....................
and has been approved in the present form.on

l-c-
Signature of the Dean of the School



Ambcdkar University, Delhi

Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Board of Studies and the Academic Council)

School/Centre proposing the 
course

School of Undergraduate Studies

Pro gramme (s) Undergraduate Studies - B. A. Honors (SSH)
Course title Introduction to Dance Movement Analysis
Course code
Credits 4
Course type
(core/compu Isory/optional/an 
y other - please specify)

ELECTIVE

UG- 6“ SemesterLevel (Predoctoral/MA/PG 
Diploma/Certificate/UG)
Course coordinator and team Deepan Sivaraman/ Beni I Biswas

1. Does die course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD? ..

This course is connected to the current ongoing course offered; Introduction to Culture 
and Creative Expressions. It will also help undergrad students to venture into preparing 
for a M.A. in Performance Studies or M.A. in Dance (Practice) offered at the School of 
Culture and Creative Expressions (SCCE). f

v

2. Specific requirements on the pan of students who can be admitted to this course:
No prior knowledge is required. It is open for all students with a keen interest in 
understanding dance and performance.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
Up to 20 students, given the nature of the course, considering it will include practice - 
oriented workshops and activities as an integral part of learning and analysis. 
(Consultation with course tutor is desirable prior to enrolling into this course)

4. Cou rse schedu li n g: (su rn mer/w j me r co urse; se me s ter-lo n g co u rse;hal f-semester cou rse: 
workshop mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify)

Monsoon semester, lecture, workshop and discussion mode, Semester-long Course.

5. Proposed date of launch: WmterScmcstcr 2020.
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6. Mow docs ihe course link with the vision of AMD and (he specific prognwnme(s) where it 
is being offered?

Iht process of any undergrod degree enables a student to strengthen their academic skills. 
AMD’s vision fully covers every aspect to accomplish and provide an enriched experience to 
such n process. This particular course will add more to the experience of Ihe students, ft will 
specially be helpful for students who have ht^ some prior training to dance, but the scope is not 
just limited to them and is open for anyone who is interested in understanding dance.

The students will have to think and onalyre dance by being in the field. The process of 
collectively thinking about dance will help in contributing to the mission of the university. It will 
give a space for collective decision*making process; promoting equality and aiming at creating a 
common ground to realize the idea of excellence. It will try and reinforce AMD’s vision of a 
'non-hicrarchical functioning, (cam work and creativity1 based training and pedagogy for 
creating a strong foundation for higher education. It will be driven on the basis of the student* 
centered approach envisaged by the university.

7. Course Details:

i

*
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1a. Summary:Any given work of art is an expression or an embodiment of various 

elements put together as a whole to be experienced. The elements used are 
diverse, and yet compatible. The work is created with an intention to 

• communicate. With dance in particular, it is about a body, or multiple bodies, 
moving together responding to elements in a given space and time. The meaning 
of dance is made by analyzing it as a result of a relationship between the public 
display of bodily motion vis-6-vis its perception, irons formation, transmission and 
enactments of social categories. This course aims to bring in a wide range of 
dances and its undemanding to develop a sensitivity towards the devices and 
methods used to create a dance. The foundation of this course is based on 
practice. Tbe practice-based nature of the course is deliberated so that the students 
can think of this as a methodology to grasp theories and histories of dance 
making. This tvill enable students to think through movements and its possible 
analysis. Aiming at helping the students to think beyond the regular notions of 
dance practice, the course will open up the discourses on traditional and the 
contemporary forms of practice, especially within the context of Indian dances, 
The course will attempt to enhance the cohort in understanding the basic aspects 
and principles of dance - making; history of its various forms, occasions and 
events of such performances as expected within a cultural milieu, using three 
frameworks in relation to dance. Tht tentative frameworks are as below:
Dance and Communication: Dance allows itself to become a medium of various 
kinds of communication. It has been greatly influenced by literary texts, since 
performance is perceived traditionally os some form of re-presfntotwn. It is
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import am to engage with how dance responds through text or con lead in creation 
of a text. Dance allows possibilities for various kinds of communications. Using 
just literature, as a mode of communication we will use excerpts from various 
textual source such asepics. poetry, manifestos or memoirs to foreground an 
understanding of the possibilities of creating movement as a form of 
representation.
Dance nnd Music: Dance has an intimate relationship with rhythm and music, 
historically emerging in tandem and continuing to remain like that till date. Music 
enables the mind to visualize a movement, even if one cannot dance. With music, 
one can sway their bodies, cl&p their hands, stamp their feet or express an emotion 
through gestures and these all arc movements being unconsciously facilitated by 
music. The purpose of this framework is to enable the students to think of 
movements as emotions through music.
Dance and Space: Movements entail multiple meanings. These meanings are 
transformed as dance moves from one space to the other. It changes its meaning 
when existing in a social space to a ritual space. It is crucial for students to 
understand this multifarious aspect embedded in performance practice and its 
meaning. Undemanding dance in relation to the space will work as u window to 
introduce students to new* ideas of contemporary performance making. Space, in 
(he context of the course, is just one aspect being used to navigate through a 
creative process so that students equip themselves with similar approaches to 
create work.

t
b. Objectives: The aim of the course is to equip the students to demonstrate a critical 

undemanding ofthe larger meaning, potential and responsibility of dance. This 
course is designed to develop a critical appreciation and awareness of various 
forms and motions in dance to further delve in questions regarding dance and its 
importance.
The course will introduce siudentxto the existing discourse on dance. It will be 
achieved through a combination of lectures, discussions, student led seminars, 
video screenings of few* practitioners and their work.lt will also be working 
around its practice*based modules. The course will include introduction to the 
concept of choreography, composition, critical questions on spcctatorship. and 
critical analysis as possible engagements vis-d-vis donee. The course will aim at 
an understanding of dance not just as a bodily movement rather as a form of 
expression that represents various cultures, regions, languages, music and 
anatomies from different pans of the world.TTve students will gain a critical 
undemanding of how dance responds to each of these aforementioned categories 
and the ways in which It can affect the personal, social and the political.
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c. Cou nc Goats/Lcam i ng Outcome $
The students, on completion of this particular coirne will be able to understand 
the basic method/process that exists in creating/maklng performances. They will 
be enabled to investigate and create their own framework to explore the meaning 
of practice in the context of their own engagements. It will try to equip students to 
create an alternate mode of inquiry which is driven mostly by practice. Dance, in 
this course will be used as a medium to enter into a more nuanced undemanding 
of performance and its effect on the self, society and other realms of being. It will 
be achieved through the three coordinates used in the course; text, music and 
space.

> Through the experience of the course, the students will develop 
inquisitiveness or awareness to recognize movements not just as 
something which is a given; rather recognize the spectrum to which the 
meaning of the dances or the movements can be extended for it to be 

• relevant.
• Students will develop competency to critically analyze and question (he 

forms of knowledge attached to the practice of dance and its making. They 
will I cam how to make connections among the similarities and difference 
of various choreographic choices.

• The goal of the course is to make students aware of the various vantage 
points through which one can understand the relevance of 'practice'. It 
will help them to identify the mechanism and thought-process behind 
creating a choreographic work and its relationship with everything around.

Overall structure: This course comprises of class room lectures, student-led seminar sessions and 
practice-based workshops and short performances created by the students. Since this course 
includes thinking of the discourse using body and practice, the requirements of this course will 
be different from existing theoretical courses. Iht extra hours students will spend will be 
deducted from class room lectures and it will be considered as normal teaching hours.

d. Contents (brief note on each module; indicative reading list with core and 
supplementary readings)

Schedule/ Tentative Course Du (line:

Week I £ 2

Introductions

Assignment: Write a short abstract on 'why do you dance?' or 'HTio/ do you undtntand by 
dance?"
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Readings: Graham, Martha, "I am a danccrJ’inJfcc RouUedge Dance Research Journal 11 Edition, 
2008: 66-72.

Redfcrn, Betty, “What is art?"in The Routlcdgc Dance Research Journal JlEdition 2008:/25*J5.

The reading and assignment will help the class to focus on opening up the discussions on dance 
with respect to their individual interests, engagements, prior practice and exposure to dance.

Week 3 & 4

On Choreography: Dody(u'S) in motion - moving through tune and space

The week will begin with a very brief introduction to the history of dance in India and the 
various ways in which experimentations have been attempted. Marking the transitions, the 
students will be led into thinking ahoul creating new movements'using actions and gestural 
movements from their lives.

Readings: Selected essays from the attendance series 1998-2017 by Ashish Mohan Khokar will 
pro vj de u scfu l references.

Workshop - Creating, Viewing and Analyzing

. /The students will engage with the concept of body in motion and its various interpretations; The 
first part of the workshop will be to create a short movement routine.The movements will be 
created by the students and will he organically knitted together like a dance routine. The second 
session of the workshop will enable the students to work in pairs, trios and or small group to sec 
how the created routine changes (or does not) when danced; using multiple bodies. This module 
will introduce the concept of choreography and its relation to body and affect. **

* V

if
' v.

Viewing/Video screenings: The students will be shown videos of the Classical Dances 
(Bharatamityam, Kathak, KathakaJi, Odissi etc.) connecting the brief history of dances in India to 
understand the connection and the transition of the dances from the past to the contemporary 
times works. The cohort will simultaneously view works of choreographers like Chandralekha 
and Akram Khan who have deali multiple inquiries vis-^-vis choreography, bodies and affect; 
previously trained in classical Indian dance forms.

o Indian Classical Dances Series by WUdfUms India (Reference Video) 
o Sha ri raby Chandra) e k ha
o Dust by choreographer - Akram Khan/ can also be substituted with any live performance 

happening at the same time.

Week 5 & 6

Understanding 'WHYDANCE9'

Seminar - Brief introduction to Dance Studies / Dance related research. •
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The seminar wilt focus on discussions ih&t will be brought forth by the students through their 
experience from the earlier week's exercise. The introduction to dance related research and 
dance studies will help the students to understand the various possibilities of thinking through/of 
dance and movement. This will be crucial since the practical engagement within the course will 
be critically perceived rather than just as general compositions. The brief introductions to 
methods and frameworks will help in understanding the practical purpose of creating dance and 
the process of meaning making. It will also help them to understand the discourses around how 
dance is written or is analyzed as a broader field. The seminar will be anchored through some 
excerpts from the following readings which contextualizes dance studies and historiography.

O' Shea, Janet, “Roots/Routes of Dance Studies", in The Routtedge Dance Research 
• Journal U Edition 2008: /•/ 7

Praleigh, H. Sondra. "Family Resemblance", in Researching Dance: Evolving modes of 
inquiry-. 1999: 3-22.

Minai, Cassidy. Website ~ Blog
kn/K//cutrman riryatharana, bloesoot.com/searrhAahcl/Fesea rrh

(The websue*blog will provide insightful resources and content for students to make dance's 
connection with other forms of expression* specifically within the perspective of India and the 
kind of work that is written around it) '

Assessment for learning: Will incorporate a critical dialogue between Week 1 - 6.

The process of (he conducted workshop in week 3&4. will be discussed in detail with reference 
to the readings. The students will be divided in two groups. .They will create a short 
choreographic piece of their choice using fhc methods from the movement-based workshop. 
Bach group wilt create a short piece and perform. As assignments, each individual student will 
write a short critical analysis of the choreography viewed and a short reflection on the 
choreography created.

Week?

‘Performing Dance' - Possibilities

Workshop: Identifying choreographic approaches - working along with three frameworks - 
Dance and Communication: Dance and Music: Dance and Space.

The students will be given a particular text and music and will be asked to either in group* or as 
individuals tn create a movement based short piece in a given space. The exercise will become 
the source of analyzing the initial questions related to the framcw*orks. It will work around 
identifying the important approaches towards dance - making, through the referred readings and 
discussion*. The recognized analysis will facilitate and open various ways of engaging with the 
three pre-determined frameworks of the course.
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Viewing/Video Screening:

• FOU (therr (s no movement without rhythmf hy Thomas Roehers and Moris 
l^cuu-cnberg.

Choices for student* to view videos a* home assignments: -

• Katpona «* A film directed by Dancer Ud&y Shankar, the pioneer modem dancer of India.
• £>mvo Kavyti - by Navtcpohar - A performance exploring dance and yoga.
• Caught- a choreography by David Parson of New York from 1982.

* Week 8&9

Making Dance /

Dance and Communication: explorations in movement and choreography through the idea of 
representation

Students will be divided in 2 groups and given two separate pieces of text to explore and create a 
choreographic narrative. They will have to involve the text in a way that they maximize 
uringapproaches from the e&citcc cwo workshops end showcase the chereogmphed piece as an 
assignment.

t

- f
\

Week 10& 11
• *Making Dance ll r •

Dance and Music: undentunding the relationship between music and dance.

TTie choreographed piece from week 9 A 10 will 'respond various pieces of music. This 
workshop will help the students to negotiate between the two coordinates; of text and of music. It 
will enable them to think through how dance accommodates two varied kinds of field within 
itself to create a larger meaning. The choreography might change according to the requirements 
or the limitation of the music. The challenge for the student will be to make sure that the context 
of the choreography from the past week remains similar and it only responds to die nuances of 
the given or the selected piece of music.

Week 12& 13

Making Dance Hi

Dance and Space: Contextualizing dance vis*fc*vis spaces and places.



The choreographic piece from week 11 & 12 will be brought to public spaces for it to respond to 
a specific site which for instance can be a stairway or a corridor or a found space. The workshop 
will enable to students to understand how bringing in a framework of the space will have an 
impact on the choreography both structurally and experiential I y further leading them to layering 
it on the choreography itself as a devising element.

Week 14

Performance Showcase

Week 15 & 16

Concluding remarks

Final presentations and submissions

The students will have to conclude the course by presenting a short reflection on their 
understanding of the process and will have to submit an end term paper/final performance 
showcase. It will be a response to any of one the three frameworks used to create the 
performance in relation to the earlier modules on choreography and dance analysis.

Bibliography

Essentia) Readings:

Graham, Martha. “I am a dancer”in The Rouiledge Dance Research Journal II tuition, 
2008: 66-72.

Khokar, M. Ashish, attendance scries - EKAH Print ways - 1998-2017

O' Shea, Janet. "Roots/Routes of Dance Studies'’, in The Routled^e Dance Research 
Journal II Edition 200

Redfern, Betty, “What is art?'1 in The Routledge Dance Research Journal II Edition 2008: 
125-35.

Roycc, P Anya, “The Dance" in The Anthropology oj Dance, Indiana Univenity Press, 
1977, J-/7

Sarkar, M Unnirnala, “Another time, Another space - Does the dance remain the same?” in 
Dance Matter Performing India, Routlcdgc, 2010: 26-40
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Srinivasan, “Priya, Sweating Saris: Indian Dance as Transnational Lahor,'1 Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, Project MUSE, 2011.

Website: Minai, Cassidy. Website - Blog 
littf)://cinenm/iritvach(irana.bIcyespot. coiii/sertf't'h/labct/fleieorrh

Additional Reference Readings: (only for reference if required)

Bringinshaw, A Valerie. Dance, Space and Subjectivity, Palgrave Macmilan, 2001.

Foster, Leigh Susan, "Thirteen Ways of Looking at Choreographing Writing," in 
Choreographing History, Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1995, 200-10

Katrak, Ketu H. Contemfxirary Indian Dance - New Creative choreography in India and 
the Diaspora, Studies in International Performance, Palgrave Macmilan, 2011.

Sarkar, Urmimala. Dance: Transcending Borders, Tulika Books, World Dance Alliance, 
2008

8. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional design

The course will be a mix of class room seminars and practical workshops.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify) 
Audio-visual classroom and a°studio space

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: Decpan Sivaraman, Prof. Anuradha Kapur& 
Dr, Urmimala Sarkar Munsi, Benil Biswas

d. Linkages with external agencies (e g., with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others): None

9. Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments)

Students will be assessed for their overall understanding of the course and their contribution in 
the workshop and discussions. It will also include their participation in creating performances, 
group discussions and knowledge sharing. Attending weekly lectures and presentations are vital 
and any absence may affect the grades.

Attendance# Class room presentations (20%)

Home assignments (20%)
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Panicipotion and Conuibuiiun in workshops and performance (30%)

End Term papcr/final performance showcase-presemaiion (30%)

•AH students must participate in all course assessments to obtain a passing course grade.

VC
ureorv^ou

Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies may be incorporated 
and the revised proposal should be submitted to (he Academic Council.

2. Courses which arc meant to be part of more than one programme, and ore to be shared 
across schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
schools.

. 3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular school, the 
proposal may be submitted directly to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

The proposal was discussed by the Board of Studies in its..................
and has been approved in the present form.

meeting held
on

Signature of file Jton of the .School
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Ambcdkor University, Dcllii 

Proposal for Launch of n Course 
(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School^Ccntrc proposinc the course School of Underflraduate Studies
Programmes) BA (Honours)

Course title Mnhabharala nnd its Modem 
Renderings in Fiction, Drama and 

Film

Course code SUSIEN262
Total Credits 4
Course type (core/compulsory/ eleclive/any other - 
please specify)
Level (Prc-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma /CcrtificatcAiG) 1

Proposed date of launch

Elective

UG
Launched WS2014

Course coordinator and team Bhoomika Meilinc

Does the course connect to. build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?
If it links with any courses taught in the either SUS or builds up to courses (aught at Masters

I.

The course is related to another undergraduate course titled'The Epic*, end also to courses 
such as Fiction into Film and those on drama. The course is connected to all courses in MA 
and BA that deal with Indian literature.
Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre*requisites; prior knowledge level: any others - please specify): None

1.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):

As per SUS norms

Course scheduling (semester, semester-longfralf-semester course; workshop mode; seminar 
mode; any other - please specify): Semester long

4.

How does the course link with the vision of AUD?5.

AUD believes in broadening students'perspective and developing an inclusive vision. This 
course highlights how the epic can be looked at from multiple points of view thus 
developing critical abilities ns well as a broad outlook.
How docs (he course link with the specific programmes) where it is being offered?6.

The Mahabhamta is rooted in the ancient Indian milieu, hut through its many modem 
retellings it remains relevant to our immediate context and to the world. 1'his course is in 
agreement with the way BA linglish in AUD has redefined English literature by taking it 
aNvay from British literature. ‘Ihc course also deals with multiple forms of "texts" such os 
TV adaptations, films etc.

A
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7. Course Details: All headings to be filled

o. Summary: Mahohharata has excited the Indian literary imagination since times
immemorial. Abundant classical and folk renderings of this epic in different genres have 
historically shaped the Indian way of interpreting texts. In order to acknowledge the web 
of cultural and literary texts woven around themes from biahabharato, this course brings 
together select modem renderings of the epic to the classroom for critical ana I pis.

j

1'b. Objectives: Our understanding of an epic is influenced by all the mutations it encounters 
before reaching us. It is tough to point out one single version as the true and pure version 
of the epic. Absorbing an epic inevitably involves an assimilation of many 
interpretations, adaptations, parodies and renderings it goes through over centuries. 
While it is difficult to study all the adaptations of a living epic like Mohabharata from 

‘ the ancient period onwards in the course of one semester, it is definitely possible to * .
focus only on the modem variations and still be able to arrive at some useful conclusions 
about St. Thus, the larger objective of the course is to acquaint the students with 
bfahobharaio nnd the possibilities it offers for adaptation. ITw course will also seek to 
enable students to analyse whether a change in genre imposes limits or provides freedom 
to the viewer/readet in interpreting the epic. It will also probe into the respective 
political, social, religious and cultural milieus in which each of the adaptations emerged.

.1

s
tm

l
I

♦r c. Expected learning outcomes: Students will be able to appreciate the kaleidoscopic world 
of modem odaptations and interpretations of Mahabhnrato and the diversity of views 
which exists in the literary and cultural domains on this epic. * i

t,
d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 

module):
/

Module 1: The Baste Story*

This module deals with the basic story of the Mahahharata as told by C. Rajagopalachari. 
Students will be encouraged to discuss in class other versions of stories/cpisodes that 
students are awvc of ns the (ext progresses.

1

i
Ji
i

Rajagopalachari, C.Mohobhorai. New* Delhi: BharatiyaVidyaBhawan. 2010.

Module 2. Mahahharata In fiction
This module looks at the epic through retellings in the form of novels and short stories. 7he 
focus will be on the plurality of approaches and the multiplicity of points of view*. Any two 
of the fol/ow?ng texts «?!/ be taken up for detailed discussion in class.

Bhyrappa, S. L Porvo, A Tote of War, Pence. !a>vc, Death. God and Man New Delhi:

SahityaAkademi, 2009.

Ray, Pfatibhn. Vqjnaseni: The Sion’ of Draupadi. Tran. Pradip Dhauacharya. New Delhi:

•«i

r

Il



Rupa& Co., 2012. ' •
Spivak, GayalriChakravorly. ‘k,Draupadin by MahasvctaDcvi*.CW//c<7/ inquiry 2 

(Winter, 1981): 381-402. JSTOJt. Web. 16 Apr. 2012.
<lilip://U les adu I (eduealt on. al/up I oads/va(er_um/Gayat ri_Spivak^- 

_D raupadi_by_Mahas veta_D c vi ,pd f>.

Module X Mahabharata in Drama/Thcatrc
The epic ha.s inspired very radical and accomplished plays thal deal with the human 
condition in the modem times. This module will read one such play and view one such 
performance.

Bharati. Dharamvir. Andha Yug. Trans. AlokBitalla. New Delhi: OUP, 2005.

Girish Kamad, Yayati. New Delhi: OUP, 2008.

4. Mahabharata in Film and TV Serial
Mahabharata has been a rich source lor popular mediums such as cinema and TV. 'ITiis 
module will look into how the epic has been retold to interest the imagination of the masses.

Brook, Peter, dir. The A/a/wMara/a, Brooklyn Academy of Music. 1989.

Bapu. dir. Hum Paanch. S. K. Films Enterprises. 1980.
s) ’

Senegal, Shy am. dir. Ka/vwg.ShashiKapoor. 1981.

Chopra, Ravi .dir. Mahahharai. B .R. Chopra. 1988.

Supplementary Readings:
Bandhyopadhyay, Sihaji. Three Essays on the Mahabharata New Delhi: Orient Blackswan. 

2015.
Hussain, M. V.The MahabharaiaProjeci 1971, Web. 16 Apr. 2012.

<http ://www. pem .org/si tes/epi 6i ndi a/>.
Karve, Iravati. Yuganta: The End of an Epoch. Hyderabad: Orient Longman, 2006 
Pai, Anant. Ed. Mahabharata New Delhi: A mar Chitra Katha, 2012.
Nair, M.T Vasudcvan. The Lone Warrior. Trans. Gila Krishnankutty

Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments):

S. No. Period in which the 
assessment will take 
place

Weigh tageAssessment

r-4,h week1 Assignment 20%

7(,k-8lh week2 Mid-semester Exam 20%

J2lll-13,h weekClass Presentation* 30%3.

4. Enddcrm Exam End of the semester 30%
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Students will be encouraged to identity texts for presentation by themselves but will ulso be guided 
In their choice so that a wide range of texts get covered. Some of the texts can be chosen from the 
supplementary reading list.

c. Instructional strategies: How it is taught?

Discussion based on readingtereening.

f. Spccia! needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify): Library, projector

g. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: AUD faculty

h. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with fie I debased organizations, hospital; any 
others)

Uhoomika Mciling
Signature of Course Coordinator^)
Note:

L Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the cose of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAR/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which arc meant to be pan of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCH/SCR of the 
primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course docs not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCR/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:

Signature of the Dean of the School
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Arnbcdkiir University, Delhi 
Proposal lor Launch ol a Course 

(To be approved by ihe Academic Council)
School of Undergraduate StudiesSchool/Cenire proposing the course

RA (Honours)Program me (s)

Literary Translation in Contemporary 
India

Course title

Course code SUS1EN279

Total Credits 4
Course type (core/covnpulsory/ electivc/any other - 
please specify)

RIeclivc

Level (Pre-doctoraI/MA/PG Diploma /Certificatc/UG) UG
Launched MS 2014Proposed date of launch

Sanju ThomasCourse coordinator and team

Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?
If it links with any courses taught in the either SUS or builds up to courses taught at Masters

This is an introductory course on translation. It builds up to another course on translation at 
the postgraduate level and CLTS courses.
Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted u> this course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level, any others — please specify)

2.

Students should have working knowledge of one more Indian language other than English. 
No. of students to he admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed): ,

3.

As per SUS norms

Course scheduling (semester; semester-long/half-semester course, workshop mode: seminar 
mode; any other - please specify): Semester long

4.

5. Honv does the course link with the vision of AUD?

Translation is central to AUD*s vision of reaching out to different cultures in an attempt to 
improve appreciation and underslardingamongsl cultures. It is also a key instrument of 
knowledge formation and production.
How does the course link with the specific programmc(s) where it is being offered?6.

As students of literature, many times, students do read translated texts with no awareness 
of the process of translation. Since BA Honours in English aims to familiarize students 
with literatures written in other languages, translation becomes a key tool. The course 
seeks to introduce students to the process, poetics and politics of translation. The course 
focuses on India as students might be more familiar with the context, and thus would be 
able to relate better to the topics discussed.
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-V?. Course Details: AN headings to be filled 
a. Summary: The course Literary Translation: Process. Poetics ond Politics aims to 

introduce the students to the interesting area of literary translation. The importance of 
translation is experienced in more ways than one in a multicultural globalised world. In 
India, translation is an every day, unconscious activity which operates at various levels, 
The course attempts to look at the basic concepts and issues of translation with special 
reference to India. Some topics of discussions will be around the debates of loyalty and 
creativity, the various approaches to translation, specific issues related to literary 
translation, the translator's role, self translation, and the politics of translation. The 
course w'ill involve practical exercises to identify the problems faced in the processor 
translation and the steps that are taken to negotiate between the source text and Ihe target 
text. Tliis course is limited only to English translations from Indian languages and it 
would help if the student has a working knowledge of one more Indian language other 
than English.

M

i
k -5

*4b. Objectives: The objective of the course is to introduce the students to the field of 
translation. The course will familiarise the students with the history' of translation in 
India from the ancient to postcolonial times, and explore the essential difference between 
European and Indian concept of translation. The course will take up the various 
linguistic and cultural issues involved in the process of translation and the translation 
strategies undertaken to negotiate the differences between a source text and target text. 
An important aspect of Ihe course will be an examination of the politics of translation 
that leads to adaptation, appropriation and bowdleriwilion and also in reference to the 
binaries of wTitcr/translator, minor language/major language, English translation/lndian 
writing in English. The critical readings selected are ones that give a lot of examples to 
substantiate the arguments.

c. Expected learning outcomes: At the end of the course, students will be able to appreciate 
the process of translation and also he aware that translation is an empowering activity, 
and also have subversive powers.

a w.

i

[

d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 
module): The course is divided into modules that deal with the history of translation in 
India, and the process, poetics and politics involved in the activity of translation.

2
Modules:

I. Introduction: Translation in India

I This module will talk about a brief history* of translation in India, and also problematise 
the concept of translation as we understand it now .r

• *’Jn Our Own Time, On Our Own Terms: ‘Translation in India’". Translating Others/. 

102-119.

♦ Asaduddin, M. ‘Translation and Indian Literature: Some Reflections" Translation Tod<n\

t

3:l&2. 2006. M9.

S
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2- The Process and Poetics of l ranslaJion

This inodulc takes the student through the process of translation. It deals with the search 
of equivalence when dealing with different languages and the translation strategies that 
are widely used by translators The module also highlights the relationship between 
author, translator, editor, and reader, and also the process of self translation.

• Baker, Mona. “Equivalence at Word Level.” In Other Words: A Course booh on 

Tramlanan. Oxon: Rout I edge, 1992. Print.

• Rao, Ranga. ed. “Translation Trauma: Afterword.” That Man on the Road Contemjxftary 

Teiugu Short hid ion. New Delhi: Penguin Books, 2006. Print.

• Narang, H.C. “Roasted Chicken versus Tanduri Murga: Problems of Translating Chitiua 

Achebe into Hindi.” Literary Translation. Ed R.S. Gupta. New Delhi: Creative Books, 1999. 

131-138. Print.

• Mukherjee, Sujit. Translation as Discovery. New Delhi: Allied Publishers Private Limited, 

1981 Print.

• Kctkar, Sachin “Translation of Bhakti Poetry into English: A Case Study of Narsinh 

Mehta”, Translation Today. Ill: I & 2. March and Oct 2006. 249-269. Print.

• Dcshpande, Gauri, "Translating Drama: The Experience of Mahanirvan.” Indian Literature. 

37: 4 (162) (July-August, 1994). 157-162. Print.

• Tanvir, Habib. Kumdeo ka Apna, Vasant Ritu ka Sapna. Act I. Scene '2. Yam 

Prakashan.2001. Print. 6-11.

• Translation and Multilingualism Simla Agarwal

'd
>
•u

•. i'
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• i
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♦ Ciopinathan, G. "I ranslation, Trans creation and Culture: The Evolving Theories of 

Translation

hit p //w w w .soas.ac.uk/litc raturcs/satrans I at i ons/( »op i n. pdf

Hindi and Other Modem Indian Laneuaecs.” Web.in

3. The Politics of Translation
\ his module looks at the manipulative, subversive and empowering roles of translation. 
It deals with the translator's role In a globalised world, where the struggle between the 

centre and margins is a continuous process. The module will look at the relationship 
between translation and colonialism, translation and gender, and translation and caste.

♦ Politics and Translation: Adilya Kumar Panda
♦ Jones, William, Cannon, Garland and Pandcy, Siddheshwar. Sir William Jones Revisited: 

On His Translation of the Sakuntala. Journal of the American Oriental Society. % 4 (Oct. - 

Dec., 1976). 528-535. Print.
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• Mishiake, The Great Divide by Manto. Trai'fslalcd by Khalid Hassan
• Rhalla, Alok. ‘ I he Politics ofTranslaUon: Manto's Pariiiion Stories and Khalid Hassan’s 

English Version.” Social Scientist. 29:7/8 (Jul. - Aug., 2001). 19.38,
• Kajan by Prcrnchand. (+ Translations)
• Karikalan, Irathtna. "Oorakaf] "Trans.IIcphzibah Translating Caste. New Delhi: KaLha. 

2002. MO. Print.

• Israel. Hcph?.ibah. "Oorakali: A Reading.'1 Jramiattng Caste. New Delhi: Katha. 2002. 114- 

121. Print.

• Si\anaTiiy'dT\uvi, Anushiya and Rajkumar ,N. T. Translating Tamil DalU poeiry. Wt/rM 

Literature Today. 78:2 (May • Aug., 2004). 56-58. Print.

• Guttal, Vijaya. "Translation as Empowerment." Translation Today. 2:2. October. 183-194. 

Print.

• Trivcdi, Hansh.'Translaing Culture vs. Cultural Translation." Translation and Culture- 

Indian Perspectives. Ed. GJV Prasad. New Delhi: Pencraft International, 2010. 188-199. 
Print.

In addition to these readings short literary passages, poems, songs, cartoon strips etc will be used 
for translation exercises. Modification to this list is done according to the language expertise olThe 
students. Some of the texts arc listed below;

Joke: Kitne aadmi the'!
Songs: Sasural Ghtnda Phooi 
Oh) Susanna!
Advertisement taglines 
Idioms and Proverbs 
Poems: Thodi si umeed chahiye 
The Arrow and die Song 
Harlem

Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments);

S. No. Assessment Period in which the 
assessment will take 
place

Weight age

Mid-semester ExamI. Seventh week 30%

2 Assignment 20%Icnth week

Class Presentation Fourteenth week 20%j.

4. Portfolio* Sixteenth week 30%

*1 or presentation students will present a critique of an existing translation of any text of theii 
choice. Portfolio will contain translation exercises with a commentary on translation. Students will
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also becxpccicd lo lake up translation of a literary piece of considerable length of their choice, 
along with their detailed translator's note.

c. Instructional strategics: How it is taught?

Discussion based on reading, and translations undertaken in class.

f. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terras of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
classroomfothcrs instructional space; any other - please specify): Library

g. Lxpenise in AUD faculty or outside: AUD faculty

h. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
others)

Signature of Course Coordina(or(s) 
Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the cose of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCB/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which arv meant to be part of more than one programme, and arc to be shared ; 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the 
primary School,

3. In certain special eases, where a course docs not belong to any particular School, the 1 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCL/SCR to the Academic Council: 1

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

; l
l

1

4

Suggestions:

A.Signature of the Bean of the School
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Ambcdkslr Universicy, Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course 
(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School ofUndergraduaic StudiesSchool/Cenlre proposing the course

Piogramme(s) liA (Honoxirs)

Course title Understanding Cinema
Course code

Total Credits 4
Course type (core/compulsory/ elective/any other- 
please specify)

Elective

Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma/Cenificate/UG) UG
6Ih semester (Is> launched in
January 2012)

Proposed date of launch

Course coordinator and team Diamond Oberoi Vahali

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?
If it links with any courses taught in the either SUS or builds up to courses taught at Masters

The course links with several courses both at the undergraduate as well as at the Masters level that 
concern themselves with the relationship between literature, cinema and adaptations. At the 
undergraduate level the course links with two1 other cinema courses called ‘'Fiction into Film”, and 

“l iterature and Cinema’', at the Master’s level, this course especially builds upto a course 
called‘European cinema and the Exploration of the Human Psyche". Moreover there are several 
courses which extensively deal with cinema such as^Rcvisiting All India Progressive Writers’ 
Association and Indian People’s Theatre Association", "Shakespeare’s Many Adaptations", 
"Marriage, Ix>ve and Tragedy" Besides the English programme courses, this course connects with 

several courses offered by the Film Studies’ programme in the SCCE.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)

Basic aptitude and interest in cinema as a discipline.

3 No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):

As per SUS norms
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4. Course scheduling (semester; semcsteHong/half-scmcster counse; u*ort;shop mode; seminar 
mode; any other - plcnse specify): Semester long

A
5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD?

Keeping in mind the vision of AUD and its engagement with imcr-disciplinarity and innovation 
in terms of programme design,this course offers a much needed addition to the literature 
programmes everywhere, os it connects!iteraturc with olher art forms, especially cinema.

6. How docs the course link with the specific programme^) where it is being offered?
i ^ '

Along with giving the students a thorough grounding in the study of literature, the Unglish courses 
also t/U/odwe student* to the in which /herature converses with oihcr an forms and other 
areas of study within the domain of social science and humanities. Keeping this In mind, a few 
English courses arc designed around olher art forms such as paintings, music and cinema. It is 
within the context of the BA linglish courses. like;"Blucs, Jaza and Literature", "Modem 
Movements in the Arts”, “Cinema and literature*', that the present course can be situated. Thus 
within the context of the vision of (he BA programme in Rnglish, this course will introduce students 
to the art of cinema, a discipline that is intrinsically connected with the discipline of literature. 
Further ns many of the Hnglish courses offered both at the Masters* and undergraduate level use 
cinematic texts, a good understanding of cinema as a medium of expression will help students in 

appreciating the film texts included in the courses. Further as the course is an introductory course, 
students opting for this course will be introduced to the discipline of Film Studies, thus this course 

will open new avenues for those who will opt for it.

1. Course Details: All headings to be filled
Summary: This course is especially designed to introduce students to the discipline of Film Studies. 
The course will revolve around basic questions regarding: what is cinema and how is cinema 
different from other art forms. The course will analyse selected clips and will undertake detailed 
discussions regarding the use of specific techniques by the directors. It will introduce students to 
some of the significant pioneers rn (he fidd of cinema, movements in cinema, a few cinenwlic 
forms as well as to the specificities of cinema os c language. Modules on various movements in 
cinema will be included nod key cinematic concepts regarding the film form and film language will 
be introduced to the students. Film shots will be screened throughout and will be discussed in detail 
to answer the basic questions related to film os a language. Discussions will revolve around the role 
of editing in cinema, (he different ways in which a frame can be composed, the ways in which light 
can be used, the role of the camera, and the ways in which sound can be used in cinema.

Resides screening several film clips, a number of articles related to cinema will be analysed in 
detail, The course wi/J also focus on how ideology gets construcied in cinema. As the course is an 
introductory course, the focus will be on the pioneers in the field of cinema. For this reason the 

course will mainly focus on films produced in the early half of the twentieth century.

*

t
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Objectives: The objective of The course is to inculcate the basics of film appreciation in the students, 
and the ability to analyse cinema.It is to help students understand the special tools required to 
understand the ‘double language’ of cinema. It is also to facilitate the understanding that cinema is 
an extremely significant art form as well as an ideological apparatus. Therefore the aim is also to 
create the course participants into alert spectators who can develop the ability to question the power 
of the cinematic apparatus.

a. Expected learning outcomes:Students opting for the course will develop the ability and 
the skills to analyse cinema. They will learn to appreciate cinema as a discipline which 
is as significant as any other discipline. They will also understand a few techniques 
related to film making as well as the ideological implications of cinema.

b. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 
module):

I he course is divided into four modules related to the Origins of cinema, film language, movements 
in cinema and specific film forms and genres.

Module 1: Origins of Cinema

This module will begin with a brief history of the origins of cinema. It will introduce the following : * ; 
pioneers in the field of Cinema: Lumicrc Brothers, Georges Melies, Edwin S. Porter. D. W, Griffith.
G. D. Palke, Robert Flaherty,Charlie Chaplin, Alan Crosland, Sergei Eisenstein (Eisenstein will be 
discussed in the next module along with the concept of the Soviet Montage).

T" i
A. v.4«

■'•S.

Selected shots from films of the pioneers: LumiereBrothers, First Films', Georges Melies, Viaje a 
La Luna, Martin Scorsese, Hugo; Edwin S. Porter, The Great Train Robbery; Griffith. Birth of a 
Nation; D. G. Phalke, Raja Harishchandar, Parcsh Mokashi. JIarishchandrachi Factory; Robert 
Flaherty, Nanook of the Charlie Chaplin, Modern Times; Alan Crosland, The Jazz Singer will
he screened in this section,

,*■

Readings to be discussed in the class:

Dashicll,
2012. <http: // ww w. cin escene .com/d a sh/huniere. ht m 1>

Dwy er, Rachel and Divia Patel. “Indian Cinema: Origins and The
Visual Culture of Hindi Films. London : Reaction ; New Brunswick, NJ.: Rutgers University 
Press. 2002.

Chris “The Oldest Movies". Web. 28 March.

Kracauer, Siegfried. “Basic Concepts" in Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality. 
Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1997.

Additional Readings for reference:

Altman, Rich. "Dickens, Griffith and Film Theory Today," The South Atlantic Quarterly, 88, 2 
(Spring 1989), 321-359.
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Bazin, Andre "Charlie Chaplin'*. H'hat h Cinema Voi.l. Berkeley, Los Angeles and l^>ndon: 
University of Cali foniia press: 1967.

Chabria, Suresh. uD.O. Phalkeond the Melics Tradition in Barly Indian Cinema", Kintop 2. 
Frankfurt and Main, 1993.

Gunning, Tom. “The Cinema of Attractions: Early Film, Its Spectator and the Avant Garde". 
'ITtomas Elswsserfed). Early Cinema Space. Frame. Narrative, London: British Film Institute. 
1990.

Module II:

Film Language: Key' concepts: This module will discuss the evolution of the language of cinema. 
It will discussdabates around significant principles of film language such as the Soviet Montage 
(editing). Deep Focus (camera).Misc-on-scene (staging shots), 180*dcgree rule, Eyclinc matching. 
Lighting, Close-up, Sound, Music and Jump cut. It will also discuss key cinematic concepts such as 

Spectatorship, Suture. Scopophilia, Voyeurism, the cinematic apparatus and countcr-cincma.

To illustrate the above slated: Clips from Eisenstein'sflnrr/tvh/p Potemkin. Orson Wellcs'CVriren 
Kant, Drcycr’sThe Passion of Joan of Arc, Wiene’sThe Cabinet of Dr. 
Ca/igari.RitvrtkGhaiak'sA'omfl/Cflnt/W.Godard's Pierrot Le FouvxA A bout de soufflciod Gum 
Datt'sFmtwowill be screened in this section.

Readings to be discussed in the class:

Dalzas, Bela. “The Close-Up", in Gerald Mast, Marshall Cohen & Leo Braudy Eds. Film Theory 
and Criticism: Introdxtctory Readings, New York and Oxford: Oxford Univeraity Press, 1992.

Bazin, Andre. “The Evolution of the Language of Cinema.**B7mr is Cinema Vot.i, Berkeley, l*os 
Angeles and London: University of California press: 1967.

Eisenstcin, Pudovkin and Alexandrov. “Statemct on Sound". Braudy and Cohen (ed). Film TTiron* 
and Criticism: Introductory Readings. New York: Oxford University Press. 2004.

Eisenstein, Sergei. “A Dialectic Approwh to Film Form" in Film Form: Essays in Film Iheory. 
Edited and Translated by Jny l^yda, San Diego, New York, London: A harvest/Harcourt Brace 

Jovanovich, Publishers: 1977.

Mulvey, l Jiura. “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema'’. FUm and Theory: An Anthology, Robert 
Slam Toby Miller, (ed.) BlaeckwellPubishcrs, Oxford, 2000.

Selections from:Hayward, Susan.AYv Concepts in Cinema Studies. London and New York: 
Rout I edge, 2004,

Additional readings for reference:
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Burch, Noel. Theory of Film Practice. New York: Bracgcr, 1973.

David Bordwell. “Classical Hollywood Cinema: Narrational Principles and Proceduies**. Philip 
Rosen (ed). Narrative. Apparatus, Ideology. New York: Columbia University Press. 19S6.

Dyer, R. White. London and New York: Routledge. 1997.

Hiscnstcin. Sergei ‘‘Beyond the Shot (The Cinematographic Principle and the Ideogram)The Film 

Form. Harcourt: Brace & World, 1949.

Eisenstein,Sergei. ‘'Methods of Montage" in Film Form: Essays in Film Theory. Edited and 
Translated by Jay I.eyda, San Diego, New York, Ixmdon: A harvest/Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 
Publishers: 1977.

Ghatak, Rilwik. "Sound in Cinema" Cinema and I. Calcutta: Ritwik Memorial 1 rust. 1989.

Heath, Stephen. "Notes on Suture.'1 Screen. Vol. 18, No. 4 (Winter 1977), 48-76.

Kuntzel, J. "The Trcatement of Ideology in the Textual Analysis of Film.'' Screen. Vol. 14, No. 3 
(Autumn, 1973).

aMet?^ Christian. Film Language. New York: Oxford University Press, 1976.

Module III
'r

Movements in Cinema: This module will focus on some of the movements in cinema1,such as 
German Expressionism, Surrealism, Italian0neo-realism, French New Wave Cinema/Nouvelle 
Vague, Indian New Wave Cinema, New German Cinema, Cinema Nova, Third Cinema and new 

cinema from Iran. It will also focus on the concept of the auteur in cinema.

("lips from Mumau’s Nosferatu, Bunuel and Dali*s Vn ChienAndahm.Dc Sica’siftcyc/e 
772/evw,Agnes Varda s La Pointe Courle, Resnais's Hiroshima Mon .4m0w,Fassbinder’$ In (he 
year of Thirteen Moons. Satyajit Ray'sPotherPanchali, M.S. Sathyu'sC^a/n /fowo.Apama Sen's 

36 Chowringhee f.ane, Glauber Rocha, Terra emTranse, Scmbcnc’sXafo, Martha Mesoraz’s.Vme 
Majid Majidi's 77jc Colour of Paradise, will be screened in this section.

,*&»*

Readings to be discussed in (he class:

Graham, (cd). 'The New Wave", first published \n F.cranFrancais, No. 144. 1948, 17-23.

Simona Monticelli. “Italian Post war Cinema and Nco Realism''. John Hill and Pamela Church 

Gibson, (cds). Oxford Guide (o Film Studies. Oxford and New' York: Oxford University Press: 
1998.

Selections from: Hayward, Susan. Key concepts in Cinema Studies. London and New York: 
Routledge, 2004.
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Solnnas, f\ and Gciino.O. "To wards a 'l>iird Cinema**. Chanan, M. (ed). Twenty Five Years of the 
Nr*’ Latin American Cinema. London, British Film Institute publishing. 1983.

Willmnn, Paul and Pines, Jim., (cds). Questions of Third Cinema. London: British Film Institute, 
1989.

Additional Reading* for reference:

Bazin, Andre. *De la politique des auteurs/ Cahiers du Cinema, No. 70 (April 57), 2-11.

Coates, P. The Gorgon V Gaze: German Cinema. Expressionism and the image of 
Horror. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 1991.

Corporation, Notional Films Division. "The Indian New Wave and Beyond J969-95".//Kftofl 
Cinema: A Visital Voyage. 1998.

Ponzancsi, Sandra and Marguerite Waller. Kd. Pos/colonfal Cinema Studies. London and 

New York: Roullcdgc, 2012.

Ray, Satyajit. Our Films Their Films. New Delhi: Orient Longman, 1976,

Sams, Andrew, Interviews with Film Directors. New yorfc: Avon, 1967.

Musical. Melodrama, Film Noir, Horror Movies, Westerns, 
Science Fiction, The Classic Hollywood Cinema, Gangster/Crimina!/ Detective Thriller,

Clips from Mehboob Khan'&Mother /ndio.Mizjogixhi'sOrizuruOsen, llitchcock’s/^nf^o; Joseph 
Stein'sFVtfrf/cr on the Roof, James Cameron*s^«Mor, FIcming*s7?re Virginian. Robert Aldrich’s Kiss 

Me DennTy.Fkming's Gone With the K'mtf.Ramesh Sippy’s Sholayand Coppola's The Godfather. 
besides any other film clips that they would like to include for their presentations.

Module 1V:Korms in Ctoema:

Readings lo he discussed In the class:

A. Freeland, Cynthin. "Feminist Frameworks for Horror Films”. Braudy and Cohen (ed). Film 
Theory and Criticism: Introductory Readings. New York: Oxford University Press. 2004.

Gtedhill, C. (cd)//i>me is Where the Heart Is: Studies in Melodrama and the Women's Film. 
London,British Institute Publishing. 1987.

Schanz, Thom os. “Film Genre and the Genre Film”. Braudy and Cohen (ed). Film Theory and 
Criticism: Introductory Readings. New York: Oxford University Press. 2004.

Selections from: Hayward. Susan. Key concepts in C/w«<7 Studies.' London and New York: 
Routledge, 2004.

Thompson, Kristin. The Classical Hollyn-ood Cinema: Film Style and Mode of Production to 
I960. London: Routledge, 1985.
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Warshow, Robert. “Movie Chronicle: The Westerner ’. Braudy and C'ohen (cd). Film Theoiy and 
Criticism: Introductory Readings. New York: Oxford University Press. 2004.

AdditionalGcncra! readings on Cinema Studies:

Benjamin. Walter, and J. A. Underwood. “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction”. London: Penguin, 2008

Bresson, Robert. Notes on the Cinematographer. London: Quarel, 1986.

Deleuzc, Gibes. Cinema i: The Movement Image. Alhlone Press: London, 1986.

—. Cinema 2. Time Image. London: Athlonc Press, 1989.

Hutchcon. Linda./* Theory of Adaptation. New York: Roulledge, 2012.

Ryan, Michael and Melissa Lcnos. Film Analysis. Technique and Meaning in Narrative Film. New 
York, London: 2012.

Wollcn, Peter. Readings & Writings: Semiotic Counter Strategies. London: Verso Publishing, 1982 

—. Signs and Meaning in the Cinema. Blumington: Indiana Univ, Press, 1972.

Vasudevan, Ravi. Making Meaning in Indian Cinema. Oxford University Press: 2000. i

i

\ r

4 \rr *

Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments):
*4

n

S. No. Assessment Period in which the 
assessment will take 
place

Weightage

1. Class Participation Throughout the 
semester

20%

S”1 and 6tn weekGroup presentation 20%

10in week2. Class test 30%

1601 weekixtsiirci sc;ccn Plav wmillioTtiTsliot 
desenpdon (THioiigJiOul (tie course s(uJenh 
will be trained 10 develop a scieenpluy foe« 
shon 15 mmules film, they mil finally 
develop (hen own itrcenplay wnlh <hor 
descnplions winch will include camera 
un&le, placeineni distance, lighting, sound, 
nuiiic jjid iucidenUJ sounds)

3. 30%
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c. [nsmjciionnl strmegies: How U is mughl?

The course will be transacted through several power point presentations, several shots 
will be screened related torthe origins of cinema; to demonstrate key cinematic 
conceptsand techniques related to major movements of cinema. Besides, a fewselectcd 
articles included in each module will be discussed in the dess. The fourth* module will 
largely be transacted through group presentations. Students will be asked to select topics 
from the fourth module and present them to the class.

d. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab. clinic, library'.* 
classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify):
A classroom with a good audio/video system required as the course will be largely 
transacted through screening of shots.

e. Expertise in ADD faculty or outside: faculty: Film Studies programme in the SCCE.
especially Professor Raj an Krishnan.

f. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
others)

r

►

s 1 1

I"

Diamond Oberoi Vahali
Signature of Course Coordinatnrfs) 
Note:

~ *

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research programmes) and the rcle>,ant Standing Committee 
(S CAP/S CP VCH7SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCP VC li/SCR of the 
primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

*

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:i

4
\ Signature of the Dean of (he School
t
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Ambedfear University, pelhi 

Proposal fot Launch of a Course 
(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School of Undergraduate StudiesSchool/Ccntre proposing the course
BA (Honours) with Major in 

English
Programme(s)

Literatures of the RenaissanceCourse title

SUSIEN233Course code
Total Credits 4
Course type (corc/compulsory/ elective/any other - 
please specify)

Elective

Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma/Ccrtificatc/UG) UG
Proposed date of launch MS 2012
Course coordinator and team Kopal A hlawai, Gunjeet Arora

1. Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?
The Renaissance is a very important age in the study of English literature in terms of poetry, 
prose and drama. As such this course connects to Introduction to Literary and Cultural 
Forms, Tragedy Down the Ages and Comedy Not Just lor Laughs and many other courses 

in the BA programmein its study of poetry and drama.

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Prc-rcquisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
None

■ ^

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort si/e is 
proposed):

•a

As per SUS norms

4. Course scheduling (semester; semester-1ong/halt-semester course; workshop mode; seminal 
mode; any other - please specify ): Seinester long

How does the course link with the vision of AUD?
The course is designed to help students engage with canonical works by bringing in new 
perspectives to bear on the study of these texts and also aims at expanding the canon by 
including literary figures of the age hitherto relegated to the margins.

6. How' does the course link with the specific progmmme(s) where it is being offered?
Idle Renaissance or the Harly Modem Age is an important age in history, the arts and 
literature. The proposed course is designed to introduce the students to m>i just the literary 
and intellectual history of the age through canonical works and dominant writers of the 
times but also help them understand the important linkages of the arts with literature. At the 
same lime it expands the canon by including women writers Lady Mary Worth as well as 
Elizabeth Carev that have hitherto been excluded in mainstream syllabi.

o.

7, Course Details: All headings to be filled
a. Summary: This is an introductory survey course which provides an overview of the 

literary' production across genres during the Renaissance, The Renaissance which means
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“rcbinh" was characterised by the revival of Classical learning, reform in religion, 
opening up of the New World, and certain CNents in hisioiy. science and technology (for 
example, ibe invention of the printing press). ‘I'hesc events marked a significant shift in 
the way human beings thought and engaged with the world around them. 'Hiis period 
has, therefore, been cited as the Early Modem Era which indicates a shift from the “Dark 
Ages”. The resultant flux from these transitions reflects in the cultum! productions of 
that time. While on one hand the literatures of (he Renaissance showcase a celebration of 
the times, yet there is an undercurrent of something darker os well as has been discussed 
in recent critical works. The course will discuss all these themes and issues alongwith 
the dominant theme of Renaissance Humanism.

This course will offer a solid foundational understanding of a crucial historical period 
through representative texts in both English literature and translations. The course is 
divided into four modules. ’Ihc first module introduces the logic and scope of the course 
along with situating the period in the intellectual history. The next three modules are 
divided along (he genres of poetry, drama and prose.

b. Objectives: The course will provide a broad understanding of the intellectual foundations 
as well literary production during the Renaissance. Students will be familiarized with 
poetic forms, the interface between politics and literature, the relation between arts and 
literature and the beginnings of English drama

c. Expected learning outcomes:. The course will thus help students engage with literary 

forms and themes which they will build upon in subsequent courses.
d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 

modulcjflhc course is divided into four modules. The first module introduces the logic 
and scope of the course along with situating the period in the intellectual history. The 
next three modules arc divided along the genres of poetry, drama and prose.

Module l| Introduction

The course will introduce the Renaissance through Hans Holbein’s painting The Ambassadors. 
Some of the key concepts and issues that will be discussed arc:

Pcrtodis&tion and the idea of Renaissance

Beginnings of Renaissance via art 

Political history of the period 

English Reformation

Module 2| Poetry

This module will study the development and growth of the dominant poetic form of the age, the 
Sonnet as well as other lyric forms through the works of representative poets. It will also discuss the 

nature of courtly and love poetry' written during the Renaissance.
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Sonnets by Petrarch (translated by Thomas Wyatt): “The Long Love That in My Thought Doth 
Harbor*’; **My Galley”

Thomas Wyatt: "Farewell Love“;MWhoso list to hum”

Philip Sidney, Any three sonnets from Asirophil and Stella (Sonnet L XV. XXVII, XXXIV, XL I, 
XLV. 11, V, XXXVUI. CVII)

Edmund Spenser, Selections ixom Amoretti (34 and 67)

Shakespeare: Sonnets 55, 130, 147

Michelangelo: "To Giorgio Vasari: On the Lives of the Painters”

John Donne, selections of any three sonnets ( Elegie: To his Mistress Going to Bed, The Flea. The 

Autumnal, The Sun Rising, The Canonisation, Hymn to God my God. in M> Sickenesse. Batter My 
' Heart, Three-Pei son d God, Death Be Not Proud)

Andrew Marvell: ‘To His Coy Mistress”

Lady Mary Wroth, any three sonnets from PamphUia to Amphilanthus nos. 1,16, 39,68, 103

:
Module 31 Drama ■ .>*

*

This module will introduce students to the rise and development of English theatre. It will discuss 
the dominant influences, directions and playwrights of the stage in the Elizabethan and Jacobean 
age. The course will include any two plays from the following list for classroom discussion.

Christopher Marlowe: Dr. Faustus

Shakespeare: The Tempest

<7

John Webster: The Duchess of Malfi

Elizabeth Carey: Tragedy of Mariam

Module 4| Prose

This module will take up brief selections from some of the important social and political writings of 
the lime which are reflective of the intellectual thought prevalent during the time.

Thomas More, Selections from Utopia

Machiavelli. Selections from the Prince.

Pico dellaMirandola, Selections from Oration on the Dignity of Man

Baldassare Castiglione's The Courtier

Primary Texts
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A reader will be provided lo the students at the beginning of the course. AH the readings arc to be 
taken from (his book only.

Green blatt, Stephen, and M H. Abrams. 7Tic Norton Antholog}' of English Littrattrre. W.W. 
Norton, 2006.

Recommended rending rele\*ant to all parts:

Greenbl8U. Stepbea Renaissance Seff-Fashioning: from More to Shakespeare. Chicago: University 

of Chicago Press, 2005.

Do 11 (more. Jonathan. Radical Tragedy: Religion, Ideology, and Po*tr in ihe Drama of Shakespeare 

and fih Contemporaries. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984.

S pi Her. Michael R. G. The Development ofthe Sonnet: An Introduction. I.ondon: Roullcdgc, 1992.

lyever. J W. Sonnets of the English Renaissance. I^ndon: Athlone Press, 1974.

Belsey, Catherine. The Subject of Tragedy (Routfedge Reviwls): Identity and Difference in 

Renaissance Drama. Hoboken: Taylor and Francis, 2014.

I^ocwenstcin. David, and Janel Mueller. The Cambridge History of Early Modern English 

Literature. Cambridge: CUP, 2002.

IxKjmba, Ania. “Ploying with Shakespeare." Race and Colonialism. Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 2002. ,

Keenan, Siobhan. Renaissance Literature: Edinburgh Critical Guides, lid inburgh: Edinburgh 

University Press. 2008,

Hattaway, Michael, Ed. A Companion to English Renaissance Literature and Culture. Oxford: 

Blackwell Publishing. 2005.

Bntcc, Susan and Rebecca Stcinbcrgcr. lids. Tlte Renaissance Literature Hwuibook. l^ndon:

Continuum, 2009.

Assessment structure (modes and frequency of assessments):

S. No. Period in which (he 
assessment will take

Weight ageAssessment

place
7* week 20%I. Assignment 

Mid-Semester Test2. 10“ week 30%
14* week3. 20%Individual project
16® week4. 30%End-Semester Test



c. Instructional strategics: How it is taught?
The classes will involve several in-depth close reading sessions interspersed with more 

general contextualization of texts in the socio-political and cultural background. The 
individual project work in close consultation with the instructor wilt be on important 
component of the teaching methodology.

f. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab. clinic, library, 
classroom/othcrs instructional space; any other - please specify):

g. Primary and secondary texts, books related to the subject and most critically, high-end 
nudio-visuat equipment in the classroom, t.c. Projector and screen

h. iixpenise in AUD faculty or outside:
AUD faculty

i. Linkages with external agencies (c.g., with field* based organ! rat Sons, hospital; any 
others): NA .» .

. Gunjcct Arora/Kopal 
Signature of Course Coord in at oris) 
Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies
Committee in the ease of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCU/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations. •

2. Core courses which ore meant to be part of more than one programme, and arc to be shared
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should hnve been *• .» 
approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCIi/SCR of the * £ 
primary School, ♦*

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the *
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

*

« > #•

Recommendation of the School of Studies: .

Suggestions:

Signature of the Dean of the School £ a*
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Minutes of SoL BoOrd of Studies Meetmp, hold on 26 August 2019

Members Present:

1. Prof. Jawarimal Parakh (F^tcrnal Member)
2. Prof Sonya Gupta (External Member)

Prof. Radho Chakruvarty (Chair)
4. Prof. Salil Mi&ra 

-5. Prof. Bodh Prakosh 
6. Prof. Satyak&tu Sankrit 
•7. Prof. Copalji Pradhon
8. Dr. Anna Chenan
9. Dr. Diamond Oberoi Vahali 
10 Dr. Vikrom Singh Thakur
11. Dr Awadhcsh Kumar Tntjothi
12. Dr. Mrnyunjay Tripathi
13. Dr. Vaibhav
14. Dr GuUhan Bano

The following members were unabie to attend the meeting. Dr. Milind Wakankar, Dr. Rajan 
Krishnan, MrShefimr Gankhri.

Ihe folbwrtg agenda item was taken up for discussion:

1. Revised Proposal for MA Hindi programme to be launched.

Hindi faculty presented the revised proposal for the introduction of MA Hindi. The 
first part of the deliberations focused on the vision jnd structure of the programme. 
This was followed by a detailed discussion of individual course proposals.

(a) Vision and structure

The following points were highlighted:
• UwJit reported that that on the suggestions of the previous SOS meeting the 

exit option m MA Hindi programme has been done away with. The 
programme now would foftow the conventrorra/ MA Hindi programmes but 
with a difference

* Empfoyabifity has been kept in mind while devising the structure of MA Hindi 
programme.

♦ ft was proposed rtwt the 8 core courses cover the UGC-NET syllabus .keeping 
in mind that students after completing MA would take the NET examination.

• It was reported that Ibe electives have been taken from various fields, as 
mentioned in the earlier version of the programme proposal.

♦ ft was informed that the dissertation would be compulsory lor all Semester 4 
students.
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During ih^ dlscvs^Oft that followed, the following suggestions wett made:

• It was suggested that in the 4* semester, there should he one core course 
and one elective, along with dissertation ot 8 erodes (A total of two electives 
to be offered.)

The recommcndcdcredrt structure Is as follows:

Semester 1:2 cores * 2 ctectlves 
Semester 2: 2 COrCi * 2 electives 
Semester 3: 3 cores * 1 elective 
Semester 4:1 core ♦ 1 elective * i dissertation

« It was felt that It Is Important to have a research methodology component in 
the dissertation course.

• It was decided that a short note on the dissertation should be prepared 
describing the format, areas and mode of evaluation.

Decision: With these suggestions. It was decided to recommend the vision document 
and programme structure, for submission to 5CAP.

(b) Discussion on courses for to be offered by the MA WndJ Programme in the first 
two semesters:

Courses for first two semesters were discussed and astpre^ad with minor 
suggestions. The course-wise suggestions are listed below:

• Hindi Sanity? k* f^has: was suggested that Module Four of the course 
should be placed as Module Two The existing modules Two and Three 
should be renamed. The reading list should be revised, to indude complete 
bibliographic matehaJ.

• Aadhunik Hindi Kavita: Module Two contains several long poems. It was 
suggested that some small poems should be included, in Module four, 
Shakunt Mathur should be added as poet.

» Hindi ka Adhunlk Katha Sahitya: It was felt that the description of Module 
One is confusing and needs some rephrasing. The cfassfficetion ct novels In 
Module Two was discussed and revisions were suggested.

• Aadlkaiin v Shafctikalin Kavita: tt was suggested that the course title be 
Changed to 'Aadikaiin. fihaktikaiin v Peecikaiin Kavtte'.

• Hindi. Urdu aur Hindustani; it was suggested that Module One should be 
renamed as 'Urdu aur Hindi ka Utibhav* and Module Two as 'Hindi. Urdu, and 
Hindustanr.
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• Ftechnatmak Lekhan: Module Four shold be placed as Module Two and it 
should be renamed as ‘Rachnd aur Rachnakar'. Reading number 4 of Module 
One should specify ooly one essay, 'Kala ka teesra kshan'.

• Jansanchar kl Avadharana: The title of Module Four is missirg.
• DiNi aur Sahitya: It was suggested that issues of chronology, names of 

modules and texts should be reconsidered.
• lok Sahitya: It was suggested that Devendra Satyarthi's work should be 

included in the readings.
• Cinema aur Hindi Sahitya: Module One should be renamed as 'Madhyam ke 

roop me Cinema'. Module Two should be renamed as ‘Sahitya aur Cinema ka 
Antahsambandh'. 'Uski Rotr.tfy'Mani Kaul, or 'Umrao Jaan', can be included. 
Module Three should be renamed as 'Sahitya ka Filmantaran', Module Four 
should be renamed as 'Sahitya adharit Filmon ka Adhyayan.' It was also 
suggested that 'Umrao Jan' should be included for study in Module Four. 
Jagdishvar Chaturvedi's book should be removed from the reading list 
because of its irrelevance. The film 'Nirmala' can be replaced. Popular 
cinema, and the representation of short fiction in cinema, can be considered. 
Readings on cinematography, the language of cinema, and adaptation can be 
included.

• Jansanchar ki Avdharna aur Vikas: Passed
• Asmita Vimarsh: Passed
• Pravasi Hindi Sahitya: Passed

Decision: It was decided that the courses should be passed In principle, but the 
Hindi faculty group, along with Professor Salil Misra, should meet again to further 
refine the details, ft was determined that once the necessary changes have been 
incorporated, the programme proposal can be submitted to SCAP for approval
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9 Appendix-20
Ambcdkar University, Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Programme 
(To be approved by the Academic Council) 

School of LettersSchool
Programme Name__________
Programme Type 
(Professional/Liberal/Research/
etc.)_____________________
Level (Pre-doctoral/MAyPG
Diploma/UG/Certificate)______
Total Credits

MA Hindi
Liberal

MA

64
Proposed date of launch_______
Programme coordinator and 
team

July 2020
Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit and Prof. Gopalji Pradhan

1. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted (Qualifications; prior 
knowledge level; any others - please specify)

£**iici*> nr

2. Entrance process (test, interview, cut-offs, etc ):
fSF3cr ^TtrSTT 3% FT^TIr^R ^ JWTTTT

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):

« As per AUD norms

4. Programme scheduling (semesters; years; whether includes Inter-semester breaks or 
not; etc ):

5. What are the intended aims of the programme?
f^r sfarzr % ^twih vta* a- arwro- ^ ?mf-Frv jrnwsrreTf^F

'hgLIH ^nt^r^T cRT ’T^FTT cTf^TT ^TTI 3^T

yafrl^l 9* ^TT, ?TRT ft TRftrT, <<r|«Mq,
3iiii Tf TTI^c^T % cPJT 3TTtjici=ti 3io-^Rrf

O ^

qr 3JpT I^IT ^ ?RTST «P TcK^l % 3Tt2RJef

cqiH^ TpT ^ rRTT 3^ 3il<H*fl sloftl*

hich 557 7T^>I *J|T t>M- iJTTTJlt ^ ?fttT Sft I
<111^rq SrfcPcT, rPTT xtHHT

(praxis) 5>T ^ f?Tir ^TTF #5 TR-prat ^ ^I^rq 3fl7 <^ll£cq-

^ Mt ^ 37T^I jnqq^i 5^T 5^T tffoHTlicT f^T oiiv^ii f 3>T
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^ 3T^fS ^JTTTcttT tiHG* ifttj, 3TW7J^a •

3fL*4kH*1 ^ TTTrTT oilyif|t | & THWTT $ ft^UltR 

%* 57^ ^ ?fd277^J^ cfVfTm<r»r<*fW HWt

6. How does the programme link with the vision of AUD?
5 a vxj fl^rirt ^Icii TT^JIrT

$1 A tfJTToT f&n»T 3i<uiartfl« ft 3<-Hr*i ?n>

7wrii^?iKi»il ft 3Tt^iH^i CCTHT WCM STlftt t» I

Vft^»3^Tfgftyrqr^rHyirrfttf ^^WFr^RrjftTffryr^ffTVft 

ft 3nft VTft <iQciig] cTVT JrT^t ^> J?H? 3tfSfrflI?cig1 Si Si StVRTHH

3^iT^ft ^T f&^THl 5S «h}ft 5iT wi*f gi^ii I

dTllvi

fiWoi

7. How is the proposed programme positioned vis-6- vis the programmatic scheme 
envisaged for the School at its inception? How does the programme (ink with other 
programme(s) of the School?

rep? afrp fttft SS m^rr ft wlfr^r» yirtqiTT anaroTr S* fft? gt gi |??ft afftaft svt 

^Wriic^idi tiit5r<J TO 3i^3ig S» 3tt3nj»T 3TWTOT ?nfftH ^1 W'fl 3ftT ^ifjirg

S? arwro ft atftoft atU g
<iiftfr*4gi ft HFHafl 3ftT 3rfA <nfjfr^^i |d?icg(3tnrt S? tflV 3H^>T

ftar? aftTiri tPcW>1u* ft ft ^nH^trrTT hio*^^ fftfftn aftr

TCrrf&H tar ? enfa afa ftrft ^ aift a? ?rS? i

?nf^re <wr ai^jft ?£ft ow rw fSr S>rteticvich

8. Docs the programme connect to, build on or overlap with any other programmes 
offered in the University? Is it offered tn collaboration with any Schoot/Centre at AUD (if 
yes, please specify the nature of collaboration)?

Sr fSfftr^T <-*iiti«nlrrTT 3ttT jftU HffW S»

ft^TT, JfiC^r aft? fWnartftft^f? afrp di<^g< 75 fihvlig re?rft?RT s>
ansnur »ftft 
ftW^aftTT^TTl

<UrilP»l^i

^TTHTScH? ft fjfft WTcT^ScrTT si^jft^i ^ SftaH ftaTc? ^

9. How Is it positioned in relation to other similar programmes in the field?
fterff Sr Sr HiggffiWl 7TVT gpfrftl S» <^iin«^rn< Hig'Cjn^i ft
ft^TT SSniT 7TOT |T| ft fft ft ft^T ^ ^ ft^^lR 7T7T afTOft

S» ^ttv sftjft <ft g»if?T^r «r 3T$ ft'i 5^f «i?p Hityr<^i anj5n?fH ci«il
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5>t t^TTeT # iSffici %<ii ^PJT 

ol«1 ti'tJK #> 3ft Hl0^5f>^1 ^TTTR <J6°T «*"<"^" H Jl»l 5C^ici»ij3ft cfft 3i1«hci 1«h<jr ^I

, ^iiiS^i 3ltT3TRcft^

10.1s there a sufficiently defined body of knowledge and literature to support the 
programme?

11. What are the professional trajectories that the graduates of the programme may 
pursue?
3TWrtR>, 3WcfIg«F, JTTftftl^, ^HJC^'3TTfin

12. Are there sufficient in-house faculty resources available for the programme?
ffft\ juft i>|

13. Rationale for the nomenclature of the programme
<-«l i d «hVdT +cK ^ fctTT ^JjfWT SJTRT 5TT7T FfTFIT 7FH ^

^ 3ftT dlt|J|^

14. Programme Details:
a. Concept (attach concept note, if needed):

b. Objectives:
■TOTT ?fnn7T qT'H^i-lci 'TO ^ 3^q*i -

HCtiirl ^ ♦iiBcq cWT 7TTf^c^?T *wi«i 'TTT'R cTOT ^RITI f^ftf^TJ 3ftT

y^tciql ^fc|tJT3ft^^ratF^T ^ff, ^,RW*II ,

3llli %

oW?*iri onfr srar f^rt ^ 3fwro ^
Tt'ft ^11% ^ tilT^cq cqiHch ^ cWT 3^ 3T^ 3fRTRft «s1c;It)m

^cq*i1 tS* JT^TTcT ^>T di I ^ i>iat>iai3ft ^ tfrtJ cRTT^ 3ft 3TT7T q*\*\i I -

3jfS*>J cTVT Jcldl ,dlBcq 3iioi'|q«riic5T«P tT^c

(praxis) 5ft FTOT % l^rj 3TTTcT % f^HT^r tiHsiv) ftr dil^rq 3ttr dii^rq-

5ft 3ft 5* 3^55 3^qqd 5ft ^Irdll^d NjiiUdl I f^cft

T^J^uS
5ft3i#-^l^c1 5R^TH5>

3tVgqd g H liqi ^ KlJcft dll^cq 5T H^+dlf^c^ 5ft ?flV

3TtqH(ri # ?TOT vjIK^IJ I MI0q$erd ditqd ^ Ot;q|4jt dll^rq ^r^?T

ynt^TTT dd«hi<Hld dldlDl<t>dol«il!clm ft? H d^Cd^fld ?WT jidlPc -<\
5ft 3ff^lcf 5jftVTT I
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c. Expected teaming outcome^:. ^ ’/fy n?

• JTT^T 3iT tolat^rti I

• tcvft ^litjr^ «F> JTW^JTT i> 3rft^ HRH t^TRTeT # *TTH<ft*r

t^yfcWrrft irw• ^ftPTTT ^ CJI^K ^ ^r1<*1C

d. Overall structure (programme template with course organisation, course titles, 
credits, etc.):
£i3 2

1. Teaching-learning: 
a. Instructional strategies:

3f1^c<jRtl W 3Tt^JTMH ftri ^7 cilrt<UH!r*i*h

'. TTOT 3rT^7 fS^ITT cTVT fS^nflWt
<*rat, wWrtTrT 3j|»t cRTT £ I5tH5^ Ipf^T iTfrtf^rT

h\n*b qft^r ^ wv arf^g^T? *r ^ ^trtt jtt
3itanyR ^7 f&ti'W pMi ^i^fu $ 3rgqiit

ml?iR*ilui. i'crtTPUf,
3ftr 0^15x7^ HI^<4fK^ ^7 3<Vq|Mrt 2H<|r1

JQ167UM«MlOH5nn

^Irl feyi oTT^Tf |

b. Special needs for the programme (instructional space: studio, lab. clinic, workshop, 
etc.; equipment, software, any other - please specify):

I

c. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
others):
TOTCITT *pL ^tr1l^'cil*4, ^flURflT

Signature of Programme Coordlna!or(s)/Convcnor(s) 
Note:
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' ' 1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations fn the Board of Studies (or Research 

Studies CommKtee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be Incorporated end the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council with duo recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to bo part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across Schools, need to bo taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should 
have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCAP/S C P VC E/S C R of the primary School.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions;

A.Signature of the Ocan of the School

* ' t
• i

* f
ii f V i

. i
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MA Hindi Programme: Vision and Objective

(Vision)

^R^l % injir vium h^hmi ^ y^iRn ^^ 

HMl '*Hdl ^ ^««Mi HI^H 3id<J^lV^4ivfi^1 cf^TT ST^dldd

^>T f J 3T^T 3i^r^R«K Wf^ff rT^TT H [dM*>*iT ^ HT^T-

y^-d iRd yi<5MJ^ ^HT«T cTVT ^fW( %

'jfi^d ft^cfT ^Wlf HI(5M>”*i % TST

^ <-q rj I dldiPi^" cPTT MT TK ^iRl ^ ^ dO^»llf ^ 5 <°IF JT^] *

r^tl W vTttifd fT ^ttidin ^fVt dhm cf^TT % «<r^ ^f °hn<f>

dH^ R^Rtd % dft^d % if sfl* f^TT ^TT d^dJ ^1 ^si’Tl •fit I-^lRt> cHTT 

^’ddicd'tJ 8idaf % \3<-^TTt ft^td ^ 5%^ MJ^^d R(a<

Ht^MdIVIH 3T^r STrf&^lft^ ^ cf*IT M'dl^Tl % dlf^c^ *ft* 3Tt^dd ^

3TwiHd did% c^T IT V^ft^T ^TTI f^t dlf^T % 'disij'ddKd^ ^

^ih^‘ ^ 3{^t ^TTcfhr ^rm^if rw^tf^rf dir^r^-v(mm

Tpu\ #t

tff Hpdldd f^rr ^TT^TTI ^Flir, W-HiHd cT^T dWT 

^T CTTd WT ^ntTTTn Hl<5^^d if % dll^r^ jfR' % R^ld % dT^T-

dT^T ^5T ^ cf f^9l^31 df % R^ld ^T y|Cd If^d ^II^'IN ddM

^ ‘^T hR^ Jd, ^i<)dd,

cf^T ?TF%^ f^T ^RTR:g- d^Hdl ^ STTarf^T ^rfTRr 

3FTR ^Md I H[<5^«hd ^ ^T ^fcff % TT ITT^T I I R>41

^TjfsfTf I ^icl I ^ 5ft SfilT, ‘ilsJldK ^ ^

3R^ff ^r srift^r ^ ffit cT^n d3y% atcpfa arr^ft

y^iri^i x^ix 5Rd ^ ir*uRa w^t f

furfur Tt%^TT tt

1
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rtt it f^rrfiW wr qr r^rr <t*tt fnft
f^nff, spprra^f g’ ^ r^i H^f

' ? ^ ^nfVHT oi^U^M ^cnjcf T^T 3ftl f^PT % ?TTV

dTH^TT qT 3TOl"ftci ^4nl ^ ti<n^, ^^iH.^ ^tTcti^ar ^ *rtf^«f?
f^n* 'rc ^nJiRci Rl*nrr ^ f^r?T % Rpj srfctair t^tti cn25npH ^ rfVnpr <ft 
ti\,M'ir ^ ciOh^ «fit f^?lqdr4f ‘Ft ‘TftHf^TcT P)»4T 37 HVkTT

VH'K

Mnlq<i

tpjtt yr
(Programme Objectives)

ffff rffum w HTf^r ^ t^tcpht <n3 ? artwr % 

WO^STTtff^F ^ Flf^r fPTT tTPTT ^ni
sftr 5“*Mir^^ T^frPn ^ f^UT^t ^fcju ^>T STFnPT 5PTT. Km 

#^?r, t7^, f^Kt, soft # ftftK +cfi^q7 % Km Kil^w 

kkt ?nriff ^ qr ?k fon* ^mprrr anff ^ kkk

^ f^VKT % ^n vr^ridRf* STtTnPT RVi^h T^t iuPk § Wlf^c^ KTiq^F 

^ v^r qr^ <f«n ^rt snr^ KPrr4t ? f^Pinr qn: k^i am- amrrff
k Ktir ft '•ft >ft jftk Kif^m ft Knrt
KfrF, fRffttqvirO ^RPft tot ^tot (praxis) ft mv f Rni •mrcT
f K^nft f Kif^m aftr jn^pr Krf^r-qtTufr qrr *ft 3- 
3TCTOK qr^% ft rflctuf^cf ffqi ^nirqri f^<ft ft Kll^R^«ft' ft xR>^i H

nrf^rT KTTralr qr Htqmrf^m ft htot ft ^ftv, ananm* 3*
Tn^Tr 3^mi hiotsfh f rntro # Kif^m 4>t k?rf ktcto ^

HltS <.

^ ^T qrdt -‘fit•q*lK*fv

'an‘t‘r

^ srrffcr

rL
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Proposed Program Structure

This MA Hindi COjrse will b6 of 2 years spanning over 4 semesters, Jn this duration every student has 
to earn 64 credits. The course wjN comprise of 8 core courses of 32 credits. Student will earn rest of 
32 credits from elective courses and dissertation. Elective courses wriN be offered by the 
program but at the same time students wiif have a certain degree of freedom to choose the elective 
courses from other programs and schools. Figure 3 provides the course structure over 4 semesters:

a) Core courses. Core courses are compulsory for MA Hindi students. A total of 8 core courses, worth 
32 credits are offered over A semesters in the following manner 2 core Courses in the first semester, 
three core courses in the 2nd and 3rd semester each.

b) Elective Courses: it offers a choice of electives which include both courses building upon core 
courses and courses which have different themes. Courses in this basket are offered in each of the 4 
semesters. Four elective courses will be offered semester \ and 2. Student can choose any two of 
them, in 3rd and 4th semester there wril be three elective courses on offer. Students can choose 
any one in 3rd semester and two elective courses in 4th semester. Two elective courses will be 
offered in semester 3. Students wNi have option of choosing one course in this semester.

t} Dissertation. An original i'escd\'cb dissertation/internship/ seminar paper/creative production in 
the fourth semester worth ^credits

i
Masters Degree: A total of 64 credits including a dissertation must be completed for a Masters ; 
degree. The students are free to choose any combination of eiectives offered for concerned - 
semester by the MA Hindi program. They may also choose a maximum of 8 credits (over 4 
semesters) from any other school/program m the University.

Figure 3: MA Hindi program structure

Core Courses Elective Courses Offered y
•4

Semester l 2 2
Semester 2 3 1
Semester 3 3 3
Semester 4 Dissertation 2

Semester wise core courses are as following:

Semester Core Elective

1 mf^r «PT sf^TTT

2 $(if}*j<4i'i T

1 ffttff,

2 Trrf|p7

i

fcftrrt ‘t’

3

>*17 3^T4
f*t4?W

t yrejft* ffrft 1 frrff afr HTf|cd

2 jyi4) •

2

2 ^F?TT m ifplc4

1
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3 atforwr %T9f3 f^tnt

4 i^^HI sfp* ffl'^l •llf^r^

1 TTT? H l1 irmrf^3 STn

w>2f?^?2 tfuc^vrrr^ SH*1

3 fpf^t s^'i'ii'ii 3 ~ flT

1 ^9fl& 3TO 14

2 Wjf^r4 (14131^11^

3 <1 IHifil f?7V<f*\\

2
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f^"{1 % WrrfSrT P'Ksy^vn if W6 ^r<Q,6 ^Pttf

l%WT f^Tjfffrff % f^TTT ^rf^MlJ ^TTI fF ^ffy #t rftrTT 10,000 ^ 12,000

H f(5ti5f*^ ^ Hjsi<l ^ RRy 

vjf?f^<yf % TT^TW^T if vkiiRd

aftr 3r5^r? srrf^ ^ff £ f^nr ^ wa* ^

^TT ^| ^ ^ftff ^RIT if r^^Tl HWT, ^Rt>, Hi<5V**i 3T^3T

'flfrl^m ?HTT^ff WtT'ldlH' ?TWT |i cT^cf 3fa«M0', HR“+I3ff,

^t-a^i«<i7 VT f^f?l^ STHT^nff ^T ?ff f^TT ^TT TR^fT ^i ^FT ^ffS* ^9* if ? 
v^nKH®?* ^'3'i % f%T^ ^

h^ht Rm^T-i^i f^'-ffl-^-H^idV^ivjfi ^ hU'Vi iffta'
sm.% ^cfk fj

?fnr ^ % f^nr 1^r ^r
mn it fir sTR^ft ^ d’ s^stt # ^mff f f% % am

f¥f$pfr^^iidK ^ t| affr h\*U$<i shtt^ Tff

^ sftu TRy
^n^TTf cT^ ^fttT “PT ^i^'i *1 ii'Tx.

it *<ir&«Pt ^> 'aM
sfk 'TffBTT if ft^rrrff % TOfR* fir 

t%*4\ ^mjn\

^ffl hkmR^ R q % 3i ra Rit
sRnT f^nfr % ^r fair

I, T^TTcJR?

f^iTPff ^ arr^fer f¥?$R> •;

maT

H^'TvT ^TTI f&TTnff ^TTT y<^ld f^tf^d TT5 

cTT^T ^ ^ffS* SR'y Wmj ^f^d

&
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r AmbcdkarUnivcrsily, Delhi

Proposal for Launch of a Course 
(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School/Centre proposing the course
Programme(s)_________________
Course title

SOL
MA Hindi

wriifeT^rT
Course code TBD
Total Credits 4
Course type (core/compulsory/ electivc/any other -
please specify)_______________________
Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma/Certificatc/UC)

Core

MA
Proposed date of launch July 2020
Course coordinator and team Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit, Prof Gopal 

Pradhan

l. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD7 
HR ^ i fScq Re.q] %

# TTf* cllr Tf jjfr |5tr ^\TT ^fT TT

^ ^ TT^T ^iin*rV0
sfTT m q ^tTl % TT 'STWWWRTTnm

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
None

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is proposed): 
As per AUD norms

4. Course scheduling (semester; scmcstcr-long/half-scmestcr course; workshop mode; seminar 
mode: any other - please specify):
Is’Semester

5. How does the course link with the vision of AUD?
Tf? tiiRr<t % suo'H sftr

^ ^ 3Rf:5T^limR^ S ^TT fFTRf Rnin)
^ %^TRT 'McT: R^i ^TcTTFrf^rT It >f)n<. ^TTT^f ^ 7TFn"RR’ ¥

*iineri l> ??(tTPTTRcTflfrr ^Fll'^ymT H hRRi

yRRidf % w\

6. How does the course link with the specific programrnc(s) where it is being offered?
It THTIT% R^l^fT% %F3oq*-q*» I niR) WF

3flT R^ki q»<ct ^Tr rR;?ppTF3T *hh&h Hli ^Rfh'pTl, f^STT^f <Tf^f^T^T
?TTf^j?FF> i Tf F tnRrifrl^i<i F^ff % HflRirT

7. Course Details:
a. Summary:
*n%3R?!m ift ^ crq R^i‘<^

ar^arc^rr^%
m hiRn gini ^1

4TTrT Rt^TRU % FttT FTT t TRT fIRr qtm-

J
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wrt 5 ^ TftrcW hhwt # nf^r TOft ^ frr^ ^nrnr ^ w to ^
*R?Ff ^ afrpMttTf HTg sft f^MK' JTKf^TTT SR Rnf”! F^TT WT ^1 X* f^TTT ffRprtl & 
TOV^lWffOTsftmitfgr ^nftnH??TOft

% 3fnnpr % ?nv qf^r hto* TO^Pt ^ TKH^«Tr ^ ?nf|?g ^
TOT thto tfV ?tt^ ^ r4r ^ ?nf|r* afr
irtg? iftj ^mni^r f^ft ^ f^prf ir vft ({if^wf^grH ^ ^} ^tt jfi

' err JR imr peri 
?ft <rWU -*T 'ft P^WfMT ftHft 3T^F ^frpn «d

ftfin spy Tc^rcf< (1'fl

PT WRTT SR
ft^T iRT *?

yroRrft^rytft^niyft^rOT&flft^di^ra^nft^ywHyswT^^fyft^dgfiyr
SfftfHHl^r sR^nT f^hn-tfVT3TOftra^i‘<7 « WH^tHT ffit * frtfRT ^RF

y F? ft
ft^r ft fftfftucft icnfti it* aftr soft ftpmr %Fhr fftrre ;rtit ^ r^f 

fftf^Ti(f?Tdl^%^ry W^rfyafte^^B ^l^*nnftCHyfbTft VcPTcRf ^ ^glH f^jft 

spy^fttRf^ft |fi ??ftftr?TniTOr^Tf|cftfft?nT ft^nr% fftur ^vifbi 
spy stt^w'ft Wy ft «nft |i ’

i c
W?ll

l

r

r *i
y-

<4
b. ObjccUvcs;

^ spy?? fftmftWf spy srrft fftrR Hr^fScy**^ R^i«a ft +¥$ sroft jtt ^rft* ^i^iMmcH* 
raM'P^fftrrftTnTsp^TTI 3ftTffTf^sg^feT^d<H‘4lfrsRHTOftsft tp^nf^
5^ ^ sprft ft mf^r ftfft^ifft^ 'rftft^v Mft ^Vu\

c. lixpeeled learning outcomes:
1, Hif^W % ftw afa yrnFWf ft
2. fifft # H SR fttff ft

4. tftyr srft^^T 4: Hn5ffftsp TOT *py ftfil^lfftsRTr spy TOffHTI

J«

*
V

r 4r fftyw sfrjRT fft*fft<r *rni<T SfivT

. 3.b

r
1 \d. Ovend! structure (course organic at ion, rationale of organisation; outline of each module):

'TTJPJ5T* l:

^ ^fiy^TH spy aPHTlT^TT, 
tfy^nr^^dWul STT^f^r^TTi TTHT^tirg TOtH Hl^fft^THft^Rspy ti<FW!
ftfft^ITftWspyqRf^ff ^nnTTlftft^tfai H^Rl^^gyjT^l^fft^lKSR^yqfftvfftcTyrcft^Tpft 
fi w mi^h ft ff^y uif^cftfiy^nr fttrr spy s(Wfftftf?n» tjffe, n^rff ^fft, *n^f^rft ftrr

wftfftftfft

^ 5F?r Tt^roftr ft # Ptott ? THW TO Hlf|w STr
l

Ikr 1
fty f5<3lf»f‘q| tpr ^r<f q»<|l»qil

«i srfft'T
mf^r sfrr |fft: ftftsn ?r^yt ?Fft totot, 200s
TTRTT SR TPT f^HIU ?nrf, TT^RT^T TOT^PT, 2004

spiT f t^T ^R, 3V*ft TOT9PT, 2015

snvqrT-2:
?n%cftfft5nft w»t iftrrftTO

»mf, rr?vi^ ^for?, 1960
r;

t

1
t

i..?



?n1|c^r^nff g ^rr ^1 v»iicfl ^i-fl sj^ $ cryff^rr ^ <s 1 ol,
^^iuRjth nfVq'q ^ %?T*IFf %nR-^-q Ftiif^c^R^i^i ^ R^cr^l Flf^T
% ^fclfjn ^‘a-i

'frT ^frT % FTM' ^FT I^TTRF STTT Flf^fr^ Tff%TT % R^'-i^i 
ftwrf Mjpcfl f I Mif^c'lfcl^iti ^<sm % % ?T*ft <HTTr 
% ^ift TT^ ^ifSo ^R^IH fW'l ^nrf 3Tr% §| % tuf^ciR^itTf ?TTT iTTFT^fr Tpft
H^sR*Tl §TTT Rf*3a ^ ^Fff % ^TT Sf^nf^ft^Ft^RRicf ‘t'^i^MH

m<.*-m<.i WT <i$ki ^R'fln RsmI ^T Rioi Ritii
^ aReirtHI »l£jR^» m^R 

^T o'cti^Ik ^tFT«y ^ 1H JT TT ^RfnT ^

f^T fliRc** WT ^Rfim; <1*1-qs 9JW, flleri*lK<fl 5TO9FT, 2009
WT? ,R*n« 3?lx >3^q :, TM^FT 2005

^^riTrtf^R^r, tRt^w, ftwr ^m^DR: <Pf j?srft^rrr,
^TVT^, 2007
f^f <iic<r*^t ^R^iti, S»r., ti^r^n 3i‘^qiq^rr^^ft^nFT sfftcft, 19S8 
f^t tiif^cq WTff^FT, FTFf <? oi<fl, ^&*fltir*K qi^ln, I7%nft, 1953

*llRcq ^T^RFT ^fcl^ft1,5rr^3ifli^H 3j^qpq: f^ff H^IK«h 1961

<11 R<q R3 41

^ ^TH STT^R^i-
wiRcq % ^R^iti ^ian $ ^ % a‘5p0qn 700- ? RtmRi^ ^ Flf^FT % FFT 800

f ^?r f^nf^rr *r R<i^m
.WUTTTt Siq^ia ^ WWT%y*^<a

• •s^q
• ^iR«M"i ’TTT-qRq RyK^i
• *iRp«M©q sPT ‘'4^q‘'3flT

• 'fli% ^ ^ ji

• 0R^i®q ^T3ff%‘iil!j«r

RllfRcTTR^f ?PT .
<iif^cq ^T *jR^m: ^-jiiO WT7 R[5fl ,^T9FT «u«n ,2008 

^TFft ^ 7 ?TT ?TTrf ^TT, 1976

FfrF STITlrFf a^T FfrF qi|«4, filT jhk ftsr, w*l^'*lK<fl 2010

«fir # ,|T3H ’Tf^rRFT ^FFT ,^f? , 1953<M«r

*TT§q7T-4: 
o^Rsr ^FT

Tf afh: ^f^ir a^fTct^r t< ^ t yinlT^r ^
tfif^cJR^Ki^iO %Fcf 4*<R T^fl ^T Hi^^i ^4i<in: R«i'4T%«(<11RRq*> 3|tjan ft 1850

:#Ry<id^7^F^3m*Tri vrcnrr

• arr^R
• f|^t ?r^ofmyr aih: F?r ■« rf^r

• i%9T^
• v3hR^?t sfrr <[^qK

%3fTTWT :«^nl *«f



• sftr y«iRl c646<'r;H>nl4l<<

3frr TT wrf^T♦ T'*.yj

PufP.ci *nr:
TCRT^ft *TTT<r ,2012

afrr TFTT^r *nr«mt 
iiiijRv. €t

,*prfft’TTWUTT,2010
,2009

*nf^? *rt’*5Jjj*yy 'iui^wi d>rrrT9T ,2008
^TT

,V^m*i 7.!'4,?**in ,
,«**>*»i*t 'tih«i ,2009

mn ^P.'cft^l ,TTjT ypTT ,2006

c. Contents (week wise plan with readings):
Core Reading /Additional
(wfth no. i of Suggested 
pages) ,. .i'j' Readings.scheduling)

Asscssmem V:PW Theme/Topic ^ ;Obj«tiycs f .’.Week
r ' (wefgHtsj j^nhodeSr. .-*—

i- r■*5,

firtnPW
HTf|cW^PT9

I tftr•if

i^wrrrWa!4I?.*Ilt

* fprf^ff

RTrpTTI
2

TFT
Qhiu ^nrf

TTTfW^ in

aftr 25%, ^TT3 ut
A«i'i *€t
>94*^fuin

<Ri m'I
STT^f^nTT^rt.
srTTftm^nr

f) it
*n

STFftvnltn'h

^ qrr «j iR ^
JiT, Tf^FT, 
PlMt^ TFf 
M'fl'ftlfl: STTt^T 

'ft PWTTi, 
^F^jf^FFT

TOl, ftrrr4

% ^ff ftft*r
qf^nri

ftV5l

*iif^cv *n

!PFT ?fft^FT, qr Tfft^FT,
^O'fls Rfelnl 5ITT sfPrftftfftq?5

*T
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JTTFf

? cti4)

TT

^T‘TTttTTT

H ^ I

%ft5T
f%sn? < i h W s

25%, ^TT?T^R'lK6 'HKrftv f^rfr nr
f^c^f^RT¥1

#r^sFr
^TmTTmTT

nR^q J 3ft*C
^iO .15 ^ i*i 
f^frsmrcr

TT >3^^

f^SrfTW

f^Nt %

^tPrrr ffft

jTFfr
^JT in

$npfl 'Atu*

7
?nrf
^a-

HTf^T
'iRRa

ftW

n ^T
sfk

vrf%> eM<*i % 

T^TR,

sflr ^frT i °h, 
f5r^f*nrPr^

x

^ ¥TfrF ^ ftf% Tf
t1ff>H Jl

tHTTH

«rt.inil
-ORffiloH

RffiRa

ft1% «N©q ^ 25%, <WI«9 WT

«! rTHsi

ffK'lll 5

o?r^Rffjrti sfrr : 

'T^nr^T ^frr ^itr
tllf^CH, f

^•fr^sft^r sftr

<5|l^Piff>Cll, yr sfR
*iKa atlffK

10

m f^t T^

ff#r--?f-ir5r 
^rff &

**H<Kyl

HTThTTTtTTH

Rnm ?RTfhRRici

•i^]*1
•illRct9T

n
^TTT 5: STTCr 
'3 h R ^

5HTgf^p KTf^r 

^ vi^frinl f
%PTR7q ,

sk ninq

RtfOfTT?, 
sftr V-lRqi^

w^n^TQ , nRqT

fRTT

ynRqic % 
Rlf^frtRfv

srrRpfr % 

^^TTT



str.
srrar ,

srtjrWflui's, ^Pia Hlf^c^T12 25%, w 144 r.c=ft
t’#r+<‘j| sfrr^Tf^ 

^tirt ^r

'TH^I H d I

^Wsrw ,
3JTW^T9r

fr

^TT +\m*\ ^

TK
?1PII

tru T% ^
4TT

vftf^rcr
^TFTTI

8. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategies:
irr5sj^T *f TT^t ^r 3?vT3TM?f ^ stF^nipp^ w^fl ft fft^iT^rr Tt nRHin % fftn Tiyr ft tit ft 

ft '441^ i
ft 5H'i®*T T[ TTf7 ft fftlJHT ft STPsTR ftt Vi*jh ^Tlft 3rTRTrT ftfftI

o fftTT 3IPTTFI TTTT ftt ftTT3T*JSTltTfftTfTT ftl tTR ft t73ft fft’aHsifi't

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
classroom/others instructional space; any other-please specify):
Class room and Library

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside 
AUD faculty

d. Linkages with external agencies (e g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any others) 
None

*sSignature of Course CoojyjrialGr(s)

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 

Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing CommUlee 
(SCAP/SCPVCFySCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to 
the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective Schools. 
The electives shared between more than one programme .should have been approved in the 
Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCF/SCR of the primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the proposal 
may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:

y-Signature of the Dean of the School
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Ambcdkar University, Delhi 
Proposal for Launch of a Course

____________(To be approved by the Academic Council)
School/Ccntrc proposing the course
Programme(s)_________
Course title

n

SOL
MA Hindi

TDDCourse code
Total Credits 4
Course type (core/compulsory/ elective/any
other - please specify) __________
Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma 

/Certificate/UG)

Core

MA

Proposed date of launch July 2020
Course coordinator and team Prof. Satyaketu Sankrit, Prof. 

Gopal Pradhanl__
1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered 

in AUD?
sffrr TT MSI 3tTtnT M 3frr wisfl ^

^^STTfStT*rfrcTT|‘STTfI tHTtr
n

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
None

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size 

is proposed):
As per AUD norms

4. Course scheduling (semester; semester-long/half-semesler course; workshop 
mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify):
1st Semester

5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD?
4TTrT tficTid ^iR^I^Td, ^Pd^lrfld T ^Rdl % ^TT

%\ 5^*11 <, ^ '4TT HMd <^1^41 trf^TT ^
RRir arfii oqRrrqr % ^r>ff >tt? *^*4 ?rrRTf^rq> ti 0«m 0* %

^7T dd i^t, dil ^ i«ldI IR^RCd if
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? *>v

TTftf^cf 'PTPTT 3TTTT7TTI

6. How does ihc course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being 
offered?

«hv H»i®m f^TTmf JpT «I?T f^FfTT tf
3rrff?ff ft $#»>*<«<

if fafvRia ‘PT ^ ‘trcJl ^1 W% iPr«*) % 3f
f^t tiil^c<4 $ MTcTWtR HJT ‘‘fit Hjn^ «*<n I

sftr f^f^r ^
tssn

7. Course Details:
a. Summary:
^ sj<w^h f^nfiRff ^ 3^> *r fif& ^icfld ft ^RRa

HW (?*P ^jeft yr H) R w JTpft « k Pi ^‘i ^
tpT^ ^PT 3fTHT >ff tr?R ^f^TTTI ^TiFT f^TT'ff 3rT#?r % if

I FTV^f •jrfrP^PW^fSff^r 

tnrr, ^
Rp spT^njTTT % yy<a ‘ft ^rf^TPfl *FT ^

«fi‘<irr«H ^’-kuiP.^ 4»i®m &tothh 

?fhr f^t *‘fV
SpT^niRT, ^ *fwr*i

«ft ^ihoi R^iPI^I if Rtaftifl mRmH
^ ^frP iff faHl Vi ^T?ff^> HTf^mr ‘PT ‘<ft
% RRx ^Rtrr •ft ^nr, ^rftpsr^trth*‘pf^cfTsff ^ift f«tai4T w

? ‘ft SiiR<Pi^T ^f^cTT yysr % 

3(wpi %yfRtr Reutff f^ft^Rai »ff ’^TFri^^r^* hRI^o ^nthtv

ip

*pf 3ftvif< RsjRin ‘PT^

HiwhWHK

t<4<tn

$ ‘PT H^^ll I ?Tf4Td»tsftH wldy vH

4>I^'HIMI ^ ^ sftT ^^silPK^nI ^ 3n*iH*t ift
f^t ^ft ^<f Strgf^P TT^f-TT^RPffTdusrH
ti*M eftfq <t3dl

b. Objectives:
'^hiom^h (^aiRRffTt Rki ra<j<ia
siiPii^TK^ R^m^i Anr eAni i ^

^ hRRrt ‘OMci 5T^3^'dti+
^YsTHiMi^f % ^nTFTTHloVwH

^PT^nT^TPH RaiR^f ‘ft nP^Ria kx.i^iiIerrm ^t yfityif r 9 ^

c. Expected learning outcomes:

1. viMfa ‘pRnT^
TT •PT «TtV ^?T |P</i I sftr Vi*14< R^H«I if2. «f'i»4i<KiP HTT^f^P ITTnT 

R^R ci ‘PT^rTI
3. ill^R'f. f^«{l ‘f'Rfir^P M&Mi dc^ft •pt tffui
4. ^frP, tip nr ^ 3F^ x^f ^t 3i f>i oh Rp^'f ‘PT 3f(ITH«ro‘l
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d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of 
each module):

8. Module One:
ef'Rcii wttt ^ «n^ij«rr ^ ^trtt %\ ^r

xmwttR<Tmi Tir^rrar
3ff^o?rfTfT ^ tjfr 3TP)’ -JiMtO ^ 3T^q- 4) ^ ^ 3^^ ^4<11 7TTT WTcft ^1

PW h ki TRff f^f^TvT ^TT ? 3T[^r W
if W y % ¥r«r

«u'q i‘Jip^l ^t Plui ^TT H^^TTI 3T^T T^TPT ^ THT7^, ft%9r «M«q
y iHh^ srft Rpvf *f ^1 W hi^^i # R'Jifl <iti^ %ylRl( 

^nid^iO ^ifel^n «nioq y^fri if 3tr%^7^

'4*1

ft^

^Rcu i r, ^\ qt*iK
% ^TRT ^rf% y^fri ^ff <{l<sidl ^ ^ imR %
^Rm ^ if ^^^^1 tff ^ i i

TT^:
rRfr [TRT*rtft R*Ti*j ^l,*iiv^<sis H%$r

[SJ'^RT, Rrj ihR

Module Two: R*jwi WT^T
^rfr^^Rdl ^Tt?^rTT^3if<aci nR^d-ii ^ffl ^r^RRT^t^Rdl

qivii ^1f^tr f^nr ^tt |i *r1% f%f5Rr ^ m ^ ftd%
■5^ w^ ^ 3fcfffd«ff ^ *rm ^e^T«r htcmti T*l^| WT

3rR}*iRr>4f w 3Tti]*cr|nTRej i*ff
^rTTrff^r HTTRT ^ ^|R ^ ^ITTf 3ftr TR 5TT% 5^1 ^ ^Rf^ci ^f?fl

t ^Jl^^f+Rdi ijcfT *frrffeg
3ftT THT T^RT ^ ^ sfr?; WT ^T% q^id if h1 *1 ihIRf^ ^
StTid 1 Rh =d HTT^fr ^ J3TT ^! W di«i^i if ^T< ^T T^T ^Tr R^itff q* %^TT 

=rfl< q^Rdii ^ nRRn ffif ®rf^ R^ ^ wf if ‘HJicTl^ 14 ^RT 

^PTRTR ^ ^ SfiR^a f%TT Tfir nR-dd W^ifl ^TRT ^fr?:
4 IR ROrff 3i‘iq)^H R*]wj «t-Rdl 9"RlR-HI<2^M
^1V^t cRfrcm^ hmi 5TTT^,T^^RR f^xql ^(oq 3n<i)-ci«til if ^RTT^t

RT^T ho'ki ^ R’^'IU,' 4T
^T%, TT % 3iH'fl ^ »1Kr(lq «M®*I 'KH<t ^ ^ f I HSid
R^dMcfl 3^R 4i<4*n RT Holder JT^fqifoq TTTT% ^1 Hir«h«h

RT^f TR^frf%RT ^ft ^T ^Rq) ^R’cTT JTT R^ |4T ^^4l"R
'd^llRd 'fR^fifl

q.Rd

|f^ y+tiwid

3ffr^nl
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' w. o
TT^J, ^TFrtfr ^ 'iMmcff R41-T ^1, W^\J [^ sftx

?T%]? HSI'I [^*i Mol «l I^5*1lt1 ij

Module Three: ^j<ji
^TfrF ‘^[©q- h oh <j ^ ^u[ 3^ TT^ ^f^aiTT % ^T if

f^rrf^#^frft ^^fScrr i1 3?fc^rff^ff %
«FT tf£iR.q TT^ ITT •suw^T ^JiTldl

f^Rrwr ^rif ^ fPrr *4t |i ^ <? ^rfxfr % f^ir
ti 1 h 1R p+» sr^TO?f
viRl' Q^l4T 'flfrF ^ R cl I % ^ ^RRcl WTfZ

<^<3N % %¥% TTi^lir^^' ^Wl<si ^1 ^Rai
«TR if % ^T ^f ^f^rr ^1 W Hl«^l if f^TT^ff 
\i'icPl f^rnl^ % if nflRa ^f ^r«h*| 1 
% ^fciPlf^' ^1 T^T ^Tf%r rTTT rRT^r 5jf%* TX: tj-qRci ^frft ^ %f^T 'ffxTr 

#tcn^^T ^1^1 #t <*R<1I ¥ff 3T1T%^T^'%rl^iq'l irgrF^T^f fl W *il«^r 

quR Jtf gpjff)' ¥ TT 3TT% tWM
f5ni<sd if FST^T ^T%xfl ^Roiq^Tt % JIJ 3T9r % «nV

gdtfl

^f T^f ^rr sfrr ^tt xf^

% mi^ci ^xfirr^f ^Rdi %w ^1°^

^^r^rrrft^ ^r<ti <g M

H^Riqi«Tl ^Rclf

1^Ry a f % Rtj ifWt^ hRR q ^<1 ^

TT3:
[^TTxftcf ^ smi^Tmi ^ ;jRqi XTT], ^ftTT [^R^t T?], ^«<ai*i [^R^I 

^Js XprrftTTfr [THTtR^X hm« ^ ^^rTT^fr ^ TFT *M’i]

Module Four:
"friTfrcf,r©q ^T3iq^iM qiq^^uf «tRFsffr«Mo*i'Hit^T%«iaVa'Ji'*<im
^ R^Rfef fr*{ ^rmr % q4^q stfft ^tt f% g^tfl ^f ^ ^r ’^ftt if

^ ^ % hft ^r ?m
XTFT% 3X1^ ?nfr

^flf ^ fSpgr vr ,3tfT % efr ^
TlRfaTT ^^>"1 ^f «i^m1 ^'i 0R«m«i %
% STT^Rf % R^ki ^FT if WlRW ^f ^FT^ FFf^T ^T3^ Rdiial ^f 3?TaTT 

sHFJ! f Ttf ^Rdl ^rf^TT^'Fft vicjfrl'^r^T tffl ^■^TT^TT^T
R^lld •aql'^vi ^1 R^|{1

hR^j< R^i sftr^trr^*^r^^rar^fRrr,^ 

qjl 1 *i 5 ^Rqi % tffTTT ^ ^Icfl ^ ^rfS’ ^7 ^pFT ^Rnr

3TFt

FT^TT 3ftr ^3: ^qTxi <. % ^TT

«Mcq^rnrr ^Ffh sr^ ^rf% i
tR ^

RRadi pxf
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STP’ft’T ^Tr^TPT ^ f^T^* ^Tcff^pf %

fclKul I ^ tft ^f ^1 ^ R^TRct ¥«f5a iZfi % h l^H ^
f^rpff f^rK, ^T 3|^<n*n 3ftr ^T%2T % ^TT ?t ■j^ilfct^Tl

n

113:

%9T^* ^ ^R<;i TT], ^ ['jR^i *T^J, R^iO [-^Rei Tf^], f^f^TT
q^] afk l^R<l

a. Contents (week wise plan with readings):
Wee Plan/ Object iv Core Reading 

(with no. of pages)
Additional Suggested, Assessm 

Readingsk Theme/
Topic

es cut
i •

(weights,
modes,
schedulin
g)'

fir1 srrfrr
TT^ft, ti 15 ^: HTcTTWr^ 

^ Ti?fdT, 3if^<gs 

W^T, ti *-H l ^ ^: TFTR7W

n<M
TRfr rmhcTi

^R<ii if Rql^i
WT], [^Tcf5fi*TTT

f^WI
^RRmr2 TRT^ [^W3T<5*i I

yi-cfln ^iO
^ R^ni^T^T^T- WR

WT

Ran ^Tfip sfrr R a i h R3 Ra ihR
h$ wf), f5m
M ti K

25%, ^
[^jf^T t*

3lt1 f^l2[

Z
* tTRsT 

R^RTff
Witt

4 i ^ sftr
# «i i4),

fif?^wrw
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- ». • *
V<V' N *

H>V1I I

ftH^TT^P: q^TT5 **T,
sfrl
H^RT
ginr '«ft
*fiT«4KH«P

ff^TT

Hhl H^fl’ f^ft7! ^Y,
!PT # fft Mk6 25%,

n^rm
T'vPIMsjiqrt

^i0
7KTT
^npnHcft, HWF^P: nrciF
thty^h

WT iln^dl

fW.sflr gift
* «n<.$HitiiHnql^

f^pRrp
‘prm

Tftff7 g’

^fkrT ^ gTHFlT, F^TTT*P: pR^frCm

afk ft cTRT gn<TT
^_____m^R^r

"fer niH'tf h 

•pPryT c
^Rnidvft ^ m 

CH MHd

UH^n.d
JTPTff, HT^TRT: TPT
PtMlft,
‘pf^TTWcft*, tiki's*: tft 

cTT ’iFRTPf fk

am ■‘fit8 <.IH^

TRT
R^idfT, 
TPT *<fxr
^r^ftfirfr

^k], pgfW
^ikkr

afrr 

f^fr? jfit

rftffYit 25%,9

t Mm rtiti*-4i<f«f>: 4iiMrM’Ald

eg?'?), TTOR%fraln
^rHI »fit



m
f^TT

f^TF ^
FF&T

^FTFTI

O

10 %9R. fItP ^ T ^ ^Pki 
F?, tiodl ^ ^Pfqi

R^iO
Ri^tO FFF^, F^TT^F:

TTt ?nFfti9hHul,

3frc
^Rcf

cRTT Tf^T
%

dH5i

ddldM
^T Tf?rii ffgqTTP: f?psr

FT?

^rfvi o'-j Rf>

g*

fl'Jl'H 1^ I

% Ffef
*

H ^ Cl M I
12 FTFR ^ >JrTTT ^T 25%,^dMc, HnMF

^Rxi, dJ-HK^

^n dl,
FFTF ct^

Pr«r
^qu^j^i id^Rl, FTFTS^T:

^T^TTcFt

yf^r^ri%
, Olci^ici

f 41uf
%

sTnfr^rF

FTcTRTf

Reading List:
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xmtt. oSTPT^rr, H«r?f 20!0
^TF, Hki^i tflaKi^,

^HT, ^f> 1977
3. TRTF, HHK^: ^nff
TORFT, ftwft, 1975

H^ft* <2.

f¥rfr «r f^^rnr Rj^rfi,y*iK

, !HTFf y'u'w

«*-HJ'S^: 9pP^ Rf^, XIUr<f^| 'TPT^PT, Rf-c*f|, 2003
H^irvP: ^Vfl 7HK fTOTT, Rrrft,

4.
qKiyitfl, 1964

5. V?ra qi'Tl,
6. ^irqtfl vjri^i M«y iqo.

1959
in-41 i, ti^uqqi: 5*1 rO THP? TPH^T^T '/qiRPT, Rwf(, 1996 

HijHRicft, HTCT7TIP: h id I THk ‘Jff,
7.
8. *, 1961

ti*^4 f^FTftHTTT ^pr, \ilK>-*ii<.<0 tr^RFf, 2010
, TOJCPT Hlf|c^

^ _ _ _____ _________
y'TMi, 1967

^tiwM ^Hrq^n, tf

9.
10. T<\'<lf\

: R«nRqra «T Pfcr11.
'rffer^nf, 2005

HHHf

‘nRaiq^fl, tiWiVq>:
^cii^i^k, <i*^r 20!3 

14. f^TF-TTOr 3ryf?T ^wr^4>: ■h^npt ^fhr, ^pth

7TT, cHJW, 1982
f^T «T^, 7FTTTfVPTTT, vPm», flMd 2002 

16. R51O Mufti's ?rRf, iTFT !n?r?Pf, ipr?ft, ?P<Rr 1975
qHiv< ^Ra, ^T^trarRw 3i«fi Rcirq

^pfr^Ff, qKi^rtfl, ?n^r 2017
'^q^iyqiq^n, R^citJ, W^l, ^ft, 1916

19. sppv ^i-fl ^yqivr, TPJPf^PT ^rPT^R*, 2018
20. TT ofjq^Ti, IH^PPT wRf'O, qi^O ^TPT^PT, 2011
21. Pt«jH Heft ^TT, r^R‘5 cftftvR, <|VJ| ^>HC1 2010
22. Tftrrar^ {^IVTjafct ^nrp ‘|4fe«c^ qir^H 25 27 07
v^cTlf 1990

:TPT^rRHT#f 

HH^PT TPPfTTPm
^rFT^PT, RetA, 195112. vMHfrt l»«

«|ei «Trf|13. ytllq VvJVm,

15.

17.

18.

9. Pedagogy:
a. hislnictlonal strategics:

*f ?iiRh TOT ^PT ofPTW % flj 3P^Ttf^P T?PTT 5t f^TTRW ^i<f^
^ ^TT ? TO ^ % HPT tjqiRei ^mpRI TOT
HICy'd n
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OKK^f t^inMO
'ft «rnt$ ^nti«(iy4H

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab. clinic, 
library, classroonifothcrs instructional space; any other - please specify): 
Class room and Library

c. Rxpertise in AUD faculty or outside 

AUD faculty

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g,, with field-based organizations, 
hospital; any others)
None V

Signature of Course Coordinators)

Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Hoard of Studies (or Research 

Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant, 
Standing Committee (SCAP/SCPVCL/SCR) shall be incorporated and the 
revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic Council with due 

recommendations.
2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and arc 

to he shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Hoards of Studies 

of the respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one' 
programme should have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken’' 
through the SCAP/SCPVCi£/SCR of the primary School.

3. In certain special eases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, 
the proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic 
Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:

R.Signature of the Dean of the School
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Ambcdkar University. Delhi 

PrepobLil Tor Launch of a Course
____________ Q o be appjoycd by the Academic Council)
School/Centre proposing the course _ __
Programme(s)____ ______________ ____
Course title
Course code_________________________
Total Credits_______ ________
Course type (eorc/compulsory/ clccti ve/any
other - please _________________
Level (Pre-docloral/MA/PG Diploma
/Certificatc/UG)______________________
Proposed date of launch______ ________
Course coordinator and team

SOL
MA Hindi

^frr i
TBD
4
Elective

MA

July 2020__________________
Prof. Satyakelu Sankril. Prof. 
Gopal Pradhan_______________

1. Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered 
in AUD?

TK h(Siu ^  ̂ ^Rdl ^

^ ^trf ffNt, ^

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others — please specify)
None . 7

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification iflower than usual cohort sb.e 
is proposed):
As per ADD norms

4. Course scheduling (semester; semester4ong/haVf-sernestcr course; workshop 
mode; seminar mode; any other - please specify): 
l$l Semester

5. How does the course link with the vision of ADD?
^ VTTTcr RUl^cf

sitr »tiR^ srfJr^irr^T tnrrr
RRtja in<J1 Rttrct ^ f5r^

^TT ^1

6. How does the course link with the spccilic programme(s) where it is being 
offered?

ft f ft 8^T fRrft,
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t -'ft *r t# ^
f^^wii'fl f^nan ^TT *T ^ ifT ^Tl<nN J<1 % ^
^FTTT SfTCHT ^ MT^'l^ vJVFfT ^<i'i«n7

^nfnr ^ftr cft^ % 3ff.(^ptjTTr h R^ifWt ^ h^tti

7. Course Details: 
a. Summary:

■‘rmr # g'tMf% % ?pvtf ff yr^mriS ? HrF^Mf&^i«,m“f ^f T^rffr 

^t|i rnf tf^'ft^w-Kr^^'T^H’TTsmrwr

htht, 5Hfi-1*rrTT^^Rf13^r#^:r^TPJT3^;K?r'n^;PrTfit’g?r5r|^|3ftTTT 

yjt qr ?r>mm: ift ^nft 5fnft ^ i ^crOTfn^cr#fffft:FTffhn'H^u-3fr?^
•fit ua^ii ^ ^ ««^oRb •fit' •<firf5r?f efr ^0 ?r^; f^ft "fif hi+'himt

s-tm ^rr # •■tptt % ^ srpt- iff i^t f^sfrcT^^^wr^r
% fr ^tr | ^r ?r f^rf^ff t ^ntfr f *tt $ #ff tmn^ snr^ff fr, ^

Tnrt q1 Kfr 3(^7 |t ^ tr^nn^T 3/tr 5/^ # hwi7 tt if)
f^RT^T3imT|i yrjfT^^3fpfm?Tt,*ff^mn':?rr?Tgm3m3^rti's^'^ifrjp 

w 3r?rsj?fT s/fc f?m # ^ hw tt afrr vr| ^ ffirtf# % sft
^ ^fit iiiyii'fl ^ tn? nf^niR?t»tt # ^TTCr •fit' t.i^niHi, tWTmT sftr

3T53ft^><f3‘'‘( Wwivf WUlftiT v*<4i % |J6"'i % 7ZT ’!X •Jg'O |^l ^Tq ‘uayHiH
Vi r»ft u^ff- f^nWr w 'TftPrtr §rr 3?r^ ^ftcR :im tn^ w %

tnzvrr ah’ ai^-TtT-iicH^ fl^p ter •■fit :fiif5r?r ^tthi

7TT «IHI*^

t>|

b. Objectives:
q?r snpft R^rc ^ ^tr

an^iW'iKHK* 34R eRTTT ^ TT? ^ 'ft ^ ‘iTTTTT
^ -ff ^tt «r^^ur^it ^ttarf^srFT

c. Expected learning outcomes: 
). trrTTVjfftgraqrrm)

■^TT 'PqVpi I
tff 3flr^R» ‘FT «ntT|

2.

4. MgHItlMI^I ■qrft'SRT

cl. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of 

each module):

X tl*-q ^

"*$t yprnPTR^PF ^hhi
HIMI

I tin

8. Module One: T<£ sffT *KT
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Tj^r % if iqTTcT % ‘it 5r%FT i ^1 <.N ^f f^t it ^chRi %
F ^ ff I wft iNt ffir FT FTFT f^TT FT% 3fTT ^ # FFT
STFTF it FTFT i FV PHfRfl FPT % FF ^FFT FF rTTF
tl^ct ^ fft |ti 0 FTF FFtft F pTT 4lft 41 Rlil F FRT FT FTI RR’H f%^FT 

f^-tif 'dcnlrT3TFF-3TFFFFFtFFFFt^l if%TTFT^ff$[dr«-tF^T 

FTFT FT Ft F FFF \ 9if ^trtrwSl’ i TTFTTtJ FT FT1 ^F FT^JF "ff
f^rrif f^t itFrTfrr i Fcft it ^m41*i 3ftr ffft *rri¥FTTcFF
^PTTFF FTF ^ F^TF F^tl

TTF:
f^t Flf^rF FT ^f^TF [y l*iR(F F^fl 9pF?T, f^it 'Ftf^F FT 

f^FiF[^itiPtF 3t?rj ^nft wrrf^ir, til^ FT f>I« [*ItiRi•*
FF1 T^^TTF f^T

ModulcTwo : f^ft-F^-f^PTpft
3^T FT f&TT? FTTf%F?r=rRl^fttfl' FTFtFF i ^l Raft FTF 

WJF F§ ^T 3f Racism FT ^Ff FTJ ^tit FTF ^ FPTT Ft SsuRf 3frT 

^HFF FF-^TF^TT FT^ft FTFT tf lRd‘ FT% # F^ff itl W f%FTF % <fH£ FF 

FT^ FTFT^ F^ i FcftT FF%fT ^TFT TtFftFf F FfFFFT FFt i f^TT 3T^3ft
FFT%“FTF-FtFFTFT ‘4t FT! *rft^TT^T 3TTitFFRTft% 9T®FT Ft f^tF <s|^^d 

FT^^T^^ 3JFi^T«Ff Ft FT^TRrFM'1 it cM<i«uRRl ^ft TTlft^ft 
^F Frit FTF i 3fRtFFFt ^ 3TFF FTF FIFFTF it ?[FTF, FtFT FT 

FFrtt, TtFt f?rfNt i Rr^I FTFT ^ FT %TFTit F?* T^ ^ sfrr FF% FSTFT ^1 F^ 

ft &lit % ^fr Ft FFTT FTFF Tt fFTT FT^ ff^TFpft it STF^TTFI FT
Tfvnilft^ <wi41ft iTF^rfi ?f*i\s^ ift^i4T?Fa*if*i ^qRI ^stfff^Tfti

ff 3Fi-3Tri

FritF sfrr

FTF:
fTT Fit?R i FTFi FTTF^ it FFT^t, FT ^R'ftFF ^T, FF^f^FTF 

FTFit, FFFff ^F FRIFF 4l<'Sd FTFTF, WT FTF, i?rFl%?F,
FTFtFTTF

Module Three: Ff^FSTTFFFT^ FTFT
FTTF FT tiftqSJTF FFit FFF ftq IHF-PI’mI d l ^ Ft 'FTFT i FFTF TT F|F FfFF 

i^FFFFftFfri FTFT FT FFTF TT^ ft hTu! sfTT Flit TTg’ i TFFF fFT FT I
STTFTir i T^* FTFlif ^TTyTT FT Tl^il i FFF it 9 il F l^t FTi FRft FT^F 

ft FTFF % FTF FFF JF ^TFTF i FI q 141 3TTUTT FT ^iWI i JF1^^* FT ftitF FT 

r^t 3ft| T7F FfFTif FfTfFfftF if TTFFTFT #T TT^FTFT FT FFTF 3ftT it 

FFFT ^5TT FTI ^(3i1 TRf-FTF it FTFT i FFTT Ft^F it FT ^ifl i4l i FTF FFFt
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^ HaVl i ’tr *1 'If ’i') W % HPT 2-i ciRtPJ ^TTI H^RT
Tr^^rpTT TTHT% ^ ^ srf^RTFT TI^ tlfoSTR TTHT % ^pft % 5TT-
TP‘ H^TTH ^ viR^ Hi^qETR H'^TI ^T H-ai^T feTT f% % f^t ^nq* ^ ^rr
ttjthptt Twi hT ^ w *ii^i f^ni^ff tt tr shttk jp ^kt sp^ft
’T^TH pferr H htht %^pt ^ ^ I^J I *11 U/nt

/■

PT^:
Hf^*JPT H^TT 3^T "HTTT f^ffr, RmI^I^ ^f%H [Mi^iP'l'^
3t^], 5fi^9rf%f5m

^gciof 3Tf^rST%^-I 

3^TT% cfHt ^f^PT^fr3?ttt^^H^?f A^silrl^H^t
cffi p^ff #^t T^TT^f if H2^|sfrrrH*^ff

^ft- fspqr p|r^ HTPT^T ^ff ^ T^TP^ ^ff I fF Hi«^n ^ f^cnf^ff
^TTHT %^T RRa*?^TT ?*x-qHT3ff ^Ty^Tl^l ^ nRf^d ^TH^Tf

Module Four:

• N % T^rr^rff•T «i|d

115:
T|HTT # «tiRcnH [^t ^Pff], ^Rdr^ [H5ycT-^t 1 W^), Tt
h^ im mf [^tt 3T^r]. Rf^ tptt 3ftr htRt^ srnr [xpk-tt^
i?], fTnp ymwj, ikr jwpft-^TT ^ ^ sr^rj, ff^
^r^niiTj^«F^T-3f^r], R<i<ir [y^<^Tn tt 3f5r]sk $prk[y?j 

^Rdiu]

a. Contents week wise plan with readings):
Additional 
Suggested 

Readings ..

Objectives Core Reading (with no. 
of pages)

Week Plan/
Theme/
Topic

Assessment
(weights,
modes,
scheduling)

THTPFtfft, ^TT 

*rm n <n R"
f^f :

9pFT [yitif*r«h 

3tn]
RhW #t

1
gw

Tfkn
^PTfrpm

*nQc^' IT 

ftkt [y i*i Ik" 3fy[]

fi f^ft' 'IPTT^ 

fkrik
Tf^TTT

2 ^jiki ytiK
ftkr

HHiHM I

x^sm |kr
3 25%, z*

fkr $*

3THT5PP5



602 m
wfibM f

[v< i«Ri«h 3T$f] 
^TTCT^r %4

afk fffr
^rmr

httstj

3ftT f|^T 

^THTT

#

t£ ^T 3|Rf^
^T, ®TH'^’^*i i 'l Hi l ^'cfl’

5

%

$k'S*i

'-Tmpt, tN*

6 viHR^nfiT
afhr 
*rmr

#r

25%,

%

ti+iw

¥'PIT # 

^TFTT

^TT 3ftT ITHTT 

f^^f, .joHq zzz 'Ptft, 
[ymPl+ 3t5rj

7 Sfr^-JTT
#fr?TWT

vrrqr
#■\<

tlH54 >
«m m n

8

^TT^T
jiT^^r f^Rnrr, 

[^ItfPl^ 3t?7]

TTf^OTT

^vrr 

vrrrr 

^wt
*rm

#

oRPTTI

wm ft
#r^r ?4£ ? ‘iQ^H
opJ^lR^C ift
%TT^,

R3d^

9 25%, «wi^
#mn

^rRTFJ^sff
^ff ft WT],

«i •i MI j



h 5^

^i^fl ? 9^r],
^wr^T ^ mrff: 
^JJ^^iJM f^^Ii gsn 

3T9TJ

iJHTt,
7^H
‘ll'j-'i-ir<4

%=tTFft
iO

/“ .

srf^T^rf^pn

KK-lil
^njr Tmr 

TTf^T], TftT

’njru
f^tfii'O

0iPi«i ?TT^,

^ftr, rfk 

sr«m «f5i^RKin «^Hn

f^f?m
3r?r}

tFmi

wr-
sfsi], [{pf*^Tn 

srn] sftr

12 25%, ?t?T?7^KctS.
5h^, 

R' m i ,
mm

#

^frf
R^fRs •
Hi'•Hi

9. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategics:

^ pttRtt <ro? •n sirptfifo y*i«ii ft ^ mRIho
TOT 3 ¥P7 ^iRd f^TT ^TTt^TTI TOt

^TBTSr^^TORTOT WFT h

TOTJ 5TT^ 3T^f?TcT ffTTl
Q*

«*(IWH

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, classroom/othcrs instructional space: any other — please specify): 
Class room and Library

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside 
AUD faculty
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d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations 

hospilal; any others)
None

Signature of Course Coordinator(s)-

Notc:
1. Modi fie aliens on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research 

Studies Committee in the ease of research programmes) and the relevant 
Standing Committee (SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the 
revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic Council with due 

recommendations.
2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and arc 

to be shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the 13 cards of Studies 

of the respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one 
programme should have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken 

through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the primary School.
3. In certain special eases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, 

the proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic 

Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions

-'0Signature of the Dean of the School
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Ambedkar University. Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School/Centre proposing the course SOL

Programme(s) MA

Course title

Course code TBD
4Total Credits
ELECTIVECourse type (core/compulsory/ elective/any other 

- please specify)
PGLevel (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma 

/Certificate/UG)

Proposed date of launch JULY 2020
Hindi FacultyCourse coordinator and team

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in 

AUD?

tl ffft =T fTT
^ *TTV f%f^T ^rf^pff % f%TT f Wtf^ff %

Rmi 'Jii2*ir | ^rr SOL LiiSi^ Folklore and

Folkloristlc f |

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 

(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - pfease specify)

None

ft7* HI c<4 +f 6jg|

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 

proposed)

As per AUD norms

4. Course scheduling (semester; semester-long/half-semester course; workshop mode; 

seminar mode; any other - please specify):

1st Semester
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5. How does the course link with the vision.of AUD?

wr3T*irrr R^iJT^nrcfRT^ hRImci" +<15jit. 
cfrr^nTfTt^^if^c^ wrhm«t «if^Ff ^ ciio' *r

O

6. How does the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being offered? 

3?r 3f%^T[3*^%rSvnn %sRru^srRrf^3ftr
TFTT^rFTT

TTr ^Tcfr sf^TTf%^rr^% 1%nTT | TiTTr^r #r stt^ ^h^rtt

'Ey ^jsai f Ru 3T«r

|Tr STT^ *i'iV'Ji-i % tiiu'll wftTvrK'Wr* \ 3TFt ^Tiq-i ^ ^ f%ir

i % gm anff ^ a<Tff try ^ fr ^rtt | [
'jflq'l Si 5jft RlJlRqr A511RW? 'jflq-l % ITsP WH&i f^'TiRia e^Pf

^ft|

^fTrTT f%?ft^ Wl'jT a^TT2

7. Course Details:

a. Summary:

b. Expected learning outcomes

c. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 

module);

^tPRtntTTSfT^f^ |f3rft xryfljteT^vgnn aawr

Vi^qi-qi vTPfr 3^fSrrT ^ | f^ff t ^

*hl^l if frKrTT ^ | R^rfi tt^t § 3T^f r*iiRql ^ftT '5^e0 ^tf?pff

v<qi ^*ii ?rRr fr imff ^f^PTT ^

F^r s^Rcq ^ J pi^ ^f^nWf ^T77! ST^^nTFT^
1%^T ^srr t.dI f Pit ■sp^f ^ RPth «TlP4) sflr ^T% R^rm sn-'^PPr ^Rtt wf 
f^rff sfrr ,'?h% ^ ^ f^nfWf % Ptf

tnfjicq ,

rffwrft^r ^ff ^pS’f^rar^ | f^rPrr % Ptf if Tp^r htI^t

WT 'JitS-n | <i)q>flif§rq if *ft*Rtofr ,^fl^irc» (7J^T ,.lRl^ 3fff^ WT^TT ^

fr7! % Sf1% 7^1% 'iff [R^Rd ^TTT | ^

^ptt zfcK qi <. fm |Rhvfi

f 3fr | ^pr ^ wf 1^ I •f>K«r



667«;is2
n vrmx if ^fr 3# | ^ ^?pp yi-Jln $ %f^r ttf

| >JlRi< 3rrft 7r*T3T%^TT ^TrTRTWTf ^T ^ilT'flol' 3frft
3TT ,T5T^T vfT^TT [

Objectives.

t

‘K*m?nf^T *Ft^ «mi <Tnfr^tt^t .^fr^f^r ^rri^&
n «n<Mi

<Ttorrf^rsfir*iif^tH %%3fwrtiHsini afrrfnrfTPTT
f^nPW ^ ^ wt 'Jih^ sflr •i^ ^rnr % ^r^nr sfrr¥TTT

ft^TT ^ WT Tfcf «t»^r |
• (Imhi ^frxai^r^n ti^'y ^? Ri-Ihi '-rnr^f ,^tf^ff

TTFI TT cTFTT W ^ | Chrtft R-)+ii 4 ^fTT^Tlf^c^ TT sT^cf 5TT f^ttii T5<ai| Mpcii f | 

Wf%T^ *ft ^ ‘fli^D |

• aftr A tie'll ^i

' *1*iM ^frJ^T ^^^'i^fl^irTj Q^Rn 6h<rii fRTT WigaifS^ FcfT TK

ferfft ^ ^rRt^ff % ^uRm ^Tttj

Overall structure:
iTfl'S a^rf % ^rpTK -Hif^r a^ 3{f^re<rf%i ^ aft f^rrft srfxF %

^t ,ar ^rar %^t ^tptt^t Hta^ srTrr iff hhcu ^ sfrr f^nr^ ^r -^ft^r ar^ft ^toftt 

§ ,Pi«^ tft^ nmti yRRfSa t^rr^'| vR5§r%
far*4'fl «ihi*n

^ TTcT ^ ^t ^rfrF ^h41 H^aTTT 5tfT 777^1% % a^cT ^5 W^stT ^ wit^Rni ETTfTaft^

?ft ^t 3{TirT jTh*i aft^t aft ^'tla^m ^arr o er».

Frf^ca % ft if «in*) sjRfr ^ | f^r % h itH*H ^ f^rrrf^at Ft sirt^ Ft

?t ^tt ^ ait ^ftaT anit aft? f^f^?r ^nf^cT ft 3^ iff ftt f ,+alf^ tttt 

^ 1% r^naa Fif^cT frf ^tcf Tm cfr FtFTm ^t f ara ff ^ TR^tFm ^ R^*fi S 

rariFTf [ ^?rf^ F^rar tfctt ^ 1% Ft?f Ft a^r f^arrf^ft

^FT TOIK?^TT | ^ff FT? t ft ^ftFmf^T Hl+^MWHle.a« H tfHwi

aTnl 
attlF? ItiHaa FT #Tatr
Ft FaTF FT % TIFT Ft TT?T% FT 3RTT 7TH ftTT | cftFTTl^?T FtFTTTT T afk

FtFtf^Ff aftaFm FTcft ^ RcnR<Tl Ft 3TFt 3R«t» Jlqi if TFtT ^tTTPT

FfTFcft 3ftr FtFtfrFTT % T^ca* Ft TTsT^ T TTm Pft\

*11 -1; ^FWlf^cF aramTFT
T^WT tftF’Ft TTF^ %

‘fm ^ | FfcT ^t TTT ^ ^lt1%F TT^TU FT 

^T,^'l5:F,^T%%,ft 3qni ,9TRTFFTTa Tlf^Ft T^ft tUM aT^FTTf ^ 3TT%FtF^ftrff

,FtFFaT3TT ^ f%TT ^ | FtF FT 1JF TT^T S 'TTF’H ^ J %Ff Ft FtF FT f^ff FT TTfr

FTTPF iff FT%TTf^cT Ft ti'is-ini ^TTT | aftF'FT T^F y*f ^FTT

yr t^t ^ Rtii afrrt f yrr^f



>TRTw$5ftT ?rtrrrfT 11 hwto-kr ^
wn % '«fn T^rfcra ctflju ,^f anft rfrUrf wm ?r jra pr f^Rn?
m fihrf^cT ^ $ .7T Tnf^w ^ ?mrt «m11 imr^ ^frf* %f^r^ 

w w# 'nffTf pff ^ | tffir* f^ifr.inf^ .wnt
.if^rrS.T^PTf *rft t«t% srrrnr^ 11 

*TOjtT-2 ^mf^r^tf^ftra- ftunt
• PTWifl'd f
• ffrwt -37f WT.^t WT ,^F7 TOT ,^U OTT

• tfruirror

nft,^ frwnft)

tft^F nicu

' vft^TOT )

• yrfH ffiffcr ^rr (^m stn gfpytfrtnrr

TW % *a«fa cnrnm^flr M^rnictf ?rt^ •ft^r f^r^r ? f&yhk$snrfr 

%fr span sr^rr ^rr^f ^ y;y& ^ *nr vr f^5^f ^ mn S nrS jtc H7m^f % 

§ pm^vr rvt § OT ^rt amm- 

^rr ar^n ^ tt mft tm 5T t at ^ wit

ffhn •f»^f ott*?' ^ eft •TT^f ^prr j ^r ?nft 'j?r^wii h^ptctt h *pt
f^rr yiy»n j

fWw^i ^ nwjim^t wtSTtHTTM^

d. Contents (week wise plan with readings):
We Plan/ 
ek' Theme/ 

ip Topic ,

Assessment
J fi

(weights,
Objectives Core Reading (with no. .of 

pages)
Additional 
- *
Suggested 

Readings * t

-*!•

\4
4

ij.modes,. ^ 

scheduling)

.4

*94

It ^ aftr 
tfttrT* 

Hif^pr wot
tJT ^

arr^
Ht^T Wo‘f 5fT

1. f^rrf^m fi^r (OTrfhr 

)?ttP^ 'rfihfT nfrrjff 

arrpfta 2003
2, ‘Pm7T VtiK (?T4Tf<tci )

aftr

1.'•*1
afa

cTO HTf^PT 

<TT‘TTfT'fcr



mm
^,199

F^TTfT]

20 Tf^RTif^t ^T ff^RT 

,'u^wz ^p^r.
2.fffi KTf^T W ^HTT 
§R5i<T

flcq*cTRrTl I 
# # 
3TFT ^T

mf|w
wr

2

%

30 «RT1. s^yj ^ «i i k\ ^ ,,*f^3rjft 

H^TT sflr y h k 

mtTR .WFfi’ 

9^T?nT,r^<n'fl‘l2009

3
^T

wl«h*rKr-
Rqi§

^CinKH'T*

3fmrT 

^'ii^i<. j^s^nrr

$T®fr^%w |

^ U?T

qll^'ti

^r^TTiwT^’

TTSTSTTI

•v
,^F*T

^TFTTWT ^kqIh ^TRi 

Wlf^T ,<i,fletiH<i 3^T9r*T

,1954

4
Fh^* »m 

3T!^nrT
TT3t' ^ 

sttstr tt
• iPiq iff

Fif^c^r ?fr?r ?^T,WRT
wreiff ,2000

W?TT5
,<rft ^TT
^rsr
3fff^ ffT

^f
• R^Tl-qn sig5*t

i?<1l6lfii7^,1978

6

7

^rr, M^rrtl
3iTf^)



'V, ••

■jn

['*mi cT^TT 
aftf^raV 

«<-o|ni ^T 
3T>^nR

•TTji'j'fT ^l?nTTw ^ sffr 
^'*iRcO V^iT^FT

,1994

O8

w^TsTi)

-^|q\ 3fr^9
T^TWf 5TO

40 Tf^TcT 

stcjfci^<.yi^irf^r orsinFr
i*fl u Vs 41

tr

TPTT^r

10 ^TcRT
^rnm fr

«nrf ,<fT^v Tnf^r;!T^T«rTTrr
^ft^r

3TH7[ 3T^7f11 TT^
f^RT

a^?T snrf ^
ffid

#hff12
ftcTSWT

<1TR ul

\sd%

8. Pedagogy:

a. Instructional strategies:
hisv.c'H S 5nflH TOT «Br 5TITOT |T^ yti'll *T f^nf^TT ^ nP.Rld ^
VifT ? TO W> fa$}OT % H^Tf^RT f^TT «ii^n'f pT TOt
ctpt S1 gTT f^^f^TFTT if ^hpi^t tt ar^r ^ f^rft %

^r^dl

•wr^ H
fFtf

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 

library, class room/others instructional space, any other - please specify):

Class room and Library



n c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside 

AUD faculty

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g.. with field-based organizations, hospital, 

any others)

None

Signature of Course Coordinators) 

Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research 

Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and tho relevant Standing 

Committee (SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal 

should be submitted to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which are meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to 

be shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of 

the respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme 

should have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 

SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the primary School

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School,
v

the proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic 

Council.

*

Recommendation of the School of Studios.

Suggestions

A <3^Signature of the Dean of the School
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AmbcdRar Universily, Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course
____________(To be approved by the Academic Council)
School/Centre proposing the course 

Program me (s)
I SOI..
MA Hindi

Course title
Course code THD
Total Crcdits________________________
Course type (corc/compulsory/ elective/any 

other - please specify)

4
Elective

Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma
/Ccrtificate/UG)________________
Proposed dale of launch__________
Course coordinator and team

MA

Julv 2020
Prof. Satyakctu Sankrit, Prof. 
Gopal Pradhan_______________

1. Docs the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered 
in AUD7
^ ^rnf TTir rr ■qr stpt <.

3pttt f, ^ ftfr h
'hi^i41 arft04Rt>41'<-<adi fi

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
None

FrR PT ^rmTSTf %
TPT ^

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size 
is proposed):
As per AUD nonns

4. Course scheduling (semester; semester-longdialf-sctncstcr course; workshop 
mode; seminar mode; any other-please specify):
Is5 Semester

5. How does the course link with the vision of AUD?
^ 3*RT5T% ^ ^ m |R|4i

prr dfdfSoi f^rr ti <^Hic4P*qq-f%^fr^ 

pry ^tefr f,I ^ 4?Tff 4 p?T
^^«-j ^ rlfcff ^ ^

%flHM
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6. How does the course link with the specific programme(s) where it is being'- 

ofTcrcdV

yR Q <a\ jtr RtrrpfT
IFT ?TH^f HI H \

•ffnrr, ’Ttf^r n HTf|?§%r?T t ^ht |i

S

7. Course Details: 
a. Summary:
*r<{ f^nfiWf *1 r 

^rfinj^r sfit ci^ f^pf^r spbrn ^ *f 5^ vg ^rpntr ^ ft snxnt
^ ^4<itl RfUPffW ^nPT >JtctT ‘ft ^RTc^PPcTT ^ !lf?r 

^Fl ftH trr «FTFTT 5n* H^RTT ^1 StT
F T^PTTFFP H^PT ^ft ftffcr ftvmr ftpr^ cPT fttmff ^ 

hTURcI 5R, F^pft ‘ft Jl’^i ?fT 'AVW ft<ff MIO*J'*4
"<^Hrcw ift tT5?r "ft ftf^ra* TlJpfH?hfr ?r R^iRf^fr "ft

y ft^i $ V'Ou 'A ft<t \ «T C^TfXF^P tllf^W ^ ftftu fl'K'frft TT^3ff %
^T'ft ft^THKI cFTT

'iMiftu "FT ftFFT "fA.4!!! ^ hicwsuh R^jRhff ? 3Rfr^7TTFTF RiefH

mpf ^ Tftfir ^ ^ftfftcT 'RTT^n 3f(T ^tftMnkHH>

MlduVFH

ftrc? H^-?F<nr srrft ^ff tt ?tflHI

s»

c

^Vi’^ R«i4T ^.ivi'iu. ■•ft yQtt', ?nr*rR7TT^frar^rfr%n'i
a^rr, hrk jt 3^15 ^ atrft drifter f, t

b. Objectives:
{%XTPff "ft y^R 3fTT^ft> iftrfb?* f%?TPT "ft tIHSi

jff ir? ^tjtti fpt ^ i^Hi+iCf air antfravS % # R<ji(*Wf w
wRf^f ■t.<.|ti'II <nf% ? 3TFI- f$nr f^ft T5RT ig qj? # it^ gf^flT iR
fr%i

c. lixpccted learning outcomes:

1. f^TPffF
2. ftyinftff ^ ftvi# ^ft TTW ■‘R7TTI
3. ^HUH"t> HT3

4. tfHM «ft VPT^TFfTPff % 313^4 ^pftpT^ftacTF ftftxfcT "RTF fFTT T?R
tx: ^ ^rft ift 5ftf5r?fr ft ^Pnr

5FRTT "ft ft?n* ^TTl%MnkH"F

17 IF



< G'9 ® * 4
d. Overall structure (course organisalion, rationale of organisation; outline of 

each module):

VttJ
HTf^T rf cnni Tf^TT ^rf^Tf&W *hTW: ^TRT^TT^^PT^T

^TPTT 'Jlidi ^TT, f^f^T f^TTC^Rt v^ni^K W 

HTf|c*n#5rai, Tt^t ^ ^ f%fcrrr t^tt ^rf^n %^r
*1 Tf T^TT Srf^TT3ftT f^^r’llcH^ WT

3ftT irf^n

TTS:
1. yqr^'.y.i^'-gjg ihttpV/aadvakosh.ore
2. 4^q ,vvi-3i^Hci 5PFrT9FT in^d 'Tcf :(^)* '^R^‘j)2006
3. HTft?*T ,TR^W ,^fr(t TOR R^<fl :2005 CJ^TT 3TCr(
4. >R *=l?f ST^rff TOrfte ,TOTTO ^TTtR ylrh^Tltf :2000 (^H<l

3T?r(

^R^T-2:
TTORTT 3f|T TTOT
^lf|R % ^ffcR R TJTT-ft «r^T <^7 3fk TO% 11 ff% TORT

d<$ ^ TO tf^T ^1 TTR^T^^FTTOft^TO ^T'ST % f%f%"5T
TO WTTO TO TOT f.\ \tif?iu ^TTOTTTOT % f&^Tpff ^T MP Rd TORT
TOTRTJ %^4* f%TT vnd |=mO' ^TTT TO^ff ^ 3TTO ■4

sftr ^ ottto f^rnff ^ 3TTT ^ ^fcT TO TO% ^7^ TOT9T<-qHleMC
TO 3TTOT^T TORT TOTOTI %wi\ R^n^ff TTOTTTOK % RtRtT 

TO^TO^ffTOTT fcT ff TTTOffl
Pl^IRd TRT:

1. wa-q^ff^ :TOrr,TO7Tff ^TOTTOT9R,20I1 f%.

2. ’T^T edd I ((,<1^1^^! RTTO ,9T^$\T f?hj :1992 (^PTci 3T5r(
3. 1R ,TT^1TOR' qTO^FT ,TO^iT TOT^ft ,2018 (^pRT 3f$T(
4. JUd'^ .TOift TTOTO ,3TRT TORT :2010 (^FRl 3T?T(

^TOTTTO^ f^JT^f
TJTOTTTOTOTT Plf^d TOTt ^ 3Tf£|RTO ^rTffi’ ^1 f^>JT3Tt % TOT ^
Tfr^ ffrr to srf^RrfrF tor <At iPid torTt totott %
R^R'Ti m I ^fc4'n STf^RfrlPn’ TOR TO TOT «JquI TOTff T^t ^ sftT TO^R^ 4>ki W «fiRrll 

TTRT-^t r4* STTOT-STTOT TOT f^tTT3jf cf ^rTTOTTOTT STpH^Rf* ^Id TOft* ^1 ^R TO^TT

:TTOTT f$fTO sffr «TRTTO RTOT
tl'CRT CRT
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faftrsr farm ^ ^Tr ^ 0?h H M FIR rfr

f^utftfTTO:
l. *i w^kA»i r^>j^*iiHi /xi'flSkHd y^i^PT t*<?M ^2^*0 ,1991 )

(sr^r
^ f$m ,rTH7TT ,f&§!T f^ tW ,^f mw TFT ,19732. 'OMw<IH

3. HT%*r ^ Tffft'uuiftar twr' srt?: 3jcrpft ;i 2008 (^f^Tt H«r(
4. t.-q-ll 3iH WvTl M'll ,^rjft T*im ,^ft irPR 3f^pft :2014 1W(

^rR^5T-4:
3f|T «u«i)^nl ^•11

f^TT^f qfr ? RRl'H SFTcTt
HrPnff *m '^'•h

^ srmf^r |i
^nrf^nff ^ hi^« RtnRWf Tt ^rvi^fp?,
•ii'ttfqiq, tTr^RT^T?, ^TT«tl<.^'llcn^, T?TT-iiWf^rf5ref^fTf TrfT-W^R^rtJ <KTf^ 

^R7T^7rn,TO tiK nR;Ra h^i^^ijI

f3nrpFri HTf^afrrn'-srrrr to# ^^rflRhff 3ft
^ TfW<l ^ Sfl

<. nlHI
vTni^M^dl

1: fttnsrf # Tff^: ?PR 3l¥Pfl, VtU^l ferift, 1998
2:HT,PTT^r?> 3tR HT^n^T 5ftr yf1^ w^TTST: faft Hrvi, Hlf^T ST^TT# 

f^ft, 1994
3:3?njf^ f^* 3U#5RT ^ cfR ?r5?: 3^F flf^, TOT?FT 2015
4:3^R ^fhR^lRRKTT%^TTcF ^ftT'TWl^f^T, lrftTK!T?>T?R, ^vil^NK,
2008
5: ? ^ffe T 3ffVT, TTcrt cTT^, Kup://www.tbook.conilanlvzw.org/wp- 
comc n l/dca ih ji u ihorba rihcs .pd f
6: ^T7T3rt^3iTvT, 1926-1984. (1984). The Toucauli reader. Rabinow,
Paul. (1st ed.). New York: Pantheon Hooks.

e, Contents (week wise plan with readings):
Theme/ Objectives Core Reading

(with no. of 

___________________pages)______

Additional
Suggested
Readings

Week Plan/
Topic

Assessment 
(weights, modes, 
scheduling)

4^1 fefVT
;ft ?r*m
5RHTI

^Rfii ‘PJT^: q«r4 #) 

irtPWr
I UH^T 9pRT

TPHTT

W

http://www.tbook.conilanlvzw.org/wp-comc
http://www.tbook.conilanlvzw.org/wp-comc
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Virar

^r^rpri
Frft^ranr?

3 srf^nrr
^rf h ^ ci i ^i i 5f^O :

25%, bfi»rra^
ijfrFcrra' # ^<H}fT*TcT

hItm'iE'
f^TRTT %4 Wa* ^: 

R\ki i

^Toq-.T^
#^■q ^4

^PTST^TRTI
5 TF3.<qw£\

q111 11 ThtTTJ :

f^i
ttst^ 5ft?ft,
3T^T ^4^1

T^TT
^ 4501^11

6 Trsp ^ 25%,
^f^TTT

=m i m

‘J |^1*| Ml if^TT ;

7

ft*
.^qoq-.-irFT
fr
WTRTI TTanTFTT , 

TT4 *•

•qd?il
8 'Dhm TFT %

Rr^qrf
^f^TTcTTPT

IVF’T

1%cTq^i

%&rm #"9 3T^Trft
f^STT^f # 

5F^T 3T^pft

3^T 25%, «re i*ivq^TT 

^TMT^fr:
4H51

4tlfr TR7T10 TW 3fk 

^fTWN^TT

’TttptT^f
H^ra*
H j5 Cl I <11

til-qdlqlG

^tR
*1 <-q4fqT<s

3fk
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«T^T T^rTT sftr11
^i^i*l ^ hi %STfiTt %Mnl

?To?:MKt*i
*

3frr12 spjnr »JtTT^•Mn!
sfKf^Rjr^r 

% sftr
Hrf^T:H*<iy

supr toit

8. Pedagogy;
a. Instructional strategies:
^TTS^RT^ *mRH Midi ?T|TJ ^ 'iP.RlO -+\ti
% TOT *f tnS %

^T VUH^ 7?3TT ^T7 

^TTOTT3Tn^'itSn fftl

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, dime, 
library, classroom/others instructional space; any other —please specify): 
Class room and Library

? ??rc f^rr to! ^
^ ^TV^T^T % RsmI SjfflR

«trwH

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside 

AUD faculty

d. Linkages with external agencies (c.g,. with field-based orgnnr/ations, 
hospital;
None

any

Signature of Course CcKJrdinator(s)

Note:
\. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research 

Studies Committee in the ease of research programmes) and the relevant 
Standing Committee (SCAP/SCPVCH/SCR) shall be incorporated and the 
revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic Council with due 

recommendations.
2. Core courses which arc meant to be part of more than one programme, and arc 

to be shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies 

of the respective Schools. T*hc electives shared between more than one
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■

programme bliould have been'approved in the Board of Studies of and taken 

through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the primary School.
3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, 

the proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCH/SCR to the Academic 

Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:

Signature of the Dean of the School

<#
*

•f *

*
- \>

i

*
i
t
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Ambedkclr University, Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course
£To be approved by (he Academic Council)

Schouf’Centre proposing the course SOI.
Program me(s) 
Course title

(VTA
ra

Course code 1BD
Total Credits 4
Course type (core/compulsory/ efective/any other-
please specify)______________________________
Level (Pre-doctoral/MATO Diploma/Certificate'IJG) 
Proposed date of launch

ELECTIVE

MA
TBD

Course cooidiuator and teatu HINDI FACULTY

1. Does the course connect to. build on or overlap v'ilh any other courses offered in AUD? 
None

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify)
None

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort si^e is 
proposed):
As per AUD norms

4. Course scheduling (semester; semes ter* long/half-scmo*(er course, workshop mode; seminar 
mode; any other - please specify):
Semester *

'/!How does the course link with the vision of AUD?
'I? UIVfis.H

3.
SHfiq % ST^TTT

*<|4I ‘-iUtMl 'Ttf^ %
Itt jtr '41 At414 tftst

TOT % ^TtTTt r^yr

sTHTT^sTTsrf^T: sflr tTf^TftT.wnrsTF^r f\

TCJTT, W , UU't4l TffTrbff if tprf^TT TTOT
sravpirnvr

Jiitrqi'

6. How does the course link with the specific programme{s) where it is being offered?
RU4* 't15U% UliiJH <1 jIM | jf|<H # 57^sratnTtiT sflr

^TT % tI%

FFtr ^ ^ 4jiHd'ai>1 =T

f^TT 3TT 4^111 f^lT TO7 «FT 4IHlf^* W H^4fTlTT ’T^TX

%91^if U4fclJi4 sm-trfJtsr

Tl*1 'Jl *1^1 I »
«FTT4T JT^TTI f^f 7 •4^ t^WT T *TP4 T^TfT iJ?t VfTJTTW 4s

Art'll

fr
■R l%3T vTT I'l

7. Course Details: 
a. Summary:
‘.-innoK R'<v r3').m*ii-i 3jfr yj^Pl'T- ^1 'TTSOinr ^ 19^1 ^ if

ft^T TT^tTr, S*rif 'Stn7 M^^dH tTT % 4rhjH 7J T
^HTTFT -iRy ff Stlyy-i TTTT^tl fif7,5 *ftlrrrT 'if|f§41 S Ud'f.jRdl

■IW^ «TF Rtn'ff xfrlf^d -t»d. R.*f| F R.<fl rf WW*
’’h tnrrf^ fstft y^vnrFT % wr ^ firrY f.\ 41 ft ft if u+k

, a'Lin FT *j JiflfR «FT ^7* ’TT 1-1 *jm ^I TTTtnFTT
Tnrmrf ^ % T^r*r sr R>ai s>(k;iiii

^ '.Rin
?t*t sjtst srfirrT ^ rrg?
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TraT, ^ ‘lO'rfi^ ^T STPPPT ''Jri^f ^uqi •T<fll q TT ^?T TT^T^T
^M'.iKH 7 'il *j'i Jftftrr % F7 # 'tTnl^TT % STifildH

TTft U '+i J <
WTlJJ4 ft 711^7 aT%T|TI 7^

tit t tt sfrr sttt tt tttt ’ft Tmir

V TIT *f oTTirrTTnTrTTi TR1T ^^iRi-i

TjcfnFT

jf(

b. Objectives 
7^ TTtf jTTTTTTT fTT^TTfr F^t % TIT T ftlyr, ilt'TlH, ufiYaTT *Tf7 TT ^ JJHII 3R?TTR q?

■Tf fsP.rvT*ci T"fi-C\ FTf TT’^<r'T F
JTPTTTT R.^1 j( i 11
TT^ PhWi T THTT Aui i<jd> TfT fl l^iSTT, 'JVTT, ^fTFT, 5JTFTT, f^TT THTT TfstiTW T

3pf^ srft fr jfTttnr ttcth! % ffttt ?t fjiHHj ttjt Pk^ff YrmRr^-
T ^^frl % ’Ft ^rT 7 TfljfRrt l%7T| +l<Uf ITH7TTRT

TT TflHln
1^? W Tfnt # HTTP'fl'frTTT' Til

WnTX-fli

TT^tT FIT ^ iftt 
% T'fT ^ ^7 if

■fTfrH Trll^ffvt'ti Wt fT sreTTT TT^ fT; aT fttT ^ 
yTTrY TTTTT TT T%Tj| ’ft yTVTTTPW T R*UI TT

*1 »i H •< IT <<tln

Ft T F nil'll<fit 
pr^, tflR-yi+f3fy*l arrft p »A*kh ^ 

3^77^ P^^frTT

’JMH njT <•« H Ji-l*l*al ^1HJI jT7!>

TTT cm'
•R a •t-11 "i^

TtftTTT^TT? |R,V|| jJIUMlNI<iign y^JM

c. Expecteil learning ouieomes:
l.ft^mT % ^ |R<3'T ^ ki jM^^I < FTr vrr*r^-^ TTRTI

p.7i T»«.'ii i

f^TpIfl T. < d 11

2 -i*i’i7 k % ofrr ^ =Tjr
3, Rsi(4T^5PTWTft^fciTi,H«T>i’G oqq^ie ^%diT

4, 'shtiRoi faFn^rTTT TiTttRc^ ?TH ft k ? T^rlRm % anr^:

ftiiSPi I, ^^rrjii 3Tf, 31f^lcq1, tTrHiSff, ^ sir^TT •nlfimStf 3*i5i ^t

TvT^f

d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of* organisation; outline of each 
rnoilule):

^PTW^R: hRm<J 3^T f?|«sm
fH *i if 'TTF^TT Vfn^, 5ffT%JKl’ii35t, **m4 ? Pi^idi FT ^FfTT-^^rPTF ^fFTl 
f^-1

si-lPrt j| 14^K

yFi^rfrFTT, 5inT'< F 4^ FFTT % ?TRT-frT4 Snl^TF F ?tn k

arrf? ^ TTfT tjffiHTTI

StNlrPT F 5^<h FT -JiTfiFK, TTIff^fTrlT FTTrr ^ f^Ff%cT %FPT FT 'Jin»i-qf<. 

FT 3T%TRT FT *TWl 

WT-2

aHH^IT

% STPTTFf 5ftT 3S% ?FT7 ^ FIT # ft t ifWTT ^NTj WFTT ^ 

fPTT ^*Rt tiWl % 

FFTTFfT % TNtF ^T, iRit1 *iRt F TTflTF t RtiRla ftFTT, PTTlfnclf

tdTT

F ftftrr?T

TFF? sflT RiaiciFdiiTjT FT
ITFFFTT F sJFltF^ ^fl'liH*1 % Tf^TTR FTFF 4H*|^K ftfw aTUlKun^f 41 H4RT

f^TT ^1 VT^R^dl, FFFTfTFTft TTTF, HFTFFT?, iftT ^Tc^FTW ft TTFpfli^F Hp^ddt %

’ifR-i i*i*-qT'H TFFT^FT FT tr ff^FTFr *f '«Rqdd 5*TT ^1 7F ?Fi { F FTTcT dlffO jft 

% FFpf FT ft^tF otT-y q-f ftmi j||i’*ii I

~
% tiTf t F FftTff 'ft % ftrFjR»r7TT ^i^lT ^fTwl
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•U'UHM. TORVfff. WVJfpWS 'ifkiPil -fT ^TTHT PpTT vft TFR ;

*7TTH> tTVT ?f^R WVT frtSPT
(WKi ^
ftttPT ^mri ififtin T^TRT TT
yn> f'lHJT^r) ^ ptttth yn? ^rrjfnr 2ffi^ ufcfapfi it TPrnr f^rn ^rnjm

%

yftfl yrft) 5nn mmOf mam >r fiTK TftTf^ ?T rjirffa RtgiHi TTHIHJ
% Tf^TFT, wVS)<| ^T T^nr

HTtf

1. '^nTfT sf T^mvrt aJk vhk«i sftf^n- ^ nww twpt, ^ 2011
2. ;<*i*rm *TTunff ,rftTOT- snrftHrH th*/ ; TvRTFft. H-J 2000 

3.yrn grf^ ft^KVKr- ^ptft a>TpR:»ft.5rtf^.200i
4>'-fMK Rnstff- ynfr ^ctht^ 2010
5. T'f*r*fK: ?m^r 'Jtx <rjw ttor, f^ft, 1995
6. ^ to wr- yrr-^v^ •ffHt, ?rm»r 1996
7. *11^ WlO: tpT I’jV'cw^i* iTVs 4^*1, f^WTT

^TR5T*f HIMHl
,•*

ttau

TH ITT ^ 7^1 H'iK'M ^ jfbTfT, TrfTTKRR^ f&Tj( i^lfk TO? JT^VfJfTT
r^«r4t, TT^TTT TOT^fT, TTTUO^IH 3Tt?, ^«flT ^T^TT. ^TTT TTO Wft sft?
^t? TOT % HTrrftT rfjTTO % T 4dl4l TF^TTI TT^TM T TO^TTT TO 

t?t? 'ft *rf^ra F^rr ‘tfWr tot^t t RT^t? ? f^vhrm# w TmiVj^tf^rr
TOVRftrpT. fbwfiftj. HRT % 4M41T T» ?ft T 5fMNd |ftTTl JTft
tttt qrortr ff tnmur fto?( 7hR?r?. iV<ft ttot ? f^nr t f^wroyr % ft?? *r ttot

. VTTTTtl

1, A
<s*

s.
► I

v .
*,!. fir? h

7?? T^?: ^TTTT 5?

Rtrfta ?T^r ^nftTO-w^sft wJ
'ftfr? •! <,**; ►»4ifft*f cn T» TT? ^ ?H7FTn^

kbEJIUI
K

2.1liX'iiitttaiwi
^ft?T TT sik 44mH 

TOT’T ^ f^frf lAl 
ynrrft % 75ft jJfc to ‘ft *nminj 
>f^n ffTTTTC: TFTT, ifr? HTfjR 

3. ftlft MTTlft dl
qr Tf?^i»T afrt 7?

% ftetrT ift? f^^lTdTT
Hi'i

TeiK'l



Wm2t4r fnrprrr ^ 'j i % Iq

1, 'iTTTcf ^ tt- ’Tin ft $ | q fl*) «t>r| - -jfi \'_<ri ‘H l«ft, ^?PT^T 5^. ^ ft^n, 2010

2 f|fr Mq-riiRni: $hi^I PHr^rcr

3. f^f
4. Trf: iprTTTT |: WyT &J^, ^ f^T, 2012

5. iftRlJiq Mlq^1ft«Pl 3fr?r *i^r-ij^rRi^Tl, Tt R^il-2010
6. cfTT fT- T4F7 tTWH^T WPR' Tf 2008

7. ^Rift fli PT jft'ji- •fjTFT ««rtiqi, f%nTT 'iftiRhi, 1996

8. 5 41ftqr trr 41c* ^\%s, Tr^^r, w^i4>, 2006

9. 3n*iviis/i JirlftuH r r^lcTi^ WTT- ?TW, 'iq-f, 2001

{ft ar)- ?r^TT»T, nvfit ni f^fr, 2007
T^wfW «PT ff7? of^T Rhi(1, 'Afl'>\ TTT^R, ft^4)

♦ii'S^n- 3
vsJIm ^ if

??T it HqqviRfl i 41fty i ft sum Tar t 3r<fft^,ftftiw ft*tM % *hn-Tifchf?
^vfhT m^.pjr ^nrmr ^*i'<tl % ^rrarr, ^srr ^

trm “nrry^f # wtjK'Jii, ?t^it 
2ifT ifft ^ 'Ji'i^i’a i < y^.ft ?T 3iwq*i ftiqr jii^ii!

f%«rnr^<fR TT 3rtqq*i g1^*nsvi

ylr ?H«tiift ■RtTT W qq'*M i 3TTf^F ‘•q r?H«F Tq^rT

fT’jf^TTfr^imr icTTvT 

H16«h/T^ TT Pnt^T

ITTVW % Hlft^ fT vFTHT, 5TTT 3^

aftr 4*qi*- 5Trf^- ’ft.^fr TOfr, ft^-fi
2. ^PT^Frf^T «r.*i^c- ? TTf^ftw ^4iiqi41 STTO 7 ifW 41 ft-y i- 7T7? g<H*1 3ftr 'TT1?

), 3ft ^?T, «^qi4i, 1988
3. w: <TTT <ftcl«i s*i|ibft«T> 41w iq J ji- iTTSTtir -41 ?TT34TiT 

1989

4. '4TTcf & ttVH- (J'MN sflAlO, f^T TT5T 3^+1 <41, 444<, 1997

5. ^nr^r^r 'iq^iRni: ^rr^r-7nrf%?frr (*nr), ^Fft Tf ft«*fl, 1994

1.

i«ti,

ifT^r 4
oR^HTT- T5T
fnTT^TT ^TT, ^tT f^TTW, ^iftyl-HTTTT Slf? TT ^ ^JN^lR^ 7 d+4141 7T

3f%q i 'i *i 7 Tf^r^TI 

77 7T7^7

arT^TfTT ^pfi’iiHi4 'in41 fti?l 'fl'Juftffl

flHIl K 7^7 # cl Tiq.l 777 qi-ftfticci imTTt 77 'Vai %

tm*f> 73777, l-hi<*lc, isftjf T^TT
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Hrn^f % Vi^ 5^-nhr-T, ? mR^I #T tFTT?, R'^i d+'Tl^, WZT

3<m ;Tr7^' ^ ^-JPT [%^r fft T<fi TT 3^
TT7 % F<!TR TT ^FT^f^TTW 7 spr^rf^ ^l‘I^M # Pt*.TW •TT

WTT fTT 3T % y/RyiRd 

H I'-T |MTI

TT^f Tra/ 5FT%

Reading List:

tfr. 19861 .TPTPTTT TTt' TT Tf^TTT: ^ff^HTT WT qi j]h41 f flMHStf, ^TTP3!
2 ^RiRy4!cjiR'f) sfir^tr RPiq^n, •ryf^rFfr, ^Rwfl, 2010
3. 'iTP^T ^ W: 'hmR, Tf 2010

4. *iHt.|<RiT qq^iRcii: *^r<iI«t.d 3ftr ^ - U^if^i^flT (ffTT), q r»f| WTSI'T, ?rf 1994

f^. yrfofrtTnrtft, R^-Ti, 2004

6MI<.cfi^ ^ ^ ^ 2002

Z.'hkH^ iiTT AWT # WFTT- THTf^mr ^IHf.iM'+iAfrT 

8.f^T W^i Rdi •TT sR^l^T- i»G, y^l^i TT^T^f^, ?TT B7*^, 1997 9 nej.R, sftx
Tprrt ?FTfcr- f^fr, 2002

SMI<.d ff H l”R KM’T Sir

T7T5TT, 2017

9. *NTT JTTtT'fl' ^FT -qRq-^JTT RRi^ki, B<y^ft1 2004
10. r̂r^d ^ Jidti-qK sftr

11 ^ 14 ■q k tTTiTIf1' t^rrf^ ^<<0

y^ir^T 41 fsqi- JT^F <j'Ji«r.*ni y*n|y|?T, dsB'^ft, 2011

jjvrfsF'ft, ^ 2000

12. ̂ -Hi*iA TRfvFfr, ^rf ffefr, 2001
13. '*i'i4'qK JUITTIT ?ftTFFT ’PTfh^T ‘iqqsl, HKI^T TTT^FT, 1996

14. Jinw-qK: ft^FFT offT R>iT«- <, S5M^4 ^FTCR, Rr^T, 1995

1 s.Rt'Mi «*n‘ji¥rT?j- $ q f h i*^ ttT" <rt 1995
16. WTTW THTIT- H^TT H4il4^, ^ 777, 1977

17/Hi''.rfW *f$.it4«ft 41fsqi - T4T^

£h^i 'ir.i,

I

t4 B«4l, 2007

19'■.RiB Jid # '47TTT- ^fr^r^T S^T^FT, Tnr^WS^FT*F, qf Rc-fl, 2014 

20.f^* y*H*i|Rd|: i Tf BtFRT (Tt ^)- ^Pjd i <\, 3"PJ

21 ftfrT

• TnrciTTr Ttsift- (w)f Tmrf^ui ftefr, 2015^ i ^i Kd 1 -

ft WT^F, =T? ftwff, 2007
*cTT- 1^T, '‘TTTcfcr?rf Rc^fl, 2001iq«f>r

22. Wq'iR(ii «ft 5ftM'^<<11- SpJIrfF' WT^FT, T? B'"4i, 2000

23. df4»u ’pn^Rl/T ?T5r^fr, TFft WT^Fr Ts 2007
24 rrqr^ k,trt- TRt^ft, a^T^F, B<'t4I, 2006
25.47f^<rr^r 5is(far^pr, «fkhRc 3fhrffaffa ws'i, wfft,
2018
26.tp? ^nffar fr- ttp? wfr,
27 TTfffarqq^iRdi- 5T^T RRlO, TF’ft TTT^TTTf ffatff, 2003
28. *FTTT % p[ 3fan?^T$r I^T, <r JitiHd TJ B'-vT, 2018
29. ̂ RiB'lil %WT- SFHTT TTF^T, TFTfRfT Sm^TiT Tf ffarfr, 2018

TTT^R fa ffavft, 2008
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30.ff*Tr
31 5 wmr- urirr ur, tttstt *rt 2011

Tpft^ j^tt, y wh. n^nr^T. 2016
33WnftffT- trft-l yJTlT, ftyfTTf TfvT^WT, 2011
34.3m»R^ft

frm; ?mir ^ fWr* *T wttrert 2017< ^ «f>»

z ’ft jntfli. thr ym» (?ttt). Trmr y*Mfi^, 2009
35.2Tifi mfiTi wr cHiQ>*-i- mcA^. 1997
36.w^tt 3R>rp^n afh* vR.’^j. w.

t?*rniJ

2004
37.*t*trtt^rtr* j^ Rsfl, 1969 

3d.*l*3j^ otpt- ^f wt^rI, duRi^H, Rwft, 2004
39. f^JTTO 3ftr
40. *TF3r 5 ’HT T^TPT- 'JHM ftdlO, $V spi^r, 1997
41. ̂  STTT *ftf^T RT^T, ftHTRT, 1993

^Rpft. TTRT srf Rsfl, 2000

fti.H«'IH1

vgRi4, *Ri-gf^r ^r, tf^ir n ftr arturM, Hf 2002
44, dlC44f^il T*T ftft Tf^rfaR, ^ 1987
45. ̂  fr*T: SRtPTtt. tnrft.flft. Mfcftii*. srf 1996

r? ft.ft.TOff, *r M^ftapr, *rf Rpft, 1937
47. ? 5*Q**C 1 %

1987-1997*
48. RiR4iH
49.if^RyH iy.JHft TT 
50.« gfWTT Rft ftrr- TRf RR sfrT (T^ f|^ ftp). 2004
51 ? yifi^Rw tft^rft 3irr pft ftftui- ft*im 54^*1 ^

46.M I •*Ti|

^»PT WS ftft’TT VR ftftip TT X^ft 3^ ftft^T pftsr R?ftp
(sttotRr ftRp). ft^rrft 1999

ft. lAitn H 1999
■foci'll, ftp. 1974

PIP Tl
T-rft ftf*«t,m

mft. ftftp ^ft. =7*nt, 1986
52, *rPPft mz TP TpftftiF PRTPftP
53, ft HR ftP*ft: P IWP 3TPS Rft- T
54, cpfiT7PTT«r?;yR: ppph Rftt ?p? ft ? Rp^trutop Rft ft tp y^ftPun tRpt-
3pftp> *«*4», o^P.hc PTTPT ftPif. P^ Ri^ft, 2009

, irp, *^4i^. 1989
ift. %Rp^p. ftp. 1997Hi <

c. Contents (week wise plan with mdincsV
Plsn/Tfatme/Topk J ()bj«tlv« Core ^ Retdinc Addlllonil 

(with do. of Su(£^te<l 
P*S«)

Week Assessmeot
(wrfgbts, roodw,
icbedalbg)

F
* Rrtdfagl

■pw 9
e*T'P

tt ^rfW tfHtr. 

T*nfHfTTI
1Xtrfh7w* ft*

jH'iei' (hww
5fiTP*ftT el vfWfl



jf?T

2 3TT-RTT IT HTnfH4i 
»f!,T, ^fsnf^r

irm w
v

3 UHW-iK f&\ h-* *iRn i; 
gHin Ru«d TT ) 
si'^n-r (Ur

r^T^fprar STTHTT
-1 'Tn ji n -i 11 *.

»T^i% HIT ,
-*i i n m

4 'flTTH TTF 30 p<.*rccni -Home 
A^jgQcnejil (after 4 
week)

vH w ^ i Tn -1T|(-

jpTTT^TT f?T^T >f9TT % ft^TT -
Slpfr fldsHI^ 3fr*

3 % f^mr
TTTvI,
Ri^lrt

'!ii«l nifH*

f^f^T •HTTTf ^ f^taT’T f&r ir*6 M >1^1 11
prft f^TPR ?r >TRTTR TT WPTFt
^'^V4

H J9i| f(oi, * 15 'J*l 
'J«)I<II| TT

3FTTRTT f^.rT ifwQ'Ji't 7T77ftftt#r 
3^ iri»»ff?PB FT -
\-i sl"^ Pi

7

jH‘mk %?rTr8 ?) * 40 perceiu- Cb&s 
Test (After 3 week)

. ^
airf^r T^-’r, H^uPl-

Tf? fTTH
TflTTTTjft

«liyMV| % TT

'idi'T, snr wPrrfvT’T
t fi^ra^r9 jfn w •i i

< *|4M ;(•

TTvrf^sfn:
(tTTT), ^ R11

1

. 1
- “ «■ 

-•i *i‘
<

iTK T ;< '!^TiTnl^I
i'3 --1 Itl *ftQ*<j

5*.-m y'rr n i«
st

f
t ^
•' ' «

n n n k i '-i vTsn

Ti'iJ 0
10 TF7*-

T°.r
’TMT^T' J1 qn '41 \

fMH^k yPn^UIfTTT -FTTi'NH IUII snurr

12 ■Runr 30 per cent- fcnd Seni 
(after 12 week)

Ti tRTT -A qH 4 K y

S. Pedagogy:
a. Instructjonal strategics:

tviih ^VrpT, T^T-tPT, *fiQ«i ‘hiyf'iwf *T mTW*i

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clime, library, 
classroom/others instructional space; any other - pkase specify)'
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Smart class joom. studio

c. Expertise in AUD iaculty or outNidc '
AUD Faculty and experts
d. Linkages with externa) agencies (c.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 

others)
None

Signature of Course Coordinatirf(s)
Note:

1. Modification? nn the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research Studies 
Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing Committee 
(SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the rev wed proposal should he submitted 
to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which arc meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be shared 
across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the respective 
Schools. 'I he electives shared between more than one programme should have been 
approved in the Hoard of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the 
primary School.

3. fn certain special eases, where a course docs not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council t

Recommendation of the School of Studies: • 9

Suggestions: *
>.X - v-^—__ _Signature of the Dean of the School *,*

,*
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t

Amhcdkar Univcnily Mclhi (AUD)
.Standing Committee on Profr^^lnnat, Vocational and Continuing Education Programmes

(SCPVCIC)
Minutes of the 7th Meeting—hy circulation on email on .11.07.2019

The following members participated in the deliberations over email:

' Prof. Krishna Mcnon *
Or. Anuj tthmvnma 
Prof. Anup Dhar
Prof. Mohdammad Sharique Parooqi
Prof. Rukmini Sen
Prof. Suchitra Halasubrahmanyan
i>r, Sunitn Singh
Prof. Siumsu Sekhar Jena
Prof. Vrinda Datta
Prof. Jatin Khali
Pr«f.
The following agenda item was circulated for discussion:

Approval of the course on ‘Business Kthics* to he offered in Munsoon Semester 2019 as “Kfhics 
in Business Tract tee*1 by the School of Vocational Studies

Members were apprised with the following discussion of the 6,k meeting of SCPVCE which is 
reproduced here:

— The Standing Committee for Professional, Vocational and Continuing Education (SCPVCE) in 
its 6* meeting held on 07.06.2019 delibemted on the draft curriculum of one of the GEC course 
of (Ite Sdiool of Vocational Studies •1 Business Ethics* to be offered in Monsoon Semester 2019. 
The course will introduce students to the various dimensions relaled 1o ethical practices and 
issues in business, lire course is aimed at helping students to appreciate the need for practicing 
business ethics and Ms compliance for sustainability.

- After deliberations, the SCPVCE recommended the following:
o The title of the course could be revised as "ethics as practice" or "ethics in practice" to 

reflect the larger focus of the course, 
o The course has too many themes to be transacted in n 2 credit course, 
o Readings include mostly ease studies. 1 Ite re arc also some themes in course related to 

theoretical aspects of ethics for which there art no readings, for example, for Gandhian 
ethics.

o Ethical questions for the three verticals would be different. Hiere could also be some 
common ethical principles across the verticals that could be considered, 

o How could SVS set norms for external agencies regarding ethics? 
o Professor Anup Dhar could be requested to provide guidance in the development of the 

course.

4

i

*

-
1
1

•i i

— The course was to form a part of the agenda for the Academic Council but for the above reasons 
the SCPVCE suspended its decision to recommend the course to the Academic Council (which 

. was held on 25.07.2019) and recommended that a revised version of the course could be 
circulated to the SCPVCE members for consideration.1'

i

1

On the suggestion p^ven by the SCPVCE, SVS revised the proposed course on "Business Ethics* 
and renamed it as "Ethics in Business Practice**. Also as suggested by SCPVCE, SVS also
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sough; ihe suggestions and heip fmio Professor A nop Dhnr on the Cuiifec. Professur DJuir 
rcview’cd the revised course and extract of his comments arc mentioned below:

“I have gone through the Course. The Course on close reading looks absolutely fine. Ihe 
Course is not a Course on lithics. It is n Course on Ethics in Business Practice (2 credits), 
that too in the context of entrepreneurship and startups as the Course document points out at 
the beginning. The Course docs well to begin with the Case of Bhopal Gas Tragedy and 
"Moral Responsibilities of the Rich to Poor". I think this is good enough to inculcate in 
learners a sense of social responsibility. I am not expecting any deep discussion on (Marxian 
notions of) exploitation or "democracy at workplace" in this Counse. Overall, the Course 
looks okay. Minor additions/editions can be created as the Course is transacted."

i

The revised course along with the feedback from Professor Anup Dhar was circulated through email 
among the SCPVCII members.

77k Chmr, SCf*VC£ on /he recefvetf commen/s trejo/ve(/ fo recommend /he "£/hirs in Iti/s/ness 
/’raef/cc " to be placed a/ /he next meeting of Academic C.auncil for consideration*

Annexure:

I. Course on “Kthics in Business Practice"

(Chai^jcrson, SCP1 fCE)
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Proposal for Launch of a Course
(To he approved by the Academic Council)______________

School of Vociiiiona) Studies & School of 
12 ducal ion Studies

School/Ccntre proposing the course

Programmers) BVoc
Course title Ethics in Business Practice
Course code SVSli;C057, Semester 5
l ota) Credits 2
Course type (core/compulsory/ 
clectivc/any other - please specify)

Compulsory

Level (Prc-docloral/MA/PG Diploma 
/CertifictuefUG)

UG

Proposed dale of launch Monsoon 2019
Course coordinator and team Mr. Akha Kaihrii Mao, Dr Meenakshi Gujral, 

Mr. Nitin Sharma

I. Does the course conned to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in ADD? 
This course connects and builds upon courses offered in all three areas of specialization, 
viz-a-vi?.; Tourism and Hospilality; Retail Management; Early Childhood Centre 
Management and Entrepreneurship.
A course on Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility is offered at Post
graduate level in S13PPSE. However, it focuses on knowledge of ethical practices and 
CSR in organizations in general.
The present proposed course focuses on business ethics m context of entrepreneurship, 
with special reference to start-ups.

2, Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 
(Pre-jequisitcs;-prior knowledge level; any others - please specify):
Those students who have been promoted from semester 4 to semester 5.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed): Usual cohort size

4. Course scheduling (semester; semester-long/half-semester course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other - please specify): Semester long

5. How docs the course link with the vision of AUD? The university vision aims for social 
justice and excellence. This course also envisages helping young students to become 
aware cilizens who are not only aware about their rights but equally are aware oi their 
duties as citizens and professionals. This will enable them to participate and effectively 
conlribute for the betterment of the society.

6. How does the course link with the specific programme^) where it is being offered? Tins 
is a required compulsory general education component course in the semester five of the 
BVoc (ECCME) programme.

7. Course Details:
a. Summary:

1
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The course aims to discuss some basic concepts of ethics and factors affecting 
ethical practices in general. U critically examines the integration of both in today 
business environment. It will sensitize students to different dimensions of ethical 
practices and dilemmas in various entrepreneurial activities. This course will help 
students to properly handle the cthica) issues and follow the rationally acceptable 
standards.

b. Objectives of course:
■ Understand basics of ethics and importance of ethical business in global environment.
■ Recognising problems, dilemmas and possible solutions to ethical issues among 

various entrepreneur!al/busmess activities.
8 Recognizing the importance and impact of culture on business ethics.
• learning to manage ethical relationship in business and social responsibility
■ Understanding role of ethics in maintaining relationship with consumers/customcrs
■ Learning ethical traits and practices of business in general.
■ Understanding relationship between business ethics and sustainability
• Understanding role of innovation in entrcprcneurship/busincss and ethics

r

c. 0 vera 11 s tructu re (course organ i s a ti on; rati on al e o f organ is at i on; b n e f modu 1 e
outlines): The course is organised into two modules (1) Introduction to Ethics and it's 
context in business; and (2) Ethical Practices and Entrepreneurship.

d. Course contents detailed in (a) Module-wise format (preferable), or (b) module-wise 
form at: Modulc-W i s e Formal (Ten tati vc)

.r:j*23pj

jiipifc
MS’""

•.•j,miiiUllS.-r#
g

] Introduction of Ethics 
and rt’s context in 
hu siness
* What is ethics?

Overview - definition, 
different, types, 
context, its relevance 
and its need in global 
economy

8 Impact of globalization 
on management 
thought - from 
ethnocentric to 
geocentric

8 Cultural dimensions 
and ethics; managing 
the cultural values 

■ Ethical Relationships 
in nusincss &. Social

a. Understanding 
ethics and 
business ethics 
and its relevance 
in global 
economy

b. Impact of culture 
on business 
ethics

c. Managing ethical 
relationship in 
business and 
social
icsponsibility

d. Gc! acquainted 
with various 
ethical styles

e. Understanding 
role of elhics in

Velasquez,
(2012). 
ethics.
Saddle River, N.J.: 
Pearson (Pg: 7-44) 
Case Study 
Gap’s Labor 
Problems (Pg: 399- 
404)
Case Study- 
Bhopal Gas 
Tragedy (Pg: 367- 
370) International
Journal of 
Advanced 
Engineering 
Research and 
Applications, Vo).
2, Issue -6, Oct.__

M. Bhopal Gas Tragedy 
Web link - 
htfns ://w ww. veutn he 
.com/wa tch?v=risii U

Business
Upper

OzhP2Ds

Article - 
Global Social 
Justice: The Moral 
Responsibilities of 
the Rich to Poor, By 
Shirley Williams 
Source: Making 
Globalization Good: 
Moral Challenges of 
Global Capitalism;

2
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Responsibility
■ Ethical Slylcs; Justice 

vs. care (Kohlberg vs. 
Gilligan)

• l;onns of ethical 
theories — overview

* Indian ethics in 
company-consu mcr 
relationship

2016 edited by John H. 
Dunning, Oxford 
Uriversity' Press, 
New York, 2003.

maintaining 
relationship with 
consumcrs/cnslo 
mers

Fred I.ulhans, «&. 
Jonathan Doh,
(2017)
International 
Management; 
Culture, Strategy, 
and Behavior, 
McGraw-Hill 
Education, 10,h
Edition (Pg: 25-32)

2 Ethical Practices &
Entrepreneurship

■ Relationship between 
ethics and
entrepreneurial start
ups; Recognise ethical 
dilemmas & its 
resolution; Ethics as 
core value

• Factors affecting 
entrepreneurs in 
making ethical 
commitment real

■ Traits and practices of 
entrepreneurs aiding 
ethics in business

■ Learning about ethical 
controversies through 
case studies

* Business ethics to the 
concept of 
entrepreneurship and 
innovation; its role and 
importance

« Business ethics and 
sustainability

I a. Developing an
understanding of 
ethics
entrepreneurs 

b. Learning ethical 
traits 
practices of
entrepreneurial 
business

C. Cict
with
controversies and 
activities 
generated 
entrepreneurial 
set-up.

d. Understanding 
relationship 
between business 
ethics
sustainability

e. Understanding 
role of innovation

R.D. Francis & 
Mishra, M. (2010) 
Business Ethics: 
An Indian 
Perspective. Tata 
McGraw Hills, 
N.Delhi (Pg: 113- 
126)

Mayo, Anthony, and 
Mark Benson. Bill 
Gates and Steve 
Jobs. Harvard 
Business School 
Case 407-028, 
December 2006. 
(Revised March 
2010.)
Logo Story
Web link -
hitps://www. voutubc
. com/wa tch ?v=NdD

for

and

aacquainted
ethical

Case Study - 
Copyright of Yoga 
(Pg: 165-166)

t

Morse & Mitchell 
(2011) Cases in 
Entrepreneurship 
(Pg: 253-25$) 
Case-Studies
1. DCF
Innovations: Goalie 
Pad Covers - by: 
TJ. Flood &M. 
Vamlenbosch (Pg: 
259-271)
2. Omega Paw Inc. 
- by: J Blok,
E.M.A Grasby (Pg: 
288-293)

U BBTW9Yin
Airbnb Story
Web link -
https ://www. youtub c

«
. »

* >
. co m / v ’atch?w=M6 G—
lLqqk2mY4 ^ •-

and
Hampdcn-'i urncr, C. 
(2009). Teaching 
innovation and 
entrepreneursh ip. 
Cambridge: 
Cambridge 
University Press (Pg: 
105-107)
Blanchard, Z. J. 
(2010) Creativity, 
Innovation and 
Entreprene urship: 
Keys lo the Future of 
Human Society 
Needle Rat Press, 
USA (Pg: 23-29)

in
entrepreneurship 
and ethics

* For every module a session w/// be organized with industry expert.

3
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Assessment (weights, modes, srheduling) *

Components of 
K>nluQlron

Class
Participation

Fi.ia!
KiamAssipnmrnl

Ce'e-Stndy Group 
Presentation

Qui?

Wcifihtngc (%) 20 20 10 10 40

1“ week of .SeptemberDeadlines for
Submission
(Tentative)

2“ week
of October

End of Sq)tember Semester Jong End of 

October

s

8- Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategies: The course is taught through combination of dynamic and 

intemetive formal lectures, group presentations and article review. The lectures will 
involve use of Audio*visual aids, engaging games, critical debate, giving challenging 
tasks to students in class with practical participatory approach.

i

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
classmonVothtrs instructional space; any other - please specify): The course will be 
supplemented with critical examination of case-studies to various business ventures 
across sectors with special focus nn area of specialization of students. Special guest 
lectures from specified sectors will be organized.

• it
ji

l
c. Expertise in A UP faculty or outside: AUD/Gucst s

-i'
• i

t). linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
* others): Executive guest lectures by industry experts. - •H1*• i1*

Signature m bourse Coordinators)
Note:

). Modifications on the basis of dclibemtions in the Board of Studies (or Research 
Studies Committee in the ease of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal 
should be submitted to (he Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which arc meant to be part of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Hoards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should 
have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCAP/SCPVCE/5CR of the primary School.

3. In certain special eases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAIVSCPVCH/SCR to the Academic Council.

6

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

CmSuggestions:
------- *

Signature of the Jloan df the School

‘4
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Appendix-23_6S3'. 4{i';
Ambedkar University Delhi (AUD)

Standing Committee on Professional, Vocational and Continuing Education
Programmes (SCPVCE)

Minutes of the 8lh Meeting held on October IS, 2019, Kashmere Gate Campus, AUD

The 8,h Meeting of the SCPVCE was held on October 15, 2019 at the Kashmere Gate Campus of 
AUD. The following members were present:

Prof, .lalin Bliall
Prof. An up Dhar
Prof. Kartik Dave
Prof. Sanjay Kumar Sharma
Prof. Mohdammad Sharique Farooqi
Prof. Rukntini Sen
Dr. Sunila Singh
Prof. Sitonsu Sekhar Jena

Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Convenor
Member

Regrets: Dr. Anuj Bhuwania, Prof. Amo l Pad wad, Prof. Chandan Mukherjee, Pro!. Honey 
Oberoi Vahali. Prof. Krishna Menon. Prof. Suchitra Balasubrahmanyan and Prof. VrindaDarta.

Special Invitees: Dr. Monal Dewle and Mr. Akha Kaihrii Mao

The following agenda items were discussed:

To consider the following draft courses of General Education Component (GEC) for the 

6th semester:

a) Life Competencies for Sustainable Employability (LOSE): Expert Level (SVSIFC611): 
h) Business Communication Skills 2 (SVS1FC601):
c) Advance Computer Application (SVS1FC634):
d) Design Thinking (SVSJFC633):
e) Understanding Organization^ its Culture (SVS1FC631):
f) Understanding Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) (SVS1FC632):
g) Developing Soft Skills (SVS1FC635):

a) Life Competencies for Sustainable Employability (LCSE): Expert Level (SVS1FC6J1): 
The course has been designed to bridge the gap between expectations of employers and 
potential employees: and to equip potenlial employees with flexible, congruent wholesome 
leadership values, altitudes, behaviours and decision-making capacities. The modules arc 
designed to help build meta-capacities in potential employees including aspiration building, 
ownership, ability to learn, empathy, and creating and interpreting reality. Thus, the effort is

1



resc:
10 build em agency in the young pcoplc/potcmin! employees such that they can lead self* 
directed lives and arc able in respond to the emerging needs of a changed environment.

The following urrr the recommendations by the SCPVCE:
- The term “sustninablc cfnploymcmM should be deconstructed to build u better 

understanding of the course.
- The course has too many themes within a module. Some of the themes could be 

combined to sec how one flows from another. It vsould be better to not specify ‘'hours*' 
for each of the themes.

- “.Systems thinking* has a much larger meaning in its definition and should not be used 
loosely as it docs not represent the universally accepted complex it)' and understanding. 
The context in which it is used is beyond the scope of the course and should he removed.

- Issues of fairness, trust and equity arc critical for workplace and could be addressed in 

such a course.
- The focus of the course should not be only on "DcsircdfFrcfcrrcd Employee*’ but also on 

the “employer" especially because some students may be in that position themselves.
- ’Hie assessment could include projects and mock interviews where students could give 

feedback to one another.
- When all courses across the programme arc revised, the individual courses need to 

specify how the life competencies arc specific to each of the levels and how they arc 

incremental.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course on 19Life Competencies 
for Sustainable Fjnployabiiity (ICSF.f Ejpert Lever to be placed at the next meeting of 

Academic Council for consideration with the recommendations incorporated.

b) Business Communication Skills 2 (SVSIFC60I): This course comprises of four modules 

designed to help the students, for vshom English is a second language, to communicate 
effectively and efficiently in business environment or at their workplace. It includes a review 
of business letters, formal and informal reports, and oral presentation, ‘niroughoul the course, 
emphasis will be laid on nomverbal cues while communicating. The content of the course 

focuses on selected materials, written and oralt related with the topics and ideas relevant to 
the three vocational programmes. In addition, the course will focus on vocabulary connected 
with the domain/vocation os well as touch upon business etiquette.

The fallowing were the recommendations by (he SCPVCE:
- *!'hc course could be titled “Business Communication 2*'
- If the focus of the first module is shifted to addressing how* one talks to a subordinate, 

there is a possibility that students will also learn How to talk to a customer, subordinates, 
colleagues and superiors. ’Hiis will also bring in the focus on empathy in the course.

2
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- The course could bring in issues of stereotypes at work in a workplace. It could enable 

students to learn how to appreciate and address diverse views at work.
- Kor evaluation, an "open jury" could be held where individuals from different 

backgrounds could be invited. 'Ihis would help students to be reflective and articulate 
about their learning.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course on "Business 
Communication 2" to be placed at the next meeting of Academic Council for consideration with 
the rcetmmefufajlons incorporated.

c) Advance Computer Application (SVSIFC634): J'hc purpose of this course is to enable (he 

students to use the computer applications to examine, calculate and develop mathematically 
and statistically correct data and reports for further comprehension. It will enable students to 

understand data, understand cleaning and sorting data, work with large data set. use Industry 
specific software and work with Google suite.

After due deliberations, the SCPl'CE resolved to recommend the course on "Adwncc Computer 

Application " to be placed at the next A C.
!

d) Design Thinking (SVS1FC633)i Design Thinking is a process or framework which can be 
used to design services based on gaining an empathetic understanding of related focus group, 
their needs, motivations, etc. within an applied and real life context. The workshop leans on 
the method as evolved and'practiced by the discipline of design while taking cognizance of 
sociocultural nuances. It is both theoretical and practical. The objectives of the course are to 
unpack each step of the design thinking process and become familiar with the designer's ? 
toolkit, * '

l
\ »

The con nuances of Design Dunking such os collaborative problem solving, visual 
thinking, holistic perspectives of a given condition and the connection&fflows between 

its constituents need to be highlighted as a process
how the discipline of Design addresses problemstopportumtics to work tow-ards user 
centric approach.

borrowed from Design and

After due deliberations, the SCPl'CE resolved to recommend the course on "Design Ibinking" 
to be placed at the next AC.

*

e) UndenloDdiaz Organization A Ji* Culture (SV$1 FC63I): The purpose of the course is to 

orient students to the complexities of the organizational structure and the various possible 
goals and culture of the organization. This is aimed at preparing students to be better aware 

and prepared before they join the real world of work,

3
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Prcscnwlons can be organized by inviting distinctly different organization leaders 

on their core values, sustenance of organizational culture and how these are put 
into practice in their operational space.

After, due deliberations, the SCPVCE rcsoh'cd to recommend the course on "UndcrstamUng 
Organization its Culture " to be placed at the next A C.

f) Uaderstanding Corporate Social Res pons lb 11 it)' (CSR) (SVS1FC632): This workshop 
will enable the students to understand the concept of CSR through which a company achieves 
a balance of economic, environmental and social imperatives while at the same time 
addressing the financial goals. It will also critically evaluate CSR and its contributions.

Visits to some of the related CSR initiatives and their critical reviews may he organized. 
Students could be assigned task of imagining alternative options for CSR to create better 
value for the concerned organization.

After due deliberations, the SCPVCE resolved to recommend the course on "Understanding 
Corporate Social Responsibility" to be placed at the next AC.

g) Developing Soft Skills (SVS1KC635): The wtirksbop course on Developing Soft Skills is 
aimed at enhancing various skills to develop students' ability to present themselves more 
confidently and also state their view* point coherently, 'rhus. the workshop course will have 

sessions on Croup Discussions, Mock Interviews, Using Social Media for Job Networking, 
Incoming to Delegate, Persuading and Negotiating.

After due deliberations, tlte SCPyCE resolved to recommend the course on ‘‘Developing Sttft 
Skills “ to be placed at the next A C.

Overall Discussion
- During programme revision, all courses for **Ufe Competency for Sustainable 

Employment” need to be examined for specificity for each level and the incremental 
nature of the courses. 'Ihc title of the courses should reflect on whether "sustainable** is 
the right term to be used. 'Ihc courses overall also need to focus on relationships and 
hierarchy in organisations.

- SVS needs to provide a summary table for the internship for all three verticals detailing 
how the internship is different across the three years according to the job roles.

(Sunita Singh) 
Convenor, SCPVCE

(Jatin Uhdh) 
Chair.SC PV(IE

4
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Appendix-246S?
AMUFDKAR UNIVERSITY OELHI

Standiag CommUtrc on Profr$;io&sl Vocalional nod Conffniilnc education (SCPVCE) 

SYS, *eme*|er 6 Cl^Ccoarscs for dcfibcralion and appro\-al

S). No. Agenda Pace No.
GEC (Xerall slfwiureI 2

2 Minutes of the SVS 6" QoS
l-ancuaces - Uiuincss ccmmunicwkw • 2

3-5
3 4-lA

l.ifc Competencies for Sustainable limplovability
(I.CSE):IL\pctt Lcs-el 2

4 I7-2V

5 Design thinking 30-33
ft Understand ii\R CSR 34-36
7^___  Advance Computer Application
TT I Understanding Orennizatfon A its culture

37*d|
42-45

9 | Devclopinc SoSkills 46-51

\

^ v
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SVS, RVoc. Gtacr*\ lUlucatioo Component (CF.C)* conr^os of 12 credits each semester 
(Teats tivel)')

Semest A real:
Language
Profitioncv

Arcs 2: Knowledge 
based Perspective

Area 3: Life com pet codes 
of Sustain! ble 
r.mnlovaWUtv (IjCSI'A

Area 4: Abilin1 
Knbooecmcot Courseser

English
p^oflcienc>, 
Course*! (3)

Social Connections and
Engaged Citizenship • 
My Place in the World: 
Identity. Society and 
Power (3)

Life competencies of
Sustainable Employability: 
neginner l^vd-l (3)

1 j) Bask Computer 
Application A ICT skills
(2)

ii) Financial Literacy (I)
i) Legal Literacy and 
Rights Awareness (1)

t

English 
proficiency 
Course-II (3)

2 Social Connection and 
Engaged Citizenship • 
Democracy. Rights & 
Social Justice: 
Negotiating Power and 
Exclusion in the 
(^ontempontry' Urorid

Life competencies of 
Sustainable Employability: 
Beginner Level *2 (3)»»

ii) Numerical 
Applkaiion and - —
Principles of Economics 
for Business (2) •

it

K

(3)
Business
Comm unkat jon-1

i) finvironmeni and 
Sustainability (2) 
ti). Engaging with 
Disability (I)
Exam ining Cull urn I and 
l^ntrcpreneurial 
landscape: An 4 
Example of Ddh? (3)

Life competencies of 
Sustainable Employability: 
Practitioner Level-1 (3)

Engaging with Data (4)3

m
Introduction to
French-l<3y 
Applied Hindi for 
Business (3)

l.ife competencies of 
Sustainable Employability: 
I'ncliltoner level-2 (3)

4 Economfc Applications 
for Business (2)

(ntToducvion vo 
French-l!f3V 
Understanding 
Language 
Diversity of 
Indian (3)

Imploring India and Hs 
Diversity (3)

life competencies of 
Sustainable Emplovability: 
Expert I-evel-l (3)'

5 i) Business Ethics in 
Practice (2) ,

ii) Foundations of 
Entrepreneurship (1)

Business 
Comm unkat ton*
H(3)

i) Design Thinking (I)
ii) Understanding 
Corporate Social 
Responsibility'(I) 
ii) Understanding 
Corporate Organisation 
and its Culture (1)

Life competencies of
Sustainable Employability. 
Expert Lcvol*2 (3)

6 i) Advance Computer 
application (l)

ii) Developing Sort skills 
(CD, Ml, SM DAN 
skills) (I)

*GK() has been divided into 4 major areas. Each area tentatively given 3 credits each 
semester

2
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AMBEDKAR UNIVERSITY DELHI

Minuter of the 6,h Meetiag of the SVS Board of Studies held on 23nl September 2019. 
Karampura Campu$f AUD

The 6th Meeting of the SVS Board of Studies (BoS) was held on 23'a September 2019, at the 
Karampura Campus of At JD, Conference Room at 10.30am. The following members were 
present:

Professor Sitansu S Jena 
Dean, School of Vocational Studies, AUD 
Professor Venita Kaul 
Pormer Director. SES & CECED, AUD 
Dr Sunita Singh
Dean, School of Education Studies. AUD 
Mr Devangshu Dutta
Poondtr ami Chief Executive Third Eyesight 
Mr. Akha Kaihrii Mao 
Associate Professor, SVS, AUD 
Dr Kopal
Assistant Professor, SUS, AUD 
Mr Ankush Rathor
Programme Manager, r&H, SVS, AUD 
Mr Nikhil S Cltarak 
Programme Manager RM. SVS, AUD 
Ms fariha Siddiqui
Programme Manager, P.CCME, SVS, AUD

C'hairpcrson

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Regrets: Professor Kartik Dave, Professor M.S. harooqi and Professor Garima Parkash

Special Invitees: Dr Monai Dewle, Ms Harsha Rana and Mr Shwet Pandcy

At the outset, the Chairperson extended a warm welcome to all the members to the 6th SVS 
BoS meeting. 'Hie Chairperson apprised die members of the last six months activities in the 
School and shared the data of the newly admitted students to the BVoc programme for the 
academic year 2019-20. The Chairperson informed the members about the opportunities 
given to students tot their utdustry internships and the need for the fmal pliieemem of the first 
batch of BVoc students from the School after the next Winter semester 2020. He also 
intormed the members about the acceptability of the students in the industry for their 
internship and also about some students already being offered job. It was also shared that the 
SVS organised the first Symposium on September 2019 on the theme "Innovation and 
Incubation in Tourism and Hospitality'* with Professor Pearl Yueh-Hsiu Lin,
President. National Kaohsiung University of! lospitalily and Tourism. Professor, Graduate 
Institute of! losphality Education, Chairperson of Chinese Hospitality Education Association, 
Taiwan, giving the keynote address at the India international Centre. New Delhi. I'he 
Chairperson also shared the members about the need for providing higher pathways to the

3
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BVoc. students and the need for Post Graduate jnd Research programmes tn Sc hoof of 
Vocations! Studies.

i The following agenda items were discussed: *

Item No.OI: Confireittlon of the 5* Board of Studies meeting minutes. The members 
confirmed the minutes of the 5tt SVS DoS meeting held on 23rt April 2019.

Item No.02: To deliberate on thrdmft (leneraf Kducatlon Component (GKQcoonw 
fortbe6rt semester.

(I) Ufe Competencies Cor Su^taioabte r.mploymWUts (IjCSF,); I’.spcn Level 2 
(SVS) KC611). Based on the discussions (he DoS made the following 
recommendations:

• Some more elaboration is required on content outline of each of ihe 
module/ themt/topk.

♦ In ihe table of course detail learning outcomes be mentioned and not 
' objectives for each module.

♦ Readings, references, and mfier resource materials, including on-line 
resources such as you tube links etc. need to be provided

• Assessment centre in point No. 9 O) be replaced with Rnd semester exams 
or any other assessment situation.

With the above suggestions the BoS recommended the course for consideration of the 
Academic Council.

al
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(ii) Business Communication Skills 2 (SVS1KC60I): After a detailed deliberations, the 
BoS made the following recommendations on tire course while approving the 
same:Jr

• Add the topic on fundamentals of Communication
• In Module-J under the topic Barriers to communication, ensure bow 

issues such as social clas&. caste and gender play pivotal role in affecting 
communication.

• 'Responsible Communication' as one of the content area to be included in 
the course.

The NoS recommended for approval of the course by the Academic Council,
(iii) Advance Computer Application (SVSl FC634). The members had an intensive 

discussion on the area. Based on the discussions the BoS made the following 
recommendations: •

• Instead of SPSS, it may be more relevant to orient students on MS word 
end also using google suite for teaching and learning. Use ofMoodle as 
tool for teaching learning process could also be explored as a separate 
module for the course.

• Provide exposure to some specific software used by vertical specific 
industry* which should be relevant for students while they are put into job.

• Readmgs/refcrtftiYsrrtsourccs including videos, links and open sources 
need to he rnenfioned.

• Attendance component of grading be removed and Assignment weightage 
can be increased from 70% to 30*/«

3

l

The BoS recommended for approval of the course by the Academic Council,
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(iv) Design ThiDklng (.SVS1FC633). Based on the discussions the BoS made the 
following recommendations:

• Since the workshop would be completed in 2 and half days, faculty may 
try to link the learning from the workshop with projects) of other courses 
so that students get the opportunities to apply their learning,

• Attendance component of grading be removed and Class participation and 
group contribution weightage can be increased from 20% to 30%.

The BoS recommended tor approval of the course by the Academic Council.

K

(>) Understanding Organization & its Culture (SVSIKC63I). The HoS while 
approving the course made the following recommendations:

• Attendance component of grading be removed and Case Analysis 
weightage can be increased from 30% to 40%

• Can add case ‘study method* in the pedagogy at point no.9 (a) 
The BoS recommended for approval of the course by the Academic Council.

|vi)Understanding Corporate Social Responsibility (CSK) (SVSIFC632). Based on 
the discussions the J3oS made the ibllowing recommendations:

• Can add 'case study and project’ under Course detail point No.7 (d)
• Objectives to be replaced w ith learning outcomes.
« Attendance component of grading be removed and Class participation and 

group contribution weightage can be increased from 30% to 40%

(vii) Developing Soft Skills (SVS1FC635): Thu Bos had an intensive discussion on 
topics such as- Group Discussions, Mock Interview's, Using Social Media for Job 
Networking, Learning to Delegate, Persuading and Negotiating which are urgent 
need to develop the soft skills of students. While approving the course, the BoS 
made the following recommendations on the course
• The sequence of the modules need be changed.
• May need to orient students on etiquettes of using social media, mindful of

w hat to post as public and what for private, cleaning of past postings, etc.
• The School need to use the expertise of corporate bodies engaged in soft skill

development under the CRS prftgrammc/otherwisc.
Apart from the individual course feedback, the BoS, also suggested that in general, (I) the 
School should use one common fonnat for presenting the course outlines in the BoS meeting. 
(2) Revisit point no ,5 of the course outlines document of each of the courses and make 
necessary revision wherever the need be.

It was resolved to recommend all the 6 semester. GLC courses foi necessary approval of the 
Academic Council.
The members also decided to have the next meeting ol the Board of Studies tentatively on 
25'* October 2019 to deliberate the vertical specific courses of 6* Semester.

c meeting ended with a vote of thanks.

•^]/\AN0v/
Chairpen»orv"T*r 
(Professor Sitansu S. Jena)

5
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(h-cn-itH of G^Ofral Fxjucfltion Compoocnt

TV Bachelor of Vocation offer* three programme*: Rarly Childhood Cenue Management 
and Entrepreneurship, Retail Management and Tourism and Hospitality. The curricula of the 
school comprise three types of courses - Skill Courses, Industrial Tralning/On-Job-Tmining; 
and Genera] Education Component (GEC). The GEC is a duster of courses that are offered to 
all the students of BVoc irrespective of their vocational specialisation.

The curriculum of GEC as mandate by UGC is designed by the University and constitutes 
40H of the total BVoc curricula. Thus* the GEC has been designed keeping in mind the 
vision and philosophy of Ambedkar University Delhi. The belief that while School of 
Vocational Studies is a vocational school, its students must also gain knowledge and 
application of it,thercby fostering their development os socially conscious and responsible 
citfren*. In addition, the GEC courses rulfil the objectives of General Education Component 
scaffolding the vocational specific courtes/programmes by imparting technical skills.

According to the UGC GuMelincji for Introduction of Bachelor of Vocation (BVoc) 
Programme In Uniwstties and Colleges under the Motional Skill* Qualifications Framework 
(MSQF/, the Genera! Education Component needs to take cognisance of the following:

(t) The GKC should adhere to the normal university standards. It should emphasis and 
ofTer courses which provide holistic development.

(ii) The GHC of the curriculum will be decided by the Board of Studies of the concerned 
University / Autonomous College. This may also include the course<s) which are 
supportive to core trade in addition to soft skills, TV skills, and language 
proficiency and literature.

Each of the Foundation Course, thus, has been developed keeping in mind the following: 
j. the need to equip the students with knowledge that helps (hem understand better the 

world they live in;
ii. to build the life>skilis of the students that help them in their organisation, peers and

self: and
iii. to equip the students with practical skills that are needed as professionals.

The GEC is a cluster of courses comprising 12 credits per semester or 24 credits per 
academic year if then arena exfh. T>it credits of GEC are calculated by UGC Guidelines as 
follows

i
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• The GEC will be assessed by the concerned university' as per the prevailing standards 
and procedures. The Iblfowing formula may be used for (he credit calculation in 
general education component of the courses:

• GEC credit refers to a unit by which the course work is measured. It determines the 
number of hours of instmcttoiis required per week, One cmll\ vs equivalent to one 
hour of teaching (lecture or tutorial) or two hours of practical worfc/fleld work per 
week. Accordingly, one Credit would mean equivalent of 14-15 periods of 60 minutes 
each or 28 - 30 his of workshops / labs.

• For internship l field work, the credit weightage for equivalent hours shall be 50% of 
that for lectures / tutorials. For self-learning, based on c-contcnt or otherwise, the
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credit wejghtagc for equivalent hours of stud)' shall be 50% of that for lectures / 
tutorials.

Based on the above defined parameters the GEC has been divided into four areas:

Language Proficiency (3 credits)
,ife Skills (interpersonal and Organisation) (3 credits)

Knowledge-based Perspectives (3 credits)
Iv. Ability Knhancemeat Courses (3 credits)

These areas have been elaborated in the beginning of the outline of courses in eachArea in the 
subsequent pages.
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Gcncrtl Fdooitian Com poo cot 

Ambodkjir Universir>- Delhi 

Scmesirr6: Ami: Langoage ProHcienr}'

Under the umbrelb of language ProfickTKy, various courw^ aim lo help develop and 
improve the language proficiency of (he students, (n Semeflm I and 2, a general (English 
language proficiency fas English Ihtificicncy Couwcs (El'C 1 and 2)1] was the focus; and for 

Semester 3 Busfnesx Comtnun/cafion I will be taught,

Proficiency courses lend to lake care of general language competencies, 
while Commun/rcr/on counc caters tn spec I He needs of particular sectors. Having
required general proficiency is a necessity but not a sufficient pre-condition for someone to 
pick up business communication. Thus, flus/ncss Communrcar/n/i t is more specialised, with 
a narrower focused field of ESP (linglish for Specifrc Purposes); and hence should not ideally 
be subsumed within KPC The curricula of both have been drafted and taught in colh bora lion 
with (he Centre for English language (Education (CCLE), AUD.

In Semester d, Intrvduetion to Bath frvnch (3 Credits) w'ill be offered as a foreign language 
and mandatory' for the students of Tourism and Hospitality, Applied Hitxii for Rusukm (3 
Credit^ as a Modem Indian language will be ofTertd to the students of Retail Management 
and Early Childhood Centre Management and Entrepreneurship.

In Semester 6, an advanced version of Business Communication II w ill be offered.

Renamed tiler MS 70IS as advised by ihe (toerd of Studies to AprikMay 20IS-*the new nonwnctature Is: 
Itogluh Proficiency 101 tftd Hn^thh Proficicncs 102 (Scmcscr I); and Rnglitk Proficiency 102 and English 
Proficiency t03 to Semnlo 2. The students will be divided mto two groups, Bask and Intermediate, based on 
the resell* of English Apitude Test at ibe beginning of Scmeaef 1. Before the cQAChr?k» of Semester I, an exit 
lest mil (rack (Mr proficioicy, after which the studeru will in a higher level. However, with the help
of Language Software, h u hoped (hat all the student* will exit ti an affroximate Mlar level ofiroficienc).

I
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Proposal for Launch of a Course 
(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School/Centre proposing the course School of Vocational Sludies
Pro gramme (s) Advanced Diploma- BVw. General Cdueavion 

Component
Course title Business Communication 2
Course code SVS1KC60I
Total Credits 3 (45 hnp
Course t>pe {core/compulsor>'/ elective/any 
other-please specify) 

Foundation Course

Level (Prc-doctoral/MA/PG Diploma
/Certificatc/UG)_____ ,______ ___
Proposed date of launch

UG

Winter 2020
Course coordinator and team Dr.MotialDewle

1. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with unv other courses offered in 
ADD?
Business Communication and Personality Development (BC&PD) (SBP2MB128) is taught 
in Semester I in School of Business, Public Policy and Social I intrapreneurship and 
Business Communication 1 (BC1) (.SVS1FC201) in Semester 3 at the School of Vocational 
Studies. While BC&PD and BC \ have similar objectives and outcomes as the course 
Business Communication 2 and thus is vertically integrated, the latter has been designed as 
a more advanced course compared to BC 1. The progressive level of BC 2 has been 
designed keeping in mind that the job roles of the students at the end of Semester 6 are of 
managerial level and require a more advanced understanding of the nuances of business 
communication. It has different emphasis and caters to the needs of the ihree vocational 
programmes. Business Communication Us also pitched at the undergraduate level unlike 
BC&PD. The various components as identified in the course would need to address the 
three distinct foci of the school in terms of worksheets, role play and to some degree the 
audience that the students are going to interact with in course of their profession. An 
advanced version, Business Communication 2, is being proposed for either Semester 6 
based on the job roles that are managerial and entrepreneurial in nature at the end of Year 3. 
In addition, Kngfish Proficiency Courses I and 2. taught, in Semesters I and 2, covered 
grammar, pronunciation and reiated structures; and these will only be taught as ancillary to 
theBCl.

2. Specific requirements on (he part of students who can be admitted to this 
coursc:(Pre requisites; prior knowledge level; aoy others - please specify);
None

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed):
Compulsory for all students of School of Vocational Sludies

4. Course scheduling: (summer/wloter course; semcstcr-long course; half-scmesler 
course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other-please specify):
Semester 6: Semester long

9
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5. IIoh does (he coon* link with (he vision of AUD tod (he specific programme**) 
where J( i* helng offered?:

AUI) considers ii (o be its mission to create sustainable and effective linkages between access 
to and success in higher education. Against this background, the HVoc programmes O outism 
and Hospitality; Retail Management and EaHy Childhood Centre Management end 
Entrepreneurship) impart practical training to Its undergraduate students to enable them to 
pursue full-time or pan-time tertiary education. Ttay ore industry related specialised 
programmes and courses. The programmes are in alignment with National Skill 
Qualifications framework. The course under proposal aims (o bridge the gap between the 
skin-profiles of the graduates and (hose that are required by the industries in the job market 
i.e.: effective business communication in order to facilitate efficient work culture.

6. How does (he course link with (he specific programme**) where ft is being offered?
The General Education Component is a cluster of courses for all three HVoc programmes at 
SVS. The GEC courses aim to strengthen communication skills, promote a deeper 
understanding of self and provide academic exposure to a wide range of social, political, 
economic aspects around which they wjN strive to build their perspectiv'es. Given this, the 
proposed course fulfils the objective of General Education Component scaffolding the 
vocational specific eourses^prog^mmes.

*•

7. Coarse Details:
a. Summary”

This is a specialised course comprising of four modules designed to help the students, for 
whom English is a second language, to communicate effectively and efficiently in business 
environment or at ibeir workplace. In some ways it builds on the English Proficiency Courses 
of Semesters I and 2.

• a
II road ly speaking, some of the aspects covered by flusims Communication J are as follows:

talk
chat

lekphone 
1 interview 

tneeting

■"9

cnail. <.
" Ictiei 

note 

report 
advertisement 1

Corrarmni ration

Ibe above segments aho include Mnesrcs, haptic, proxemlcs oculesics, chronenttcs etc. This 
course provides an application based guide to communicating effectively in the world of

10
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business by understanding various strategies for effective communication, ]t includes a 
review of business letters, formal and informal reports, and oral presentation. Throughout the 
course, emphasis will be laid on non-verbal cues while communicating.

Tlic content of the course focuses on selected materials, written and oral, related with the 
topics and ideas relevant to the three vocational programmes. The course also hopes address 
the pronunciation issues through recorded self-critique, and evaluate their peers through the 
same medium. In addition, the course will focus on vocabulary connected with the domain/ 
vocation as well as touch upon business etiquette.

The instructor reserve^ the right to add or subtract topics, concepts etc based on the needs of 
the students. Speaking, listening, writing and reading skills In that order will be developed 
throughout the course.

b. Learning Objectives:
The objectives of the course are:

• To gain un understanding of the barriers which can affect the communication process 
in workplace and how to overcome them

• To understand the Importance of interpersonal communicative skills in workplace
• To understand the skills of questioning and techniques to use this skill in workplace
• To understand vhe feedback model of self-awareness and how it can be used as a toot l 

to analyse self for efficient communication in workplace
• l*o be aware of different leadership styles in workplace
■ To gain an understanding of conduct meetings and discussions in responsible manner 

in workplace
• To identify different types of written cummunication in workplace such as mails, 

reports, proposals and memo* and write it effectively and efficiently

c. Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of such organisation):
The course lias identified achievable topics that are core to any successful course on 
communication at workplace. The facilitator Was the choice of adding to the lists, Hach 
Module is Jo be aligned with the verticals. J3C I is a more generic and basic course which 
w\U progress to BC II in Semesters 5 or 6 wherein the students will be taught a higher 
order of skills related with business communication including report writing and 
interpretation.

d. Course contents detailed in week-wise formal (tentative) / module-wise formal:

Note: The course has been visualised keeping certain themes or behaviour patterns in mind It 
is hard to these in a week-wise format. This is a hands-on course where the succeeding 
session is by and large dependent on Jhe manner in which ihe current session progresses. 
Broad themes have beer? identified.
The table formal has been adapted to suit the needs of ihe course as well as being mindful 
of the A4 portrait format of printing. Also, since SVS follow the AUS> policy of 
Continuous Evaluation and A ssessment, the assessments are not designed in a module* 
wise format. The assessments are cited in point 9.

11
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Mods] PUfl/Thcme/Topic CoreR'rtdfng^LfamJns Oofcocbrs
le

I Upon completion of this 
module, the student* ui/l be 
able to;
• be avsnre of the knowledge 

where communication* 
might fail and may lead to 
confusion and 
misunderstanding

• overcome situations where 
their messages may be 
distorted and convey clear 
and concise mesage

• able to calk and
comm unicatc etTcci ivc \y
with people of diverse 
social and economic 
background

Barrier* to
Communication

• Anitudinal barrier
• Hijslological 

barrier
• Physical harrier
« P5><cho]ogicaJ

harrier
• Socio-cuitural 

harrier
• Communicotion 

with subordinates
• Transactional 

Analysis fl*A) as 
means 
understand 
overcome barriers

♦ .Mukerjee. Moo'Sankar. 
(2017).
Communication: 
Connecting at Work.

• h«p* J/ wv> w. ui .cd u.sah; iles 
/I0012 lO'Subifrts

Buxines*

to
and

2 Upon the completion of
(his module, the students 
will be able to:

►Voft'verbe/ and 
Verbal
cotnmunica/ioft"____
• Conversational 

skills/
Interpersonal
communicative
skills

• Questioning skills 
and techniques

• Public speaking
• feedback model 

ofse? fawn re ness
• Kesponsibleand 

efficient 
communication 
(appropriate use of 
social media, 
ethics of
communication, 
representation of 
self in the business 
and personal

• understand the significance 
of implktt messages 
conveyed through non
verbal communication

• how to question someone 
w ithout offending him/her

• how to inform, convince 
and persuade colleagues in 
a w orkplace about a topic

• how to understand self 
through the feedback given 
by others

• how to communicate 
efficiently on social media, 
be responsible to what is 
conveyed on social media, 
representation of self on the 
media

» Bnvee. Court land. John 
Thil l&MukeshChttUTvedi.

Business(2006).
Communication T oday 

• www.cmb-
mch.ea/cn/fi les/WH ATJi 

INTER PM R SON A L CO 
MMUNlCA flON RN.odf

• htt osy/ww’vv. fd ,un I. nt/doce 
ntes docs/fflaMGON

2SS47,ndf
• htt p*;//w vvvv. ncafgon h i |>her 

ed.c pmfnsyt ^sarpolech.i nt 
er/0/2/0/3/020S94?Ml

% hUm'i/stJos.riH.wHr-edu/lOh
9flh\> poor t/roha >; { <pUI qCha 
PO)?n30Q?.odf
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world, how to deal 
with sensitive
rsstJC.s,
communication
threat)

3 Workplace Skills: Upon \he ol the
module, the students wj)j be 
able to:

• Leadership Styles
• Meetings and 

Discussions 
workplace 
(collegial tty. 
decision-making, 
ladder 
inference)

• r>mai1 writing (for 
T&H: answering 
to Tourists, 
information about 
packages, 
ticketing system;
For ECCME: to 
organize meetings 
with different 
organisations 
answering parent 
complaints; For 
KM: answering to 
complaints, 
meetings, 
superiors/pccrs, 
subordinates)

• Reports (for RM:
feedback from
customers and
colleagues, sales 
report, 
report; 
fiCCMI:: children 
report; feedback 
from parents and 
colleagues, 
quarterly report 
and yearly report.

T&H. 
quarterly and
monthly report)

• Proposals (for

• Understand different styles 
in leadership they might 
come across in the 
workplace

• conduct meetings and 
discussions in workplace m 
civilised manner

« write memos, reports and 
proposals with respect to 
different situations

Bovee, Court I and, John 
Th i 1 l&M ukesh Chat ur ved i.

Business 
Today: 

Dorling kinderslcy, Delhi 
adm in.umt ,ed u. pk'Med i 
i le/STD 1 /Fi le Man agertOsa 
maArticle/sep7/unpan0247 
04.pdf
htt ps ://www. ac adc m ia .edu. 
/33135939/WQRKPLACC 
ETHICS AND VAI.UE

(2006).
Communication

in

of

SYSTEMS
https y/www.manafre.gov.in/
studvfnatenal/workfthics pdf

*

review
tor

for

n

http://www.manafre.gov.in/
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planning; For
KCCMK:
cstablisKmcat of 
their
ccnue/crtche: for
RM;
plan)

• Memos

own

i

‘Non-verbal and verbal communication skills module will he built on what has been taught to 
the students in the RCI course and what they gained from their experience in OJT (On Job 
Training).

Kcfercnoe

• Mukeijce. llor>' Sankar. (2017), Business Communication: Connecting at HbWL New 
Delhi: Oxford Univcrxity Press.

• Bovee. Courtland, John Thill A Mukesh Chaturvedi. (2006). Business 
Comnum teat ion 'foday. Doriing ktndcrsley. Dcihi.

• Worksheets
• Other materials Facilitator Specific
• YouTube Dips related with Business Communication
• Ted T alks related with Business Communication
• Film like Mtnvta Bhai MBBS and the like can also be used for effective 

commrnucation

8, Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategies: This Is primarily visualised as an applied or hands-on

course wherein after a brief introduction, the students are given situations or 
examples where they apply the themes rn focus. Role play, simulations, 
YouTube clips, quizes, interaction, real life situations from students' own 
experiences on Industrial Internships and so on. The course vsill be taught 
through Mended approach, and a portion of the course will also be covered in 
the IT Labs for the necessary modules.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio. Jab, clinic, 
library, classroom/others instructional space: any other - please
specify):Computer tab and haste multimedia, library, classroom

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: Combination: CCU;. other Faculty or 
external expertise where needed

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, 
hospital: any others): None

9. Assrssreeoi structure (modes and frequency of assessments)

14
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TIic Genera) Education Component ts assessed by the University in accordance with its own 
policy.

• SV$ to Hows Aim's policy of comttwious assessment.
• SVS follows the AU0 policy wherein no single assessment will account for 
more than 40 per cent.
• It will be undertaken to test the student's acquisition of skills and application

Tentative or Suggestive Assessment Schedule with Weightage (Changes would he 
communicated to the students)

Note: Three Assessments in the following manner are balanced fur the said course. 
There will he an effort to undertake cross-curricular assessment. For example, based on 
the nuances of Module 2 of the course, cumulative assessment with another course w ill 
be undertaken.

S.No. Assessment Period
Assessment

of Weightage

1. Active/ Constructive Class* Panic ipat ion- 
Attendance - Worksheets

Throughout the 
semester

30%

2. Simulations - Role Plays* 'throughout the 
semester

40%
Scattered

3. End Semester / Presentation Af the end of 
the semester

30%

•Customised to suit the needs of the programme by the facilitator or replace role play with 
another application-often ted strategy/ technique. Thii assessment is given the maximum 
percentage because the students already done internships on OJf (On Job Training), in the 
different sectors of their verticals. Therefore, in this course the practical aspect has been 
focused and it would help the students to gel a preview of the situations they might face in 
their workplace. These role-plays might help them to deal with these situations without 
offending anybody and appropriate behaviour in the workplace.

vf

Signature of Course Coordinator!*)
Note:

1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Hoard of Studies in its 3,d meeting 
on 26 April 2018 and those of the SCPVCH (held on 8 June 20l8)/rave been 
incorpcraied and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic Council 
with due recommendations.

2, Core courses which arc meant to be part ol more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across Schools^ may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should 
have been approved m ihe Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCA P/S C P VC E/S CR of the primary School.

15
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3. Jn ccrbin special cases, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 

proposal may he submitted through SCAP/SCPVCI^SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestionv.

L /

0^7
SlgnutMte of tht I>e»Tt of the School

16
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General Education Componenl 

Ambedkar University Delhi

Area 2: Life SkilH

Life Skills (lmcrper$on<il and Organisation): This course titled Life Competencies for 
SvMamable Employability (LCSE) looks at connections between individuals, groups, values, 
attitudes,-betiavioucvconflict resolution, interpersonal and organisational behaviour, h also 
focuses on developing important abilities in the youth like effective decision making and time 
management. While the basic frame was developed with the help of AUD internal faculty, the 
course has been developed and taught by members from Pravah5. The course is pitched at 
progressive levels and continues for all Semesters, as mentioned below:

* Semester 1: Beginner l^vel 1
• Semester 2: Beginner Level 2
♦ Seme ster 3; Pra ct i t i on cr Level 1
• Semester 4: Practitioner l evel 2
♦ Semester 5: Expert Level 1
♦ Semester 6: Expert Level 2

5hUp:Vpravah.iVg/comeoV

17



Ambedkar Uaivcrsit>' f>efhr 

Proposal for Launch of a Course 

(To be approved by the Academic Council)

School/Centre proposing the course School of Vocational Studies

Programme^) <ieneral Education Component

Course title Ufc Competencies tor Sustainable 
Employability (LCSE): Expert Level 2

Course code SVSIFC61I

(FSemester

Total Credits 3

Course type (core/coinpulsory/
elective/any other - piease specify)__
Level (Pre-rioctorai/MA/PG Diploma 
/CcrtiHcatc/UG) 

i'oundation Course

UG

2019Proposed date of launch Monsoon Semester
Course coordinator and team Dr Richa Awasthy, Dr Cheryl Jacob and 

Members of Pravah

Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in 
AUI)?: The course, Life Competencies for Sustainable Employability (LCSE): Expert 
Level}* does run consciously ot systemeAtcaUy builds ctr overlaps with tAhcr courses in 
AUI) (other than the ones at SuhooJ of Vocational Studies) but connects with various 
courses ottered in School of Business, Public Policy and Entrepreneurship. However, the 
objeciives, pedagogy and direction of the sessions are different. The LCSE: Practitioner 
Level \ is vertically integrated with the LCSE: Beginner Levels I and II offered in 
Semesters 1 and 2. LCSE will he offered throughout the six semesters at varying 
progressive levels.

L

\
Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: 

(Pre-requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify): There arc no 
specific requirements or prerequisites for joining the course. Initially, the course is open for 
the students enrolled in BVqc Programme hut it is hoped that with the provision of credit 
transfer at AUD, students from other school of AUD will be able to opt for this course too 
after the pilot launch.

No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
propped): Number of students will be bavd bn the size of Ihe cohort admitted/promoted 
to Semester 3 to the Bachelor of Vocation (B.Voc) Progi'ammc

2.

3.

4. Course scheduling: (sumnierMinter course; semester-long course; half-semester 
course; workshop mode; seminar mode; any other-please specify): Semester long 
course for Retail Management and Early Childhood Centre Management and
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frirepreneurchip; tnd dependent on the duration for which the students of Tourism and 
Hospitality ere in campus.

5. How <focs the count* link with the *11 too of AUI)?:AUI) aspires to provide its students 
with high quality education that liberates and empowers, promotes equity and social justice 
tad cowihutes «y the devdepmem of empa\he\it, responsible human tongs. IV BVoc is an 
innovative, comprehensive, experiential learning programme that combines skill training in 
specific vocations with General liducation Component which strengthens communication 
skills, promotes a deeper understanding of self and provides academic exposure to a wide 
range of social, political, economic aspects around which they will strive to build their 
perspectives,

6. How does the course link with the specific programme^) where it Is hclog offered?: In 
order for livelihoods to he sustainable, young people need to have the knowledge, skills, 
attitudes and appropriate behaviour to get work, stay in work and do their job well. It would 
follow* that employability programmes should have domain skills along whh life capacities. 
IV Mia Skill Report 2017 reiterates this by showing that employers wish to hire people 
who possess major life capacities. Please refer to the adjoining diagram1, where life 
capacities and skills add up to 71% (adaptability, cultural fitmeni interpersonal skill, 
integrity and values, learning agility and communication) and Technical skills (domain 
expertise and numerical and logical ability) odd up to only 21%.

Ufe Competencies for Sustainable 
KmpfGyoblttiy takes this vision and 
its goals forward. II seeks to 
develop an Intellectual disposition 

- in the students through situated 
cognition and informed debate* so 

. that they are equipped to learn* 
undentand and reflect on all tones 
In logical, moltMlisciplinmry yet 
sensitive, creative way* and evolve 
into socially responsible, mature 

_ ritlrcns who value diversity and 
difference.

femi
OrtawtoU

f*uiaiTj ’n
c\ i

4

%
ram, n.a

r.1771
%

I'ravab's life capacities programme U specially designed for the skilling sector, using a 
holistic livelihood approach. The key* difference between LGSK and a traditional 
vocational training approach is the integration of real employer needs and a youth 
development approach, in a ty pical vocational training approach, the driving forte 1$ 
the market and there B a bea*y skew towards providing technical skills with a more 
recent iddUiou of some limited ctosvroom based life skills such ns communication 
(focusing largely on how* to do well in the interview*), team*work, grooming and customer 
orientation.
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In contmi, in (he i.CSU approach. (He driving force is the young person an<J thus ihe starting 
point is facilitating the young person to understand themselves and their aspirations so that 
their livelihood choices are aligned to these aspirations. The emphasis is on building 
capacities and skills that an employer would took for, including the ability to deal with 
conflicts positively, to take initiative when necessary', and to take decisions which reflect a 
good balance of people and task orientations, to negotiate effectively and be a good leader is 
given. Therefore ifs colled I.CSE wherein life capacities are key elements for enabling the 
young people to sustain in their job/ area of employment.

7. Course Detail*: Riper* Level I and 2 (Year 3) 
a. Summary: The course, /.//c Ounprrrnrfer/or Sus/a/rub/e E/^p/oyaMt^, has been designed 

to bridge the gap between expectations of employers and potential employees; and to equip 
potential employees with ITr\ible, congruent wholesome leadership values, attitudes, 
behaviours amj decision-making capacities. .

Values, attitudes and behaviours are the cote of the curriculum. Modules art designed to 
help build meta-capocities in potential employees including aspiration building, ownership, 
ability to Icam, empathy, and creating and interpreting reality, lister on the course talks about 
how an entrepreneurial mindset and system thinking approach helps the students to 
understand different siakeholders/parls in an organizational system.

Since there are different elements in the organizational system, their needs are also different; 
and as there tut different needs for each element, there is possibility of conflicts/ gap. It's 
important to understand the gaps in lhe organization arise due to mismatch in the envisaged 
and actual execution and look out for holistic solution oriented approach.

Effective decision making and behaviour; arc input modules that help make the potential 
employee an efficient effective, happy and preferred by the employer. It has sessions on 
enhancing productivity, goal setting, project management, decision making, discipline, 
customer orientation, empathy, health and well-being, positive relationships, handing cultural 
transitions. resoKe conflicts, teamwork, wholesome leadership skills, and finally congruency 
between inside and outside.

Alignment to social realities takes the potential employees a step further and helps build a 
socially responsible perspective in them such that they appreciate and respect diversity 
including gender, caste etc. Thus, the effort is to build an agency in the young 
pcoplc/potcmia) employees such that they can lead self-directed lives and are able to respond 
to emerging needs of a changed environment.

b. Objective: After completing the course, students will be able to:
r

a Analyse their needs, articulate their aspirations, identify the values and altitudes behind 
their patterns that arc hindering them and inspire them to strengthen their capacities using 
simple tools.

• Build understanding am! develop meta-capacities of effective decision making, goal 
setting, project management that helps them to lead towards reach the potential to become 
efficient, effective, happy and preferred employee by the employer.

r

r

a

I

c. Expected learning outcomes: Curriculum Goals of LCSE:
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• Bridge ihe gap between expectations of potential employers and employees.
• Equip potential employees with flexible, congruent wholesome leadership values, 

attitudes, behaviours and decision-making capacities.

Overall structure (course organisation; rationale of such organisation): 
The 'Life Competencies for Sustainable Employability* is a life skill based curriculum. The 
course is divided into 5 modulus for the Semester 5, In Semester 5 3 total of 9 sessions would 
be required to transact the course, additionally 3 lo 4 sessions will be part oi assessments and 
project work.

7 he course i< divided inlo 5 modules for the Semester 6. In Semester 6 a total of 7 sessions 
would be required to transact the course, additionally 3 to 4 sessions will be pan of 
assessments and project work.

The number of sessions is inclusive of in-built assessment time and presentations by students. 
Sessions may be combined into 4 hour slots once or twice in the semester tor field based 
experiential learning activities, assessments and group project work.

Table 1: Overview of Life Competencies for Sustainable Employability - Semesters 1. 2 and 
of Semester 3 and 4 along with Semester S and 6

d.

S. No. Name of the Module

Semester 1: Beginner Level 7

I Introduction

M aintain i ng a Refl ectl v e J ouma I Part I

3 Exploring Self

4 Aspiration Building

5 Taking Ownership

Efficient Employee Part I6

7 Matataming a Reflective Journal Pan 2

$ Decision Making

9 Lcumabiliiy (Learning-Ability) Part I

10 Comprehending Social Narratives

Semester 2: Beginner Level 2

1 Mapping my Relationships

2 Maintaining a Reflective Journal Part 3

Leadership Part 1 *
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4 Hrnctcm f^mplo^ l*art 2

5 Happy Employee Pan I r Vision of CJood Health

Mglniamingd KcPccti^e Jotimal Pan 46

7 Systems‘Ihinking Pan I: ljjwsorS>*stem Thinking

9 Leamability (Learning-Ability) Pan 2

S.Ko, Some of the Module
Semester 3: Practitioners Levtt J

Mainiiininea Reflective Journal** *%.
* \ tlmpaihy fO

-12 Conflict Manggemcni
3 Effective Employee Pan I
4 Undemanding OrganIsaikmal Stmcture

15 Handling CulturalTninsitlons
6 ^ Lea/nability (J naming AbiJity)Pfln 3 ■ .i

Semester 4: 'Practitioner* 1*1*12
Maintaining a Reflective Journal**
leadership Pafl 2I

2 Building Ownership in Wort;space Part \
3 Living and Learning Organisation*;

l^ookmg at World from an Entrepreneurial Lens
Appreciating Diversities at Workplace Part I

 Same of the A fodufe

4
5
S.So. 4

■ • Semester 5: Expert Levri I
Maintaining a Reflective Journal ■ •

l EfTectis'c Employee l*art 2
2 CommunicaHon at Wortcplacc

k 3 Building Ovvnershlp in Workspace Part 2 
Working rn Teams .4 «

5 Building I Entrepreneurial Mindset Pan I
as

\
l

He matter 6: Expert 2
Maintaining a Reflective Journal* •

* I Effective Employee Part 3 
DesifCtE Preferred Employee2i

3 leadership Pan 3
4 Building Entrepreneurial Mindset Part 2

leamahility (learning Ability)Part 4
i

5

•* In starting of each semester, reflection of previous learning is important and reiteration of 
maintaining re flection journal will be done as pan of building continuous learning process.

22
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t. Coarse content* detailed la wcek-wiv for met (teatatist) / moduU^i^e 
format:

Note: The format of the (Able has been adapted to the outline of the course. Since this course 
has been designed by « partner organisation. Pravah, they art developing a facilitator's 
manual which will give a detailed outline of all the content. Also, the course was designed in 
such a way that the 'life skills* arc taught through activities. Readings for this course are 
usually at the post-graduate level thus appropriate level readings are being included in the 
manual. The assessments are cited in point 9.

Stmexirr 6: Expen 2

Core Reading

i
MwJalr Theme/ Ixinifng Outcomes ,

Topic
0

1 KfTcctive 
Employee Part

Potential employees will be aWc 
to produce intended result, is 
aligned to customer needs and 
culture, demonstrates effective 
physical and mental health 
attitudes and behaviours 
Dy the end of the session, the 
students will be able to:

* Visual be and articulate 
the transitions that they 
wmld undergo as (hey 
begin their work lives on 
completion of the P.Voc 
course

3

I. Video- How to Adapt to 
Change In the 
Workplace

Workplace 
Adaptability: 
Responding to 
Change

httpgtfw wwf yput u he.com f 
watch?v-*CsTSmitXsM 
• How Adaptability Will 
Help Yon t>eal With 
Change f Jennifer Jones 
TKI> talk:
httns ^/vvwvv. vputuhe,pom^
watch? v*Urur3 RoCNRSR

* Plan strategies to cope 
with the many
cliallenges that a new* 
job and work
environment would 
enuiil

Reading References:
»Stephen P. Robins - 
Ksscnliats of 
Organi/Jrtional Behavior 
(7th F:dition)-Prcntice Hall 
(2002): Part IV The
Organization Sy'S'tem 
Unit 16: OrganUational 
Culture (page no. 230)
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Unit 17: Organ i/jit ions I 
Change and !>evcIopmciit 
(page no. 24S)

2 Desired/ 
Preferred 
Employee and 
desired 
‘em plo.vcr*
Demonstrate *■
Congruent
Behaviour

iWential empteyet/ students 
display congruency between the 
inside end outside and is 
therefore sought/ desired by 
employers.

2.f tty the end of the session, the 
students ^ili bcsble to:

♦ Explain (he meaning of 
’congruent behavior* at 
vs or! and its importance 
in making an employee 
,desi^ed,

• ' Identify the gaps in their
onitude, values or 
behaviour that lead to

Research and tools to 
understand The Effect of 
Value Congruence on 
Work Related Attitudes 
and Dehaviorx along with 
Work -value inventory: 
htt oc/ZscholaMfi c. edu 'cgi^ 
s,ievvcontcnt.cci?Reading 
Reference* M62^context=

fc V

[
i

►*
*

b- |hC£C5
tncongruence

• Understand the 
importance of aligning 
actions to value*. This is 
Congruency.

♦ Identify •employerV 
organisations with 
whom (hey w'ould want 
to w ork and be 
associated with

*

Reading 
(summary of /Ac rr.Tr//rrA
anl ptxtetic* impUcMinn' 

ErfpVurcK J.R. 
Cable. D.M ^009). 77a- 
ntfue of mfw rnnpTvencc. 
Jourrtol of Applied 
Pswhoh^i', 94 (J). 6}4‘
f>i?y.
h u p^/www^dcyamio.com/
nptt f n g»va I i>c-cong riK-ncc^ 
to-work

Reference:

k.

} Leadership
Part3

Potential employee/ students 
display wholesome leadership 
and lake initiative to own the 
larger space.
\ly Ihc end of the session, the 
students will be able to:

3.1 Reading 
hnpfi/Avvyw^ckii^rKt ̂ cn/pv 
gshransformationaj. 
leadership.
httfyt^/www.ckiu.nel/cn/do 
ssier/oualitieg,- 
tm nsfomial Iona Mcaders» 
and» what -di stingy i sftes- 
ihem.tninsacti&nal;

Reference:10 P-s of 
l«eadcrshjp:
Presence,
PrecIscBWS,
Partnership,
Purpose,
PositMty,
Preparedness,
Persosaf
Development,
Perseverance.
Passion tod

• Define the concept of 10 
P s of leadership

a Articulate
importance of 10 P's of 
lendership at self and 
workplace level

• Apply at least 3-4 P's at 
self and workplace level 
bv creating an action

the

lenders'! 273 1
i

►

?4

^ . j

http://www.ckiu.nel/cn/do
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Performance plan vis a vis the 10 Ps 

lo strengthen their 
capacity 10 hold the ' 
workplace 
effective! v

space

X2 Build
Wholesome 
Leadership: 
Leader in Me

By the end of the session, the 
students will be able to:

• Define a wholesome 
leader

• Examine their own 
leadership style and 
identify gaps that stops 
to become a wholesome 
leader

• Articulate the labour law 
relevance to the industry 
they arc working in

All these labour laws in this 
session are related to employee 
welfare/henelits and mostly the 
application and reinforcement 
of these are directly related to a 
leader in an organization, 
therefore as a wholesome leader 
it’s important that the students 
are aware of these and build a 
understanding that how a leader 
can play a crucial role for 
implementation 
organization

Reading reference: 
hi tns • //f c I s. com/nracti cc- 
areas/cm p lo vm e nt»a nd- 
labour»laws-and-
reaulations/india ,

https://! ahoLtr.eo\ .in'lahou 
r-law-rcfonns

Video:
htt ps: //www .vou i u be. corn/ 
watc h?v~3ocETl ,fsN i 8 , 
hltns: //www. yout u be. corn1
watch? v9K9m 0 V V Sn d w

htl ps://w w w. vou lube, com/ 
waich?\^Oni KC h UI sT i Q

theirin

4. Building 
Entrepreneurs 

Mindset: 
Whaf, Why & 
Meta-processes

Potential employee/ students 
display the learning attributes of 

Entrepreneur and 
demonstrate how to bring 
entrepreneurial lens at 
workplace in terms of 
j mm vat ions, risk taking,
learning irom mistakes.

J an

of
Entrcprencu rs 
hip Part 1

4.1 What, Why & 
Meta-processes

By the end of the session, dvc 
students will be able to:

Reading Refcrcn ces:
htt ps : //www. psvc h o I oc vto 
d a v. c om/u s/b i t >g/ sh vne ss- 
is-nicc^OlQQd.’u-kcy.s- 
handltng-mistakes (how lo 
deal with mistakes 
effectively)

of
♦ Define the learning

attributes of 
Entrepreneur

• Demonstrate how to learn
Irom mistakes in order to 
bring, e ntra*prene urial
perspective at workplace

Entrepreneurs
hip:
a, Learning 
from Mistakes

an

Vi tins: > /nd st; d si tes/ d cVa u \ t ( 
ll (cV M i s lake s-G ro w-
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%ouf • H rain* Rc^>i txj f 
(psychology of misukc^)

V<dco Start* up stories*. 
h »rs^A»sw>. voul n he.com /

%
4.2 Whai. Why A

Mrta*prcKv5ses
By ihe cod of ihe session, the 
students will be able to:

References:Reading 
b.1 ire*-//* ww.foHotwmirow 
nrhs thm.com ^blog» 
l/?0r8/l0M5/)iO**(c>*
identjf\»youf» fears* Ur 
i ns i uh 1 fu IrO ucst tons 
(kicrrtirjcation of fears)

of
• iLtplorins and idei«rf)*ing 

their fears and how to deal 
with them

• Apply boontortc ratio to
overcome the fears and take 
calculated risks . . -

Knlrtprcneur*
hip*.
t>. Risk taking

httpv.flwv-w .ftxhes.com*sh 
es/irehsicimlc/2QI6^0IAM< 
) 4**‘av^tf>*c(^>Qi>er*
Tea r ff6c6Q?efc i c4 8 
(practical steps to deal 
with fear)

htips^/www.w>odtheianv. 
orp^lo^/riskvadrcnalinc* 
bene fi ts*neu rol kijem*
(^,18137 (risk taking 
behaviour)

> •'r

r
htt w *’ /> n c .tpmfamv-
morm/this-is*thc»hici!ert* 
mi<itakc*neopic*mftkc« 
whendt-comcsHO-taking* 
riri,f.hlml
calculated risks)

C faking

Video:
[ittp» 'Jl\w w, >*ot?tube.com/ 
wnich?v^poqohmccT^ic

5 Ix^rn-aMlity 
0/earning
Ability) Part 4

Potential employee/ students 
display the uiHmgne^s and 
openness to leant ih/ough 

mistakes.
t

expencncev 
obserMttions end feedbacks'

5.1 By the end of the session, the 
students will be able to-

Reading references will 
include all (he previous 5 
semesters I.CSI: reading 
material overview to 
consolidate the learning

framing Mela 
(fair):
Connecting the 
Dots* Students 
lo pul stnlls/

• Experience the concept 
of lifricmg teaming }
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exhibition 
based on tbcir 
cousoMdaJe 
learning of 
overall LCSE 
course

through various creative 
mediums

and translate into action

• Consolidate
learning’s from LCSE 
subject

their

8. Pedagogy:

Instructional Design: Another unique aspect of the curriculum is that it moves away 
from lecture based methodolog) and uses experiential methods. This means creating 
experiences within the classroom where the potential employees draw on their real-hfe 
experiences lo understand and relate to the topic of the session and learns new frameworks 
and content. Role-plays, simulations, story-telling, leam-a-gfrers (energizers with learning 
key messages), videos, group work, self-assessment, simple inventories and action projects 
are some of the methods used.

Pravah uses “Walker-Cycle’' a* the basic tool to design the LCSE sessions which is 
essentially comprise of simulation activity as a personal connect to establish relevance with 
the topics or issue and further elaborate it with the information exchange and information 
application. Real world connect is one of the most important pans of all the LCSE sessions. 
Students need to apply die learning in their personal and professional life in terms of On-Job- 
Training (OJT) and further reflections and experiences are required to be captured in 
; Reflection Journal'. Application of learning helps the students to realise the challenges and 
take those challenges as opportunity to learn and unlearn and deal with the issues with more 
objectivity.

Example: Appreciating diversity at workplace and ownership of workplace etc. will enable 
the students to become a wholesome team player at their OJT and further in future at their 
work place. Furthermore, through exponentially understating the leadership and system ' 
thinking etc. srudents will move towards becoming a wholesome leader.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, library, 
classroom/others instructional space; any other - please specify): Since the sessions are 
delivered in a workshop mode, they are usually done in a group in a circular setting, f or that 
we need a classroom devoid of chairs and tables. Floor seating would be ideal otherwise a 
carpet on the floor will also work.

Apart from that, general stationary' including hut not limited to chart paper, flip charts, sketch 
pens, permanent markers, post its (4 colours), scissor, stapler, tape, A4 sheets (white and 
coloured), clear bags for the students, would be needed. Not all the things will be required for 
the all the sessions.

Since the delivery will also include video clips, a projector and speaker will also be 
needed.

c, Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: Members of Pravah

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g., with field-based organizations, hospital; any 
others): None that are needed fur the course except the facilitators from Pravah as and when 
needed.

a.
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9. Awsimrat structure (modes ind frequency* of assess me a is):

The General Edu«nlon Camponem *« assessed by the University rn accordance *iib its own 
polio' for each seniester.

♦ SVS follows A Ut)*s {W Iky of continuous asscsstiwtf.
a SVS follows the AUP policy wherein no single assessment will account for more than 

40 per cent.
• ft will he undertaken to test the student's acquisition of skills and application.

S.No. Assessment Assessment Mode Wefcbtage

Reflective Journal 3onl Assessment 1

2 Assessment 2 Group Assignment 20H

3 End Term Assessment 30%Assessment 3

Individual Assignments (Classroom 
Test Quiz etc.) & 
participation

4 Assessment 4 20%
Class

Sfgoatore of CoorK^Coardinaforfi)
Note:
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies in its 3* meeting on 26 

April 201S and those of the SCPVCE (held on 8 June 2018) have fxen incorftomicJ and 
the revised proposal should he submitted to the Academic Council with due 
recommendations.

2. Core courses which arc meant lo he part of more than one programme, and are to he
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should have 
been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of 
the primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong 10 any particular School, the 
proposal may he submitted through SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.
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Recommend'u\irrn of ihe School of Studio*:

Suggestions:

V

Signature of the Dean of the School

«
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Anibcdkar Univcrsfjy Delhi 
I'ropos^l for launch oft Coarse 

(To he approved by the Ac4demk Council!
School/CciHre proposmg the course jSchool of Vocttiontl Stodfes

nVoc. Cenertl Education ComponentP>rotfr8mme(s)
Couree trUc Ucleo Thinking
Course code SVSIKC633

6® Semester courseSemester
Total Credits 1
Course t>pc (corcArom pu I sor^'f 
elcciive/any other- please specify)
l^vcl (Pre-doctora!/MA/PG Uiploma 
/CeTtif»cate/UO)

Compuisoo1

UG

I Yoposed date of bunch Monsoon Semester 2019
Professor Mohammad ShtriqueP&rooqi, Dt 
Cheryl Jacob and Mr Akha Kcihrii Mao

Course coordinator sxtd team\
*

i
-1

• I. Does the course connect to. build on or overtop with any other courses offered to AUD?; The 
proposed workshop on Design Thinking does not connect, build or overtop with any other 
courses offered at A UD.

ihm"

32. Specific requirements on the part of students who can hr admitted to this course: (Pm* 
requisites: prior knowledge level: any others - please specify): Working knowledge of 
computer is preferred

r>

i B.N'o. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is proposed): 
All those admitted to Semester 6

ti *
r 4. Course scheduling(semestef: semester-long/haJAsemester course; workshop mode; seminar 

mode; any other - please speci fy): Workshop 14 hours spread over 2 and ha I f days a
■ '

5. Ho vs- does the course link with the vision of AUD?AIJD aspires to provide its students with 
high quality' education that liberates and empowers, promote* equity and social justice and 
contributes to the development of empathetic. responsible human beings. The BVoc i* an 
innovative, comprchensivivexperientto! learning programme that combines skill training in 
specific vocations vrith General Education Component which strengthens communication 
skills, promotes a deeper understanding of self and provides academic exposure to a wide 
range of social, political, economic* aspects around which they will strive to build their 
perspectives. The course seeks to develop the key 21" Century skills.

6
i

D

l 4

6.How does the course link with the specific programmes) wficre it is being offered?The key 
21 Century' Skills are critical thinking, creativity', collaboration, communication, cultural 
competency and character or the six Cs. Design Thinking is on approach to develop 
solutions to complex problems and enable one to think mnovativciy while facing challenges 
or problems/issues that are not new'. It gives an insight on factors that influence human 
behaviours and use that understanding to design solutions. Given that the three vocational 
programmes are intrinsically connected with the service industry* design thinking provides a

)

l
►
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framework io finding innovative approaches to practical challenges in each of the 
vocational trajectories.

^Course Details:
a. Summary: Design Thinking is a process or framework which can be used to design 

service* based on gaining an cmpathetic \tnder&tfttvdmg of related focus group, thdr 
needs, motivations, etc. within an applied and real life context. The workshop leans on 
the method as evolved and practiced by the discipline of design w hile taking cognisance 
of socio-cuHura) nuances. The core nuances of Design Thinking such as collaborative 
problem solving, visual thinking, holistic perspectives of a given condition and the 
connect ions/flows between its constituents as a process borrowed from Destgsv and bow 
the discipline of Design addresses problems/opport uni ties to work towards user centric 
approach will be engaged with. It is both theoretical and practical.

b. Objectives. To . ...................
i: unpack each step of the design thinking process, 
ii: become familiar with the designer's toolkit.

c. Expected learning outcomes: To
i: be able to apply die design thinking process for innovation of services
ii: able to identify the interconnectedness between people's need - problems -
innovation and extension of ideas.
iii: Manage decision making in a rationalised and holistic manner

Additional skills acquired:
Observation - communication - creative thinking

d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each module): 
The workshop is a mix of theory but mostly of application, for each process involved, a 
quick overview of the theory with examples wi)f be covered.

b. Contents (week wise plan with readings):
?

ii "1 *JiiglgrIK;'
5. ML#ijkV 'X
V£ &*y/

s-i"
Overview of Design 
Thinking

Ideo /Riverdale (2012) Design 
Thinking for Educators (open 
source). Version 2. 
h up://www designthinki n gfored 
ucators.coni/toolkitTo understand how it 

can be used as a tool 
to produce better 
ideas
innovation

Design♦ What 
Thinking?

♦ Why Icam the process of 
Design Thinking? 

is

H. Planner et aJ. (Eds.), Design 
Thinking Research, 
Undcrsianding Innovation, 
introduction. DO I 10.1007/978- 
3-3I9-OI303-9 2, O Springer 
International Publishing 
SwiCcriand 2014

foror

2(a) Steps of Design Thinking
(A)

To understand the 
process through

♦ Em pa th ise/ Unde rsta 
nd (can be extended 
to Observe)

33
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2(b) (B) woncing on ihe 
Topic♦ Define

• I deal c

2(0 (C)

♦ Pro:crf>pc
• T’est

3 Presentation
Pitching

through

8. AMrumtot

This is an intensive tnd intmersivc *orkshop.A class can be divided into amalfer groups, 
liach group is given a Track Topic. for example • Food waste, Education • E- Commerce. 
The Groups create a prototype throu^ the processes of Design Thinking.

Nolc: liven if a class of 30 students is given a single Track Topic, when the)* arc broken 
down in smaller groups, through the process they collectively come up with very different 
ideas and prototypes.

la>Oa*s PartJdpiflon A Group Contribution 
Group Project
Submission of Docpratniatinn 
Self Evaluation

30%
40%
2t>%
10%

9. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategics: It is intensive and immersive workshop with 

emphasise on teamwork and colJahoration. The students apply their teaming 
and work towards finding tangible expression of their ideas.

b. Special ncedslf&ciJilie*. requirements in terms of software, studio, tab. clinic, 
library, classroom/others instntctionsl space; any other * please specify): Post- 
its. sketch pens, building materials, newspapers, etc.

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: ACIIK & 5f>eS

d. Linkages with external agencies <e.g_ w ith fiekJ-based organizations, hospital; 
any others)

Signature of Courac Coordinatorfs) 
Note:

f. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies (or Research 
Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing

33
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Committee (SCAP/SCPVCEi/SCR) shaJf be incorporated end the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which ere meant to be port of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should 
have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCAP/SCPVCK/SCR of the primary School.

3. In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to any patttculat School, the 
I may be submitted through SCAIVSCPVCE/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies;

Suggestions:

Sigoaiure of tbe ftcatfoftbc School

««

? •
’ j
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Ambedkar UnK'crsri)' Delhi 

Proposal for Launch of a Course 
(To be approved by ihc Academic Council

SchooL/Cenuc proposing the course School of Vocational Studies
UVoc. General Education ComponentProgramme^)

Course title Understand! s>£ Corporate Socta!
Kesponsibiliiv (CSH)

Course code SVSIKC632
t? Semester courseSemester

Total Credits 1
Course i>7>e (core/cofnpul5or>/ Compulsory
clccti^t/arry other «> ntease specify) ___________
Level (Pre-doctoraUMA/PG Diploma UG 
/CcrtificJite/UG)
Proposed daieoftaunch Monsoon Semester 2019

r Course coordinator and team Mr Artkit Aggarw&l. Ms Rochna Gupta 
and Mr Akha Kathni Mao

r*-
I. Does the course connect to, build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?: 
The proposed workshop on Undcntanding Corporate Social Responsihitlty (('SR) does not 
connect build or overlap with any other courses offered at AUD.

;i

%

2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course; (Pre
requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify); Working knowledge of 
computer is preferred with some orientation of the corporate/] ndustD’ organisation.

3. No. of students to he admitted (with justification if tower than usual cohort size is 
proposed): All (hose admitted to Semester 6

4. Course scheduling(scniester; semester-long/half-semestcr course; workshop mode: 
seminar mode: any other - please specify): Workshop

%

1
IS

r-
5. How does the course link with the vrsk>nof A UD?AUI> aspires to provide its students 

with high quality education that liberates and empowers, promotes equity end social justice 
and contributes to the development ofempaibetlc. responsible human beings. The BVoc ts 
an innovative, comprehensive, experiential learning programme that combines skill training 
in specific vocations with General I Education Component which strengthens ccmmunicaiton 
skills, promotes a deeper understanding of self and provides academic exposure to a wide 
range of social, political, economic aspects around which they will strive to build their 
perspectives. The course seeks to develop the key 21* Century skills. The course on 
Understanding Corporate Social Responsibility is aligned with the University vision of 
enabling students to he more aware and critical of their workspace and happenings around 
them.

4

4 '

r

i

6. How docs the course link with (he specific programme^) where it is being offered? 
Corporate social responsibility is seen as a management mechanism through which 
corporations, companies and other business institutions attain balance between economic, 
environmental and social imperatives/ Given that the three vocational programmes are

U

I i
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imrinsfcally connec;«l wiih service industry, therefore, it is vital for students to know the 
role CSR and help them prepare for fulure roles in different capacities at several businesses 
and management positions.

7. Coarse Details:
a) Summary: This workshop will enable the students to understand the concept of CSR 

through uhich a company achieves a balance of economic, environmental and social 
imperatives while at the some time addressing the financial goals.

b) Objectives: To imparl knowledge on the concept, importance and various aspects of 
Corporate Social Responsibility, critically evaluate CSR and its contributions.

e) Expected learning outcomes: Students will be able to understand the concept of CSR. 
how corporates are contributing towards society and environment while meeting the 
financial goals, legal ImpVicatrons. challenges and efireer opportunities in CSR.

d) Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each 
module): Iht Course wUl he transacted through a mix of theory including ca<e study 
and project. I‘or each concept, a quick overview of the theory with examples will be 
covered.

a. Contents (week wire plan): 
Plxa/Tb enwJToptc CcaiDtag outcomes CorexKe»flfag (with aa

of fusts)

I Overview of CSR

■iAble to understand the 
concept of CSR.
Underhand 
contributions of CSR

h n ost/Awvw. vom ubc.com/ 
tsatch7vxUlDRN/1 dYc

• What is CSR?
• What is the importance 

and benefits of CSR? the

2(a) | Types of CSR b ft ns:/Avww.bus?r^ssne w; 
da i) y,com/4679«e pfoorate - 
yoc la ftrcgpQM i hi I |ty.htTn |

)
Able to understand various 
aspects of CSR.

• Vltat is considered 
(SR and what is not

2(h) CSR under Companies Act
_____ 2013_____________________
2 (c) Challenges faced by

corporates in implementation 
ofCSR.

h tt nsr/Ayvsw.nihu sinews i n f 
o.co.ufc/contcntrtnisiness-Criireally evaluate CSR.

:tC*,
fgS[>onsihility

pHns^Ahecom oa n ion, i n fco 
rporote-gociah 
n^spQflsibililv-rcifgs-cnd- 
ChftHcnve;-in-fr>dia/

Career opportunities in CSR

Imagining alternative 
options for CSR hvtrisJAvww.Noutuhe.cofnI 

ware h?v*Dft7s2aTQ2 QY

\ki I ch?\^wn vM wG4 rhe

3$
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H Corporate Social 
Responsibility: Doing the 
Most Oood for Your 
Company and Your 
Cause" - Hy Philip Kollcr 
and Nancs' Ixe 
CChapter I - The case for 
doing at least some good.

8. A.w5<mrot
'ITiis ^ill he a discussion based workshop. A class con be divided into smaller groups. 
Yjk\\ group can be given a brand or a company name for the research mi its CSR 
activities. Case studies will be given to onalysc and suggest the outcome. Case Study 
f- PAG Shiksha Campaign Case Study 2* StarbucksCSR Activity

ln«CI>55 PartidpitlWcItss afflvfiin 
Group Dbcasskmv (Cose Stodiesl

40%
30%

Assicamrnt 30%

9. Pedagogy': lectures Class discussions Case studies discussion, Assignments, 
Simulations. Vistpo some rotated CSR initiatives and their critical review will be organised.

Sig o a In re of Co u rnT Coo rd i a a t orf s)
Note:

4. Modifications on the b&sfe of deliberation* in the Hoard of Studies (w Research 
Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAIVSCPV'C*n/$CK) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal 
should be submitted to the Academic Council with due tecommendaiUms.

3. Core courses which are meant to be pan of more than one programme, and are to be 
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Hoards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme should 
have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCAP/SCPVClVSCk of the primary School.

6. In certain special cases, where & course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAI7SCPVCK/SCR to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:

Suggestions:

Slgaa lure oft be fiean of tbc School
t,
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Amhedkir University Delhi

^ •

Pro|>n»il for Ludnch <if» Coarse

Q o be approved by the Academic CounciM
School/Ccntre proposing (he course School of Vocational Studies £ School of

Education Studies
BVoc. (GenetsI Kducatton Component)Program me(s)

Course title Advance Computer Anplkatioo
Course code SVS1PC634
Semester fi^Semestcr
Total Credits 2
Course type (core/compulsoryf 
elect!ve/any other - please specify)

Compulsory

l.cve) (I'ra-doctDniVMA W Diploma 
/Cenificate/UG)
Proposed date of bunch

UG

Winter 2020
Ojutse coordinator and team Mr Nhin Sharma and Mr AWha Kaihrii Mao

J Does the course connect to, build m or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD7: 
The proposed course on Advance Computer Application Wild on with the Semester-1 
course Basie Computer Application and 1CT skills which was offered at SVS. ADD in * 
the fust semester. 4

1. Specific requirements on the pan of students who can be admined to this course: (Pre- ^ 
requisites; pn°r knowledge level; any others - please specify): Working knowledge of 
computer

«. *

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justiltcation if lower than usual cohort size is £ '
proposed): All those admitted to Semester 6 £

4. Course schedufmgfsemesJer: semester* long/half-semester course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other - please specify): The course will be transacted through Workshop 
and hands on activities end practice sessions over the semester.

5. I low does the course link with the vision of AUD?A UD aspires to provide its students 
with high quality education that liberates and empowers, promotes equity and social justice 
and contributes to the development of empathctic, responsible human beings. The iWoc » 
an innovative, comprehensive, experiential learning programme that combines skill training 
in specific vocations with General Education Component which strengthens communication 
skills, promotes a deeper undemanding of self end provides academic exposure to a wide 
range of social, political, economic aspects around which they will strive to build their 
perspectives. The course seeks to develop the key 21" Century skills. The course on 
Advance computer Application \% envisaged to help students to be better prepared and 
empowered on certain skills of computer application which is one of the essential skill 
sought in today's world.

3?
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6. How docs the course link wilh the spccifK pro^«mmc(s) where It is being ofTcred? The key 
21 Century Skills are critical thinking, creativity, collaboration, communication, cultural 
competency and character or the siv Cs. The course Advance Computer Application i*> n 
very* important knowledge skill which is demanded in today's day to day working in the 
industry. Given that the three vocational programmes arc intrinsically connected with the 
service industry'* Advance Computer Application course will provide* students with one of 
the most sought skill in the industry' where our students will be required to make use of 
computer and spread sheets.

7. Course Oculist
a. Summary: The purpose of (his course is to enable the students to use 

the computer applications to examine, calculate and develop 
mathematical!)' and statistically correct data and reports for further 
comprehension,

* b. Objectives:
■ Understand data
- Understand cleaning and sorting data
• Understand Excel commands, formulae and techniques to work with large data set
- Provide students the exposure to use industry specific software
• Introduce to Google suite

c. Expected (earning outcomes:
• Wemi fy the various form ulae, tricks and fu nction s of M icroso ft Excel
• Utilize the ILxcc! functions to maintain large sets of data in a table
- Become proficient in using large data set
• Create dynamic reports by mastering Pivot Table in Excel and Google Data Studio

d - (Here 11 struct u re (course org an i sa lion; ra lionak of organisation; brief 
module outlines): The course is organised into three broad modules 

i. Advanced Microsoft Excel and Advance Power point >
I i. I n trod action to Google Suite 
iii. Creating Reports using Google Data Studio

r- —r
■n \

t

e. Course content* detailed in (a) Module-wise format (preferable), or (b) 
module-wise format: Module-Wise Format (Tentative)

l

38 i
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t Module Topic fa ' Lcs rmftg oa tcome ’KcidiiftVrrtcrfDcrs tnd rntlcrifllsmNo;
to WMf he able to 

make use ol'^rious 
excel formulas

Wjnston W.. “Microsoft JCxccJ 
data analysis and business 
modeling**. 5* edition

Advanced Microsoft Kiccl
• ftrief oven'iew of the 

Basics of Bxcel
• Introduction of 

Array formuhs. 
Lookup^Referencc 
Functions,
5\(atisttC4l
Function a Formula- 
based fortnatling,
Text functions*
Pivot Tables

• Join datasets from 
multiple sources 
using Reference 
Functions

Advance power point
- Designing compact yet 

complete presentations
• Des igntrtg presentation

using various 
animations, graphics, 
chans, tables etc.

* Whigham “Business Data 
Anal),sisu^ing RxceP

Able to make use o 
the excel formulas 
efficiently

Guerrero H., “lixeel Data 
Arulytis: Modeling and 
Simulation"

• LinofT G.. “Data analysis using 
SQI- and Excel*’, edition

lb.
Prepare compact 

presentations 
Able to use various 
tools 
Deliver 
presentations

*
1

t2 Introduction to Google Suite
• What is Google suite and

its features
• Understanding the

different applications 
within Google suite and 
bow to use them for 
business

. Setting up G-suite 
account and importing 
data into G-suite 

- Creating cloud workspace 
and collaborating w ork 
in real time

Undcrctand google
suite
Differentiate 
between different 
applications of 
google suite and 
apply them

Doriimes A, Cesar. “Hands-on 
GSuitc for administrators: 
Build and manage any 
business on top of the Google 
Cloud infrastructure". I* 
Edition

• Guay M, “'Ihe Ultimate Guide 
to G Suite"Apply software to 

import data using 
Google suite

• Soto Y.. Wylie K., Yamada A„ 
Siow K. &Niaami S.. 
“Transforming your 
organisation with GSuite"

29
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3 Creating Reports u.ting 

Coogle Data Studio
• Introduction vo Google 

Data Studio
- Importing Data from 

Excel U> Studio
- Use of Canvas and other 

tools
- Creating Dynamic 

Reports (Reports can 
be precise, visually 
appealing and can 
change the figures if 
any changes are made 
in the Excel Hie 
associated with the 
report)

* Introduction to industry 
specific software

Have basic 
knowledge of 
google data studio

h ftps:// wv> w. sea rchend ne r o urna I .com 
/beginners-uuid e-tioog lc-data» 
stttdio/1 fc7465/#closc

Able to use differen 
tools including 
canvas

I ;

Able to create 
dynamic reports for 
better presentation

Aware of the 
software used in the 
specific industry'

8. Assessment

Assessment type Wcightage
Worksheet (Module la)________________
Worksheet (Module Ibj__________________
Worksheet (Module 2)____________________
Worksheet (Module 3)___________________
Qufe (Coronrehensive}/End semester Assessment

15%
15%
15%
15%
40%

9. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional strategics: discussion, hands on practice sessions in workshop mode 

with a focus on practical learning.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, dasstoom/others instructional space; any other — please specify)*. The 
course will he taught in a workshop mode in the Computer Lab where students 
will be have the hands-on experience to work with the proposed tools and 
software.

c. I ixpenise in AUI) facutry or outside: AUI)/Gucst

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.g.. with field-based organizations, hospital; 
any others):

40
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Signature of Course Coordmatorts) 

Note:
Modifications on (he basts of dcfibcnitions in the Board of Studies (of Research 
Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant 
Standing Committee (SCAP^SCPVCH/SCR) shall be incorporated and the 
revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic Council with due 
recommendations.
Core courses whkh are meant to be pan of more than one programme, and are 
to be shared across Schools* may need to be takea through the Boards of 
Studios of the respective Schools, The electives shared between more than one 
programme should have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken 
through the SCAP/SCRVCI^SCR of the primary School.
In certain special cases, where a course does not belong to an)' particular 
School, the proposal may be submmed through SCAWSCPVCE/SCR to the 
Academic Council.

j.

n.

iii.

M

Recommendation of the School of
>Studies: Suggestions: 4r

L »•
4 r'tSignature of (he Dean of the School ; l. ,

»
t

■\ r

<1

i
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Ambedkar University Delhi 
Proposaf for Muach nf a Course 

(To be approved by ihe Academic Council) 
SchooUCefttfT ptopcrsmc the course School of Vocaiionat Studies
Program itic(s) RVoc. Gcrtcral Education Component
Course title Uademaadinfc Or^aoiration & ^ 

Cullnrcb

Course code SVSIPCdjr
Semester 6n Semester course
Total Credits I
Course type (core/computsory^ 
clectivc/any other - please specify)
Level (Pre-doctoral/MA/PCs nipUwra
/CertificateAJG)   

Compulsory

UG

Monsoon Semester 2019Proposed date of launch 
Course coordinator and team Dr Richa Awaslhy, Ms Ritu Mahajan, Ms 

ShaNni, Mr Ankush Rethor and Mr Akha 
Kaihrii Mao

»•

* 9*

s
I. Does the course connect to. build on or ONTHap with any other courses ofTcred in AUD?; 
The proposed uorkshop on Understanding Organisation & its Cuhure does not connect, build 
or overlap with any other courses offered at AUD,

% ;

1. Specific requirements on the part of students uho can be admitted to this course: (Pre
requisites: prior knowledge level; any ©them - please specify): Working knowledge of 
computet is preferred with tewk exposure to industry organisation and institutional set up.

3. No. of students to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size it 
proposed): All those admitted to Semester 6

V*

4. Course $cheduVmg($cmester; semcstef'longftnffcemester course; workshop mode: 
.seminar mode; any other - please specify): Workshop

I low' docs the course link with the vision of AUD?AUD aspires to provide its students 
with high quality education that liberates and empowers, promotes equity and social justice 
and contributes to the development of empathetic, responsible human beings. The BVoc is 
an innovative, comprehensive, experiential learning, programme that combines skill training 
in specific vocations with Genetii Education Component which strengthens communication 
skills, promotes a deeper understanding of self and provides academic exposure to a w ide 
range of social, political, economic aspects around which they will strive to build their 
perspectives. The course Understanding Organization & its Culture seeks to develop the 
knowledge and understanding about organizational structures and its culture so that students 
are familarised and develop a sense of responsibility even before they join these 
organizations after they graduate from their respective programmes

5.

How docs the course link with the specific programme^) where it is being offered? 
The key 21 Century Skills arc critical .thinking, creativity, colbboratkxv communication.
6.

<
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cultural coinpetcncy and character or the six Cs. Understanding Organization & its Culture 
will enable students from each of the three BVoc programmes to be oriented and aware 
about the kind of organisational culture and structures they would be going to once they 
graduate from the BVoc programmes and pursue employment in their respective vertical.

Course Details:
a. Summary: I he purpose of the course is to orient students to the complexities of the 

organisational structure and the various possible goals and culture of the organisation. 
This is aimed at preparing students to be belter aware and prepared before thc> join the 
real world of work.

7.

b. Objectives:
• introduce student' to the concept of organizations in the given three verticals
• enable students to understand the organizations' complex social formations.
• help students (o become more effective employee, managers and leaders.
• introduce ro organization goals and organization culture.

c. Expected learning outcomes: To
i: be able to understand the complex social fonhation/structures of an
organisalion/institution in which students arc prepared to be employed,
ii: understand adapt to the goals and culture of the organised on s/instifutions.
iii: apply the understanding of the organisational structures and its culture to be a team
player for better management and also lead the team when called upon.

- • '■%

' :4:a
d. Overall structure (course organisation, rationale of organisation; outline of each module): 

7he workshop is a mix of theory but mostly of application and role plays. For each 
topic/themc. a quick overview of the theory with examples will be covered.

a Contents (week wise plan with readings):

Core Reading (with &o. of 
pages)

Modules Pla n/Themc/Topi c Learning outcomes

Understanding
Organizations

1 Know the mission & 
vision of the 
Organisations

Lawler, E. L. (2003). Treat 
/Voplc Kight. John WUky & 
Sons.

2 Would 
familiarised about 
various structure of 
the organisation 
according to the 3 
different verticals

beOrganization Structure and 
as determinaats*. Types - 
Operational & reporting. 
Factors* size of the 
operations & philosophy ot* 
the management, 
Challenges. Job 
Description- Kolos & 
Responsibility 
Accountability vs 
Ownership

Jones Gareth R. (2<XW)Y 
Organizational Theory* 
2 "^edition.

Addison Wesley. Barney, J. IL 
(1086), Firm resources and 
sustained compvdtWe advantage. 
Journal of Management- 17: 99- 
120.

Covey. S. (2004). The 7 Habits 
of Highly Effective People, free 
Press

3 Organizational Culture Able to understand 
and appreciate the

4?
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organisational 
culture of the 
concern vertical

i.

4 Linkage 
organizational goals and 
individual goals__________
Dcllnition, Developing
Persona) values & ethics, 
Connect whh organizational 
values & ethic

Will be able lo map 
the linkages between 

organisational 
goals with that of the 
individual goals in 
order to develop and 
grow* in the chosen 
profession

between

the

t

L.

1Assessment

Cnseanalvst' 40%
4 Quiz 20% i

F^td termr- 40%
m

9. fed ago©*:
a. Instructional strategies'. Explaining theoretical concepts through Power point presentations 
and use of case study method. Discussions and examples will be drawn from different 
organisations and institutions specific to each of the three HVoc verticals and connect 
Students with their internship experiences. Special presentations will be organised by inviting 
distinctive organization leaders from different vertical to orient students about the core 
value*, sustenance of organisational culture and how* these are pul into practice in their » 
operational space.

«.
M

r*
V

<4
•a

4

*
b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of xofhv&re. studio. Lab, clinic, library, 
classroomtothera instructional space: any other - please specify): None

c. Expertise in AUD faculty or outside: Guest Faculty/lnvited Resource persons?

d. Linkages whh external agencies (e.g^ with field-based organizations, ho^iital: any others): 
Use specific examples from the erganisationfinstitutiom students’ have been during their 
previous internships. V\(\

f

k Signature of Course Coordioaiorfs) 
Note:

3

f 1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations in the Board of Studies for Research 
Studies Committee in the case of research programmes) and the relevant Standing 
Committee (SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR) shall be incorporated and the revised proposal 
should be submined to (he Academic Council with due recommendations.

2. Core courses which axe meant to be part of more than one programme, and ere to be 
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. The electives shared between more than one programme shouldl

i
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have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCAIVSCPVCIVSCR of the primary School.

3. Jn certain special ca«es, where a course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAP/SCPVCJi/SCK to the Academic Council.

Recommendation of the School of Studies:
«

Suggestions:

Signature of the Dean n

>

*. s
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Amhcdkftr Univrniiiy Dfthi 

Propoaf for 1 junch of a Course 
(To he approved by the Academic Council)

Sc boo 1/Centre proposing the course School of Vocational Studies

Programmes) RVoc (General Education Component)

Course iitfe Ocveloptng Soft SWUs*. Group 
Discussions, Mock Interviews, Using 

Social Media for Job Networking, 
Learning to Delegate, Persuading and 

Negotiating
+

Course code SVSIKC635
v

6* Semester courseSemester
*

Toil Credits V !•) j
* j

Course type (cort/ccmptilsory/ 
elective/ony other - please specify)

Compulsory Workshop

Le^el (Prc-doctoral/MA/PG 
Diploma /Certifrcate/UG)

UC

i. Proposed date of launch Winter 2020

Hr
Course coordinator and team Ur Mona I De^Ic and Mr Nitin Shamus

I. Docs the course connect to. build on or overlap with any other courses offered in AUD?r 
The proposed workshop on Developing Soft Skills docs connect and build up with the 
Semester- 3 & 5 courses on Business Communication*! and ft courses offered in $VS at 
AUiXv

r>

*
2. Specific requirements on the part of students who can be admitted to this course: (Pre
requisites; prior knowledge level; any others - please specify): Working knowledge of 
c<imputeT is preferred with some orientation of the corporatc/indusiry organisation.

3. No. of sudems to be admitted (with justification if lower than usual cohort size is 
proposed): All those admitted to Semeser 6

4, Course scbeduKng(«rnesttr. semester•tongftiaif-semcster course; workshop mode; 
seminar mode; any other - please specify): Monsoon Semester Workshop for HVoc. T&H

5. How does the course link w ith the vision of MJO? AUD aspires to provide Us students 
w ith high quality education that liberates and empowers, promotes equity and social justice 
and contributes to the development of empathetk, responsible human beings. The HVoc is

t H
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M..743
an mnONttivc, comprehensive, expeneniial learning programme that combines skid training 
in specific vocations with General Education Component tvhkh strengthen* communication 
skills, promotes a deeper understanding of self and provides academic exposure to a wide 
range of social, political, economic aspects around uhich they «ill strive to build (heir 
perspectives. The course seeks to de'^Iop some of the key 21* Century skills. TTte course 
on Developing Soft Skills is aligned tvilh the University vision of enabling student* to be 
more aware and prepared and confident about their own personality and be ready to face the 
social world once they graduate from the programme.

6. How does tht course link with the specific programme(5) where it rs being offered? 
Ihc workshop course on Developing So A Skills tries to impart certain skills and enhance 
personality of the students. Given that the three vocational programmes are intrinsically 
connected with service Industry, there fo«, it is vital for students to develop and hav e some 
of these basic yet important skills with them to be able to work and grow* in the industry.

7. Course Detail*:

(a) Summary*: 'Hte workshop course on Developing Soil Skills is aimed ai enhancing 
various skills to develop students ability to present themselves more confidently 
and also state their view point coherently. Thus, the workshop course will have 
sessions on Group Discussions, Mock Interview*. Using Social Media for Job 
Networking. Ixaming to Delegate, Persuading and Negotiating.

(b) Objectives: The Objectives of the Workshop are;

to gain an understanding of the mechanics of GD and how* to constructively 
participate in them.
To gain confidence in the ptuiess of interviews
To understand the importance of delegating while working in Team
To understand the biffm-ncts between imposition of instruction* etc on one hand and
persuading as well arriving nt common ground on the other hand
To understand how social media can be used to create a network for professional
development etc.

w

t.

ii.
m.
tv,

v,

(c) Expected learning outcomes: By the end of the workshop the student* will be able 
to...

participate In GO mindful of paralanguagc, mindful of others and mindful of 
relevance of contribution.
Delegate the responsibilities and work in teams

i.

ii.

(d) Overall structure

Content wise plan:

47
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'ObjectivesTheriH/Vopit Core ReadmesMcniulc

>

\ Grovp bi«ussicms:
1. IntroducingJKe 

Group 
discussion 
through videos

2. Use or phrases 
lo he used in 
group 
discussion 
(introducing s 
point, giving 
an c*ampk. 
etc.)

Upon the completion of the 
course, students will be able lo:

« Make decisions
• Analyse the information

* State ihcir vrewpotnis
• Use appropriate language
• Control their emotions 

• Understand the 
appropriate manners to
be followed (when to 

intem/pt, how to 
mterwpi state their 
viewpoints without 

hurting or offending 
anj'one, etc.)

hi tps^Asww. voutubc.com/wa 
tchfr^vy2viEKon3U&c»l A
i

2 learning to Deleg&te:
1. Strategies to 

delegate tasks
2. Importance of 

delegating 
tasks

3. When to 
delegate

4. Whom and 
howto 
delegate

Upon the completion of the 
course, students wilt be tbit to*.

« I .earn how to delegate
• I-earn whom they should 

delegate the tasks and in
efllcicni manner 

• L«am (he difference 
between when lo 

delegate and when not to 
deleg&te

• Understand the reasons
why people fail to 

delegate effectively

Wa tvn’Jfprojects. nesu ,e d u 
cctforkpfgrd/PSTraitiingMo 
du les/de lecat ino/del wotishcc 

ts.htm

3 egotiating and 
ersuoding:

1. Types of 
negotiation

2. Preparation of 
Negotiation

3. Types of 
Negotiator

4. Dealing with 
conflict

5. Persuading to 
accept

fpon the completion of the 
ourse, students will be able to:

• Difference between 
negotiation and persuasion

• How to negotiate 
effectively

• Use these skills effectively 
in the workplace

https y out ube .com (w at
chTv^SEIeVTdM^
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Jsing Social Media for >pon the completion of this 
ob Networking

1. Creation of 
profile on 
platforms like 
Linked In and 
job portal* and 
resume.

2. Use of various 
job portals to 
look for jobs

3. Use of correct 
keywords and 
hash tags in the 
process of job 
search, client 
search on 
social media

4 Worksheets and YouTube 
videosnodule, the students will be able

>:
Appreciate the use of 
vxiai media and job 
portals in marketing 
oneself.
Will learn the process of 
creating good profiles 
with correct keywords 
and the apt piatforms for 
them
They will understand the 
process ol job hum using 
various platforms

Mock Interviews
1. Introduction to 

Interview 
preparation 
guidelines

2. Usage of 
correct verbal 
and non-verbal 
communieatio

ipon the completion of this 
lodule, students will be able to:

♦ Anticipate interview 
questions and Iheir 
answers according to the 
job requirement

♦ Practice interview skills 
cither as an observer, 
interviewer or an 
interviewee

■ U sc m ock si luations to 
develop better skills to 
answer, strengthen 
confidence and attitude.

Worksheets and You J ubc 
Videos

«*
i
&

• e<

n.
3. Salary 

negotiation
4. Situation 

analysis and 
dealing with 
proprietary 
information

5. Activity: Mock 
Interview 
sessions with 
experts.

u
s

'.»

References:

• Mukctjee, HoiySankar. (20ll).tiuiimss Communication: Connecting ol Work. New 
Delhi: Oxford University Press.

• Rovee, Courtland, John Thill&MukeshChaturvedi. (2006). Business Communication 
Todaj: Dorling kindcrsley. Delhi.
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• Su-ctrney. 5rmon.(20)2), Cn^ltsft for Husirwss Communication; A short modular 

course on socialising, telephoning, presentations, meetings end negotiations: 
Cambridge University Press: Norda.

• iimmerson, Paul. (2017). Husiness English ifaodbcx^k (Advanced). MacMiMian. 
Thailand.

• Worksheets related to Croup Discussion. Negotiation and Persuasion, Social Media
• YouTube CJips related to Group Discussion. Mock interview*. Learning to delegate. 

Negotiation and Persuasion
• TedTalks rclaud to Social Media

$. Pedagogy:
a. Instructional xtmtcgiesr'lWs is primarily visualised as tn applied or hands^n 

course wherein after a brief introduction, the students are given situations or 
examples where they apply the themes in focus. Kotc play, jrimubtions. 
YouTube dips, quizzes, interaction, real life situations from students* own 
experiences on Industrial Internships tmd so on. The course will he taught 
through blended approach, and a portion of the course will also te covered in 
the JT Labs for the necessary modules.

b. Special needs (facilities, requirements in terms of .software, studio, lab, clinic, 
library, classroomfothcrs instructional space; any other - please 
specify):Compufer I jb arid basic multimedia, library, classroom

c. Hxpcnisc in AU!) faculty or outside: Combination: CRUL other Faculty or 
external expertise where needed

d. Linkages with external agencies (e.gH with field-based otganiiarionv 
hospital: any others): Norte

9. Assessment struct ore (modes and frequency of assessments)

The General Fducation Component is assessed by the University in accordance with its own 
policy.

» SVS follows AUD's policy of continuous assessment.
» SVS follows the AUD policy wherein no single assessment will account for 
more than 40 per cent,

> It will be undertaken to lest the student's acquisition of skills and application.

Tentative or Suggestive Assessment Schedule with Wcightage (Changes would he 
communicated to the students)

Note: Poor Assessments jo the following manner arc balanced (or the said course. There 
wilt he an effort to undertake cross-curricular assessment. For example, based on the 
a a aaecs of Mod ulc 1 of tht eou rw, tom ulitVv e asscMment .with another cou rse w Hi be 
undertaken.

SO
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S.No. Period of 

Assessment
Weigh tnge

I. Active/ Constmclive Class Participation- 
Attendance - Worksheets

Semester
long

30%

2. Simulations-Role Plays* 40%Semester
long

3. Hnd Semester / l>rrsematkMi 30%

•Cu«wwui$ed to suU the needs of the programme by tlw facttftatnr or replace role play with 
another application-oriented strategy/ teehnique.This assessment is given the maximum 
percentage because the students already done internships on OJT (On Job Training), in the 
different sectors of (heir verticals. Therefore, in this course the practical aspect has been 
focused and it would help the students to get a preview of the situations they might face in 
their workplace. These role-plays might help them to deal with these situations without 
offending anybody impriate behaviour in the workplace.I
Signature of Course CWrdinntorfj) 
Note;

Sr
1. Modifications on the basis of deliberations m the Hoard of Studies in its 3* meeting 

on 26 April 2018 and those of the SCPVCE (held on 8 June 2018)/vnv hern 
incorporated and the revised proposal should be submitted to the Academic Council 
with due recommendations.

2. Cora courses which arc meant to be part of more than one programme, and ore to be 
shared across Schools, may need to be taken through the Boards of Studies of the 
respective Schools. T>* elect We* shared between more than one programme should 
have been approved in the Board of Studies of and taken through the 
SCAP/SCPVCE/SCR of the primary School.

3. In certain special case*, where e course does not belong to any particular School, the 
proposal may be submitted through SCAI'/SCPVCtVbCR to the Academic Council.

;*

i
* i

a»
r,

Recommendation of the School of Studies;

Suggestions:

[a\
a of the SchoolSignature of the

SI
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.#$6 Appendix-25
OVERALL LIST OF STUDENTS FOR CONVOCATION’ ($24)

School or Undergraduate Studies

BA (II) Economics 69
2 HA (H) English 57
3 HA (H) History 26
4 BA (H) Vsyduilogv 32279

BA (H) Mathematics 10
6 HA (H) Sociology 33
7 BA (H) Social Science and Humanities 4$

School of Business Tuhlic Policy and Social Entrepreneurship
Master ot Business A dm mistral ion (MBA) 43 43

sp*-* School of Culture and Creative Expressions
MA Literary Art 10
MA Performance Studies $

3 MA Film Studies 33$
4 MA Visual Art 7

School of Design
l MDes (Social Design) 10 10

School of Development Studies
1 | MA Development Studies I 35 35

School of Education Studies
1 MA Education Studies 27

MA Education (l-arly Childhood Care and 
Education)

24
51

School of Human Ecology
I MA Environment and Development 17
2 PG Diploma in Environment and Development 4 21

School of Human Studies
1 MA Psychology (Psychosocial Clinical Studies) 46
2 MA Gender Studies 39
3 MPhil- Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy 1
4 MPhil- Development Practice 1141$

MPhil- Women's and Gender Studies 7
6 Ph.D- Women's and Gender Studies 3

School of Liberal Studio*
MA Economies 32 130

2 MA Histor\ 43
3 MA Sociology 45
4 MPhil- History 7
5 MPhil- Hindi 2
6 Ph D-Hindi 1

School of Letter
1 MA Engjjsji 

Ph. D-Hindi
37 42

2 5

School of La»» Governance and Citizenship
1 MA Law, Politics and Society________

PG Diploma in Law. Politics and Societv
21 22

2 l
School of Vocational Studies

Advanced Diploma in Tourism and Hoipilalily1 1 1
TOTAL 824
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Year Wise Sludenls, Dala

1*7:747\

Number of GradualesBatch Year

BA (H) Rtonomicj* 2014-2019 I

BA^(H) Rconorryca 
BA (H> Lconotnics

20)5-2010 I

2010-20) 9 27

BA (H) Rci»nomics (Karampura Campus) 20)6-2010 40

BA (II) English 2014-2019 1

BA (H) English 2015-2019 5

BA (II) English 20 U3-2019 24

BA (H) Engliih (Karampura Campus) 2016-201') 27

BA (II) Psychology 
BA (H) Psychology

2014.2019 2

2015-2019 7

BA (H) Psychology 2016-2019 31

BA (11) Psychology (Karampura Campus) 2016-2019 39

2014-2019 1BA (H) Hislory 322
BA (II) History

BA (H) Hlsiory

2015-2019 >

2016-2019 20

2014-2019 1BA (H) Mathcmalics

BA (II) Mathematics 2015.20)9

2016-20)9 8BA (H) Mathematics

13A (11) Sociology 2014.20)9 3

BA (H) Sociology 2015-2019 7

BA (11) Sociology 2016.2019 23

BA (H) Social Science and Humanities 20M-2019 4

BA (H) Social Science and Humanities 
13A (H) Social Science and Humanities

20)5-2019 7

2016-2019 12
BA (11) Social Science and Humanities 
(Karampura Campus) 2016-2019 25

Master of Business Administration 2016-2019

42Master of Business Administration 2017-2019 43

MA Visual An 2017-2019 7

2016-2019 1MA Ulcrarv An

MA Literary Art 2017-2019 9
33

MA Performance Studies 2016-2019 1

MA Performance Studies 2017-2019 7

2016-2019 8MA Film Studies

MDes (Social Design) 2015-2019 ?
10

2016-2019 8MDc* (Social Design)___

MA Development Studies 2017-2019 36 35

MA Hducalmn Studies 2016-2019 1

MA Education Studies 2017-2019 26
51

MA Harly Childhood Care and Education 2016-2019 I

MA Early Childhood Care and Education 2017-2019 23
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r f t a
d Vfar >’dmtwr of CndmicsUaieh * » *

MA EnvirotuTKm A l>cvTloomgnt 
MA FjiviroomcnJ & Developmrnt

20)6*2019 I

20)7-2019
20*5-20)9

16
2)PC, Dinloma in Enwronmenl tod DevelofmiCTt 

PC Diploma In Knvimnmcfti and Dc%etopmcn!
I •

2016-2019 1
PC Diploma In linvirenmenl and Development 
PC Diploma in Knvironmem and Development

MA Psytholpuy (Pt>rlK»ocia1 Clinktl Studrrt) «

MA Psychology (P^rhosocial Clinkal Stud«)

MA PtyghologyJTHychosoclal Clin teal Studies) '

2017-2019 I
20IX-2019 1

2009-2019 I

2016*2019 I
4

201-2019 44
p

MA Gender Studies * 2016- 201.9

2017- 2019

1

MA Gender Studies 38/*
M PhU*Women's and Gender Studies * " : 2015*2019 I
M l^vl I-Women's nnd Gender Studies - ^ » 2016*2019 * 6 114

* 50)5-2019MHhil- PsychoanaMic Psxhqthcrapy

MPhiMTe^topment^Pytice^, 
MPhi?»Ocvy1opmcnt Practice t'v ^ 
MPhtl-De^looment Practice *-• - * . *

l — v
► 2012-20)9 v 4

, -2014-2019 2\
* >.. 2015-2019 * 10

MPhikDcvcIopment Precise *• »-** *

ITt.D-Women's tml Gender Studies 
Ph D»Women's and Gender Studies «

’2016-2019 2

2013-2019 2

2016-2019 1

MA Economics 2017-2019 32
MA Hnglwh * 2016*2019 • ' 2J ,V

4

MA English 
MA History

7T *»> J ' k'. - 2017-2019 ' 35
• .y f•• i 2016-20)9 B

MA History -2017-2019 354
•r . ^ rMA Socjgjogy 

MA Soewlocy

2016-2019^ 
2017*2019 *

2*
i 43 172

MPhll.History

MPtiil* History*

2014-2019 2

20)5*2019 4

MPhtMfmory 2016-2019 1

MPhiM Itndi. 20)5-2019 *•t 2
N

PhD-Kindi ^ * 2013*2019 I
*

>A*' +Ph-D-lfrndi * 2014-2019 4

Ph.lMlindi ' k. 2016*20)9« fl

MA lav»- Politics and Society » 20)7-2019 21%
22

PQ Diploma Law, Politics and Society 
Advanced Diploma in Tmrrhin and Hospitality •.

20)7-2019 1#

2017-2019 lI
- TOTAI.•i'' ' 824

p
•< 'p W 4 s*r •K 4

* V >

l 4
1tr k *

.»
i• •
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751• 1 Appendix-26

.Av AmbcdkAr Uni\*ersitv D^ihi 
N/

Asscssmcn;, bvolumioa end Student Progression

f\No. A ti D' 19* l(J ^2019 'A f Cal pndar 
OjtlxI: 12/12/2019

NOTlPiCATLUN

APS CAlJiN’DAK WINTPK SI*M1LSTHR 2020

HESPONSimUIT DKADUNrSTASK
J

17 Jinuary (Friday)Course Registration Dean of School/Scbno! OfTcc

Course Drop/Change Period Dean of School/School Office 20 January' - 24 January

25 January (Saturday)Freezing of course registrations Dean of School/School Office

fintry of first assessment grade on PRP Course Coordinators 06 March (Friday)

U May (Wednesday)L*ntr>' of all grades for all UG and PCI 
courses on KRP

Cotjrse Coordinators

Dean of School/School Office 1R May (Monday)Declaration of result

21 May (Thursday)Studcnis/Coursc 
Coord I nator/ Program me 
C<M»rdinalc>r/School Office

Period for Pointing out Discrepancies in 
result, if any

Dean of School'School Ofiice 22 May (Friday)Results to be sent to AKS Division

Partial Repeat period (PR) Dean of Sctoxvl'School Office 08 • 17 Julv

Deanof SchooUSchool Office i 2^ July (Friday)PK result declaration

Dean AKS\
(

Dean
AjMBrw fto>reu£n

Medur DeK
infjbrv ftaM. Gn. CSN • 110W

Wetaie't""*«das*
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Ambcdknr University DelhiI »1 ICl'l

Assessment. Evaluation and Student Progression

l:.N<v A U D M 9-10 Q 01 fA KSr Ca k*ndar 
Dated: 12/12/ 2019

NOTIFICATION

AKS Deadlines in Winter Semester -2020 for Monsoon ScniesJcr-2020

KESrONSIBIUTV SIKS OtherTASKS
KC and KV Schools

WS 2020 for 
MS 2020

WS 2020 for 
MS 2020

2K Pcbmiify (I nday)28 Pebntan’List of Courses to be 
oflered in tkM 
semester

Progremme Coordinators
/Dean of School

06 April (Monday)[K*an of Sdio'i 06 AprilNoteshecu for 
additional Teaching

Dean Academic Services 22 April 20 April (Wednesday)Approval for 
Additional Teaching
Timetable 20 March (Friday) 20 April (Monday)First Draft

Dean AliS/ AliS 
Division

27 April 
(if Required)

27 April
(if Required) (Monday)

Central '1 micuihlc
meeting

03 April (Friday) 30 April frhursday)Hmetahlc Final Draft

M May (Monday) 11 May (Monday)Coirses to be 
offered in the nevt 
semester,(in AKS 
format),to be sent to 
AES

Dean of School/
Programme
Coordinator

20 May (Wednesday)Uploading of course 
outline* on website

AliS Division 20 May (Wednesday)

Deun. AES

Ocor>
Amantt Moan tnS SbCert fftynw 

Ait«tftarUn^nihDtf«
UM Rba. Mm OM. Cah • tt 00» 

WnMrvmMACr
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7-53. Appendix-27

Ambcdknr Uuii'crsitv Delhiniei '*

Asscssnicm, f;v*aluation and Student Progression

!r.N’o.AUry! 9-10/2019'ARS' Calendar 
Dated: 12/12/2019

AKSCAl.RNDAk KOK KKSKAKCH PKOCKAMMiUS

Monsoon Semester Winter Semester
Admission Admission l. 1st - not later than 

22* August
Admission List - not later than 
22* January

Fixed/Xomiru! Fee Pe^mmt -2991 
August

Fjxed/Nominal Fee Pfl>*ment -29° 
Jnnuary,

Course
Registration

Not later than 10® September Not later than 10^ February

Grade Fntr>* 
in l:RP

i\y ] $* January By 14® August

Assignment 
ofSupenisor 
and RAC for 
each rcscorth 
scholar

Not later than a year from enrolment. Not later than a year from enrolment.

Synopsis
Submission

MPhil - Ulihin 6 months of completion
of course woric.

MPhil - Within 6 month of completion 
of course work.

j.,

PM - Within 5 scmcMers from date uf 
enrolment

Phd - Within 5 semesters from date of 
enrolment

Thesis
Submission"

MPhil - Within 2 years of enrolment M.Phil - Within 2 years of enrolment

Phd - Within 5 years of enrolment Phd - Within 5 years of enrolment

•For exceptions please see Research Studies Regulatiims (RSR). 2017.

•For MPhil Development Practice and MPhil Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy some exceptions 
will be made and announced as per requirements of their programntc.

Dean (AKF) 
jjecn

^vmjiwiD^acr ■naaorsP'cywUen 
AtMirUrotrttrP^V 

leOte fbM. Ktfifm On C«h • 11 am 
««vmS «c
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